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RHPA

Duties and Obiects of Colleges

Dufy of College
z.l It is the duty of the College to work in consultation with the Minister to ensure, as a

matter of public urterest, that the people of Ontario have access to adequate numbers of

qualified, iLitl"¿ and competent regulated health professionals' 2008' c' l8' s- l'

Objects of College
3. ( I ) The College has the following objects'

l. To regulate the practice of the profession and to govern the members in accordance

with the healttr profession Act, this Code and the Regulated Health Professions

Act, I991 and the regulations and by-,laws'

2. To.develop, establish and maintain standards of qualification lor persons to be issued

certificates o f registration.

3. To develop, establish and maintain programs and standards of practice to assure the

qualify of the practice of the profession'

4. 'I-o develop, establish and maintain standards of knowledge and skill and programs to

promoteãntinuing evaluation, competence and improvement among the members'

4.1 To develop, in collaboration and consultation with other Colleges, standards of

knowledgå, skill and judgment relating to the performance olcontrolled acts

"o-,ooriumong 
healih professions to enhance interprolessional collaboration, while

respecting the rinique character of individual health professions and their members'

5. To develop, establish and maintain standards of professional ethics for the members'

6- To develop, establish and rnaintain programs to assist individuals to exercise their

rights under this Code and the Regulated Heatth Professions Act, ] 991 '

T.Toadminister the health profession Act, this code and the Regulated Health

professions Act, lggl as it relates to the profession and to perform the other duties

and exercise the other po\Ãiers that are imposed or conlened on the College'

g- To promote and enhance relations befween the College and its members, other

health profession colleges, key stakeholders, and the pubtic.

9. To promote inter-professional collaboration with other health profession colleges'

10. To develop, establish, and maintain standards and programs to promote the ability

of members to respond to changes in practice environments, advances in

technolory and other emerging issues-

I l. Any other objects retating to human health care that the Council considers

desirable. t9é1, c. 18, SJrte¿. 2, s.3 (l); 2007, c- 10, Sched' M, s' l8; 2009, c'26'

s. 2a (l l)-

Dufy
(2) In carrying out its objects, the College has a duty to serye and protect the public

interest. I991, c. 18, Sched. 2, s- 3 (2)'

.1
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COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTORS OF ONTARIO 
MISSION, VISION, VALUES AND STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES  

 
MISSION 
 
The College of Chiropractors of Ontario regulates the profession in the public 
interest to assure ethical and competent chiropractic care. 
 
VISION 
 
Committed to Regulatory Excellence in the Public Interest in a Diverse 
Environment. 
 
VALUES 
 

• Integrity  
• Respect 
• Collaborative 
• Innovative 
• Transparent 
• Responsive 

 
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 
 

 
1. Build public trust and confidence and promote understanding of the role of 

CCO amongst all stakeholders. 
 

2. Ensure the practice of members is safe, ethical, and patient-centered. 
 

3. Ensure standards and core competencies promote excellence of care while 
responding to emerging developments. 

 
4. Optimize the use of technology to facilitate regulatory functions and 

communications. 
 

5. Continue to meet CCO’s statutory mandate and resource priorities in a 
fiscally responsible manner. 
 

                                      Developed at the strategic planning session: September 2017  
 



CCO Gooe or CoruDUcr FoR CunneruT AND

Fonuen E¡-ecreD AND Puellc MeMeeRs oF
Cou n¡c r L AN D N o tt -G o u N c I L Colt¡ lvl ¡rrer M eM B E RS @Ð
Executive Committee
Approved by Gouncil: September 28,2012
Amended: February 23,2016, April 19, 20'16, September 15,2016
Re-Affirmed bv Council: November 29, 2018

Current and former elected and public members of Council and non-Council committee

members must, at all times, maintain high standards of integrity, honesty and loyalty
when discharging their College duties. They must act in the best interest of the College.

They shall:

l. be familiar and comply with the provisions of the Regulated Health Professions

Act, 1991 (RHPA),its regulations and the Health Professions Procedural Code,

the Chiropractic Act 1991, its regulations, and the by-laws and policies of the

College;

2. diligently take part in committee work and actively serve on committees as

elected and appointed by the Council;

3. regularly attend meetings on time and participate constructively in discussions;

4. offer opinions and express views on matters before the College, Council and

committee, when appropriate;

5. participate in all deliberations and communications in a respectful, courteous and

professional manner, recognizing the diverse background, skills and experience of
members on Council and committees;

6. uphold the decisions made by Council and committees, regardless of the level of
prior individual disagreement;

7. place the interests of the College, Council and committee above self-interests;

8. avoid and, where that is not possible, declare any appearance of or actual conflicts

of interestst;

9. refrain from including or referencing Council or committee positions held at the

College in any personal or business promotional materials, advertisements and

business cards;2

I There is a general assumption of real or perceived conflict unless confirmation of no conflict by the

Executive Committee and/or Council, which will be addressed promptly.
2 This section does not preclude the use ofprofessional biographies for professional involvement.



CCO Code of Conduct
November 29,2018

10. preserve conf,rdentiality of all information before Council or committee unless
disclosure has been authorized by Council or otherwise exempted under s. 36(1)
ofthe RHPA;

11. refrain from communicating to members, including other Council or committee
members, on statutory committees regarding registration, complaints, reports,
investigations, disciplinary or fitness to practise proceedings which coulã be
perceived as an attempt to influence a statutory committee or a breach of
confidentiality, unless he or she is a membcr of the panel or, where there is no
panel, of the statutory committee dealing with the matter;

12. rcfrain from communicating to members and stakeholdet' on behalf of CCO
including on social media, unless authorized by Councila;

13. respect the boundaries of staff whose role is not to report to or work for individual
Council or committee members; and

14. be respectful of others and not engage in behaviour that might reasonably be
perceived as verbal, physical or sexual abuse or harassment.

Potential Breaches of the Gode of Conduct

15. An elected or appointed member of Council or non-Council committee member
who becomes aware of any potential breach of this code of conduct should
immediately advise the President and Registrar, or if the potential breach involves
the President, advise the Vice President and Registrar; and,

16. Potential breaches will be addressed first through informal discussion with the
Council member(s) or non-Council committee member(s), and subsequently by
written communication expressing concerns and potential conseq.,"n"ir.

I, , Council member or non-Council committee member of the
College of Chiropractors of Ontario undertake to comply with the CCO Code of Conduct
for Current and Former Elected and Public Members of Council and Non-Council
Comrnittee Members, both during and follcrving rny term on CCo Council or a
committee

Signature Witness:

Date

3 Stakeholders include professional associations, societies, and other organizations related to the regulation,
education and practice of chiropractic.
a This does not preclude Council members from communicating about CCO, provided they are not
communicating on behalf of CCO.

2
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Rules of Order of the Council of the
Gollege of Chiropractors of Ontario

Approved by Gouncil: September 20, 2014

ln this Schedule, "member" means a council member

Each agenda topic will be introduced briefly by the person or committee
representative raising it. Members may ask questions of clarification, then the
person introducing the matter shall make a motion and another member must
second the motion before it can be debated.

When any member wishes to speak, he or she shall so indicate by raising his or
her hand and shall address the chair and confine himself or herself to the matter
under discussion.

Staff persons and consultants with expertise in a matter may be permitted by the
chair to answer specific questions about the matter.

5

6

Observers at a council meeting are not allowed to speak to a matter that is under
debate.

A member may not speak again on the debate of a matter until every council
member who wishes to speak to it has been given an opportunity to do so. The
only exception is that the person introducing the matter or a staff person may
answer questions about the matter. Members will not speak to a matter more
than twice without the permission of the chair.

A member may not speak longer than five minutes upon any motion except with
the permission of Council.

When a motion is under debate, no other motion can be made except to amend
it, to postpone it, to put the motion to a vote, to adjourn the debate of the council
meeting or to refer the motion to a committee.

A motion to amend the motion then under debate shall be disposed of first. Only
one motion to amend the motion under debate can be made at a time.

3

4

7

B

I

10 When a motion is on the floor, a member shall make every effort to be present
and to remain in the room.

When it appears to the chair that the debate in a matter has concluded, when
Council has passed a motion to vote on the motion or when the time allocated to
the debate of the matter has concluded, the chair shall put the motion to a vote
and no further debate is permitted.

11



Rules of Order of Council
Approved by Council: September 20, 2014

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

2

A member is not entitled to vote upon any motion in which he or she has a
conflict of interest, and the vote of any member so interested will be disallowed.

Any motion decided by the Council shall not be re-introduced during the same
session except by a two-thirds vote of the Council then present.

Whenever the chair is of the opinion that a motion offered to the Council is
contrary to these rules or the by-laws, he or she shall rule the motion out of order
and give his or her reasons for doing so.

The chair shall preserve order, etiquette and decorum, and shall decide
questions of order, which include addressing any distractions that interfere with
the business of the meeting, subject to an appeal to the Council without debate.

The above rules may be relaxed by the chair if it appears that greater informality
is beneficial in the particular circumstances unless the Council requires strict
adherence.

Members are not permitted to discuss a matter with observers while it is being
debated.

Members are to be respectful, courteous and professional while others are
speaking.

ln all cases not provided for in these rules or by other rules of Council, the
current edition of Robert's Rules of Order shall be followed so far as they may be
applicable.



List of Commonly Used Acronyms at CCO
as at September 2017

Acronym Full Name

ADR Alternative Dispute Resolution
AFC Alliance For Chiropractic (formerly CAC)
BCCC British Columbia College of Chiropractors
BDC Board of Directors of Chiropractic
cAc Chiropractic Awareness Council
ccA Canadian Chiropractic Association
CCEB Canadian Chiropractic Examining Board
ccEc Council on Chiropractic Education (Canada)

SCERP Specified Continuing Education or Remediation Proptram

ccct Canadian Chiropractic Guideline lnitiative
cco Colleee of Chironractors of Ontario
CCPA Canadian Chiropractic Protective Association
CCRF Canadian Chiropractic Research Foundation
Chiropractic Act Chiropractic Act. 1991

cMcc Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College
cNo College of Nurses of Ontario
Code Health Professions Procedurql Code, Schedule 2 to the RHPA

coNo College of Naturopaths of Ontario
CPGs Clinical Practice Guidelines
CPSO College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario

cRc Chiropractic Review Committee
DAC Designated Assessment Centre

FCC Federation of Canadian Chiropractic
FCCOS(C) Fellow of the Colleee of Chiropractic Orthopaedic Specialists (Canada)

FCCR(C) Fellow of the Chiropractic College of Radiologists (Canada)

FCCPOR(C) Fellow of the Canadian Chiropractic College of Physical and Occupational
Rehabilitation (Canada)

FCCS(C) Fellow of the College of Chiropractic Sciences (Canada)

FRCCSS(C) Fellow of the Royal College of Chiropractic Sports Sciences (Canada)

FCLB Federation of Chiropractic Licensing Boards

FHRCO Federation of Health Regulatory Colleges of Ontario

HARP Healins Arts Radiation Protection Act
HIA Health Insurance Act
HPARB Health Professions Appeal and Review Board

HPRAC Health Professions Regulatory Advisory Council

tcRc Inquiries, Complaints & Reports Committee
LSUP Law Society of Upper Canada

MESPO Model for the Evaluation of Scopes of Practice in Ontario

MOHLTC Ministrv of Health and Long-Term Care

MTCU Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities

NBCE National Board of Chiropractic Examiners

ocA Ontario Chiropractic Association

ODP Office Development Proi ect

oFc Offrce of the Fairness Commissioner
OHIP Ontario Health Inswance Plan

PHIPA Personal Health Information Protection Act
PPA Protecting Patients Act, 2017
PIPEDA Personal Information and Protection of Electronic Documents Act
RHPA Regulated Health Professions Act, l99I
UQTR Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières
WHO World Health Organization
WSIB Workplace Safety and Insurance Board



 

COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTORS OF ONTARIO 
 

Council Meeting 
 

Tuesday, April 30, 2019 (8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.) 1 
 

AGENDA (Public) 2 
 

SECTIONS 
OF THE 
CODE FOR 
IN-CAMERA 
SESSIONS 
IF 

DIRECTED 
BY 
COUNCIL 

Page 
No. 

ITEM Action 
Required 

Action By Priority 
Level 3 

       

  CALL TO ORDER AND WELCOME TO NEW 
COUNCIL MEMBERS 

 Starmer High 

      

   Appoint Parliamentarian  Council High 

       

Vol. 1  1. Consent Agenda  Approve Council  High 
9  1.1 Discipline Committee Report    
11   1.1.1 CCO v Dr. Shaun Lambrou 

  (received April 2, 2019)  
   

24   1.1.2 FHRCO Conducting a  
  Discipline Hearing Program 
   (Basic – May 3, 2019) 

   

27  1.2 Fitness to Practise Committee  
 Report 

   

27  1.3 Inquiries, Complaints and Reports 
 Committee Report (ICRC)  

   

28  1.4 Registration Committee Report    

    
 
 
 

   

                                                            
1 Subject to Council’s direction.  
2 If you would like the complete background documentation relating to any item on the agenda, please speak to Ms 
Willson (subject to confidentiality provisions). 
3 Subject to Council’s direction. Consider addressing all agreed upon high priority items first whether they are old or new 
business items.  



Council Agenda – Tuesday, April 30, 2019 (Public)  2

SECTIONS 
OF THE 
CODE FOR 
IN-CAMERA 
SESSIONS 
IF 

DIRECTED 
BY 
COUNCIL 

Page 
No. 

ITEM Action 
Required 

Action By Priority 
Level 3 

   2. Adoption of Agenda Adopt Council  High 
   2.1 Conflict of Interest  Review/ 

Declare any 
real or 
perceived 
conflicts of 
interest 

Council High 

       
  3. Adoption of Minutes 4  Approve Council High 
      
  4. Committee Reports and 

 Recommendations 
Report/ 
Approve 
Recom-
mendations 
 

Committee 
Chairs/ 
Council 

High 

 59 4.1 Executive Committee Report  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Report Starmer 
 
 
 

High 

  CCO Elections Verbal 
Report/ 
Review/ 
Consider any 
changes to 
ensure fair 
election 
process 5 

Willson/ 
Council 

High 

      

                                                            
4 Only members present at the meeting should approve the minutes.    
5 Currently the Election Review Committee is responsible for responding in a timely way to issues or concerns arising 
during the elections, and to reviewing all campaign material by candidates for general consistency with CCO’s advertising 
provisions. 



Council Agenda – Tuesday, April 30, 2019 (Public)  3

SECTIONS 
OF THE 
CODE FOR 
IN-CAMERA 
SESSIONS 
IF 

DIRECTED 
BY 
COUNCIL 

Page 
No. 

ITEM Action 
Required 

Action By Priority 
Level 3 

Ss. 7 
(2)(a)
(b)(c)
(d)(e)  

 Go in Camera    

 Vol. 2  Ratify  
decisions 
made in- 
camera 

  

 219 4.1.16 Memo dated April 30, 2019 to Ms 
  Willson from Mr. Friedman re: 
  Technology Upgrade Update 

Verbal 
Report 

Friedman Medium 

      
  By-laws Approve 

Process for 
circulation 
and approval 

Council Medium 

 236 4.1.17 Memorandum dated April 30, 
  2019 to Ms Willson from Mr. 
  Friedman re: Distribution of By-
  law Amendments 

   

 244 4.1.18 Proposed By-law Amendments     
      
  Standards of Practice, Policies, 

Guidelines  
   

 308 4.1.23  Policy P-010: Professional  
  Misconduct Relating to  
  Orthopractic 
 

Revoke Council Medium 

  Chiropractic/Health Related 
Stakeholders 

   

  Federation of Canadian Chiropractic 
(FCC)  

Verbal 
Report re: 
April 2019 
meetings 

Starmer/ 
Willson 

High 

 309 4.1.24 CCO Report to FCC  FYI   
 315 4.1.25 Invitation to Fall 2019 Meeting – 

  CCPA/Regulators 
Verbal 
Report 

Willson Medium 
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SECTIONS 
OF THE 
CODE FOR 
IN-CAMERA 
SESSIONS 
IF 

DIRECTED 
BY 
COUNCIL 

Page 
No. 

ITEM Action 
Required 

Action By Priority 
Level 3 

  Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College 
(CMCC) 

   

 317 4.1.26 News Release dated March 27, 
  2019 re: International Position 
  Statement 

Review for 
regulatory 
implications 

Council Medium 

  Canadian Chiropractic Association 
(CCA) 

Discuss 
CCO future 
direction/ 
collaboration 

Council Medium 

 336 4.1.29 President’s Message dated April 
  18, 2019 

   

      
 342 4.2 Advertising Committee Report Report 

 
Amlinger High 

      
 370 4.3 Patient Relations Committee Report Report Bourdeau High 
 372 4.3.1 Tent Cards of Partnership of Care 

  (mock up) 
Provide 
Feedback 

  

      
 376 4.4 Quality Assurance Committee Report Report Amlinger on 

behalf of 
Anderson-
Peacock 

High 

 398 4.4.4  Information re: RFP for Web  
  Scanning Technology 

FYI    

      
  5. New Business    
 403 5.1 Scope of Practice for Chiropractic  Introduce 

Item  
Budgell Medium 

 409 5.3 Decision of the Social Justice Tribunal 
 Ontario re: Aron Airall 

FYI   

   
 

   

 Vol. 3 6. Background Information for 
 Committee Reports 6 

Primarily 
FYI  

  

                                                            
6 A Council member may request pulling information from the background information section and adding to the main 
agenda if relevant to an agenda item and public interest protection.   



Council Agenda – Tuesday, April 30, 2019 (Public)  5

SECTIONS 
OF THE 
CODE FOR 
IN-CAMERA 
SESSIONS 
IF 

DIRECTED 
BY 
COUNCIL 

Page 
No. 

ITEM Action 
Required 

Action By Priority 
Level 3 

  6.1 Executive Committee Report 
 (background) 

   

  Elections    
 414 6.1.1 By-law 6: Election of Council 

  Members 
   

 422 6.1.2 Information distributed to  
  members electronically including 
  voting guide, notice of election 
  and nomination guide, election 
  information guideline  

   

 438 6.1.3 Ontario Chiropractic Association 
  (OCA) info re: elections 

   

 450 6.1.4 Alliance for Chiropractic (AFC) 
  info re: elections 

   

  Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
(MOHLTC) 

Review 
Information 
for health 
regulatory 
context 

  

 592 6.1.9 Bulletin and information dated 
  January 2019 re: Hallway  
  Medicine 

   

 627 6.1.10 Bulletins dated February 26, 2019 
  re: “Super Agency” 

   

 640 6.1.11 Overview of Bill 74 – The  
  People’s Health Care Act, 2019, 
  Steinecke 

   

 643 6.1.12 Miscellaneous news reports    
  Communications/Strategic Planning    
 932 6.1.28  Media stories re: chiropractic, 

  regulators, members 
   

 1010 6.1.32 Chiropractice Winter 2019    
  Chiropractic/Health Related Stakeholders    
  Ontario Chiropractic Association (OCA)    
 1051 6.1.33 Miscellaneous   

  bulletins/communications   
   

  Federation of Canadian Chiropractic 
(FCC) 
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SECTIONS 
OF THE 
CODE FOR 
IN-CAMERA 
SESSIONS 
IF 

DIRECTED 
BY 
COUNCIL 

Page 
No. 

ITEM Action 
Required 

Action By Priority 
Level 3 

 1158 6.1.37 Information dated March 6, 2019 
  from Alberta College and  
  Association of Chiropractors re: 
  Advertising etc.  

Consider 
best 
practices? 

Advertising 
Committee 

Low 

  Canadian Chiropractic Protective 
Association (CCPA) 

   

 1167 6.1.38 Communique dated January 2019    
  Canadian Chiropractic Examining Board 

(CCEB) 
   

 1171 6.1.39 CCEB Annual Report 2017/2018    
 1191 6.1.40 Correspondence dated April 9, 

  2019, Upcoming BOG Vacancies 
   

 1198 6.1.41 Canadian Chiropractic Guidelines 
  Initiative – Stakeholder Report and 
  Invoice 

   

  Council on Licensure, Enforcement & 
Regulation 

   

 1210 6.1.42 Information re: International  
  Conference hosted by Canada in 
  Vancouver June 2019 7 

Approve Council Low 

 1218 6.1.43 Internal Policy: I-010: Procedures 
  for Attending Educational  
  Sessions/Professional   
  Development Programs 

   

      
  6.2 Advertising Committee Report 

 (background) 
   

 1222 6.2.1 Advertising Committee Terms of 
  Reference (current) 

   

  6.2.2 P-004: Advertising Committee 
Protocol 

   

 1223 6.2.3 S-016: Advertising (current)    
 1228 6.2.4 G-16: Advertising (current)    
 1236 6.2.5  Memo dated April 30, 2019 to 

  Chair, Quality Assurance  
  Committee 

   

      

                                                            
7 Dr. Starmer and Ms Willson would like to attend (subject to approval).  
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SECTIONS 
OF THE 
CODE FOR 
IN-CAMERA 
SESSIONS 
IF 

DIRECTED 
BY 
COUNCIL 

Page 
No. 

ITEM Action 
Required 

Action By Priority 
Level 3 

  6.3 Patient Relations Committee Report 
 background) 

   

 1237 6.3.1 Partnership of Care (10 languages)    
      
  6.4 Quality Assurance Committee Report 

 (background) 
   

 1279 6.4.2  S-001: Scope of Practice (current)    
 1285 6.4.3  G-008: Business Practices  

  (current) 
   

      
  7. For Your Information 8 FYI (subject 

to questions)  
  

  Chiropractic in other Canadian 
Jurisdictions 

   

  British Columbia    
 1292 7.1 Correspondence dated March 23, 

 2019, CBC News “Chiropractic  
 Treatment for Children to Face 
 ‘Rigorous’ Review in BC” 

   

 1312 7.2 Correspondence dated March 5, 2019, 
 “Nurse Says There is Practically Zero 
 Evidence for Chiropractic – 
 Especially in Infants” 

   

  Manitoba    
 1314 7.3 CBC Article dated April 11, 2019, 

 “Lawsuit Alleges Manitoba Physicians 
 College Broke Agreement to ‘Refrain 
 from Criticism’ of Chiropractors 

   

  Quebec    
 1320 7.4 La Presse Article dated April 12, 

 2019, “A Professor at UQTR 
 Multiplies the Anti-Vaccine Remarks” 

   

   Various Chiropractic Publications 
 and Articles from Canada and the 
 U.S.A. 

   

                                                            
8 A Council member may request pulling information from the FYI section and adding to the main agenda if relevant to an 
agenda item and public interest protection. Committee Chairs to review from perspective of inclusion on committee 
agenda for future recommendations to Council. 
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SECTIONS 
OF THE 
CODE FOR 
IN-CAMERA 
SESSIONS 
IF 

DIRECTED 
BY 
COUNCIL 

Page 
No. 

ITEM Action 
Required 

Action By Priority 
Level 3 

 1324 7.5 Research Article from the BMC 
 Complementary and Alternative 
 Medicine, “Manual Therapy for the 
 Pediatric Populations: A Systematic 
 Review” 

   

 1364 7.6 Correspondence dated March 11, 
 2019, “Vitalism and Chiropractic” 

   

 1365 7.7 Article published February 21, 2019, 
 Chiropractic and Manual Therapies, 
 “Chiropractic, One Big Unhappy 
 Family: Better Together or Apart?” 

   

  Australia    
 1371 7.8 Interim Policy dated March 14, 2019,  

 Chiropractic Board of Australia, 
 “Chiropractic Board Announces 
 Interim Policy on Spinal 
 Manipulation” 

   

  Japan    
 1375 7.9 Article dated March 21, 2019, 

 Chronicle of Chiropractic, “President 
 of Tokyo College of Chiropractic 
 Issues Statement on Australian Ban of 
 Infants” 

   

  Health Care Related Articles    
 1378 7.10 Toronto Star Article dated  

  February 27, 2019, “Health-Care 
  Overhaul Called ‘Biggest in 50 
  Years” 

   

  Other Regulators    
  College of Massage Therapists     
 1380 7.11 CBC Article dated March 21, 

  2019, “Massage Therapist Mark 
  Donlevy Faces 14th Sexual Assault 
  Charge” 

   

  College of Pharmacists    
 1382 7.12 Toronto Star article dated  

  February 25, 2019 “Getting away 
  with pharmacy fraud is no  
  problem in Ontario”  
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SECTIONS 
OF THE 
CODE FOR 
IN-CAMERA 
SESSIONS 
IF 

DIRECTED 
BY 
COUNCIL 

Page 
No. 

ITEM Action 
Required 

Action By Priority 
Level 3 

  College of Physicians and Surgeons of 
Ontario 

   

 1393 7.13 Canadian Press Article dated  
  March 13, 2019, “Regulator Won’t 
  Pursue Complaints about Doctor’s 
  Advocacy Work” 

   

 1395 7.14 Extract from Dialogue 2018 re: 
  Striving for Balance  Striving for 
  Balance – Right Touch Regulation 

   

 1402 7.15  CPSO v Peirovy re: Standard of 
  Review 

   

  Law Society of Upper Canada    
 1439 7.16 Various Information LSO  

  Elections 
   

  Miscellaneous    
 1443 7.17  Staffing change dated February 28, 

  2019 re: Health Professions  
  Appeal and Review Board 

   

 1444 7.18 Move Notice dated March 8, 2019 
  re: Health Workforce Regulatory 
  Oversight Branch 

   

 1447 7.19 C.D. Howe Institute (April 2019), 
  “Regulating Alternative  
  Medicines: Disorder in the  
  Borderlands” 

   

 1471 7.20 Legislative Update: March 2019    
 1478 7.21 Grey Areas – February/March 

  2019  
   

 1484 7.22 Council Member Terms    
      
  DATE AND TIME OF MEETINGS 9     

                                                            
9 Please mark your Calendar and Advise Rose Bustria ASAP if you are unable to attend any meetings.   
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SECTIONS 
OF THE 
CODE FOR 
IN-CAMERA 
SESSIONS 
IF 

DIRECTED 
BY 
COUNCIL 

Page 
No. 

ITEM Action 
Required 

Action By Priority 
Level 3 

      
  ADJOURNMENT    
      

 

                                                            
 
Council Meeting Dates to November 2019 
  
All Council meetings are at CCO and are scheduled from 8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. unless otherwise noted. Schedule meeting 

dates to June 2020? 

 

Year  Date  Time  Event  Location 

2019 Tuesday, June 18  3:00 p.m.  Site Visit   59 Hayden 

 Tuesday, June 18  6 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.  Annual General 

Meeting 

Four Seasons Hotel 
Vinci  Room 

 Wednesday, June 19  8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.  Council Meeting  CCO 

 Friday, September 13  1:00 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.   Strategic 

Planning/Topic 

Specific Focused 

Meeting (in camera 

items) 

Kingbridge Conference Centre and 
Institute, 
12750 Jane Street, King City Ontario 
L7B 1A3 
www.kingbridgecentre.com 

 Saturday, September 

14 

8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.  Council Meeting    Kingbridge 

 Sunday, September 15  8:30 a.m. – 12 noon  Strategic 

Planning/Topic 

Specific Meeting (as 

required) 

Kingbridge 

 Thursday, November 

28 

8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.  Council Meeting  CCO (new premises!) 

 Friday, November 29  Evening  Holiday Party  TBD 
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Gollege of Ghiropractors of Ontario
Discipline Committee Report to Gouncil
Tuesday, April 30,2019

I
Gore Members: Mr. Doug Cressman, Chair

Ms Karoline Bourdeau
Dr. Brian Budgell
Dr. David Starmer
Dr. Daniela Arciero, non-Council member
Dr. Angela Barrow, non-Council member
Dr. Liz Gabison, non-Council member
Dr. Colin Goudreau, non-Council member
Dr. Colleen Pattrick, non-Council member
Dr. Matt Tribe, non-Council member

Staff Support: Ms Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and Generøl Counsel

Though not unheard of, it is unusual for chiropractors to appear before a Discipline Panel

more than once. Most of course never have the experience which is obviously a good
thing. In any given year, less than one fifth of one percent of members of CCO find
themselves to be the subject of a discipline hearing. Although the goal might be zero,

that is probably unrealistic to attain. The lack of second appearances, however, may be

due to the effectiveness of the penalty order. In ordering a penalty, or agreeing to a
penalty order presented by the parties, a Panel will consider the following:

Is this penalty fair, as in, is it in the range of past penalties for similar
misconduct?

Is there a deterrence factor built into the penalty, specific to the individual

member, and more generally to other members of the profession?

Is there an educational or rehabilitative component built in to support the

member?

Does the penalty meet the bar of protecting the public into the future?

Penalties often include an oral reprimand, a suspension, a requirement to take refresher
courses such as the Record Keeping course offered by the College, an agreement to be

assessed by a Quality Assurance assessor in the near future, and a financial penalty. In
the most serious of cases, a penalty order can even include revoking the privilege to
practice in Ontario.

a

a

a

a
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Discipline Committee Report to Council: April 30,2019 2

One hearing has been held since the last Council meeting.

Dr. Shaun Lambrou - March 6,2019
Panel: Ms Karoline Bourdeau, Chair, Dr. Brian Budgell, Mr. Doug Cressman,
Dr. Colin Goudreau and Dr. Colleen Pattrick

A hearing has been scheduled on the following

Dr. Niousha Golhassani - April 29,2019
Panel: Dr. Matt Tribe, Chair, Ms Karoline Bourdeau, Dr. Brian Budgell,
Mr. Doug Cressman and Dr. Colleen Pattrick

The Federation of Health Regulatory Colleges of Ontario (FHRCO) is holding its next
Discipline Orientation on May 3,2019 (Basic). Just a reminder that according to our
bylaws, every member of Council is a member of the Discipline Committee and as such
may be called upon to serve on an upcoming panel. Therefore, if any Council members
are interested in the above training in order to enhance the skills which would better
enable them to serve, please contact Ms Rose Bustria.

I would like to thank all members of Council and all Non-Council Professional members
appointed to the Discipline Committee for your willingness to serve, your
professionalism, your engagement and your support personally to me as Chair over this
past year. I'd also like to recognize the good work done by counsel for the College,
various defense counsel and those who have served as independent legal counsel for our
Panels. Your contributions are important in keeping hearings running fairly, effectively,
and focused on the public interest.

Respectfully submitted,
Doug Cressman, Chair

o

a



|TEM 1.1.1

DISCPLINE COMMITTEE OF THE COLLEGE
OF CHIROPRACTORS OF ONTARIO

11

PANEL:

Chair Ms Karoline Bourdeau

Mr. Doug Cressman

Dr. Colin Goudreau

Dr. Colleen Pattrick

Dr. Brian Budgell

BETWEEN:

COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTORS
OF ONTARIO

-and-

DR. SHAUN LAMBROU

Also present at the hearing were:

Public Member

Public Member

Professional Member

Professional Member

Professional Member

Appearances:

Mr. Chris Paliare and
Ms. Karen Jones

for the College of Chiropractors of Ontario

Brendan Farrer for Dr. Shaun Lambrou

Heard: March 6,2019

Mr. Colin Stevenson
Independent Legal Counsel to the Panel

Ms. Jo-Ann Willson
Registrar and General Counsel CCO

Ms. Lydia Pak
Court Reporter

DECISION AND REASONS

)

)

)
)
)

)

)

)

)

)

)



INTRODUCTION

A hearing into allegations of professional misconduct against Dr. Shaun Lambrou

took place before a panel of the Discipline Committee (the "Panel") of the College of

Chiropractors of Ontario (the "College" or "CCO") on March 6,2019. The College has a

mandate to regulate the practice ofthe chiropractic profession and to govern its members and, in

so doing, serve and protect the public interest.

The Panel found that the Member engaged in professional misconduct by

breaching subsections 5l(l)(c) of the Health Professions Procedural Code of the Chiropractic

Act, 1991, S.O. 1991, c.2l,as amended, andparagraphs 1(2) and 1(33), ofOntario Regulation

852193. Below we explain that decision.

THE ALLEGATIONS

The allegations against Dr. Shaun Lambrou (the "Member"), were stated in a

Notice of Hearing, dated October 12,2018 which was filed as Exhibit l. The original allegations

were:

(a)

12

you have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by subsection

5l(lXb.1) ofthe Health Professions Procedural Code of the Chiropractic Act,

1991, S.O. 1991, c.21, as amended, in that in December 2017 you sexually

abused a patient known as Patient A;

you have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by subsection

5l (l)(c) ofthe Health Professions Procedural Code of the Chiropractic Act,

-2-

(b)
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I991 , S.O. 1991, c. 21, as amended, and paragraph 1(2) of Ontario Regulation

852193, in that in December 2017, you contravened a standard of practice of the

profession or failed to maintain the standard of practice expected of members of

the profession with respect to your treatment of and/or conduct towards a patient

known as Patient A;

(c) you have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by subsection

5l (1)(c) of the Health Professions Procedural Code of the Chiropractic Act,

1991, S.O. 1991, c.2l (l) as amended, and paragraph I (5) of Ontario Regulation

852/93, in that in December 2017, you abused a patient known as Patient A

verbally and/or physically and/or psychologically and/or emotionally; and

(d) you have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by subsection

5l (l)(c) of the Health Professions Procedural Code of the Chiropractic Act,

1991, S.O. 1991, c.21, as amended, and paragraph 1(33) of Ontario Regulation

852/93, in that in December 2017, you engaged in conduct or performed an act,

that, having regard to all the circumstances, would reasonably be regarded by

members as disgraceful, dishonourable or unprofessional with respect to your

treatment of and/or conduct towards a patient known as Patient A.

The CCO, however, as part of a Resolution Agreement, withdrew allegations (a),

(c) and the claims of disgracefuland dishonourable conduct in (d).

THE EVIDENCE

An Agreed Statement of Facts (Exhibit 2) was filed. This provided that:

-3-
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l. Dr. Shaun Lambrou ("Member") became a member of the College of

Chiropractors of Ontario ("CCO") in 2010. The Member has not been the subject of a previous

Discipline Committee hearing.

2. During the relevant time, the Member was a practitioner at Massage Matters

("Clinic") in Toronto, Ontario.

Patient A

3. In December 2017, Patient A was experiencing neck pain caused by stress. She

had been receiving chiropractic treatment and massage for the pain. However, her usual

chiropractor moved and she found massage alone was no longer effective. Patient A decided to

obtain treatment from a new chiropractor.

4. On December 14,2017, Patient A attended at the Clinic and completed patient

intake forms. The Member greeted her in the reception area of the Clinic and took her into a

treatment room. He asked Patient A questions, assessed her and diagnosed her as having

mechanical neck strain caused by stress and posture. The Member proposed treating her with

adjustments, soft tissue work and possibly acupuncture in the future. Patient A agreed to the

proposal.

5. The Member provided Patient A with a treatment on December 14,2017. She was

wearing street clothes, including a shirt and sweater. According to Patient A, the Member asked

her to remove her sweater and she did so. The Member put cream on his hands and did soft tissue

-4-
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work on the back of her neck and clavicle area. During the soft tissue work, the Member leaned

his body against Patient A's back. Had he testified, the Member would have said that he needed

to position himself in that manner so he could generate the appropriate amount of force required

to do the soft tissue work.

6. The pressure from the Member's body against her back made Patient A

uncomfortableo but, she did not say anything. Following the soft tissue work, Patient A lay down

prone on the treatment table and the Member did soft tissue work on her back, putting his hands

under her shirt from the bottom to do so. This also made her feel uncomfortable, but she didn't

say anything. The Member then had Patient A lie supine on the treatment table and he adjusted

her neck and back.

7. Following the treatment, the Member escorted Patient A to the reception area. He

encouraged her to book three more appointments, and she booked two: one on December 20,

2017 and one on December 23,2017.

8. On December 20,2017,Patient A returned to the Clinic for a second treatment.

She was no longer having neck pain and reported that her tension was much lesser but not

completely gone. Similar to the first treatment, the Member asked her to remove her sweater, and

began to do soft tissue work on her neck and clavicle area. Similar to the first treatment, he

leaned his body against her back during the soft tissue work.

9. Had Patient A testified, she would have said that when the Member leaned his

body against her, she believed she felt his penis against her back. Had he testified, the Member

-5-
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would have denied his penis ever touched Patient A, and that what she felt was the side of his leg

and his hip.

10. Following the soft tissue work, the Member asked Patient A to lie supine on the

treatment table. She did so and he did soft tissue work on her neck. During the soft tissue work

on her neck, Patient A sat up and asked him to stop. She told the Member that she had just

finished reporting a situation that involved years of sexual harassment from a fellow employee at

her workplace. She told him that when he massaged her and leaned against her, she had felt his

private parts rubbing up against her and that it was not Ok. The Member told her that he was

sorry.

I L Had the Member testified, he would have said he was shocked and surprised by

Patient A's comments and that he apologized because there had been a misunderstanding.

12. Patient A then ended the treatment early and left the room. She went to the

reception area. She paid for the treatment and cancelled the next appointment. The same day

Patient A made a complaint to the CCO.

13. In addition to documenting the assessment and treatment of Patient A on

December 20,2017, the Member also documented "Clinical Note Addendum: Patient left

treatment early, was not feeling well."

14. Patient A was very upset by what she perceived happened to her on December 20,

2017 . On December 28,2017, Patient A saw a psychologist for treatment for her distress. The

-6-
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psychologist made a mandatory report of sexual abuse of a patient to the CCO on December 29,

2017.

CCO Standards and Guidelínes

15. CCO Standard of Practice 5-001 Chiropractic Scope of Practice requires a

member to provide relevant, safe, supportive patient-centered quality care and to document

legible and accurate notes capturing any unique aspects of treatment.

16. CCO Standard of Practice 5-002 Record Keeping requires a member to maintain

accurate and complete patient records that contain comprehensive information about the initial

examination and all assessments, the diagnosis or clinical impression, and a plan of care for the

patient. The record must contain a copy ofthe patient's consent to any course of care, and

reasonable information about advice and treatment given to the patient. The record should

accurately recreate the doctor/patient interaction and should include reasonable information

about a procedure that was commenced but not completed, including the reasons for non-

completion.

17 . CCO Standard of Practice S-013 Consent, requires a member to obtain consent to

care or a plan of care that is fully informed, voluntarily given, related to the patient's conditions

and circumstances and documented in the patient health record.

18. CCO Guideline G-001 Communication with Patient, requires a member to ensure

that a patient, at all times, understands what is being done and why. The member has an

-7 -
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obligation to respect a patient's dignity and personal space and demonstrate particular awareness

when touching a sensitive area of the body.

Admìssions

19. The Member admits that he failed to adcquatcly explain to Patient A the nature of

the treatment he was proposing to provide to her and the reason for it. He, therefore, did not

obtain informed consent for the treatment. The Member admits he did not adequately

communicate with the patient throughout the treatment so that she understood what he was doing

and did not take steps to ascertain her comfort with his treatment. He failed to document why the

treatment on December 20,2017 was not completed. He admits his documentation in the

addendum on December 20,2017 was misleading, inaccurate and incomplete.

20. The Member admits that, based on the facts set out aboveo he committed acts of

professional misconduct as set out in the Notice of Hearing dated August 17,2018

("Notice of Hearing") because he:

(a) contravened a standard of practice ofthe profession or failed to maintain the

standard of practice expected of members ofthe profession, as described in

Allegation 2; and

(b) engaged in conduct or performed acts that, having regard to all the circumstances

would reasonably be regarded by members as unprofessional as described in

Allegation 4.

-8-
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Other

The Member also acknowledged that he had received legal advice from his

counsel, Valerie Wise, prior to signing the Resolution Agreement and that he had signed the

Agreed Statement of Facts freely and voluntarily.

DECISION

After a brief recess to consider our decision the Panel accepted the submission

from the parties and found Dr. Lambrou to have committed professional misconduct as alleged

in the outstanding allegations in the Notice of Hearing.

SUBMISSIONS ON PENALTY AND COSTS

The parties presented the Panel with a joint submission on penalty and costs

which was filed on consent as Exhibit 3. This submission asked the Panel to make the following

orders:

Requiring the Member to appear before the Panel to be reprimanded

2. Directing the Registrar and General Counsel ("Registrar") to suspend the

Member's certificate of registration for a period of four months ("Suspension") beginning on

April 15,2019.

I

-9-
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3. Directing the Registrar to impose the following terms, conditions and limitations

("Conditions") on the Member's certificate of registration:

(a) by July 15,2019, the Member must:

(D review, and undertake in writing to comply with, all CCO regulations,

standards of practice, policies and guidelines, includingo but, not limited to

CCO Standard of Practice 5-001 Chiropractic Scope of Practice; CCO

Standard of Practice 5002: Record Keeping; CCO Standard of Practice S-

013 Consent, and CCO Guideline G-001: Communication with Patients;

and

(iÐ provide evidence that he has successfully completed, at his own expense,

the Legislation and Ethics Examination and the Record Keeping

Workshop;

(b) requiring the Member to be peer assessed at his own expense within six months of

returning to practice after the lifting of the suspension.

4. Directing the Registrar to suspend one month of the Suspension if the Member

completes the Conditions set out in Paragraph 3(a), by July 15, 2019.

5. Requiring that the results of the proceeding be recorded in the public portion of

the Register and published in the Annual Report or other publications at the discretion of the

College of Chiropractors of Ontario.

The CCO and the Member also requested the Panel order the Member to pay $10,500.00 by

December 31,2019 to the CCO to partially pay for its costs of the investigation and the costs and
- l0-
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expenses of the hearing and of legal counsel, with the Member to provide post-dated cheques for

the costs at the completion ofthe Discipline Committee hearing.

Dr. Lambrou again acknowledged that he had received advice from his counsel, Valerie Wise,

prior to entering into this Resolution Agreement and afÏirmed that he had signed the Joint

Submission on Penalty and on Costs freely and voluntarily. Dr. Lambrou also stated that he

would not appeal or seek judicial review of the decision ofthe Discipline Committee regarding

the allegations set out in the Notice of Hearing so long as the Panel accepted the Joint

Submission on Penalty.

ORDERS

After retiring to consider the penalty the Panel accepted the recommendations

from the parties and made the following orders:

Requiring the Member to appear before the Panel to be reprimanded.

2. Directing the Registrar and General Counsel ("Registrar") to suspend the

Member's certificate of registration for a period of four months ("Suspension") beginning on

April 15,2019.

3. Directing the Registrar to impose the following terms, conditions and limitations

("Conditions") on the Member's certifrcate of registration:

(a) by July 15,2019, the Member must:

- lt -
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(b)

(D review, and undertake in writing to comply with, all CCO regulations,

standards of practice, policies and guidelines, including, but not limited to,

CCO Standard of Practice S-001 Chiropractic Scope of Practice, CCO

Standard of Practice 5002: Record Keeping, CCO Standard of Practice S-

013 Consent, and CCO Guideline G-001: Communication with Patients

and

(iD provide evidence that he has successfully completed, at his own expense,

the Legislation and Ethics Examination and the Record Keeping

Workshop;

requiring the Member to be peer assessed at his own expense within six months of

returning to practice after the lifting of the suspension;

4. Directing the Registrar to suspend one month of the Suspension if the Member

completes the Conditions set out in Paragraph 3(a), by July 15,2019.

5. Requiring that the results ofthe proceeding be recorded in the public portion of

the Register and published in the Annual Report or other publications at the discretion of the

College of Chiropractors of Ontario.

6. Requiring the Member to pay $10,500.00 by December 31,2019 to the CCO to

partially pay for its costs of the investigation and the costs and expenses ofthe hearing and of

legal counsel, with the Member to provide post-dated cheques for the costs at the completion of

the Discipline Committee hearing.

-12-
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The Panel concluded that the proposed penalty was both fair and reasonable, as it falls within the

range of penalties appropriate based on the admissions and findings in this matter. We

acknowledge that it was negotiated by counsel for both parties and we are satisfied that the

review of CCO guidelines, regulations, standards of practice and policies as well as taking the

record keeping workshop and legislation and ethics exam will be effective remediation tools.

The Panel believes that by making this order, the public interest is served through a strong

message of deterrence and a clear assurance of the College's commitment to the public

protection.

REPRIMAND ADMINISTERED

7. As Dr. Lambrou had undertaken not to appeal or seek judicial review if we

accepted the Joint Submission, at the conclusion of the hearing, the Panel administered the oral

reprimand required by its penalty order.

I, Karoline Bourdeau, sign this decision and reasons as chair ofthis Discipline

Panel and on behalf of the members ofthe Discipline Panel listed below:

April 2,2019 Karoline Bourdeau

KAROLINE BOURDEAU, J.D., Chair

Panel Members: Mr. Doug Cressman
Dr. Colleen Pattrick
Dr Colin Goudreau
Dr. Brian Budgell

- t3 -



Federation of Health Regulatory
Colleges of Ontario

Friday, May 3, 2019

Osgoode Professional
Deve!opment Centre

26th Floor, Classroom B

1 Dundas St W
Toronto ON MSG 1-23

Faculty
Brian Gover/Luisa Ritacca

Stockwoods LLP &
Richard Steinecke

Steinecke Maciura LeBlanc

|TEM 1.1.2

CONDUCTING A
DISCIPTINE HEARING

24

8:30 a,m. - 9:00 a.m.
Registration and
LIG HT CONTINENTAT BREAKFAST

9:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
lntroduction and Legal Framework
Topics include: applicable
legislation, jurisdiction, the public
interest, confi dentia I ity, d isclosu re,
allegations, penalties and costs

9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Video of a Discipline Hearing

10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Principles of Administrative Law
Topics include: nature of a hearing,
natura I justice, transpa rency, burden
of proof and accountability

10¡30 a.m. - 10:45 a.m. BREAK

10:45 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Fitness to Practice (FTP)
Topics include: how the FTP process
differs from discipline, definition of
incapacity

11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Pre-Hearing Procedures
Role play willfocus on the Pre-
Hearing Conference and the goal
of narrowing the issues, coming to
an agreed statement of fact, and
developing joint submissions on
penalty

11:30 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.
Roles of Various Participants in the
Hearing Process
Discussion will focus on the roles
of panel members, prosecution
and defence counsel, independent
legal counsel, intervenors, media,
experts, witnesses, court reporters,
and staff

12:15 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. LUNCH
(provided)

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
The Discipline Hearing
Through role play, attendees
will experience an abbreviated
contested hearing

2:30 p.m. - 2:45 p.m. BREAK

2:45 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
The Discipline Hearing (continued)

3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Responsibilities of Panel Members
Discussion will focus on panel
member conduct prior to, during,
and after the hearing by using
real case examples of situations
where panel member conduct is
questioned

4:00 p.m. - 4:15 p.m.
Concluding Remarks and Evaluation

All registrations will be confirmed via fax or email within five (5) business days
of receipt of the form, lf you do not receive a confirmation, please contactthe

Fede ratÍon office by p h o ne (41.6-493-407 61, f ax ( 1-366-8 1"4-6 456), or
e ma i I ( i nfo @ regu lated h ea lth professions. on. ca )

See Registration Form for rates and payment information.

Discipline Orientation Workshop
Basic Session

Program Objectives
This program ís designed to
provide professional regulators
with a comprehensive
or¡entation to the discipline
process. At the conclusion of the
session, participants will have an
understanding of:
. Relevant principles of

administrative law
. Roles of various participants

in the hearings process
. Activities that occur prior to

a hearing
. Procedures associated with

the hearings process
. Responsibilities of panel

members
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Federation of Þlealth Regulatory
Colleges of Ontario

DISCIPLINE ORIENTATION WORKSHOP - BASIC SESSION

osgoode Professionat Devetopment centrefl8ri,lå?1.1;:3rtår B, 1 Dundas st w roronto oN MsG 123

Contact information : (for
Registrant's Name

name badge) ODr. OMr. OMs OMrs. OOther (please specify_)

Conducting a D¡sc¡pline Hearing
Resistra o11 FOrrn

Organization:
Address:

Phone # Fax #:
Registrant's Email :

Name of person completing form (if different f
Email/Phone # of person completing form:
Send registration information to:

rom Registrant):

ORegistrant OPerson compléti ng form OBoth

Registrant lnformation
Dietary Restrictions:
Accommodation Needs

Please advise if you wish to be cantocted regarding yaur specific needs.

Questions for the Registrant to help with planning for this session:
Have you attended a Federation Discipline Hearing program previously? Oyes
Have you participated in discipline hearings? oyes (1") oyes (between 2-5)
Are you willing to participate in a scripted role play? Oyes ONo

ONo
OYes (6 or more) ONo

RATE SCHEDULE (tNCLUDES Hsr) Early Bird (to April 15) Regular (After April 15) Total
Federation Member* sss0.00 $eoo.oo
Non-Member $sso.oo s7s0.00

*Member rates apply to all Council, Committee Members, and Staff of Federation Members

Submit completed forms to the Federation Office via:
email: info@resulatedhealthorofessions.on.ca, or
Fax: 1-866-814-6456,or
Mail: Federation of Health Regulatory Colleges of Ontario

Suite 301- 396 Osborne St, pO Box244
Beaverton ON LOK 140

Make cheques payable to:
Federatíon of Health Regulatory Colleges of Ontario

Policies: Concellqtions received in writíng not less thon ten (10) business doys prior to the event will receive o fult refund.
Concellations received less than ten (10) business days wÍt! not be refundedi but substitutions ore permítted. Registiotíon in the
FHRCo Discipline arientation Progrom is restricted ta individuols who serve an or support a Discipline Cammittee at a regulatory
College ond employees af related agencies ot the inv¡totion of o FHRCO member or administrotion.
Confirmatíon: All registrations will be confirmed vio fax or email within five (5) business days of receipt of the form. lf you do not
receive a confirmatíon, please cantoct the Federotion office by phone (416-493-4076), fax (1-866-814-6456), or emoíl
( i nfa @ reg u I ated he o lth p rofessio n s.on.ca )

Payment Method:
OCheque OVISA OMasterCard OAMEX

lf by credit card:
Card # Exp: _
Cardholder's Name
Signature:
(lf completing farm electronicølly, cardholders not able to
include e-Signature will be contocted for verifícatíon)

Clicl< here to submit by email
(Please ensure you are sending from a secure system if you

are including credit card information.)

HST #87L392825
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Members: Dr. Kristina Peterson, Chair
Ms Georgia Allan
Dr. Brian Budgell

Staff Support: Jo-Ann'Willson, Registrar ønd General Counsel
Joel Friedman, Director, Policy & Research

Committee Mandate

a To hear and determine allegations of mental or physical incapacity refened to the
committee by the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee.

To review applications for reinstatement following an incapacity hnding

I. Introduction and Recommendations

The Committee has not held any meetings since the last council meeting.

There are no recommendations to council.

No referrals were received since the last council meeting.

I would like to thank the Fitness to Practise Committee members for their time; Ms.
Georgia Allan, Dr. Brian Budgell and our staff support Ms. Jo-Ann Willson and Mr. Joel
Friedman.

Respectfully submitted,

Dr. Kristina Peterson, Chair
Fitness to Practise Committee
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ITEM 1 .3 Submitted to cco on April 16,2019

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
lnquiries, Gomplaints and Reports Committee Report to Gouncil
April 30, 2019

Members: Dr. Gauri Shankar, Chair
Dr. Steve Gillis, non-Council Member
Ms Tamara Gottlieb, Public Member
Dr. Brian Schut, Council Member

Staff Support: Ms Christine McKeown, Investigations, Complaints & Reports Ofrìcer
Ms Tina Perryman, Manager, Inquiries, Complaints & Reports

Since the last Council meeting, the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee (ICRC)
met on three occasions, and reviewed 25 complaints, four reports and five inquiries. ICRC
made decisions on 16 complaints and six reports. Nine section 75(c) investigator
appointments were requested by the ICRC.

I would like to thank, Ms Andrea Szametz for her precise minutes, and the experience and

expertise of both Ms Christine McKeown and Ms Tina Perryman,

Respectfully submitted,

Dr. Gauri Shankar, Chair
Inquiries, Complaints & Reports Committee
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Prepared Internally

Gollege of Chiropractors of Ontario
Registration Committee Report to Council
Tuesday, April 30,2019

Members:

Staff Support:

Dr. Cliff Hardick, Chair
Ms Karoline Bourdeau
Dr. Dennis Mizel
Mr. Doug Cressman

Mr. Joel Friedman, Director, Policy and Research
Ms Madeline Cheng, Registration Coordinator
Ms Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Counsel
Ms Andrea Szametz, Recording Secretary

l. Report

Since the last meeting of Council, the Registration Committee met once via
teleconference on March 13,2019. The Committee has no recommendations at this time.

Current Member Status

Chart 1: Membership Statistics as at April 15, 2019

Chart 2: Change in Registration statistics for February lr20l9 - Aprit 15,2019

Description Total
New registrants l5
Female 6

Male 9

CMCC 5

Life CC 2

NUHS 1

Palmer 2

NYCC a
J

Logan 2

Status Total
Active 4559
Inactive - Resident 226
Retired 135

All categories 4920

Chart 3: Colleges of Graduation for New Registrants
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Respectfully submitted,

Dr. Cliff Hardick,
Chair, Registration Committee
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Members: Dr. David Starmer, President
Dr. Liz Anderson-Peacock, Vice-President
Mr. Doug Cressman, Treasurer
Ms Georgia Allan
Ms Karoline Bourdeau
Dr. Kristina Peterson
Dr. Gauri Shankar

Staff Support: Mr. Joel Friedman, Director, Policy and Research
Ms Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Counsel

I lntroduct¡on

I am pleased to present the Executive Committee ("Committee") report to
Council. Since the Council meeting on February 27,2019, the Committee has

met for one meeting on March 12,2019. The draft, confidential minutes are
included in the council information package and are subject to approval by the
Committee at the meeting on May 21,2019.I would like to thank departing
Committee members, Drs. Shankar and Anderson-Peacock for their work on
the Committee and contributions to Council over the past many years.

a
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Ms Willson and I have discussed various amendments to the council

information packages and structuring of the agenda, and we'would appreciate

any feedback about the changes to date or any future directions' One of the

challenges is to include relevant background information and an

environmental scan of health regulation in Ontario, the rest of Canada, and

internationally, while not including too much information' Council should

remain focused on matters directly relevant to public protection and CCO's

statutory mandate. With this package, the revised format is to have all the

reports and recommendations together, and any background information in a

separate section primarily as FYI for Council members to refer to as required'

One possible future direction is to not circulate any FYI information, but to

have a council member portal for any information which traditionally has

been included in that section. Only reports and recommendations requiring

action would then be distributed.

As the new colnmittees are composed on May l,20l9,all committee chairs

are asked to please diarize all Council meeting dates, artd note that committcc

reports need to be filed no later than 15 business days before a Council

mãeting to ensure the information package can be distributed promptly to

Council members. Meeting dates within the 15 day window of a Council

meeting will have recommendations deferred to the subsequent Council

meetin! date. This will facilitate council information packages being

distributed promptly to Council members and posted on the website for

stakeholders including the public and members. I anticipate the Council

meeting dates will be selected immediately following the May 1,2019 council

elections.

By the time of the Council meeting, many Council members will have had an

opportunity to participate in the training being offered on April 26,2079'

Originatly, this day was set aside for training the new Council members, but

an opportunity arose to have Ms Lori Lukinuk attend and provide some

training on Rules of Order. When the information was distributed, many

Council members indicated they would like to attend both sessions, and

accordingly, the day was opened to all Council members who wanted to

attend.

a
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Ms Lukinuk initially indicated that she could make herself available to help
facilitate the Council meeting on April 30,2019, but Ms Willson and I
thought it best to have an opportunity to present the various options about the
nature of her participation as well as her experience so an informed decision
could be made. The Ontario College of Teachers recommended Ms Lukinuk
to Ms Willson.
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There will be other training opportunities which the new Executive will
consider and recommend to Council with more notice, keeping in mind both
priorities and budget. Other topics previously discussed topics include:
Regulatory Boot Camp, Effective Chairing, Discipline andlor Fitness to
Practice training.

ll High Priority ltems

A. Elections

In Ms Willson's view, there are insuff,rcient grounds upon which Council
should recall the recent CCO elections (see April 17,2019 memo from Ms
V/illson enclosed in Council information package). There are however a
number of matters that should be considered and addressed for future
elections, and this will be included on the agenda fbr the May 2I,2019
Committee meeting. In the interim, it would be appropriate to communicate
with members about the concems that have been raised as they relate to the
elections in general, which is separate and apart from any matters which may
be addressed through other CCO processes.

Recommendøtíon I

That Council approve a high level communication to stakeholders including
members addressíng the varíous expression of concerns about the recent
electtons, what pørameters will be aroundfuture elections (including
respectful, professional discourse), and that CCO is encouraged by the high
level of engagement of the membership as demonstrated by the rate ofvoter
turn-out.
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B. Gommunications/strategic Planning

o Consistent with CCO's review of important influencers and decisions makers

concerning CCO, Ms Willson has provided information to the MOHLTC

concernin! all of CCO's recent communications involving recent media

attention, including the Professional Advisofy on Vaccination, the Request for

Proposal for websiìe scanning technology, and the numerous communications

with repor.ters. Responses have been reviewed by CCO's communications

consultants, Mr. Boyd Neil and Mr. Chris Winsor'

62

o

o

As Council members know, there was an effort to approve a revised S: 001:

Scope of Practice and arevised Advisory via e-mail, bu] the majority of
feedback reflectecl a neecl to have further discussion at Council. I am hopeful

that at the April 30,2019 meeting, Council will be in a position to approve a

revised standard and advisory, uttd that the information can be shared both

with MOHLTC and our stakãholders including members' The discussion

concerning these matters must remain focused on CCO's public interest

mantlate.

Included in the council information package is a variety of feedback

concerning CCO's communications. I think it is important that we

communicate thoroughly and clearly about CCO's position about important

health related matterJ. Also included is a request from Ms Willson to Ms

ù.*y about whether or not MOHLTC has a position on health regulatory

colleges actively advising health professions to promote

vaccination/immunization or othér public health positions of the Ministry

when those matters are not in scope. As of the time of writing this report, , - -

there has not been a response to tñis question, but it would help inform CCO's

review of existing standards and guidelines'
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lV Medium PrioritY ltems

A. By-laws

¡ The Committee has at various times considered by-law amendments for

recommendation to Council. Some, but not all by-law amendments require a

60 day circulation for feedback before being approved. There are some by-law

amenâments which are consistent with best practices at other colleges, and are

reflected in the chart prepared by Mr. Friedman which is included in the

council information p^*kug"; otLers which are more controversial and with

respect to which there hasn't been a consensus (like composition of Council

aná the advisability of an academic position); others which are to be

considered by the new Executive (such as the composition of the ICRC); and

others that arebrand new for Council's consideration, such as the appointment

of an external Registrar to address any conduct matters involving Council or

Committee members.
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o Council has options relating to approval and circulation of by-law
amendments such as:

Approve noncontroversial minor by-law amendments (bylaws 1:

Dãfinitions and Interpretations,3: Executive of Documents, 5: Financial

Year and Auditing, 6: Election of Council, 7: Elections within Council, 8:

Council Meetings, 10: Indemnification, 11: Committee Composition

(identiff quorum), 12: Appointment of Non-Council members, 13: Fees

and I 4 : Professional Corporations.

Circulate by-law amendments requiring circulation pursuant to the RHPA,

namely By-law 16: Professional Liability Insurance;

Agree on other by-law amendments not requiring circulation (Bylaw 11:

Cõmmittee Composition to change ICRC to two public members) and new

proposed By-law 18: Concerns about council or committee Members;

Hold back all by-law amendments until there is a consensus on the

direction of all of them, including any changes to the Eligibility for
Council by-law;

o

a

a

o

a

Choose to circulate all by-law amendments, including those not requiring

circulation as part of an overall by-law review; or

Compose a By-law Review Committee at the May 1, 2019 meeting to

review all by-laws and make Íecommendations to Council (this would

have budgetary considerations).
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The suggestion that Council approve a new by-law which authorizes Council

to retain an External Registrar in any conduct matter involving Council or

Committee members was not previously reviewed by the Committee, and

arises out of recent discussions between Ms Willson and Mr. Steinecke who

have reviewed various alternatives to having the Registrar involved in any

conduct matters with respect to Council members. Apparently one other

health regulatory college, namely, tkre Royal College of Dental Surgeons,

appointsãn outside Registrar in any circumstance involving the conduct of a

C-óuncil member. Although this is not a common practice, it may be a best

practice, given that it reduces the potential appearance of bias or any conflict

àf ittt"t J I am hopeful there is sufficient support for the recolnmendation so

that it may be approved at the April 30, 2019 meeting. This by-law does not

require circulation.

Recorntnemdøtíon 6

That Council approve the draft by-taw relating to retainíng an External

Registrar in any conc{rtct matter involvíng C.ouncil or Committee members'

The background information conceming various by-law amendments is

included in the Council information package. It is up to Council to determine

the process for approving by-law amendments. Information about the by-laws

has been included in every information package. The simplest would be for

Council to approve anything noncontroversial, come up with an action plan

for circulatión of other by-laws, and factor in circulation of by-laws requiring

circulation so Council has a comprehensive package before it for approval at

the earliest opportunitY.
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B. Standards of Practice, Policies, Guidelines

Consistent with the approval of amendments to various standards approved by

council on February 27,2019, Mr. Friedman has prepared a draft

communication to stakeholders including members. However, there are

further amendments being recommended to 5-001: Scope of Practice at the

April 30, 2019 meeting, and accordingly, the communication will be revised

to reflect any further changes. Given the importance of the issue, I suggest we

not wait until approval of the minutes on June 19,2019 before distributing the

communication:

Recommendatìon 7

That Council approve the circulation of the draft communication relating to

amendments to the Standards of Practice approved by Council on February

27, 20lg including ønyfurther changes to S-001: Scope of Practice approved

by Council April 30, 2019.

Recommendatíon I

That Councíl approve P-010: Use of Professional Titles, Designatíons and

Credentials

Recommendatíon 9

That Council revoke P-010: Professional Misconduct Relating to

Orthopractic.
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V Ghiropractic/Health Related Stakeholders

¡ Included in the council information package is a variety of information and

documentation relating to chiropractic and other health related stakeholders,

Council members will note that:

U CCO continues to work with other stakeholders, namely, OCA and

CMCC in fuithering the initiative to enhance the chiropractic scope of

practice to include advanced diagnostics and laboratory tests;

Ms Willson and I attended the recent Federation of Canadian

Chiropractic (FCC) meetings in Montreal, April 12,2079. There were

rnany interesting topics being discussed nationally'

Consistent with Council's previous direction, Ms Willson, along with

Dr. Gregg Dunn, Canadian Chiropractic Protective Associatiofl' co

presented to the Regulatory Council of the FCC on aplanto host a

national meeting for regulators and CCPA. A copy of the invitation is

included in the Council information package. Ms Willson and Dr'

Dunn expressed the view that the meeting would be open to all

regulators, whether they are members of FCC or not, andthatthe other

udrro"u.y bodies such as the CCA would not be involved in the

planning for or participation at the meeting. CCPA has offered to help

rupportìn" smaller provinces who may not be able to attend for

f,rnancial reasons. Ms Willson has offered CCO's new space as the

location for the workshop. The intention would be to try to harmonize

standards on topics such as advertising, social media, continuing

education, and to move towards consistency in the patient experience

coast to coast. Plans are still in development but early interest has been

high and suitable dates are being considered'

CMCC has signed a document called the International Position

Statement on Chiropractic Education (released March 27,2019).

Based on Council's feedback, I declined the invitation from Ms Dantas

at CCA to participate in a panel discussion at the Presidents' meeting

on April 27,2}lg.There may be other opportunities for CCO ancl

CCAto dialogue about matters in which our jurisdictions overlap.

o

14
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Vl Conclus¡on

a

In June 20Ig, canadais hosting the international council on

Licensure, Enforcement and Regulation Conference in Vancouver,

British columbia. Ms willson and I would like to attend. It is the first

time Canada is hosting the international confefence, and there are

many relevant and interesting topics on the agendawhich is included

in the Council information package.

The Federation of Health Regulatory Colleges of Ontario is hosting its

Annual General Meeting on Thursday, April 25,2019. Ms Willson has

been nominated to serve on the Executive for another term' Other staff

members are participating in various other working groups (Quality

Assurance, Re gi stration, and C orporate S ervices)'

a In addition to the matters noted ahove, the Committee is dealing with a variety

of other issues reflected in the draft minutes. I encourage all Council members

Io diarizethe various meeting dates reflected in the agenda and encourage all

committee chairs to set meeting dates as soon as possible after the new

committees are composed on May 1, 2019'

I appreciate evefyone's ongoing involvement and commitment to CCO' I

iftuni. each of you for yogriommitment and support over what has been a

challenging but rewaráittg y"*. I believe we can work together to face new

challenles-and opport.tttitiér including the upcoming AGM in June 2019'

move tõnew p."*ir., in the summer 2019 and Strategic Planning Session and

Council meeting in Septemb et 2019. Thank you for time, enthusiasm and

dedication to CCO's important role in regulating chiropractic in the public

interest.

Respectfully submitted bY,

Dr. David Starmer
President
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to:

MEMORANDUM

COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTORS OF ONTARIO

Candidates ln Districts 2,3 and 4

Council

CCO Noncouncil Committee Members

Chiropractic Stakeholders 1

Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Counsel

March 28,2OLg

Unofficial Results of Electlon to CCO Council - Dlstricts 2,3 and 4

C:

From:

Date:

Subject:

Unoflïcial Results

^lhe unfficial results of CCO's electronic elections are as follows:

District 2 - Unofficial Election Results

District 3 - Unofäcial Election Results

I Ontario Chiropractic Association (OCA), Canadian Chiropractic Association (CCA), Canadian

Chiropractic Examining Board (CCEB), Canadian Chiropractic Protective Association (CCPA),

Federation of Canadian Chiropractic (FCC), Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College (CMCC), Alliance
for Chiropractic (AFC) and World Federation of Chiropractic (WFC).

Name of Candidate Numbers
Dr. Paul Groulx (elected) 185
Dr. Peter Wise 154
Votes cast 339
Elieible voters 460

Percentage voted 73.7 %

Name of Candidate Numbers
Dr, Elizabeth Anderson-Peacock 184

Dr. Steven Lester (elected) 203
Votes cast 387

Elisible voters 573

Percentage voted 67.5 %



2

District 4 - Unofficial Election Results 100
Name of Candidate Numbers
Dr. Gerard Arbour 279
Dr. Janet l)'Arcy (elected) 551
Votes cast 830
Elisible voters 1685
Percentase voted 49.3%

Request for a Recount

Please note that the deadline to make a written request for a recount, with a $ 150.00 deposiÇ must be
received at CCO by April 16,2019 at 4 p.m. (please rEfer to notice of election and nomination guide).
The first regular meeting of Council is scheduled for Tuesday, April 30, 2019, followed by internal
elections and orientation meeting on Wednesday, May 1,2019.

The spring 2019 elcctions had the highest rate of retum for any Counoil eleotions which demonstrates
members' interest and involvement in the self-regulation of the ohiropractic profession in Ontario. CCO's
reliance on technology and movement to electronic voting has permitted the earlier than anticipated
rçlease of thç unoffrcial results. Thank you to all candidates for puffing ynur nn.me forwarrl to serve on
CCO Council and to continue CCO's important work in regulating the profession in the public interest.

f'*fu** (vl,
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By-law 6: Election of Council Members

6.9 A member is for election to Council in an electoral if on the
the date of the

(a) the member has hislher primary practice of chiropractic located in the
electoral district in which he/she is nominated or, if the member is not
engaged in the practice of chiropractic, has his/her primary residence
located in the electoral district in which he/she is nominated;

(b) the member is not in default of payments of any fees prescribed by by-law
or any fine or order for costs to CCO imposed by a CCO
committee or court of law;

(c) the member is not in default in completing and returning any form
required by CCO;

(d) the member is not the subject of any disciplinary or incapacity proceeding

(e) a finding of professional misconduct, incompetence or incapacity has not
been made against the member in the preceding three years;

(Ð the member is not an employee, officer or director of any professional
chiropractic association such that a real or apparent conflict ofinterest
may arise, including but not limited to being an employee, officer or
director of the OCA, CCA, CCPA, AFC, CCEB, CSCE or the CCEC of
the FCC;

(e) the member is not an director administrator of
but not and

such that a real or conflict of interest mav anse:

(h) the member has not been disqualified from the Council or a committee of
the Council in the previous three years;

the member is not a member of the Council or of a committee of the
College of any other health profession; and

the member has not been a member of the staff of CCO at any time within
the preceding three years.

6.10 The registrar shall supervise the nomination of candidates.

3
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6.I I No later than 60 days before the date of an election, the registrar shall notify every

member eligible to vote of the date, time and place of the election and of the

nomination procedure.

6.12 The nomination of a candidate for election as a member of Council, and

undertaking to the CCO Registrar shall be in writing and shall be given to the

registrar atleast 45 days before the date of the election (i.e., the nomination date).

6.13 The nomination shall be signed by the candidate and by at least 10 members who

support the nomination and who are eligible to vote in the electoral district in

which the election is to be held.

6.14 The candidate shall provide to the registrar by the nomination date or such later

date as the registrar permits, biographical information in a manner acceptable to

the registrar for the purpose of distribution to eligible members in accordance

with the by-laws.

6.15 The candidate may withdraw his or her nomination for election to Council no

later than 30 days before the date of the election.

6.16 If the number of candidates nominated for an electoral district is less than or equal

to the number of members to be elected, the registrar shall declare the candidates

to be elected by acclamation.

6.17 The registrar shall supervise and administer the election of candidates and, for the

pu.porè of carrying out that duty, the registrar may, subject to the by-laws,

(a) appoint returning officers and scrutineers;

(b) establish a deadline for the receiving of electronic ballots;

(c) provide for the notification of all candidates and members of the results of
the election;

(d) if there has been a non-compliance with a nomination or election

requirement, determine whether the non-compliance should be waived in

circumstances where the fairness of the election will not be affected; and

(e) provide for the destruction of electronic ballots following an election.

4
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Section E: Council Member's Conduct
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RCDSO Code of Conduct

ln June 2ooo, council passecl a Cocle of conduct for council rrrembers. This cocie of Concluct emphasizes that council members must

exercise care, diligence, sl<ill, civility, arrd prudence when carryirrg out tlre l¡usiness of the college ln the event of a breach' the Code

of Conduct provides for salrctiotrs, irrcludìng removal frorrr Council

This code of Conduct aims to provides instruction ancl guiclance to council members regarding corrfidentiality, comtnunication between

Councillors and conr¡¡unication with local derrtal societies, conflicts of interest arrcl general decorr:m

Conftict of lnterest bY-l,aw

ln April 2002, Council enacted a Conflict of lnterest by-law. This by-law clefìned relatecl persons aud related corporations and sets out

what type of action or inaction may result in a situation of conflict of interest or â situãtìon where there may be the appearance of a

conflict of interest.

Tlris by-law also provides guidance arrd protocols for cor,rncil nrernbers to follow if tlrey are unsure as to whether they rray be acting in

conflict. All Council members should be aware that there are possible conflict of ¡nterest scenarios that are not specifically addressed in

the by-law. There is an ever-evolving boc.ly of law that must be consiclered when assessitrg potential conflicts of interests

Election and Selection of Counci[[ors

whìle legislation provicles for the nunrber of elected dentists, the by-laws set out the college's electoral districts, eliqibilìty of members

(dentists) to vote, nomi'âtions and electoral procedr,rres, eligibility of candiclates to stand for election, and the selection of two

academic representatives.

The by-laws also cletail the process for disqualifving arr elected or selectecl member from sitting on council, including proceclural and

other safeguarcls. The same prov¡sions apply tc¡ the members of council who are selected from the universities, with sliglrt modification

Cam ar elines for CounciI Electionsn Guid

These el ines, passed by Council, are for clentists seel<ing election nr re-electio¡r to the Council of the Royal College of Dental

Surgeons of Ontario and are intended

candidates:

to apply to wrìtten campaign materials, oral presentatìons/speeches and general decorum of

. Be respectful, polite, dignified and professional in everytlring you do.

. lt is more effective and creclible to announce your qualifications than to trv to denounce another candidate's qualifications

. Only rely on arrcl promote information that is both factual and provable'

. lt ¡s tlot appropriate to mount a personal or professional attacl< on any ca¡rdidate.

¡ Focus on your icleas and the positives that you have to offer'

. Ensure that the words you use are inch-¡sive and would not offend arry specifìc group

. Remer¡ber tlre mandate of lhe college and the Council, ancl clon't mal<e prorrises that could be viewed ôs contrary to those

mandates.
. Avoid empty rlretoric
. Be mindful of the College's Code of Ethics, Code of Concluct, Professional Misconduct Regulations and common law'

. Remember that you are a professional and a member of an important arrd well-regarded professiorr. and so are your opponents'

College staff cannol support arry particrrlar- candidate or incur¡bent and, while tlrey may be a resource for certaitr information where

appropriâte, they must not be asl<ed to ässist in a campaign

Transparent Decision-Making
The RHpA requires that all cor-rncil meetings are open to members of tl're public. ancl discussions, committee recommenclatìons and

council decisions âre transparent. The only exceptions a[e disct-tssions that tal<e place in cafftera

council nrembers are expectecl to malce rnfornecl clecisions by preparinq before all council n-ìeetings arrd listeninq atterrt-ivelv to the

presentation of committee reports by eaclr Commìttee's chajr. A well-informed, ¡ron-biased decision shotrlcl be the oLltcome'

httDS://www. rcdso.orq/en-ca/rcdso-mem bers/rcd so-candidate-eligibility-course/section-e--council-member-s-conduct 2t3
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MEVIONANDUM

To: Ms Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Counsel

From: Mr. Joel Friedman, Director, Policy and Research

I
American Express
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@Ð

Date: April30,2019

Re: Technology Upgrade UPdate

Datøbase, Website and Online Portal for Members and Applicanls

2019 Member Renewal,Incorporøtion Renewøl and Contínuíng Educatíon Reportíng

CCO has completed its second year of online renewal. As of March5,2019,4,952 members and

889 professional corporations have renewed.

1275 Members paid a half renewal fee. 43 member renewed using paper renewal.

Statisticsfrom 2019 Renewal as of March 5, 2019

Method of Payment (atl payments from October 31, 2018 - March 5' 2019)

4500

4000

3500

3000

2500

2000

1500

1000

500 I
Cheque MasterCard Visa
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Practice Information
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:_ -r _I
I will provide direct

patient care

Educational position Administrative Political position
pos¡tion

¡ No r N/A or No Answer

Other posltion

¡ Yes

Controlled Acts

Communicating a diagnosis, as the Moving the joints of the spine beyond Putting a finger beyond the anal verge
causeof aperson'ssymptoms,i.a aperson'susual physiological rangeof forthepurposeof manipulatingthe

disorder arising from the structures or motion using a fast, low amplitude tailbone
functions ofthe spine and their thrust.

effects on the nervous system, or ii. a

disorder arising from the structures or
functions of the jo¡nts of the ex

lYes lNo rN/AorNoAnswer

2
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Adjunctive Therapies

I

I use acupuncture I provide chiropractic care to I prescribe, manufacture, I recommend or dispense
procedures in my practice as animals and I have read and sell or dispense orthotics in assistive devices in my

an adjunctive therapy and I comply with Standard of my practice and I have read practice and I have read and
have read and comply with Practice 5-009: Chiropractic and comply with Standard of comply with Standard of
Standard of Practice 5-017: Care of Animals Practice S-012: Orthotics Practice S-021: Assistive

Acupuncture Devices

r Yes t No r N/A or No Answer

a
J
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Information for the Health Profession Database
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0.02%

of Practice 7o of Members' Practices

Comprehensive Primary and Continuing
Carel
General Service Provision

55.17%

Other Area of Direction Service/Consul tation 20.r0%
Acute/Cri Care 16.70%

Public Health 3.60%

Chronic Disease and Prevention 2.30%

Consultation 0.88%

Education and Research 0.57%

Palliative Care 0.19%

Administration 0.19%
0.15%

Sales 0.07%
Care 0.0s%

Infectious Disease Prevention and Control 0.03%

Geriatric Care 0.02%

Mental Health and Addiction

Emplovment 7o of Membersn Practices

Self- 7t.80%
Permanent 2134%
Casual 5.56%

Temporary t.28%

Full Time/Part Time Status 7o of Members' Practices

Full Time 76.26%

Part Time 19.93%

Casual 3.81%

4
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Practice Settine 7o of Members' Practices
Independent Health Facility 29.23%

Other Group Practice Office 27.24%

Solo Practice Office 23.45%
Health Related Business/Industry t5.14%
Rehabilitation Facility r1.76%
Other 3.75%
Association/Government/Re gulatory
O r ganization û.{ on- Government Or ganization

1.49%

Community Heath Centre t.3s%
Client's Environment 0.88%
Family Health Teams 0.86%
Post-Secondary Education Institution 0.68%
Hospital 0.42%
spa 0.24%
Mental Health and Addiction Facility 0.07%
Laboratory Facility 0.03%
Nurse Practitioner Led Clinics 0.03%
Residential lLong Term Care Facility 0.03%
Assisted Living/Supportive Housing 0.03%
Group Health Centre 0.03%
Blood Transfusion Centre 0.02%
Centralized Diagnostic Laboratory Facility 0.02%
Children Treatment Centres 0.02%
Correctional Facility 0.02%

Primary Role %o of Members
Service Provider 47.82%
Owner/Operator 45.49%

Manager 6.15%
Consultant 2.82%
Administrator 1.30%
Instructor/Educator 0.r0%
Researcher 0.27%

Quality Management Specialist 0.22%

Geographical Distribution 7o of Members
District 1 4.89%
District 2 9.55%
District 3 tt.87%
District 4 35.00%
District 5 27.44%
District 6 tt.25%

5



Client 7o of Memberst Practices

All 89.03%

Adults t0.70%
Seniors 0.t5%
Pediatrics 0.14%

Technologt Upgrade Update
April 30,2019

224

Goalsfor 2019

CCO and Thentia continue to work on the objectives related to technology upgrades not yet

launched, which include:
o Applicant portal for membership and professional incorporation
o Registering for the legislation and ethics examination online
o Registering for the Record Keeping Workshop online

Council and Committee Meetings

CCO is receiving an online boardroom called "smartGoveffi" as part of the statement of work

with Thentia; however, will be focusing on developing this for mid-2019.

CCO Communicøtion with Membership and Applicants

CCO continues to send out mass emails through Constant Contact about upcoming events, policy

updates and distributions for feedback.

Onlíne Elections to Council

CCO conducted elections using BigPulse in20l9. Election information is included in the

Executive Committee package.

6
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Glossary of Terms (Renewal)

Member

Member of CCO.

Business Address

A member registered in the General class of registration is required to have a business
address, including address, telephone number, and email address on the public register. Up
to 3 business addresses can be displayed on the public register.

Mailing Address

This is the address which will be used for all communication from CCO, which must include
an address, telephone number and confidential email address.

Residenti¡l Address

This is the residential address of the member which will not be on the public register

Certificate Number

CCO Registration Number.

Class of RegÍstration

Eligibility to practise chiropractic in Ontario.

Electoral District

The district in which the member is eligible to vote in CCO elections.

General

The member is eligible to practise chiropractic, perform controlled acts, and/or bill third-
party payors in Ontario.

fnactive

The member may not practise chiropractic, perform controlled acts, and/or bill third-party
payors in Ontario.

Retired

The member may not practise chiropractic, perform controlled acts, and/or bilf thírd-party
payors in Ontario.
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Health Profession Corporation

All chiropractic professional corporations where the member is a shareholder or director.
Only members may own shares or be a director of a chiropractic professional corporation
This is a distinct type of corporation defined in legislation.

Radiographic Information

lnformation related to a member's use of x-ray facilities in accordance with the Healing Arts
Radiation Prataction Act, 199A.

Professional Conduct and Self-Reporting

. A finding of regulatory proceeding of professional misconduct,
incompetence or incapacity from a regulatory body,

. A finding of guilt related to an offence made by a court, andior

. A finding of professional negligence or malpractice made by a
court.

Level of Education Outside of Chiropractic Profession

. "Diploma" - Diploma or equivalent conferred by a community
college, universily or comparable institution.

. o'Baccalaureate" - An undergraduate degree conferred by a
univeroity or comparable institution.

. o'Master" - A graduate level university degree.

. "Professional Doctorate" -.4 first professional degree conferred
by a university or comparable institution.

. "Doctorate" - A post-graduate level university degree.

. "Entry to Practice Post Diploma Certificate/Gourses" - A
university level certificate or collection of university level courses
obtained after completion of (at minimum) an undergraduate
degree. This certificatelthese courses is/are a mandatory entry to
practice requirement into the profession. Continuing education
certificates and courses are not included within this definition.

. "None of the Above" - The individual has completed a level of
education in the profession that is not listed above.

Field of Study for Highest Education Outside of Chiropractic Profession

"General Rehabilitation Science" - Comprises of any program
that includes a systematic study of the physical and psychosocial
dimensions of human function throughout the lifespan of
individuals with impairments, disabilities and/or handicaps.
"Medical Laboratory Science" - Comprises of any program that
prepares individuals to conduct and supervise complex medical
tests, clinical trials and research experiments; manage clinical
laboratories; and consult with physicians and clinical researchers
on diagnoses, disease causation and spread, and research
outcomes.

a

a
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"Mathematics, Gomputer lnformation Sciences" - Comprises of
any general program that focuses on the analysis of quantities,
magnitudes, forms and their relationships, using symbolic logic
and language or any general program that focuses on computing,
computer science and information science and systems as part of
a broad and/or interdisciplinary program.

"Health Administration/Management" - Comprises of any
program that prepares individuals to develop, plan, and manage
health care operations and services within health care facilities
and across health care systems.
"Public Administration" - Comprises of instructional programs
that prepare individuals to analyze, manage and deliver public
programs and services.
"Public Health" - Comprises of any program that generally
prepares individuals to plan, manage and evaluate public health
care services and to function as public health officers.
"Kinesiology and Exercise Science" - Comprises of any
scientific program that focuses on the anatomy, physiology,
biochemistry and biophysics of human movement, and
applications to exercise and therapeutic rehabilitation.
"Gerontology" - Comprises of any program that focuses on the
human aging process and aged human populations, using the
knowledge and methodologies of the social sciences, psychology
and the biological and health sciences.
"Psychology" - Comprises of any instructional programs that
focus on the scientific study of the behaviour of individuals,
independently or collectively, and the physical and environmental
bases of mental, emotional and neurological activity.
"Health Professions and Related ClinicalSciencès" -

Comprises of any instructional programs that prepare individuals
to practise as licensed professionals and assistants in the health
care professions and focus on the study of related clinical
sciences.
"Biological and Biomedical Sciences" - Comprises of any
instructional programs that focus on the biological sciences and
the non-clinical biomedical sciences, and that prepare individuals
for research and professional careers as biologists and biomedical
scientists.
"Physical Sciences" - Comprises of any instructional programs
that focus on the scientific study of inanimate objects, processes of
matter and energy, and assocíated phenomena.

"Social Sciences, Arts and Humanities" - Comprises of any
instructional programs that focus on the systematic study of social
systems, social institutions, and social behaviour or independent
or individualized studies in the liberal arts subjects, the humanities
disciplines, literature, history and the general çurriculum.
"Education" - Comprises of any instructional programs that focus
on the theory and practice of learning and teaching, and related
research, ad m in istrative and support services.
"Law" - Comprises of any instructional programs that prepare
individuats for the legal profession, for related support professions
and professional legal research, and focus on the study of legal
issues in non-professional programs.

a

a

a

a
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Employment Category
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Full time/Part Time Status

Practice Setting

a

a

O

a

a

a

O

a

a

o

a

"Business, Management, Marketing and Related" - Comprises
of any instructional programs that prepare individuals to perform
managerial, technical support, and applied research functions
related to the operation of commercial and non-profit enterprises
and the buying and selling of goods and services.
"Engineering" - Comprises of any instructional programs that
prepare individuals to apply mathematical and scientific principles
to the solution of practical problems.
o'Other Field of Study" - Any program not mentioned above.

"Permanent" - Status with employer is permanent with an
índeterminate duration (no specified end date) of employment and
guaranteed or fixed practice hours per week.
"Temporary" - Status with employer is temporary with fixed
duration of employment, based on a defined start and end date,
and guaranteecl or fixed practice hours per week.
"Gasual" - Status with employer is on an as-needed basis, with
employment that is not characterized by a guaranteed or fixed
number of hours per week. There is no arrangement between
employer and employee that the employee will be called to work
on a regular basis.
"Self-Employed" - A person who operates his or her own
economic enterprise in the profession. The individual may be the
ownor of a business or professional practice, or an individual in a
business relationship in which he or she agrees to perform specific
work for a payer in return for paynrerrt.

"Full-Time" - Official status with employer is full-time or
equivalent, or usual hours of practice are equal to or greater than
30 hours per week.
"Part-Time" - OffÍcial status with employer is part{ime, or usual
hours of practice are less than 30 hours per week.
"Casual" - Status with employcr is on an as nccdcd basis, with
employment that is not characterized by a guaranteed or fixed
number of hours per week. There is no arrangement between
employer and employee that the employee will be called to work
on a regular basis.

"Hospital" - A health care facility that offers a range of in-patient
and oulpatient health care services (e.9. medical, surgical,
psychiatry etc.) available to the target population. lncludes
specialty and complex continuing care hospitals not otherwise
classified.

4
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"Rehabilitation Facility" - A health care facility that has as its
primary focus the post-acute, inpatient and outpatient rehabilitation
of individuals.
"Mental Health and Addiction Facility" - A health care facility
that has as its primary focus the acute or post-acute, inpatient
and/or outpatient care of individuals with mental health issues and
illness and/or addictions.
"Residentiat/Long-Term Care Facility" - A long{erm care facility
designed for people who require the availability of 24-hour nursíng
care and supervision within a secure setting. ln general, long-term
care facilities offer high levels of personal care and support. These
facilities include nursing homes, municipal homes and charitable
homes.
"Assisted Living Residence/Supportive Housing" - A
retirement home or supportive housing that provides varying
degrees of care to assist individuals/couples to live independently.
Services include home making, meal preparation, low to daily
personal care and availability of a personal support worker or staff
on a 24-hour basis. These facilities include group homes,
retirement homes, community care homes, lodges, supportive
housing and congregate living setting.
"Gommunity Health Centre (CHC)" - A CHC employs physicians
and other interdisciplinary providers, such as nurse practitioners,
nurses, mental health counsellors, chiropodists, community
workers and dietitians to serve high-risk communities and
populations who may have trouble accessing health services
because of language, culture, physical disabilities, socioeconomic
status or geographic isolation. CHC's emphasize health promotion,
disease prevention and chronic disease management based on
local population health needs. The organization must be
recognized as a GHC and there are 54 CHCs throughout Ontario
(May 2008)
http://www.health. gov.on.calenglish/public/contact/chc/chc_mn.ht
ml
"Family Health Teams (FHTs)" *" - A Family Health Team is a
group that includes physicians and other interdisciplinary
providers, such as nurse practitioners, nurses, pharmacists,
mental health workers, and dietitians. The FHT provides
comprehensive primary health care (PHC) services. The FHT
provides services on a 2417 basis through a combination of regular
office hours, after-hours services, and access to a registered nurse
through the Telephone Health Advisory Service (THAS). The FHT
emphasizes health promotion, disease prevention and chronic
disease management based on local population health needs. The
FHT must enrol patients. The group must be recognized as a FHT
and there are 150 FHTs in Ontario (2008).
http ://wlvw. health. gov. on. caltransformationlfhVfht-m n. html
"Group Health Gentre (Sault St. Marie)" - An interdisciplinary
practice in Sault Ste. Marie that includes physicians, nurse
practitioners, dietitians, pharmacists, physiotherapists, and many
other providers. The group provides comprehensive primary health
care (PHC) services. The services are prcvided on a 2417 basis
through a combination of regular office hours, after-hours services,

a

a
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and access to a registered nurse through the Telephone Health
Advisory Service (THAS). The group emphasizes health
promotion, disease prevention and chronic disease management
based on local population health needs. The group must enroll
patients.
"Nurse Practitioner Led Glinic" - This clinic is led by a nurse
practitioner and provides primary health care in collaboration with
family physicians, and other interdisciplinary health care providers.
The focus of the clinic is on comprehensive primary health care
services in areas where access to family health care is limited.
"Other Group Practice Office" - A community based group (not
already noted) professional practice or clinic that is composed of
two or more health professionals working together to deliver health
services. Clients typically come to the professionals' location to
receive services. Other administrative support staff may also be
involved; however, the health professionals are the focus of
service provision.
"Solo Practice Office" - A community-based professional
practice/business composed of a single practitioner who delivers
health services. Clients typically come to the professional's
location to receive services. Administrative support staff may also
be involved; however, the health professional is the focus of
service provision. Client's Environment - The professional travels
to one or morê sltes that may be the client's home, school and/or
workplace environment to provide services (e.9. Homecare or
CCAC contracts).
"Glientns Environrnent" - The professional travels to one or more
sites that may be the client's home, school and/or workplace
environment to provide services (e.9. Homecare or CCAC
contracts).
"Post-Secondary Educational lnstitution" - A post-secondary
institution, either a university or equivalent institution or a college
or equivalent institution, with a primary focus on the delivery of
education.
"Preschool/School System/Board of Education" - A preschool
or elementary or secondary school (or equivalent institution), or
the associated school board (or equivalent entity) that has
responsibility for the governance and management of education
funding issued by provincial governments.
n'Children Treatment Gentres (CTC)" - This centre is a
community-based organization that serves children with physical
disabilities and multiple special needs. The centre provides
physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech therapy along
with other additional services. There are 19 CTCs in Ontario.
http://wrrvr,v.health.gov.on.calenglish/public/program/ltc/21_other.ht
ml
"Association/GovernmenU Regulatory Organization/Non.
Government Organization (e.9. Diabetes Association)" - An
organization or government that deals with regulation, advocacy,
policy development, program development, research and/or the
protection óf the public, at a national, provincial/territorial, regional
or municipal level.

a

a

a

a
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a "Board of Health or Public Health Laboratory or Public Health

Unit" - A public health laboratory or of{icial health unit that
administers health promotion and disease prevention programs to
inform the public about healthy life-slyles, communicable disease
control including education in STDs/AlDS, immunization, food
premises inspection, healthy growth and development including
parenting education, health education for all age groups and
selected screeni ng services.
'nGommunity Gare Access Gentre (GGAGs)" - A local
organization that assists its clients to access government-funded
home care services and long-term care homes. The organization
helps people to navigate the array of community support and
health agencies in their communities.
"Gommunity Pharmacy" - A retailsetting where drugs and
related products are distributed primarily through direct face-to-
face client contact (e.9. Shoppers Drug Mart).
"Other Gommunity-Based Pharmacist Practice" - Pharmacist
practice, not othenvise classified, that delivers onsite or offsite
com m u n ity-based, direct-cl ient-ca re, pha rmacy servi ces.
"Gancer Centre" - A facílity that specializes in services related to
the treatment, prevention and research of cancer.
"lndependent Health Facility" - Refers to a stand-alone facility or
clinic offering specialized or broadly based imaging services.
"Mobile lmaging Unit" - Refers to a facility that is transported to
various sites and offers specialized or broadly based imaging
services.
"Centralized Diagnostic Laboratory Facility" - A laboratory
(public or community) that serves as the centralized focus of
specialized or broadly based human health related diagnostic
laboratory services, as part of a distributed system that includes
collection, transportation, testing and results repoñing. Excludes
any public health or blood transfusion service laboratory.
o'Freestanding Diagnostic Laboratory" - A stand-alone
laboratory providing specialized or broadly based human health
related diagnostÍc laboratory services including collection, testing
and results reporting. Excludes any public health or blood
transfusion service laboratory.
"Specimen Collection Gentren'- A site providing human health
related testing and/or specimen procurement (e.9. specimen
collection station, patient service centre, or any laboratory focused
on specimen procurement only). Excludes any public health or
blood transfusion service procurement sites.
"Blood Transfusion Gentre" - Refers to a facility that collects,
screens, tests, processes, stores and/or supplies blood, blood
products, or its alternatives for the purposes of transfusion (e.9.
Canadian Blood Services).
"Dental Laboratory" - An independent dental laboratory that
specíalizes in the design, construction, repair or alteration of a
dental prosthetic, restorative or oñhodontic device.
"Dental Practice Laboratory" - A dental laboratory within an
established dental practice that specializes in the design,
construction, repair or alteration of a dental prosthetic, restorative
or orthodontic device.

a

a
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. "Other Laboratory Facility" - Other laboratory not otherwise
listed.

. "TeleHealth Ontario and Telephone Health Advisory
Services" - A program that provides free, confidential 2417 sewice
that provides Ontario residents with easy access to health
information.

. o'Spa" - A facility that focuses on providing services related to
health, fitness, beauty and relaxation.

. o'Health Related Business/lndustry" - A business or industry
whose focus of activities is not in the direct delivery of health care
services, but rather the health of workers, health-related product
development or the selling of health-related products (e.9. medical
device companies, pharmaceutical companies).

. 'oOther Place of Work" - Place of work is none of the above.
¡ "Diabetes Education Centre (DEC)" - A DEC, usually staffed by

nurses and dietitians, provides education and support to people
with diabetes, their families, friends and community agencies.

. "Correctional Facility" - A stand-alone organization/facility that
has as its primary focus the treatment and rehabilitation of persons
detained or on probation due to a criminal act.

. "Remote Nursing Station" - A remote and or rural stand-alone
centre that has nurses as the on-site managers and practitioners.

Primary Role

"Manager" - Major role is in the management of a particular
team/group that delivers services.
"Owner/Operator" * - An lncJlvldual who is the owner of a practice
site and who may or may not manage or supervise the operation
at that site.
"Service Provider'n - Major role is in the delivery of professional
services specific to the profession.
"Gonsultant" - Major role is the provision of expert guidance and
consultation, without direct patientcare, to a third-party.
"Administrator" - A person whose primary role is involved in
administration, planning and organizing.
"lnstructor/Educator" - Major role is as an educator for a
particular target group.
"Researcher" - Major role is in knowledge development and
dissemination of research.
"Quali$r Management Specialist" - Major role is the assurance
and control of the quality of procedures and/or equipment.
"Sales Person" - Major role is in the sales of health related
services and products.

Area of Practice Activity

Areas of Service Provision - Services provided for a client(s) primarily withín the areas of:

"General Service Provision" * - Services provided primarily to
clients âcross a range of service and/or consultation areas specific
to the profession (e.9. general rehabilitation, laboratory work etc.).

a

a

a
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"Gritical Gare" * - Services provided primarily to clients dealing
with serious life-threatening and/or medically complex conditions
who require constant care, observation and specialized monitoring
and therapies.
"Acute Care" * - Services provided primarily to clients who have
an acute medical condition or injury that is generally of a short
duration. This includes surgícal and peri-operative care.
"Gontinuing Care" * - Services provided primarily to clients with
continuing health conditions for extended periods of time (e.9.
long-term care or home care).
"Comprehensive Primary Gare" * - Services provided primarily
to a range of clients, possibly at firstcontact, to identify, prevent,
diagnose and/or treat health conditions (e.g. oral care, foot care,
etc.).
"Ghronic Disease Prevention and Management" * - Services
are provided primarily to address chronic diseases early in the
disease cycle to prevent disease progression and reduce potential
health complications. Diseases can include diabetes,
hypertension, congestive heart failure, asthma, chronic,lung
disease, renal failure, liver disease and rheumatoid and
osteoarthritis.
o'Public Health" - Services are provided primarily with the purpose
of improving the health of populations through the functions of
health promotion, health protection, health surveillance and
population health assessment.
"Mental Health and Addiction" - Services provided primarily to
clients with a variety of mental health and addiction conditions.
"Primary Maternity Care" ** - Services provided primarily to
assess and monitor women during pregnancy, labour, and the
post-partum period and of their newborn babies, the provision of
care during normal pregnancy, labour, and post-partum period,
and to conduct spontaneous normal vaginal deliveries.
o'Cancer Care" - Services provided primarily to clients with a
variety of cancer and cancer related illnesses.
"Geriatric Garen' - Services provided primarily to care for elderly
persons and to treat diseases associated with aging through short-
term, intermediate or long-term treatmenVinterventions.
"Palliative Gare" - Services provided primarily to clients with the
aím of relieving suffering and improving the quality of life for
persons who are livíng with or dying from advanced illness or who
are bereaved.
"Other Area of Service/Consultation" - Other area of
service/consultation not otherwise listed.
"Areas of Consultation" - Expert consultation is provided on the
profession related to medical and/or legal matters.
"Areas of Administration" - Focus of activities is management or
administration.
"Areas of Quality Management'r - Focus of activities is on the
assurance of the operational integrity, based on compliance with
staffin g, tech nical a nd orga nizational req ui rements.
"Areas of Post-Secondary Education" - Focus of activities is
directed at providing post-secondary teaching to individuals
registered in formal education programs.

a
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Client Age Range

Description of PractÍce
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. "Areas of Research" - Focus of aclivities is in knowledge

development and dissemination of research including clinical and
non-clinical.

. "Areas of Sales" - Focus of activities is in the sales andior
service of health related apparatuses or equipment.

. "Other Areas" - Other area of activity not othenrvise listed.

. "Emergency" - Care provided to patients who have immediate
medical problems, frequently before complete clinical or diagnostic
information is available, in a comprehensive emergency
department er an urgent care ççntre.

. "lnfectious Disease Prevention and Control" - Services are
provided to primarily prevent and control health-care associated
infections and other epidemiological significant organisms. This
includes providing services to reduce the risk, spread and
incidence of infections in populations. This includes pandemic
planning.

. "Paediatrics" - Paediatric clients that are between the ages of 0
to 17 years.

. "Adults" - Adult clients that are between the ages of 18 and 64
years inclusive.

. "Seniors" - Adult clients that are 65 years of age and older.

. A¡l AgeE" - Clients across all age ranges.

"Practlce" - Has mêt baslc requirements of the profession and is
able to practise in the profession in Ontario.
"Academic Practice" - Appointed as a faculty member in an
approved universlty/college program in the profession and able to
practise the profession.
"Non-Practising" - Member of the College who may be using
knowledge in the profession in research, teaching etc. but cannot
perform any of the controlled acts.
"Educational" - Practising under supervision and working
towards nreeting basic requirements of profession while

o Enrolled in an education program
o Waiting to write professional exam or,
o Obtaining clinical experience.

a

a

a

a

Number of Practice Weeks in the Past 12 Months

Number of practice weeks in the past 12 months across all practice settings excluding
vacation, on-call time and sick and leave time greater than one week. Note that at least 1

practice day in a week constitutes a week of practice.

Average Number of Weekly PractÍce Hours in the Past 12 Months

L0
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Average number of practice hours per week across all practice sites. Hours indicated are
inclusive of all practice hours (eg. travel time to various settings, preparation and service
provision, time spent working during on-call hours). Hours should exclude ay volunteer,
extra-curricular time outsíde of the profession or any on-call hours where the individual was
not working

Proportion of Average Weekly Practice Hours on Direct Professional Services

Proportion of the average practice hours spent per week on direct health professional
services across all practice sites (eg. conducting tests, patient care, health promotion,
dispensing/building/repairing health apparatuses). This excludes clinical education hours
(providing professional services whíle teaching).

Proportion of Average Weekly Practice Hours on Teaching

Proportion of the average practice hours spent per week across all practice sites on
teaching to prepare students for a health profession (eg. post-secondary) excluding clinical
education (providing professional services while teaching).

Proportion of Average Weekly Practice Hours on ClinÍcal Education

Proportion of the average practice hours spent per week on clinical education only (eg
providing direct professional services while teaching) across all practice sites.

Proportion of Average Weekly Practice Hours on Research

Proportion of the average practice hours spent per week across all practice sites conducting
research in profession.

Proportion of Average \ileekly Practice Hours on Administration

Proportion of the average practice hours spent per week across all practice sites on
administration in profession.

Proportion of Average Weekly Practice Hours on All Other Activities

Proportion of the average practice hours spent per week across all practice sites on all
other activities in profession excluding direct professional services, teaching, research and
administration.

TI
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To: Ms Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Counsel

From: Mr. Joel Friedman, Director, Policy and Research

Date: April30,2019

Re: Distribution of By-law Amendments

Provisions of the Health Professions Procedural Code

Section 94 of the Health Professions Procedural Code, Schedule 2 under the Regulated Health

Professions Act, l99I Qhe Code) specifies the content and process on making by-laws relating

to the administrative and internal affairs of the College.

Historically, CCO has distributed all new by-laws and proposed by-law amendments for the

purposes of transparency and involving feedback from members and stakeholders.

Subsection 94(2) specihes that certain specific by-laws are required to be circulated to every

member at least 60 days before the by-laws are approved by Council, as follows:

"A by-law shall not be made under clause (1) (1.2), (1.3), (s), (t), (v),

(w) or (y) unless the proposed by-law is circulated to every member

at least 60 days before it is approved by the Council."

In accordance with subsection 94(2), the following by-laws are required to be circulated to

members in this manner:

9aQ)Q.2): specifying information as information to be kept in the register for the purposes of
paragraph 20 of subsection 23 (2), designating information kept in the register as

public for the purposes of subsection23 (5), and designating information kept in the

register as public for the pu{poses of subsection23 (5) that may be withheld from the

public for the pu{poses of subsection23 (6);

9a(1)(1.3): requiring members to give the College their home addresses and such other

information as may be specified in the by-law about themselves and the places they

practise the profession, the services they provide there, their participation in
continuing education programs and the names, business addresses, telephone numbers

and facsimile numbers of their associates, partners, employers and employees and

prescribing the form and manner in which the information shall be given;
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registration and fees for examinations, appeals from examinations, election recounts

and continuing education programs and for anything the Registrat oÍ acommittee of
the College is required or authorized to do and requiring members to pay penalties for

the late payment of anY fee;

e4(t) specifying the amount of any fee or penalty Iequired under clause (s);

(t.l) prescribing the form and manner in which a health profession corporation

shall notify the Registrar of a change in the shareholders of the corporation

and the time Period for doing so;

(t.2) requiring the payment of fees upon application for a certificate of
authorization and for the issue or renewal of a certificate of authorization

and specifying the amount of such fees;

e4(v): requiring members to pay specified amounts to pay for the program required under

section 85.7, including amounts that are different for different members or classes of
members and including amounts,
(i) that are specified in the by-law,
(iÐ that are calculated according to a method set out in the by-law, or

(iii) that are determined by a person specified in the by-law;

94(w): requiring members to participate in an arrangement set up by the College in which

members pay aperson such amounts as may be determined by the person for the

members or for classes of members and the person pays amounts to the College to pay

for the program required under section 85.7;

e4(v) requiring members to have professional liability insurance that satisfies the

requirements specified in the by-laws or to belong to a specified association that

provides protection against professional liability and requiring members to give proof

of the insurance or membership to the Registrar in the manner set out in the by-laws;

GGO Proposed By-law Amendments

With the exception of proposed amendments to By-law L6: Professional Liability lnsurance, the

proposed by-law amendments recommended to Councilfrom the Executive Committee are not required

to be distributed to members for feedback for 60 days prior to approval.

2
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By-laws 238
94 (1) The Council may make by-laws relating to the administrative and internal affairs

of the College and, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the Council may

make by-laws,

(a) adopting a seal for the College;

(b) providing for the execution of documents by the College;

(c) respecting banking and finance;

(d) fixing the financial year of the College and providing for the audit of the

accounts and transactions of the College;

(d.1) respecting the election of Council members, including the requirements for

members to be able to vote, electoral districts and election recounts;

(d.2) respecting the qualification and terms of office of Council members who are

elected;

(d.3) prescribing conditions disqualifying elected members from sitting on the

Council and governing the removal of disqualified Council members;

(e) providing procedures for the election of the President and Vice-President of the

College, the selection of the chairs of the committees, the filling of a vacancy in

those offices, and setting out the duties and powers of the President, Vice-

President and the chairs;

(f) respecting the calling, holding and conducting of the Council meetings and

respecting the duties of the Council's members;

(g) respecting the calling, holding and conducting of meetings of the members'

(g.t ) providing that a meeting of the Council or of members or a meeting of a

committee or of a panel that is held fcjr any purpose other than for the

conducting of a hearing may be held in any manner that allows all the persons

participating to communicate with each other simultaneously and

instantaneously;

https://www.ontario.callaws/statute/91 r1 8 1t6
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(g.2) prescrib¡ng what constitutes a conflict of interest for members of the Council

or a committee and regulating or prohibiting the carry¡ng out of the duties of

those members in cases in which there is a conflict of interest; 239
(h) providing for the remuneration of the members of the Council and committees

other than persons appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in Council and for the

payment of the expenses of the Council and committees in the conduct of their

business;

(h.1) respecting the filling of vacancies on the Council or on committees;

Note: On a day to be named by proclamation of the Lieutenant Governor,

clause 94 (1) (h.1) of Schedule 2 to the Act is repealed and the following

substituted: (See:2017, c.11, Sched. 5, s. 30 (1))

(h.1) subject to the regulations made under clauses 43 (1) (p) to (s) of

the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991 ,

(i) respecting the filling of vacancies on the Council or on cornrnittees,

(ii) providing for the composition of committees,

(iii) respecting the qualification, selection, appointment and terms of

office of members of committees required by subsection 10 (1) who

are not members of the Council,

(iv) prescribing conditions that disqualify committee members from sitting

on committees required under subsection 10 (1) and governing the

removal of disqualified committee members;

(h.2) providing for the composition of committees;

Note: On a day to be named by proclamation of the Lieutenant Governor,

ctause 94 (1) (h.2) of Schedule 2 to the Act is repealed. (See: 2017, c. 11,

Sched. 5, s. 30 (1))

(h.3) respecting the qualification, selection, appointment and terms of office of

members of committees required by subsection 10 (1)who are not members of

the Council;
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Note: On a day to be named by proclamation of the Lieutenant Governor,

clause 94 (1) (h.3) of Schedule 2lo the Act is repealed. (See: 2017, c. 11,

sched. 5, s. 30 (1)) 240
(h.4) prescribing conditions disqualifying committee members from sitting on

committees required under subsection 10 (1) and governing the removal of

disqualified committee members;

Note: On a day to be named by proclamation of the Lieutenant Governor,

clause 94 (f) (h.4) of Schedule 2 to the Act is repealed. (See: 2017, c. 11,

Sched. 5, s. 30 (1))

(i) providing for the appointment, powers and duties of committees other than the

committees required by subsection 10 (1);

fi) delegating to the Executive Committee powers and duties of the Council, other

than the power to make, amend or revoke regulations and by-laws;

(k) providing for a code of ethics for the members;

(l) providing for the appointment of inspectors for the purposes of regulations made

under clause 95 (1) (h);

(1.1) respecting the maintenance of the register kept by the Registrar and

providing for the issuing of certificates when information contained in the

register is made available to the public under section 23;

(1.2) specifying information as information to be kept in the register for the

purposes of paragraph 20 of subsection 23 (2), designating information kept in

the register as public for the purposes of subsection 23 (5), and designating

information kept in the register as public for the purposes of subsection 23 (5)

that may be withheld from the public for the purposes of subsection 23 (6);

(1.3) requiring members to give the College their home addresses and such other

information as may be specified in the by-law about themselves and the places

they practise the profession, the services they provide there, their participation

in continuing education programs and the names, business addresses,

telephone numbers and facsimile numbers of their associates, partners,
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employers and employees and prescribing the form and manner ¡n which the

information shall be given, 
241

(1.4) respecting the duties and office of the Registrar;

(m) providing procedures for the making, amending and revoking of by-laws;

(n) prescribing forms and providing for their use;

(o) respecting the management of the property of the College;

(p) authorizing the College to make arrangements for the indemnity of members

against professional liability and providing levies to be paid by members;

(q) respecting membership of the College in a national organization of bodies with

similar functions, the payment of annual assessments and representation at

meetings;

(r) authorizing the making of grants to advance scientific knowledge or the

education of persons wishing to practise the profession, to maintain or improve

the standards of practice of the profession or to provide public information

about, and encourage interest in, the past and present role of the profession in

society;

(s) requiring members to pay annual fees, fees upon application for a certificate

and upon registration and fees for examinations, appeals from examinations,

election recounts and continuing education programs and for anything the

Registrar or a committee of the College is required or authorized to do and

requiring members to pay penalties for the late payment of any fee;

(t) specifying the amount of any fee or penalty required under clause (s);

(1.1) prescribing the form and manner in which a health profession corporation

shall notify the Registrar of a change in the shareholders of the corporation and

the time period for doing so;

(1.2) requiring the payment of fees upon application for a certificate of

authorization and for the issue or renewal of a certificate of authorization and

specifying the amount of such fees;
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(u) requiring persons to pay fees, set by the Registrar or by by-law, for anything the

Registrar is required or authorized to do; 242
(v) requiring members to pay specified amounts to pay for the program requrreo

under section 85.7, including amounts that are different for different members

or classes of members and including amounts,

(i) that are specified in the by-law,

(ii) that are calculated according to a method set out in the by-law, or

(iii) that are determined by a person specified in the by-law;

(w) requiring members to participate in an arrangement set up by the College in

which members pay a person such amounts as may be determined by the

person for the members or for classes of members and the person pays

amounts to the College to pay for the program required under section 85.7;

(x) authorizing the Patient Relations Committee to require therapists and

counsellors who are providing therapy or counselling that is funded through the

program required under section 85.7 and persons who are receiving such

therapy or counselling, to provide a written statement, signed in each case by

the therapist or counsellor and by the person, containing details of the

therapist's or counsellor's training and experience, and confirming that therapy

or counselling is being provided and that the funds received are being devoted

only to that purpose;

(y) requiring members to have professional liability insurance that satisfies the

requirements specified in the by-laws or to belong to a specified association

that provides protection against professional liability and requiring members to

give proof of the insurance or membership to the Registrar in the manner set

out in the by-laws;

(z) respecting the designation of life or honourary members of the College and

prescribing their rights and privileges;

(2.1) exempting any member or class of member from a by-law made under this

section;
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(2.2) specifying or setting out anything that is required to be specified or set out

under this subsection. 1991 , c. 18, Sched . 2, s. 94 (1); 1998, c. 18, Sched. G,

s.22 (1-4);2000, c.42, Sched., s. 40; 2007, c. 10, Sched. M, s. 73 (1,2\;2017,

c. 11, Sched. 5, s. 30 (2).

Circulation of certain byJaws

(2) A by-law shall not be made under clause (1) (1.2), (1.3), (s), (t), (v), (w) or (y) unless

the proposed by-law is circulated to every member at least 60 days before it is

approved by the Council. 1998, c. 18, Sched. G, s. 22 (5).

Exception

(2.1) Despite subsection (2), the Council may, with the approval of the Minister,

exempt a by-law from the requirement that it be circulated or abridge the 60-day

period referred to in subsection (2) to such lesser period as the Minister may

determine. 1998, c. 18, Sched. G, s. 22 (5\.

Copies of by-laws, etc.

(3)A copy of the by-laws and standards of practice made by the Council, and any

documents that are referred to in the by-laws and regulations made by the Council

shall be given to the Minister and to each member and shall be made available to the

public during normal business hours in the office of the College. 2007 , c. 10,

Sched. M, s. 73 (3).

Public copies

(3.1)Any person is entitled to a copy of any by-law, standard of practice or other

document mentioned in subsection (3) on the payment of a reasonable fee, if required,

to the Registrar. 2007, c. 10, Sched. M, s. 73 (3).

Unanimous by-laws, etc.

(4)A by-law or resolution signed by all the members of the Council is as valid and

effective as if passed at a meeting of the Council called, constituted and held for the

purpose. 1991 , c. 18, Sched. 2, s. 94 (4).

Application

(5) Subsections (3) and (a) apply to by-laws made under this section or under a health

profession Act. 1998, c. 18, Sched. G, s. 22 (6).

243
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Note to readers: In the eaent of any inconsistency between this document ønd the legislation that

fficts chiropractic prøctice, the legßIøtion Soaerns'

lrurerur

To provide guidance to members and the public about CCO's expectations

concerning äembers as providers of chiropractic services to patients and-as

responderã to general health-related questions from patients and the public'

CCO recognizes that:

. One of the underlying principles of the Reguløted Health Professions Act, 1991

(RHPÁ) is to permit tñé public to exercise freedom of choice of health

professional within a range of safe options;

o Chiropractors (members) are primary health professional who provide care

within the chiropractic scope ðf practice and see patients with a variety of

conditions, who may also have co-morbidities'

. Mcmbers are required to practise within the chiropractic scope of practice

set out in the Chiropractic Act,'1991-, in providing patient-centred care;

. Members use a variety of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures in

providing chiropractic care to patients; and

. Members are primary contact portal of entry health professionals who are

frequently asked general health-related questions by patients.

Definitions

For the purpose of this standard:

"controlled act" means any diagnostic or therapeutic procedure listed in section

27(Z) ofthe RHp,4 that is åuthoiized only to certain regulated health professionals

in providing patient care

"public domain" means any diagnostic or therapeutic procedure other than those

listed in section ZT(Z) ofthe RHÞÁ that any regulated health professional may uti-

lize in the course of providing patient care

1
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DescnlprtoN or Sm¡¡DARD

practising within the chiropractic scope of Practice

All activities and services performed by members must relate to the chiropractic

scope of practice and authãrized acts as set out in the Chiroprøctic Act, 199'L, as

follows:

Chiroprøctic ScoPe of Practice

The practice of chiropractic is the assessment of conditions related to the spine,

,r"rrrorm system and ioints and the diagnosis, prevention and treatment primarily

by adjrrstment, of,

(a) dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures or functions of the
' ' ,pir," and the effects of those dysfunctions or disorders on the

nervous sYstem; and

(b) dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures or functions of the

2

joints.

Authorized Acts

In the course of engaging in the practice of chiropractic, a member is authorized,

subject to the terml ãonãition, ánd ümitations imposed on his or her certificate of

registration, to perform the following:

1. Communicating a diagnosis identifying, as the cause of a person's

symptoms,

i'Adisorderarisingfromthestructuresorfunctionsofthe
spine and their effects on the nelvous system' or

ii. A disorder arising from the structures or functions of the

joints of the extremities.

2,Movingthejointsofthespinebeyondaperson'susualphysiological
range õf motion using a fast, low amplitude thrust'

3. Putting a finger beyond the anal verge for the purpose of

manipulating the tailbone.
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Expectations of a Ghiropractic Visit and Use of Diagnostic and

Therapeutic Procedures

cCo regulates the full range of chiropractic approaches and a member must always

practiseïithin the chiropráctic scope of practice' CCo recognizes that patients

present with a variety oico-morbiditiesand conditions. As such, a member is

iequired to perform ihe following, which is to be clearly and legibly reflected in the

patient health record:

. a consultation related to the patient's presenting condition and/or goals;

. an assessment of chiropractic conditions related to the spine, nervous system

and joints; and

. a diagnosis or clinical impression related to the chiropractic scoPe of practice,

consiãtent with Standard of Practice 5-008: Communicating a Diagnosis;

. recommendations for cate, including possible referral to an appropriate health

care provider if necessary; and

. obtaining of informed consent, consistent with Standard of Practice 5-013:

Consent

on each patient visit (as outlined and defined in G-013: Chiropractic Assessments),

the member must allow sufficient time to:

. provide relevan! safe, supportive, and patient-centred quality care within the

chiropractic scope of pracìicu, and relafed to the patient's condition and goals;

o conduct outcome measures/ assessment and reassessment of progress related to

the patient's presenting condition and goals, as required (as outlined and

defined in G-013: Chiropractic Assessments); and

. document legible and accurate, individualized and personalized notes

capturing thã unique aspects of that particular patient encounter (as outlined

and defined in G-013: Chiropractic Assessments)

3
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4

A member must take reasonable steps to ensure that when providing chiropractic

care, any proposed diagnostic or th"tup",.ttic procedures to be used for the benefit

of a patient, relate to the chiropractic scope of practice'

For a diagnostic or therapeutic procedure to be acceptable for clinical purposes, it

must be áught in the coie curriculum, post-graduate curriculum or continuing

education division of an accredited educational institution.

In order to perform a diagnostic or therapeutic procedure, a member shall:

. achieve, maintain and be able to demonstrate clinical competency

(e.g., examination, certificatiory or proof of training) in the

diagnostic or therapeutic procedure; or

. be fulfilling the requirements to achieve clinical competency and

have informed the patient that they are fulfilling the requirements to

achieve clinical comPetencY.

A member must obtain the patient's consent to the use of the diagnostic or

therapeutic proced.ure, consistent with Standard of Practice 5-013: Consent that is:

. fully informed;
¡ voluntarily given;
. related to the patient's condition and circumstances;
o not obtained lhrough fraud or misrepresentation; and
. evidenced in a writien form signed by the patient or otherwise documented

in the patient health record.

If a proposed diagnostic or therapeutic procedure does not relate to the chiropractic

r.op" o? practice,ã member should not use the diagnostic or therapeutic

procedures in their professional capacity.

In providing patient caÍe, a member may use adjunctive diagnostic and therapeutic

prócedureslhat are in the public domain. This includes, but is not limited to,

þroviding nutritional counìeling, prescribing orthotics, giving advice on lifestyle

ãnd e*"rãise, providing therapeutic modalities, and other therapies.

A member is reminded that CCO has specifically prohibited the use of some

diagnostic and therapeutic procedures including, but not limited to, dark field

micioscopy, hyperbaric o*yg"r, therapy, pelvic and prostate examinations, and vega

testing.
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Responding to General Health-Related Questions

A member is restricted from treating or advising outside the chiropractic scope of

practice by section 30 of the RHPA as follows:

Treøtment, etc., where rísk of hørm

30 (1) No person, other than a member treating or advising within the scope of

pru.íi"u of iris or her professiory shall treat or advise a person with respect to his or

her health in circumsiances in which it is reasonably foreseeable that serious bodily

harm may result from the treatment or advice or from an omission from them'

(specific,iimited exemptions are referenced in section 30 of the RHPA)

Offences

40 (1) Every person who contravenes subsection ..' 30 (1) is guilty of an offence

and on conviction is liable,

(a) for a first offence, to a fine of not more than $25,000, or to

imprisonment for a term of not more than one yeat or both; and

(b) for a second or subsequent offence, to a fine of not more than

$50,000, or to imprisonment for a term of not more than one year/ or

both.

In responding to general health-related questions by patients or the public that

relate to contioileã acts outside the chiropractic scope of practice (including but not

limited to prescribing a drug as defined in the Drug and Pharmøcies Reguløtion Act,

L990, performing surgery and administering vaccinations), a member must:

. advise the patient or member of the pubic that the performance of the act is

outside the chiropractic scope of practice and the patient requires the care or

would be more appropriately treated by a health professional who has the act

within their scoPe of Practice;

. respond in a professional, accurate and balanced manner in the context of

providing pti*ury health care to the patient consistent with the chiropractic

scope of practice;

. cncourage the patient to be an active participant in their own health care

which allows tñe patient to make fully informed decisions concerning

their health care; and

. record this communication in the patient health record'

5
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a

a

lmplications of Failure to ComPlY

A member is reminded that he/she may be the subject of an inquiry, complaint or

report concerning the provision of chiropractic services or discussions related to

geïerul health-refated questions from patients. The Inquiries, Complaints and 
- -

ñ.eports Committee ICfuC), composed of elected (chiropractor), appointed (public)

unà no.-"ouncil (chiropractor) committee members will review any inquiry, corn-

plaint or report to determine the member's compliance with all relevant standards

àf practice including Standard of Practice 5-001: Scope of Practice. In exercising its

discretioru the ICRC may consider if:

the diagnostic or therapeutic procedure related to the chiropractic scope of

practice for the benefit of the patient;
ihe member achieved, maintained and can demonstrate clinical competency

in the diagnostic or therapeutic procedure; and

the discus-sions with the patient relating to general health-related questions

were consistent with this standard of practice.

LectsuanvE CoNTExr

In addition to the legislative provisions outlined above, members are reminded that

the following ur" u"i, of professional misconduct under Ontario Regulation 852193

(Professional Misconduct) :

2. Contravening a standard of practice of the profession or failing to maintain

the standardif practice expected of members of the profession.

L2. Failing to reveal the nature of a remedy or treatment used by the member

following a patient's request to do so.

L3. Failing to advise a patient to consult with another health professional

when the member knows or ought to know that,

. the patient's condition is beyond the scope of practice and

competence for the member;
. the patient requires the care of another health professional;

or
o the patient would be appropriately treated by another health

professional.

14. Providing a diagnostic or therapeutic service that is not necessary.

a
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Note to readers: In the eaent of any inconsistency befipeen thís document ønd the legislation that

øffecß chiroprnctíc prøctíce, the legísløtion Soaerns.

lrure¡¡r

Members of CCO are primary contact health care practitioners who act as portals of

entry for patients into the health care system. As such, patients may present to

*"*b"rrïith suspected signs and symptoms of reportable diseases of which the

diagnosis and trealment are outside of the chiropractic scoPe of practice.

The intent of this standard of practice is to advise members of the requirement to

report suspected specified diseases in accordance with the Health Protection and

Piomotion-Act,1.990 (HPPA) when they form the opinion that a patient has or may

have a clisease of public health significance.

Oe¡eclvEs

This standard of practice is consistent with the purpose of the HPPA, section 2,

which provides:

The purpose of this Act is to provide for the organization and delivery of

pubûc hèalth programs and services, the prevention of the spread of disease,

ãnd the promôtiot and protection of the health of the people of Ontario.

Definition of Reportable Diseases

A member must report diseases that are listed in Ontario Regulation 559191' under

tlle HPPA, as outlined in Appendix A of this standard of practice.

DescnlpnoN oF STANDARD

. The HPPA requires members to notify the local medical officer of health as soon

as possible of any reportable diseases defined in the regulations.

. A member is required to maintain confidentiatity of all information concerning

a person in respèct of whom a report is being made with the exception of com-

plying with the Regulated IIeaIth Professi.ttn.s Act, L99L ßHPH.

. A member is protected from liability for making a report in good faith'

1
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o It is an offence punishable by fine for a member to fail to comply with his/her

obligation to report reportable diseases'

LeclsllnvE CoNTEXT

The governing legislation is the HPPA. Specific relevant provisions are outlined

below.

Duty to RePort Disease

The duty to report suspected diseases of public he1lth 
"91:"t^ 

to the medical

officer of healttr is outlined in section 25 of the HPPA, which provides:

(1) A physician or a practitioner as defirred in subsection (2) who, whilc
' ' 

prãrriai.,g profesÃional services to a person who i_s not a patient in or an

ðut-patien[ of a hospital, forms the opinion that the Person has or may

havé a disease of púUtic health significance shall, as soon as possible 
-

after forming the opinion, report thereott to the medical officer of health

of the health-unit in which the professional services are provided'

(2) In subsection (1),

"practitionel" means,
(ã) a member of the College of Chiropractors of Ontario, 

-

þ) a member of the Royal College of Dental Surgeons of Ontario,

(c) a member of the College of Nurses of Ontario,

(d) a member of the Ontario College of Pharmacists,
(e) a member of the College of Optometrists of Ontario,

(f) a member of the College of Naturopaths of Ontario,

(g) a prescribed Person.

Members of all ontario regulated health professions under the RHPA are required

to report diseases of pubhã health conceln to the medical officer of health' as

described in the HppA.public health units in Ontario can be found at the following

link: http://www.health.gov.on.calen/common/system/services/phu/locations'aspx'

Members may see patients with signs and symptoms of a specified disease and are

required to pärform a consultation and examination/assessment consistent with

Cio standaìds of practice, policies and guidelines. A member has a duty to report

u suspectea specifiäd disease to the medical officer of health as soon as possible

-hen they foim an opinion that the person has or may have a suspected disease in

the coursð of providing professional services to that patient.

2
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A member must document in the patient health record their opinion that a patient

has or may have a specified diseaie and the reporting of the suspected specified

disease to a local medical officer of health'

According to the Regulation 569: Report, undet the HPPA a Reportable Disease

Report mirst containthe following information about the person:

. name and address in full,
o date of birth in full,
. sex, and
r date of onset of symptoms.

A member is also required to provide any additional information regarding the

reportable disease thãt the medical officer of health considers necessary and any

ad^ditional information required in accordance the Regulation 569

https ://www.ontario. callaws/regulation/900569'

The duty to report reportable d.iseases, includes providing identifying information

and as such does notìequire the patient to first provide consent to disclose their

personal health information.

ConfidentialitY

The duty to report diseases includes the duty to report identifying information-

(".g., thu patient's name), notwithstanding the duty of confidentiality owed to the

pa[ient. Sèction 39, subsection ]. of t¡'e HPPA provides, in part:

No person shall disclose to any other person the name of or any other

information that will or is likely to identify a Person in respect of whom an

applicatioO order, certificate oi report is made in respect of a communicable

dlsease, a reportable disease, a virulent disease or a reportable event follow-

ing the administration of an immunizing agent'

Subsection I does not aPPIY'

(0.a) where the disclosure is authorized under this Act or the Personøl Health

Information Protection Act, 2004;

1uj m respect of an application by a medical officer of health to the Ontario
' ' 

Courf of Justice tñåt is heard in public at the request of the person who

is the subject of the aPPlication;
(b) where thá disclosur"ls mude with the consent of the Person in respect of

whomtheapplication,order,certificateorreportismade;
(c) where the disclosure is mad.e for the PufPoses of public health

administration;

3
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(d) in connection with the administration of or a Pfoceeding under this Acl
the Regulated Heatth Professions Act, '199'1, a health profession Act as

defineã in subsection 1 (1) of that Act, the Public Hospitnls Act, t]ne

Health Insurønce Act, t]ne cønada Heølth Act or the Criminal code

(Canada), or regulations made thereunder; or
(e) to prevent theieporting of information under section 72 of t}lre Child ønd
' ' 

f amity Seraices ,qit inreipect of a child who is or may be in need of

4

protection.

Protection from Liability for Reports

A member is afforded protection for liability arising from reporting diseases in
good faith. Subsection 95 ( ) of the HPPA provides:

"No action or other proceeding shall be instituted against a Person for making a

report in good faith in respect-of a communicable disease or a reportable disease

in accordance with Part IV."

Offence - Failing to RePort

It is an offence to fail to report diseases in accordance with HPPA. Subsection 100 (2)

of the HPPA provides:

,Any person who contravenes a requirement of Part IV to make a report in

r"rp"Ët of a reportable disease, a communicable disease or a reportable event

foll,owing the ãdministration of an immunizing agent is guilty of an offence."

The penalty for failing to report is outlined in subsection 10L of tlne HPPA:

"Every person who is guilty of an offence under this Act is liable on conviction

to a finé of not more tlian $-S,OOO for every day or part of a day on which the

offence occuts or continues'"

Please Note: If copies of the Act or Regulations are required, they may be obtained

from the Ontario Government Bookstore, located at:

Publications Ontario
ServiceOntario Centre, College Park Building

777 Bay Street, Market Level
Toronto, ON M6G 2C8

Ielephone: (41'6) 326-5300 or 1-800-668-9938
Fax: (41'6) 326-5317

www.publications.serviceontario. c al ecoml

College of Chiropractors ol Ontario
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Ontario Regulation 135/18: Designation of Diseases (the most updated version of this

regulation is available at https://www.ontario.callaws/reeulation/180135.

1. For the purposes of the Act, a disease set out in Column I of the Table is designated as

a disease of public health significance and,

(a) a communicable disease, if it is identified as such in Column 2 of the Table; and

ib) a virulent disease, if it is identified as such in Column 3 of the Table.

DESIGN,S#8"'O"'

Item Diseases of public health signifrcance Whether the
disease is a
communicable
disease

Whether the
disease is a
virulent disease

1 Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome
(AIDS)

Yes No

2 Acute Flaccid No No

J Amebiasis Yes No

4 Anthrax Yes No

5 Blastomycosis Yes No

6 Botulism Yes No

7 Brucellosis Yes No

8 bacter enteritis Yes No

9 Carbapenem ase-producing
Enterobacteriaceae (CPE) infection or

colonization

Yes No

l0 Chancroid Yes No

l1 Chickenpox (Varicella) Yes No

T2 trachomatis infections Yes No

13 Cholera Yes Yes

t4 Clostridium diffrcile infection (cDI)
outbreaks in public hospitals

Yes No

l5 Creutzfeldt-Jakob D all Yes No

t6 Yes No

t7 Cyclosporiasis Yes No

18 Yes Yes

t9 Echinococcus multilocularis infection Yes No

20 Encephalitis, primary, viral Yes No

@ College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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2l Encephalitis, post-infectious,
related, subacute sclerosing

vaccine- No No

22 Food all causes Yes No

23 Gastroenteritis, outbreaks in institutions

and lic
Yes No

24 cases Yes No

25 Gonorrhoea Yes Yes

26 A lnvaslve Yes No

27 B neonatal No No

28 Haemophilus infl uenzae disease, all
mvaslve

Yes No

Yes No29 Hantavirus
30 Hemorrhagic fevers, including: Ebola

virus disease, Marburg virus disease,

Lassa fever and other viral causes

Yes Yes

31 viral Yes No
Yes No32 B, viral

Hepatitis C, viral Yes NoJJ
Yes No34 Influenza

35 Yes No

36 Yes Yes

37 Listeriosis Yes No

38 Disease No No

39 Measles Yes No

40 Meningitis, acute, including: bacterial,

viral and other

Yes No

4L lnvaslve Yes No

42 M Yes No

43 neonatorum No No

44 Shellfish Yes No

45 id Fever Yes No

Yes No46 Pertussis

47 Yes Yes

48 Pneumococcal lnvaslve Yes No

49 acute Yes No

50 Psittacosi s/Orn itho sis Yes No

51 Fever Yes No

52 Rabies Yes No

53 Respiratory infection outbreaks in

institutions and

Yes No

54 Rubella Yes No

55 Yes No

@ College of ChiroPractors of Ontario
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56 Salmonellosis Yes No

57 Severe Acute Respiratory SYndrome
(SARS)

Yes No

58 Shieellosis Yes No

59 Yes Yes

60 Svphilis Yes Yes

6l Tetanus Yes No

62 Trichinosis Yes No

63 Tuberculosis Yes Yes

64 Tularemia Yes No

65 Fever Yes No

66 Verotoxin-producing E. coli infection,
including Haemol¡ic Uraemic
Syndrome (HUS)

Yes No

67 West Nile Virus Illness No No

68 Yersiniosis Yes No

@ College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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Quality Assurance Committee
Approved by Council: June22'2007
Amended: ée$ember 11 , 2OO7 , December 1 1 , 2008, December 3' 2009'

September 1 5, 201 6, February 27' 2019

Note to readers: ln the went of any inconsistency between this document ønd the legislation that

øffects chiroprøctic practice, the legísløtíon Sffiertts'

lrurerur

Chiropractors have been using acupuncture treatments for many yeals as an

ad¡unätive therapy for their pátients. The use of acupuncture, as an adjunctive

thårapy, requireå ä f,igtr degree of skill and is not without risk. This standard of

ptu.ti.ã outiines the elements necessary to maintain a high level of skill in the

àpplication of acupuncture as an adjunctive therapy in the chiropractic practice'

Note: This standard of pfactice aPPlies to membefs of cco when they are

ñããingãup,unctureinder thãii chiropractic certificate-of registratipn'an-d not

io *u*ñãàf CCO who *oy be also me'nbers of the.Coll"*" gf tl'tditiottl
Chinese Medicine Practitionãrs and Acupuncturists-of Ontario. Providing
uc*uncture seroices as a traditional Chinese medicine Practitioner or

acupuncturist.

Oe¡EcrtvEs

. To assist members who intend to provide acupuncture services as an adjunctive

therapy to their Patients.

o To remind members of their duties, obligations and scope of practice when

providing acupuncture services as an adjunctive therapy to their patients'

DescnlprtoN oF STANDARD

Scope of Pract¡ce

Members are authorized under Regulation 107196 of the Reguløted Heølth Professions

Act,1"gg1ßHpÐ to perform acupuìcture, a procedure performed on tissue below

the dermis, in accoráance with this standard of practice and within the chiropractic

scope of practice. Regulation 1,07196 creates a specific exemption for specific 
__

,"grrtut"d health proiessionals, including chiropractors,.to.perform the controlled

u.î of a procedure performed on tissue below the dermis, in accordance with the

stan<larù of practicã ancl within the scope of practice of the profession.

Therefore, a member may only perform the controlled act of performing

acupuncture, a procedr.ttä b"lð* the dermis, as an adjunctive treatment, within the

chiropractic s"oþu of practice, and in accordance with this standard of practice'

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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The chiropractic scope of practice, as defined in the chiroprøctic Act'1991, is as

follows:

296

The practice of chiropractic is the assessment of conditions related to the

spine, nervous systeà and joints and the diagnosis' prevention and

tieatmenf primarily by adjustment, of:

(a) dysfunctions o, diórd"ts arising from the structLrres or functions of

the spine and the effects of those dysfunctions or disorders on the

nervous sYstem; and
(b) dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures or functions of

2

the joints.

see standard of Practice s-001,: chiropractic scope of Practice for further

information.

For the pufposes of this standard of practice, the performance of dry needling is

considered ãs performing the controiled act of actpuncture, a procedure performed

below the dermis, and hä the professional responsibilities outlined in Regulation

107196 and this standard of practice'

Titles

Members who use acupuncture âs an adjunctive therapy are reminded that they are

restricted from using càrtain titles and répresentations to the public as outlined in

section 8 of the Traditional Chinese Medicine Act,2006:

8(1) "No person other than a member (of the College_of Traditional chinese

Medicine practitioners and Acupuncturists) shall use the titles "traditional

chinese medicine practitioner" ol "acupuncturist", a variation or

abbreviation or an equivalent in another language"'

8(2) "No person other than a member shall hold himself or herself out as a

p"rrår, who is qualified to practise in Ontario as a traditional Chinese

medicine practiiioner o, u..rprrt.turist or in a specialty of traditional

Chinese medicine."

Therefore, members may not make any misrepresentations to the public that they

are a traditional Chines" M"di.it 
" 

Practitioner or acuPuncturist. Members must

clearly communicate to the public, including advertising, signs websites and social

media and billing and business practices, thãt they are a chiropractor who performs

acupuncture as an adjunctive treatment, and not át u"tptt 
"turist 

or a member of

thetoilege of Traditiånal Chinese Medicine Practitioners or Acupuncturists'

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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A member shall consider whether their overall representation of their use of

acupuncture as an adjunctive treatment is misleading to a reasonable member of

the public. In addition the Coilege of Traditional Chinese Medicine Practitioners

andAcupuncturists of Ontario has the jurisdiction to address any inappropriate

represenìation of someone who is not a member of their college holding themselves

orrt ur a person who is qualified to practise in Ontario as a traditional Chinese

mediciné practitioner or acupuncturist or in a specialty of traditional Chinese

medicine.

For example, CCO considers the use of the titles "acupuncture provider" and 
_

"acupunciure clinic" to be a variation of the title "acupuncturist", contrary to the

Traditional Chinese Medicine Act,2006, if the member is also not a member of the

College of Traditional Chinese Medicine Practitioners and Acupuncturists of

Ontario. It would be more accurate for a member to list acupuncture as an

adjunctive therapy that is providecl, in the context of providing chiropractic care.

Assessment and Care Related to Acupuncture

A member shall ensure that they are providing acupuncture within the chiropractic

scope of practice and in accordance with CCO standards of practice.

In providing acupuncture, a member must perform a chiropractic consultation and

exáminatiory communicate a diagnosis or clinical impression within the

chiropractic scope of practice, obtain informed consent and deliver a plan of care,

whicÀ may involve aiupuncture as an adjunctive treatment, consistent with the

chiropractic scoPe of Practice.

Gonsideration of Public SafetY

A member is reminded that the use of any acupuncture procedure or protocol may

have significant benefits for a patient, but also carries some risks. As such, a

member must be:

. skilled at prevention of infection and familiar with clean needle techniques;

. aware of any and all contraindications to the use of acupuncture;
o trained. in the appropriate responses to accidents and untoward reactions; and
. aware of precautions necessaÍy to prevent injury.

A member is required to obtain patient consent prior to treatment by acupuncture

that is:

. fully informed;
o voluntarily given;

3
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. related to the patient's condition and circumstances;
¡ not obtained through fraud or misrepresentation; and

. evidenced in a wriiíen form signed by the patient or otherwise documented in

the patient health record.

Members are reminded that this standard should be read in conjunction with 
-

Standard of Practice 5-013: Consent. Members should refer to the World Health

Organization's (WHO) Guidelines on Basic Trøining ønd Safety in Acupuncture, 'l-999

ffifO Guidelines) for a more in-depth discussion of prevention of infectiory

contraindications, accidents and untoward reactions, and injury to organs'

Educational Requirements in Establishing Degrce of skill

To practise acupuncturc as an adjunctive therapy in the context of their chiropractic

p.u.ti.", u -"-b", must have completed specific acuprrncture training as taught in

the core curriculum, post-graduate curricuium or continuing education division of

one or more colleg"rã..r"äit"d by the Council on Chiropractic Education Inc', or in

an accredited Canadian or Ameriåan college/university, or in an accredited school of

acupuncture.l

CCO adopts the WHO Guidelines that a combined (clinical and academic)

minimum of 200 hours of formal training'z is required for a member who intends to

use acupuncture as an adjunctive procedure in his/her primary practice'

Members are required to achieve, maintain and be able to demonstrate clinical

competency in any diagnostic or therapeutic procedure that they use in practice' As

,.r.n, *"*b"r, *iro arã authori zed to þerform acupuncture are required to_

participate in ongoing continuing eduáation activities in the performance of-

acupuncture as an ad]unctive thelapy within the chiropractic scope of practice'

Billing Practices for Acupuncture as an Adiunctive Treatment

The financial record and invoice for acupuncture must reflect the clinical delivery of

acupuncture as an adjunctive treatment. Therefore, the records must reflect that the

*"rr,b", performed acupuncture under their certificate of registration

chiropraËtor, within the chiropractic scope of practice, and in accordance with this

standìrd of practice as an adjunctive procedure'

College of Chiropractors of Ontar¡o
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Grandparenting Clause

Members who have actively practised acupuncture as an adjunctive therapy in their

chiropractic practice for a minimum of five consecutive years immediately before

the enactmut t of this standard of practice will be deemed to have met the

qualifications to practise acupuncture as an adjunctive therapy, as outlined above'

Actively practising acupuncture as an adjunctive therapy means performing 150

acupuncture treatments per year for each of the last five years within a chiropractic

ptuãti." prior to the date of the enactment of this standard of practice'

Professional Liability Protection

A member shall provide evidence, satisfactory to the Registrar, of carrying

professional liability insurance in the applicable minimum amount Pel occurrence

ãnd minimum aggregate amount per year, including coverage for claims after the

member ceases to trota a certificate or membership in a protective association that

provides equivalent protection unless the applicant is, or will be when registered,

ãn employée of a member, a health facility or other body that has equivalent

profesãional liability insurance coverage or membership in a protective association

that provides equivalent protection.

LecrslnnvE CoNTExr

Health Professions Procedural Code (The Gode), Schedule 2 of the Regulated
Health Proîessions Act, 1991

The QA program is defined in section 1(1) of the Code as "aprogram to assure the

quality of tnu practice of the profession and to promote continuing evaluatiory

competence and improvement among members."

Objects and Duties of CCO - Section 3 of the Code

Section 3(1): The College has the following objects:

5

3. To develop, establish and maintain standards of practice to assure the

quality of the practice of the profession
4. To develop, establish and maintain standards of knowledge, skill and

programs to promote continuing competence among the members

College of Chiropractors of Ontar¡o
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Regutation 107/96 of the RHPA: Controlled Acts

Section 8(2)

subject to subsectio n (4), aperson who 
_i1 

a member of a College listed in column 1

of the Table is """-pifrom 
subsectionzT(I) of the Act for the purpose of

performing acupuncture, a procedure on tissue below the dermis, in accordance

with the standard of practice and within the scope of practice of the health

profession listed in Column 2..

Golumn 1

1,. College of Chiropodists of Ontario

2. College of Chiropractors of Ontario

3. College of Massage Therapists of Ontario

4. College of Nurses of Ontario

5. College of Occupational Therapists of Ontario

6. College of Physiotherapists of Ontario

7. RoyaiCollege of Dental Surgeons of Ontario

Golumn 2
Chiropody
Chiropractic
Massage TheraPY
Nursing
Occupational TheraPY
PhysiotheraPY
Dentistry

6

Titles

Members who use acupuncture as an adjunctive therapy are reminded that they are

restricted from using certain titles as outiined in section 8(1) of the Trøditional

Chinese Medicine Act, 2006 :

Section 8(1)

No person other than a member (of the college of Traditional chinese Medicine

practitioners and Acupuncturists) shall use tt e titl"t "traditional Chinese medicine

practitioner " or " acu$unctulist", a variation or abbreviation or an equivalent in

another language.

Chiropractic Act, 1991

Scope of Practice

AmemberwhousesacupunctureaSanadjunctivetherapyisremindedthatthe
;;p" of practice of chiropractic is defined in section 3 of the Chiroprøctic Act,199L:

3. The practice of chiropractic is the assessment of conditions related to the spine'

nervous system and joints and the diagnosis, prevention and treatment,

primarily bY adjustment, of:

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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(a) dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures or functions of the

spine and the effects of those dysfunctions or disorders on the nelvous

system; and

(b) dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures or functions of the

joints.

Conclusion

Identifying and complying with safeguards will ensure safer administration of this

form cii trõatment. Tñerefore, risks to the public will be minimized and the benefits

of safe, effective therapeutic treatment will be maintained. This standard should be

read in conjunction with Standards of Practice 5-003: Professional Portfolio, 5-011:

Members of More Than One Health Profession and

5-0L3: Consent.

l Examinatioru certification or other proof of clinical proficiency is required

'The course should comprise at least 200 hours of formal training, and should

include the following comPonents:

1. Introduction to traditional Chinese acupuncture
2. Acupuncture points:

. location of the 36L classical points on the L4 meridians and the 48

extraordinary points; and
. alphanumeric iodes and names, classifications of points, direction and

dépth of insertion of needles, actions and indications of the commonly used

points selected for basic training'
3. Applications of acupuncture in modern Western medicine:

r 
- -principle 

clinicai conditions in which acupuncture has been shown to be

beneficial;
. selection of patients and evaluation of progress/benefit; and
o planning of treatment, selection of points and methods of needle

manipulatiory and the use of medication or other forms of therapy

concurrently with acuPuncture'
4. Guidelines on safety in acupuncture
5. Treatment techniques:

. general principles; and

. specific clinical conditions.

7
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The Cottege of Chiropractors of Ontario is a member of the Federation of Health Regulatory Colleges

of ontario (FHRCO). FHRCO is a federation of att heatth regutatory cotteges in ontario, which develops

a forum for inter-professionatcottaboration, develops training programs, and creates resources for

cotteges, regutated heatth professionats and members of the pubtic'

ptease visit FHRCO's website for a variety of resources related to care from your regulated heatth

professionat.

please see the fottowing two tinks for videos produced by FHRCO on the prevention of sexuatabuse

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WEyla KLWoSlbfeature=youtu. be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= B I HoDtLEb-0&featu re=youtu'be

hftps://www.cco.on.calmembers-of-the-public/federation-of-healthy-regulatory-colleges-of-ontario-resources/
1t1
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Professional Misconduct
Relating to Orthopractic
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t.s

k..tl

Note ta Readers: tn thc æent of øny ínconsistency behneen this iloaunent and the legislation that

øfiects úiropractic practice, tlu legislation gØer'fls.

lxren¡r

To delineate the terms, titles or designations relating to orthopractic, the use of
which is prohibited by CCO.

DescnrproN oF PoucY

Use of the following terms, titles or designations by members are contrary to the
policies of CCO for the purposes of subsections L6 and 17 oî. the Professional
Misconduct Regulation under t}re Chiroprøctic Ac| L991-:

. orthopractice;

. orthopractic;

. orthopractor;

. Orthopractic Manipulation Society International (OMSI); and

. any similar term, title or designation.

ñ
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From:
Sent:
To:
Gc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jo-Ann Willson
Tuesday, APril09, 2019 2:35 PM
John Sutherland
Rose Bustria
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other
e-ma¡l

FCC Report from Ontario
ìõnpi¡ìéõConep.ooci; Professional-Advisory-Vaccin-ation-March142019'pdf;
nf ËWéOs¡teandSocialivlediaComplianceScañningSoftwareMarch272019.pdf;
1 gApril4MacPhailL.pdf; Ryan Armstrong.pdf

Attached is ontario,s Report to the FCC Regulatory council. Please circulate to members. Thank you

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B

Registrar & General Counsel

Colloge of Ghlropractors of Ontarlo
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext.111
Fax (416) 925-9610
E-mail: iowillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY
This e-mail including
distribution, copying

and delete all copies including any attachmenls w¡thout reading ¡t or making a copy' Thank you

contain confidential information and is inlended only for the person(s) named above' Any

ñ'ilúrãi. ìïñtraveieceiveO this e-mail in eror, please notiry me immediatelv by replvany attachments may
or disclosure is strictlY

1
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THE FEDËRATION
FEÞER,\TION OF CÅ \ÂÞIAN (.HTRO PR,\('TI('

LA FEDERI\TION
FÉDE RÂ T¡O:'¡ (:II I ROPRA'Í IQ U E (...\ i\ A DI ET N E

FCC Regulatory Council
Member Reporting Form - April 2OL9

Pleaserespondtothefollowingquestionsasbestyoucan, Thisformisintendedtocapturebasicinformationandtogenerate
discussion among regulatory jurisdictions forthe benefit of all members. The questions are based upon previous oral reports
and recommendations from the Regulatory Council Co-Chairs. To allow for maximum member interaction during the
Regulatory Council meeting, the reports will not be read but please be prepared with any questions you may have regarding
any of the reports.

This form is a regular Word document which will allow you the maximum flexibility in providing as much or as little information
as you determine. Please complete by April 5, 2019 and send as an email attachment to amacdonald@pathfinder-eroup.com
for distribution to the Regulatory Council.

Ad ministrative Matters
A1 What is your province/terr¡tory?

Ontario

A2 What is the size of your Council/Board?

L5 currently (could be up to L6, nine elected and 7 appointed members)

A3 What is the number of annual scheduled meet¡ngs of your Executive?

A4 What is the number of annual scheduled meet¡ngs of your Council/Board?

5

A5 How many individuals are normally elected/appointed to your board annually?

5

3
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Membership Matters
M1 Number of members as at December 31, 201-8:

4963

M2 Number of new members added since December 31, 2018:

L7

M3 Longerterm trend in membership: flat, increasing, decreasing?

lncreasing

Licensing Matters
Ll What challenges are you experiencing regarding the licensure or re-licensure of

practitioners?

No slgnlflcant challenges in licensure or re-licensure.

Discipline Matters
D1 What are your major disciplinary issues?

o Allegations of sexual abuse

o Billing and Business practices

o Patient Harm

Trends in Your Jurisdiction
T1 Complaints - what is the number of new complaints received for the year ended December

31",20L8?

94

Health Care Chiropractic Critics filing multitude of complaints (much higher than patient or

other professionals' complaints).

T2 Length for complaints resolution: are they flat, increasing, decreasing?

Flat

T3 lnternal political issues: are theyflat, increasing, decreasing?
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f 4 External political issues: are they flat, increasing, decreasing?

lncreasing

T5 What new or changed opportunities do you anticipate in your jurisdiction?

Government is considering changes to Regulated Health Professions Act. Major stakeholders
such as the College of Nurses have proposed wide changes with a movement towards
smaller boards and competency based selection criteria for both elected and public
members.

lncreased use in technology for renewal, continuing education reporting, initial registration,
elections to Council and monitoring of websites and social media compliance.

T6 What new or changed risks do you anticipate in your jurisdiction?

lncreased media coverage. Diversity within the profession and different pressures on CCO as

regulator.

T7 What issues are you dealing with related to continuing competency?

For the first time in 2018, members reported on their continuing education activities and self-
assessment compliance online. CCO will continue to explore methods to creating
efficiencies and using technology for reportinB of Quality Assurance initiatives.

Legislative Matters
L1 What legislative changes or updates do you have to report for the year ended December

3t,20L8?

Effective May L, 2OL8, there were significant amendments made to the law relating to patients
as reflected in the Protecting Patients Act, 20L7, which amends the RHPA as follows:
. there is a new definition of patient for the purposes of the prohibition of sexual abuse

provisions;
. complainants with sexual abuse allegations have immediate access to funding for

therapy or counselling (and do not need to wait for a finding of professional misconduct
to access funding) (section 85.7 of the Health Professions Procedural Code, schedule 2

ofthe RHPA);
. the mandatory reporting requirements have been expanded (sections 85.6.3 and 85.6.4

of the Health Professions Procedural Code, schedule 2 of the RHPA);

. the information colleges must maintain on the public register has been expanded;

. the types of criminal offences that require the mandatory revocation of a member's
certificate of registration have been expanded.
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L2 What regulatory changes or updates do you have to report for the year ended December

3L,20L8?

CCO approved several new and amended standards of practice, policies and guidelines, as of
December 3L,2018. Several of the significant updates include:
o Amendments to Standard of Practice 5-0L4: Prohibition of a Sexual Relationship with a

Patient to ensure consistency with amendments to the RHPA.

o Amendments to Standard of Practice 5-019: Conflict of lnterest in Commercial Ventures

to increase the requirement of disclosure to patients of any exchange of benefit related

to chiropractic services or products.

o Amendments to Guideline G-001: Communication with Patients to restrict certain

inappropriate behaviour related to boundary crossings and grooming behaviours

o New Guideline G-013: Chiropractic Assessments to describe policies and procedures

related to different types of chiropractic assessments

o New Guideline: G-0L4: Delegation, Assignment and Referral of Care to describe policies

and procedures of assigning care to an assistant and referring care to another health

care provider
o Amendments to By-law 6: Election of Council Members to require a "cooling off" period

for members who are employees, officers and directors of any professional chiropractic

association such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise, before being

eligible for election to CCO Council.

o Amendments to By-law 17: Public Register to increase the information available on the

public register, consistent with amendment to the RHPA.

o Various bulletin and communiques to members about advertising, websites and use of
' social media.

Mobility Matters
M1 What challenges are you experiencing regarding mobility in Canada?

No significant challenges.

M2 What challenges are you experiencing regarding international mobility?

No significant challenges.

Special Projects or Activities
51 What special projects or activities do you have to report for the year ended December 31,

20L8? This would include such things as communication, advertising, joint projects with

others, etc.

a Completion of first round of Peer and Practice Assessment 2.0
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Launch of online elections to Council

Launch of online Continuing Education reporting
Use of educational videos and other communication content from the Federation of
Health Regulatory Colleges of Ontario (FHRCO)

Various bulletins and communiques about advertising, websites and use of social media

52 What special events is your jurisdiction planning or considering that may be open or
available to other jurisdictions?

o Future road shows
o AnnualGeneralMeeting

Recognition and Awards
RL What recognition/awards have your jurisdiction or members of your council/board

received since December 3L,2Ot7?

N/A

Other Matters
01 What other matters would you like to report or see reported using this format?

Other significant initiative for 2OL9 is movement to new premises - building out the space and

moving all operations.

CCO is exploring methods of using technology to assess members' websites and social media
sites for compliance with advertising standards of practice and guidelines.

Form completed by:

Dr. David Starmer
Ms Jo-Ann Willson

Date
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plariviere@ordredeschiropraticiens. qc.ca; jsutherland@chirofed.ca;
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Fall2019 Meeting - CCPA/Regulators - Possible Dates
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From
Sent:
To:

Gc:
Subject:

Dear Colleagues:

Thank you to all regulators who attended the Federation of Canadian Chiropractic (FCC) Regulatory

Council meeting on Friday, April 12, 2019. Dr. Dunn and I would like to follow up by scheduling a Fall

2019 meeting between CCPA and oll regulators to discuss common strategies and best practices in an

effort to harmonize standards of practice relating to topics such as advertising, social media and
continuing education, while recognizing that the scopes of chiropractic practice differ somewhat across

the country. We would also like to look at making the office visit, both for new and subsequent office
visits, standardized, consistent and recognizable from office to office and province to province. lt is
important that regulators learn from one another, and that we hear how some regulators have dealt
effectively with current challenges.

The underlying principle is that there is a public interest in ensuring high quality, ethical, competent and
consistent care delivered by chiropractors coast to coast. We would very much appreciate one or two
other regulators taking the lead at the workshop, particularly if they have already engaged in processes

that they think other regulators should follow. The expectation is that the Registrar, President and a
public member from each province would be invited to attend. CCPA has generously offered to provide
financial assistance to those regulators who may have financial constraints on their ability to attend. A

formula for that will be worked out once we have confirmed that all regulators will attend. CCO is

prepared to host the meeting at its new office space at 59 Hayden, 8th Floor, Toronto. We are open to
any and all suggestions about how chiropractic regulators can demonstrate national leadership through
a public interest lens.

The possible dates for the workshop are as follows:

o Saturday, October L9,2OLg
¡ Saturday, October 26,2Ot9
o Saturday, November2,2OL9

At this early planning stage, it would be helpful to know which dates are workable for you and that you

are committed to attending and participating. Once we have the date, we will be in communication with
everyone further about the details. I trust I have included all Canadian regulators on this e-mail, but if
not, please feel free to forward the communication. Thank you.

1



Jo-Ann Wlllson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Ghiropracton¡ of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel: (4'16) 922-6355 ext. i i i
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail : jpw!!þ¡!Qç994¡.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca
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CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
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Subject:

Attachments:

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Wednesday, March 27,2OL9 3:29 PM

To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Subject: FW: For lmmediate Release: CMCC signs lnternational Position Statement on Chiropractic

Education

Council.

Jo-Ann W¡ll3on, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.

From: Joel Friedman
Sent: Wednesday, March 27,zOLg 3:28 PM

To: Jo-An n Willso n <iplUilbo.n @ccoo!t-.cg>
Subject: FW: For lmmediate Release: CMCC signs lnternational Position Statement on Chiropractic

Education

Joel D. Friedman, BSc, LL.B
Director, Policy and Research
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
1 30 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 104
Toll Free:'l -87 7 -577 -477 2
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-ma i I : jfr!edme.n@@.o!. cA
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
Th¡s e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notif, me immediately by reply e-mail

and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: communications [mailto:communica ]

Sent: Wednesday, March 27,2OL9 2:45 PM

To: communications <communications@cmcc.ca>
Subject: For lmmediate Release: CMCC signs lnternational Position Statement on Chiropractic Education

ffitMcc
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The Canadian M orial Chirooractic Colleoe be es a sionatorv

to the lnternational Glinical and Professional Chiropractic Education

Position Statement

Toronto, ON, Ganada, March 27,2019: The Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College

(CMCC) Board of Governors today announced that CMCC has become a signatory to the

lnternational Chiropractic Clinical and Professional Chiropractic Education Position Statement,

joining 12 institutions around the world.

The statement, originally formulated as a collaborative effort among several European

chiropractic institutions and one in South Africa was formally released at the 2015 scientific

meeting of the World Federation of Chiropractic in Athens, and updated in 2017. The

statement was developed as a way to provide a cohesive view of how, in the interest of the

welfare of the patient, chiropractic education should be of the highest quality and founded on

the principles of evidence-based care, with curricula that is responsive to changing patient,

societal and community needs and expectations within a modern health care system.

Dr. Rahim Karim, Chair of the CMCC Board of Governors noted, "The Board of Governors has

dedicated considerable thought and deliberation to this issue over the past several years, and

the final decision to move forward into joining this collaborative effort was unanimously

approved at our October 2018 meeting. We feel it is time to make our educational position

clear regarding the alignment of our curriculum, research efforts and model of care with our

continued emphasis upon evidence-based and patient-centred care."

Reflecting on this important milestone in the history of CMCC, President Dr. David Wickes

commented, 'CMCC is committed to continually evolve its programs and realize our vision to

create leaders in spinal health. We have undertaken extraordinary efforts over the past few

years to emphasize the rapid translation of research into our curriculum and patient care

practices, and to forge partnerships with other innovative institutions. Declaring our support

for the Position Statement will better enable us to attract the best students and faculty, and to

strengthen and build trust with the public, partners and communities we serve."

2
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The Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College is recognised for creating leaders in spinal
health. With graduates practicing in 37 countries and faculty who are leaders in their fields,
CMCC delivers world class chiropractic education, research, and patient care. The campus
features modern teaching and laboratory space, including new simulation and biomechanics
laboratories, and is extended across Toronto through its network of community based
interprofessional clinics that serve diverse patient populations. CMCC offers a four-year
undergraduate program leading to a Doctor of Chiropractic Degree. This degree program is
offered under the written consent of Ontario's Minister of Training, Colleges and Universities
for the period from 2413111 to 2413121 . For more information, visit www.cmcc.ca or follow us on
Twitter and Facebook and Linkedin.

Additional Resources
Attached: Backqrounder and
Questions and Answers

Media Gontact:

Mara Bartolucci
AVP, lnstitutional
Advancement and
Communications
Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College
+1 416.482.2340 ert.274
Cell: +1 647.680.3759
mbartolucci@cmcc.ca

This communication together with any attachments is for the exclusive and confidential use of
the addressee(s). Any other distribution, use or reproduction without the sender's prior consent is

unauthorized and strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify the

sender immediately and delete or shred the message without making any copies.
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WcMcc
Canadian Memoriat Chiropractic Cottege

Backgrounder and Questions Re:

About the lnternational Chiropractic Education Collaboration's
Position Statement on Clinical and Professional Chiropractic Education

The Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College has officially endorsed the lnternational

Chiropractic Education Collaboration's (ICEC) Position Statement on Clinical and Professional

Chiropractic Education, joining many other institutions around the world with a similar

approach to evidence-based, patient-centred contemporary chiropractic education. On

October L9,2OI8, the CMCC Board of Governors concluded an almost three-year study and

deliberation of the Position Statement, considered the results of a faculty survey demonstrating

overwhelming support of the Position Statement, and voted unanimously to become a

signatory to the Statement. CMCC opted to wait until the March 2019 World Federation of
Chiropractic (WFC)/European Chiropractors' Union (ECU) Berlin conference to formally sign the
document in the presence of representatives from many of the other signatory institutions. A

formal announcement was made on March 27,2OI9.

Primary Reason for Signing:
The major impetus to sign this Position Statement is to make clear to prospective students what
to expect from CMCC's educational program. As an educational institution, CMCC has an

obligation to accurately portray and promote its educational programs to prospective students

and interested future faculty members. Additionally, student protective standards for the

Ontario Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities and the Council on Chiropractic

Education (Canada; CCEC) mandate that CMCC's student recruitment materials and practices

properly depict the nature of education provided at CMCC. Although all accredited Doctor of
Chiropractic programs provide a core educational experience that is in compliance with their
respective country's CCE accreditation standards, within the chiropractic profession and its

educational institutions there are considerable variations in practice philosophy and

educational delivery methods. Whereas some programs identify themselves as providing a
vitalistic or metaphysical philosophy deeply rooted in historical constructs from the early years

of the emerging chiropractic profession, CMCC has for several decades promoted itself as being

an evidence-based program, with a model of care focusing on chiropractic as a primary contact
health care profession with expert knowledge in spinaland musculoskeletal health,

emphasizing differential diagnosis, patient centred care and research.

Alignment of the Position Statement with CMCC's Strategic Plan

CMCC has been steadily moving forward on evidence-informed, scientific practices over the
past several decades guided and supported by our Board of Governors, by our faculty and by
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our strategic olanning process, as well as our national and intern,ational collaborative partners
in research and education. The CMCC Strategic Plan framework, developed in consultation with
the Board of Governors, staff, faculty, administration, students and stakeholders, establishes a

roadmap to guide CMCC though its next phase of growth and development for the period of
20L7 to 202L.lt identifies six strategic themes/areas of excellence which shape the future of
the institution.

t.

il.

ilt.

tv.

V.

vt.

Excellence in teaching and learning

Excellence in support and service for students and employees
Excellence in clinical care

Excellence in colla boration and commu nication
Excellence in institutional leadership and management
Excellence in research, scholarship and innovatíon

By signing the lnternational Chiropractic Education Collaboration Position Statement, CMCC
speaks directly to the majority of the themes. The goal with such a bold move as this is to set
the record straight on the direction and focus of the institution, continue to evolve the
curriculum, to protect the reputation of CMCC, preserve its academic and scientific integrity
and improve existing and foster new collaborative and integrative efforts to improve healthcare
for the benefit of the patient.

Emphasis of the Position Statement:
The Position Statement reinforces the educational concepts of evidence-based and patient-
centred care and stresses the avoidance of certain clinical practices that are not sufficiently
supported by scientific rationale or best practices, or which subject the patient to unnecessary
procedures. The primary purpose of the Position Statement is to clarify CMCC's educational
practices and not address wider professional or regulatory matters. The Position Statement
commits to a modern, continually evolving curriculum founded on the principles of evidence-
based care and acknowledging the biopsychosocial model of care underpinned by peer-
reviewed research. The Position Statement emphasizes the value of providing a DC degree
program education that is rich in evidence-based practice concepts and principles, embraces
innovative teaching methods, and promotes widely accepted preventative and public health
measures (including vaccination).

Subluxation and Vitalism:
A portion of the Position Statement addresses the concept of vertebral subluxation within the
curriculum, stating 'The teoching of vertebral subluxation complex as a vitalistic construct that
cloims thøt it is the cause of disease is unsupported by evidence. lts inclusion in o modern
chiropractic curriculum in anything other thon an historical context is therefore inappropriate
and unnecessary. [Specifically, the form of vitalism as distinct from holism that proclaims 'lf the
specific vertebral subluxation is correctly odjusted, interference is released, pressure is
eliminated, carrying capocity restored to normol, tissue cell is re-established, and tife and health
begin to regrow back to normol. All this is directed, controlled, and performed by TNNATE
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TNTELLIGENCE' (Ref: BJP Fome ond Fortune VoL XXXlll)]". CMCC acknowledges that the terms

referring to "subluxation" and "vitalism" can often be confusing and lack agreed-upon

definitions within the chiropractic and other healthcare professions. The Position Statement

attempts to place the two terms into a specific context.

It is important to distinguish between the concept of subluxat¡on as being primarily a

biomechanical dysfunction that may produce secondary local and remote signs and symptoms,

and that of the vitalistic concept of subluxation oríginally described by D.D. Palmer as being a

direct cause of neurologic dysfunction resulting in organ system dysfunction and which if not

removed will result in a deterioration of health even up to clinical disease and death. A large

number of chiropractors in Canada still use the term "subluxation" in the biomechanical sense

(i.e., joint or segmental dysfunction), and there is nothing in the Position Statement that
specifically discourages that use. lt is only the more extreme, vitalistic, context of subluxation
that the Position Statement takes exception to because there is presently a lack of supporting

evidence to justífy its inclusion in the curriculum.

The concept of vitalism (or "neo-vitalism") also widely varies among users of the term, and this
debate has gone on for centuries among philosophers and biologists. Few practitioners would

deny the very simplest use of the term to describe the human body's inherent ability to
regulate and heal itself. lt is when the use of the term expands to include metaphysical

connotations of a life force connected to all organisms and which becomes blocked by vertebral

subluxation, that most scientists, and the Position Statement, reject the concept.

The astute clinician is ready to dismiss dogmatic beliefs when confronted with new knowledge

developed through the scientific method. This is why CMCC engrains in its students a passion

for seeking and applying the best available evidence, an understanding of the hierarchies of

evidence (including their limitations), the development of a habit of lifelong learning, and a

willingness to challenge practices that are poorly supported by scientific evidence or sound

biologic or physiologic principles. As an educational institution, CMCC is willing to challenge

dogma and practices that are founded primarily on beliefs and whích have become invalidated
by emerging science.

Research at CMCC:

The CMCC lnstitutional Strategic Plan is replete with references to research, including

performing research in the core elements of chiropractic. These core elements include basic

science studies in neurophysiology, mechanotransduction, mechanisms of pain and

inflammation, spínal manipulation, bíomechanics, and clinicaloutcomes. One stream of
research includes studies in the areas of cellular and molecular biology, immunology,
biomechanics, ergonomics, mechanobiology, morphology, and neurophysiology. One of the
three research departments is the Life Sciences department that is currently studying

autonomic nervous system interactions, and which has just hired a post-doctoralfellow to add

strength to this department. CMCC spends a larger proportion of its operating budget on

research than any other chiropractíc institution in North America, demonstrating its

commitment to the continuous development of new knowledge.
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MSK vs. NMSK:

ln some professional settings, there has been debate over the use of the terms
"musculoskeletal" (MSK) vs. "neuro-musculoskeletal" (NMSK) as to whether the former term is

too limiting or de-emphasizes the importance of the nervous system. The Canadian
Chiropractic Association primarily uses the MSK version in order to provide a consistent
message to the public. CMCC similarly most often refers to MSK rather than NMSK, however
that should not be interpreted as ignoring the importance of the nervous system. At CMCC,
students learn to appreciate the body as a complex, dynamic interconnected web of structures
and functions, with continuous interactions between the nervous system and the
musculoskeletal system. From a scientific literature perspective, searching the healthcare
literature databases using the NMSK term yields only about L% of the number of publications
yielded when using the MSK term, illustrating that the NMSK term is not as widely used.

It should be noted that CMCC does not focus solely on a biomechanical, mechanístic model of
care. One need only look at CMCC's research efforts described above, as well as our core
education curriculum that includes extensive training and assessment in the neurosciences,
including neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, differential diagnosis, and case management, to
appreciate the importance placed on the nervous system by CMCC.

Distinguishing Between Chiropractic Educational lnstitutions:
It is widely understood within the chiropractic community that there is a considerable variation
between the different chiropractic educational programs, however this variation may not be
clear to the public and to prospective students. All DC degree programs provide for the
development of competencies mandated in the accrediting standards and qualifying students
to sit for licensíng/registration examinations, but these programs have considerable latitude to
implement curricula matching their unique missions and visions. ln 2005 and 2013, reports
issued by the lnstitute for Alternative Futures as part of studies commissioned by the National
Chiropractic Mutual lnsurance Company Foundation, classified the USA schools into those
emphasizing a "focused scope" (i.e., emphasizing a subluxation-based practice), "middle scope"
(a blend of therapeutic approaches), and "broad scope" (leaning towards primary care and
management of MSK and non-MSK disorders with broad range of treatments that might include
prescription drugs). Although CMCC was not included in those studies, it would likely fit into
the middle scope category and considerably distanced from the focused scope schools
embracing neo-vitalism. Most schools in North America promote their programs as being
"evidence-based", so it may be difficult for prospective students to select the program
providing the best fit for the student. Through the Position Statement, CMCC is better able to
clarify what potential students will and will not receive from their CMCC education. Endorsing
the Position Statement will also help CMCC attract the most appropriate and best qualified
faculty and researchers, as well as better clarify our educational and practice model to potential
institutional partners, other healthcare professions, and the public.

ICEC Position Statement Timeline at CMCC:
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ln October 2018, the Board unanimously voted to have CMCC sign the Position Statement. This

followed several years of discussions. At the June 2015 annual Board Retreat, the Position

Statement was introduced for preliminary discussion. Discussion continued over the next two
years as support appeared to grow internationally for the Position Statement and CMCC was

invited to become a signatory. At the June 2017 Board Retreat, the Board was supportive of
becoming a signatory to the Position Statement but wanted greater faculty input. A faculty poll

in 2018 indicated overwhelming support for the Position Statement, and at the October 2018

Board meetíng the Board voted unanimously to sign the Position Statement. This was done

formally on March 22,20t9 at the WFC/ECU Conference in Berlin in a gathering of
representatives of many of the other signatory institutions.
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OF PARTICUI.AR INTERESTTO CURRENT STUDENTS:

q. How wíll this alfed the currÍculum ond my educøt¡on ot CMCC?
A. This will have no impact on the curriculum or clinical experience at CMCC. Everything mentioned

in the Position Statement conforms to what is currently taught and practised at CMCC. The
primary intended audience of the Pos¡t¡on Statement includes prospective students and other
persons who may not be familiar with our curriculum or model of care.

a. Do CMCC s laculty members support the PosÍtÍon Statement?
A. The faculty was polled in October 2018 prior to the Board of Governors taking a vote on the issue

There was overwhelming support (98%) by the faculty of the content of the Position Statement.

a. Will this øIîect my øbility to get external clinÍcal plocements?
A. There will probably be little impact on placements. All of our formal clinic training sites currently

affiliated with CMCC provide a clinical experience in conformance with CMCC's model of care and
the Position Statement. There may be some field practitioners who may opt not to apply to be a

preceptorship/observation site because their practice model is not in conformance. We attempt
to recruit clinics to participate as external training sites that are aligned with our model of care
and which do not engage in practices that are discouraged by the Position Statement.

OF PARTICUTAR INTERESTTO FACULTY MEMBERS:

C. How did the faculty survey on signíng the Posítion Statement offect the decision to become a
signatory?

A. The results of the faculty poll in October 2018 were compiled and shared with the Board of
Governors. The Board was impressed to see that there was ovenvhelming faculty support for the
Statement. lt is highly unlikely that the Board would have voted to become a signatory if the
faculty had not so strongly supported the issue.

A. How many løculty members responded to the survey?
A. The survey was distributed to all full- and part-time faculty members with CMCC email addresses.

There were 78 respondents.

OF PARTICUTAR INTERESTTO CMCC STAFF MEMBERS:

a. Will this olfed CMCC's ability to recruit students and employees?
A. We currently have almost four times as many applicants as we have seats available for new

students. The impact of the statement on the applicant pool will not be known until next year,
however one of the primary purposes for signing the Position Statement is to ensure that
students who apply and are admitted to CMCC are a "best fit" for our educational program. This
means that we expect some students who desire to receive an education more philosophically
aligned with a vitalistic model of care will opt to apply at a different program. Similarly, our clear
statement of educational and clinical orientation may encourage more students to apply to CMCC
rather than other programs.
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q. How mÍghtthis ølfed CMCC Membership and Fundraising?
A. That's an area that the Board of Governors discussed at length and concluded that although there

might be some loss of membership or donor pledges in the immediate future, it was still in the
best interests of the institution to become a signatory to the Position Statement. All fundraising
centers around matching the vision and values of the potential donor to that of the institution.
Just as with students and employees, we want a "best fit" between donors and CMCC. Just as we
have heard from some alumni that they are disappointed that CMCC has become focused on
spine and musculoskeletal care rather than vitalistic care, we've also heard from other alumnithat
they are excited that CMCC has taken a firm position and will be proud to support the institution.

OF PARTICULAR INTERESTTO BOARD OF GOVERNORS MEMBERS AND CMCC ALUMNI:

a. I'm a long stonding _ (CMCC Member, Governofs Club Memher, Donor) ond I'm upset that
CMCC høs øbandoned Íts chiroproaîc roots by sígning thís Statement. Why should I bother
continuíng to support CMCC?

A. We are grateful for the support of our alumni and friends. Please remember, there is nothing ín

the Position Statement that differs from CMCC's educational philosophy that has been in place for
several decades. The primary purpose of the Position Statement is to clarify what CMCC teaches,
and what it does not teach, so that prospective students' expectations are met. CMCC continues
to do research in the foundational chiropractic sciences, including the neurologic ramifications of
the chiropractic adjustment. At present, there is an insufficient body of evidence supporting the
chiropractic treatment (spinal adjusting) of many patients with non-musculoskeletal diseases or
disorders. We recognize that many patients have experienced remarkable changes in these
disorders while under the care of a chiropractor, but until there is sufficient scientific evidence
and biologic plausibility of improvement directly attributable to the adjustment, we do not feel
that this should be part of the core chiropractic curriculum. Donations to CMCC substantially help
us grow our research program, provide our students with the latest technology to assist their
learning, and continue to raise the stature of our institution as a valued member of Canadian
academia and the scientific community - something that benefits all alumni.

C. ls CMCC øbondonÍng the "neuro" part ol NMSK (neuromusculoskeletal)?
A. No, it is not. CMCC recognizes that tissues and organ systems interact and communicate with

each other, and that pain, inflammation and irritation can have impact upon both the central
nervous system as well as peripheraltissues. We have conducted considerable research on these
effects and will continue to do so. We just added another full-time researcher for our Life

Sciences laboratory, under the guidance of Dr. Budgell, which explores the effects of the
adjustment on the nervous and immune systems. The CMCC lnstitutional Strategic Plan includes
many research strategies, including performing research in the core elements of chiropractic.
CMCC spends a greater portion of its budget on research than any other institution in North
America. Our research, along with our core education curriculum that includes extensive training
and assessment in the neurosciences, including neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, differential
diagnosis, and case management, should reassure alumni that CMCC is paying attention to the
nervous system.

q. ß CMCC denying the existence ol the vertebral subluxation?
A. The term "subluxation" is often very confusing to different audiences. lt is important to

dlstlngulsh between the concept of subluxation as being primarily a biomechanical dysfunction
that may produce secondary local and remote signs and symptoms, and that of the vitalistic
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concept of subluxation as being a direct cause of neurologic dysfunction resulting in organ s.vstem

dysfunction and which if not removed will result in a deterioration of health. Many chiropractors
still use the term "subluxation" in the biomechanical sense (i.e., joint or segmental dysfunction),
and there is nothing in the Position Statement that specifically discourages that use. CMCC does
not support the use of the term "subluxation" in its vitalistic context as promoted by BJ Palmer or
Stephenson.

OF INTERESTTO A[L:

q. How many schools (programs) have signed the PositÍon Støtement
A. As of March 2019, signatories of the agreement are: AECC (England), WIOC (Wales), IFEC-Paris

and IFEC-Toulouse (France), SDU-Odense (Denmark), UZ-Zurich (Switzerland), UJ-Johannesburg
(South Africa), Durbin University of Technology (South Africa), Macquarie University (Australia),
Murdoch University (Australia), the lnternational Medical University (Malaysia), the Madrid
College of Chiropractic at the Real Centro Universitario Escorial-María Cristina (Spain), the
University of Bridgeport School of Chiropractic (USA) and CMCC (Canada).

q. What is CMCC's position on voccínøtÍon?
A. By signing the Position Statement, CMCC has publicly emphasized its support for contemporary

public health practíces that include immunization. The Statement specifically states that CMCC

supports the World Health Organization's"WHO'S vision ond mission in immunization and
voccines - 2075-203d'. Although some individual practitioners within the different health
professions may take personal exception to this, it is important that as an educational institution
we provide our students with an evidence-based curriculum that incorporates public health best
practices, including the overall value of vaccination. The chiropractic profession has frequently
drawn criticism from scientists and healthcare providers because of the public anti-vaccination
stances voiced by some practitioners, and CMCC wants to make clear that it does not condone
such positions.

q. Why is there inclusion ol husíness pradices ("proctice styles") in øn educotÍonal statement?
A. lt is only those business practices that have repeatedly been questioned by the chiropractic

community or other healthcare professionals that are mentioned in the Position Statement.
These include those practices that potentially expose patients to unnecessary x-rays, may
jeopardize patient privacy, or which encourage pat¡ent dependency or unnecessary visits. CMCC's

curriculum includes training in imaging guidelines, radiation safety, business, jurisprudence,
ethics, entrepreneurship and professionalism. The practices mentioned in the Position Statement
do not conform to what is taught at CMCC or what CMCC feels is in the best interests of patients.

A. ß CMCC fully supportive of the concept ol interprolessional education, or would it be belter to
troin chiropract¡c students solely wÍthin ø chiropractic setting?

A. CMCC is absolutely supportive of providing chiropractic students with opportunities to learn from
and learn with other healthcare professionals. We strive to develop collaborative relationships
with other care providers, researchers, and institutions. Examples of these include the UOIT-
CMCC Centre for Disability Prevention and Rehabilitation, our inclusion within the Department of
Family and Community Medicine and St. Michael's Academic Family Health Team, our clinic within
St. John's Rehab, our involvement in the South Riverdale Community Health Centre and the
Sherbourne Health Centre, and our agreements with several other academic institutions. The
2Ot7-2O2t CMCC Strategic Plan lists as one of its strategies, "Expand inter-professional and inter-
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organizational research collaborations." The trend in chiropractic practice is towards
interdisciplinary settings, and a key part of preparing our students for this type of practice is to
include multiple opportunities to learn in an interprofessional, multidisciplinary setting.

q. Will the Posítion Statement chønge in the future?
A. The Position Statement was modified slightly in 2017 and will probably change in the future.

Changes in the document are reached through a consensus process and thus agreed to by all
signatories. As of March 2019, discussion amongst the members of the lnternational Chiropractic
Education Collaboration included possible minor wordsmithing in the paragraph on teaching
about vertebral subluxation and adding a recommendation about teaching spinal radiography in

accordance with established radiographic guidelines. lf any changes are adopted by the
Collaboration, then a new Position Statement will be released.
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ITEM 4.2

Submitted April 16, 2019

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
Advertising Gommittee Report to Council
Tuesday, April 30, 2019

Members: Dr. Peter Amlinger, Chair
Dr. Brian Budgell
Ms Tamara Gottlieb
Dr. Janine Taylor, non-Council member

Staff Support: Mr. Joel Friedman, Director, Policy & Research

Meetings

The Advertising Committee has met once in person on April 9,2019

Recommendations

Recommendøtíon I
The Advertisíng Committee recommends to Council an amendment to ByJaw I I:
Committee Composition to re-þrmat the Quality Assurance into two committees: A
General Quatity Assurance Committee (Quality Assurance Committee) and a Quality
Assurance Advertising Committee (Advertising Committee), to be circulatedþrfeedback
to members qnd stakeholders.

The Advertising Committee is of the opinion that the public interest would be served and

that opportunities for compliance would be improved if there was a less formal method to

communicate with members regarding advertisements that are brought to the attention of
CCO, which may be non-compliant with Standard of Practice 5-016: Advertising.

Following the review of legal advice from Richard Steinecke, the Advertising Committee

is of the opinion that the Advertising Committee becoming a sub-committee of the

Quality Assurance would provide the Advertising Committee with additional powers

under the Regulated Health Professions Act, l99I to refer a matter to the Inquiries,
Complaints and Reports Committee, in the event of continued non-compliance with the

direction of the Advertising Committee.

Recommendøtíon 2

The Advertising Committee recommends to Council amendments to the Advertising
Committee Terms of Reference.

The Advertising Committee is recommending amendments to its terms of reference to:

o Create consistency with the template for terms of reference for CCO Committees;
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Increase the number of members of the Advertising Committee to reflect the
possible increased workload of the Committee and create the opportunity for the
Advertising Committee to split into two separate panels of the purpose of
reviewing advertisements;
Increase the number of meetings to reflect the possible increased workload of the
Advertising Committee.

The Advertising Committee foresees that these changes will also require an increase in
the budget of the Committee for future years.

Recommendøtíon 3

The Advertising Committee recommends to Council amendments to Policy P-004:
Adv erti s ing C ommitt e e P r ot o c o L

The Advertising Committee is recommending changes to Policy P-004: Advertising
Committee Protocol as follows:

o Define advertising consistently with Standard of Practice 5-016: Advertising;
o Encourage members to identify specific sections of websites or social media sites

for review;
o Continue the method of review of advertisements containing 500 words or less by

email or other electronic mechanisms, and review advertisements more than 500

words or that include video content in meetings. Following the review of several
websites, the Committee is of the opinion that review of extensive advertising
material, such as a full website review is more appropriately done in a meeting
setting rather than by email.

o Create a protocol for the review of advertisements that are brought to CCO's
attention, separate from the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports process.

Recommendatíon 4

The Advertising Committee recommends to Council amendments to Støndard of Practice
S-016: Advertising.

The Advertising Committee is recommending several amendments to Standard of
Practice S-016: Advertising, as follows:

o Rewording the intent and definition of the standard to create more clarity;
. Clariting that a member is responsible for any advertising produced on their

behalf by other health care practitioners or other third-parties;
o Requiring members to clearly communicate that.they are members of CCO and

have a link to the CCO website on any advertising;
r Requiring members to disclose any benefit exchanged for an endorsement;
o Expanding rules for testimonials to include self-testimonials, include disclaimers

and to not include any information, testimonial or narrative on treating family
members;

. Including references to relevant sections of the Canadian Code of Advertising
Standards and the Competition Act;

o Clarifying that a guaranteed success of care may not be express or implied;

343 2
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Requiring that an advertisement for complimentary of discounted services may
not include any obligations for follow-up;
Emphasizing that communications to patients or prospective patients may not
pressure a patient to bring family member of guest to a subsequent treatment or
appointment.

Recommendøtion 5

The Advertising Committee recommends to Council amendments to Guideline G-016:
Advertising.

Amendments to Guideline G-016: Advertising create consistency with proposed

amendments to the standard of practice, while providing further explanations and

examples.

Gommittee Work

The Committee continues to review and provide feedback on proposed advertisements
submitted by members for review, which include websites and electronic media.

The Committee will work with any WebCrawler technology, as directed by Council, and

is of the opinion that Council communicate with other regulators in Ontario to inquire if
they have any feedback or advice related to their activities in this area.

The Committee has drafted a memorandum to the Chair of the Quality Assurance

Committee to develop standards on health care claims and levels of acceptable evidence.

Acknowledgements

I would also like to thank my fellow committee members Drs Brian Budgell and Janine

Taylor and new member Ms Tamara Gottlieb, for agreeing to serve on the committee. I
also wish to thank former committee member Ms Karoline Bourdeau for serving on this

commfttee. Their commitment to the work of this committee and to regulating the

profession in the public interest is most appreciated.

Respectfully submitted,

Dr. Peter Amlinger,
Chair, Advertising Committee
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ITEM 4.3 Submitted April 16, 2019

Gollege of Chiropractors of Ontario
Patient Relations Gommittee Report to Council
April 30,2019

370

Members: Ms Karoline Bourdeau, Chair
Ms Georgia Allan
Dr. Dennis Mizel
Dr. Keith Thomson, non-Council member (for January 9,2019
meeting)
Dr. Janit Porter, non-Council member

Staff SupporÍ Mr. Joel Friedman, Director, Policy and Research

Ms Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Counsel

l. lntroduction and Recommendations

The Patient Relations Committee met once on March 27,2019 since the last meeting of
Council. The following recommendations are reflected in the minutes of that meeting.

Recommendatíon I

That a letter be sent to Dr íI/ickes requesting inþrmation about how the scope of practice is
being taught and in particular, whether students are being taught the full scope of practice,
which dffirs somewhatfrom province to province.

Recommendatíon 2

That, in consideration of CCO byJaw amendments, the question of the composition of
Council reflect the diversity of the profession.

ll. Ongoing Business

Federation of Health Regulatory Colleges of Ontario (FHRCO) videos are now posted to the

CCO website and we urge that this be brought to member's attention as these videos would
count towards CE hours.

Partnership of Care is now on the CCO web site in 10 different languages.

Tent cards for the Partnership of Care are being prepared for distribution shortly. The
Patient Relations Committee has received and reviewed mock-ups of the tent cards,

included in the Council package, and would be interested in any feedback from Council on

selecting a mock-up for a final version.

Patient questionnaires are now being finalized and a suggestion is that Peer Assessors be a

great test group for randomly selecting patients as respondents. Vy'e suggest that it perhaps

be distributed in the form of a post card or a web page with a code. We believe this would
be in keeping with the objects of the College.
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Throughout this past year we continued to monitor funding requests. 'We also suggested that
as funding nears the allowable amount a letter be sent to the recipient informing them of the
termination of funding.

lll. Acknowledgements t

Many thanks are extended to the members of this committee Ms Georgia Alan, Dr. Janit
Porter, Dr. Dennis Mizel, and past member Dr. Reginald Gates.

Many thanks also for staff support Ms Jo-Ann V/illson, Mr. Joel Friedman, Ms Jacqui Shaw,
and Ms Andrea Szametz.

Sincerely,
Ms Karoline Bourdeau
Chair, Patient Relations
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ITEM 4.4

Gollege of Ghiropractors of Ontario
Quality Assurance Gommittee Report to Council
April 30,2019

376

Members:
Dr. Elizabeth Anderson-Peacock, Chair
Dr. Peter Amlinger (delivering report)
Ms Karoline Bourdeau
Mr. Rob MacKay
Dr. Joel \ü/eisberg, non-council member

Staff:
Mr. Joel Friedman, Director, Policy & Research

Dr. J. Bruce Vy'alton, Director of Professional Practice
Ms. Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Council
Ms. Jacqui Shaw, Student-at-law
Ms. Andre a Szametz, Recording Secretary

Chair's Report

l. lntroduction and Recommendations

Since the last meeting of Council, the Quality Assurance (QA) Committee has met once on

March 7,2019.

V/e have the following recommendation to council.

Recommendatíon I

That Council approve amendments to Standard of Practice 5-001 : Chiropractic Scope of
Practice.

Recommendation 2

That the QA Committee recommends qmendments to Guideline G-008: Business Practices with
distribution to stqkeholders for feedback due to substantial changes in the document.
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ll. QA lnitiatives 377

A. Review of Regulations, Standards of Practice, Policies and Guidelines

Standard of Practice 5-004: Reporting of Diseases

Ms Shaw provided a verbal report on recent conversations she has had with several medical
officers of health and nurses. A consistent message from them was that chiropractors need to
report early when observing a patient with signs and symptoms and a condition that requires
reporting to public health officials. There are stiff penalties if there is a failure to reporf and it is
important to report early for public health measures.

The Committee was in agreement for a future newsletter article that includes what Ms Shaw has
found to date and to include the important message that public health ofhcials want practitioners
to report without delay. It was also noted that reporting by telephone was quite cumbersome and
direct online reporting was somewhat simpler. A newsletter summary can assist members how to
best navigate through this process.

B. Record Keeping Workshop (RKW)

None havc occuncd since the last council meeting. The next suheduled RKW will follow the
June 11,2019 Legislation and Ethics Examination and will take place at the Old Mill Inn and
Conference Centre, Toronto.

G. Peer and Practice Assessment

As mentioned in the last QA report to Council, further discussion occurred from ongoing
concerns that have arisen, unsolicited, from professional members in the field as well as
unsolicited Peer Assessor comments in viewing practices where Chiropractors do not adjust. As
the adjustment is a controlled act, the committee considers ongoing competency significânt in
protecting the public interest and to ensure ongoing appropriate use in the profession. And, since
the scope of practice involves "primarily by adjustment", the committee has added to the work
plan how it can best assess the performance of the adjustment. The committee will be looking
into any and all possible methods of assessing this skill and competency. It is anticipated thai a
part of this will build on the mandatory CE requirement that every member participate in a
minimum of five hours of CE in every CE cycle, that consists of structured activity on diagnostic
or therapeutic procedures related to any of the controlled acts within the chiropractic scope of
practice. These mandatory five hours should be relevant to the member's clinical practicé, but
may not include adjunctive therapies, such as acupuncture, exercise or nutritional counseling.

The committee received feedback that the review of l0 hles in the PPA 1.0 is most often not
needed when viewing practice patterns. Problems are usually systemic and can be seen quickly.
Staff are developing content for PPA 1.0, including changing it to 5 hles for review and
determining any additional requirements to ensure all PPA materials are up to date with current
versions of standards of practice, policies and guidelines.

2
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Staff continues to handle the internal processing of all Peer and Practice Assessment (PPA 1.0)
and (PPA 2.0) materials, which includes: PPA 1.0 and PPA 2.0 assignments conducted and
submitted. We can report that the processing of the 2018 cycle has been completed and
selections will soon be made for the 2019 cycle. Disposition materials are updated for PPA 1.0

and PPA 2.0.

The Committee agreed that the peer assessment materials need to be updated, including editing
redundancies and incorporating some of the ideas that have been generated at the meeting. The
peer assessors have indicated that it would be valuable to have new materials to address the
assessment review such as:

. Did the member reach their short- and long-term goals?
o Is the member doing what's best for their practice?
o What is the demeanour of the member as they interact with the assessor?

o Is there an understanding by the member on how to communicate appropriately in
various scenarios?

o How is the member protecting the public from boundary issues?
o How would they diffuse a negative situation with a patient?
o The committee recognizes any additional opportunities for members to self-reflect is

positive.

Part of the ongoing QA work plan will be to look for effective and efficient ways to incorporate
valuable evaluation tools into the PPA program.

Additional thanks go to Ms Funto Odukoya for assisting Dr. V/alton in updating and revising
materials.

The committee wishes to thank all the staff involved with ensuring the smooth tracking and
handling of the internal PPA process at CCO.

The Committee received and reviewed the PPA 1.0 and 2.0 Peer and Practice Assessment

materials completed since the previous meeting and had no questions or concerns.

Ms Shaw provided background on her review of CE and self- and peer-assessment requirements
¿ìmong Ontario's 17 health regulators. It was helpful to have her verbal report on the patterns

emerging from numerous regulators that have varying self-assessment and CE cycles, the
different terms they use, and differences in how they message what is or is not acceptable with
some regulators. File reviews are being done by some colleges. CCO seems to be doing well
when viewed in tandem with what other regulators are doing.

Discussion ensued about additional considerations from uploading more CE background
materials, enhancing awareness around core competencies and spinal adjustment, providing more
learning sources for members, holding members more accountable to review their progress

throughout the current CE cycle as a few ideas. V/e also considered providing auto generated

acknowledgement to the member upon completion of uploading their CE requirements online.

3
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It was suggested that CCO consider acquiring a webinar about bullying, communications, and
customer service to assist members in understanding that when they do something, it is importa.nt
to be reflective on how they perceived.

We are considering if there is value on consider on how a self-assessment is done and if it should
include aoo360" approach with feedback received from others.

The Committee agreed that it would be appropriate to develop new material for the self-
assessment program to be launched on July 1, 2020. The QA Committee and staff will be
working towards this goal.

D. Other QA lnitiatives

The committee prepared a draft request for proposal on social media scanning software that was
recommended to executive. The Committee was of the opinion that it was helpful to not put the
o'cart before the horse" as ftrst identifuing and cataloguing what in fact the challenges are before
committing to options on how to manage any. It would be helpful to know with any scanning
softwareo what we need to scan and why, before deciding what direction to take, how to
communicate that expectation and lastly how to measure any follow-up of changes required.
'We 

also discussed how the Peer Assessors could help in this area and any if other options andlor
solutions could be used to facilitate cco aohieving its goals in this area.

E. Gommun¡cat¡on with Members and Stakeholders

The Committee responded to inquiries from members and other stakeholders.

lll. Acknowledgements

Many thanks go to each member of the Committee who fully support the mandate of QA in the
public interest. I wish to personally thank the valuable contributions of the public members Ms
Karoline Bourdeau and Mr. Rob MacKay, andthe professional members Dr. Peter Amlinger and
Dr. Joel Weisberg for preparation and work on QA. You each provide thoughtful and reflective
public interest insight that has helped this committee run smoothly.

Our sincere thanks to the talent of our recording secretary Ms Andrea Szametz, and the CCO
resource personnel Ms. Jacque Shaw, Mr. Joel Friedman, Dr. Bruce Walton and Ms. Jo-Ann
Willson. You each contribute to the success of the QA committee with your preparation of
materials, dedication, precision and timeliness. Always with the public interest in mind. Thank
you so much as your support is noticed.

As this is my last QA report to Council as Chair and I wish to thank all those who have provided
insightful feedback and support in helping us accomplish our mandate. It has been an absolute
pleasure to serve with you. My wish is that future Committees can remain just as open to
generating new ideas in an inclusive and respectful way so each individual can contribute their
best and the Committee can contribute to facilitating the "right touch" in regulating the
profession in the public interest.
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Respectfully submitted,

Dr. Elizabe th (Liz) Anderson-Peacock

Quality Assurance Committee

5
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Vensror Drre: Mancx 27,2019

Company Background

The College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) is the governing body established by the
provincial government under the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991 (RHPA) and the
Chiropractic Act, 1991to regulate chiropractors in Ontario in the public interest. Currently, there

are approximately 4,900 members of CCO. CCO is responsible for:

o developing standards of admission to the profession through its registration processes,

o maintaining a public register with member information,
o investigating and disposing of complaints,
. prosecuting members, when necessary, through its Discipline and Fitness to Practise

processes,
o developing regulations, standards of practice, policies and guidelines to govern the

profession in the public interest,
o ensuring quality chiropractic care through its Quality Assurance program,
. improving doctorþatient relations through its Patient Relations program.

CCO is governed by a l6-member council composed of nine elected chiropractors and up to
seven public members appointed by the government.

Project Overview and Requirements

There are approximately 4,900 members of CCO, many of whom have websites and social media

accounts associated with their practices. Members are required to ensure that these websites and

social media accounts are compliant with CCO standards of practice, policies and guidelines, in
particular with respect to advertising and treatment claims.

CCO is seeking a software solution that scans members' websites and social media posts and

flags terms and phrases thatmay be contrary to CCO standards of practice. This solution would
be required to scan text and pictures/images for terms and phrases identified by CCO and flag
them for further review and action by CCO.

The submission should include a methodology for the identification of target words and phrases

and any recommendations for an independent survey to identiff the nature and prevalence of
problematic postings on websites and social media.



401 Request for Proposal for
Website and Social Media

Compliance Scanning Software
March 27,2Q19

CCO would require the following functionality from this scanning software:

o easily, quickly and regularly scan all website content and public social media posts,
including text and pictures/images (preferably including Facebook, Instagram and
Twitter), as specified by CCO from an Excel list, other purpose-built database, or random
scans,

o enter and change scanning terms and phrases as needed,
. push alerts when terms, images or phrases may be contrary to CCO standards of practice,
o pinpoint specific website URLs or social media posts where the identifîed terms, images

or phrases appear for possible follow up by CCO with website or social media account
owners, and

o conduct scans as often as required.

CCO also requires the vendor to train CCO staff or consultants in using the technology and
provide ongoing telephone and/or onsite support as needed.

Anticipated Timeline

The request for proposal timeline is as follows:
Request tbr Proposal: March 27,2019
Deadline for Bidders to Submit Proposal: l|rlay 10,2019
Selection of Bidder: Nlay 16,2019

How to Submit a Proposal

Interested applicants should submit the following no later than May 10,2019:
o A description of your company that includes a general overview, names and credentials

of individuals who would be working on this project,
. A description of your background, qualifications and similar projects on which you have

worked,
. Any prior experience working with health regulators,
¡ A description of how you would approach and put into service a software solution for

CCO,
o A description ofhow you would approach this issue and any other approaches you have

that may not be part of this Request for Proposal,
o Costs and timelines for the project, including ongoing technology support and product

upgrades, or ongoing licensing costs,
o Contact information,
¡ References.

CCO is not bound to accept the proposal with the lowest bid and reserves the right not to choose
any respondent from this process.

2
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Website and Social Media

Compliance Scanning Software
March 27,2019

Please submit applications to the following address:

Joel Friedman, Director, Policy and Research
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5

ifriedman@cco.on.ca

Ifyou have any questions, please contact CCO at (416) 922-6355 x. 104. Thank you for your
interest.

402
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FW: Agenda item for Council Meeting
Definirig Scope of Practice in Ontario.pdf;4TT00001'htm

403
Subject:
Attachments:

From: Jo-Ann Willson

Sent: SundaY, APril L4,20L9 8:10 PM

To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

cc: David starmer <drstarmer@gmail.com>; President <President@cco.on'ca>; Liz Anderson-Peacock

<drliz@bellnet.ca>
Subject: Fwd: Agenda item for Council Meeting

Council.

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.V/., LL.B

Begin forwarded message:

From: Brian Budgell <bs.budgell@gmail@
Date: April 14,2019 at7:24'26 PM EDT

To: David Starmer <drstarmer@gmail.co , Jo-Ann Willson

<i nwillson@.cco. on.ca)
Subject: Agenda item for Council Meeting

Dear David and Jo-Ann,

Further to Ms Bustria's call for agenda items, I would like to propose a motion

that the Executive Committee unãertake to operationalize for members the

definition of the scope of practice for chiropractic in the province of Ontario' In

support of this motiõn, I am attaching a brief background document.

Thank you and best wishes,

Brian

Brian Budgell
email: bs.budgell@ gmail.com
Skype user name: brian.budgell

õ 
gtobo L peoce network
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Defining Scope of Practice in Ontario

What is apparently a challenging question for members of the College in Ontario is
how to define the scope of practice of chiropractic. This challenge is evident from
cases brought to the attention of various committees of the College, and also from
direct questions from members of the profession and the public, At the root of this
quandary is the province's definition of the scope of chiropractic, which is tied to a

hypothetical mechanism of disease, Specifically, the legislation refers to
"dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures or functions of the spine and
the effects of those dysfunctions or disorders on the nervous system." There is, of
course, no list of particular 'dysfunctions or disorders,' nor a hint of a process by
which one would identiff the same.

To the extent that our understanding of human disease is evolving rapidly, and so a
specific list of disorders within or without the presumptive scope would quickly
become out of date, I would like to propose that the Council establish a set of criteria
by which the Council itself and members of the College might reasonably be able to
judge at any given time whether a particular dysfunction or disorder was indeed
'arising from the structures or functions of the spine and the effects of those
dysfunction or disorders on the nervous system'and amenable to chiropractic
management.

The Council might wish to engage outside advice on this matter. However, in order
not to present the Council with a blank page, I would like to offer a prototypical
system for identifying conditions which might reasonably be regarded as'within
scope.' This is illustrated below.

High qual¡ty Ev¡dence

il

High Net Harm High Net Benefit

nl IV

Low Qual¡ty Evidence
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For simplicity, the system might use 2 axes to map the relevant evid-ence for any
particular condition. Positions in the matrix might well evolve over time, but in
general one could imagine endorsing management of conditions which fell within
quadrant I, while proscribing management of conditions which fell within quadrant
II. Conditions which fell within quadrants III and IV might require specific and

limited approaches, for example requiring co-management or consultation with
experts.

A clear merit of this sort of approach is that it levels the playing field in terms of
evidence. Rather than running a popularity contest, or responding in a knee-jerk
fashion to changing political winds, decisions on scope would be fair, transparent
and defensible.

There will of course be challenges in determining what are appropriate levels of
evidence, and in calculating the balance between benefits and harms. However, we
are not without guidance here. With regard to levels of evidence, it is generally
recognized that clinical decisions are best grounded in clinical evidence, and there is

a sense that particular research designs are more or less appropriate for particular
applications. For example, it is generally accepted that methodologically sound RCTs

and systematic reviews/meta-analyses provide the best basis for broad policies and

clinical guidelines on treatment. With regard to risk/benefit ratios, we can take
some guidance from the concept of minimal clinically important difference (MCID).

All of this, of course, is work. However, I think it would be regarded as very much in
the public's interest, and so very much the College's responsibility.



Ontario

Social Justice Tribunals Ontario

Providing fa¡r and access¡ble dispute resolution

Human Rights Tribunal of Ontario
655 Bay Skeet, 14th Floor
Toronto ON M7A 243
Tel: 416 326-1312 or 1-866-598-0322
F ax: 41 6-326-21 99 or 1 -866-355-6099
E-mail: hrto.registrar@ontario.ca
Website: sjto.ca/hrto

Tribunaux de justÍce soc¡ale Ontario

Pour une justice accessrb/e et équitable

Tribunal des droits de la personne de l'Ontario
655, rue Bay, 14e étage
Toronto ON M7A 243
Té1.: 416-326-1312ou 1'866-598-0322
Téléc.: 416-326-21 99 ou 1-866-355-6099

March 27,2019

Aron Glenford Airall
330 McCowan Road #302
Scarborough, ON M1J 3N3
Via mail

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
c/o David Starmer
130 Bloor St. W., #902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Via mail

Re: Airall v. Gollege of Ghiropractors of Ontario
HRTO F!!e Number: 2018-34796-l

Child and Family Services Review Board

Custody Review Board
Human Rights Tribunal of Ontario

Landlord and Tenant Board Ontario

Special Education (English) Tribunal Ontario
Special Education (French) Tribunal Ontario
Social Benefits Tribunal

Courriel: hrto.registrar@ontario.ca
l Web: tjso.caltdpo

ITEM 5.3

Commission de révision des services à l'enfance et à la famille

Commission de révision des placements sous garde
Tribunal des drolts de la personne de I'Ontario

Commission de la location immobilière
Tribunal de I'enfance en difficulté de l'Ontario (anglais)
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INTRODUCTION

l1l This Application alleges discrimination with respect to membership in a

vocational institution and employment because of race, colour, ancestry, ethnic origin,

creed, age and alleges reprisal contrary to the Human Rights Code, R'S'O. 1990, c.

H.19, as amended (the "Code").

l2l Much of the Application is difficult to understand and is quite disjointed, and

includes quotations from, law, miscellaneous correspondence, various websites and

newsletters, among other things. lt appears, however, that the applicant alleges that

the respondent discriminated against him by denying him membership in a vocational

association.

t3l Also included in the Application is an Order of the Superior Court of Justice of

Ontario, in a case where the respondent here was the Applicant and where the

applicant here was the Respondent. ln the Order, the Court ordered this applicant to

refrain from:

¡) holding himself out as a person who is qualified to engage in

ch iropractic practice;

ii) using the title 'doctor' in the course of providing or offering to provide, in

Ontario, health care to individuals;

iii) performing any controlled act set out in section 4 of the Chiropractic

Act, and subéection 27(2) of the Regulated Health Professions Acf; and

iv)treating or advising a person with respect to his or her health

circumstances in whicñ it is reasonably foreseeable that serious physical

harm may result from the treatment or advice or from an omission from

them.

3



ANALYSIS AND DECISION 413

l4J An Application will only be dismissed at a preliminary stage if it is "plain and

obvious" on the face of the application that it does not fall within the Tribunal's

jurisdiction. See Masood v. Bruce Power,2008 HRTO 381.

l5l On December 5, 2019, the Tribunal issued a Notice of lntent to Dismiss (NOID)

on the basis that the applicant appeared to be challenging the decision or outcome of

an adjudicative process. lt advised the applicant that the Tribunal has "held on a

number of occasíons that such decisions are protected by the principle of adjudicative

immunity and that 'seryices' within the meaning of the Code does not include the

outcome or decision resulting from adjudications by other statutory bodies, including the

Couñs. lt cited Cartier v. Nairn 2009 HRTO 2208 and Seberras v. Workplace Safety and

lnsurance Board,2012 HRTO 115. lt directed him to provide written submissions

responding to the issue identified.

16l The Tribunal does not have a general power to inquire into all relationships and

all difficulties that may occur in those relationshíps. The Tribunal's jurisdiction is based

on the Code, which prohibits discrimination in the social areas of "employment", "goods,

services and facilities", "accommodation" (housing), "contracts" and "membership in

vocational associations".

I7l The applicant subsequently wrote to the Tribunal, sending various documents,

including correspondence from hím to several parties, again with quotations of law,

Christian scripture, citation from the Church of Scientology, websites, and detailing

problems he has had with other people and bodies, including firefighters. He did not

address the issue identified by the Tribunal in its December 5,2019 correspondence to

him.

t8l The applicant identifies "membership in a vocational institution" as the social area

in which his rights under the Code were contravened and he alleges in particular that

the respondent College of Chiropractors contravened the Code in denying him

4
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Bv-llw 6: ElecnoN or Gouncll MemBERs
Approved by Council: February 24, 2001
Amended: February 12, 2002, September 24, 2009, September 17, 2015,

414

February 23, 2016, February 28, 2017, November 29, 2018

6.r

6.2

Electoral District l.: Northern comprised of the districts of Kenora, Rainy River,
Thunder Bay, Algoma, Cochrane, Manitoulin, Parry Sound, Nipissing,
Timiskaming; the district municipality of Muskoka; and the city of Greater

Sudbury.

Electoral District 2: Eastern comprised of the counties of Frontenac, Hastings,

Lanark, Prince Edward, Renfrew, Lennox and Addington; the united counties of
Leeds and Grenville, Prescott and Russell, Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry; and

the city of Ottawa.

Electoral District 3: Central East comprised of the counties of Haliburton,
Northumberland, Peterborough, and Simcoe, the city of Kawartha Lakes, the

regional municipality of Durham and the township of Scugog.

Electoral District 4: Central comprised of the city of Toronto and the regional
municipality of York.

Electoral District 5: Central West comprised of the counties of Brant, Dufferin,
Wellington, Haldimand and Norfolk, the regional municipalities of Halton,
Niagara, Peel and Waterloo, and the city of Hamilton.

Electoral District 6: Western comprised of the counties of Essex, Bruce, Grey,

Lambton, Elgin, Middlesex, Huron, Perth and Oxford, and the municipality of
Chatham-Kent.

A member is eligible to vote in the electoral district in which the member, as of
January 1't of the election year, has hislher primary practice, or if the member is

not engaged in the practice of chiropractic, in which the member has hislher
primary residence.

@ College of Chiropractors of Ontario



By-law 6: Election of Council Members

6.3

6.4

6.5

415 2

For each electoral district referred to in column 1 of the following table, there
shall be elected to Council the number of members set out opposite in column 2.

Column 1 Column 2
Electoral District Number of Members

1 1

2 1

3 1

4 3
5 2
6 1

The term of office of a member elected to Council is approximately three years,
commencing with the first regular meeting of Council immediately following the
election. The member shall continue to serve in office until his/her successor
takes office in accordance with this by-law.

A member who has served on Council for nine consecutive years is ineligible for
election to Council until a full three year term has passed since that member last
served on Council.

6.6 An election of members to Council shall be held:

(a) in March, 1995, and in every third year after that for members from
electoral districts 2 and3 and for one member from electoral district 4;

(b) in March, 1996, and in every third year after that for members from
electoral district 6 and for one member from electoral district 4 and
one member from electoral district 5; and

(c) in March, 1997, and in every third year after that for members from
electoral district I and for one member from electoral district 4 and
one member from electoral district 5.

6.7 The registrar, as directed by Council, shall set the date for the each election of
members to Council.

6.8 A member is ineligible to vote in a council election if he/she is in default of
payment of any fees prescribed by by-law or any fine or order for costs to cco
imposed by a cco committee or court of law or is in default in completing and
retuming any form required by CCO.

@ College of Chiropractors of Ontario



By-law 6: Election of Council Members

6.9

3

416
A member is eligible for election to Council in an electoral district, if on the

closing date of nominations and anytime up to and including the date of the

election:

(a) the member has his/her primary practice of chiropractic located in the

electoral district in which he/she is nominated or, if the member is not

engaged in the practice of chiropractic, has his/trer primary residence

located in the electoral district in which he/she is nominated;

(b) the member is not in default of payments of any fees prescribed by by-law
or any fine or order for costs to CCO imposed by a CCO

committee or court of law;

(c) the member is not in default in completing and returning any form
required by CCO;

(d) the member is not the subject of any disciplinary or incapacity proceeding

(e) a finding of professional misconduct, incompetence or incapacity has not

been made against the member in the preceding three years;

the member is not an employee, officer or director of any professional

chiropractic association such that a real or apparent conflict ofinterest
may arise, including but not limited to being an employee, officer or

director of the OCA, CCA, CCPA, AFC, CCEB, CSCE or the CCEC of
the FCC;

(Ð

the member is not an offrcer, director, or administrator of any chiropractic

educational institution, including but not limited to, CMCC and UQTR,

such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise;

the member has not been disqualified from the Council or a committee of
the Council in the previous three years;

the member is not a member of the Council or of a committee of the

College of any other health profession; and

the member has not been a member of the staff of CCO at any time within
the preceding three years.

6.10 The registrar shall supervise the nomination of candidates

(e)

(h)

(Ð

ú)
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By-law 6: Election of Council Members 4

6.11 No later than 60 days before the date of an election, the registrar shall notify every
member eligible to vote of the date, time and place of the election and of the
nomination procedure.

6.12 The nomination of a candidate for election as a member of Council, and
undertaking to the CCO Registrar shall be in writing and shall be given to the
registrar at least 45 days before the date of the election (i.e., the nomination date).

6.13 The nomination shall be signed by the candidate and by at least 10 members who
support the nomination and who are eligible to vote in the electoral district in
which the election is to be held.

6.14 The candidate shall provide to the registrar by the nomination date or such later
date as the registrar permits, biographical information in a manner acceptable to
the registrar for the purpose of distribution to eligible members in accordance
with the by-laws.

6.15 The candidate may withdraw his or her nomination for election to Council no
later than 30 days before the date of the election.

6.16 If the number of candidates nominated for an electoral district is less than or equal
to the number of members to be elected, the registrar shall declare the candidates
to be elected by acclamation.

6.17 The registrar shall supervise and administer the election of candidates and, for the
purpose of carrying out that duty, the registrar may, subject to the by-laws,

(a) appoint returning officers and scrutineers;

(b) establish a deadline for the receiving of electronic ballots;

(c) provide for the notification of all candidates and members of the results of
the election;

(d) if there has been a non-compliance with a nomination or election
requirement, determine whether the non-compliance should be waived in
circumstances where the fairness of the election will not be affected; and

(e) provide for the destruction of electronic ballots following an election.

417
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By-law 6: Election of Council Members
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6.18 No later than2I days before the date of an election, the registrar shall send
electronically, or any other medium as determined by Council, to every member
eligible to vote in an electoral district in which an election is to take place, a list of
the candidates, the candidates' biographical information if provided, an

explanation of the voting procedure, and electronic access to a ballot for voting.

6.19 Voting for elections of member to Council shall be by electronic method or any
other medium as determined by Council.

6.20 The instruction for voting shall contain the following:

a) a member may cast as many votes on a ballot in an election of members to
the Council as there are members to be elected to Council from the
electoral district in which the member is eligible to vote.;

b) a member shall not cast more than one vote for any one candidate;

c) a member shall clearly indicate the voter's choice in one of the appropriate
places on the electronic ballot to indicate the voter's choice;

the electronic vote shall be received by 4 pm on the date indicated in the

notice of election and voting guide; and

e) the electronic vote will not be counted in the election unless it has been

received in accordance with the instructions for voting.

6.21 On the date of the election, the regishar or his/her agent shall count the votes for
each candidate in each electoral district with a contested election.

6.22 The counting of the electronic votes shall be conducted so that no person knows
for whom any member voted.

6.23 Candidates or their representatives may be present when the electronic votes are

counted.

6.24 If there is a tie in an election of members to the Council, the registrar shall break
the tie by lot.

6.25 A candidate may require a recount by giving a written request and deposition the
sum or $150 with the registrar no more than 15 days after the date of an election.

6.26 The registrar shall hold the recount no more than l0 days after receiving the
request.

5
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By-law 6: Election of Council Members 419

6.27 If the recount changes the election result, the full amount of the deposit shall be
refunded to the candidate. If the recount does not change the election result, CCO
will keep the deposit to partially offset recount costs, including staff time.

6

6.28 When there is an intemrption of mail service during a nomination or election, the
registrar shall extend the holding of nominations and election for such minimum
period of time as the registrar considers necessary to compensate for the
intemrption.

6.29 The Council shall disqualify an elected member from sitting on Council if the
elected member:

(a) is subject of any disciplinary or incapacity proceeding;

(b) is found to have committed an act of professional misconduct or is found
to be incompetent by a panel of the Discipline Committee;

(c) is found to be an incapacitated member by a panel of the Fitness to
Practice Committee;

fails to attend two consecutive meetings of the Council or of a committee
or of a subcommittee in which he/she is a member, without reasonable
cause in the opinion of Council;

(e) fails to attend a hearing or review of a panel for which he/she has been
selected, without reasonable cause in the opinion of Council;

ceases to either have a primary practice of chiropractic or primary
residence in the electoral district in which the member was elected;

becomes an employee, officer or director of any professional chiropractic
association such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may ariseo
including but not limited to being an employee, officer or director of the
OCA, CCA, CCPA, AFC, CCEB, CSCE or the Accreditation Standards
and Policies Committee or the CCEC of The FCC;

(h) becomes an officer, director or administrator of any chiropractic
educational institution, including but not limited to CMCC and UQTR;

(i) becomes a member of the Council or a committee of the College of any
other health profession;

(d)

(Ð

(e)
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By-law 6: Election of Council Members 420

breaches the conflict of interest provision(s) for members of Council and

committees, in the opinion of the Council after giving notice to the
member of the concern and giving the member an opportunity to respond
to the concern;

(k) fails to discharge properly or honestly any office to which he/she has been

elected or appointed, in the opinion of the Council, after being given
notice of the concern and an opportunity to respond;

(t) becomes in default of payment of any fees prescribed by by-law or any
fine or order for costs imposed by a CCO committee or court of law; or

(m) becomes in default of completing and returning any form required by
CCO;

6.30 A council member shall resign from Council prior to applying for any CCO staff
position.

6.31 The seat of an elected Council member shall be deemed to be vacant upon the
death, resignation or disqualification of the Council member.

6.32 If the seat of an elected council member becomes vacant in an electoral district no

more than 12 months before the expiry of the member's term of office, the
Council may,

(a) leave a seat vacant;

(b) appoint as an elected member the candidate, if any, who had the most
votes of all the unsuccessful candidates in the last election of council
members for that electoral district; or

(c) direct the registrar to hold an election in accordance with this by-law
for that electoral district.

6.33 If the seat of an elected council member becomes vacant in an electoral district
more than 12 months before the expiry of the member's term of office, the
registrar shall hold an election in accordance with this by-law for that electoral
district.

6.34 The term of a member appointed under By-law 6.32(b) or elected in an election
under By-law 6.32(c) shall continue until the time the former council member's
term would have expired.

7
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6.35 Despite By-law 6.32,6.33, and 6.34, where vacancy would result in the Council

not being properly constituted, the Council (in anticipation of the event before it is
not properly constituted) or the Executive Committee (after the Council is not
properly constituted) may appoint as an elected member for that district an
eligible member in that electoral district. The appointed member shall serve until
the vacancy can otherwise be flrlled for that district. When temporarily filling the
vacancy in this way, the Council or the Executive Committee shall:

(a) solicit interest from eligible members where feasiblel ,(b) take into account the criteria set out in By-law 12.5,
(c) require the prospective appointed member to sign an undertaking to not

seek or accept a nomination in the next election for the electoral district
before the appointment becomes final2 .

6.36 If, within 90 days from the date of the election, the Council is of the opinion that
there is a reasonable ground for doubt or dispute as to the validity of the election
of any member of Council, the Council shall hold an inquiry and decide whether
the election of the member is valid and, if an election is found to be invalid, the
Council shall direct another election to be held.

6.37 Despite By-law 6.6 and 6.34, By-law 6.4 applies to the election held in District I
in2017 resulting in approximately athree-year term.

6.38 The election in District I in2020 shall be for approximately a one-year term
commencing with the first regular meeting of Council immediately following the
election.

I
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201 I VonNG GUIDE FoR

DrsrRtcrs 21 3 AND 4

Mlsslol
The College of Chiropractors of Ontario
regulates the profession in the public interest to assure
ethical and competent chiropractic care.

V¡storu
Committed to Regulatory Excellence in the Public
Interest in a Diverse Environment.

Vnlues
Integrity, Respect, Collaborative, Innovative,
Transparent, Responsive

SrRnrec¡c Oe.recrrves
1. Build public trust and confidence and promote understand-

ing of the role of CCO amongst all stakeholders.
2. Ensure the practice of members is safe, ethical, and

patient-centered.
3. Ensure standards and core competencies promote excel-

lence of care while responding to emerging developments.
4. Optim2e the use of technologr to facilitate regulatory func-

tions and communications.
5. Continue to meet CCO's statutory mandate and resource

priorities in a fiscally responsible m¿ìnner.
Deueloped at the Strategic Ptanníng Sessíoru September 2O17

College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

Elecno¡¡ rN DlsrRtcr 2: Elsrenru
As of the close of nominations, two candidates had filed
nomination papers and supporting documents:
. Dr. Paul Groulx
. Dr. Peter Wise

Elecno¡¡ rN DrsrRtcr 3: Ge¡¡rnnl EAsr
As of the close of nominations, two candidates had filed
nomination papers and supporting documents:
. Dr. Elizabeth Anderson-Peacock
. Dr. Steven Lester

Elecnor rN DrsrRrcr 4: Geurnel
As of the close of nominations, two candidates had filed
nomination papers and supporting documents:
. Dr. Gerard Arbour
. Dr. fanet D'Arcy

March 2019

ELECTION TIMETABLE

January 15,2019: Notice of Election and
Nomination Guide sent electronically to
members in Districts 2,3 and 4.

February 8,2019: Nomination Date:
Nomination papers, candidate
undertakings and biographical information
in a format suitable for distribution to
voters must be received by CCO by 4
p.m. GCO provides candidates with a
copy of the official voters' list for their
district.

February 21, 2019: Deadline for
candidates to withdraw from the election
by 4 p.m.

March 1,2019: List of candidates,
biographical information, and voting
procedures sent electronically to all
eligible voters.

March 28,2019= Votes for Districts 2, 3
and 4 must be received by CCO by 4
p.m.

March 29,2019: Unofficial election
results announced for District 2,3 and 4.

April 16, 2019: Deadline to make a
written request for a recount with a $150
deposit, which must be received by CCO
by 4 p.m.

April 17,2019: Election results posted
on CCO's website at www.cco.on.ca.

@,Ð
College of
Chiropractors
of Ontarlo

L'Ordre des
Ghiropraticiens
de l'Ontario

130 Bloor St. West
Sulte 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5

Tel: (416) 922-6355
Fax: (4't6) 925-9610
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 -477 2
E-mail : cco.info@cco.on,ca
Web slte: wwrY.cco.on.ca
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Voren ELrcle¡Llw

A member holding a General (Active), Inactive
or Retired certificate of registration is eligible
to vote in the electoral district in which the
member, as of January 1"" of the election year,
has his/her primary practice, or if the member
is not engaged in the practice of chiropractic, in
which the member has his/her primary
residence.

A member is ineligible to vote in a Council
election if he/she is in default of payment of
any fees prescribed by by-law or any fine or
order for costs to CCO imposed by a college
committcc or court of law or is in dcfault in
completing and returning any form required
by CCO.

Couxlne rHE VorEs

Votes for Districts 2, 3 and 4 must be received
by CCO on March 28,2079 by 4 p.m.

In the presence of scrutineers, the Registrar
will review the electronic votes in each district.

Voter confidentiality will be maintained
throughout the election process, including
whether a member did or did not vote.

Make sure your ballots are in on time and
make them count!

Resu¡-rs

The Registrar will announce unofficial election
results to candidates on March29,2019. CCO
will post the election results on CCO's website
(www.cco.on.ca) on Apfil'J,6, 2019.

Recout.lts

A canciidate may request a recount 'oy

submitting a written request to the Registrar,
accompanied by a $L50 deposit, by 4 p.m. on
April 1"6, 2019. The Registrar will hold a

recount within 1,0 days of receiving the
request. If the recount changes the results, the
candidate's deposit will be returned in full

Vonrue PRoceounes

El Open the "2019 Elections to CCO Council"
e-mail.

E Click the link in the email provided to be
brought to the voting page.

E Review the biographical information provided
by the candidates.

EI Click on the box next to the candidate for
whom you are voting.

E Confirm your vote.
E lf you do not receive an "Elections to CCO

Council" e-mail, please check your spam or
junk folder. lf after checking these folders you
have still not received an e-mail, please e-
mail CCO at cco.info@cco.on.ca.

El Vote by 4 p.m. on March 28,2019.

@ Thank you for participating ¡n the self-regulation
of your profession!
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Dr. Paul Groulx - District 2. Eastern.

My name is Paul Groulx,I have been in full-time
practice for the last 15 years in Ottawa, Ontario.

Prior to my chiropractic career I was a Paramedic in the
Greater Toronto Area before completing my
undergraduate degree in Nursing at the University of
Ottawa. Clinical experience included Critical Care and
Oncology.

I love the science of health care as well as the art of combining established research, emerging
science, clinical experience and our patient's values.

Chiropractors who are elected will reflect their commitment to the public's right to safen

effective and ethical chiropractíc care.

I don't need to tell you how much pressure there has been in the media to see Chiropractic and
other allied professions reform. Our community of prospective clients is being exposed to this
rhetoric on a steady basis and chiropractic utilization rates remain woefully low. Times like
these are trying but I also see great opportunity for us as a profession to mature and prosper. For
this to happen our professional oollege must keep, as their number one priority, their pledge to
passionately protect the public interest through safe, effective and ethical chiropractic care.

I believe that there are four ways to ensure this. Among others,

1. Preserve the "neuro" in N-MSK. Currently our scope of practice includes diagnosis and
treatment of disorders/dysfunctions ofthe nervous system. The neurological model must be
preserved in order to protect the public interest.

2. Our public messaging/marketing must take into consideration what professional resoarch
literature demonstrates even if it does not fit our personal narrative. Rethinking how we promote
our professional practices will protect the public interest.

3. A commitment to patient-centered care by ensuring our in-office messaging, procedures and
clinical care protocols put the patient's priorities over our own. This can be accomplished by
combining best and emerging research, clinical experience/observations and our patient's
personal values.

4. As a fathor I am grateful that both of my daughters had access to conservative chiropractic
care. Chiropractic has played an important role in both of their lives. We must protect the public
interest by preserving children's access to chiropractic.

Make sure you exercise your privilege as a member of a self-regulated profession. This may be

one ofthe most important times of your professional life to make your voice heard. VOTE.
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Dr. Steven Lestero B.Kin (Hons)., M.Sc., DC

Candidate for CCO
Electoral District 3: Central East

I would like to formally announce my intention to run as a candidate to become a

representative on the CCO Council. I have been a chiropractor since 2009 and

have treated the public in district 3 for my entire caree¡. My primary practice is

located in Pickering where I believe that I uphold the values of the chiropractic

profession and have created a trusting relationship with the patients and my

community.

"Chiropractors who are elected will reflect their commitment to the public's right to safe, effective and

ethical chiropractic care."

If selected to the CCO Council I will contribute to the regulation of chiropractic in the public interest in
the following ways:

1) As advocate for public health and safety:

In my roles as both health care provider in practice in district 3 since 2009 as well as mentor to

emerging professionals through my faculty position at the Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College

(CMCC), I pride myself on the ability to keep patient safety in the forefront of my practice and in my

teaching. My personal research addresses the safety and effectiveness of Chiropractic adjustment and

the ability to match technique skills directly to each patient's needs, reemphasizing the critical role of
adjusting and other manual care in the management of health. As a chiropractor, I strive to provide my
patients a safe and effective treatment plan utilizing a multimodal approach to support my patient's

overall health needs.

2) As an active participant, directing my passion for this profession in collaboration with CCO

Council and committees, to represent Chiropractic creditably and effectively in strengthening working
relations with government and other public agencies to accomplish CCO strategic objectives:

In the course of my career, I have repeatedly demonstrated enthusiastic engagement with the needs of
the profession, faculty, students and the publics that we serve. I have committed myself to

differentiating the roles of specific spinal adjusting procedures and the most effective ways to train our

young graduates with the manual skills that they need. My interdisciplinary training and experience

through my Masters of Science focusing in Biomechanics provides me with an understanding of other

perspectives on our profession. Indeed it, integrated with my day-to-day involvement with patients

allows me to remain grounded and focused. These aflributes give a balanced outlook for our future and a

diversity of knowledge to contribute to the existing expertise within the CCO Council.

It would be an honour and a privilege for me to become a representative on CCO Council, I pledge to

work hard to fulfîll the CCO's mandate furthering our profession and ensuring public safety. I kindly ask

for your support. If you have any questions, please contact me at dr.stevenlester@gmail.com.

Sincerely,

Steven Lester, B.Kin (Hons), M.Sc., DC
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Dr. fanet D'Arcy - District 4

In my opinion, chiropractic in Ontario is at a crossroads. Those
with positions on the CCO have a great responsibility to the public
and the profession. It is for this reason that I am putling my name
forward for CCO council, District 4. I am a graduate of the CMCC

class of 1993.Lbegan my teaching career at CMCC in 1994 and
currently split my professional time between my private practice
of 25 years in the east end of Toronto alongside my position as a

primary clinician at the CMCC clinic in Sherbourne Health. I am a
fellow of the Royal College of Chiropractic Sports Sciences - a

designation that I attained in 2016. Since 2015 I have been a
certified Mental Health First Aid Instructor and have trained many CMCC staff, faculty, and
students as part of a CMCC initiative to improve mental health literacy. Since 2015 I have

served as a supervising clinician on the Toronto to Montreal Friends for Life Bike rally,
which is the sustaining fundraiser for the Toronto People With AIDS Foundation.ln 2019, in
addition to supervising interns while they treat riders and crew as they make their way to
Montreal, I will also be participating in the one-day Toronto to Port Hope ride. In addition to
running a solo practice and teaching, I have been effective in my contribution on several
professional committees at CMCC and these experiences would serve me well as a CCO

council member. One particularly challenging role was as a member of the team that was

successful in establishing the first collective bargaining agreement for CMCC faculty.

Chiropractors who are elected will reflect their commitment to the public's right to safe,

effective and ethical chiropractic care. Self regulation of our profession is a privilege, not a
right. This privilege has recently been under the microscope, putting our profession at a
crossroads. We can either move forward and accept our responsibility to self regulate, or
we can risk losing the autonomy, privilege and respect that comes with self regulation, I

possess the leadership, team building and communication skills to help the CCO navigate
through these difficult times.

I have contemplated running for council numerous times in the last decade. Until now I
have been fulfilled by giving back to the profession by dedicating a significant portion of my
career to educating future chiropractors. Recent events have compelled me to look at
engaging in a larger role within the CCO to help our profession navigate the challenges we

are currently facing. As a chiropractor and educator I have seen the importance of teaching
an ethical, evidence informed, collaborative & patient centered approach to care. This is the
route to increasing the utilization rate of chiropractic in Ontario. This is our future.
Evidence informed care allows room for variability taking into account patient preference
and clinician experience. There is no room for unethical practice that takes advantage of
vulnerable patients and erodes public trust.

For 25 years I have had the privilege to serve our profession in an educational capacity in
addition to maintaining a private practice. I am experienced, enthusiastic, dedicated and

motivated to help guide our profession into the future as a member of CCO council. Our
profession is at a crossroads. I think that given the chance, I can help the CCO navigate this
journey. It would be an honour to serve the CCO, the profession, and the public in this
capacity and I ask for your support. Should you have any questions please feel free to
contact me janetdarcy@rogers.com.
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2,01t9 Nonce oF ElecnoN AND

NoMrNAnoN GUtrDE FoR

Dlsrnrcrs 21 3, AND 4

College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

Nonce
Pursuant to By-law 6: Election of Council
Members, notice is hereby given that elections to
CCO Council will be held in Districts 2, 3 and 4.
One member willbe elected frory;ndí of the
following districts:

District 2: Eastern comprised of the counties of
Frontenac, Hastings, Lanark, Prince Edward,
Renfrew, Lennox and Addington; the united
counties of Leeds and Grenville, Prescott and
Russell, Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry; and the
city of Ottawa.

District 3: Central East comprised of the counties
of Haliburton, Northumberland, Peterborough and
Simcoe, the city of Kawartha Lakes, the regional
municipality of Durham and the township of
Scugog.

Dístrict 4: Central comprised of the city of Toronto
and the regional municipality of York.

Elecron PRoceouRes
. Upon receiving completed nomination papers

and following the closing of nominations, CCO
will provide each candidate with a copy of the
official voters'list for his/her district. The list
shall contain information recorded on the
register, including public e-mail addresses.

Candidates may purchase mailing labels for
members in their district for a fee of $30.

The elections are carried out by electronic vote
and secret ballot. The Registrar supervises all
aspects of the election.

January 2019

a

a

ELECTION TIMETABLE
January 15,2019: Notice of Election and
Nomination Guide sent electronically to
members in Districts 2,3 and 4.

February 8, 2019: Nomination Date:
Nomination papers, candidate
undertakings and biographical information
in a format suitable for distribution to
voters must be received by CCO by 4
p.m. CCO provides candidates with a
copy of the official voters' list for their
district.

February 21,2019: Deadline for
candidates to withdraw from the election
by 4 p,m.

March 1,2019: List of candidates,
biographical information, and voting
procedures sent electronically to all
eligible voters.

March 28,2019: Votes for Districts 2, 3
and 4 must be received by CCO by 4 p.m.

March 29,2019= Unofficial election results
announced for District 2,3 and 4.

April 16, 2019: Deadline to make a
written request for a recount with a $150
deposit, which must be received by CCO
by 4 p.m.

April 17, 2019: Election results posted
on CCO's website at wwwcco.on.ca.
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Candidates are encouraged to forward
proposed campaign material (including a1l

e-mail campaign material) to CCO via fax
(416-925-96LOl or e-mail
fifriedman@cco.on.ca) PRIOR to distribu-
tion to ensure fairness in the electoral
process. This includes all e-mail campaign
material and any material distributed
before the election is called by the candi-
date or anyone on his/her behalf. CCO will
review all materials for general consistency
with the biographical information guide-
line, the principles of fair, accurate and
appropriate election statements and, by
analogy, Standard of Practice 5-016:
Advertising, and will forward a response to
the candidate as soon as possible' If you
have any questions about any campaign
material, contact CCO.

Elections are conducted in a fair and
transparent manner, consistent with dem-
ocratic principles and failure to comply
uray jeopardize the elcction process and
results.

Eurere¡L¡w ro NoMINATE AND/oR Vore
. A member holding a General (active),

Inactive or Retired certificate of registra-
tion is eligible to vote in the electoral
district in which the member, as of
January 1"' of the election year, has
his/her primary practice, or if the member
is not engaged in the Practice of
chiropractic, in which the member has
his/her primary residence.

A member is inellgible to vote in a
Council election if he/she is in default of
payment of any fees prescribed by by-law
or any fine or order for costs to CCO
imposed by a CCO committee or court of
law or is in default ín completing and
returning any form required by CCO.

EI¡cISII.IIY TO STAND FOR ELECTION

t

Alliance for ChloPractic
Canadian Chiropractic Association
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
Canadian Chiropractic Examining Board
Canadian Chiropractic Protective Association
Federation of Canadian Chiropractic
Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College
Canadian Society of Chiropractic Evaluators
Ontario Chiropractic Association
Regulated Health Proþssions Act, 1991
Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières

A member is eliglble for election to Council
in an electoral district, if, on the closing date
of nominations and any time up to and includ-
ing the date of the election:
. the member has his/her primary practice

of chiropractic located in the electoral
district in which he/she is nominated or, if
the member is not engaged in the practice
of chiropractic, has his/her primary resi-
dence located in the electoral district in
which he/she is nominated;

. the member is not in default of payments
of any fees prescribed by by-law or any fine
or order for costs to CCO imposed by a
CCO committee or court of law;

. the member is not in default in completing
and returning any form required by CCO;

. the member is not the subject of any
disciplinary or incapacity proceeding;

. a finding of professional misconduct,
incompetence or incâpacity has not been
made against the member in the preceding
three years;

. the member is not, and has not been in the
12 months betbre the date of election, an
employee, officer or dírector of any profes-
sional chiropractic association such that a
real or apparent conflict of interest may
arise, including but not limited to being an
employee, officer or director of the OCA,
CCA, CCPA, AFC, CCEB, CSCE or the
Council on Chiropractic Eclucation
(Canada) of the FCC;

. the member is not an officer, director, or
administrator of any chiropractic educa-
tional institution, including but not limited
to, CMCC and UQTR, such that a real or
apparent conflict of interest may arise;

. the member has not been disqualified from
the Council or a committee of the Council
in the previous three Years;

. the member is not a member of the Council
or of a committee of the college of any other
health profession; and

. the member has not been a member of the
staff of CCO at any time within the preced-
ing three years.

AcRoNYMS

AFC
ccA
cco
CCEB
CCPA
FCC
CMCC
cscE
ocA
RHPA
UQTR
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TEnru oF OFFTcE

The term of office of a member elected to
Council is approximately three years,
commencing with the first regular meeting of
Council immediately following the election
(currently scheduled on April 30, 2079).
Incumbents continue to serve in office until
the first regular Council meeting, unless oth-
erwise disqualified from Council. By-law 6:
Election of Council Members outlines the cir-
cumstances in which a member may be
removed from Council.
Pleq.se note: A member who has served on Council
for nine consecutive years is ineligible for election to
Council until a full three-year term has passed
since that member last served on Council. A non-
Council member may only serve on CCO commit-
tees for nine consecutive years, whether the time is
served as a council member or as a non-Council
member.

Mrssrol.¡

The College of Chiropractors of Ontario
regulates the profession in the public interest to
assure ethical and competent chiropractic care.

Vrs¡o¡¡

Committed to Regulatory Excellence in the Public
Interest in a Diverse Environment.

Values

Integrity, Respect, Collaborative, Innovative,
Transparent, Responsive

Srnrrecrc Oe¡ecrves

L. Build public trust and confidence and promote
understanding of the role of CCO amongst all
stakeholders.

2. Ensure the practice of members is safe, ethical,
and patient-centered.

3. Ensure standards and core competencies promote
excellence of ca¡e while responding to emerging
developments.

4. Optimize the use of technolory to facilitate regula-
tory functions and communications.

5. Continue to meet CCO's statutory mandate and
resource priorities in a ñscally responsible manner.

Deueloped at the Strategíc Plønning Session;
September 2017

Role oF CCO AND CouNcrL MEMBERS

CCO is the regulatory body for chiropractors
in Ontario, governed by a 16-member Council
comprised of six or seven public members
appointed by the provincial government and
nine registered chiropractors elected by the
membership.

CCO's legislative mandate is to govern
chiropractic in the public interest. CCO's main
responsibilities include:
. developing standards of admission to the

profession;
. investigating complaints and disciplining

members who have committed acts of
professional misconduct or are
incompetent; and

. implementing a quality assurance program
to ensure continuous quality improvement
in the profession at large, including the
development of standards of practice to
which all members of the profession must
conform.

Trme ComMrrMENTs

Council membership involves a significant
time commitment, which varies according to
committee. Members attend Council meetings
four or more times per year and may serve on
one or more committees. Preparatory readings
and work for Council and committee meetings
can be extensive. Candidates should also note
that, whenever possible, all Council and
committee meetings are held during regular
business hours, Monday to Friday, from 8:30
a.m. to 5 p.m.

Gotvrpe¡¡srro¡¡

Council members are compensated for their
time spent on CCO work in accordance with
CCO ByJaw 9: Remuneration and Internal
Policyl-O12. However, perdiems and expens-
es paid by CCO to Council members are
intended to partially offset the cost of a contri-
bution to the self-regulation of the chiroprac-
tic profession rather than to pay for services
rendered or to compensate for lost income or
the opportunity to earn income.

â:ñ Colleoe of L'ordre des\\:# 315iPJffi'*" 3!',TBT'.?'J,î"""

130 Bloor St. West
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Guloel¡rue To CANDTDATES FoR PRoVloltlc BIocnnpnlcAl INFoRMATIoN

Candidates
biographical
CCO's role
interest.

are advised that their
information must reflect
in protecting the Public

Candidates must NOT imply, in any way,
that CCO or any CCO Council or commit-
tee member supports their candidary.

Candidates MUST include the following
statement verbatim in their biographical
information and, based upon it, describe
in the statement how they would con-
tribute to the regulation of chiropractic in
the public interest:

"Chiropractors uho are elected will reflect
their commitment to the public's right to
s afe, effectiu e and ethical chiropr actic care. "

a

a

a

The candidate's name must appear on the
top ofthe page.

The candidate's photograph may be
included - head and shoulders only.

The candidate's biographical information
must be typewritten on one 8.5" x 1l"-page
white bond paper with a minimum of one-
inch rnargins on all four sides, in portrait
format (not landscape).

CuRReur CCO Cout¡c¡l-

ELEGTED MEMBERS

Name

Dr. Kristina Peterson, Thunder Bag
***'Dr. Gauri Shankar, Prescott
**Dr. Elizabeth Anderson-Peacock, Børrie
Dr. Brian Budgell, Toronto
Dr. Davicl Starmer, Taranto
**Dr. Brian Schut, Toronto
Dr. Peter Amlinger, Mississauga
Dr. Dennis Mizel, St. Catharines
Dr. Clifford Hardick, London

District Term of Office
(Aprilto April)

I 2017-2020
2 2016-2019
3 20t6-20r9
4 20r8-202t
4 2At7-2A24
4 2016-2019
5 2017-2020
5 2018-2021
6 2017,2020

**lerm of olfice expires April 2019. Elþíble for re-election.
***Terrn of offtce expires April 2019. Not elþible for re-election

PUBLIC MEMBERS

Name

Ms Georgia Allan, Smiths Falls
Ms Karoline Bourdeau, Toronto
Mr. Douglas Cressman, Kitchener
Ms Tamara Gottlieb, Toronto
Mr. Rob MacKay, Thunder Bay
Ms Sheryn Posen, Toronto

Date Order-in Gouncil
Expires
September 2020
July 2O2O
June 2019
December 2021
November 2021
November 2021 Thank you for participating

in the self-regulat¡on
of your profession!

CGO Gommittees

Statutory:
. Executive
. Inquiries,

Complaints and
Reports

. Discipline

. Fitness to Practise

. Patient Relations

. Quality Assurance

. Registration

Non-Statutory:
. Advertising

@
College of
Chiropractors
of Ontario
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El-ecr¡or,rs Quesr¡orus & Aruswrns

Q. What is the purpose of the election of
professional members to the Gouncil?

A. The RHPA and the Chiropractic Act provide
for the election of the majority of the
Council from among the membership of
the profession. Since chiropractic is a self-
regulating profession, it is important that
the majority of the Council be members of
the profession. While there could be a
number of ways for the professional mem-
bers to be chosen, CCO has chosen an
election system to ensure that Council
members have the confidence and respect
of those whom they regulate.

a. Is the election of Council members similar
to the election of MPPs?

A. While the form of election is somewhat
similar (i.e., voting for candidates by secret
ballot), the purpose is actually quite differ-
ent. Your MPP represents the interests of
those who elected him/her. A Council
member does not represent the specific
interests of chiropractors, but rather the
broader public interest as described in the
RHPA.

CCO, unlike the legislature, is a corpora-
tion. The Council, as the Board of
Directors of the corporation, has a
fiduciary (trust) duty to fulfill the public
interest mandate of the corporation/CcO
and not the specific interests of the
professional electorate.

O. Does a Council member represent his/her
constituents?

and the Chiropractic Act is the public
interest. If a chiropractor from a Council
member's district has a problem with CCO,
it would be inappropriate for the Council
member to intervene on the chiropractor's
behalf with the pertinent committee or
CCO staff person.

a. How does this affect a candidate's
campaign materials?

A. While people sometimes do refer to the
election process as a'campaign', this, too,
is a bit of a misnomer. Candidates for
election can and should provide informa-
tion about themselves and their
philosophy to the other chiropractors in
their district to assist them in making an
informed choice.

However, there is not really a role for cam-
paign þromises'or statements about how
a candidate, if elected, \¡/"ill decide specific
matters that might arise in the future. In
addition, candidates are strongly urged to
forward their campaign material to CCO
before distribution to ensure the elections
are conducted in a fair manner.

Q. Why, then, are Gouncil members elected
from districts?

A. Perspective. Having Council members
elected from various districts ensures that
the perspective of all chiropractors, not
just those from one region (e.g., the
Greater Toronto Area), is reflected on
Council. Some issues might have a
different impact on the public from rural or
northern areas, small towns, medium-
sized cities and Toronto. It is important
that all perspectives are heard.A. No, a Council member does not have

constituents. A Council member is some-
what like the trustee of an estate: he/she
acts in the best interest of the beneficiary,
not the persons who selected him/her as
Trustee. The beneficiary under the RFIPA

This notice explains the election rules established under th.e Chiropractic Act, L991. To the
extent of any inconsistency, the legislation and the by-laws govern. If you have any questions,
please ccrntact CCO at (4L6) 922-6355.

L'Ordre des
Ghiropraticiens
de I'Ontario

130 Bloor St. West
Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S lN5

Tel: (416) 922-6355
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mai!: cco,info@cco,on.ca
Web site: www.cco.on.ca
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CCO ELECTORAL DISTRICTS
[map not to scale, illustrative of

districts onlyl

Thurder Bay

t
5ãult stE f¡arle

District 1: Northern comprised of the dis-
tricts of Kenora, Rainy River, Thunder Bay,
Algoma, Cochrane, Manitoulin, Parry
Sound, Nipissing, Timiskaming; the district
municipality of Muskoka, and the city of
Greater Sudbury.

NORTHERI{ OhiTÅ.RIÕ

District 2: Eastern
comprised of the counties of
Frontenac, Hastings, Lanark,
Prince Edward, Renfrew,
Lennox and Addington; the
united counties of Leeds and
Grenville, Prescott and
Russell, Stormont, Dundas
and Glengarry and the
City of Ottawa.

1
Distrlct 3: Gentral Eaet
comprised of the counties of
Hallburton, Northumbedand,
Peterborough, and Simcoe,
the city of Kawartha Lakes,
the regional municipality of
Durham and the township
of Scugog.

o'

ronÞ

SOUTHERN ONTARIO

2

5udbury

5

lvr-øíot

District 6: Western
comprised of the counties
of Essex, Bruce, Grey,
Lambton, Elgin, Middlesex,
Huron, Perth and Oxford,
and the municipality of
Chatham-Kent.

District 5: Central West
comprised of the counties of
Brant, Dufferin, Wellington,
Haldimand and Norfolk, the
regional municipalities of
Halton, Niagara, Peel and
Waterloo, and the city of
Hamilton.

@Ð g¡üïïñî,"," ch
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Erccnoru Norrnt¡ATroN Pnpen - EmcroRAL Drsrnlcrs 2, 3 nto 4
College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) January 2019

The Election Nomination Paper must be received with the Gandidate Undertaking Form at
GCO by 4 p.m. on February 8, 2019. Please type or print neatly, using black ink. Forms
may be faxed to GGO at@!lÊ19.

Candidate's Registration N umber:

Business Phone: ( )

We, the undersigned members of CCO, eligible to vote in Electoral District

(Name of Candidate)

as a candidate for the March 2019 election to CCO Council.

(Elecloral Distric{)

nominate
(City / Town)

of

Business Address:

Nominator's Namel
(please print)

City / Town Registration
Number

Signature

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
I
10

11

12

Confidential E-mail Address

CANDIDATE'S CONSENT: I consent to allow my name to stand for election as a member of CCO for the
Electoral District of and agree to serve if elected.

Gandidate's Name Candidate's Signature Date

t Minimum of 10 eligible members who support the nomination and who are eligible to vote in the electoral district
is required.
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U¡¡peRrRKNc ro rne CCO ReclsrneR FRoM Cnruotolre
College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) January 2019

Note to elected members of CCO Council: Inítial the box/boxes that apply. Leave blank box,/boxes that do not øpply
and provide an explanation on a sepqrate page.

l, _, elected member of CCO Gouncil in District _, undertake to the
Registrar as follows:

(a) My primary practice of chiropractic is located in the electoral district for
which I was nominated.

-oR-
(b) I am not engaged in the practice of chiropractic and my primary residence is

located in the electoral district for which I was nominated.

OR

2. I am not:
. in default of payments of any fees prescribed by byJaw or any fine or order for costs to

CCO imposed by a CCO committee or court of law.
. in default in completing and retuming any form required by CCO.
o the subject ofa disciplinary or incapacity proceeding.
. an employee, officer or director of any professional chiropractic association such that a

real or apparent conflict of interest may arise, including but not limited to being an

employee, officer or director of the AFC, OCA, CCA, CCPA, CCEB, CSCE or the

Council on Chiropractic Education (Canada) of the FCCr.
. an officer, director, or administrator of any chiropractic educational institution, including

but not limited to, CMCC and UQTR, such that a real or apparent conflict of interest

may arise.
. a member of the Council or of a committee of the college of any other health profession.

Ifapplicable, I have attached to this undertaking a copy ofall letters ofresignation
from my position as an employee, officer or director of any professional chiropractic
association or an officer, director or administrator of any chiropractic educational institution
such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise.

Ifapplicable, I have taken all reasonable and necessary steps to ensure I am not
reflected in any documents or on any websites as an employee, officer or director of any
professional chiropractic association or an officer, director or administrator of any

chiropractic educational institution such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise.

I The effective date on which the candidate must not be an employee, officer or director of any professional

chiropractic association, or an offìcer, director or administrator ofany chiropractic educational institution such that a
real or apparent conflict of interest may arise, is the closing date of nominations and any time up to and including
the date of the election (i.e., before the election results are known). Copies of relevant letters of resignation must be

filed with CCO, along with the candidate's nomination papers. The candidate should take all reasonable and

necessary steps to ensure he/she is not reflected in any documents or on any websites as an employee, officer or
director ofany professional chiropractic association, or an officer, director or administrator ofany chiropractic
educational institution, such that a real or apparent conflict ofinterest may arise.

3

4



Undertaking to the CCO Registrar from Candidate, Version Date: January 2019

5. I undertake to maintain all confidentiality within the election process? including but

not limited to, maintaining confidentiality with respect to which members voted or did not
vote and which members may have submitted spoiled ballots.

6. I have not:
. been disqualified from the Council or a committee of the Council in the previous three

years.
. served on Council for nine consecutive years without a full three-yeat term passing since

I last served on Council.
¡ been a member of the staffof the College at any time within the preceding three years.

A finding of professional misconduct, incompetence or incapacþ has not been made against

me in the preceding three years.

I confirm I have reviewed my active personal and business communications, including those

on social media, and there is no current content that could embarrass CCO or give cause to
consider that I am unable or unwilling to comply with CCO's mission, visiono values

strategic objectives and byJaws, and the duty to be fair and impartial in all considerations.

I undertake to:
. review and comply with CCO's provisions, including the Code of Conduct, CCO

Intemal Policy I-015: Policy to Avoid Abuse, Neglect and Harassment and CCO's
mission, vision, values and strategic objectives,

. review CCO's orientation material and attend any relevant training workshop,
o participate in CCO's Peer and Practice Assessment Program within six months of

my election (if I have not alreacly been peer a"ssessed by that time), and

o participate as a member of a discipline panel or fitness to practice panel if selected by the

Chair of the Discipline or Fitness to Practise Committee.

10. I confirm that I have access to and agree to use the following confidential e-mail address for
any and all CCO matters:

11. I confirm all the information in this undertaking is accurate, complete and true.

I further undertake to advise the Registrar forthwith of any change in the above-noted

statements.

I understand it is an act of professional misconduct to fail to comply with an undertaking

to the Registrar.

435 2
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12.

13.

Elected Member's Name Elected Membe/s Signature Date

\Mtness'Name Wtness' Signature Date
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Gampaign Material
of:

Reviewed by:

Election lnformation Guideline
436

Date:

n Campaign material is acceptable

n Campaign material is unacceptable

I ttre candidate's election material does not imply, in any way, that CCO or any
CCO Council member supports his/trer candidacy

The candidate's election material does not include any information or material
that is:

n fake or misleading

n not readily comprehensible by the persons to whom it is directed

! a comparison to another member's or other health care provider's practice,
qualification or expertise

fl contrary to any CCO regulations, standards of practice, policies and
guidelines, including Policy P-011: Conflict of Interest for Council and
Committee Members

fl having regard to all the circumstances, would reasonably be regarded as

disgraceful, dishonourable or unprofessional

Gomments:

Gomments
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Gampaign Material
of:

Reviewed by:

Biographical lnformation Guideline

Date:

437

! Campaign materíal is acceptable

n Campaign material is unacceptable

n tne candidate's name appears on the top of the page

! ttre candidate's photograph (head and shoulders only) is included

n tn" candidate's biographical information is type-written on one 8.5" x 11" -
page white bond paper with a minimum of one-inch margins on all four sides,
in portrait form (not landscape)

X t¡" candidate's biography includes the following statement verbatim
oochiropractors who are elected will reflect their commitment to the public's
right to safe, effective and ethical chiropractic care"

n t¡. candidate's biography does not imply, in any way, that CCO or any CCO
Council member supports his/her candidacy

The candidate's biography does not include any information or material that is:

n fake or misleading

fl not readily comprehensible by the persons to whom it is directed

! a comparison to another member's or other health care provider's practice,
qualification or expertise

contrary to any CCO regulations, standards of practice, policies and
guidelines, including Policy P-011: Conflict of Interest for Council and
Committee Members

I having regard to all the circumstances, would reasonably be regarded as

disgraceful, dishonourable or unprofessional

Comments

Gomments:
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Rose Bustria

Subject: FW: CCO Election Candidate Profiles, Neck Pain Guideline, WHMIS Advisory

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Tuesday, March L2,2OI9 8:33 PM

To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Subject: Fwd: CCO Election Candidate Profiles, Neck Pain Guideline, WHMIS Advisory

Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

Subject: CCO Election Candidate Profiles, Neck Pain Guideline, WHMIS
Advisory
Date: Tue, 12 j|l4:ar 2019 20:00:09 +0000
From: OCA <OCA@chiropractic.on.

We're Here For You.

View this email in your browser

Ontãr¡€
C Þf ¡ ro lÞ ract¡ c
.A,.ssec¡at-@n

CCO Election Candidate Profiles!

We recently asked all six candidates to CCO Council five important questions that will

better inform our members, especially those that are eligible to vote in this year's election

Here are the questions we put to the six candidates:

1. What sets you apart from the other candidates for this CCO Council position?

1



How would you define the state of chiropractic in Ontario in 2019?

What should be the CCO's top priority going forward as a regulator?

How would you help foster a collaborative approach between the CCO and

chiropractic associations, educational institutions and other important chiropractic

organizations?

Are there final words you would like to share with our members?

For unedited answers to each of the questions from the candidates (in alphabetical order)

visit the web links below. Please note that for this election, only chiropractors in the districts

listed are eligible to vote. Despite this, we think the profiles are of interest to our entire

membership.

District 2: Eastern

Dr Groulx

Dr. Peter Wise

District 3: Central Eastern

Dr. Elizabeth Anderson-Peacock

Dr. Steven Lester

District 4: Central

Dr Arbour

Dr. J D'Arcv

We remind you that the OCA is not endorsing any candidate. Please visit the CCO website

for the official Votinq Guide, member candidate statements and the election timetable.

2

3

4
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CCO Candidates Profiles
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CCO Election Virtual Town Hall Q&As, Back ON Study + V/ebinars

Subscribe Past lssues

We're Here For You

Page 1 of5

440

View this email in vour browser

Ontario
Chiropract¡c
Association

Part l: Virtual Town Hall CCO Election Candidate Q&A

As part of our continued commitment to keep you informed about the College of

Chiropractors of Ontario's election, we have posed topical questions to each candidate to

get their thoughts on important issues that our profession is facing.

Here's the latest round of questions we asked the six candidates.

1. The CCO standard of practice mandates that chiropractors responding to questions

by patients related to vaccinations shall "advise the patient that the performance of
the actis oufside the chiropractic scope of practice and the patient should consult

with a health professional who has the act within his/her scope of practice." What is

your position on how chiropractors should engage with the topic of vaccinations,

both online and in person with a patient?

5
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CCO Election Virtual Town Hall Q&As, Back ON Study + Webinars Page2 of 5

441
2. Long{erm billing practices and "block fees" have been a topic of discussion in our

profession for many years. What is your position on these practices and their impact
on the profession?

3. There has been substantial media coverage and online discussion around claims
made by chiropractors on a variety of topics that are seen to be outside the scope of
the profession and not backed by evidence. As a potential CCO Council member,
how should CCO tackle this issue in its mandate to protect the public interest?

For unedited answers from all the candidates (in alphabetical order) visit the links
below. Please note that for this election, only chiropractors in the districts listed are eligible
to vote. Look for our final set of Virtual Town Hall Q&A's in our next Tuesday bulletinl

District 2: Eastern

Dr. PaulGroulx

Dr. Peter Wise

District 3: Gentral Eastern

Dr. Elizabeth Anderson-Peacock

Dr. Steven Lester

District 4: Central
Dr. Gerard Arbour

Dr. Janet D'Arcy

We remind you that the OCA is not endorsing any candidate. Please visit the CCO website
for the official VotingGuide, member candidate statements and the election timetable.
March 28,2019 is the final day to vote!

CCO Candidate Q&As + Profiles

5 3120t2019



Rose Bustria 442
From:
Sent:
To:
Gc:
Subject:

Exec and Council.

Jo-Ann Wil|son, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractoe of Ontar¡o
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 111
Fax (416) 925-9610
E-mail: jpgillse¡.íæg. oI.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

Jo-Ann Willson
Saturday, March 02,2019 5:46 AM
Rose Bustria
David Starmer; Liz Anderson-Peacock
FW: CCO Election Begins ln Eligible Districts

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other

distribution, copying-or disclosure is stric{ly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notifo me immediately by reply e-mail

and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: Onta rio Ch iropractic Association Imailto :OCA@chiropractic.on.ca]

Sent: Friday, March Ot,zOLg 4:31PM
To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>

Subject: CCO Election Begins ln Eligible Districts

We're Here For You. View this email in vour browser

Ontario
Chiropractic
Association
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CCO Election . ,íl,r.i;tir-l

The Election Begins

Dear Members,

Today, chiropractors in the Eastern, Centrat East and Central districts received a list of
candidates, biographical information, and voting procedures from the College of Chiropractors of
Ontario (CCO). Voting begins today, March 1 through March 28, by 4:00 p.m. to etect three
Council members to our regulatory college.

Every election is important, but given recent discussions and media coverage of our profession,

we find ourselves at a criticaljuncture. Every chiropractor has a responsibility to ensure that the
CCO is led by strong, effective Council Members that can steer our profession through any
issues it may face in the pursuit of their mission: "to regulate the profession in the pubtic
interest fo assure ethical and competent chiropractic care".

I'm pleased to share a special message from Dr. Dwight Chapin, our 2018 Chiropractor of the
Year and the recent author of a Globe and Mait arlicle that set the record straight on chiropractic.
Based on his gala acceptance speech, this message inspires our members to "be the change
you wish fo see in the world, starting with voting for the Council Member that best reflects our
profession as you want it to be

Dr. Chapin's message reflects our vision for a strong, thriving profession of chiropractors
practicing to their full scope of practice. Dr. Chapin delivers a powerful message, "The freedom
to define our own phílosophy of care is precious. The profession is stronger because of
this diversity. But only when that pendutum swings with our defined scope. That must be
the hard line. This is our common ground. lJnited, let us answer that call.,,

2
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Here are your 2019 CCO Council Member Candidates, in alphabetical order. Look for our

candidate profiles to appear in our Tuesday, March l2 bultetin and virtualtown hall Q&A's

to be published on Tuesday, March l9 and 26.

District 2: Eastern

Dr. PaulGroulx

Dr. PeterWise

District 3: Central Eastern

Dr. Elizabeth Anderson-Peacock

Dr. Steven Lester

District 4: Central

Dr. Gerard Arbour

Dr. Janet D'Arcv

ln anticipation of queries you may have, I include the first of a series of questions and

answens.

Question: Willthe OCA endorse any specific candidate over another?

Answer: The OCA is not endorsing anv candidate. We think a robust roster of candidates,

3



coupled with well-informed voters, will achieve the best results for the profession in Ontario.

Question: what exacuy is the ocA's rote in this election then? 445
Answer: To mobílize all eligible voters, the OCA will profile every candidate, equitably, in all
three districts, and provide helpful questions and answers so members can make informed
choices with their votes.

Question: can I contact specific candidates direcfly to ask them questions?
Answer: Yes, feelfree to reach to any candidate. There is no cco prohibition on individual
chiropractors engaging with council candidates to ask them questions or obtain more ínformation
on their views.

To eligible voters, remember that your votes must be received by the CCO by March 2g, 4
p.m. lf you have any questions, I welcome your email at cbrereton@chiropractic.on.ca or by
phone at 416-860-4155.

Sincerely,

Caroline Brereton

Chief Executive Officer, Ontario Chiropractic Association

We're here for you. Call us:

Local : 41 6-860-0070 | Tott-free: I -BZ7 -327 -227 3

Update your OCA membership preferences or

unsubscribe from this list

Our mailing address is:

Ontario Chiropractic Association

200-20 Victoria St

Toronto, ON MsC 2N8

Canada

Add us to your address book

f Facebook y Twitter in Linkedtn

4



Joel Friedman 446
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jo-Ann Willson
Tuesday, March 05, 2019 4:29 PM
Joel Friedman
FW: Myth Busting re: CCO Election

Ontario
Chiropractic
Association

Myth Busting
Responding to members' quest¡ons on information

brought to my attention

ln follow-up to my message to you on Friday, March 1, regarding the CCO election, I want

to clarify some misinformation brought to my attention by members.

Concerns have been raised to me by members that there is a high risk that the scope of

Jo-Ann Wllson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chlropråctor of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 111
Fax (416) 925-9610
E-maíl: jgj!þlí@g.qgg
Web Site: www.oco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or
disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-ma¡l in enor, please notiry me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies includ¡ng any

attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: OCA [mailto:OCA@chiropractic.on.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2019 4:04 PM

To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>
Subject: Myth Busting re: CCO Election

We're Here For You View this email in your browser
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practice in Ontario will be reduced. Certainly it is not the position of the Ontario

Chiropractic Association. ln fact, in partnership with the CMCC and the CCO, we are

strongly advocating with the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care (MOHtTe) to expand

the scope of practice to include 29 diagnostic and lab tests' 
447

However, misinformation is circulating about the United Kingdom (UK) that the focus on

"spinal care experts" has resulted in scope reductions and the inability to treat extremities,

for example. This is untrue. According to the president of the British Chiropractic

Association , "Chiropractors in the IJK have no limitation on scope of prcctice, only on

advertising which is entirely different. We in fact have a longer and more robust adveftising

tist than physios and osfeos due to the work done by the BCA, Royal College of

Chiropractors and WFC to extend this. lt continues to amaze me how individuals chose to

present such false informatíon as fact."

Another message I received from members is that the focus we have had on MSK reflects

a narrow view of the profession. The advertising campaign highlighting our MSK expertise

is a powerful growth strategy, building on established evidence and now acknowledged by

key stakeholders. Of course, it is not all that chiropractors do; it was one strategy to

advance the value of chiropractors. I invite you to contact me directly on how the OCA fully

supports the scope of practipe, as defined by regulation in Ontario'

Here are just two examples of what we are working on now to enable full scope of practice

in Ontario

1. OCA is pursuing access to additional diagnostic tools to ensure chiropractors can

work to their full scope as I mentioned above.

2. OCA has developed ASPTRE, a leading-practice electronic health record and

business solution that supports chiropractors'full scope of practice. ASPTRE is

designed by chiropractors for chiropractors. Members who use it or have seen a

demonstration know that it is designed to support the full scope of practice.

Diversity when respected and consistent with the scope of practice can be a strength

Unethical behaviours, such as claims outside the scope of practice and

i nappropriate busi ness practices hu rt everyone.

We need to work together to have these important dialogues in the right forums. I ask you

2



to reach out to me if you hear more misinformation, at any time, but particularly during this

critical period of CCO elections. We must allwork to ensure informed choices are made by

members,

448
Sincerely,

Caroline Brereton

C hief Executive Offi cer, O ntario Ch i ropractic Association

E
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VúFC I ECU Congress

Berlin 20-23 March

0lobal 0pportunities in $pine Gare

The OCA at EPlC2019l

The OCA, represented by our CEO Caroline Brereton and President Dr. Ken Brough, will

be joining a large contingent of Ontario delegates in Berlin for EPIC2019, the World

Federation of Chiropractic's (WFC) and the European Chiropractors' Union's (ECU)

influential congress.

This year's congress theme is EP|C2019: Global Opportunities in Spine Care.

Evidence-based, Patient-centred, lnterprofessional and Collaborative approaches to spine

care provides an important framework in which chiropractors can improve function and

spinal health and reduce disability for millions of people worldwide.

The WFC has put together an exciting programme of inspiring thought leaders, topical

panel discussions, stimulating workshops and the very best in contemporary research

presentations from around the world to ensure that there really is something for everyone

at EP|C2O19.

3



There is still time to participate in this tremendous opportunity to be part of chiropractic's

leading international congress and scientific meeting. Register now and book your place at

+h¡ê EDll^ arran{li¡¡¡Þ E-¡'v ËvË¡¡i: 
449

Buzz-Worthy Practice OpportUnity'1 9!

We brought incredible chiropractic talent to Practice OpportUnity'19 through interactive

and personally engaging activities. Plus, our booth was buzzing with students wanting to

learn more about Aspire and sign up for our free student membership.

2019 Recap!

The popular Practice Realities Panel returned - a dynamic panel discussion with four

chiropractic pros about their real life career path challenges and successes. At the Speed

Mentoring event students got to experience the transformative power of mentorship

by connecting with established chiropractors.

4

Register Now



Rose Bustria |TEM 6.1 .4
Jo-Ann Willson
Monday, March 04,2019 2:50 PM
Rose Bustria
David Starmer; President; Liz Anderson-Peacock
FW: College of Chiropractors of Ontario - VOTING is OPEN
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From:
Sent:
To:
Gc:
Subject:

Exec and Council.

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Ghiropractotr of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 1 1 I
Fax (416) 925-9610
E-mail: iuillself@ggg.on.ca
Web Site: www.coo.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attacfiments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
d¡stribution, copying or d¡sclosure ¡s strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail

and delete all copies including any attachments without reâd¡ng it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: a llia nceforchi ropractic.activehosted.com @s4.csa 1.acemsb3.com

-[mailto:allianceforchiropract¡c.activehosted.com@s4.csa1.acemsb3.com] 
On Behalf Of Alliance For

Chiropractic
Sent: Monday, March 04,20L9 2:45 PM

To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>

Subject: College of Chiropractors of Ontario - VOTING is OPEN

ALLIANCE FOR CHI ROPRACTIC
INTEGRITY - ACCOUNTABILITY . LEADERSHIP

Jo-Ann,

The College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) have sent out information for the voting procedures for Districts 2, 3 and
4. At this point, you should have received an email giving you detailed information about the candidates and the voting
process. Voting is open until 4:00 PM March 28,2019.

The Alliance For Chiropractic believes that this is a critical time for chiropractic in Ontario and beyond. ln light of recent
media publications and declarations from within the profession, the AFC believes that The Globe and Mail articles
embarrassed all of us regardless of where we stand politically/philosophbally.

Stories like that damage the public trust - a trust that is hard-won and easily lost. Behavior that jeopardizes the public trust
must be reined in.

The singular purpose of the CCO is to protect the public interest and I am asking that you vote for the candidate that will
work to:

o Protect the public interest

1
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. Protect your freedom to practice ethically and professionally
¡ Protect professional diversity

The candidates for each district are: 451
District 2: Eastern

Dr. Paul Groulx

Dr. PeterWise

District 3: Central Eastern

Dr. Steven Lester

Dr. Liz Anderson-Peacock

District 4: Central

Dr. Gerard Arbour

Dr. Janet D'Arcy

Things to consider when placing your vote:
¡ Does this candidate support the public's right to care regardless of age or health concern?
¡ Does this candidate support the need to ensure the regulation of chiropractic is applied as written: "The

assessment of conditions related to the spine, nervous system and joints and the diagnosis, prevention and
treatment, primarily by adjustment of: dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures or functions of the
spine and the effects of those dysfunctions or disorders on the nervous system; and dysfunctions or disorders
arising from the structures or functions of the joints."

¡ Will this candidate support the Ministry with regulatory opportunities to enable us as DCs to practice firlly in our
scope, do our job more efficiently, completely and safely?

o Does this candidate support my right to practice in a diverse model?
* Please note: in your email, you will have received a link that is specific to you. Use that link only

Dr. Craig Hazel
Chairman of the Alliance For Chiropractic

¡¡-ffit .
jèÉ:r¡ '. r's
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Sent to:

Alliance For Chiropract¡c
17A-218 Silvercreek Pwy N, Suite 126
Guelph, ON N1H 8E8

Toll free: 1 -877 -997 -9927
a I I ia nceforch i ropractic.com

452

@0@@e
iowillson@cco.on.ca

Unsubscribe

Alliance For Chiropractic, 17A-218 Silvercreek Pwy N, Suite 126, Guelph, Ontario N1H 8E8, Canada

3



Rose Bustria 453
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jo-Ann Willson
Monday, March 04,2019 3:30 PM
Rose Bustria
David Starmer; President
FW:AFC Suggests: CCO Candidates

Exec and Council.

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

Collogo of Ch¡ropractons of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 111
Fax (416) 925-S610
E-mail: jpsi!þoní@@,çg
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-ma¡l including any attachments may conta¡n confident¡al infomation and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
distribution, copying or d¡sclosure is stric{ly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notify me immed¡ately by reply e-mail

and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: Bruce Walton [mailto:bruce@nSpower.ca]
Sent: Monday, March 04,2OLg 3:13 PM

To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>; Joel Friedman <JFriedman@cco.on.ca>

Subject: Fwd: AFC Suggests: CCO Candidates

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Alliance For Chiropractic"
<cha i rm a n @ al I ia nceforch i ropractic. com >

Subject: AFG Suggests: CCO Gandidates
Date: March 4,2019 at2:17:34 PM GMT-5
To: "Dr. Bruce" <bruce@n8power.ca>

ALLIANCE FOR CHI ROPRACTIC
INTEGRITY - ACCOUNTABILITY - LEADERSHIP

Dr. Bruce, -,

As you are well aware, the CCO elections for Districts 2,3 and 4 are underway. Voting ends March 28 al 4pm.

1
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The AFC has made it clear over the past few months that Chiropractic in a neurological model is under attack from within
and outside of the profession. The AFC contends that attempts to change the definition of chiropractic and the role of a
chiropractor are not in the best interests of the public or the profession.

We ask that if you are within Districts 2,3 or 4 to take a moment today and vote for the candidate that will support the
neurological model of care and ensure that your freedom and rights to practice in this model are heard at the CCO.

We are confident that our colleagues Gerard Arbour (District 4), Paul Groulx (District 2) and Liz Anderson-Peacock
(District 3) will do just that.

VOTE TODAY

Dr. Craig Hazel

454
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Alliance For Chiropract¡c
17A-218 Silvercreek Pwy N, Suite 126
Guelph, ON N1H 8E8

Toll free: 1 -877 -997 -9927
e llianceforch ractic.com
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Sent to: bruce@nBpower.ca

Unsubscribe

Alliance For Chiropractic, 17A-218 Silvercreek Pwy N, Suite 126, Guelph, Ontario N1H 8E8, Canada
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ITEM 6.1 .9

Improving Health Outcomes and Ending Hallway Medicine

The Premier's Council on Improving Healthcare and Ending Hallway
Medicine is helping to inform the future of health care in Ontario
Learn more about the council, its members and their work.

Hallway medicine
Hallway medic¡ne (treating patients in the hallway of a hospital when all the rooms are full) is a reality in Ontario. There
is no easy solution - it is caused by many large challenges facing the health system.

These challenges include:

o patients with more complex medical needs and chronic issues
. a system that is hard to navigate
. pressure for the system to handle more patients
. health care providers and caregivers who are stressed and overworked

What it means for patients
These complex factors all contribute to overcrowded hospitals where too many patients are:

. waiting for hospital beds in unconventional spaces, such as hallways or meeting rooms
¡ waiting too long to receive care
. receiving care in places that don't support rest, healing or recovery

Premier's Council
The Premier's Council was created on October 3, 2018. The council will provide the Premier of Ontar¡o and the Deputy
Premier and Minister of Health and Long-Term Care with strateglc priorities and actions leading to:

. improved health and wellness outcomes for Ontarians

. higher patient satisfaction

. more efficient use of taxpayers'dollars

. lower wait times

Council members
The Premier's Council is led by Dr. Rueben Devlin, Special Advisor and Chair, and is made up of 14 health system
leaders. Council members represent a cross-sect¡on of health sector professionals, and provide senior administrative and
frontline worker perspectives.

Learn more about the council members
ShËp:/lWyy,bSaltb.gov.on.ca/en/public/publications/premiers council/report.aspx#bios>

Reports
The Premier's Council's first interim report: Hallwav Healthcare: A Svs&m U i-0

Shl,tA/Jwww-.heallh.gov.on.ca/en/public/publications/premiers council/reoort.aspxÞ-(January 2019) identifies key
challenges connected to the problem of hallway health care in Ontario.

It ¡s the first of several public reports to come from the Premier's Council.

Read the full reppß=hltp;llyutwheaßh-gav,an calÊnlpaþlic/p!þliçdliensluenieæ-seunçiutsBgú,aspxz

Video
Inlhisvideo <https://voutu.be/nQfqGQd4laI>, Premier's Council Chair Dr. Rueben Devlin, and Christine Elliott, Deputy
Premier and Minister of Health and Long-Term Care talk about the council's first report, Hallway Health Care: A System
Under Strain.

Contact us
The Premier's Council wants to hear from you.

Provide your feedback on their interim repsß-snailtp;h2üNayþÊdlthsane@9nlad9,ß>

For More Information

Call ServiceOntario, INFO|ine at:
1-866-532-3161 (Toll-free in Ontario only)
T.lJ 1-800-387-sss9.
In Toronto, Iß.. 4L6-327 -4282
Hours ofoperation : 8:304m - 5:00pm

http://www.health.gov.on.calen/public/publications/premiers-council/default.aspx 1t2
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If you are a member of the med¡a, call Communacat¡ons and Marketing Branch at 416-314-6a97 or visit our
News Room section.

593
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Hallway Health Care:
A System Under Strai n
1't lnterim Report from the Premier's Council on lmproving

Healthcare and Ending Hallway Medicine

January 2019 Ontario
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Letter to the Premier of Ontario and the Minister of Health and tong-
Term Care

Dear Premier Ford and Minister Elliott,

As Chair of the Premier's Council on lmproving Healthcare and Ending Hallway Medicine, I hear
from patients regarding what it's like to receive care in our system. I am impressed by the
dedication of health care professionals who deliver high-quality health care throughout our
communities; however, I am also concerned.

The concern is that on any given day in the province, there are at least 1000 patients receiving
health care in the hallways of our hospitals. At the same time, the wait time to access a bed in a
long-term care home is 146 days, and this can vary significantly depending on where you happen to
reside in Ontario.

There is much to be proud of within our health care system. There are examples of innovation, and
there are teams that are working seamlessly together to provide wrap-around services for patients
with complex needs. However, we've also come to understand that there are many barriers within
the system that just don't make sense.

This report is the first of a number of public reports the Council will provide to you in order to help
inform the future of health care in the province. The next report will contain a series of
recommendations, and will be solutions-focused. While each of the reports will contain our best
advice for you, these reports are also for the people of Ontario.

Our primary goal is to be transparent and accountable to the public while we consider the current
challenges and future needs of the health care system. Over the next three years, the public will be
able to track our progress and participate in our work. They will keep us accountable and help us
reach our goal. By doing our work well, the public will be able to see the improvement at their local
hospital and across the health care system.

Our objective ís to help ensure Ontarians have a health care system that has the right mix of health
care professionals, the right number of hospital and long-term care beds, and that care is available
when and where it's needed.

Tough decisions will be required to address the challenges facing our health care system, while we
continue to champion the health care professionals already leading great work in our communities.

A word of thanks to the Council Members - each of whom has brought a wealth of experience and
knowledge, enthusiasm and optimism to our discussions. I look forward to our continued
partnership in the years to come, and to turning the vision into reality for the people of Ontario.

Dr. Rueben Devlin, Cåøir
Premier's Council on lmproving Healthcare ond Ending Hallwoy Medicine

2
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Executive Summary

Hallway health care ís a significant problem in Ontario. The entire health care system is too
complicated to navigate, people are wa¡ting too long to receive care and too often are receiving

care in the wrong place; as a result, our hospitals are crowded.

The Premier's Council on lmproving Healthcare and Ending Hallway Medicine has been tasked

with providing advice to government on how to solve this problem and improve health

outcomes across the province.

This first report provides an overview of some of the key challenges contributing to hallway

health care, and identifies opportunities and emerging themes from the Council's initialwork -
including the potential to integrate health care and introduce technology solutions to build

strong and efficient community and hospital services, support better outcomes for patients,

and to fix the problem of hallway health care.

Key Findings

1. Patients and families are having difficulty navigating the health care system and are

waiting too long for care. This has a negative impact on their own health and on

provider and caregiver well-being.

2. The system is facing capacity pressures today, and it does not have the appropriate mix

of services, beds, or digital tools to be ready for the projected increase in complex care

needs and capacity pressures in the short and long-term.

3. There needs to be more effective coordination at both the system level, and at the
point-of-care. This could achieve better value (i.e. improved health outcomes)for
taxpayer money spent throughout the system. As currently designed, the health care

system does not always work efficiently.

Chapter 1: The Patient Experience

Patients and families are having a difficult time navigating the health care system. Ontarians

cannot always see theír primary care provider when they need to, wait times for some

procedures and access to specialists and community care are too long, and emergency

department use is increasing. A lack of early intervention and prevention is contributing to
more patients becoming ill. All of these challenges are connected to the problem of hallway

health care.

Chapter 2: Stress on Caregivers and Providers
Health care providers, family members, and friends are feeling the strain of a system that isn't

making caregiving easy. This leads to high levels of stress and places a heavy burden on

caregivers to act as advocates for timely and high-quality health care services.

3
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Chapter 3: Different Health Care Needs
There are more patients with complex needs and an increase in chronic issues that require
careful and coordinated management, like an aging population living longer with high rates of
dementia. Fair access to health care across the province continues to be a concern.

Chapter 4: lmmediate and Long-Term Capacity Pressures
Ontario does not have an adequate or appropriate mix of services and beds throughout its
health care system. This leads to capacity pressures on hospitals and long-term care homes.
Demographic projections indicate there will be additional strain on existing capacity in the near
future.

Chapter 5: Responsibility and Accountability in the System
Ontario's health care system is large. Responsibilityforcoordinating high-quality health care is
spread across many government agencies, organizations, and the Ministry with no clear point
of accountability to keep the focus on improving health outcomes for Ontarians. There is a
fundamental lack of clarity about which service provider should be providing what services to
patients and how to work together effectively. Ontario could be getting better value for the
money it currently spends on the health care system.

Opportunities for lmprovement
The health care system can make better use of available technology, and should aim to deliver
integrated and efficient services in all parts of the province. People have more access to digital
tools and information than ever before, and expectat¡ons for high-quality, efficient, and
integrated health care have changed.

Next Steps
The Council is working on a second report, which will include recommendations and advice for
government on how to remedy the problem of hallway health care in Ontario. Four key themes
have emerged through the Council's inítial work that will help guide the development of
detailed recommendations ín its next report:

L. A pressing need to integrate care around the patient and across providers in a way that
makes sense in each of our communities in the province, and improves health outcomes
for Ontarians.

2. Growing demand and opportunity to innovate in care delivery, particularly in the use of
virtual care, apps, and ensuring patients can access their own health data.

3. The potential for greater efficiency ín how we streamline and align system goals to
support high quality care.

4. The crítical role for a long-term plan so that we have right mix of health care
professionals, services, and beds to meet our changing health care needs.

4
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lntroduction

ln Ontario, there are many signs of a health care system under pressure. Patients are: waiting

longer than they should in overcrowded emergency departments, receiving health care in

hospital hallways, not able to access specialized post-acute hospital care, and unable to

transition out of hospital beds due to services not being available in the community.

Hospitals are an important poínt of intake into the health care system; however, too many

patients are going to hospitals for conditions that could be treated in prímary or communíty

care settings or prevented altogether. Overcrowding of the emergency department means

Ontarians whose care can only be provided in an emergency department are waiting longer to

access the health care they need, and are sometimes waitíng in unconventional locations - like

hallways. On an average day in 2018, there were approximately 1000 patients waiting for a

hospital bed in an unconventional space or emergency department stretcher.l Th¡s should not

happen.

The health care system is complex and hospitals receive patients from many different care

settings: from primary care (like family doctors or nurse practitioners), long-term care homes,

home and community care, mental health and addictions agencies, and from the emergency

department.

ln fact, the pathway through the health care system is often not a straight or simple line:

patients will move between care settings depending on the severity of needs or the kind of care

required at each stage of theír journey. At the same time, there are other patients who, with

just a little more help from a health care provider, could stay in their homes longer, avoid a vísit

to the emergency department, avoid hospital admission, and maintain their health and

independence.

We are seeing the results of a system under pressure in our hospital hallways; however,

hallway health care is a symptom of broader challenges facing Ontario's health care system.

We've heard from many Ontaríans that the health care system can do better, and that

accessing the high-quality health care that's available in Ontario should be a straight-forward

process.

Oftentimes, that's just not the case.

5
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lda and Sara's Story: Seareel, eold, and Ex.po-sed

lda, the caregiver for her elderly aunt 9ara, shares her experience spending two days in a

hallway of the emergency department at a hospital.

When lda called the ambulance to take her 94-year-old aunt Sara to
the hospital, she knew they would probably end up in a hallway. As

the main caregiver for Sara for more than 10 years, lda had
âccompãnled her to the hospltal emergency department ã few other
times and waited for care in a busy hallway, usually for eight or 10

hours.

This time, after beíng triaged by a nurse, Sara was wheeled in a

stretcher into a nearby hallway, where she joined three other patients
tucked against the walls of the brightly lit, high-traffic zone. Police

Auntsara were bringing in some people who were causing disturbances. "There
was a lot of yelling and cursing," lda says. "Sara became frightened because there was a police
officer there. lt made her really uncomfortable and scared. Even if she wanted to sleep, she
couldn't."

lda stayed up all night with Sara. She had a chair but it couldn't fit in front of the stretcher, so
she had to sit behind her, out of view of her frightened aunt. Nurses came by to ask questions
and do tests. The hallway was in a constant state of frenzied activity and noise.

"Sara was upset the whole time. lt was awful to watch. She couldn't figure out what was going
on, where she was, and whether she was in trouble because the police officer was there. She

kept telling me she was scared and why couldn't she be in a room on her own. She asked can I

turn the light out, can I have a sleeping pill."

Sara got very cold in the hallway, but the nurses were so busy that lda went in search of a
blanket herself. Sometimes Sara's lV pole would fall over and lda would have to fix it. A few
times, lda left to get some tea or go to the washroom and returned to find Sara lying
completely exposed to everyone passing by after her hospital gown and bedsheet slipped off.

The next morning, lda had to leave for a few hours to do some work and when she came back
she was shocked to see that Sara was still in the hallway. She stayed by her side through the
rest of the day, always afraid that if she left to get tea, that would be when the doctor arrived

Sara tossed and turned in the uncomfortable stretcher that she had occupied for the last 30
hours. Neither Sara nor lda had slept in two days. Later that day, doctors determined that Sara

would have to be admitted to the hospital. That evening, a hospital bed became available and
Sara was finally whisked out of the hallway where she had spent the last 48 hours.

Sara recovered in hospital, and recently moved into a seniors' residence

6
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Chapter 1: The Patient Experience

ln its first four months, the Council heard from over 340 patients, and a recurring theme from

their stories is what it feels like to wait for health care services in environments that don't
support rest or healing. Many patients described uncomfortably low levels of privacy in

emergency departments, and feeling a complete lack of dignity when telling their personal

stories and sharing their medical history with a health care provider in a hallway, where

everyone could hear. For some people, even something that should be simple - like helping
patients get to the washroom on time - was challenging under the current conditions.

What is Hallway Health Care?

Hallway health care is a term used when patients are waiting for a hospital bed in an

unconventional or unexpected location. This could be a hallway, or another space within a

health facility that was not designed for using the space in this particular way.

Hallway health care is measured by counting the number of people waiting for a hospital bed

overnight in an unconventional space or emergency department stretcher. That captures the

volume - or size - of the problem, but there are more things going on throughout the system

that are connected to hallway health care, like wait times for long-term care homes, that also

contribute to how well the system works.

, A high-performing health care system should have very few people waiting for a hospital bed if
they need one.

Navigation & Access to Health Care

The Council heard that patients and their families find it difficult to navigate the health care

system. For some, it's a matter of not being able to find timely health care, due to long wait-
tímes or inconvenient service hours. For others, it can be difficult to know where to go for the

right kind of care. For example, Ontarians often go to the emergency department with mental

health or addictions issues that could have been dealt with more quickly, and oftentimes more

appropriately, in primary care or community mental health and addictions agencies. By not

knowing how to access community services or waiting too long for a community service

because there are not enough of those services, many people reach a crisis point that leads

them to the emergency department.

Either way, it means people are ending up in emergency departments, waiting hours for care

that sometimes could have been more appropriately provided in a different care setting, or

avoided entirely by proactíve and preventative measures. These challenges with navigation and

timely access contribute to the problem of hallway health care because the way patients move

in and out of hospitals has a significant impact on the efficiency of the entire health care

system.

7
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Going to the emergency department for health care that could be provided somewhere else
happens frequently in Ontario, sometimes because it's the only health care setting that is open
24/7. According to the 2018 Health Care Experience Survey , AIYo of Ontarians who went to the
emergency department , and 93o/o who went to a walk-in clinic received care for a condition that
could have been treated by their primary care provider.2 Even though 94%o of Ontarians have a

family doctor or nurse practitioner,3 the data suggests that Ontarians are not always choosing
to use, or have timely access to the¡r primary care provider as the first access point to health
care.

While the health care system has evolved over the last 15-20 years, the emergency department
still remains one of the only health care settings open and available whenever people get sick
and need care. Additionalfocus on preventative measures, and effective engagement with
primary care providers could help reduce the inflow of patients to emergency departments and
hospitals, and contribute to reducing the problem of hallway health care.

Wait Times & Quality Care

ln general, visits to emergency departments across the province increased by about LLYo over
the last six years, to 5.9 million in 20L7 h9.a Th¡s increase in volume of visits to the emergency
department is just one contributing factor to the back-log across the sysLem, since not all visits
to the emergency department lead to hospitals admitting patients.

The current recommended target in Ontario - what the province expects from its hospitals - is

if a patient is to be admitted, to get the patient to an inpatient room and bed within 8 hours of
being seen in the emergency department.s However, in November 2018, only 34% of patients
admitted to hospital are admítted to an inpatient bed from the emergency department within
that 8 hour target.6,7

Furthermore, patients in Ontario who require admission to an inpatient bed are spending an
average of 16 hours in the emergency department before a bed becomes available, which is the
longest that wait has been in six years.s

"Half of parents who sought

help for mental health servíces

for their child said they faced

challenges ín getting the

services they needed,

primarily due to wait times."

- Children's Mental Health

Ontario (Novembe r 2017)

Waiting too long for health care isn't just a problem in
hospitals; wait times are also longer than they should
be in other parts of the health care system. For

example, the median wait time for long-term care
home placement in Ontario in fiscal year 20L7/78 was
146 days, and the median wait time for home care
was around six days for patients waiting at home.e,10

When Ontarians can access services and supports, the
data generally tells a positive story. For example,
survey results for home and community care show
high levels of client satisfaction:92% of respondents
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rated their overall experience as excellent, very good or good;11 however, long wait-times in
some parts of the system are a clear signal that the system isn't running as smoothly as it could.

Furthermore, the location of health care services also matters. For example, families desciibe

how complícated it can be to navigate pediatric health care services, and improving access to
high quality services closer to home would help families and patients.

ln addition to expecting health services to be available to Ontarians withín a reasonable time-
frame, the province also expects high-quality care to be provided in every care setting. One way

to improve access to care is to ensure people don't experience avoidable complications while

receiving treatment. For example, evidence shows that patients who get certain infections

while in hospital have a length of stay that is two weeks longer than it otherwise would have

been.12 These ínfections, which can be very costly to treat, may be avoided by following best

practices in care.

We intuitively know that a delay in accessing health care - whether it's waiting for a bed to
open up in the right care setting, for a diagnostic test, or for a referral to a specialist, means the

road to recovery is longer and possibly rougher than it needs to be.

Spotlight: Mental Health and Addictions and Hallway Health Care

The Council is concerned that patients are unable to access mental health and addiction

services when they are needed most. For example:

Approximately f. in 3 adults who went to the emergency department for mental health

and addictions care had not previously accessed physician-based care for their mental

i I I ness.13

There was a 72%increase in emergency department visits and a79% increase in in-

patient admissions for children and youth with mental health issues over the last 11

years.la

Access to health care at the appropriate place and time is crucial for patients with mental

health and addictions issues.

Most mental health and addictíons issues are more appropriately treated in the community;

however, long wait times for communíty treatment means sometimes patients' conditions

worsen as they sit in the queue, giving them no other option but to seek care through the

emergency department, and return home to continue to wait for services.

The re-admission rates for mental health and addictions issues is significantly higher than many

other health issues.ls

a

a
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Chelsea's Story: Setbacks and Recovery
604

Chelsea, a 29-year-old mother of two in Sudbury, struggled for
years fo access care for her anxiety, panic disorder and
depression.

The onset of Chelsea's significant mental health issues began with a

panic attack at age 22. "l didn't want to leave the house," Chelsea
says. "l didn't want to shower. lt just hurt to be alive. The pain is such
emotional agony that you just don't know what to do with yourself.
You feel alone and scared."

Chelseø

Desperate for help, Chelsea went to the emergency department at her local hospital multíple
times within a week, waiting for hours to see a doctor, and each time quickly sent home with
no resources or information about where to find help in the community.

Eventually, Chelsea received a prescription for anti-anxiety medication and anti-depressants.
She had never taken medication for her mental illness previously despite being diagnosed with
generalized anxiety disorder at age 12. The doctor at the hospital also referred her to
outpatient cognitive behaviouraltherapy, but there was a nine-month wait.

Chelsea tried to get her life back on track and was able to see a psychíatrist every three months
or so, but she never felt he really got know her, and he wasn't able to provide the care she
needed to recover.

A few years later, Chelsea's dad found the name of a psychotherapist and Chelsea began seeing
her every week, and at times three times a week when her symptoms worsened. The
psychotherapist really got to know Chelsea as a person and, for the first time, Chelsea felt like
she had compassionate care for her illness. "Whatever I needed, she was there," she says.

Chelsea says most people she talks to have very similar experiences to her with the mental
health systêm, lf not worse. "People don't know where to go, or what resources are available to
them," she says. "The system needs to be much more holistic, patient-centred, and recovery-
oriented." And she'd like to see more funding for mental health supports and other services like
structured psychotherapy. "lt can be difficult financially to pay for psychotherapy services and ít
can cost people thousands of dollars a year."

Now 29, Chelsea knows she will have to actively work on recovery but is feeling more confident
and stronger than ever in her ability to cope with and manage her illness.

10
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Among patients who received home care for six

months or longer, in the first half of 2017/L8,

approximately 26% had a primary family or friend

caregiver who experienced continued distress,

anger or depression in relation to their caregiving

role - this is up from about 2t%in the first half of

2OL2/L3.I6 This strain is also felt among some

personal support workers (PSWs). lt's difficult and

rewarding work, but scheduling can often be

unpredictable and can lead to a break-down in care

continuity for workers and home care clients.

Chapter 2: Stress on Caregivers and Providers

Perhaps one of the most troubling indicators that there is something wrong with our health

care system ís the strain that is being felt by family and friends who are caregivers of patients,

as well as some health care providers. There are clear indications throughout the system of

provider burnout, including staffing shortages in certain positions and parts of the province,

and high levels of stress.

"lt was difficult for my mother

who was suffering with

Alzheimer's to be in such a

confusing space for so long. We

had to stay with her all night to

make sure she was warm and

knew that someone was there

to care for her."

- Patient Survey Response

This stress on providers is also finding its way into hospitals and other health care settings. For

example, a study of four Ontario hospitals found that health care providers often experience

role overload (too many responsibilities and too little time), and that 59% of providers reported

high levels of stress.17

Solving hallway health care will not just be a matter of adding more beds to the system.

lncreasing capacity in the community, staffing levels, training, and support will play an

important role in building a high-functioning system that works for all Ontarians - including the

ones who work ín health care.

1"L
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The health care needs of OntarÍans are different than they were even a generation before, and

this is contributing to the problem of hallway health care. One example of how patient profiles

and health care needs are shifting is among residents in long-term care homes. These pat¡ents

have changed in recent years, in ways that make caring for them more complex. The typical
long-term care home resident in the province is over the age of 85, has chronic health care

conditions - like diabetes, high blood pressure, heart or circulatory diseases, and dementia -
and generally neecls extensíve help with personal care.18 Taken together, these conditions are

expected to put significant straín on health care resources.

Hospitals are also experiencing a shift in the health care needs among patients, including an

increase in patients admitted to general internal medicine. ln a study of seven hospital sites in

the Greater Toronto Area, it was found that general internal medicine patients accounted for
about 39% of emergency department admissions and roughly 24% of all hospital bed-days.

Additionally, those admitted into general internal medicine had a median number of 6 co-

existing conclitions, which means they require a lot of madical support and resources. 1s

ln general, there are more patients of all ages and abilities, with complex rehabilitation and

mental health and addictions needs who could benefit from additional support in the
community. Given the specific health care needs of an aging population, home care services are

now supporting an increasingfy complex client base that requires more assistance than before.
Although the province has invested significant resources in the past to helping Ontarians stay in

their home as they age, these patients are living longer and getting to the point now where
they are experíencing a decline in their ability to perform activities of daily living.

The Council is committed to ensuring that Ontarians are supported and empowered to live their
fullest life. lt is ¡mportant that our health care system contributes in a meaningful way to help

individuals - patients, and caregivers alike - to live well and to the best of their abilities. As the
population ages, and the profile of patients receiving home and community services changes,

the system must respond and provide the right level of support in the right location to achieve

these goals.
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Spotlight Fair Access to Health Care

With technological advances, medical breakthroughs, and an increased awareness among the

general population about how to live a healthy lifestyle - there's some good news - the

average life expectancy in Ontario has increased across most of the province.20

Unfortunately, health outcomes do not look the same everywhere in Ontario. For example,

there are geographic, socio-economic, and sex differences in mortality rates across the

province, which is just one way to measure the health of a population.2l

Another example of where there is still more work to be done to improve health outcomes is in

Ontario's north. ln northern communities, the average life expectancy is lower than the rest of

the province and people living there are more likely to die prematurely due to circulatory

disease, respiratory disease, and suicide.22

As the Council continues íts work and develops recommendations to help improve health

outcomes and solve the problem of hallway health care in Ontario, it will consider the unique

health care needs and cultural considerations of distinct populations in the province, including,

Indigenous people and French-speaking individuals.

Chapter 4: lmmediate and Long-Term Capac¡ty Pressures

Capacity pressures are also contributing to the problem of hallway health care in Ontario. There

are several causes to the capacity challenge:

1. Ontario may not have the appropriate number of hospital, or long-term care

beds to meet the health needs of the population;

2. There is insufficient capacity ín community care systems - like home care and

mental health and addictions care - to prevent people from needing to go to

hospital and to enable them to return home from hospital quickly; and,

3. The province is not using the beds across the system as effectively as possible.

ln practice, this means that there are people across the province who are spending time in

hospital beds because they can't access other options for health care'

t3
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Waiting for Care in the Wrong Spot: Understanding Alternate Level of
Care (ALC)

A common approach for measuring the appropriate use of space for patients is by tracking the
number of patients who require an 'Alternate Level of Care.' When a patient is occupyíng a bed
in a hospital and does not require the intensity of resources or services provided, the patient is
designated as requiring an alternate level of care.

ALC rates and volumes are just one way to measure how effectively the health care system is
flowing patients through to different care settings. lt is a designation that refers to patients
who remain in hospital although they no longer require hospital-level care.

A high-performing health care system would have a low ALC rate, which would mean that
patients are receivíng appropriate care for their needs in the right setting.

There are many patients in Ontario who are waiting in the wrong place in the system, and who
require an alternate levelof care (ALC). Forexample, in OctoberZOLS, almost L6%of days in
hospital were spent by patients tlrat were waiting for care in another setting.z3 This rate is high,
and it is also increasing despite investments in more beds across the system. As of November
2018, there were approximately 4,665 patients designated as requiring an ALC.24 This

represents a 4Yo increase in absolute volumes compared to the year before.2s

ln addition to being high, the ALC rate is different depending on where you are in the province,

and can change depending on the time ofyear. As of October 2018, the range ofALC rates
across Ontario was between 5% and 34%- with some challenges more pronounced in the
northern part of the province and in the Greater Toronto Area.26

There are many examples of people waiting for health care in the wrong spot across the system
that could benefit from a different kind of support. For example, over 9% of people designated
as requiring an ALC who have been waiting more than 30 days are people who have specialized
mental health needs 27 who could be served - with appropriate supports - in supportive
housing rather than hospital beds.

Another area where we can see the direct impact of capacity pressures is in how difficult it can
be to fínd space in long-terrn care homes. The largest proportion of cumulatíve ALC days
(province-wide), are currently attributed to patients waíting to be discharged to long-term care
(59%).28 This means that people are waiting too long in hospítals before movíng to an open bed
in a long-term care home. This is in part due to the fact that long-term care homes are currently
at98% capacity, with roughly 78,9LA resídents in 627long-term care homes across the

t4
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province, and also because community supports are not expanding fast enough.2s For example,

a 2Ot7 Canadian lnstitute for Health lnformatíon report found that in Canada more than 20% of

seniors admitted to residential care could remain at home with appropriate supports;

furthermore, seniors assessed in hospital are substantially more likely to be admitted to

residential care than those assessed in the community.30 The mis-match of capacity, demand,

and use of services is one of the main pressure points facing the health care system,

contributing to hallway health care.

Population Aging & Health Care Services

According to population projections, Ontario's senior population (individuals 65+) is expected

to almost double lrom 2.4 million, or almost L7% of the population in 2017 to 4.6 million, or

almost 25%by 2O4I.3L As an example of what it means for health care servíces, consider that

76% of seniors (aged 75+) who require care are currently receiving care at home. To maintain

that ratio, the system would need to provide home care servicestogT,!94 more clients.32

Population growth by age group,2OtT to 2O4!
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One of the challenges associated with an aging population is an associated rise in the number of

patients with dementía. Close to 228,000 Ontarians are currently living with dementia, and this

number will grow to over 43O,OO0 by 2038.33 Dementia ís one of the leading causes of

dependency and disability among seniors, and caregiving responsibilities for an individual with

dementia can have a significant impact on family and friends'
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Between 2008 and 2038, dementia will cost Ontario close to $325 billion.34This includes health
care and other costs, including lost wages, or out-of-pocket expenses by people with dementia
or their care partners. Approximalely 64% of residents in long-term care homes have
dementia.3s Some long-term care homes cannot care for additional residents with dementia
since the numbers are already so high - which can delay admission and cause additional strain
on families looking for support.

And while we focus on the rising number of seniors requiring different health care services, it is
also important to note that in the next twenty years there will be more than 560,000 more
children (0-18 years of age) in Ontario.36 Proactive and early health care interventions will help
these children have better lives, and will help reduce health care costs over their lifetime.

Social Determinants of Health

The social determinants of health are the economic and social factors that impact our health.
They play a critical long-term role in health care, particularly for those suffering from chronic
conditions. Having a job, eating healthy food and having a safe place to sleep are foundations to
good health.

Population Growth & Health Care Services

ln addition to the anticipated growth among the aging population, Ontario's general population
is also growing larger. Demographic projections suggest that the province will see an increase in

its population by roughly 30%by 2041.37

This population growth will not occur evenly across the province, which will have an impact on
how the health care system plans to handle this future growth, and where it allocates its
limited resources to address the anticipated increase in demand for services.

ln particular, projections suggest that the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) will be the fastest
growing region of the province. By the year 204L, the GTA's population is expected to grow by
4t% or by approximately 2.8 million people compared to the year 20L7. Similarly, population
growth will be slower in certain parts of the province, which will impact the system in different
ways. 38

lf no action is taken, these demographic changes will significantly impact the availability of
health care in the province. With no additional capacity created - or no other effíciencies in the
system found -the hospital bed rate in Ontario willdecline from approximately 222 beds per
100,000 people in 2018 to approximately 173 beds per 100,000 people in204L3s
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The projections are more concerning for the long-term care bed rate, which is projected to

decline trom72 beds per 1,000 people aged 75 or older to 29 beds per 1,000 people aged 75 or

older by 2041. This is a total decline in the long-term care bed rate of about 60%, or the

equivalent of 48,000 bed closures by 2041 if nothing is done.ao

Simply addíng more beds to the system will not solve the problem of hallway health care. For

example, community mental health and addictions services, as well as community rehabilitation

services are two areas where additional access to services could help relieve some of the

pressures causing hallway health care.

Given the current pressures on capacity and the implications of future demographic shifts, the
Council will be looking for innovative solutions to remove unnecessary barriers preventing

Ontarians from receiving culturally appropriate, timely, and fair access to health care.

Chapter 5: Responsibility and Accountability in Health Care

The final factor contributing to hallway health care is the lack of integration throughout the

provision of health care services in Ontario. There are barriers to true integration across

different care settings in the province. For example, Ontario's current health care system can

be characterized as decentralized, large, and siloed, and it can be difficult at times to know who

is responsible and accountable for ensuring Ontarians have access to high-value health care.

This is in part due tothe size of the system. There are currently 2l health-related government

agencies supporting the design and delivery of health care in Ontario. Many of these agencies

were created to tackle specific problems, support research, or to establish qualíty standards

and metrics to help the system as it matured. However, these agencies are not always well-

aligned and there is limited strategic oversight to ensure the efficient and coordinated use of

resources.
"There is such a gap in the

transítions of care...the interest
ís not on the patíent, but on

each individual health service
provider's own uníque budget
and strategic objectives. Why
does each agency have their

own administration as opposed
to a truly regional or provincial

coordinated system?"

- Patient Survey Response

ln additíon to being over-sized, the system is also

decentralized. Of the S54.68 in provincial health care

expenditures, the majority of this funding is allocated

by the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care to

transfer payment recipients.al Similar to other systems

across the country, Ontario's Ministry does not

directly provide health care - it pays other people to

deliver services to clients. However, the financial

incentives and funding models used to pay health care
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providers to coordinate and deliver services need to be appropriately aligned, otherwise the
system won't work the way it needs to.

Decentralization can also contribute to duplication in processes and procedures, which can slow
down access to health care services. One example of duplication in the health care system is in

the assessment process. Approximately Lt% of time spent on care coordination is used to
conduct assessments and re-assessments for community and home care services.a2

Assessrnents are also done by service providers and hospitals, while primary care providers

often have detailed and up-to-date patient records that could be used to inform care planning

and delivery, and prevent patients from having to repeat their stories.

"The staff have all been kind
and professional...the negative

issue would be the constant
need to provide basic

infornration like address, date
of birth, medications, family
doctor, allergies, and nrore. lt
is very frustrating for a senior

to be asked the same
questions."

- Patient Survey Response

ln additíon to barriers to informatíon sharing, some of
the unnecessary duplication in the assessment process is

driven by the separation between the coordinator role

and front-line care. These kinds of system-design issues

have a real impact on patients, since it is not always clear

which service provider is responsible for delivering care.

It is also important to remember that the delivery of
children's health care is different from adults. The

current system does not recognize this very well, and

children receive health care in even more settings, líke

schools, primary care, home and community care, and

of course with their families. Patients and health care professionals alike are frustrated by the
lack of communication between professionals, health care organizations, and patients. This lack

of coordination and duplication in some roles and functions is costing the system in both time
and money, and may not always translate into getting patients access to the care they need.

Stronger lines of accountability would help make the health care system more efficient, and

also help ensure Ontario gets a greater value for what it currently spends on health care.

Currently, the government spends about 42 cents of every tax dollar on health care.a3 Although

this is the lowest per capita spend on health care compared to other provinces and territories,
the system could work smarter and use this same amount of money to achieve better health

outcomes.4 When compared to similar countries in the world, Canada generally spends more

on health care, but scores lower on some key performance indicators. as With performance

based incentives that link investments to outcomes, Ontario could shift the focus of health care

spending to high-value, instead of high-cost. W¡th clearer lines of responsibility and

accountability in the health care system, Ontario could move towards strengthening the entire

system and solve the problem of hallway health care.
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Randy's Story: The Big Picture

Randy, a retiree from Pickering, says patients like himself could
benefit from a comprehensive electronic health record that
covers the entire health journey.

Whenever Randy sees a new doctor, he carries a chart he designed

himself. Across the page, a line that looks like a heartbeat tells the
story of his health over time. When the line spikes up, it pinpoints a

serious illness or health emergency at a specific age. There's a

concussion and broken nose in his younger years, and more recently,

two cases of deep vein thrombosis and an atrial flutter.
Randy

Randy has recovered well from his most recent emergency, though he's on blood thinners and

is watchful for signs of other illness. While thinking about past health events that he should

follow up on, he realized that while all his doctors might have dífferent records that, together,

would create a complete history of his care, he didn't have one himself.

So, he made the chart based on memory. Without the complete picture, patients are left with
fragments, he says. "There are just too many sectors, too many contact points. The onus comes

back to the patient or caregiver to put pen to paper or make some history of this."

Overall, Randy ís quite happy with the care he's had - he gave the hospital that fíxed his atrial

flutter a five-star review on Tríp Advisor. But he would like hospitals and physicians to give

patients more access to digital records so that they can take the next steps on their health care

journey. Health care is a shared responsibility, he points out, and patients can't adjust their
behaviour if they don't have the information readily available.

Randy already knows how he would use broader records - he would check on the most
pressing things, like his heart health, and review conditions that might need attention, and

share some of the genetically important ínformation wíth his grown children, so they can ask

their doctors the right questions. "lf we want to look in and see our data, we can. lf we don't
feel comfortable, wait. To me, it should be a choice, but avaílable."

"The system has different metrics on me but none of them have the full story."
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Digital & Modern Health Care

Ontario's health care system has room for improvement when it comes to using technology as a

tool to help coordinate and deliver services, and improve outcomes for patients. As the Council

continues its work, it will make a focused effort to consider technology solutions to help

improve health outcomes for patients across the province. This could look ffke new
partnerships to deliver specific services or to help support the integration of care at the local

level. This could also look like identifying options for integrated health information systems that
would help facilitate smooth transfers between care settings.

According to the 2018 Health Care Experience Survey, only 16% of Ontarians could make an

appointment with their health care provider by email or on a website. Perhaps even more

surprising, is that less than 1% of appointments that year were conducted virtually in Ontario.a6

This is just one example of how Ontario could be doing a better job connecting patients with
care. As Ontario's health care costs are projected to rise more closely with aging demographícs

than inflation it will be more important than ever to explore how adopting technology might

help bend the cost curve and unlock potential savings.

Accessing health care doesn't have to be complicated, and the Council will be looking for ways

for patients and families to be able to connect easily with a truly integrated health care system

lntegrated Health Care Delivery

The Council is also interested in providing advice that could help inform how health care is

delivered in Ontario. lntegrated health care has the potential to involve the full continuum of
health care services, and connect all health care providers and care settings into one seamless

partnership motivated by a common goal: providing wrap-around services to patients and

improving health outcomes. This includes considering the impact of the social determinants of
health, and providing more proactive health care interventions.
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What is lntegrated Health Qare?
lntegrated health care means different things to different people - and may look like a new way

of accessíng care withín your community. lntegrated health care is motivated by one main goal:

providíng coordinated, wrap-around health care services to patients.

lntegrated health care means the system doesn't act as a barrier to providing timely health care

services to patients. lt means that your home care services are working in complete partnership

with your local hospital and primary care providers to make sure that everything is ready to go

at home once you or your loved one has been discharged.

There are already examples of integrated health care working across the province. The Council

will be looking for innovative solutions to support leaders and pioneers in integrated health

care, and will consider how to scale up these initiatives so that everyone can benefit from co-

ordinated care. This could include thinking about the roles and functions of health

professionals, and reconsidering how to streamline certain functions, like care-coordination.

The Council may also provide advice on how Ontario could introduce innovative payment and

accountability mechanisms to ensure alignment with service provision and government

objectives - including pat¡ent self-determination.

Efficiency in the System

Simply adding more hospital or long-term care beds to the system will not solve the problem of

hallway health care in Ontario. The Council will consider strategies that include prevention,

early intervention, and evidence-based programs that improve health outcomes, and will look

at best-practices in Ontario and in other jurisdictions across the world as it develops advice for

government.

The Council will ensure recommendations included in its next report will address a balance of
both short and long-term needs across the health care system, make the system more efficient

for patients, providers, and caregivers, and ultimately help set Ontario up for success in the

years to come.
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ln its second report, the Council willfocus on providing recommendations that will help the
system deliver better health care in the province.

Four key themes have emerged through the Council's initial work that will help guide the
development of detailed recommendations in its next report:

L. A pressing need to integrate care around the patient and across providers in a way that
makes sense in each of our communities in the province, and improves health outcomes
for Ontarians.

2. Growing demand and opportunity to innovate in care delivery, particularly in the use of
virtual care, apps, and ensuring patients can access their own health data"

3. The potential for greater efficiency in how we streamline and align system goals to
support high quality care.

4. The critical role for a long-term plan so that we have right mix of health care
professionals, services, and beds to meet our changing health care needs.

We want to hear from you!

The Council will be shifting its attention to developing advice for the government on how to fix
the problem of hallway health care. The second report will be released in Spring 2019.

Our focus over the next few months will be on identifying innovative, affordable, and evidence-
based solutions that willwork in Ontario. As we work with you, and health care professionals

across the system to develop these recommendations, we will also be giving careful
consideration to how to measure our progress on this work. Our intention is for you to track
our progress and help keep us accountable as we continue to think about how to improve
health care in Ontario.

We wíll also be on the road holding engagement sessions across the province to make sure the
recommendations we develop will work in your community. lf we don't get to meet you in
person, you can also find us online.

How to reach us : hallwavhealth ca re@ontario. ca
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Dr. Rueben Devlin
Special Advisor and Chair of the Premier's Council on lmproving

Healthcare and Ending Hallway Medicine

An orthopaedic surgeon, Dr. Devlin completed his medical school and

residency training at the University of Toronto. During Dr. Devlin's 17

years practicing in Newmarket, he held senior hospital positions,

including Chief of Surgery and Chair of the Medical Advisory

Committee.

Subsequently Dr. Devlin served as the President and Chief Executive Officer of Humber River

Hospital in Toronto from 1999 to 2016. Humber River Hospital is one of Canada's largest

regionalacute care hospitals, serving a catchment area of more than 850,000 people in the

northwest GTA. As the CEO of Humber River Hospital he not only led the operational

transformation of the hospital, Dr. Devlin was also responsible for the vision and

implementation of North America's first fully digital hospital

Dr. Devlin has a record of successfully developing and implementing corporate strategic plans

at the highest levels of health care and taking bold steps to use innovation and technology to
directly impact patient access care, and satisfaction

Dr. Devlin was appointed as Special Advisor and Chair of the Premier's Councíl on lmproving

Health Care and Ending Hallway Medicine in June 2Ot8.

Adalsteinn Brown

Adalsteinn (Steini) Brown is the Dean of the Dalla Lana School of
Public Health at the University of Toronto. Previous experience

includes senior leadership in policy and strategy in the Ontario
government, founding roles in start-up companies, and global work on

how to measure performance ín health care. He studied government

at Harvard University and Public Health at the University of Oxford.
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Connie Clerici is a seasoned executive with a long history of leading
large teams through Canada's complex and highly regulated health
care environment. She is the founder and the Executive Chair of
Closing the Gap Healthcare, an organization that focuses resources on
the advancement of innovations and on building and supporting a

high-quality, publicly-funded health care system that is sustainable for
Canadians.

Ms. Clerici's passion is to help those most in need in society, and to accept full accountability
for doing so. Her requirement that ethics and compassion accompany sound business practices
was founded on her early career experiences, including being responsible for moving severely
disabled children out of institutional care at the Christopher Robin Home for Children in Ajax
and into the community in the L980s, and her work with Rose Cherry's Home for Kids (now the
Darling Home for Kids).

Ms. Clerici is a life-long learner, participating in extensive training in leadership and business at
a variety of business schools and universities. She is currently a board member or advisor for
numerorls public and private organizations, an Adjunct Lecturer at the University of Toronto's
lnstitute of Health Policy, Management and Evaluation, a leader in the lvey Business School
supporting entrepreneurism and the co-chair of Health euality Ontario,s euality Standards
Committee.

Barb Collins

Barb collins was appointed the President and chief Executive officer
of Humber River Hospital on July 1, 20L6. Ms. Collins is a Registered
Nurse, with an MBA from Queens University in Kingston, Ontario. She
has more than 40 years' experience in acute care hospitals, including
nursíng in lntensive Care, Operating Room and the Emergency
Department, and has managed Support and Facilities Services.

Prior to assuming her current responsibilities as President and CEO,
Ms. Collins served as the Humber River Hospital's Chief Operating Officer. As COO, she was the
senior Executíve Lead for Humber River Hospital's redevelopment project, overseeing the
design, construction and activation of the new Humber River Hospital. This 656 bed, 1.8M
square-foot acute care facility provided Humber with a unique opportunity to optimize design,
incorporate technology and reinvent processes to deliver more effective and efficient patient-
centered care, supported by some of the world's finest medical technology.

Humber River Hospital has been recognized as North America's first fully digital hospital. That
journey continues with the opening of the first Hospital Command Centre in the world focused
on both patient flow and high reliability patient care. Most recently Humber River introduced a
Humanoid Robot, yet another step in transformational care.
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Michael Decter

Michael B. Decter is the President and Chief Executive Officer of LDIC

lnc. Currently he is also Chair of Medavie Blue Cross, Board Member of
Blue Cross Life and Auto Sector Retiree Health Care Trust and

Chancellor of Brandon University.

Previously, Mr. Decter served as Deputy Minister of Health for
Ontario, Cabinet Secretary in the Government of Manitoba and Chair

of the Health Council of Canada.

Mr. Decter is a graduate of Harvard University with a major in economics. He ís also the author

of three health books, Healing Medicare, Four Strong Winds and Navigating Canado's Health

Cdre, co-authored with Francesca Grosso.

Dr. Suzanne Fil¡on

Dr. Filion is an experienced clinical psychologist and change leader

with an ardent commitment to public and community servíce. She

obtained her PhD in Psychology from the Université de Montréal and

her master's degree in Education from the University of Ottawa. She

also holds a Mental Health Law certificate from the Osgoode Hall Law

School at York University.

As past director of the Mental Health and Addictions (MHA) program

at the Hawkesbury and District General Hospital (HGH), Dr. Filion deployed over 15 innovative

community programs in MHA to improve access to services and increase efficiency. She is

currently Vice-President of Development and lntegration at HGH and President and CEO of her

own private practice in Eastern Ontarío. Dr. Filion has taught at the Uníversity of Ottawa and

Saint Paul University.

Nationally, she is known for her work in psychologicaltrauma and with minority groups. ln

recognition of her outstanding achievements in the fields of mental health and addictíons

during more than 25 years, Dr. Filion recently received the Canadian PsychologicalAssociation

Award for Distinguished Contributions to Public or Community Service.
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Dr. Lisa Habermehl

Dr. Habermehl is a ruralfamily physician living in Northwestern
Ontario. She is currently practicing in Red Lake where, over the better
part of two decades, she has provided care in a variety of settíngs,
íncluding long-term care, clinic, hospital and the emergency room.

Dr. Haberrnehl has been a faeillty member sf the Nsrthem-Ontan'e
School of Medicine since early in its inception and is currently an

Assistant Professor, mentoring medical students and residents as they expand their knowledge
of medicine while immersed in ruralcommunities.

She was previously Chair of the Rural Expert Panel at the Ontario Medical Association, whose
mandate is to advocate for an equitable health system for rural physicians and patients.

Dr. Habermehl completed her residency in family medicine at Family Medicíne North in
Thunder Ba¡ upon graduation from the Universíty of Western Ontario. She has since received
her Fellowship in Family Medicine from the College of Family Physicians of Canada.

Peter Harris

Peter Harris Q,C. has a varied legal background in tax matters and
general corporate advice. His tax practice places some emphasis on
tax litigation, cross border and international transactions and he has
províded tax and business counsel to some of Canada's major
industrial and financial institutions.

Mr. Harris has been a special advísor to the Canada Revenue and the
federal Department of Finance and has acted as an advisor to the

Ontario Government with respect to various financial matters. Mr. Harris is currently on the
board of the Central West LHIN.

Apart from his income tax practice Mr. Harris has served on the boards of directors of Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited, the Ontarío Sports Centre (Chair), Director of Toronto General &
Headwaters Hospital (Chair). Mr. Harris is currently the Chair of the Chamber of Commerce
Taxation and Economics Committee.
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Dr. Gillian Kernaghan

Dr. Kernaghan was appointed the President and Chief Executive

Officer of St. Joseph's Health Care London (St. Joseph's) in 2010. St,

Joseph's is a multi-sited, academic health care organization serving

London and regíon.

Prior to assuming this role, Dr. Kernaghan served for t7 years as the

Vice President, Medícal for various hospitals in London and led the

medical staff during complex restructuring in which four hospitals

merged to form St. Joseph's. Through this restructuring and various program transfers between

organízations, the roles of the London hospitals dramatically changed. ln 1984, Dr. Kernaghan

joined the medical staff of St. Joseph's, Parkwood Hospital and London Health Sciences Centre

as a family physician. She completed her residency at St. Joseph's Hospital in 1984 upon

graduation from Western University and was awarded her Fellowship in 2000.

Gillian currently serves on the Ontario Hospital Association Board, the Council of Academic

Hospitals of Ontarío Executive and Council and is the Chair of the Board of the Catholic Health

Association of Ontario. She served as the Co-Chair of CHLNet from 20L4-2018 and as President

of the Canadian Society of Physician Executives for 20IO-2OL2.

Dr. Jack Kitts

Dr. Jack Kitts is President and Chief Executive Officer of The Ottawa

Hospital. Dr. Kitts received his medical degree from the University of
Ottawa in 1980 and completed specialty training in anesthesia in 1987.

He spent one year as a research fellow at the University of California ín

San Francisco.

Dr. Kitts then joined the medical staff at the Ottawa Civic Hospital as

an anesthesiologist and Research Director for the Department of
Anesthesia. ln 1995 he was appointed Chief of Anesthesia at the Ottawa Civic Hospital and

Associate Professor at the University of Ottawa. ln 1998, Dr. Kitts was appointed Vice-President

of Medical Affairs and led the medical staff during a complex restructuring in which three

hospitals and five large programs were merged into The Ottawa Hospital.
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Kimberly Moran is dedicated to improving the lives of children and
youth with a focus on strengthening health care policy, systems and
patient outcomes in Canada and internationally. Her passion for
improving the delivery of child and youth mental health treatment
runs deep and is rooted in her family's lived experience with mental
health as a mother of a daughter who became seriously ill.

Ms. Moran is currently Chief Executive Officer of Children's Mental
Health Ontario, representing the province's largest provlder of child and youth mental health
services, supporting 120,000 children, youth and their families. She serves on the board of the
Canadian Mental Health Association Toronto, and previously contributed to the North York
General Hospítal and SIM-one Simulation Healthcare Network boards.

Ms. Moran brings more than thirty years of senior leadership experience in the private and not-
for-profit sectors. She is also a Chartered Professional Accountant which underlies her passion
for developing effective and affordable health care systems.

Prior to CMHO, she held positions as Special Advísor to the Dean of the Faculty of Medicine,
University of Toronto, Acting CEO and Chief Operating Officer at UNICEF Canada, and senior
finance positions with TD Bank and Ernst & Young.

Davld Murray

David Murray is Executive Director of Northwest Health Alliance
(NWHA). Mr. Murray has had a long and distinguished career in health
care administration spanning many years and multiple organizations
and sectors.

Before joining the NWHA, Mr. Murray was the Chief Executive Officer
of Sioux Lookout Meno-Ya-Win Health Centre for seven years. Mr.
Murray has also served as the CEO of the Waterloo Wellington

Commuhity Care Access Centre (CCAC), the CEO of the North East LHIN, President and CEO of
the nationally recognized Group Health Centre in Sault Ste. Marie, and CEO of the Kenora Rainy
River CCAC.

Mr. Murray has an Honours Bachelor of Commerce, MBA and designations in CBNA, CHE.
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Dr. Richard Reznick

Dr. Reznick is the Dean of the Faculty of Health Sciences at Queen's
University and a professor in the Department of Surgery. He is also

Chief Executive Officer of the Southeastern Ontario Academic Medical

Organization.

Shirlee Sharkey

Shirlee Sharkey is the President and Chief Executive Officer of SE

Health. Under Ms. Sharkey's leadership, the social enterprise has

enjoyed exponential growth and expansion, and facilitated

transformative solutions in areas such as lndigenous health, end of life

care, and caregiver wellness and support. Today, SE Health delivers

20,000 care exchanges daily through its team of 9,000 leaders and

professionals.

Active in public service, Ms. Sharkey is the current Chair of Excellence Canada, and a board

member of the C.D. Howe lnstitute and the Canadian Frailty Network.

Academically, she is cross-appointed to the University of Toronto's Lawrence S. Bloomberg

Faculty of Nursing and the lnstitute of Health Policy, Management and Evaluation as an adjunct

professor.

ln 2OL7 , Ms. Sharkey was presented with an honourary Doctor of Laws degree from the

University of Ontario lnstitute of Technology for her breakthrough leadership in community-

based health care.
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News Release

Ontario's Government for the People to Break
Down Barriers to Better Patient Care
Renewed, connected and sustainable health care system will
reduce hallway health care by focusing resources on patient needs

February 26,2019 9:00 A.M. I Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care

TORONTO - Today, Christine Elliott, Deputy Premier and Minister of Health and Long-Term Care,

delivered the Government of Ontario's long-term plan to fix and strengthen the public health care

system by focusing directly on the needs of Ontario's patients and families.

"The people of Ontario deserve a connected health care system that puts their needs first," said

Elliott. "At the same time the people of Ontario deserve peace of mind that this system is

sustainable and accessible for all patients and their families, regardless of where you live, how much

you make, or the kind of care you require."

Ontario's new plan would improve access to services and patient experience by:

. Organizing health care providers to work as one coordinated team, focused on patients

and specific local needs. Patients would experience easy transitions from one health

provider to another (for example, between hospitals and home care providers, with

one patient story, one patient record and one care plan).

. Providing patients, families and caregivers help in navigating the public health care

syslem,2417.

. lntegrating multiple provincial agencies and specialized provincial programs into a

single agency to provide a central point of accountability and oversight for the health

care system. This would improve clinical guidance and support for providers and

enable better quality care for patients.

. lmproving access to secure digital tools, including online health records and virtual

care options for patients - a 21st-century approach to health care.

"lf we expect real improvements that patients will experience first-hand, we must better coordinate

the public health care system, so it is organized around people's needs and outcomes. This will

a
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628
enable local teams of health care providers to know and understand each patient's needs and
provide the appropriate. high-qualityr connected care Ontarians expeet and deserve," said Elliott.

Ontario's renewed pat¡ent-centric approach is paired with historic investments in long-term care for
seniors and improved mental health and addictions services for families. Ontario is investing $3.8

billion over 10 years to establish a comprehensive and connected system for mental health and
addictions treatment, and adding 15,000 new long-term care beds over five years and 30,000 beds
over 1 0 years.

"Our government is taking a comprehensive, pragmatic approach to addressing the public health
care system," said Elliott. "By relentlessly focusing on patient experience, and on better connected
care, we will reduce wait times and end hallway health care. Ontarians can be confident that there
will be a sustainable health care system for them when and where they need it."

Quick Facts

' The government intends to introduce legislation that would, if passed, support the
establishment of local Ontario Health Teams that connect health care providers and
services around patients and families, and integrate multiple existing provincial
agencies into a single health agency - Ontario Health.

' The entire process will be seamlessly phased in to ensure that Ontarians can continue
to contact their health care providers as usual throughout the transition process.

' The government has consulted with patients, families, nurses, doctors and others who
provide direct pat¡ent care, including the Premier's Council on lmproving Healthcare
and Ending Hallway Medicine and its working groups, the Minister's Patient and Family
Advisory Council, and health system and academic experts.

. Ontario currently has a large network of provincial and regional agencies, clinical
oversight bodies and 1,800 health service provider organizations. This creates
confusion for both patients and providers trying to navigate the health care system.

Backgrou nd I nformation

Buildine a Connected Public Health Care System for the Patient

Minister Christine Elliott's remarks for the announcement of The people's
Health Care Act. 2019

Additional Resources

a
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629. Readthe Premier'sCouncil report: Hallway Health Care: A System Under Strain

' Ontario's plan to build a connected public health care system. Learn more.

Media Contacts

Media Line
Tol l-free: 1 -888-41 4-477 4
media.moh@ontario.ca
GTA: 416-314-6197

For public inquiries call ServiceOntario
(Toll-free in Ontario only)
1-866-532-3161

David Jensen
Communicat¡ons Branch
media.moh@ontarío.ca
4"t6-314-6197

Hayley Chazan
Deputy Premier & Minister of Health and Long-
Term Care's Office
hayley.chazan@ontario.ca
416-726-9941
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Building a Connected Public Health Gare System for the Patient
February 26,2019 9:00 A.M.

Ontario has world-class health care services provided by some of the best health care workers

However, over time the province's health system has become fractured and disconnected, and

as a result patients have been left to suffer on wait lists and navigate the system on their own.

The government is making necessary changes now to address these issues and build a

connected, sustainable public health care system that will improve access to care and centre it

on the needs of the patient.

The government is transforming the public health care system to improve patient experience

and strengthen local services.This means that patients and families will have access to better

and more connected services, and will wait less for these services. They will not have to stay in

beds in hospital hallways or be left to navigate between providers on their own.

When care is funded in silos, care ends up being delivered in silos. When providers are asked

to partner to work together as one connected team, care will be integrated. Integrated care

looks at the whole person, not just the illness. lt means patients and their caregivers will have

someone to call to help them navigate the system, to answer questions and to understand their

circumstances. Health care providers will be accountable for the patients they serve and will

partner to effectively coordinate their care.

Ontario Health Teams

Ontario Health Teams are a new way of organizing and delivering services for patients. Local

health care providers will be empowered to work as a connected team, taking on the work of

easing transitions for patients across the continuum of care. Ontario Health Teams will be

responsible for delivering all of the care for their patients, understanding their health care

history and needs, and directly connecting them to the different types of care they need.

Patients would have help in navigating the public health care system 2417.These teams would

support continuous access to care and smooth transitions as patients move between one

provider to another, and receive care in different locations or health care settings. Over time,
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Ontario Health Teams would provide seamless access to various types of health services,

which could include:

631. Primary care
. Hospitals
. Home and community care
. Palliative care
. Residential longterm care
. Mental health and addictions

Ontario Health Teams will be funded and held accountable for improving patient experience and

people's health.

As Ontario Health Teams are established, people will continue to be able to choose who

provides their care and will have more care choices available through technology. With

safeguards in place to protect personal health information, patients will also have an option to

securely access digital health services, such as having access to their electronic health records

and virtual care options for patients.

Care providers will also benefit from the expansion of digital tools, enabling them to more

quickly and comprehensively access the information they need, such as specialist advice and

clinical supports.

Ontario Health Teams will be established in phases across the province. More information on

how providers can become an Ontario Health Team will be made available in early March.

Ontario Health Teams will focus on existing local health care providers partnering or working

together to provide coordinated care, or teams of providers serving a specialized patient

population such as specialty pediatric or patients with complex health needs. Health care

providers can participate in a readiness assessment process to become an Ontario Health

Team in their specific geographical area. There will be an ongoing process to support

interested groups to become an Ontario Health Team.

Ontario Health

There are multiple provincial agencies that offer clinical guidance, evaluation, public information

and health sector analysis. Many of these agencies have established world-class standards that

the government is seeking to replicate and amplify across the health system. Each of these

agencies also has a full senior management team and back office support, and over time some

of this work has become duplicative. To achieve true integrated and coordinated care, Ontario is

proposing to streamline the important work of these health agencies so it can be performed



more effectively and collaboratively, provide more value for tax dollars and enable people to

work together instead of in silos.

The government will introduce legislation that, if passed, will consolidate multiple health care

agencies and organizations within a single agency - Ontario Health. Ontario Health will oversee

health care delivery,and improve clinical guidance and provide support for providers to enable

better quality care for patients.

Establishing a single accountable Ontario Health agency would enable:

Expansion of the current exceptional clinical guidance and qualíty improvement practices
in existing agencies into other critical areas of the health care sector.
Application of current best-in-class models to parts of the health sector historically left
behind (such as mental health supports).
Consistent oversight of high quality health care delivery across Ontario, including a more
efficient approach to coordinating health care services for patients, improving the patient
experience and enabling innovation.
Advancement of digital first approaches to health care, such as virtual care, and
improving the integration and efficiency of digital health assets across the entire health
system, which would support more evidence-based advice on delivering health services
and clinical care.
Clear accountability for monitoring and evaluating the quality of health care services, and
providing clinical leadership, consistent clinical guidance, knowledge sharing and
support for health care providers.
More efficient use of public health care dollars by eliminating duplicative back office
infrastructure and administration.

lf the legislation is passed, the consolidation of agencies and provincial services and programs

into the Ontario Health agency would be implemented over a number of years. The

organizations which would be slated for transition include:

. Cancer Care Ontario

. Health Quality Ontario
o eHealth Ontario
. Trillium Gift of Life Network
. Health Shared Services Ontario
. HealthForce Ontario Marketing and Recruitment Agency
. Local health integration networks

The 14 local health integration networks and their functions would be reorganized.

This transition would roll out in phases to ensure the continuity of patient care

The government would also improve patient care and respect health care dollars by

establishing a single province-wide supply chain management model for the entire health care

sector. Providers and patients will also be engaged on the procurement of medical products and

services to help ensure the ones being used are delivering the best patient outcomes.
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Ongoing engagement with patient and caregivers: a permanent Patient and Family Advisory

Council 633
The Minister's Patient and Family Advisory eouneilwill also be turned into a permanent advisory

body. This Council provides advice on key health care priorities that have an impact on patient

care and experience, and drive meaningful changes to provincial health care planning,

programs and policies. The creation of a permanent Council will ensure the

government partners with patients to gain critical insights into how they experience the health

care system and reflect those insights in decision making.

Information for patients

As the province begins work to build a health care system centred around patients, Ontarians

will continue as usual to contact their health care providers directly to get the services they

need.

Contact information for health care services remains the same:

. Contact and visit your doctor, nurse practitioner, community health centre, family health
team or Aboriginal health access centre as the first step for your day{o-day health care
needs.

. For medical emergencies, call 911 or go to the emergency department.

. To get health care support, 24 hours a day and 7 days a week, callTelehealth Ontario
toll free at 1-866-797-0000 or tollfree TTY at 1-866-797-0007.

. Home and community care: contact your care coordinator for any questions about your
care. For information about the services in your local community and referrals call 310-
2222 (English) or 310-2272 (French), no area code is required.

. For information on community-based mental health and addictions services, call Connex
Ontario at 1-866-531-2600 or Kids Help Phone at 1-800-668-6868.

LEARN II'IORE

Read the Premier's Council report: Hallwav Health Care: Svstem Under Strain
Ontario's plan to build a connected public health care system. Learn more.
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For public inquiries call ServiceOntario (Toll-free in Ontario only)
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Hayley Chazan Deputy Premier & Minister of Health and Long-Term
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hayley.chazan@ontario.ca
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634
Ontario's Government for the People to Break Down Barriers to getter

Patient Care
Renewed, connected and sustainable health care system will reduce hallway health

care by focusing resources on patíent needs
February 26,2019 9:00 A.M.

TORONTO - Today, Christine Elliott, Deputy Premier and Minister of Health and Long-Term

Care, delivered the Government of Ontario's long-term plan to fix and strengthen the public

health care system by focusing directly on the needs of Ontario's patients and families.

"The people of Ontario deserve a connected health care system that puts their needs first," said

Elliott. "At the same time the people of Ontario deserve peace of mind that this system is

sustainable and accessible for all patients and their families, regardless of where you live, how

much you make, or the kind of care you require."

Ontario's new plan would improve access to services and patient experience by

Organizing health care providers to work as one coordinated team, focused on patients
and specific local needs. Patients would experience easy transitions from one health
provider to another (for example, between hospitals and home care providers, with one
patient story, one patient record and one care plan).
Providing patients, families and caregivers help in navigating the public health care
system,2417 .

lntegrating multiple provincial agencies and specialized provincial programs into a single
agency to provide a central point of accountability and oversight for the health care
system. This would improve clinical guidance and support for providers and enable
better quality care for patients.
lmproving access to secure digitaltools, including online health records and virtual care
options for patients - a 21st-century approach to health care.

"lf we expect real improvements that patients will experience first-hand, we must better

coordinate the public health care system, so it is organized around people's needs and

outcomes. This will enable local teams of health care providers to know and understand each

patient's needs and provide the appropriate, high-quality connected care Ontarians expect and

deserve," said Elliott.

Ontario's renewed patient-centric approach is paired with historic investments in long-term care

for seniors and improved mental health and addictions services for families. Ontario is investing

$3.8 billion over 10 years to establish a comprehensive and connected system for mental health
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and addictions treatment, and adding 15,000 new long-term care beds over five years and

30,000 beds over 10 years. 635
"Our government is taking a comprehensive, pragmatie appr"oach to addressing the public

health care system," said Elliott. "By relentlessly focusing on patient experience, and on better

connected care, we will reduce wait times and end hallway health care. Ontarians can be

confident that there will be a sustainable health care system for them when and where they

need it."

QUICK FACTS

The government intends to introduce legislation that would, if passed, support the
establishment of local Ontario Health Teams that connect health care providers and
services around patients and families, and integrate multiple existing provincial agencies
into a single health agency - Ontario Health.
The entire process will be seamlessly phased in to ensure that Ontarians can continue to
contact their health care providers as usual throughout the transition process.
The government has consulted with patients, families, nurses, doctors and others who
provide direct patient care, including the Premier's Council on lmproving Healthcare and
Ending Hallway Medicine and its working groups, the Minister's Patient and Family
Advisory Council, and health system and academic experts.
Ontario currently has a large network of provincial and regional agencies, clinical
oversight bodies and 1,800 health service provider organizations. This creates confusion
for both patients and providers trying to navigate the health care system.

LEARN MORE

. Read the Premier's Council report: Hallwav Health Care: A Svstem Under Strain. Ontario's plan to build a connected public health care system. Learn more.
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David Jensen Communications Branch
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Subject: FW: Building a Connected Public Health Care System for the Patient

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Tuesday, February 26,zOLg L2:O7 PM

To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Subject: FW: Building a Connected Public Health Care System for the Patient

Exec and Council.

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

From: Mckelvey, Stephen (MOHLTC) [mailto:Stephen.Mckelvev@ontario.ca] On Behalf Of Elliott,
Christine (MOHLTC)

Sent: Tuesday, February 26,2OL9 12:01 PM

Cc: Brazil l, La u rel ( MOH LTC) <La u rel. Brazil I @onta rio.ca>

Subject: Building a Connected Public Health Care System for the Patient

To: Health Care Partners
From: Christine Elliott, Deputy Premier and Minister of Health and Long-Term Care,
RE: Building a Connected Public Health Care System for the Patient

As you know, our government was elected on a clear mandate to put people at the
centre of government. This has been the guiding pr¡nciple as I have spent the last
number of months meeting with patients, families, nurses, doctors and the people who
plan and work on the front lines of our health care system.

We currently have a system where too many patients are on waiting lists, more than
1,000 patients are rece¡ving care in hallways every day and the average wait time to
access a bed in a long-term care home is 146 days. Patients and families are finding it
difficult to navigate the health care system and are waiting too long for care. ln addition,
the health care system is facing capacity pressures today, and it does not have the right
mix of services, beds, or digital tools to be ready for a growing and aging population
with more complex care needs.

The people of Ontario deserve better. Our health care teams deserve better. We
must do better.

That is why I am proud to say that we are moving fonrvard with a plan to build a
modern, sustainable and connected public health care system that is finally
centered around the patient, and redirect money to front-line services - where it
belongs - to improve patient experience, and provide bettern connected care and
capturing better value for our health dollars.
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We are going to build a public health care system where patients and families will have
access to faster, better and more connected services. A system where family doctors,
hospitals and home and community care providers work together as a team. Where
within these teams, providers can communicate directly back and forth with each other
to create a seamless care experience for patients and their families. A. system where
patients are supported when transitioning from one health care service to another. A
system that truly puts the patient at the centre of care, where and when it's needed.
Transforming the health system will take time, but we will continue to listen to the
people who plan and work on the front lines as we implement our public health care
strategy.

637
Over the coming weeks and months, you can expect us to show continued progress on
some of the other portions of our plan. We will endeavor to keep our partners apprised
of these and other significant milestones as we continue to implement our plan for
building a connected and sustainable public health care system.

However, to begin this process, we invite you to participate in a webinar where I will
welcome you to join our Deputy Minister and our Ministry to discuss our plan. The
details are as follows:

Date:
Time:
Webcast Link:

Tuesday, February 26, 2019
1:45 - 2:30 p.m.
vvcnetwork. calM O H LTCstakeholdenuebcast

Should you have any questions about the webinar or our plan, please feel free to
contact Laurel Brazill, Director of Stakeholder Relations at laurel.brazill@ontario.ca

Sincerely,

The Hon. Christine Elliott
Deputy Premier and Minister of Health and Long-Term Care
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RE

Minbtry of Health
and Long-Term Gare

Office of the Deputy Minister

Hepburn Block, 10ü Floor
80 Grosvenor Street
Toronto ON M7A 1R3
Tel.: 416 327-4300
Fax: 416 326-1570

M¡nistère dê la Santé
et des Soins de longue durée

Bureau du sous-ministre

Édifice Hepburn, 10" étage
80, rue Grosvenor
Toronto ON M7A 1R3
Té1.: 416327-4300
Téléc. : 416 326-1570

Ontar¡o

February 26,2019

FROM: Helen Angus
Deputy Minister
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care

Letter from Deputy Minister, Helen Angus, Regarding
Connecting Care in Ontario

Today, Christine Elliott, Deputy Premier and Minister of Health and Long-Term Care,
delivered the Government of Ontario's long-term plan to fix and strengthen the public health
care system by focusing directly on the needs of Ontario's patients and families.

The key focus of Ontario's transformative plan is improving the patient experience and
enabling better connected public health care.

The government intends to introduce legislation that would, if passed, support the
establishment of local Ontario Health Teams that connect health care providers and
services around patients and families, and integrate existing multiple provincial agenc¡es
into a single health agency - Ontario Health.

Under the new Ontario Health Teams delivery model, health care providers will work as one
coordinated team - focusing on the needs of patients at a local level, so people can more
easily navigate the system and experience simple transitions from one service provider to
another.

When Ontario Health Teams are established, people's choice of providers would remain but
they would also have more available care options through technology. As well, with
safeguards in place to protect personal health information, patients would have an option to
securely access digital health services, such as having access to their electronic health
records and virtual care options for patients.

I have seen many projects across the province that have started integration processes and I

am confident that many of you, as dedicated care providers and planners, would see a role
in better connecting health care for your local communities.

To help achieve an improved experience for both patients and health care providers and
planners, the government would integrate multiple provincial agencies and specialized
provincial programs into a single agency - Ontario Health. This agency would act as a
central point of accountability and oversight of the province's public health care system.
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The continuity of patient care remains the top priority. This is why this transition would be
done carefully and rollout in phases.

We will continue to work as we are currently doing and you can continue to reach out to
your ministry representative and/or key contact.

We will make sure to provide regular communication during this transformation
through the ontario.ca/connectedcare page and through emails. I invite you to sign
up to receive regular email updates at Gonnected Gare Updates

I am inviting you to a webcast later today, where ministry leaders and lwill discuss
this health care system announcement.

Date: Tuesday, February 26, 2019

Time: 1:45 - 2:30 p.m.

Webcast Link: wcnetwork.calMOHlTCstakeholderwebcasU

The video of this webcast will be posted online if you are not able to attend.

The changes ahead of us are significant but necessary to build a modern, sustainable
system that is organized around people's needs and outcomes. I would like to take this
opportunity to acknowledge and thank you for your ongoing professionalism and the
excellent work you have been doing, which we truly rely on.

I look forward to working together to improve our health care system and to give each and
every Ontarian the high quality care they deserve.

Helen Angus

'14-075
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Subject: FW: Bill 74, "The People's Health Care Act, 2019"

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Wednesday, February 27,20L9 7:35 AM

To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Cc: David Starmer <drstarmer@gmail.com>; President <President@cco.on.ca>; Liz Anderson-Peacock

<drliz@bellnet.ca>
Subject: FW: Bill 74,"The People's Health Care Act, 2OL9"

Exec and Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

From: bakennv@reeulatedhealthprofessions.on.ca [mailto:bakennv@reeulatedhealthprofessions.on.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, February 27,20L9 6:52 AM
To: ba ken nv@ regulated hea lth professio ns.on.ca

Cc:'Richard Steinecke' <rsteinecke@sml-law.com>
Subject: Bill74, "The People's Health Care Act, 2019"

HiAII:

The following has been provided by FHRCO's legal counsel Richard Steinecke as an overview of Bill 74,

"The People's Health Care Act,2079', introduced yesterday. As Richard notes, it's "a developing story"
with certainly more to follow.

Take care!
Beth Ann

On Tuesday, February 26,2OL9, the Ontario Government announced plans to implement a significant
restructuring of the provision of health care services in Ontario. The move was billed as a centralization
of 20 agencies into one body called Ontario Health that will include the 14 LHlNs, and:

Cancer Care Ontario.

eHealth Ontario.

Trillium Gift of Life Network.

Health Sha red Services.

Health Quality Ontario.

HealthForce Ontario Marketing and Recruitment Agency
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However, the plan also envisions decentralization in the form of 30-50 provider groups each providing
coordinated care to about 300,000 persons each on average. The government is anticipating health care
providers (likely anchored by at least one hospital) will make proposals that will be accepted by the
government.

Details are scarce and so the impact on RHPA Colleges is unclear at this time. The most likely sources of
impact are:

t. the push to finally develop centralized electronic health records for patients,

2. competition with Ontario Health as to who sets standards of practice,

3. competition as to who provides quality assurance, and

4. overlap between Ontario Health's investigative powers (re quality of care provided) and the
investigative and disciplinary power of RHPA Colleges.

For more information you can view the following

1. Two detailed summaries in the Toronto Star:

https://www.thestar.com/politics/provincial/2019/02l26lmassive-health-care-overhaul-called-

bigeest-cha nse-si nce-medica re. htm I a nd

https://www.thestar.com/politics/provincial/2019/02l25lnew-ontario-health-aeencv-would-

overha ul-disconnected-medica l-svstem-m i nister-savs.htm I

2. A summary on CBC: https://www.cbc.calnews/canada/toronto/dous-ford-ontario-health-super-

asencv-lhin-cancer-ca re-1.5032830

3. The Ontario Government Newsroom release:

https://news.ontario.calmohltc/en/2019/02lontarios-sovernment-for-the-people-to-break-

down-ba rrie rs-to-bette r-patie nt-

care.html?utm source=ondemand&utm medium=email&utm campaign=p

4. The enabling legislation: https://www.ola.orelsites/default/files/node-
files/bi I l/document/pdf/2019/2019-02/b074 e. pdf . (See also

https://www.olo.ora/en/leaislotive-business/bills/porliament-42/session-7/bill-74#Sched78 for
poge where link to pdf is located.)

This is a developing story.

Richard

Richard Steinecke
Counsel
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SML
Steinecke Maciura leBlanc

Tel: 416.626.6897 | Fax: 4L6.59t.7867 | Email: rsteinecke@sml-law.com

401 Bay Street, Su¡te 2308, P.O. Box 23

Toronto, ON M5H 2Y4

Tel: 416,599.2200
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The Ford government will create a

central agency called Ontario Health

to oversee the province's $60-billion
health-care system, CBC News has

learned.

The super-agency - to be unveiled

Tuesday by Health Minister Christine

Elliott - will be formed by dissolving

the L4 Local Health Integration

Networks (LHINs)and merging their

duties with those of six provincial

health agencies, including Cancer Care Ontario and eHealth Ontario,

according to senior government sources.

CBC News was first to reveal the health-system merger plans with a

report in January on the government's intention to dissolve the

LHINs. Since then, leaked documents obtained by the NDP, including

draft legislation, revealed more about the changes the government

was considering.

The sources say the six agencies that will be consolidated under

Ontario Health, in addition to the l-4 LHINS, are:

Cancer Care Ontario.
O 2019 lvlicrosoft
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Ford government creating'Ontario Health' super-agency: sources

eHealth Ontario.

Trillium Gift of Life Network.

Health Shared Services.

Health Quality Ontario.

HealthForce Ontario Marketing and Recruitment Agency.

The government sources would not provide a target date for
dissolving these agencies and creating Ontario Health, but "it will take
time," one said.

"We're going to implement this on a timeline that ensures the patient
experience is protected," said the source, who was granted anonymity
to provide advance details of the government's announcement.

O Chris Young/Canadian Press Chris Younglcanad¡an Press

Elliott will also unveil details of her plans to encourage hospitals, long-
term care facilities, home-care agencies and other health service
providers to form "integrated care entities."

The plan is that each newly formed grouping would receive a single
block of funding and work together to deliver a range of health-care
services, according to sources in the health sector.

The sources say the new Ontario Health super-agency will ask health
providers to make proposals for forming the groups, rather than
forcing them together.
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In theory, these groups would be responsible for the integration of
care, helping each patient navigate between hospital and community-

based care.

"You would have a home base for care and it would be

the responsibility of the group to make sure you are routed through

the system with ease," said a source in the health system with

knowledge of the reforms.

What remains to be seen is what role family doctors will play in the

groups, if any.

o shutterstock shutterstock

One of the leaked sets of documents said these would be called

"MyCare Groups," but multiple sources both in government and in the

health sector tell CBC News that the MyCare name is being dropped.

One source says they will instead be dubbed "Ontario Health Teams."

On Monday, Elliott spoke to reporters at Queen's Park, and while she

acknowledged she would be announcing her health restructuring

plans, she did not reveal details.

"It's going to significantly reduce hallway medicine by making sure

that people find the care that they need," Elliott said.

"This is something that we have thought about long and hard." she

added.

"What we really need to do is focus our health-care system on the

patient. That's what the centre of all of this is about, is to make sure

that patients' needs are considered and thought of first and foremost."

NDP Leader Andrea Honr¡ath said Monday she is worried that the

super-agency model will allow for contracting of health services to the

private sector.

The looming changes as well as complaints the previous government

failed to tackle the hospital overcrowding problem have the Liberals

on the defensive.

"I'm not going to say that we solved everything," said interim Liberal

Leader John Fraser.

"Anyone who tells you that they've got the solution to health care,

they're not being truthful with you, because it's constant work," he

said.
O 2019 Microsoft
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Ontario notifies OPP of health bill leak
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TORONTO - Ontario has identified a public servant responsible for
leaking government health-care documents to the Opposition and has

notified the provincial police.

A memo circulated today to the public sector says the person is no

longer employed.

That comes as the NDP today released a second set of confidential

documents relating to the government's health-care transformation

pla¡s.
\

The New Democrats say the documents show a plan to create a health

"super agency" is final, despite the health minister saying proposed

changes to the system are still being drafted.

The NDP will not say how they obtained today's documents, which

appear to be government presentations, but they said last week that

draft health-care legislation was delivered to their offices in a manila

envelope.

The documents also reference outsourcíng services such as

laboratories - many of which are already privately run - inspections,

and the province's air ambulance servíce.

They also say a new model of "integrated care delivery" is being

created, called MyCare groups, and the NDP say those groups would

be given power to contract out front-line health care to private, for-

profit entities.
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Health Minister Christine Elliott has said her plan to transform the
health-care system isn't final yet, but will not include two-tier care.
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Ontario government considers creatlon of health super
agency; NDP warns of privatization 649
By Allison Jones The Canadian Press

Dr. Reuben Devlin, an advisor to Doug Ford has submitted a report that says roughly 1,000
patients are being treated in hospital hallways due to a Iack of beds to accommodate them.
Travis Danraj is joined by Dr. Devlin on what has been outlined in his report.

TORONTO - A leaked draft bill revealed Thursday by the New Democrats shows the Ontario government is

considering creating a "super agency" to manage health-care services in the province as part of a

transformation the Opposition says could open the door to privatization.

Health Minister Christine Elliott said the leaked document was an early draft, but repeatedly refused to rule

out further heatth system privatization by the Progressive Conservative government.

"We are committed to our public health-care system," she said at a hastily called news conference.

"The way the system operates now is a mixture...but what we want to do is make sure that as we develop

our transformational strategy we are looking at strengthening the public part of the system."

READ MORE: Get patients out of the hospital hallways, says Ontario hospital union

The "super agency," according to the draft bill, would be in charge of managing health service needs across

Ontario, health system operational management and co-ordination, quality improvement, knowledge

dissemination, patient relations, digital health and activities relating to tissue donation and transplants.

It would allow the government to transfer "all or part of the assets, liabilities, rights and obligations" of

organizations including any local health integration network, Cancer Care Ontario, eHealth Ontario and the

Trillium Gift of Life Network to the super agency.

The section that NDP Leader Andrea Hon¡vath warned would lead to privatization says that the super agency

"may designate a person or entity, or a group of persons or entities, as an integrated care delivery system" as

long as they have the ability to deliver at least two types of health services, including hospital, primary care,

home care or long-term care services.

"lf there was any doubt that this government is committed to massive privatization in health care, that doubt

vanishes with this bill," Honruath said. "lf (Premier) Doug Ford plows ahead with this health-care privatization

bill he has got one hell of a fight on his hands."

Elliott said Horuvath's interpretation of that section was incorrect, but she would not say what it is actually

intended to do.

VIDEO: Ontario government introduces new measures to address hospital overcrowding

https://globalnews.calnews/4909791/ontario-hospital-hallway-medecine/ 1t3
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"She got pretty much everything wrong," Elliott said. "We will have more to say about our transformat¡onal

strategy in due course, but for the purposes of today it's important to remember it's not all finalized. What

was seen was a draft."

The leak came as the premier's spec¡al adviser on health care released a report saying that "tough

decisions" will be required to address hospital overcrowding, which sees at least 1,000 people treated in the

hallways of the province's hospitals on any given day.

The report by adviser Dr. Rueben Devlin and the premier's councilon improving health care touched on the

current 21 health-related government agencies that support the design and delivery of health care in the

province.

Ontario's health-care system can be characterized as decentralized, large and siloed, the report said. The

agencies are not always well-aligned "and there is limited strategic oversight to ensure the efficient and co-

ordinated use of resources," it said.

VIDEO: Draft bill leaked shows Ontario government considering health'super agency'. Travis Dhanrai

reports.

READ MORE: Ontario government announces $90M to address hospital overcrowding

Devlin's next report is set to contain a series of recommendations, but some themes identified in the first

document included a greater need for innovation and efficiency to decrease hospital overcrowding.

"Tough decisions will be required to address the challenges facing our health-care system, while we continue

to champion the health-care professionals already leading great work in our communities," Devlin wrote in

the report.

Eliminating hallway health care will require dealing with other areas where people get treatment, Devlin said.

VIDEO: Ontario Health Coalition warns of hospital amalgamation consequences

"Hallway medicine is not a hospital issue, it's a systems issue," he said in an interview. "We know that we

need to improve on primary care, we need to improve on access to long-term care, better home care and a

realfocus on mental health and addictions."

A government health-care survey found that 41 per cent of people who went to the emergency department

could have been treated by their primary care doctor, and just one-third of hospital patients are admitted to

an in-patient bed from the ER within the eight-hour target.

The report defines hallway beds as those in hallways, emergency department stretchers or other

unconventional spaces such as alcoves that are not properly equipped to treat patients, Devlin said.

READ MORE: Pressure on Ontario to 'cut the cuts' on hospital funding

In October, almost 16 per cent of days spent in hospital were by patients waiting for care elsewhere. The

largest proportion of that was people waiting to be transferred to long-term care, the report said, where the

average wait time to access a bed is 146 days.

650
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Natalie Mehra of the Ontario Health Coalition said claiming that those patients wa¡ting for other spaces are

blocking beds is a partial explanation, at best, and Ontario needs more hospital beds.

"What happens in Ontario's overcrowded hospitals is that all the beds in the wards are full because so many

beds have been closed down," she said.
651
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Ontario health m¡nister downplays
conf¡dential draft b¡ll that would create
tsuper agencyt and allow more
privatization
By ROB FERGUSON Queen's Park Bureau

AND THERESA BOYLE Health Reporter

Thu., Jan. 3t ,2019

Ontario Health Minister Christine Elliott is accusing NDP Leader Andrea Horwath of "crying

wolf'following the leak of a confidential draft bill that would establish a health care o'super

agency'' to create "efficiencies" in the system and empower the Ford government to privatize

more services.

"This is a very early draft of legislation," Elliott said Thursday. "It's not been finalized."
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653

Dr. Rueben Devlin, who was asked by Premier Doug Ford to look into Ontario's

health-care system, discusses his first report on end¡ng hallway medicine in the
province on Jan. 3i, zo1g. (ANDREW FRANCIS WALLACT / TORONTO STAR)

The new "super agenc¡/'to oversee health care was first revealed by the Star on Jan. 17, with
sources saying the intent is to improve services for patients by streamlining and integrating
the vast system, and putting agencies such as Cancer Care Ontario under one layer of control.

"If there was âny doubt that this government is committed to massive privatization in health

care that doubt vanishes with this bi11," NDP Leader Andrea Horwath said after her staff
released a draft copy of the Health system EfficiencyAct, 2OL9, obtained Wednesday

evening.

Elliott acknowledged the health system needs "transformative change" and said "the status

quo is not acceptable," pointing to the 32,OO0 Ontarians on waiting lists for long-term care

beds and the more than I,OOO patients being treated in hallways daily because of hospital

overcrowding.

"'We will have more to say about our transformational strategy in due course," she told
reporters, saying "the health system was built for bureaucracy, not for patients."

Have your say
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, I Yes - it sounds like it would be efficient.

, i No - itwill open up to privatization.

' I Not sure - we have yet to see the official plan.
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Elliott would not reveal whether the plan will lead to more privatized delivery of health-care

services, but said "what people receive now is through OHIP and that will continue."

The bill is marked "confidential" and contains notes from staff involved in writing it. There is

no specific date on the document.

Horwath said the legislation makes a "sham" of Ford health-care czar Dr. Rueben Devlin's

consultations with patients and the health-care sector. Those consultations have the goal of
providing recommendations this spring to improve the system and eliminate "hallway
medicine."

Devlin's first report was released Thursday, with the orthopedic surgeon and retired
president of Humber River Hospital noting the complex health-care system is "difficult" for
patients to navigate and pointing to the need to make treatment paths smoother.

'nVhile the Ford government is publicly pretending to consult on health care, in the
backroom legislation designed to privatize our health-care system has already been drawn
up," Honvath said.

Dr. DanyaalRaza, a Toronto family doctor and chair of Canadian Doctors for Medicare, said

the draft legislation makes him wonder how serious the government is about seeking advice

from Devlin, a former president of the Progressive Conservative party and a member of
Ford's campaignteam last spring.

"It seems this government's mind is alreadymade up."

Under the draft bill, the super agency would have the powers to "designate" providers of
integrated care providing a mix of at least two of the following: hospital care, primary care,

mental health, addictions, home care,long-term care, and palliative care.

Horwath said this opens the door to private corporations, with Ford "friends and...insiders

reaping the profits."
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Also under the draft bill, Elliott would be given the power to dissolve Cancer Care Ontario,

eHealth Ontario, the Ontario Health Quality Council, Trillium Gift of Life Network, anylocal

health integration network, the HealthForce Ontario marketing and recruitment agency and

"anyotherprescribed organization." 655
A cabinet d.ocument obtained by the Star in January suggested such agencres wouru be

blended into the nerñ¡ super agency.

In terms of funding the bill would give Elliott the power to "consider whether to adjust the

funding (of the super agency) to take into account a portion of the savings from efficiencies...

in the previous fiscal year and that the super agencyproposes to spend on patient care in

subsequent fiscal years."

That could mean "reckless cuts," Horwath warned. Ford promised during the election not to

cut health-care spending, but to find efficiencies as his government cuts atotal of $6 billion

spending on the way to eliminating annual deficits.

Elliott said at her news conference that the government "is committed to building a health-

care system centred around the patient and redirecting money to front-line services...

capturing b etter value for our health dollars."

A source told the Star an official announcement on the super agency, which the legislation

says will have a l5-memberboard of directors, is expected in late February.

Liberal MPP Mitzie Hunter said it's time for the Ford government "to come clean and tell

Ontarians what the true agenda is."

In an interviewwith the Star earlier Thursday, Devlin was asked about the prospect of a

super agency and said there are "barriers in the system with regard to the agencies," which

have been under reviewbYElliott.

'nVhen people say they couldn't navigate the system well, it's that when you leave one part of

the system and go to the other, it's like you have to jump over a hurdle."

He cited the example of a patient being discharged from hospital, needing home care and

getting it without a time lag or hassles.

"The ideal situation is you are discharged from hospital and driving home you get a call on

your cellphone saying, 'this is home care calling, what time would you like me to be there

today.'That's what I want. I want things to be seamless."

Rob Ferguson is a Toronto-based reporter covering Ontario politics. Follow him on Twitter: @robfergusont
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Thursday's report by Dr. Rueben Devlin, chair of Premier Doug Ford's

council on improving health care and ending hallway medicine,

succinctly describes a major and long-standing problem with

Ontario's health care system.

It starts with a lack of long-term care facilities for patients who can no

longer live at home.

Because there aren't enough long-term care beds, many patients who

require them occupy acute care beds in hospitals across the province,

because there's no where else for them to go.

The average wait time for being transferred to a long-term care facility

is 146 days.
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They're called "bed-blockers," which is unfair because it's not their

fault there aren't enough long-term care beds in the system to which
tL^.. ^^.^ t^ +-^^-4^--^^l
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Due to the backlog of these patients in acute care hospitals, the

hospitals don't have enough beds to treat patients admitted through

their emergency wards.

As a result, at least 1,000 patients a day across Ontario are being

treated in hospital hallways.

patients wait in the hallway at the overcrowded Queensway-carleton Hospital in ottawa in

2016. (Errol McG¡hon/Postmed¡a)

Only 35o/o are assigned a hospital bed within the recommended time

frame of eight hours following admission.

Meanwhile, 47o/o ol patients who go to hospital emergency rooms for

treatment could be treated by a family doctor.

Mentally ill patients also often end up in emergency rooms in acute

distress because they can't access appropriate care in the

community.

Part of the problem, the report says, is that there's too much

government bureaucracy presiding over health care - 2I agencies

that don't communicate with each other effectively, making it harder

for patients to access timely and appropriate care.
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0ntario health-care system 'too complicated to navigate'

Hours after Devlin's report was made public, NDP leader Andrew

Horwath released a leaked copy of a draft government bill to create a

super-agency overseeing Ontario's health care system, which she said

means the Ford government intends to privatize more health care

services.

Health Minister Christine Elliott wouldn't comment on the bill's

specifics, except to say the Progressive Conservatives are committed

to improving the public health care system.

What the Devlin report clearly shows - there will be a follow-up report

in the spring recommending reforms - is that the status quo in health

care is not an option.
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And coming from the Conservatives makes it even more confusing

how this is a good idea.
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Matthew Wilson

One th¡ng that could help us regarding financing health care is to mandate

that anyone visiling our county have health coverage so they are not a

burden and would end health tourism.
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Janet Wríghl

Liberal Eric Hoskins drove Ontario's health care system into the ground lt

will not recover overn¡ght. NDP latest media release offers
fearmongering...not productive. Yes, cuts will have to made. Cuts to

dupl¡cat¡on of service and red tape will afford Ontar¡o a better health care

system.
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to th¡s site home media tech tab for more detail thank you .

I¿+* COPY THIS WEBSITE I¿J*

HERE - + - - Www.Dailyearn3.com@

Don't include this +"@"e in web link THANKS

Like Reply'2d' Edited

Richard Burns

Benjamin David Sure sounds like a larger even more bloated system

doesn't it?

Benjamin David

Every government for a generation played their part with healthcare,

besides Ms Elliott didn't really answer Ms Horwath's allegations so

what are we to think when private sector loving Tories are ¡n charge.

Liko.Reply'3d

Dennis Clarence

Riyaj Khan Riyaj Khan FU

L¡ke.Reply.2d

James Turcott

Benjamin Dav¡d 1 ) you're the buffoon,2)nobody cares what hogwart

says.

Like.Reply. 1.2d

Show'1 morê reply in th¡s thread

James Turcott

Just start by eliminating the useless LHlNS...

Like . Reply ' 2' 2d

f T::::ji!io 
"u.,"," 

wi' accomprish that

Like'Reply 2d

iltÇl pat ooyre
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\!/nothins more . lt's o¡sgust¡ng what the real Canada has beåme.Corrupt

bankrupt and broken I

Like' Reply' 2d

Share
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f I steve oittman

-. -! The health care system has been diagnosed and found to have stage 4
I J 

terminal 
""n.ar. 

Th" gou"mous tumor has sprêad throughout the sy3tcn

and surgery will not help. The patient should be allowed to pass away quietly'

Ðudley Oufart

I would love to see â study with real honest numbers âbout individual health

care users .. ie who, age, how long they have been in Canada, services

used, location, cost, contribut¡on to the'system'($$), etc etc. They have the

numbers and all the info because YOU must have a health care card to

recieve servicêsl They won't because it would SHOCK the country! But .. WE

have right to know the datal

L¡ke.Reply l'2d

Like.Rsply. 1 '3d

John Prayêrs

The biggest problem with the health syatem? Nobody knows or

understands how much procedure costs are and what the private

secror bills the public sector for.

ln the tlS if you say hurt your knee rJoing something, and yotl need

sr¡tgery, you proce.ss a cjaim with yollr instlrance get a claim number

with a fixed dollar allotment.

From there you have to then shop medical facilities to get the

attention you need with the dollars you now hâve. Here's the

kicker......American hosp¡tals have menus with pr¡cing for procedure!

So THEY must be transparent to be affordablel

Here we hâve none of thê above. We have free health care so why

worry how much r¡ght?

WRONG!... See More

Like'Rsply' 1 3d

Jamês Donaldson

Angrêa HooMrath is at it again. Screaming at the top of her shrill annoying

voica but saying nothing.

Like. Reply ' 2d

Wâlt Knox

Watch the unions, communists and socialist go behind closed doors where

there will be much weeping and gnashing of teeth. They will then bombard

us w¡th a doomsday warning and point to the the US model of health care.

What they can't seem lo do is to get their heads out of their butts and look

beyond the US such as Australia and Europe, especially SwiÞerland and

Swedenl

L¡ke.Reply' 1'2d'Edlted
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Ontario cons¡ders creation of health super

agency; N[)P warns of privatization
Health Mùdster Cf isti'ne Ell:iott said thc docu,nzent zews only a. dra.ft
a,n.d stresses the gavent,nzent i-s cotnm.itted to publíc healthcare

Ontario Deputy Premier Christine Ell¡ott talks with journalists following Question Per¡od at the Ontario Legislature

in Toronto on Wednesday, August 1 , 201 8. C/¡r¿s Youttg/'I'HE C.{NADIA}¡ PRESS
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TORONTO - A leaked draft bill revealed Thursday by the New

Democrats shows the Ontario government is considering creating a

"super agency" to manage health-care services in the province as

part of a transformation the Opposition says could open the door to

privatization.

Health Minister Christine Elliott said the leaked document was an

early draft, but repeatedly refused to rule out further health system

privatization by the Progressive Conservative government.
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Christie Blatchford: Norman defence sâys attempt to
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LIVE: Minist€r Elliott delivers remarks.
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The "super agency," according to the draft bill, would be in charge of

managing health service needs across Ontario, health system

operational management and co-ordination, quality improvement,

knowledge dissemination, patient relations, digital health and

activities relating to tissue donation and transplants'
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but your article continues below.
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Ontario drafting plans to create super agency to run

health care

Ontario won't fund

French-language

university despite

Ottawa's support

Randall Denley: So-called'super agenry' not a magic

cure for Ontario's health-care woes

It would allow the government to transfer "all or part of the assets,

liabilities, rights and obligations" of organizations including any local

health integration network, Cancer Care Ontario, eHealth Ontario

and the Trillium Gift of Life Network to the super agency.

The section that NDP Leader Andrea Horwath warned would lead to

MP says feds stall

promise to act on anti- privatization says that the super agency "may designate a person or

black racism one year entity, or a group of persons or entities, as an integrated care
after Trudeau pledge
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Horwath said. "lf (Premier) Doug Ford plows ahead with this health-

care privatization bill he has got one hell of a fight on his hands."

Ontario NDP Leader Andrea Horwath speaks during a press conference at Queen's

Park ¡n Toronto on Monday, Dec. 17,2O18. ltrankGtstn./7FIðC.1À'.'1DI.4NPRL:.9S

Elliott said Horwath's interpretation of that section was incorrect, but

she would not say what it is actually intended to do.

"She got pretty much everything wrong," Elliott said. "We will have

more to say about our transformational strategy in due course, but

for the purposes of today it's important to remember it's not all

finalized. What was seen was a draft."

The leak came as the premier's special adviser on health care

released a report saying that "tough decisions" will be required to

address hospital overcrowding, which sees at least 1,000 people

treated in the hallways of the province's hospitals on any given day.

The report by adviser Dr. Rueben Devlin and the premier's council

on improving health care touched on the current 2l health-related

government agencies that support the design and delivery of health

care in the province.

Ontario's health-care system can be characterized as decentralized,

large and siloed, the report said. The agencies are not always well-

aligned "and there is limited strateg¡c oversight to ensure the efficient

and co-ordinated use of resources," it said.

Devlin's next report is set to contain a series of recommendations,

but some themes identified in the first document included a greater
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cow for private corporations is wrong, and I'm not letting it happen

without a fight.

Ontarians deserve a govt that invests in front-line health care, to

shorten wait times and end hallway medicine. #onpoli

OntarioNDP @OntarioNDP

lnternal govt documents obtained by the NDP lay out Doug Ford's plan to

create a new'Super Agency health bureaucracy," with a specific

mandate to privatize health serv¡ces such as hospitals.

ontariondp.ca/news/ndp-revea... #ONpoli #onhealth

2,191 4115 PM - Jan 31, 2019

1 ,1 98 people are talking about th¡s

"Tough decisions will be required to address the challenges facing

our health-care system, while we continue to champion the health-

care professionals already leading great work in our communities,"

Devlin wrote in the report.

Eliminating hallway health care will require dealing with other areas

where peoplê get treatment, Devlin said.

"Hallway medicine is not a hospital issue, it's a systems issue," he

said in an interview. "We know that we need to improve on primary

care, we need to improve on access to long-term care, better home

care and a real focus on mental health and addictions."

A government health-care survey found that 41 per cent of people

who went to the emergency department could have been treated by

their primary care doctor, and just one-third of hospital patients are

admitted to an in-patient bed from the ER within the eight-hour

target.

The report defines hallway beds as those in hallways, emergency

department stretchers or other unconventional spaces such as

alcoves that are not properly equipped to treat patients, Devlin said'

ln October, almost 16 per cent of days spent in hospital were by

patients waiting for care elsewhere. The largest proportion of that

was people waiting to be transferred to long-term care, the report

said, where the average wait time to access a bed is 146 days.

Natalie Mehra of the Ontario Health Coalition said claiming that

those patients waiting for other spaces are blocking beds is a partial

explanation, at best, and Ontario needs more hospital beds.

"What happens in Ontario's overcrowded hospitals is that all the

beds in the wards are full because so many beds have been closed

down," she said.

https://nationalpost.com/news/about-1000-patients-in-hospital-hallways-on-any-given-day-report
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Leaked Draft Health Care Legislation a "Gargantuan Nightmare
Scenario": Community and Labour GroupsJoin Forces for Major
Fightback

Posted: February 1, 2019

ffORONTO, ON) - Calling it a "bombshell": the Ontario Health Coalition and the Ontario
Federation of Labour responded to a leaked document revealing a draft health care
legislation written by the Ford government in secret that would create a "super agenc/'with
extraordinary powers to restructure Ontario's entire health care system. The Ontario NDP

opened up the document to publ¡c scrutiny by providing it to the Ontario media on Thursday

The draft legislation takes most of the worst elements of the existing Local Health lntegration
Networks (LHlNs) and piles them into one new centralized super agency, warned the Ontario
Health Coalition.

"lt is like a gargantuan nightmare scenario," said Health Coalition Board Member Sara Labelle.

"lt gives the Ford government massive powers to restructure virtually every part of health
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care with no democracy, no consultat¡on, no checks and bälances, and no recourse. ltgives

sweeping power to privatize entire sectors at will. This would be devastating for Ontario."

''fhis draft legislation eliminates the progressive amendments we won to the LHINs

legislation, including open Board meetings, requirements for community consultation,

requirements to measure and plan for population health needs, appeals, and I could go on

and on," added Executive Director of the Health Coalition Natalie Mehra. "lt contains not one

single mention of the principles that govern our public health care system. lt contains no

goals. lt's just a truly massive power grab to restructure and privatize with the stroke of a pen

without any ethics."

The Ontario Federation of Labour vowed to use its million-member might to work with the

Ontario Health Coalition to safeguard public health care and local health care services like

public hospitals and public non-profit homecare.

'The penple nf Ctntario are vehemently oFrposed to any plans to reclLlce or privatize our pr-rblic

services," said Ontario Federation of Labour President Chris Buckley. "Ontarians certainly

didn't give Doug Ford a mandate to privatize our health care system, and we are going to fight

like hell at every step, and across this entire province to make sure that he doesnt."

Both organizations reported that the plans outlined in the draft legislation have been hatched

in secret. There has been no public consultation whatsoever on the central ideas of the

legislation: mega-mergers of health care providers like hospitals and privatizãtion of entire

categories of services.

'The Ford government has no mandate for any of this. They never once ment¡oned it in the

provincial clection," notcd Labcllc.

'This is like the Harris era restructuring on steroids," warned Mehra noting that the Provincial

Auditor's assessment of the last round of hospital restructurirtg fr¡und it cost $3.9 billion and

threw health care into crisis. "The bill reads like a blueprint for empire-building CEOs and

expansionist private health care corporations. Like the last round of mass amalgamations, the

prime beneficiaries are CEOs, consultants, and planners. Local commun¡ties found their

services were devastated and their local Boards gone. They no longer had any voice."

"Forced rnergers and closures are not what Ontario needs. What we need is a plan for better

publicly funded health care," said Buckley. "We need a health care system that provides for
every person in this province, with sufficient infrastructure to support the number of beds

that are actually needed to cãre for Ontarians when they are sick."
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New Ontario Health agency would overhaul 'disconnectedt
medical system, minister says

IJ

By ROB FERGUSON Queen's Park Bureau

Tues,, Feb, 26,2c19

Getting medical care in Ontario will become "seamless" under proposed new legislative reforms to erase bureaucratic barriers
between hospitals, doctors, home care and dozens ofother providers, Health Minister Christine Elliott says.

The promise to make a complicated system easier for patients to navigate came with the aclmowledgement from Elliott and senior
offrcials that the "transformation" will take at least three years - coinciding with the next provincial election - and with many
details yet to be worked out.

Christine Elliott, Deputy Premier and Minister of Health and Long-Term Care, chats with patients at Bridgepoint Active
Healthcare before making an announcement in Toronto on Tuesday. (TUANA MARTIN / THE CANADIAN

Subscribe to The Star for just 99C for your first month Subscribe Now
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"This is not going to happen overnight" Elliott said Tuesday at the Bridgepoint rehabilitation hospital, where she announced

between 30 and 5O "Ontario Health Teams" rvill form across the province to better co-ordinate all levels ofcare.

Each will serve about 3OO,O0O people in a geographic area or a specific group ofpatients across the province, such as children with
fragile medical conditions.

Premier Doug Ford's Progressive Conservative government is reþing on health-care providers - from hospitals down the line to
doctors, home-care agencies, mental health and addiction services, labs and more - to devise their own service models meeting

provincial standards.

"It will be up to the local health-care providers in each communityto eome together to form a plan about how they can connect ca-re

for patients in their community," Elliott told a news conference.

In one example to fix what she called a "disconnected" system, patients discharged from hospital needing home care should get it
immediately to make sure they don't end up back in emergency departments with costly and potentially dangerous complications.

During an hour-long technical briefing on the People's Health Care Act ministry officials said on background that the new system

will likely start with a handful of small, Iocal teams to test what works best before growingbigger, providing valuable lessons for
others to follow. Târgets for improvement in wait times and care levels will be set. Typically, governmentbackground briefings
include slide decks and other materials to explain complex changes, but onlythe framework legislation was provided.

Elliott said reform is neededbecause 1,2OO patients adaytypicallygettreatment in hospital hallwaysbecause ofovercrowding and

3O,OOO people are on the waiting list for nursing home beds.

Representing doctors across the province, the Ontario Medical Association agreed change is essential but is awaiting more

information.

"The details matter," said president Dr. Nadia Alam. "The biggest question the OMA has is the 'hov/ of it."

New Democrat LeaderA¡drea Horwath, who raised alarm bells about the pending changes by releasing a leaked copy ofdraft
government legislation last month pointing to the new Ontario Health "super agency," said she remains skeptical.

"The minister has not clearly stated there will be no privatization ... that's our biggest worry," she told reporters before the legislation
was introduced.

'.A lot ofthis has been done behind closed doors."

Ontario HospitalAssociation presidentAnthony DaIe applauded the newdirection, saying different parts ofthe system don't co-

ordinate care well.

'.\ilhat the minister's doing today is basically lifting some of that inappropriate oversight and red tape and third-party intermediaries
that get in the wây ofcare providers actuallyworkingtogether," he said.

"The health provider communit5r knows what has to be done at the local level especially. It's just that, right now, they are in many
instances actuallyprohibited from working together to deal with them."

Dr. JoshuaTepper, chief executive of NorthYork General Hospital, said he alreadyholds meetings bi-weeklywithfamilydoctors,
home-care agencies, a neighbouring nursinghome and other providers in the are4 with the new Ontario Health Teams looking like
an extension ofthat.

"It's about getting together and looking at our community and saying 'what can we collectively do for our patients and being given the
freedom and the opportunity to do that, removing those gaps that patients experience."

The risk is that patients will "fall between the cracks" as the system is re-engineered, interim Liberal leader John Fraser warned.

Elliott said'tinkering around the edges" will no longer work in fixingthe massive health-care system and stated publicly funded

universal access to care remains a priority.

"That means paying for services with your OHIP card."
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Christine Elliott to unveil sweeping health-care revamp Tuesday

Province eyeing creation of'super health agency,' sources say

As the Star first reported Jan. 17, the government has been planning a new health care "super agency'' that will eventually swallow 20

health agencies to provide for streamlined accountability.

Under the legislation, those agencies include Cancer Care Ontario, eHealth Ontario, va¡ious Local Health Integ¡ation Networks

created by a previous Liberal government, and Trillium Gift ofLife Network.

It's not known how many jobs will be lost when back-office administrative functions at the agencies are folded into Health Ontario,

but Elliott said any savings will be put into "front-line care."

Officials said the new Ontario Health Teams will not have headquarters and instead operate using people at various health facilities

like hospitals or primary care offices to answer phones and emails to help patients navigate the system with access to their health-

ca¡e records.

2o agencies to be absorbed into Ontario Health super agency:

. Cancer Care Ontario: Advises the province on how to improve the performance of health systems for cancer, chronic kidney

disease and access to care.

. Health Quality Ontario: Acts as an independent watchdog on quality in health ca¡e with the aim of improving quality.

. eHealth Ontario: Oversees the province's electronic health record system, allowing patient information to be safely shared among

providers.

. Trillium Gift of Life Network: co-ordinates organ and tissue donation and transplantation.

. HealthForce Ontario Ma¡keting and Recruitment Agency: Provides health human resource services and support.

. 14 Local Hcalth Integration Networks: Co-ordinate health services in distinct geographic regions of the province.

. Health Shared Services Ontario: Provides business and IT support to LHINs.

With f¡le from Theresa Boyle

Rob Ferguson is a Toronto-based reporter covering ontario politics. Follow him on Twitter: @robfergusonl
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Health Minister Christine Elliott announced plans Tuesday to consolidate

Cancer Care Ontario, eHealth, LHINs

Mike Crawley, Andrea Janus . CBC News .

Posted: Feb 26,2019 4:00 AM ET I Last Updated: February 26

Ontario Health Minister Christine Elliott announced sweeping changes to the province's
health-care system on Tuesday morning. (Tijana Martin/The Canadian Press)
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The Doug Ford government is creating a central agency called Ontario Health
+^ Ã.,^--^^ ¡L^ ^-^..:^-^r^ .lrarì L:ll:^- L^^l+L ,-L^^ru uvtrr >Ëtr u rtr Pr uvil rLtr > +ou-uililur r r rtrdrLr r-Ldr tr )y>rtrr r r.

The super-agency - unveiled Tuesday by Health Minister Christine Elliott - will be

formed by dissolving the 14Local Health Integration Networks (LHINs) and merging their

duties with those of six provincial health agencies, including Cancer Care Ontario and

eHealth Ontario.

. Ford government's super-agency plans will mean complete overhaul

of health bureaucracy

CBC News was first to reveal the health-system merger plans with a report in

January on the provincial government's intention to dissolve the LHlNs. Since

then, leaked documents obtained by the NDP, including draft legislation,

revealed more about the changes the government was considering.

Six agencies that will be consolidated under Ontario Health, in addition to the

14 LHINs, are:

. Cancer Care Ontario.

. eHealth Ontario.

. Trillium Gift of Life Network.

. Health Shared Services.

. Health Quality Ontario.

. HealthForce Ontario Marketing and Recruitment Agency

Elliott said Tuesday that work overhauling the system will begin in the spring, but it will

take years for it "to become mature."

The changes will be contained in new legislation, the People's Health Care Act,

2019, which Elliott will table in the legislature Tuesday afternoon.

212712019
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Elliott also unveiled details of her plans to encourage hospitals, long-term care facilities,

home-care agencies and other health service providers to form "integrated care entities."

Watch Christine Elliott describe Ontario's new health-care system:

Expect changes to begin'within the next few weeks,' says provincial health minister Christine Elliott.

7:52

The Ontario Health Teams will be made up of local health-care providers and organized to

work as a co-ordinated group, Elliott said. The teams will be built to "guide patients" among

various care providers and help families through transitions between providers.

"They would take the guesswork out of navigating the health-care system," Elliott said.

Under the plan, each newly formed grouping would receive a single block of funding and

work togcthcr to dclivcr a range of health-care services for the region they cover.

. Ford's'hallway health care'experts po¡nt to problems ¡n the system

The government is asking health providers to make proposals for forming the groups, rather

than force them together. The goal is to have between 30 and 50 health teams in the

province, Elliott said. Each team will be responsible for about 300,000 people, but that

could vary based on factors such as population and geography.

Asked how the changes will affect family health teams, which were formed years ago to

bring together family doctors and other practitioners, Elliott said they will continue to

operate and Ontarians' ability to access their family physician will not change.

The new Ontario Health Teams will be responsible for managing all care in a specific

region, she said. But people will continue to get home care as they always have, they will

continue to see their physician as they always have."

2127120t9
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changes does mention "eliminating duplicative back office infrastructure and

administration."

In background materials provided by the government, it says that each of the six agencies

being rolled into Ontario Health has a full senior management team and administrative

support, "and over time some of this work has become duplicative."

Elliott also announced new digital health-care tools, including secure access to various tools

such as virtual specialist appointments and secure access to electronic health records.

Elliott also unveiled details of her plans to encourage hospitals, long-term care facilities and home-care

agencies to join together as a team that would receive a single block of funding to deliver health-care

services. (Darren Bernhardt/CBC)
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On Monday, Elliott spoke to reporters at Queen's Park in Toronto and said the changes will 
^"significantly reduce hallway medicine by making sure that people find the care that they

need.t'

. Ontario doctors awarded 4-yea r contract through arbitrat¡on

i'This is something that we have thought about long and hard," she said.

"'What we really need to do is focus our health-care system on the patient. That's what the

centre of all of this is about, is to make sure that patients'needs are considered and thought

of first and foremost."

NDP Leader Andrea Horwath said Monday she is worried that the super-agoncy model will

allow for contracting of health services to the private sector.

The looming changes, as well as complaints the previous government failed to tackle the

hospital overcrowding problem, have the Liberals on the defensive.

"I'm not going to say that we solved everythingo" said interim Liberal Leader John Fraser.

"Anyone who tells you that they've got the solution to health cate, they're not being truthful

with you, because it's constant work. You're never done."

WithJìlesfrorn the Canadian Press

v

6

02019 CBC/Radio-Canada. All rights reserved
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A Halifax-based chiropractor who

attracted attention for her

unfounded views on vaccines is no

longer licensed to practise in Nova

Scotia.

A notice on the Nova Scotia College

of Chiropractors' website says Dena

Churchill surrendered her licence in

January and entered into a

settlement agreement with the

college in which she admits the charge of being "professionally

incompetent as a result of incompetence arising out of mental

incapacity."

A hearing on the charge scheduled for next week will no longer go

ahead.

The settlement agreement says Churchill undenvent a psychological

assessment in the fall. She cannot reapply for a licence to practise in

Nova Scotia unless she provides a qualified medical opinion to the

college's satisfaction that she is competent and fit to practise.

Regulator filed complaint
She also agreed to pay the college costs of $6,000.

Churchill, who operated Oxford Chiropractic Inc. until she closed the

practice last fall, posted extensively on various social media platforms

ahost/a,òÉaftiety of health-care subjects outside her scope of practice.

riåì cBCn€wS

Halifax chiropractor gives up licence, admits to
professional incompetence

@ Facebook Dena Churchill formerly
operated Oxford Chiropractic Inc. in Hal¡fax.

5
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Most notably, she repeatedly made disproved and unfounded links
between autism and vaccines. Chiropractors in Canada are told
explicitly by their governing authorities not to comment on vaccines in
any capacity.

The complaint about Churchill that led to the investigation was filed
by the regulator last May.

Misconduct hearing in May
The college's executive director, John Sutherland, said he thinks the
matter was handled expeditiously and within the appropriate legal
process, given the gravity of the situation and potential implications
for Churchill.

933

"l would think that for any regulator to essentially remove the ability
for someone to work with a licence, it should be arduous for the
regulator to be able to do that."

While the agreement resolves the matter of whether Churchill can
practise in Nova Scotia, she still faces a professional misconduct
hearing in May related to her online activity.
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Chiropractic treatment for children to face 'rigorous'review in B.C
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The body that regulates

chiropractors in B.C. is promising a

thorough review of the scientific

evidence about chiropractic

treatments for child ren.

@ Facebook Vancouverchiropra.tl,lut:t. The mOVe COmeS aftef the COllege Of
Jassal resigned his posit¡on as vice-chair of the
cottege board after he created a video in which Chifopractors of B.C. received a
he falsely suggested smoothies are more, .. comolaint from a health-care
effective than vacc¡nation at preventing the flu 

or"tått,""t, about a chiropractor

advertising therapies for kids,

according to interim college registrar Richard Simpson.

"There is a significant body of evidence concerning the benefits of
chiropractic treatment for patients of all ages. Still, the CCBC is

committed to evidence-informed practice, best practices and

standards in marketing," Simpson wrote in an email.

"As such, the board has decided

to proceed with a rigorous review

and evaluation of research and

evidence concerning this

issue and other topics."
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935Ad He added that the college is

interested in establishing a review

of the evidence for chiropractic

therapies involving patients of all

ages.

"The college has received a

number of documents from
citizens and registrants purporting
to be acceptable evidence for one

form of treatment or another. It is
my view, even as a layperson, that
most, if not all, of the documents
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would not meet the test of acceptable evidence," Simpson wrote.

These reviews have not yet begun, and the college has not settled on

a process for analyzing the current evidence. Simpson said it's possible

the reviews will be part of a national process, which the college
believes is "in the best interests of the profession."

'Zero evidence' supporting treatment of babies

The news comes as some chiropractors in other parts of the country
are facing scrutiny over their treatment of babies, including newborns.

Intn interview with CBC, Bernie Garrett, a UBC nursing professor who
studies deception in health care, described the college's proposed
review of chiropractic treatment for children as "excellent news."

"There's practically zero evidence of any benefits, particularly in

infants," Garrett said. "lf you ask any pediatrician or pediatrics society
as well, they'll confirm that there is no indication for chiropractic in

infants or in children, unless there's obviously some [spinal] issues."

According to a position paper from the Canadian Pediatric Society,

there have been no satisfactory studies of chiropractic treatments for
back pain in children. Some studies have suggested that chiropractic
manipulation of the neck can provide short-term relief of neck pain in
children, but its efficacy hasn't been compared to other therapies, the
paper says.

Garrett said he'd like to see chiropractic for infants banned in 8.C., as

well as strict guidelines for treatment of other children.

67 chiropractors under investigation

4 3lsl20r9
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The college has already barred chiropractors from claiming to treat a

long list of childhood conditions as part of its new efficacy claims

policy. That policy, which came into effect last October, forbids

chiropractors from making unscientific and unsupported claims about

treating everything from Alzheimer's disease and cancer to autism, ear

infections and ADHD.

All practitioners were given until Nov. 1 to bring their advertising in

line with the new policy or face investigation and potential discipline.

To date, 67 chiropractors have been investigated for possible

violations of the policy, and 53 have consented to reprimands, agreed

to pay fines and signed undertakings promising to follow the rules

from now on. Another L3 have hired lawyers, and one has yet to
respond.

"Overall, I am satisfied that the vast majority of B.C.'s L,200-plus

chiropractors understand the importance of a clear, focused efficacy

claims policy. For the handful of registrants who may not be in

compliance, the college has been quick to identify them,

communicated directly with them to discuss the issue, and forwarded

concerns to the inquiry committee for consideration," Simpson said.

He said all the violations of policy were identified by the college, which

hqs developed a scanning program that sweeps websites and social

media for keywords. The college plans to continue updating the policy

as it reviews scientific evidence about treatments.

-¡rd!Sð',q''
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Unproven claims by B.C. chiropractors became a public issue last year,

after CBC reported on a Facebook video created by then-vice-chair of
the college board, Avtar Jassal. In the video, he falsely claimed that
smoothies are more effective than vaccination at preventing influenza

That video violated the college's policy on immunization, which
forbids chiropractors from providing any advice on vaccination issues.

The video was removed from Facebook and Jassal resigned from the
board following CBC's reporting.

On Monday, the college revealed that Jassal agreed to a reprimand
and a fine last summer after an investigation by an

independent inspector.

Is there more to this story? Reach the reporter by email at
be t h a ny I í n ds ay @ c bc. ca
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Ministry considered options for handlirU
'dysfunctional' chiropractors college after CBC report,
FOIshows

f t e¡ in

College ignored complaint about board members' anti-vaccination posts, letter

to health minister says

Bethany Lindsay.CBC News . Posted: Mar 18, 2019 4:00 AM PT I Last Updated: March 18

The B.C. Chiropractic Association says it began raising concerns about AvtarJassal's

'problematic actions' in November 2016. (Facebook)

"... the bestwayto protectyourself from theflu, it's nottheflu shot...'
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For nearly two years, a group of B.C. chiropractors say they rang alarm bells about

"outlandish claims regarding vaccination and treatment of children" made by three board

members at the College of Chiropractors.

They say they tried to file a complaint against Avtar Jassal, Parm Rai and Gil Desaulniers,

but the college would not accept their evidence, according to alefter to Health Minister

Adrian Dix from Jay Robinson, who was then president of the B.C. Chiropractic

Association (BCCA).

The BCCA, a voluntary professional organization, also repeatedly raised its concerns with

officials at the health ministry, but saw no evidence of action, the letter says.

"In .laut, it has Laken ... unl.il the CBC brought furwarcl the entirely unaoceptable actions of
Dr. Avtar Jassal, just one of the three chiropractors involved, to the public and subsequently

your attention, for any action," Robinson writes in the }y'ray 25,2018 letter, obtained as part

of a Freedom of Information request to the health ministry.

. Chiropract¡c treatment for children to face'r¡gorous' rev¡ew in B.C.

The college says it has no record of a written complaint from the BCCA about the three

former board members. Robinson says that's because the regulator refused to accept it.

Jassal resigned from his post as vice-chair of the college's board last May, after
CBC reported on an anti-vaccination video he'd created and posted on

Facebook in violation of college rules.

In the video, Jassal suggested that fruit smoothies are more effective than the flu shot at

preventing influenza.

8 3lt9l20r9
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Jassal's activities had been the subject of previous complaints from members of the public

Options for dealing with 'dysfunctional' college

In a written statement, Dix told CBC the messages spread by the three board members were

intolerable.

"It is simply unacceptable when people spread information that is inaccurate and beyond the

scope of their practice, professional codes of conduct, while having the credibility of being

part of a regulated health college," Dix said.

A trove of ministry emails released last week details the government's response after CBC's

first story on Jassal was published on illay 2,2018.

The emails suggest the story set off a scramble at the health ministry to come up with aplan

for dealing with a professional college that wasn't operating as it should, though Robinson's

letter, from the chiropractic association, contends the province had plenty of prior warning.

VtDEo Province directs remova¡ of anti-vacc¡ne posts that broke

B.C. rules for chiropractors

a

8

The day after the CBC's story about Jassal, the ministry's director of regulatory initiatives,

Brian'Westgate, writes that he was asked to outline "what options we have when a college is

not meeting its legal obligation as set out under the HPA fHealth Professions Act]."

3l19l20r9
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A May 3, 2018 email from an official at B.C.'s health ministry about the options for dealing with a

college that "is not meeting its legal obligation." (CBC)

He titled his first draft "Options to Act when College dysfunctional." The contents of that

document and subsequent drafts have been redacted.

But Robinson argues the ministry shouldn't have been caught off guard by CBC's reporting.

According to his letter, the BCCA first contacted the health ministry in November 2016

about Jassal, Rai and Desaulniers, alleging they were "pursuing a private non-evidence

based agenda that we believed could negatively impact the profession and public safety."

. Researcher wants overs¡ght of alternat¡ve health care to ensure
'science-based' pract¡ces

Not only were all three men members of the college board, but Jassal was the board's vice-

chair and sat on the college's inquiry committee, which investigates complaints against

chiropractors.

According to Robinson, the BCCA attempted to file a complaint against the three men over

their anti-vaccination posts in April2017 and then again in May.

college policy explicitly prohibits chiropractors from providing any advice on

immunization.

Ftun: Westgate, Erfan A HLTH:EX
Sart: Thursday, f,lðy 3, 20t8 8:45 Afi
1o: MacKlnnon, Mark HLTH:Þ(; Younker, Katherlne E HLTH:Ð(; Thorreloe, Meghan HLIH:B(
Suüfccù Options to Act wlnn College disfurrtional

Hl folks.

Mark asked me to put together some ituff last night about what opt¡on5 we h¿ve when a college is not meeting it¡ legal
obligation er set out under the HPA.

I have put totether those options (in relation to the moct recent ch¡ro newsf . I haven't had t¡me to f¡ne tune it so please
ðny comments would be great.
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These misleading anti-vaccination social media posts were all removed by chiropractors Avtar Jassal,

Parm Rai and Gil Desaulniers after a complaint from a member of the public. (CBC)

Robinson says ministry officials promised him someone was working on the problem, but

he saw no change.

That November, a member: of the public complained to the ministry about

Jassal, Rai and Desaulniers'anti-vaccination posts. Most of the materials were

removed from the chiropractors'websites in response, butJassal's

video remained on his Facebook page.

Jassal resigned as vice-chair in May, but Rai and Desaulniers remained on the college board

until a new election was held in the fall, when they were disqualified from running because

they were under investigation.

Relationship on the mend

In the time since Robinson's letter, the college has improved its process for handling

complaints about marketing and communication issues, according to interim

registrar Richard Simpson.
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Posts like these, from chiropractors Gil Desaulniers and Parm Rai, were deleted after the college banned

registrants from advertising treatments for conditions like autism and ADHD. (CBC)

The college has also developed a ne\ / efficacy claims policy, which makes it clear that

chiropractors can't make false claims about being able to treat conditions like Alzheimer's,

cancer, autism and ADHD. It's developed a web-scraping tool to identifr potential

violations, and as of early March, 67 chiropractors were under investigation over alleged

violations.

. 50 B.C. chiropractors refuse to remove misleading cla¡ms from
webs¡tes, face poss¡ble discipline
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And the college has also promised a thorough review of the scientific evidence about

chiropractic treatments for children.

944

There have been changes at the provincial level, too. Dix says the government has amended

the Health Professions Act, giving the health minister more power to intervene in regulatory

matters to protect the public.

The province has also commissioned an expert to review regulation of B.C.'s health

professions and recommend changes to the current system.

May 25r 20l9letter to Adrian Dix from B.C. Chiropractic
Association

8 3lt9l20r9



May 25, 2018letter to Adrian Dix from B.C. Chiropractic Association (Text KB)
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Three senior members of the council that
regulates Ontario chiropractors have made
anti-vaccination statements

Presented with the information, Ontario's Ministry of
Health said it will take no action because chiropractic is a
self-regulated health profession
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Doctors (from left) Elizabeth Anderson-Peacock, Peter Amlinger and Clifford Hardick are
members of the council of the College of Chiropractors of Ontario.Marketplace espeakers ;

@pureandpowerful / Facebook; @drclifftrardick / Facebook

Three senior members of the professional organization that regulates Ontario's chiropractors
have espoused or endorsed anti-vaccine views, the National Post has learned.

Drs. Elizabeth Anderson-Peacock, Peter Amlinger and Clifford Hardick, all members of the
council of the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO), have each written online posts,
endorsed anti-vaccine books and documentaries or have made statements that encourage the
notion that vaccination is dangerous.

Anderson-Peacock is the the current vice-president of the CCO. Both Amlinger and Hardick are
past presidents. Their anti-vaccination endorsements, writings and appearances stand in contrast
to the CCO's own position on vaccination, which states that "immunizations and vaccinations
are outside the scope of chiropractic practice" and any discussions about them with patients must
be ooaccurate, professional and balanced."

Ontario's mandatory class for parents seeking vaccine exemptions has ozero conversions'a

Chiropractors are one of the largest primary-contact health care professions in the country. About
4.5 million Canadians visit the country's 9,000 licensed chiropractors each year. A 2018 Health
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Canada survey found that 84 per cent of parents cited health care professionals as their primary

source of information on vaccinations.

In response to questions from the Post, Anderson-Peacock denied she endorsed "any oanti-

vaccination' position." Amlinger declined to say whether he believes vaccines are safe and

effective, saying only that he believes vaccination is "a public health issue." Both Amlinger and

Anderson-Peacock said their personal opinions were separate from their duties with the CCO.

Hardick did not respond to a request for comment.

STORY CONTINUES BELOW

health critic France Gelinas, shown at a press conference in Sudbury, Ont. on November 27,

2018, is calling on the Ontario government to investigate the College of Chiropractors of
Ontario. John Lappa /Postmedia Network

The revelation comes amid an outbreak of measles in Ontario and B.C. and a renewed

vaccination campaign by Ontario's Ministry of Health. Presented with the information, the

ministry told the Post it will take no action as chiropractic is a self-regulated health

profession. Ontario NDP health critic France Gélinas, meanwhile, responded to the information

with a call for the ministry to launch an immediate investigation of the entire CCO. "The
minister has to step in right now," she told the Post. "The college as a whole has to be held

accountable. The college failed in its basic function to protect the public."
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The CCO has never taken a-n offieial position against vaccination. When the Post contacted the
CCO for comment, it received a response that did not address the specific problems addressed in
the story. However, less than 24 hours later the CCO issued an advisory in which it stated: o'As

part of its role to protect the public interest, the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)
recognizes that vaccinations, as mandated in the Province of Ontario, provide a safe and effective
means to protect individuals from infectious diseases."

It also said the council "will be reviewing Standard of Practice 5-001: Chiropractic Scope of
Practice and some amendments are anticipated in making the standard more explicit that
members not conduct seminars on vaccination or publish information on vaccination on their
websites or social media accounts."

"I would be concerned about any health care professional who is providing their patients with
vaccine information that does not align with the peer-reviewed scientific evidence and the
recommendations of Canada's National Advisory Committee on Immunization," said Dr. Julie
Bettinger, a professor in the Vaccine Evaluation Centre at the University of British Columbia.

I do not endorse any'anti-vaccination'position. Rather, I personally believe individuals should
obtain informed-consent whenever receiving treatment of any kind from the appropriate
provider.

Dr. Elizabeth Anderson-Peacock

Anderson-Peacock has endorsed an anti-vaccine book, Immunization: History, Ethics, Law and
Health by Catherine Diodati. In the book, Diodati writes, "All vaccines are capable of causing
disease and death ... some vaccines appear to render people more susceptible to disease." The
appendix references an afiay of anti-vaccination groups and organizations.

In a review on Amazon, Anderson-Peacock wrote: "A must read for those who wish to be awareo
responsible and informed ... especially parents and physicians prior to injection."

She also offered online praise for the documentary Vaxxed: From Cover-Up to Catastrophe. The
film is directed by Andrew Wakefield and is produced by prominent anti-vaccination activist,
Del Bigtree. Wakefield is a disgraced former British doctor who was the lead author of a
fraudulent research paper that linked the measles, mumps and rubella (MMR) vaccine to autism.
The documentary claims the Centers for Disease Control in the U.S. covered up a purported link
between the MMR vaccine and autism.
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This photo taken on January 28,2010, shows British doctor Andrew Wakefield the first
clinician to suggest a link between autism in children and the triple vaccination for measles,

mumps and rubella in a study that has since been disproven. SHAUN CURRY/AFP/Getty
Images)

On Facebook, Anderson-Peacock wrote: o'It's an awesome movie. Saw it yesterday in Atlanta

with a q and a afterwards with the producer and one mom featured, Polly. They asked the

audience please stand if you have anyone in your family, not friends but family who has autism

and half the audience stood. The newest projected stat is that if the rates continue as is will be I
in 2 body will have a DC of autism by 2023;'

She was also a guest on the Healthy Alternatives to Vaccination podcast around late 2016 -
though her appearance on the podcast is no longer online - and has appeared as a guest speaker

at conferences organized by the International Chiropractic Pediatric Association (ICPA). On its

website the ICPA claims that current evidence suggests mercury in vaccines causes autism, and

past ICPA conferences have featured Wakefield, Bigtree and Barbara Loe Fisher, an anti-vaccine

advocate and the co-founder and president of the National Vaccine Information Center, which

has sponsored ICPA events.

In a statement emailed to the Post, Anderson-Peacock said, "I stand with the policies of our
regulatory college in the interest of public health. I stand with public health initiatives. Period."

In a further statement provided via her lawyer, she added: ool do not endorse any'anti-
vaccination' position. Rather, I personally bclicvc individuals should obtain informed-consent

whenever receiving treatment of any kind from the appropriate provider. My personal opinions
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completely separate from my chiropractic practice, which is also aligned with my professional
obligations."

Anderson-Peacock did not explain her endorsements, appearances or associations.

Amlinger, a former CCO president, has also been outspoken online about vaccination.

1^2015 post on the Amlinger Family Chiropractic Facebook page encouraged patients to get a
chiropractic adjustment instead of a flu shot, claiming, mercury and aluminium in the shots may
increase the chances of Alzheimer's. Amlinger also wrote a piece for the Justine Blainey
Wellness Centre's website last year in which he discussed a document that claims
pharmaceutical companies are colluding with health authorities to hide the "multiple dangers
associated with vaccines."

When I became aware that there was an article with my name on it on another person's website, I
acted to have it removed immediately

Dr. Peter Amlinger

Amlinger wrote: "Perhaps it is time more people start taking fewer drugs and start seeing a
chiropractor on a regular basis. It is time for humanity to wake up and stop blindly poisoning
themselves."

While the statements are no longer available online, the Post had obtained screenshots and
recovered archived versions ofthem after their disappearance.

Asked about the posts, Amlinger said, "When I became aware of both the Facebook post, which
was made by a former associate, I removed it immediately. When I became aware that there was
an article with my name on it on another person's website, I acted to have it removed
immediately.

"I believe that vaccination is a public health issue. I believe the public is entitled to a robust
informed consent process for any type of care they are entertaining." Amlinger also said he oowas

commenting in my personal capacity and not in my capacity as a CCO council member."

In recent speeches, meanwhile, Hardick has praised a chiropractor who drove around town in a
hearse with a sign featuring a hypodermic needle dripping blood and the slogan, 'oDrugs Kill -Whether Pushed or Prescribed!" Hardick has also been a speaker at the California-based
chiropractic conference Cal Jam and has appeared on Cal Jam podcasts. This year Cal Jam
features appearances by anti-vaccine advocate Bigtree and Dr. James Chestnut, a B.C.- based
chiropractor who questions the legitimacy of the data behind widespread public flu vaccination.
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Hardick did not vaccinate his son, B.J. Hardick, himself a high-profrle chiropractor who has

expressed concern online about mercury in vaccines. Clifford Hardick did not respond to the

Post's request for comment.

University of Alberta professor Timothy Caulfield, shown in Edmonton on July 20,2076, said

the chiropractic community has a history of anti-vaxx rhetoric. Ed Kaiser/Postmedia Network

Timothy Caulfield, a University of Alberta professor and author of The Vaccination Picture, said

these kinds of postings and comments don't help the public.

"This is tremendously frustrating - but, unfortunately, not tenibly surprising. There is a history

of anti-vaxx rhetoric among the chiropractic community. Despite recent efforts to push the
profession toward a more science-based approach, this harmful noise persists."

Dr. Murray Katz, a Montreal-based physician and longtime critic of chiropractic says confusing
the public about vaccination must stop. "This is dangerous, irresponsible and clearly shows they

and the board which accepted them should all be replaced by the Minister of Health, who should

impose a scientific standard on the profession."

Likc opposition critic Gélinas, Caulfield says the situation in the CCO demands that the Ontario
government investigate.
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o'These are individuals involved in tho governanee of the chiropractic professiono" he said. "Can
people who embrace pseudoscience weed out pseudoscience? Nope. Clearly action is needed."
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flGt* For nearly two years, a group of B.C. chiropractors

say they rang alarm bells about "outlandish

claims regarding vaccination and treatment of

children" made by three board members at the

Col lege of Chiropractors.
O CBC Posts like these, from chiropractors Gil

Desaulniers and Parm Rai, were deleted after

the colese banned resistrants from They Say they tried tO file a COmplaint againSt

::fii':::ffiii:"'rorconditionsrike AvtarJassal, Parm Rai and Gil Desaulniers, but the

college would not accept their evidence,

according to a letter to Health Minister Adrian Dix

from Jay Robinson, who was then president of the B.C. Chiropractic Association

(BCCA).
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The BCCA, a voluntary professional organization, also repeatedly raised its
concerns with officiais at the health ministry, but saw no ev¡dence of action, the
letter says.

"ln fact, it has taken ... until the CBC brought fon¡uard the entirely unacceptable
actions of Dr. Avtar Jassal, just one of the three chiropractors involved, to the
public and subsequently your attention, for any action," Robinson writes in the May
25,20L8letter, obtained as part of a Freedom of Information request to the health
ministry.

The college says it has no record of a written complaint from the BCCA about the
three former board members. Robinson says that's because the regulator refused
to accept it.

Jassal resigned from his post as vice-chair of the college's board last May, after
cBC reported on an anti-vaccination video he'd created and posted on
Facebook in violation of college rules.

In the video, Jassal suggested that fruit smoothies are more effective than the flu
shçt at preventing influenza. >

Jassal's activities had been the subject of previous complaints from members of the
public.

Options for dealing w¡th 'dysfunctional' college
In a written statement, Dix told CBC the messages spread by the three board
mem bers were intolerable.

"lt is simply unacceptable when people spread information that is inaccurate and
beyond the scope of their practice, professional codes of conduct, while having the
credibility of being part of a regulated health college," Dix said.

A trove of ministry emails released last week details the government's response
after CBC's first story on Jassal was published on May 2,2OtB.

O 2019 Microsoft Privacy &, Cookies Terms of use
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The emails suggest the story set off a scramble at the health ministry to come up

with a plan for dealing with a professional college that wasn't operating as it

should, though Robinson's letter, from the chiropractic association, contends the

province had plenty of prior warning.

The day after the CBC's story about Jassal, the ministry's director of regulatory

initiatives, Brian Westgate, writes that he was asked to outline "what options we

have when a college is not meeting its legal obligation as set out under the HPA

[Health Professions Act]."

@ Facebook The B.C. Chiropractic Association says it began raising concerns about Avtar Jassal's 'problematic actions' in

November 2016.

His titled his first draft "Options to Act when College dysfunctional." The contents

of that document and subsequent drafts have been redacted.

But Robinson argues the ministry shouldn't have been caught off guard by CBC's

reporting.

According to his letter, the BCCA first contacted the health ministry in November

20L6 about Jassal, Rai and Desaulniers, alleging they were "pursuing a private non-

O 2019 Microsoft Privacy & Cookies Terms of use
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evidence based agenda that we believed could negatively impact the profess¡on
anci pubiic safety."

Not only were all three men members of the college board, but Jassal was the
board's vice-chair and sat on the college's inquiry committee, which investigates
complaints against chiropractors.

According to Robinson, the BCCA attempted to file a complaint against the three
men over their anti-vaccination posts in April 20L7 and then again in May.

College policy explicitly prohibits chiropractors from providing any advice on
immunization.

"We were advised the college would not accept our complaint and that nothing
would be done," Robinson writes.
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O CBC A May 3, 2018 email from an official at B.C.'s health ministry about the options for dealing with a college that "is not
meeting its legal obligation."

Robinson says ministry officials promised him someone was working on the
problem, but he saw no change.

That November, a member of the public complained to the ministry about Jassal,

Rai and Desaulniers' ant¡-vaccination posts. Most of the materials were removed
from the chiropractors'websites in response, but Jassal's video rema¡ned on his

Facebook page.

Jassal resigned as vice-chair in May, but Rai and Desaulniers rema¡ned on the
college board until a new election was held in the fall, when they were disqualified

tqffò fifr¿fò61¡firg because they were under investigation. privacy & cookies rerms or use
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Relationship on the mend

In the time since Robinson's letter, the college has improved its process for

handling complaints about marketing and communication issues, according to

interim registrar Richard Simpson.

"Both the college and the BCCA have worked hard to improve their collaborative

relationship, so that issues identified and brought to the attention of the college

are addressed in a timely and fully-responsive manner," Simpson wrote.

Jassal and seven other chiropractors received fines and reprimands last year for

spreading anti-vaccination misinformation.
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@ CBC These misleading anti-vaccination social media posts were all removed by chiropractors Avtar Jassal, Parm Rai and Gil

Desaulniers after a complaint from a member of the public.

Thê college has also developed a new efficacy claims policy, which makes it clear

that chiropractors can't make false claims about being able to treat conditions like

Alzheimer's, cancer, autism and ADHD. It's developed a web-scraping tool to

identify potential violations, and as of early March, 67 chiropractors were under

investigation over alleged violations.

And the college has also promised a thorough review of the scientific evidence

about chiropractic treatments for children.
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There have been changes at the provincial level, too. Dix says the government
l-ras amendeci the Heaith Professions Act, giving the heaith minister more power to
intervene in regulatory matters to protect the public.

The province has also commissioned an expert to review regulation of B.C.'s health
professions and recommend changes to the current system.
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From: Jo-Ann Willson
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Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W', LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel
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A professor at UQTR multiplies the ant¡-vacc¡ne remarks
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Philippe Mercure
The Press
As New York City tries to stem a measles
epidemic and Canada's public health
authorities say they want to take action
against the anti-vaccine movement, a
professor of biochemistry at the Université du
Québec à Trois-Rivières , Christian Linard,
multiplies the remarks against the vaccination
on his personal Facebook page. A situation
denounced by several stakeholders.

"lrresponsible" publications

Vaccination is linked to autism. lt has
already been used to sterilize populations
in Africa. lt represents an operation
"irreversible, dangerous and not studied".

While the World Health Organization views mistrust of vaccines as one of the top 10 threats this year, a
professor at the University of Quebec in Trois-Rivières has been making negative comments about vaccination
on his personal Facebook page.

Between March 14 and April 11 , Christian Linard, Professor of Clinical Biochemistry attached to the Department of
Chiropractic, published or shared 17 comments or studies that address the issue of the alleged dangers of vaccines,
question their effectiveness or advocate free choice of the population in the face of vaccination. No positive comments
about the vaccines were relayed during this period. ln fact, La Presse found none in all of Linard's Facebook
publications.

These publications raise the concern of immunology experts consulted by La Presse .

"lt's irresponsible of him to relay only the articles that show that the vaccines are terrible. We know that vaccines save

lives, it's indisputable, "said Dr' Brian Ward, professor in the Department of Medicine and Vaccine Expert at McGill

University. Dr' Ward believes "unacceptable" that Christian Linard is a professor at a Quebec university.

"He must lose his job," he says.

"This is a position that is neither nuanced nor balanced," also denounces Caroline Quach, pediatrician and
microbiologist-infectiologist CHU Sainte-Justine and Professor at the University of Montreal, after reading the
publications of Christian Linard on Facebook.

"Like any position that shows only one side of the coin, it's problematic - especially when people have a posture like a

teaching position," r"yr Dt' Quach.

"We have a responsibility to the community for the messages we receive. "

- Dr' Caroline Quach, pediatrician and microbiotogist-infectiotogist

Around the world, mistrust of vaccines causes headaches for public health authorities. The World Health Organization
(WHO) reports that measles cases have increased by 30% worldwide since 2016, including in several countries where

PHOTOMONTAGE THE PRESS



the disease was eradicated or was in the process of being eradicated. Several factors are involved, but the "false

information" circulating on vaccines is being blamed by WHO.

New york City is currently fighting a measles epidemic. Yesterday, in La Presse , Canada's Chief Public Health Officer,

Dr. Theresa Tam, affirmed her desire to act "quickly and better" to respond to anti-vaccine groups.

Christian Linard, however, defends himself to be "anti-vaccines" 962
"What l'm trying fo do is turn people on so
they think. And, as a precautionary principle,
say: you have to be careful. "

- Christian Linard

It does not give credibility to WHO's warnings
that misinformation about vaccines puts
people at risk.

"lf you look at the heads of the WHO, those
on the board, many come from the
pharmaceutical industry" he says. Christian
Linard also said he doubted that the recent
measles outbreaks were due to a drop in
vaccination, saying instead that they were
due to a deficient vitamin A diet. "l am
studying this," he said. he.

Legitimate questions

Brian Ward of McGill University agrees that it is legitimate to raise scientific questions about vaccination.

,'l agree that everything is not white or black. There are gray regions. There are real important questions that need to be

answered, "he says.

professor Linard relays in particular on his Facebook page studies on what are called the "non-specific effects" of

vaccines. This new fiól¿ otstuoy seems to show that vaCcines are more complex than previously thought and that they

can influence, positively or n"gátively, how the body defends itself against other diseases or pathogens for which the

vaccine was not designed (see other tab).

Brian Ward, however, denounces the fact that Christian Linard reports only the negative effects noted by these studies,

without ever mentioníng the positive effects - nor, especially, the immense benefits of vaccines in general.

"When we tatk about vaccination, it's a lot, a lot more white than black' "

- Dr' Brian ward

Dr. Carol¡ne euach recalls that the decision to be vaccinated must go beyond individual considerations.

,'The problem is that people look at everything from an individual point of view - what is good for my child, regardless of

the rest of the population," she says.

Sterilization of women?

Dr. Ward is particularly concerned that Professor Linard is relaying on Facebook a thesis that the World Health

Organization (WHO) has attempted to sterilize 2.3 million women in Kenya under the guise of a vaccination campaign

against tetanus.

"Vaccines and crimes against humanity! Vaccinate to eliminate some populations = Eugenics, "wrote Christian Linard

Christian Linard, professor of clinical biochemistry

PHOTO FROM THE UQTR WEBSITE

on Facebook on March 14th
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screenshots taken from Christian Linard's Facebook page, anti-
vaccine professor UQTR
SCREENSHOT

WHO and UNICEF have vigorously denied
these rumors by Kenyan Catholic
organizations, which have also been
dismantled by many fact-finders.

"That's when the gentleman falls into ridicule,"

said Dr'Ward.

"When we staft saying that vaccines are an
effort to sterilize or control populations, we
really fall into the dark. "

-Dr' Brian ward 963
"There is eugenics in many African countries, it has been demonstrated. lt was published and it was not contradicted,
So I'm suspicious. I say to myself: one can vaccinate me, but one can very well put a product in this vaccine which will
harm me, "reiterated Professor Linard at La Presse .

"Academic Freedom"

La Presse told Christian Linard about Facebook, the University of Quebec at Trois-Rivières said it did not intend to act.

"ln communication policy, according to the principle of academic freedom, one does not study the personal or
professional accounts of professors. That means that what teachers publish on their Facebook, lnstagram or other
account is their responsibility, "says Yvon Laplante, Director of Communications at UQTR.

Jean-Marie Lafortune, president of the Quebec Federation of University Teachers, confirms that there are few tools to
intervene in this type of situation. However, he believes that Christian Linard holds "a statement that does not reflect the
responsibility of scientists in society."

"Academic freedom is the ability to say truths that can offend economic, political, religious or other powers, but that
must be based on an honest search for the truth," he says. He believes that by posting his title of professor at UQTR on
his personal Facebook page, Christian Linard "maintains the confusion of the genres".

"He claims to be a science, a university institution, and it's supposedly from the top of that that we should believe it,"
says Mr. Lafortune. We are also dealing with someone who is very close to the point. lf a professor of art history tells us
that the budget does not look good, we can take it lightly. But here, it sows even more confusion, because this person is
from sciences that have yet demonstrated the relevance of vaccination. "

Christian Linard's allegations under the microscope

On his Facebook page and in an interview with La Presse , Professor UQTR Christian Linard relayed many theories
and studies that question the safety and effectiveness of vaccines. The point on some of them.

Links between vaccines and autism

This old controversy stems from the infamous study by researcher Andrew Wakefield, published in The Lancet in 1998,
which linked autism to the MMR (rubella-measles-mumps) vaccine. The rest of the story is known: it was discovered
that the study contained errors and that the researcher was in a conflict of interest, and the publication was withdrawn.

Christian Linard relays another study that claims to establish an association between vaccines and autism. The study is
signed by Gayle Delong, a finance professor who has previously been associated with the SafeMinds anti-vaccine
group. "lt's purely correlation [unlike a cause-and-effect relationship] and statistical analysis does not even work," says
microbiologist-infectiolog ist Caroline Quach, who reviewed the study.

Many other studies have concluded that there is no link between vaccines and autism . ln 2018, a large meta-analysis
of 10 studies with more than 1.25 million children confirmed this lack of linkage.

Eradication of infectious diseases
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ln an interview with La Presse , Christian
Linard says that it is not thanks to vaccines
that several infectious diseases like polio or
measles have been virtually eradicated in
Western countries.
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"lt's not vaccines that have reduced infectious
diseases. The incidence of major illnesses
decreased well before the emergence of
vaccines. Why ? Because of sanitarY
measures. [...] ln some cases, vaccination
has even led to an increase in incidence for a
certain period of time, "he told La Pres .

"Hygiene, nutrition and modern medicine
have clearly helped to reduce the incidence

and severity of many infectious drseases. But denying that vaccines played a major role is Trumpian logic at lts t¡¡orsf

-D'' Briun Ward of McGitt lJniversity

,'lf today a child with measles coughs near you and you have not been vaccinated, you will get measles and it will be

uery 
"erious 

- 30% of hospitalizatión rates in North America at home. adults, and it's even higher in children. And it

does not matter if your home is clean or you have taken your vitamins, "continues Dr' Ward.

lncrease in mortality

Christian Linard also relays on Facebook and mentioned in an interview studies that show an increase in infant

mortality after vaccination ln developing countries, irrclutling a study conducted in Guinea-Bissau after the

administration of the diphtheria-tetanus vaccine. whooping cough

This serious study touches on the so-called "non-specific effects" of vaccines. New discoveries tend to show that a

vaccine has effecis that go beyond the disease for which it was designed. By modifying our immune system, the

vaccine would affect our proteôtion, positively or negatively, against other viruses and pathogens. The mechanisms of
these effects are still poorly understood.

It should be noted that the majority of studies on these non-specific effects have been conducted in developing

countries, where people's immuné systems are much more in demand. The pioneer in this field is Peter Aaby, a Danish

researcher working in Guinea-Bissau.

,'Considering the enormous effect that some vaccines have had in developing countries, I find it sad to see people in

rich countries developing mistrust of all vaccines," Aaby said in a statement. e-mail exchange with La Presse . That

said, I find it even more éad that public health authorities have developed a religious belief that all vaccines are safe, as

this evidence does not exist. "

,,Vaccinated people have a huge advantage over unvaccinated people," says Dt' Brian Ward of McGill, who is following

this work closely. Are vaccination schedules ideal? Can we eliminate these subtle effects with a different schedule?

These studies are in progress. "

The list: -1:list; the box: 219: box;tpl: html.tpl:file
@ La Presse (2018) lnc. All rights reserved.

Professor Christian Linard multiplies anti-vaccine pronouncements
on his personai Facebook page.
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As one anti-vaccination symp athizer is voted
off Ontario's chiropractic regulatory bodyo

another is voted on

Dr. Anderson-Peacock, who lost her council seøt, spoke at a
recent conference thøt also hosted prominent anti-vaccinøtion
chiroprøctor Del Bìgtree
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Doctors (from left) Elizabeth Anderson-Peacock, Peter Amlinger and Clifford Hardick are

members of the council of the College of Chiropractors of Ontario.
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As one anti-vaccination sympathizer is voted off Ontario's chiropractic regulatory body, another

is voted on

A chiropractor exposed last month as an anti-vaccination sympathizer has lost her bid for re-

election to the regulatory body that governs the profession in Ontario. However, the province's

chiropractors have elected a new councillor who has posted a swath of anti-vaccination material

on Facebook.

Dr. Elizabeth Anderson-Peacock, who lost her seat on council, was a featured speaker at a recent

Montreal conference that also hosted prominent anti-vaccination chiropractor Del Bigtree. And
the Post has confirmed that Ontario chiropractors could count attendance at the conference

towards continuing education credits from the College of Chiropractors of Ontario, the body that
regulates the province's chiropractors.

In a March 15 story, the National Post revealed that three chiropractors who sat on the executive

of the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO), including Anderson-Peacock,had made anti-
vaccination statements or endorsements. The Post reported that Anderson-Peacock endorsed an

anti-vaccine movie produced by disgraced former physician Andrew Wakefield, and published a
positive online review to an anti-vaccine book. In a statement to the Post, Anderson-Peacock

denied she endorsed "any oanti-vaccination' position" and said her personal views were separate

from her duties with the CCO.

Earlier this month, the CCO released unofficial results for the district in which Anderson-

Peacock was running for re-election. She was narrowly defeated by chiropractor Dr. Steven

Lester. Unless there's a recount, she will lose her seat on the CCO council. However, one of the

new councillors elected last week, Dr. Paul Groulx, also has a history of promoting anti-
vaccination views.

In 2015 Groulx posted a promotion by Vaccine Choice Canada, an anti-vax group, to his
Facebook page. He also mocked the effectiveness of flu vaccines on Facebookin20lT, and in
2016 announced his daughter had not been vaccinated. (While these posts have now been

removed, the Post has archived copies.)

If a professional regulator is allowed to be so wrong about a basic building block of public

health, the public should demand change for its own protection

Groulx told the Post that he has changed his position on chiropractors discussing vaccination:

"Personally, I used to question vaccines but years ago I realized it had nothing to do with our
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practice. I have been outspoken for quite some time that the vaccine issue needs to be shut down.
By shut down I mean zero tolerance on speaking about vaccinations. It's none of our business."

On March 10, Ryan Armstrong, a London-based health activist, filed a formal written complaint
to the CCO about Anderson-Peacock's anti-vaccination statements. The CCO would not confirm
to the Post whether it was investigating Anderson-Peacock or the other two members of the CCO
executive, Dr. Peter Amlinger and Dr. Clifford Hardick, whom the Post identified as having
made anti-vaccination statements.

The Regulated Health Care Professions Act that governs all regulated health professionals in the
province does not require an external formal complaint to launch an investigation if there are

"reasonable and probable grounds that the member has committed an act of professional
misconduct." However, CCO Registrar and General Counsel Jo-Ann Willson told the Post that
confidentiality provisions prevent her from discussing any inquiries, complaints, reports or
disciplinary matters that are in their early stages. Though she has the power to unilaterally launch
an investigation, Willson would neither confirm nor deny that she was undertaking any such
inquiry.

The Canadian Chiropractic Association and the Ontario Chiropractic Association have both said
they both support'ovaccination and immunization as established public health practices in the
prevention of infectious diseases," but neither association responded to a question from the Post
asking whether they hacl a zero-tolerance policy regarding members who make anti-vaccination
statements or endorsements.

Jonathan J*y, a science communicator in the Office for Science and Society at McGill
University said, ooAnti-vaccination views seem to be innate to a certain persistent strain of
chiropractic. V/hat is particularly worrisome is that these unscientific opinions are not only held
by some practicing chiropractors, they are being publicly espoused by many of the leaders of
their regulatory body."

Three senior members of the council that reeulates Ontado chiropractors have made anti-
vaccination statements
cl'm pro informed consent': Teacher euilty of pushing anti-vaccine views suspended for
talkine to media
Oueen's University professor under fire for anti-vaccine teachings granted leave from
course

oolf a professional regulator is allowed to be so wrong about a basic building block of public
health, the public should demand change for its own protection," he said. "Swift action is needed
to correct this dangerous misfire."

In an interview with the Post, Ontario NDP health critic France Gélinas said she believes the
anti-vaccination problem in chiropractic goes far beyond the leadership, and that she was
surprised at the extent of anti-vax sentiment among rank-and-file chiropractors. "Irealizedthat a

lot of them were reluctant to say vaccination saves lives, that vaccination was an important part
of public health," she told the Post

a

a

a
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"I pushed quite hard and some of them would not say vaccination was a good public health

measure," said Gelina-s. "And it didn't matter how hard I pushed ... I thought all health

professionals were in favour of vaccination, but apparently, it is not so."

Gelinas said that she discussed the issue with the Minister of Health, Christine Elliott, and "(the
minister) did not reassure me that she is going to act. I am hoping she changes her mind." The

Ministry of Health had previously told the Post it would not intervene as chiropractic is a self-

regulated profession in Ontario.

The Life Vision Conference in Montreal advertised its events as good for "CE credits in

Ontario." When contacted by the Post, Willson did not deny that the seminors would count

towa rds co ntin u in g ed u catio n c re d its.

After Willson \ryas made aware that the conference organizers were advertising its sessions in
that way, she responded in a letter saying that in future, "CCO will continue to review its CE

requirements and make appropriate changes as necessary, which may include the introduction of
additional mandatory elements to the program and/or approval/disapproval of specific
programs."

CCO council member Dr. Peter Amlinger was also a presenter at the Montreal event in late

March, at which BigTree mocked recent media concerns in Canada about anti-vaccination

campaigns. He told the chiropractors in attendance that vaccines could harm or kill children and

then quoted the vaccine manufacturers warning that vaccines "could cause death, auto-immune

disease, guillain-barré syndrome, paralysis," to the amusement of some members of the

audience.
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Abstract

Background: The chiropractic profession has a long history of internal conflict. Today, the division is between the

'evidence-friendly'faction that focuses on musculoskeletal problems based on a contemporary and evidence-based

paradigm, and the 'traditional' group that subscribes to concepts such as 'subluxation' and the spine as the centre

of good health. This difference is becoming increasingly obvious and problematic from both within and outside of
the profession in light of the general acceptance of evidence-based practice as the basis for health care.

Because this is an issue with many factors to consider, we decided to illustrate it with an analogy. We aimed to
examine the chiropractic profession from the perspective of an unhappy marriage by defining key elements in

happy and unhappy marriages and by identiñ7ing factors that may determine why couples stay together or spilt up.

Main body: We argue here that the situation within the chiropractic profession corresponds very much to that of

an unhappy couple that stays together for reasons that are unconnected with love or even mutual respect. We also

contend that the profession could be conceptualised as existing on a spectrum with the 'evidence-friendly' and the

traditional' groups inhabiting the end points, with the majority of chiropractors in the middle. This middle group

does not appear to be greatly concerned with either faction and seems comfortable taking an approach of 'you

never know who and what will respond to spinal manipulation'. We believe that this 'silent majority' makes it
possible for groups of chiropractors to practice outside the logical framework of today's scientific concepts.

Conclusion: There is a need to pause and consider if the many reasons for disharmony within the chiropractic

profession are, in fact, irreconcilable. lt is time to openly debate the issue of a professional split by engaging in

formal and courageous discussions. This item should be prioritised on the agendas of national associations,

conferences, teaching institutions, and licensing/registration as well as accreditation bodies. However, for this to

happen, the middle group of chiropractors will have to become engaged and consider the benefìts and risks of
respectively staying together or breaking up.

Keywords: Allied health, Attitude of health Personnel, Chiropractic, Professionalisation, Social perception, Trends

Background
Health care is becoming increasíngly evidence-based
Over the past decades, governments, society and patients

have an increasing expectation of an evidence-based app

roach to health care and as the knowlege base has become

larger and more widely accepted, the space available for
alternative modalities has become smaller [1-4]' This has

resulted in a greater contrast between mainstream and

fringe medicine. Also, in the musculoskeletal area there

are now different demands on indicatÍons for treatment
and positive outcomes than what was seen only a few
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Full list of author information is avallable at the end of the ¿nicle

decades ago [5]. Increasingly legislation is being bought to
bear to enforce such approaches. Chiropractors have for
many years balanced at the crossroads between main

stream and alternative medicine, so this development
poses particular challenges for chiropractic organisations,

who have tried to cater for both [6-8]. Although chiro
practors, officiall¡ âre part of the evidence-based move-

ment in relation to musculoskeletal problems, we were
late adopters, and some are not prepared to adopt this

approach at all.

The consequences for chiropractors
To the public, chiropractors are known to be'back pain

clinicians' 19-121. This is potentially a good nichc, bcca
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use back pain is one of the lagest public health prob-
lems, negatively affecting hundreds of millions of people.
The number of years people live with disability has
increased globally by 52% since 1990 [13, 14].The recent
Lancet Low Back Pain Series pointed to the gap between
what is known and what is being practiced, and called
fbr a de-medicalisation of back pain and promotion of
public health approaches in order to reverse this trajec-
tory [15, 16]. Chiropractors appear to be well placed to
respond to this call and become relevant in mainstream
healthcare globally.

Divisions w¡thin the chiropractic profession
As is the case with professions generally, chíropractic has
always had subgroups, some further toward the fringe and
others closer to mainstream healthcare. Chiropractic arose
out of a vitalistic tradition. D.D. Palmer, the founder of
chiropractic, declared that 95% of all disease was caused
by subluxated vertebrae and that the remaining 5% was
caused by slight displacements of bones other than those
in the spine [17]. An early split developed between the
vitalists and those who developed towards a more scien-
tific appruach, antl divisions remain. It is estimated that
approximately 20% of. the profession in Canada still ad
heres to a vitalistic explanation for how they practice [18,
19]. Despite the presence of these factions, chiropractic
has gradually become a global healthcare profession [20],
and in some jurisdictions chiropractors are regarded as

mainstream healthcare providers, as part of national
health systems or reimbursed with public or private insur-
ance funds. In places where chiropractors have adopted
modern evÍdence-based principles, external stakeholders
have determined that chiropractic practice accords with
modern healthcare principles and should be included
among legitimate healthcare practitioners Í2L, 221. Never-
theless, there is a continuing divide between 'evidence--
friendly' and'traditional' chiropractors, which has become
more visible in recent years, as the focus on back pain and
musculoskeletal health has increased and a wealth of new
evidence in the area has emerged. Unfortunately, these
disparate voices reflecting different approaches confuse
external stakeholders and threaten the credibility of the
chiropractic profession.

Describing this division is not simply academic; those
aligned with evidence-based ideals have the greatest
probability of being further integrated into healthcare
systems in the years to come. In contrast, chiropractors,
who have traditional ideas of the spine being a source of
all or most diseases, are unlikely to make this journe¡ in
the absence of evidence to substantiate their claims. The
result is a profession torn between those looking to the
future and those wedded to the founding claims of the
past. The evidence-friendly chiropractors feel that the
claims and activities by the 'traditionalists' slows or

hinders the development of the profession and there is
evidence to substantiate this.

Here are some examples of this problem, as seen from
the perspective of the evidence-friendly group:

o In Canada, vitalist practitioners have been shown to
be more likely to have anti-vaccination beliefs, and
their attitudes about radiographic imaging are incon-
sistent with current evidence/ guideline-based care

[19]. As such, vitalistic providers were less likely to
receive referrals from other health providers [23].

¡ In Florida, U.S.A., attempts to establish a university-
based education in chiropractic were stopped in
2005 because of opposition and lobbying from the
traditional group [24].

¡ In 2009 in the UK, a systemâtic survey of
chiropractic websites was done by a group
motivated by displeasure at unsupported claims of
chiropractors, and formal complaints were lodged
with the General Chiropractic Council. Although
most chiropractors were found not guilty, thousands
of work-hours and much stress was caused [25,26].
The content of these web sites was subsequently
changed.

o In 20L2, the treatment of children based on
traditional chiropractic'diagnoses' at the student
chiropractic clinics at the Royal Melbourne Institute
of Technology in Australia, a university-based chiro-
practic course, at the time lead by a well-known
traditionally-oriented chiropractor, brought down
both fury and ridicule on chiropractic. It also
resulted in a new movement called'Friends of
Science', who wage war on university education
involving non-evidence-based alternative medicine,
notably chiropractic. This severely threatened at least
two chiropractic undergraduate courses [27, 281.

¡ In 2013, attempts to establish a university-based
education in chiropractic in Sweden were stopped
following a debate that exposed unsupported claims
on the websites of some chiropractors [29].

There is also evidence that traditional chiropractors
feel aggrieved by the evidence-friendly group, because
they think that 'real'chiropractic is being denigrated or
squandered.

And here are some examples of the problem as seen
from the perspective ofthe traditional groupl

¡ Evidence-friendly chiropractors are seen as

unfaithful to the traditional tenets of chiropractic
(i.e. subluxation as a basis for changes in health).

¡ Evidence-friendly chiropractors side with the
'enemy', i.e. medical doctors, research scientists,
sceptics, etc.

Page 2 of I
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Evidence for this is extensive, but a few examples from
current chiropractic websites include the following:

r 'straight [traditional] chiropractors consider the
medical diagnosis of disease to be unnecessary

because they view these conditions as secondary

effects ofvertebral subluxations. In essence, they
believe that disease symptoms will disappear once the

underlying subluxations have been corrected properly.

Most straight chiropractors do not wish to have any

association with mainstream health care' [30].
r 'Chiropractic's new normal should look a lot like its

old normal. You know the one centered on our only
unique service to mankind: the detection, correction
and management of vertebral subluxation [31].

o 'If you choose the more allopathic path of
chiropractic medicine, your practice style will be

different. You'll befriend orthopedists and other
medical practitioners, suppþing a form of physical
medicine. You'll add various therapies,

decompression, orthotics, stretches, exercises, rehab

and other adjunctive seryices to support your spinal
manipulations. ......you will be reduced to proper
lifting, pillow recommendations and maybe even

weight loss' [32].

Given the slates of problems observed by these two
groups, the question for the profession to face is, what
can be done about it?

One solution: Trying to unite a divided profession

In response to this division, various chiropractic organi-
sations have since long made great efforts to try to bring
the various factions closer together by appreciating and

respecting each other's differences. One such uniffing
attempt from the European Chipractors' Union (ECU)

was the slogan telebrating diversity' used in connection
for the 2OL6 ECU conference [33]. However, it is not
evident that this diversity should be celebrated. We do
not see 'diversity' as a strength for either of the two main
factÍons of chiropractors, or more importantþ for pa

tients, who must employ a caveât emptor approach to
finding a chiropractor.

A more recent approach that we are seeing now is that
various organisations, who for decades have supported
unity between factions at all costs, are now focusing

strongly on evidence as the basis for chiropractic practice

rather than on unity. One example is the American Chiro-
practic Association (ACA) that recently adopted the
mainstream, broad-consensus'Choosing rü/isely' cam-
paign, and the World Fcdcration of Chiropractic (WFC)

that recently signaled a policy shift by abandoning
attempts at'unit' [7] and focusing on'on the creation of
trust, legitimacy and promoting the best available care'

[34, 35]. This tactic changes the focus from the chíroprac-
tor, to where the focus of any legitimate healthcare profes-

sion should be, on the patient. The end results should,
hopefully, be a general shift towards a more modern
approach and away from old traditions.

Another solution: Creating a permanent divísion through
"professional divorce"
In this commentary, we explore another solution to this
historic division. One that does not involve uniting both
sides, but one that acknowledges that when a division is

too great to reconcile, decoupling may be the best way
forward for all involved. In this paper, we explore the simi-
larities between couples and professions, examine what
happens when they become estranged, and consider how
the solutions established by our society for marital
disagreement may also be the key to doing what is best for
both groups. Uppermost in our minds in this process is
what is best for the thildreni i.e. patients.

What makes spouses happy, or at least content, in their
marriages?

Obviously, there are many and varied reasons for making
married couples happy and functional. Love, affection,
and sex [36] are important initiators for many marriages

and helpful to maintain the relationship also in the long
run, To produce, provide for, and ensure the survival of
offspring is another uniting aspect [37]. A feeling of
togetherness, defined as easy communication, similar
habits, hobbies, activities, and the ability for constructive
problem-solving makes living together pleasant as does a

common history and a similar background [36, 38]. Soli-
darity provides a strong cornerstone in successful mar-
riages [39], as does the concept of being a happy family
and the status associated with this in society [40]. Clearly,

being in a stable financial situation would help make a

couple more trouble-free and hence invite fewer problems

and result in less risk of disenchantment and disagree-

ments that potentially can lead to a split Í4I,421,

Why may couples stay together when things go bad?

These reasons for content marriages are hardly surpris-
ing. However, why some couples choose to stay together,
when the relationship has gone sour and there is no love
left between the parties, is relevant to this discussion.

Respect for each other, morality, religion, politics, and
business interests may be some reasons for remaining,
as well as the wish not to hurt the other partner [37].
Some prefer to wait 'till the children have grown up'

[39] and in others it is the fear of the unknown including
conccrns about potential economic hardship [421. It is

also well known that feelings and relationships can have

their ups and downs, so some may simply'hang around'
hoping for better times [41].
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Additionall¡ when marriages are clearly dysfunctional
and the two partners would be better off on their own, it
is not uncommon for one of the two to make promises
to change (e.g. no more extra-marital sex, more time
spent with the family, no more fighting, no more
violence) 143, Ml. Kindness, wishful thinking, memories
of happy early days, and financial weakness could also
be reasons why the aggrieved partner may give the
marriage another chance, and perhaps another and
another.

Finally, when things go wrong in a marriage, another
strategy is that one partner has too much to lose so they
simply tolerate the problem - perhaps this is the closest
analogy ofwhere the chiropractic profession has been in
the past 25years. Doubtlessly though, both parts are
unhappy with the present arrangement.

Why may couples choose to divorce?
Instead of choosing to remain in a relationship for any
number of reasons, there are obviously many couples
who decide to separate 145,461. The reasons for divorce
have been a major topic of research and have been
comprehensively reviewed elsewhere [a6]. This review
summarises longitudinal studies that identifu the predic-
tors of marital disruption as beÍng domestic violence,
frequent conflict, and infideliry the number of perceived
relationship problems, and low levels of love, trust and
commitment between spouses. Minimising the difñcul-
ties, confronting relationships by using benevolent cog-
nitions such as 'better the devil you kno# only allows
relationships to worsen over time [47]. Although divor
ces are always diffrcult, the outcome is often better for
both partners in the long run, offering possibilies for a

more self-actualised existence [48-50].

Signs that the chiropractic profession is an unhappy
marriage
The two main factions in the chiropractic profession still
'live at the same address'. By this we mean that they
present themselves to others under the same family
name, have institutions that try to enforce the same
international and national Standards of Accredítation of
chiropractic programmes for both so that patients are
dealt with in fairly standardised ways, and there are reg-
ulations for chiropractic educations to ensure a reason-
able common level of graduates.

Nevertheless, there are defrnite signs that the situation
may be intolerable for many chiropractors on both sides.
'We have identified reasons for unhappiness, and listed
those in Table 1. These reasons are based on our obser-
vations of what happens in the field and are thus
personal opinions, not easily documented from scientific
evidence. Therefore, the items listed have not been
referenced, Nevertheless we believe that most of our

colleagues will acknowledge these issues and that they
resemble very much those described above in reasons
for divorce among couples.

Why then are these two groups still joined together in
their professional marriage?
Although there are many indications of unhappiness and
also great attempts to improve the chiropractic marriage,
no obvious signs of a formal splitting up are visible.
Nevertheless, there are many reasons for some marriages
to persist despite obvious difñculties and differences.
The reasons for the chiropractic profession stalng
together may be analogous, and, as seen from our view-
point, some of these are listed in Table 2 below:

The 'middle group'
Chiropractors sit on a spectrum, and the majority fall in
the middle and practice with a þu-never-know who
and what will respond to spinal manipulation' attitude,
yet with only some attachments to chiropractic tradition.
Chiropractors in this group probably just want to get on
with their work, not paylng too much attention to the
bickering guirrg on. They do not engage politically, they
rarely appear at seminars or general assemblies, and they
do not take sides. Thus this middle group accepts or at
least tolerates much of the statements and activities by
the traditionalist groups. Importantl¡ the middle group
does not seem to consider illogical and unsubstantiated
claims to be of real danger to the profession and if they
are troubled by them, they do not voice this publically,
maybe because they think that 'the more the stronger' or
simply because of apathy.

In our opinion, this middle ground is becoming increa
singly harder to reconcile and thus diffìcult to hold, as

the marital difficulties inevitably play out more openl¡
because of the increasing general public interest in
chiropractic [51-54]. Therefore, we contend that mem-
bers of the middle group will eventually have to choose
sides between adherÍng to a scope of evidence-friendly
practice relating to musculoskeletal problems or to a

traditional approach aiming at treating a multitude of
conditions through spinal manipulation. Increasingly,
this position reminds us of the sayíng 'The standard you
walk past is the standard you accepti since acquiescence
makes it possible for groups of chiropractors to practice
outside the logical framework of today's scientific con
cepts and sometimes even outside the law. Virtually
every chiropractor knows of other chiropractors who
x-ray every patient, or sign patients up to long contracts,
or dubious 'family plansi or pre-payment plans, or use
high-pressure sales tactics, or advertise unsubstantiated
claims, yet very few report these breaches [55]. This
'silent majorif -"y in fact be responsible for the inertia
and acceptance of traditionalist paradigms (seen from
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Table 1 A list of signs of incompatibility between the evidence-friendly and traditional factions in chiropractic, described as it would

be in an unhappy marriage, as seen from the ev¡dence-frlendly view point

lmportânt ingredients in a marriage Signs of unhappiness in the chiropractic 'marriage' between evidence-friendly and traditional chiropractors

Love . lt is evident that there is no love between two groups. Neither wishes to spend time or more int¡mate

moments with the other.

. There is little tolerance between the two factions.

. The evidence-friendly group adopt a natural sciences criticâl think¡ng approach and more easily accepts
good quality scientific studies, regardless the results, while the others d¡sregard evidence, if it does not
confìrm their prior beliefs. Tradit¡onal chiropractors are also prepared to accept substandard research such

as case-repons as evidence.

. The two factions fìnd it difficult to communicâte because the evidence-friendly groups seek to use

contemporary mainstream language, whilst the others stick to traditional language, e.g. 'subluxation', 'innate

intelligence', 'adjustment','the power that made the body heals the body', and treat the cause

not the symptoms'.
. There is no problem-solving mechanism. Therefore, central collaborative problems will rarely be discussed in

order not to rock the boat too much.
. Explanations to the patients about illness and health are different in the two camps; therefore it is diffìcuh
to exchange patients.

. The evidence.friendly chiropractors are seen as unfaithful by the tradit¡onalists, as they 'sleep' with or have

been seduced by members ofexternal conventional health professions such as medicine and physiotherapy.

. The two groups do not attend the same type of seminars or conferences nor sit at the same table, when
they are in the same room.

. The improved status of the chiropractic profession depends largely on their participation in producing new
evidence and this is done by the evidence-friendly group.

. Very little of the research produced so far has succeeded in showing that treatment by chiropractors is
superior to that delivered by other healthcare professions. Although the evidence-frÌendly group fìnds this
disappointing, they mãintain a patient-centered focus, confident that acceptance oftruth is a necessary

path to the best treatment options for patients as well as to mainstream acceptance of chiropractic methods.

The traditional chiropractors seem unable to come to terms with this s¡tuation and build their professional

activities and discourse on idealistic assumptions that either cannot be tested scientifically or are based on
outdated health care models.

. Virulent attacks in social media are apparent when a scientific publication produced by evidence-friendly
members fail to'prove'what the traditionalists consider obvious, because they see proofs of this "every

day in their clinics".

. Evidencefriendly chiropractors are concerned about the trad¡tional chiropractors'exaggerated claims about
cures, prevention and even longeviry which they consider deceptive. They think that biologically implausible

claims and the resultant practice behaviours will have or have already affected the economic situation of the
chiropractic family by creating distrust of the public and limiting the growth of the profession (i.e., the
proportion of people seeking care).

Disrespect, rudeness and nastiness

Respect

Agreement on common basic

concepts

Easy communication; togetherness;
similar interests

Enra-marital sex / infidelity

lntellectual differences

Économic situation

the evidence-friendly side) and the gradual destructÍon
of traditional values (seen by the traditional chiro
practors).

Chiropractors are not the only family in the neigh-

bourhood. There are other families i.e., other manual

therapeutic professions, who are engaged in ongoing
positive positioning, who are willing, able and evi-

dence centred to fill the societal need for conservative

approaches to musculoskeletal care. It is likely that
this time window of opportunity for chiropractors is

limited and closing. Much like climate change per-

haps the tipping point has already been breached.
The time for action may never be more appropriate
than now.

Conclusions and persped¡ves
'W'e acknowledge that vitalism and .other idealistic
concepts based on theories and beliefs rather than scien-
tifically accepted logic and evidence have a role to play

in the public domain. They are, however, not compatible
with the'ofñcial' evidence-friendly chiropractic profes-

sion, and to accept and protect such an approach, is a

serious issue, potentially one of publíc safety.
\ùØe have argued that the situation within the chiro-

practic profession corresponds very much to that of an

unhappy couple that stays together for reasons that are

unconnected with love or even mutual respect. The
current marital disharmony clearly goes beyond the
scope of continuing to live unhappily with 'another

person' of a differing world view. The alternative to this
unhappy family structure would be an amicable divorce.

Although it might be painful, difficult and unset-
tling, in the long run it might make it possible for
the two main groups to develop their full potentials,
as they both deserve a happy professional life. The
evidence-friendly group would be free to progress and
collaborate in agreement with developing research
findings and trends within public health, whereas the
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Table 2 Possible reasons for the continued marriage between evidence-friendly and traditionalist chìropractors
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Solidarity

Economy

Happy family

Fear of unknown, weaker
partner

Hope of future
improvements

family name

. ln front of authorities, the two factions often have to work together in order to appear to be a large and united
profession, for which reason they attempt to reach ¿ common ground, for example, when 'officially'defìning
chiroprâctic. Thus broad nebulous terms such as 'prevention', 'spinal health', 'patient centered' are used to prevent
complete insight into what is really going on.

. The past history (i.e. the concept that they have had a hard time, that they have fouqht together, and the feeling
that they are'special) seems to hold the two factions together against common 'enemies'.

. Personal friendships, often dating from formative years, also make it diffìcult to confront colleagues who we consider
practisìng too much on the fringes of credibility.

. The evldence-friendly group has a lìnancial interest in not being associated with the traditional chiropractors.
However the latter group is riding on the credibility provided by the evidence-friendly group, which allows
participation in legislation and reimbursement schemes and educational acceptance for their schools.

. Being a large group rather than two smaller groups makes it easier to negotiate and deal with insurance agencies,
government regulators, and health authorities.

. Chiropractors have, traditionally, been socially isolated in the health care community but over the past decades the
evidence-friendly chiropractors have been made welcome to jo¡n forces w¡th traditional health care pract¡tioners
such as medicine and physiotherapy. However, when this occurs, the traditionalists are discretely kept în the
background, not to scare policy makers and other stake holders off, which could stop this development.

. To separate the chiropractors into two professions would entail many changes, new political fìghts and an ¡mponant
task in relation to informatìon and branding that doubtlessly requires careful consideration and a lot of work.

. Clearly, the traditionalist group is most vulnerable because they would have to assume their true nature. Their
approach is unlikely to appeal to authorities, third party payers and a large pofi¡on of the general public.

. Many chiropractors do not see the problem ¿s permanent, but view it as morc of a short lasting challenge, thinking
that it is better to stay together, in order lo be a large group and to have an influence on 'the fringes'.

. lvlany believe that extremists on both sides in the end will get to see the light and come and join
the middle ground'.

. Firrally arrd vety itr'rputtatrtly, tlre [arrrily rrarrre ("clriropractor') ¡s centrä1. To fìnd another name would mean re-
establishing connect¡ons w¡th the public, insurance agencies, and government regulators and health authorities,
which would not be easy. Therefore, both groups may well be hangìng in there, mainly, in order to keep the name.

traditional groups can flourish in the wellness market,
as there is a demand in the public also for more
'mysterious' and all-encompassing therapies and
movements, For us it appears obvious that stake-
holders, public, and the chiropractors would be better
off, if the two factions and the middle group clearly
stated where they belong. In addition, if patient inter-
ests are given true primacy, the arguments for unity,
in our opinion, seem less significant than those for
divorce.

Therefore, chiropractors and chiropractic leaders, re-
gardless of values and persuasion, need to pause and con-
sider, if they are able to live and develop as they would
like to in this century-old unhappy marriage.

It is hoped that this paper opens a discussion among
all parties that can eventually lead to an equitable ar-
rangement for stakeholders and a sustainable future for
chiropractic.
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Presidentl Message

President's Message

When I look ahead in zol9, I am reminded why I

ran for Council five years ago. I knew the rights

and obligations of self-regulation are designed to
serve and protect patients. lt is a privilege and
responsibility shared by all in the profession and

I wanted to do my part.

Through my time on Council, I have been proud
to see CCO demonstrating its commitment
to addressing issues raised by the public and
members as they relate to the effective regulation

of chiropractic in the public interest - and I know
the hard work is not over.

Acronyms 2

Registrar's Report

o Registry Update
o ln Memoriam

1

5
6

Council Matters

o Councìl Meeting Terms
o Council Member Dates
o Council Meeting l-lighlights

7
I
õ

12

Dr. Dovid Stormer
President

April 2Ol8 - PresentPolicy Update
Update to By-laws, Standards of Þractice,
Þolicies and Guidelines

Governing Ourselves

o Quality Assurance Committee
o Advertising Committee
o RegístrationCommíttee
o Patient Relations Committee
o Fitness to Practise

19

25

5O
34
58

For that reason, instead of reminiscing about the history and reflecting on

our accomplishments, I want to face forward and focus this communication
on some of the initiatives ahead of us.

Potient Ccre ond Clriroprcctic PractÍce
CCO will be working through some ambitious efforts to reinforce the relevant

regulations and guidelines that enable members to understand what they
can and can't claim in the course of providing safe and ethical patient care in

their chiropractic practice. This will require ongoing work from several CCO
committees. Highlights include,

. Use of social media is a topic being seriously addressed by CCO. During a

member's peer assessment, CCO's peer assessors will review the member's

website(s), advertising, and social media posts and report any apparent
breaches to the CCO s Quality Assurance Committee. Consideration is also

being given to implementing new ways to support peer assessors in ensuring

the appropriate advisory and remedial actions are taken to address issues

arising during their peer assessments.

. The lnquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee (ICRC) is accelerating
its processes {or addressing p'.rblic complaints against members abot¡t
their websites, advertising, and social media sites such as making claims for
treatments that may fall outside the chiropractic scope of practice.

. CCO is analyzing web-scanning technology currently being used by the
College of Chiropractors of British Columbia and others to assess its merits

(CONT. ON PÀGE 5)
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MISSION
The College of Chiroproctors of Ontorio
reguiotes the profession in the public
interest to ossure ethicol ond competent
chiroproctic core.

VISION
Committed to Regulotory Excellence in the

Public lnterest in o Diverse Environment

VALUES
.lntegrity
. Respect
. Colloborotive
.lnnovotive
. Tronsporent
. Responsive

STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVES

Build public trust ond confidence qnd

promote understonding of the role of
CCO omongst oll stqkeholders.

2. Ensure the proctice of members is sofe,

ethicol, ond potient-centered.

3. Ensure stondords ond core competencies

promote excellence of core while
responding to emerging developments.

4. Optimíze the use of technology to
focilitote regulotory functions ond
communicotions.

5. Continue to meet CCO's stotutory
mondote qnd resource priorities ìn o

fiscolly responsible monner.

Deve/oped of the strqtegic p/onning

session: September 2o1/

Acronyms r 013

BDC

CCO, the College

CE

the Code

CMCC

CMRTO

CTCMPAO

Boord of Directors of Chiroprociic

College of Chiroprociors of Ontorio

Continuing educotion

Ontorio Humon Rights Code

Conodion Memoriol Chiroproctic College

College of Medicol Rodiotion Technologists of Ontorio

College of Troditionol Chinese Medicine
Proctitioners ond Acupuncturists of Ontario

Federotion of Heolth Regulotory Colleges of Ontorio

lnquiries, Comploints ond Reports Committee

Ministry of l-leolth ond Long-Term Core

Non-governmentol Orgonizotion

Peer ond Proctice Assessment

Quolity ossuronce

Regu/oled Heolih Proþssions Áci, ¡99¡

Specified continuing educotion or remediol progrom

Technology Upgrode Project

FURCO

ICRC

MOHLTC

NGO

ppA

QA

SCERP

TUP

EXTRACT FROM TFIE CÉ/'ROPR,4CTIC,4CT

Scope of Practice

5. The proctice of chiroproctic is the ossessment of conditions
reloted to the spine, nervous system ond .¡oints ond the
diognosis, prevention ond treotment, primorily by odjustment, of,

(o) dysfunctions or disorders orising from the structures or
functions of the spine ond the effects of those dysfunctions
or disorders on the nervous system; ond

(b) dysfunctions or disorders orising from the structure or
functions of the joints.

Authorized Acts

4. ln the course of engoging in the proctice of chiroproctic,
o member is outhorized, subject to the terms, conditions
ond limitotions imposed on his or her certificote of registrotion,
to perform the following'
l. Communicoting o diognosis identifying, os the couse of

o person's symptoms,
i. o disorder orising from the structures or functions of

the spine ond their effects on the nervous system, or
ii. o disorder orising from the structures or functions of

the joints of the extremities.

2. Moving the joints of the spine beyond o person's usuol
physiologicol ronge of motion using o fost, low omplitude
th rust.

3. Putting o finger beyond the onol verge for the purpose
of monipuloting the toilbone.
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for use in Ontario as a way to bring to light any

failures by chiropractors to comply with existing
provisions.

. Discussions have already taken place at both the
CCO's Executive Committee and the Advertising
Committee to consider whether the Advertising
Committee's mandate is sufficiently robust in

ensuring it can adequately monitor and productively

enforce the standards of practice as they relate
to advertising, including social media.

CollaborotÍon wítlr Stokeholders
I am pleased to see our enhanced efforts in
reaching out to stakeholders such as the Ontario
Chiropractic Association and the Federation of
Health Regulatory Colleges of Ontario. Efforts have

resulted in some tangible action such as fostering
relationships to enhance our public interest focus
and our communications vehicles to all stakeholders.

Ilarmonìzing Stondords of Procfice ond SlrorÍng
Best PrcrctÍces qcross Ccnqdq
By design, all health care professionals are separately

regulated at the provincial and territorial levels
in Canada. With constant changes in health care
dynamics, individual regulators are always adaptíng
their provisions to best serve the public in the new
landscape. This is a challenging role.

ln the harmonization of standards of practice and

the sharing of best practices across Canada, CCO
will strive to enhance discussions aimed at ensuring

consistency in the patient experience from coast to
coast to coast, including processes for examination,

history taking, diagnosis, treatment, and plan of
management.

Evoluoting Pegulotory Governonce
The current model of self-regulation as articulated
in the Regulofed lleo/th Prolessions Act, ¡991 is not
the only model for self-regulation. What the public
needs and expects from its regulators is always

evolving. Therefore, the CCO must also continually
evolve to best serve the public. As other Ontario
health regulators are discussing regulatory reform to
shift towards competency-based selection criteria
for board members, smaller boards, and enhanced
oversight, it is imperative that CCO is part of this
conversation. lt is essential that we discuss and

debate the merits of different systems and processes,

with a focus on determining how best to serve our

role and mandate as we move forward.

Defíníng/ Mecsuring Regu latory Performance
I am pleased to report that Council has had fulsome

discussion on enhancing its regulatory performance
and how accountability and success can be measured.

Council is looking at best practices, how it can be

measured, and also how CCO can continue building
trust with members, stakeholders and the public.

CCO on fl're Move!
Thanks to CCO's history of due diligence and fiscal

responsibility, CCO will be moving into a new home

this summer. Considerable care has been expended

by CCO to look at best practices followed by other
health regulators in makingthe office space accessible

to the public and to take advantage of opportunities to
redefine some processes and to enhance its corporate

responsibilities and commitment to environmental
sustainability.

Not far from CCO's current offices, the new location
is easily accessible for visitors and members who
use pub[ic transportation.

ln.ApprecictÍon
lam grateful to both our publicly-appointed members

and our elected professional members who serve on

Council and have allowed me to serve as President.

Their collective dedication to serving our public
interest mandate is first and foremost in all of
Council's deliberations and actions. Our Council
and committee meeting agendas are characterized
by open discussions and proactive action.

Supporting us in our dedicated work in serving the
public of Ontario would never be possible without
the supportive staff team, led by Ms Jo-Ann Willson,

Registrar and General Counsel.

I am also very proud of the high level of engagement
in self-regulation and the desire to serve the public
interest. Clearly, this is demonstrated throughout
various activities that support our efforts both
internally and externally. I encourage members to
continue to participate with us in enhancing self-
regulation in the public interest through respectful
discussion.

Thanks for being engaged!
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This issuel "hot" topics: Advertising, Websites, Social Media

I found an extract from a newsletter from the former Board of Directors of Chiropractic
(BDC)dated April r99r,

Ms Jo-Ann Willson
Regìstror ond Generol Counsel

Reterences to the cure of symptoms, d¡seases or ¿ppeãling to a lay per-
son's fears are not considered to meet the foregoin¡¡ criteria.

ADVERTIS'NG G UIDELINES FOR
C H I ROPRACTORS AND RELATED
CORPORAT'ONS
Registranls have a responsibility to the public, the profession
ancl the lloard to ensure that advertising copy in any media is:

Some members (with early registrant numbersl) will also

recall that there was a time when the BDC had a "yellow

pages" adveriising policy, as well as a prohibition on the
size (including font size) of any office advertising.

Historically, CCO has received few complaints about
advertising, except from one chiropractor against another. ln

2ot7 for example, CCO received a total of four complainis

about advertising, two complaints about scope of practice

and one complaint about social med¡a (reference the zotl
Annual Report). Those numbers will be different in 2olB

and in zolg. Members are reminded that not allcomplaints

come from chiropractic patients. Any member of the public

can file a complaint and CCO's lnquíries, Complaints
and Reports Committee will exercise its discretion in

accordance with the Regu/cted Heo/fh Professions Act,

l99l with each and every complaint that is received.

So what's changed? The fundamental message from
CCO hasn't changed. What has changed is the methods

by which members communicate, the speed at which
information is transmitted and the increase in reach of
what the public sees. CCO's obligation is to ensure existing

standards are either revised, enforced differently, or that

the balance between reactive (complaints and discipline)
versus proactive measures (quality assurance) needs to be

shifted to reflect this new landscape. Another aspect that
seems to have changed is an apparent lack of professional

respect or courtesy that has crept in between and amongst

colleagues. That doesn't reflect well on the health of the
profession, nor does it help in building public trust and

confidence. There is, of course, room for and a need for
healthy debate and discourse but ihat comes with an

expectation that stakeholders including members will
communicate in an informed, respectful manner.

On November 29, 2o18, a number of chiropractic
stakeholders, some media and various other members

of the public attended CCO's Council meetins at which

a number of options were presented to and considered
by Council. CCO has committed to continuing to enhance

both its proactive and reactive processes relating to
scope of practice and advertising, including websites.

The Advertising and Quality Assurance Committees in

particular have been working for a number of months
preparing comprehensive recommendations for Council's

consideration. Watch CCO's website for news about
changes to standards, policies and guidelines.

My recommendation is that every member put the "self"

in self-regulation by reviewing his/her own advertising,
website(s) and social media communications. That means

making sure you are not making unsupported claims. lt also

means ensuring you are complying with the provisions as

they relate to specialties or the use of protected titles like

medicine, physiotherapy or acupuncturist unless you are

a member of a college which has those protected titles.
Know that there are individuals keenly interested in finding
false or misleading claims, and in bringing that information

to the attention of CCO. Know too that CCO will be

stepping up its efforts in reviewing existing standards,
policies, guidelines and processes, and in reviewing
members' public information including through the use

of appropriate technology. CCO s statutory responsibility

is to regulate the profession in the public interest. Many
people feel passionately about the issues relating to
advertising, social media and websites, and CCO remains

interested in and committed to considering all feedback

as it reviews existing provisions and processes through
the lens of public protection.

4

Irr.lu.rl, objcrlivelr vcriii.rblc, .rntl lrr.crl on
íatls iltrlr¡xrnrlt'nl oi ¡rcrsrltal hclicir, o¡rirrion.

or inlerprrlations.
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Please check the webcite or contact CCO about any changer

in the registration ¡tatu¡ of a CCO membe¿

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS

CCO welcomeg the following new members (registered from January l' 2()18 to January 51, 2ol9) and

wishes them a long and ¡ucce¡¡ful career in chiropractic.

Ryon J. Abroms
Seon P.E. Adom
Meghon J.E. Adoms
Therese Agoyby Ghobriol
Adom Alexonder
Bettino M. Ambuehl Honegger
Jomes S. Anderson
Kyle J. Arom
Ali-Mossud Asgory
Cctherine Askonder
Noorolhudo Bokoo
Stephen J. Boko
Jorod R. Bolog
Motthew A. Borden
Antoine D. Borrier
Angele F. Beoucloir
Nordine Bekhit
Shonnon J. Bloch
Mory E. Bogumil
Lindsoy E. Bonos

Toylor Bonner
Brittony N. Boot
Corinne Ë.M. Brookhuis
Mory N. Brown
Colin D. Brown
Kevin J. Brownell
Þotricio L. Brum

Mikqelo E. Buchli-Kelly
Rozino Budhwoni
Alon N.H. Bui

Kotelynn Bulmer
Stocey A. Coirns
Mitchell S. Compbell
Soroh L. Compbell
Eric P.P. Coron
Jenno M. Cosuccio
Nicholos M. Centritto
Alexondrio RY. Chen
Doniel L. Cherub¡ni
Shermon Chiu
Grond S. Choi

Felix P.H. Chu

Emily H.C. Chung
Lydio M. Colocino
Courtney L.A. Cole
Koylo M. Cole
Liso A. Costo
John A. Coulson
Lquro A. Custode
Allyshio L. Doley
Morion Dooud
Angelo C. Dores
Michelle DoSilvo

Brooke A. Deschomps

Christopher Di Notole
Motthew J. Diston
Heother M.L. Dryburgh
Christopher A. Duong
Corisso E. DuPuis

Brooke L.A. Eorley
Amr O. El Bouse

Moriusz J. Fojfer
Josef A. Fediurek
Vivionne J. Fortin
Qyon S. Gorcio
Rebecco M. Goudry
Dorrin D. Germonn
Williom T. Gioncoulos
Erico L.Gifford
Joseph A. Gigliotti
Monuel S. Gil
Kotelyn N. Good
Kossondre G. Goupil
Joseph P. Greenwood
Michelle A. Grybko
Dominique M. Hormoth
John W. Hormon
Koro A. Hornish
Soroh C.C. Heoth
Kotie P.Y Heung
Kevin D.G. Hong
Zochory D.F. l-loword

Spiro P. loonnidis
Nicole A.L. lnsley

Jessico L. Jorrell
Eun-Yong Jeong
Amondo R. Johnson
Mockensie D. Jordon
Stephonie C. Juff
Cormen Jwedo
Rebecco Kong
Devon Keys

Dovid P. Kim

Youngwook Kim

Evin P. Kolm
Constonce Z. Kontos

Justin M. Kutosiewich
Joson Locroix
Tesso C. Lom

lris W. Lou
Tim W.H. Lou

Thonh Le

Chontel J. LeCloir
Melody KY Lee
Eric Lee
Cossondro M. Leigh

Modeleine Levine

Michoel K.S. Liong
Rebecco Limo

Moteo Lino
Ryon J. Lisowski
Yil-iu
Andreo D. Luke

Benjomin M. Mohoney
Erin K. Moilloux
Fobrice Mollord
Loleh Moroufi
Richelle-Foith Mortins
Pomelo J. Mosse

Elliot L. Moyhew
Jesse JT. McAleese
Soroh N.H. McAteer
Shown P.M. McDonold

(CONT. ON PAGE ó)

R"gistry Update
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Kirstie A. McDowell
Michoel P. McGohey
Andrew J. McMonus
Andrew DW. Mercer
Louro E. Mercuriono
George Mikho¡l
Loryso Mikhoilovo
Andrew l. Miller
Rebecco L. Muzos
Sobrino Norulo
Brionno L. Newmon
Mylo Nguyen
Kim T. Nguyen
Edword A. Nigro
Shivinder S.O. Oberoi
Michoel G. O'Hondley
Toronjit Ohson
Bohdon Osobo
Amjed W. Osmon

Koitlyn M. Pepper
Kimberly M. Perrymon
Theery Þiche
Jessicq N. Þludwinski
Colleen N. Prendergost
Doniel E. Þrinsen
Louren A. Pruner
Yu Qin
Jordon N. Robinowitz
lsoioh D.C. Redfern
Poriso C. Ricciordelli
Meghonn J. Robinson
Kothleen T. Rodgers
Kirstyn P. Ross

Jacqrreline M Ross

Aleno C. Russo

Arosh Soleki
Andrew P. Souer
Morie-Pier Souriol

Gillion A. Sowo
Soroh V. Seoborn
Rulo A. Shoor
Jordon Shnier
Kyle J. Simpson
Deviko Singh
Adom N. Sisti
Ellen T. Smith
Alexondro R. Smiih
Brondon M. Somlo
Dovid P. Song
Ëvon A. Stibbord
Andrew J. Synnott
Koitlyn M. Szobo
Rishi Toycrl

Jennifer L. Thomson
Rochel N. Tomlin
Kyle S. Tront
Aviv Tsimermon

Year of lnitial Registration
l99l
1975
t980
t95ó
1975
1958
2014
1966
l9ó5
2012
1998
1963
1994

Poyom Volo
Vonesso E. Von Dyke
Gront H. Von Dyke
Morondo M. Vonderbeek
Dovid B.B. Veltmon-Robert
Khushboo Voro
Shonnon M. Webster
Phillip F. Wessel
Emmo H. Whelpton
Kotherine E.R. Whitton
Trocy Wong
Robert S. Woodlond
Brion A. Wright
Trevon D.D. Wright
Jonothon D.K. Yu

Theodoro C. Zochorio
Boyon Zhong

Date of Death
Jonuory 2,2018
Jonuory ì5, 2Ol8
Februory 13, 2Ol8
Februory 17,2C-18

Morch27,2Ol8
April 12,2Ol8
Moy ì, 2018
June28,2018
Unknown
November 17,2018
November 

.l8, 
2Ol8

November 22,2C^18
Februory 7,2C-19

lN MEMORIAM tlaNUÀRy r,2ors - FEBRUARy 15,2ore)

Name
Dr. Dovid Jongsmo
Dr. Kenneth Oldoker
Dr. Judy Ben-lsroel
Dr. Williom S. Boird
Dr. Eugene Trock
Dr. Donold Verne Thomson
Dr. Tonyo Tucker
Dr. John M. Thyret
Dr. Michoel Beoton
Dr. Vijoy Gopolokrishnon
Dr. Michelle Þrince
Dr. Doniel Gleeson
Dr. Williom C. Pomer

CCO extends its condolences to the families, friends, and colleagues of these members.

DR. I{AROLD BEASLEV MEMORIAL AWARD GOES TO...

The winner of the zolS Dr. Harold Beasley Memorial Award is Janet Belliveau. Awarded annually to a Canadian
Memorial Chiropractic College student, the award encourages chiropractic students to develop a greater
understanding of Ontario jurisprudence relating to chiropractic practice.
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IN APPRECIATION

CCO expresses its gratitude to the following members who served on committees and worked diligently to uphold

CCO'5 public interest mandate. Their commitment is sincerely appreciated, and CCO wishes them every success in

their future endeavours.

DR. REGINALD GATES, DISTRICT 5 (CENTRAL EAST)¡ April zots - AprilzotE

DR. PATRICIA TAVARES, DISTRICT 4 (CENTRAL): April 2ol2 - Apr¡l 2or8

MR. SI{AKIL AKI.|TER, ÞUBLIC MEMBER: April zoro - May 2olE

MS JUDITI-I MCCUTC¡.IEON, PUBLIC MEMBER¡ August 2oo9' August zot8

MS WENDY LAWRENCE, PUBL¡C MEMBER: September 2ol$ - September 2otE

MS PATRICE BURKE, PUBLTC MEMBER: Aprilzot5 - December 51, 2ol8

Counc¡l Member Terms
as at January 2,2019

Name

Dr. Peter Amlinger

District

5 (Central West)

Date First
Elected/
Appointed

AprilzotT

Date Re-elected/
Re-appointed

N/A

Date of Expiry
of Election/
Âppointment of
Current Term

April zozo

Dr. Elizabeth Anderson-
Þeacock ¡ (Central East) Aprilzot3 Aprilzotó Aprilzotg

Dr. Brian Budgell ¿ (Central) AprilzotB N/A April zozt

Dr. Clifford Hardick ó (Western) May 2ol1
Aprilzot4
April zotT

Aprilzozo

Dr. Dennis Mizel 5 (Central West) April zotS N/A April zozt

Dr. Kristina Peterson t (Northern) AprilzotT N/A Aprilzozo

Dr. Brian Schut ¿ (Central) Aprilzotó NiA Aprilzotg

Dr. Gauri Shankar z (Eastern) Aprilzoto Aprilzol¡
Aprilzotó April zotg

Dr. David Starmer

Ms Georgia Allan

¿ (Central)

Smiths Falls

Aprilzor4

September 8,2c14

AprilzotT

September 8,2017

Aprilzozo

September 7,2o2o

Ms Karoline Bourdeau Toronto July t7, zotT N/A July t7, zozo

Mr. Douglas Cressman Kitchener June 50, 2o1ó N/A June 29, 2ol9

Ms Tamara Gottlieb Toronto December 31, 20t8 N/A December 31,2021

Mr. Robert MacKay Thunder Bay November 28,2018 N/A November 27,2021

Ms Sheryn Posen Toronto November 28,2cl8 N/A November 27,2c21

Vacant
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COUNCIL MATTERS

Council
Meeting
Dates

Council noted/reviewed the following:
. Þositive updote on recent Technology Upgrode Project

(TUÞ) milestones, including online registrotion renewols
for members ond holding ihe 2Ol8 CCO elections online

. Greoter thon onticipoted porticipotion by members in
PÞA 2.O peer ossessments

Council approved the following:
. Minor omendments to:

o Stondord of Proctice S-O19, Conflict of lnterest in

Commerciol Ventures
o Guideline G-OOI: Communicotion with Þotients

1019

8:JOam -.{:f,Opm

8:3oam - 4:5opm

8:Joam - 4:3opm

8:5Oam - 4:5opm

Council noted/reviewed the following:
. New Council members, Dr. Brion Budgell ond Dr. Dennis

Mizel, were welcomed
. Re-oppointment of Ms Potrice Burke, public member, to

December 51, 2Ol8
. Þositive feedbock from members regording the new online

election held in Morch 2Ol8

Council approved the following:
. Guideline G-Ol5: Chiroproctic Assessments
. Guideline G-O14' Delegotion, Assignment ond Referrol

of Core

(CONT. ON PAGE e)

2Ot9

Tuesday, April 3o

Wednesday, June 19

Saturday, September t4

Thursday, November z8

Confirmed Counci/ meeting dofes ore posted on fhe CCO website.

Council meetings ore open to the public, olthough Council occosionolly goes in comero to discuss motters such os
finonces or to receive legol odvice. Council's proctice is to orronge the ogendo to minimize ony inconvenience to guests
orising from in-comero sessions.

At oll meetings, Council reviews informotion from the Mìnistry of Heolth ond Long-Term Core (MOHLTC), other chiroproctic
orgonizotions, other heolth regulotory colleges ond the Federotion of Heolth Regulotory Colleges of Ontorio (FHRCO).
Council olso monitors legislotive chonges to ensure it is informed obout recent developments thot relote to CCO's
mondote to regulote chiroproctic in the public interest.

All Council meetings involve o report from every committee os well qs the Treosure¡ ond considerotion of the recommendotions
of eoch committee. Meeting items thot oppeor not to be controversiol ore included on o consent ogendo os o mechonism
for ensuring time efficiency. Any Council member wishing discussion of o consent ogendo item moy move the item to the
moin ogendo. CCO hos regulor ottendees of its Council meetings, such os representotives from the Ontorio Chiroproctic
Associotíon, the Conodion Chiroproctic Associotion ond, occosionolly, government representotives. Attendees receive
comprehensive public informotion pockoges.

The public portion highlights of five Council meetings held since publicotion of the lost newsletterfollow.

FEBRUARY 6,2018 APRIL24,2OT8

Counc¡l Meeting þlishlights
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. Revocotion of Guideline G-OOAt Documentotion of o

Chiroproctic Visit
. Amendments to,

o By-low ó' Election of Council Members

o By-low l7 Þublic Register
. Minor omendments to:

o Stondord of Þroctice S-OOI' Chiroproctic Scope

of Proctice

o Stondord of Proctice S-OO2, Record Keeping

o Stondord of Þroctice S-O14, Prohibiiion of o Sexuol

Relotionship with o Potient

JUNE 20,20t8

Council noted/reviewed the following:
. The well-ottended ond positively received Roodshows

held in vorious Ontorio locotions
. Continued positive feedbock on the enhonced copobilities

offered through CCO's Technology Upgrode Project
. Recognized the efforts of Mr. Shokil Akhter, Ms Judith

McCutcheon, ond Ms Wendy Lowrence, public members,

upon their deporture from CCO

SEPTEMBER 14-15,2Ot8

Council noted/reviewed the following:
. CCO continues to be in o sound finonciol position
. CCO hos prooctively engoged with other heolth

regulotors to discuss importont regulotory issues

Council approved the following:
. Minor omendments to:

o Stondord of Proctice S-O15, Consent

o Stondord of Proctice S-Ol4' Prohibition of o Sexuol

Relotionship with o Potient

o Stondord of Proctice S-O22: Ownership, Storoge,

Security ond Destruction of Records of Þersonol

Heolth lnformotion
o Policy P-OSI' Peer Assessors

NOVEMBER 29.30,2018

Council noted/reviewed the following:

Considered opportunities for CCO to engoge the public

in getting feedbock ond input on vorious initiotives

under considerotion

Council approved the following:
Minor omendments to'

. Stondord of Proctice S-O2l: Assistive Devices

. Guideline G-OO8, Business Þroctices

. Guideline G-OO9' Code of Ethics

. Policy P-OO9' Dr. Horold Beosley Memoriol Aword

. Þolicy P-Oll' Conflict of lnterest for Council ond Non-

Council Committee Members
. Policy Þ-O45' Legislotion & Ethics Exominotion
. Policy P-OSO: Supervision ond Direction of Chiroproctors

in Ïroining
. Þolicy on Public Screenings

CCO Council and Committees Continue to lncrease Efficiencies

and Reduce Costs through Use of Technology

CCO Conduqts Online Election¡ to Council

ln on efort to increose its use of technology, reduce relionce

on poper ond increose voter turnout, CCO conducted

online elections to Council for the first time in Morch 2018.

Following o by-low omendment ollowing for online voting,

CCO lounched on online plotform for voting in elections

to Council in District 4 ond District 5 elections.

Following the use of online voting for the first time, voter

number turnout lrom 2Ol7 to 2Ol8 in District 4 increosed

1rom322lo 465 ond in District 5 increosed from 492to573.

CCO encouroges oll members to vote in elections in their

districts in on effort to continue to increose voter turnout.

CCO Launches Containing Education and Profe¡¡ional
Development (CE) Reporting in Member Þortal

CCO Council ond Committees continue to explore methods

of increosing efficiencies ond reducing costs through the

use of technology. Following the lounch of online renewol

for 2018, CCO hos odded the Quolity Assuronce portol

for members to submit their CE hours for the July 1,2016

- June 30, 2Ol8 CE Cycle ond begin logging their hours

for the July 1,2018 - June 30,2O2O CE Cycle.

CCO's Quolity Assuronce Committee will continue to

explore methods of incorpor,oting odditionol oreos of the

Quolity Assuronce Progrom into the online member portol.

(CONT. ON PAGE ro)

COUNCIL M EETI NG I.I IGI{LIG I.ITS
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CCO Di¡tributæ Meeting Materials Online and Conducts
Teleconferences Whenever Þo¡sible

CCO continues to reduce its use of poper through the
production ond distribution of eIectronic Council
ond Committee moteriols. ln odd¡tion, certoin
committees, such os the Registrotion ond Potient
Relotions Committees continue to use teleconference
meetings to review referrols for opplicotions for
registrotion ond opplicotions for funding for theropy ond
counselling in on effort to reduce costs.

CCO is Developing an Online Þortal and Payment
Mechani¡m for lnitial ^Àpplication and Examination
and Work¡hop Registration

To reduce poper opplicotions involved in the initiol registrotion
process, CCO is developing online mechonisms for initiol
registrotion ond registrotion for the Legislotion ond
Ethics Exominotion ond Record Keeping Workshop.
CCO will be lounching this opplicotion loter in 2O'l9.

CCO WELCOMES NEW COUNCIL MEMBERS

Elected to Council in 2ot8, Dr. Brian Budgell is the Director of Life Sciences Laboratories at
the Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College (CMCC). He was in full-time clinical practice for
approximately six years before turning to a career in research.

From 1995-2ooo, Brian worked under the late Þrofessor Akio Sato in the Department of the
Autonomic Nervous System at the Tokyo Metropolitan lnstituie of Gerontology. The focus of his
research was the neurobiological basis of somatic therapies, most particularly somatoautonomic
and spinovisceral reflexes.

Brian was an associate professor for approximately seven years in the Faculty of Medicine at
Kyoto University, working on both human and animal investigations. His most recent work concerns

the effects of somatic stimulation on spinal cord blood flow, and the influence of spinal cord
compression on the modulation of somatoautonomic reflexes,

Brian has a strong interest in biomedical and health linguistlcs, and has published a number of peer-reviewed papers in this field.
He is also president of Global Þeace Network, a Canadian NGO building a network of rehabilitaiion clinics across East Africa.

1I om Åonoured üo Äcve åeen elected to tÂe CCO ond wíll work åord to ¡ee tÅqt our decision¡ in tÄe interesû of tÀe puålic cre
åo¡edon tlre best availoåle eyl'dence."

Dr. Brian Budgell
District 4 (Central)

Congratulations to Dr. Dennis Mizel on his election to Council. Dennis served as President
from June 2oo8 - June 2oo9 and April zor4 - April zor5.

Dennis brings 40 years of chiropractic practice to CCo. He has a sound perspective on the
diversity of the profession and the role of the College in protecting the public interest. He
has also served in various roles for the Ontario Chiropractic Association, the Federation of
Canadian Chiropractic, and the Council on Chiropractic Education Canada.

Dennis served as a CCo peer assessor from zoor - 2ors. "lt was exciting and very satisfying

to be involved in the peer assessment program through visiting colleagues in District 5 and
helping ihem identify areas where they excelled or needed improvement." He particularly
enjoys the opportunity to work collaboratively with others in ensuring the public receives

competent and ethical chiropractic care. To sharpen his own skills, Dennis is committed to
regular participation in continuing education opportunities.

Dennis and his wife, Maxine, have become huge fans of travelling. When he's not praitising chiropractic at his clinic in St. Catharines,
they are on interesting irips that include diverse destinations such as Europe and Australia.

'I hove o deeplg'rootedpossion in åeþr:ng to upÀold tåe puålic interest in Ontorio cnd cssun:ng tlre pu6lic tfrat tåeg ccn get
tlre 6ert clriroprcctic care posrÍ61e. "

Dr. Dennis Mizel
District 5 (Central East)
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Mr. Robert MacKay

Public Member
Thunder Bay

CCO Council is pleased to welcome back Mr. Robert MacKay as a public member.

Having previously served three consecutive appointments to CCO Council from 2ooó to

2015, Rob is returning with 13 years of experience in regulatory Sovernance in health and

non-health fields. Born and raised in Ïhunder Bay, he is a retired dental sales representative

and practice management consultant.

With primary interests in ethics, discipline and adjudication, Rob brings years of experience

in conducting hearings and decision writing. l-'lis experience and keen interest are supported

by significant formal training in this area including a Certificate in Adjudication from Osgoode

Flall Law School and the Society of Ontario Adjudicators and Regulators (SOAR).

Rob brings over 20 years experience in public speaking to both small and large groups and

an extensive list of not-for-profit volunteerism.

"ln oll tlrat I do , t hold mgself to o high stcndcrd of competence qnd etfrícs, cs this is whqt

is expected of tåe registrcnts of regulctorg åodies. Specificolþ, I strÍve to q¡síst tfie

orgonizotion in fulfiiling Íts functÍon of regulotirng Ín the public intere¡t, olwcgrs."

Ms Sheryn Posen
Public Member

Toronto

Sheryn Posen has over 35 years'experíence in project management, fundraising, public

education, marketing, event management, and public and media relations. She has worked

extensively with Foundations and not-for-profit organizations to realize monetary, educational

and marketing goals.

Early In her careeri Sheryn served as Public Relations and Development Officer at the Canadian

Memorial Chiropractic College. Following her departure from CMCC, she continued to develop

her Development and Management career at a variety of Foundations and corporations.

Sheryn began her own corporate communications company inlggz, providing project

management services, which included fundraising, event management, national public

and media relations, communications, government relations and facilíties development for

corporate and not-for-profit clients. ln zoo5, Sheryn was appointed Chief Operating Officer

of Canada's Sports l-.lall of Fame with the key focus to rejuvenate the Hall and re-establish its

pr"r"ni" in Canada. To honour Sheryn at the time of her retirement from Canada's Sports

Hall of Fame in 2oto, the Shergn Posen Entronce ScholorsAþ was established in the Faculty

of Physical Education and Health, University of Toronto by colleagues and friends. ln zol5,

Sheryn authored the book, F'rom Shome fo Fome, a memoir about her term as Chief Operating

Officer of Canada's Sports l-lall of Fame.

Since her retirement, Sheryn has continued to produce a handful of charity events. She now

looks forward to returning to her roots by contributing to the integral work of Council in

regulating chiropractic in the public interest.

Tamara Gottlieb is the founder and CEO of The Listening Post, a boutique management'

consulting firm providing data-driven strategies. Tamara has extensive experience in serving

highly regulated sectors and understanding their unique governance challenges. Formerly Vice

President of a national research firm, Tamara has also worked in communications and media

relations. A graduate of Western University and an Ottawa native, Tamara has called Toronto

home for over 20 years. A mother of four, she is an active volunteer in her children s schools.

Ms Tamara Gottlíeb
Public Member, Toronto
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UPDATES TO STANDARDS OF PRACTICE,
POLICIES AND GUIDELINES
CCO hos mode severol omendments to stondords of proctice, policies ond guidelines
since the lost issue of ChiroProctice. The most up-to-dote documents ore ovoiloble on
the CCO website once the corresponding Council minutes ore opproved. Below is o
summory of the updoted documents.

Approved on September t6,2oU Come ínto Effect Novemåer5o, 2ot7

Minor Amendments to Standard of Þractice S-ot4: Prohibition of a Sexual Relationship with
a Patient
CCO Council opproved omendments to Stondord of Proctice S-O14, Prohibition of o Sexuol Relotionship
with o Potient to ensure the stondord of proctice is consistent with omendments to the Regu/oted Ê/eo/tlr
Proþssions Act, tggt (Rl-lpA) resulting from Bill 87. These omendments opply to oll reguloted heolth
professionols governed under the RÈIPA.

These omendments include'

' Exponding the list of octs of sexuol obuse thot results in the revocotion of o member's license to include,
o Touching of o sexuol noture of the potient's genitol, onus, breost or buttocks,
o Other conduct of o sexuol noture prescribed in regulotions mode pursuont to clouse 43 (l) (u)

of the PHPÁ.

' Defining o potient to include on individuol who wos o member's potient within one yeor from the dote
on which the individuol ceosed to be the member's potient. Therefore in occordonce with ihe PÊ/PA,
o member moy not commence ony sort of sexuol relotionship with o former potient until of leost one
yeor hos possed from the dote of terminotion of the doctor/potient relotionship.

CCO reminds members thot there is o principle of zero toleronce for octs of sexuol obuse.

Minor Amendments to Policy P-ot8: Funding for Therapy and Coun¡elling for Patient¡ Sexually
Abused by Members
CCO Council opproved omendments to Policy P-O18, Funding for Theropy ond Counselling for Þotients
Sexuolly Abused by Members, to ensure the policy is consistent with the omendments to the RHPA lrom
Bill 87. These omendments will ensure more timely potient occess to funding for theropy ond counselling
ot the time o comploint is filed.

Additionol omendments hove deleted severol redundont sections of the policy which ore not consistent
with CCO proctices in reviewing ond providing funding for theropy ond counselling.

Approved on Februqrg 6,2otE, Cqme into Effect Apríl24,2ota

Minor Amendment¡ to Standard of Practice S-ot9: Conflict of lnterest in Commerciat Venture¡
CCO Council opproved minor omendments to Stondord of Proctice S-Ol9: Conflict of lnterest in
Commerciol Ventures. Amendments expond the duty to disclose to the potient ond record ony benefit
thot is given to or received from o supplier of heolth core products or service, or to or from o heolth,
legol or ony other professionol for o potient referrol. (coNT. oN pacE 15)
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Amendments olso emphosizet
. A potient's need for heolth core must olwoys be the first priority over ony finonciol considerotions;
. The oppeoronce of o conflict of interest moy domoge the reputotion of the profession;
. Any rebote, gift or benefit given or received for o potient referrol must be disclosed to the potient

ond recorded in the potient heolth record, in occordonce with the stondord of proctice; ond
. A potient must never be subjected to ony undue pressure or duress in the course of providing o

referrol. The choice of heolth core services ond products must olwoys be the potient's, ofter moking

o fully informed decision.

Minor Amendments to Guideline G-ool: Communication with Patient¡

Following recent omendments to the Pl-lPA, CCO Council opproved minor omendments to Guideline

G-OOI, Communicotion with Potients intended to reiterote the Ontorio Government ond CCO's policy

of zero toleronce to sexuol obuse.

Council opproved omendments to Guideline G-OOI to,
. Reorgonize the objectives for improved reodobility;
. Remind members to ovoid certoin grooming behoviour ond boundory crossings thot moy leod to

ollegotions of sexuol obuse;
. Encouroge members to osk themselves certoin questions before porticipoting in behoviour thot moy

be considered grooming behoviour or boundory crossings; ond
. Updote the legislotive context section for consistency with omendments to the RÊIPA.

Approved on Apríl24,2018, Cqme Ínto Effect on June 2o,2ot8

Amendments to By-law ó: Election of Counsil Members
CCO opproved o l2-month'tooling off" period for members who ore employees, officers ond directors

of ony professionol chiroproctic ossociotion such thot o reol or opporent conflict of interest moy orise,

before being eligible for election to CCO Council. Pleose see By-low ó for more detoils.

This cooling off period will ossist in ovoiding ony reol or perceived conflict of interest for members who

were previously involved in senior roles with other chiroproctic ossociotions. This requirement is olso

consistent with the proctices of severol Ontorio heolth regulotory colleges.

Any other chonges to By-low ó would be subject to further review ond opprovol for distribution.

Amendments to By-law t7: Public Register
The public register requirements of the Rl/PÄ were omended by Bill 87: Þrotecting Potients Act, zot7.

CCO, like other heolth regulotory colleges, is required to mointoin o public register consistent with

the requirements of the RHPÁ. Approved omendments to By-low ìZ Public Register ensure thot CCO

by-lows ore consistent with the requirements of the PF/PA os follows,
.lncludingthepublicregisterrequirementsofthePI-/PAosonendnotetoBy-lowlZÞublicRegister;
. Repeoling severol sections o{ By-low lZ Public Register thot ore oddressed in the RÊ/PÁ to ovoid

redundoncies;
. Ensuring thot the posting of orol coutions ond specified continuing educotion or remediotion progroms

required by the lnquiries, Comploints ond Reports Committee ore consistent with the requirements

of the RHPÁ, ond thot they be posted on the public register indefinitely; ond
. Ensuring thot the posting of undertokings required by the lnquiries, Comploints ond Reports Committcc

ore consistent with the requirement of the PHPA, ond ore to be posted until the terms of undertoking

ore completed.
(coNT. oN PAGE 14)
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CCO opproved further omendments to By-low 17 to clorify the requirements of the PÊ/PÁ to post offences
ond to expond informotion thot is ovoiloble on the public register. This proctice is consistent with the
tronsporency initiotives of the Ministry of Heolth ond Long-Term Core ond the proctices of mony other
Ontorio heolth regulotory colleges. These omendments include,
. Clorifying thot the posting of offences is to include criminol offences ond offences under the Heolth

lnsuronce Act,tggo;
. Requiring every boil condition or other restriction reloted to o criminol offence or on offence under

the Heo/tA /nsuronce Act, tggo thot is known to CCO to be posted on the public register; ond
. lncluding o nototion of o member's license to proctise o profession inside or outside of Ontorio to be

posted on the public register.

Minor Ämendments to Standard of Practice S-ool: Chiropractic Scope of Practice
CCO Council opproved minor omendments to incorporote moteriol from Guideline G-OO4' Documentotion
of o Chiroproctic Visit reloting to the expectotions of o chiroproctic visit. Although this content is not
new, it is importont thot the public hos on understonding of whot to expect from o chiroproctic visit.

Minor Amendments to Standard of Practice S-ooz: Record Keeping
CCO Council opproved minor omendments to incorporote moteriol from Guideline G-OO4, Documentotion
of c Chiroproctic Visit reloting to the expectotions thot potient heolth records should "tell the story"
ond be unique to o porticulor potient experience, ond ovoid "templote-like" records, porticulorly in
electronic record keeping.

Amendments olso include minor clericol chonges, exponded expectotions reloting to chiroproctic
ossessments, ond o requirement thot the record include informotion of who provided core ond the
locotion of where core wos delivered.

Revocation of Guideline G-oo4: Documentation of a Chiropractic Visit
CCO Council revoked Guideline G-OO4: Documentotion of o Chiroproctic Visit ond incorporoted its
content into Stondord of Proctice S-OOI' Chiroproctic Scope of Proctice ond S-OO2: Record Keeping
to reduce redundoncies in CCO policy.

New Guideline G-ot5: Chiropractic Assessments
The objective of this guideline is to further clorify the role, importonce ond reosons for different types
of ossessments os pcrt of the chíroproctic plon of core. Assessments ond re-ossessments ore o criticol
component in evoluoting o potient's condition, ossessing the effectiveness of chiroproctic core, influencing
clinicol decision-moking, discussing the potient's gools ond expectotions, ond offirming or revising core
or o plon of core.

Current CCO stondords of proctice require o re-ossessment to be conducted when clinicolly necessory,
ond in ony event, no loter thon eoch 24th visit. However, this guideline exponds the expectotions involved
in different types of ossessments, including:
. lnitiol ossessment
. Subsequent visits
. Comporotive ossessments
. New condition/gool ossessments
. Updoted condition/gool ossessment
. Dischorge ossessment (where opplicoble)

(CONT. oN PAGE rs)
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New Guideline G-ot4: Delegation, Assignment and Referralof Care
The objective of this guideline is to:
. Clorify thot o chiroproctor is not permitted to delegote o controlled oct;
. Outline policies ond procedures for the ossigning of certoin clinicol procedures thot ore in the public

domoin to o properly troined clinicol stoff person; ond
. Outline policies ond procedures in the referrol of core to onother heolth core provider.

This guideline proposes to further clorify which professionol octivities moy or moy not be ossigned to

o stoff person ond the policies ond procedures oround ossignment ond referrol of core. This includes

requirements reloting to' communicotion with potients, provision of cl¡nicolservices, business proctices,

ond record keeping.

Approvedon Septemåer 15, 2ot8, Cqme ínto Effect Novemåer 29,2ot8

Minor Amendments to Standard of Practice S'ol5: Consent
Surnrncrg of Árnendrnen ts
CCO Council opproved minor omendments to Stondord of Proctice S-Ol3' Consent, which exponds the

intent of the stondord to ensure potients ore fully informed ond in ogreement to the exominotion, core, ond

plon of core. The consent process olso requires members to occommodote reosonoble potient requests

ond preferences, while ensuring thot sofe, ethicol chiroproctic core con be provided. Amendments olso

emphosize thot members toke cppropriote meosures to communicqte to the potient ond ensure informed

consent is obtoined for ony touching reloted to exominotion or treotment of sensitive body ports.

How thÍs Affects Mernbers
Members sholl ensure thot the consent process with potients involves o discussion of the exominotion,

core, ond plon of core, touching of ony sensitive body oreos, ond reosonoble occommodotion of potient

requests ond preferences.

Minor Amendments to Standard of Þractice S-ol¿: Prohibition of a Sexual Relationship

with a Patient
Summarg ofÁrnendments
CCO Council opproved minor omendments to Stondord of Proctice S-Ol4' Prohibition of o

Sexuol Relotionship with o Poiient to ensure the stondord of proctice is consistent with regulotory

omendments thot define o potient under the Regu/oted È/eoltÂ Prolessions Áct, 1991 (RHPA).

Ilow thís Affects Mernbers
It is strictly ogoinst the low for member to hove o concurrent doctor/potient relotionship ond

sexuol relotionship with o potient. Members sholl be owore of the regulotory criterio for defining o

potient ond the regulotions oround providing emergency or incidentol heolth core services ond

referring thot individuol for further services. There is no "spousol exemption" for providing

chiroproctic core to o spouse.

(coNT. oN paGE ró)
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Minor Amendments to standard of Þractice s-ozz: ownership, Storage, Security
and Destruction of Records of Personal l.lealth Information
Sumrnorg of Árnendments
CCO Council opproved minor omendments thot emphosize thot members should ensure there is

o written controct, ogreement or orrongement concerning the ownership of physicol records of
potient personol heolth informotion, ond custody of those records upon dissolution of o proctice.

How thís Affects Mernåers
Members should ensure thot when proctising in o group setting, there is o written controct,
ogreement or orrongement thot estoblishes responsibility for mointoining ond tronsferring records
upon dissolution of o proctice. Potients olwoys hove o right to be informed of where their records ore
being mointoined in the cose of dissolution of o proctice ond request o copy of their records be
tronsferred to the chiroproctor of their choosing.

Minor Amendments to Policy Þ.o5l: Peer Àssessors
Sumrncrg of Árnendrnenfs
CCO Council opproved minor omendments to the eligibility of o member to be oppointed os o
peer ossessor to include thot on opplicont for o peer ossessor position:
. ls currently octively providing direct core to potients;
. ls otherwise o member in good stonding with CCO;

' Declores thot oll content on their professionol websites ond sociol medio occounts ore in complionce
with CCO stondords of proctice, policies ond guidelines; ond

' Successfullycompletes both the internol ond field troining portions of the Assessor-ln-Troining progrom.

llow thís Affects Members
Members interested in becoming peer ossessors should review the full policy to ensure thot they meet
the eligibility requirements. CCO is not currently looking for new peer ossessors; however, pleose look
out for ony future colls for new peer ossessors.

Revocation of Þolicy P-ot7: Concurrent Treatment: Physiotherapy
Surnrncrg of .Amendmenús
CCO Council revoked this policy due to the longuoge of this policy being outdoted

Flow tfris Af f e cts Memåers
Members sholl olwoys engoge in respectful ond colloborotive inter-professionol communicotion for
the benefit of the potient. lt is on object of the PË/PÁ ond CCO's Code of Ethics thot members work
colloborotively with other heolih professionols in terms of províding potient core.

Approved on Novernber 29,2ot8, Carne into Effect Februarg 2Z 2otg

Minor Amendments to By-law ó: Election of Council Members
CCO Council opproved minor omendments thot will bring the elections in District I in sync by hoving
on election for o one-yeor term in Morch 2O2O.

(CoNT. oN PAGE 17)
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Minor Amendments to Standard of Practice S-ozt: Assigtive Devices

Surnrncrg of Ámendrnenús
CCO Council opproved minor omendments to'
. Address the dispensing of ossistive devices thot moy hove been prescribed by onother heolih

professionol
. Emphosize thot members must hove ochieved, mointoin, ond be able to demonstrote clinicol competency

to prescribe ond dispense ossistive devices, consistent with stondords for the use of diognostic ond

theropeutic procedures
. Communicote thot the dispensing of ossistive devices is on odjunct to chiroproctic core

. Updote exomples o{ ossistive devices

Flow tlrís Affects Mennåers
Members who prescribe ond/or dispense ossistive devices must ensure thot there hos been o thorough

exominotion ond diognosis or clinicol impression thot would indicote the benefit of the ossistive device for

the potient, consistent with the chiroproctic scope of proctice. This would opply whether the exominotion

wos conducted by the member or onother heolth professionol.

As with ony use of diognosis or theropeutic procedure, o member who prescribes or dispenses ossistive

devices must ensure thot they hove ochieved, mointoin, ond ore oble to demonstrote clinicol competency

in the exominotion, prescription, ond dispensing of ossistive devices.

Minor Amendments to Policy P-orl: Conflist of Intcrcgt for Couneil and Non-Council
Committee Members
Sumrncry of Árnendments
CCO Council opproved minor omendments thot require Council ond non-Council committee members

serving on o Discipline or Fitness to Proctise ponel to disclose ony professionol or personol connection,

including o connection on sociol medio, to o member who is before the ponel. This disclosure will then

be ossessed for ony reol or perceived conflict of interest.

How tlris Affects Mernbers
Members serving on CCO Discipline or Fitness to Proctise ponels must consider ony reol or perceived

conflict of interest thot moy orise through o professionol or personol connection to o member before

o ponel.

MinorAmendments to Policy p-o¿s: CCOI Legislation and Ethics Examination
Summcrg ofÁnrendments
CCO Council opproved minor omendments to reflect the proctice of offering the Legislotion ond Ethics

Exominotion three times per yeor in conjunction with the Record Keeping Workshop.

Flow tlrÍs Affects Mernbers
Prospective members ond oppliconts for registrotion should consult the CCO website for the dote ond

locotion of ony upcoming exorninotions.

Minor Amendments to Policy Þ-o5o: Supervision and Direction of Chiropractors in Training

Surnmcrg of Árnendrnents
CCO Council opproved minor omendments to estoblish principles for the supervision of chiroproctic

students in proctice, including prioritizing:
. Sofe ond effective chiroproctic core
. Proper troining
. Joint decision-moking (coNr, oN pÀcE rs)
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The exchonge of informotion
The demonstrotion of professionolism

Élow tlrå¡ Affects Mernbers
Members who porticipote in on occredited chiroproctic progrom's preceptorship progrom must ensure
they hove reviewed ond comply with Þolicy p-OsO.

Minor Amendments to Guideline G.ooE: Business Practices
Surnrncrg of Árnendrnents

CCO Council opproved minor omendments to,

' Use the term "billing orrongements" to include ony fee orrongement where the potient is chorged for
multiple services ond/or treotments of ony time other thon when the services ond/or treotments ore
provided

' Ensure thot ony billing orrongement reflects the plon ond noture of core, the potient's objectives,
gools, requests, comfort level, ond understonding

. Prohibit o member from subjecting o potient to ony undue pressure, duress or coercion to ogree to o
billing orrongement or suggesting thot refusíng o billing orrongement will offect the quolity of core

. Ensure there ore protections for the potient to receive o refund for ony unused portion of the billing
orrongement in cose of bonkruptcy, deoth, dissolution of proctice, ond other incidences which moy
interrupt o course of core

. Respect ond comply with o potient's request to poy for eoch service os it is provided

CCO continues to review Guideline G-OO8' Business Proctices.

Êlow tlrÍs Affects Mernbers
Members who offer ony billing crrongements other thon fee for service must ensure thot they hove
reod ond comply with Guideline G-OO8' Business Proctices. The sofe ond ethicol cqre of potients must
olwoys be poromount to ony billing orrongement.

Minor Àmendments to Guideline G-oog: Code of Ethics
Summarg ofÁ¡nendments
CCO Council opproved minor omendments to:
. Ensure the onti-discriminotion provisions of the Code of Ethics ore consistent with the Ontorio Humon

Rights Code
. Ëmphosize thot os port of being on ethicol chiroprocto¡ o member is required to cleorly communicote

to potients proctices reloting to fees ond business proctices ond not opply pressure or duress to
potients to ogree to ony billing orrongement or treotment plon

Êlow tlri¡ Affects Mernåers
Chiroproctors hove been gronted the privilege of self-regulotion, o privilege thot obliges them to oct
competently ond ethicolly in the proctice of chiroproctic to ensure public trust, colloborotion with
colleogues, ond the integrity ond dignity of the profession. The Code of Ethics outlines mony of those
responsibilities to potients ond the public, professionol colleogues, ond CCO.
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OMMITTEE

GOVERNING OURSELVES

CCO Annual Peer Assessor Workshop:
Guiding Compliance And Embracing Di
By: Dr. Elizabeth Anderson-Peacock, Chair, Quality Assurance Committee

versity

On Saturday, January 26,2or9, the Quality Assurance (QA)

Committee hosted the team of CCO Peer Assessors for the

annual Peer Assessor (ÞA) workshop. The team of assessors

traveled from all parts of the province' from Sault Ste. Marie

to Sundridge, Windsor to London, Timmins to Huntsville,

Ottawa to Whitby, and all over the Greater Toronto Area

and the Golden Horseshoe. Everyone was eager to receive

feedback on the past cycle of assessments, get updates on

the program, and to participate in the ongoing evolution

and development of important CCO QA initiatives.

General welcome introductions were facilitated by QA
Committee Chair and CCO Vice-President, Dr. Anderson-

Peacock. Welcorning words and a regulatory overview were

presented by CCO President, Dr. David Starmer, and Ms

Karoline Bourdeau, public member of the QA Committee,

brought greetings on behalf of the public.

The day's program included an overview and examples of

recent media attention on the regulation of chiropractic,

along with CCO's responses and communications, by

Ms Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Counsel.
Ms Willson addressed the importance of building on the

strength of CCO's QA Program and on hearing feedback

from the peer assessors about how CCO could better
ensure public protection as it relates to advertising, social

media and scope of practice issues. As a regulato¡ CCO's

activities must be viewed through a public interest lens.

This set the stage for tasking the assessors to break out

into small groups to review current CCO mechanisms of

handling member advertising, including websites and social

media, and coming up with possible solutions to consider in

enhancing CCO's e{forts at ensuring members are complying

with regulatory expectations related to advertising. Needless

to say, this group had lots of great suggestions for the QA

Committee to consider and work towards implementing.

A second smallgroup break-out session focused on coming

up with ideas that could enhance the statutory mandate

that members undergo regular and periodic self-assessment.

The ideas took into account current research on measuring

continuing competency in health professions, what other
regulated health professions are doing for self-assessments,

and the practicalities, applicability, reliability and validity

of various self-assessment tools and options. Once again,

the assessors provided a plethora of good ideas for ihe

QA Committee to consider moving forward.

Mr. Joel Friedman and Dr. J. Bruce Walton provided the

assessors with updates to the current standards of practice,

policies and guidelines and how those updates translate into

changes in both PPA l.o and PPA z.o. Dr. Walton provided

the assessors with both generalized and individualized

performance feedback based on the assessments completed

in the most recent cycle.

When asked what they liked best about being a CCO
peer assessor, responses were very consistent (comments

paraphrased from verbal feedback províded at the workshop)'
. I like meeting chiropractors in their offices and providing

them proactive guidance that might keep them out
of trouble and help them provide better care to their
patients.

. lt's great to see how many different styles of practice

there are and yet all seem to fall within the scope of
chiropractic practice.

. lt is awesome to see that everyone really does want to
do their best to comply with CCO and they appreciate

that this assessment process really does want to help

them do better, proactively!

When asked for feedback on how well the program is

performing, responses were overwhelmingly positive
(comments paraphrased from verbal feedback provided

at ihe workshop)'
. ÞÞA z.o is a great next version and encourages deeper

proactive conversations about a variety of topics that
concern members or on which they would like more

clarity.
(coNT. ON PAGE 20)
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. The program and our peer assessor training encourates
objectivity, providing guidance and honestly helping
members to do the best they can in the care of their
patients.

. lt's great to see that both PPA l.o and z.o, while focusing on

evidence of compliance with CCO regulations, standards

of practice, policies and guidelines, still has plenty of room
to embrace the diversity of practice styles evidenced in
the real world of chiropractic practice.

Overall, the day was a great success. The objectives were
met and the QA Committee has lots of good feedback
and information to help inform further revisions to future
versions of the program as well as possibly develop new QA
initiatives to help member s comply with CCO expectations

while continuing to provide great care to their patients and

to ensure that the public is being protected.

What does this mean for ihe profession? One example
is the Committee's regular review of CCO's standards of
practice as they relate to protecting the public. For example,

Standard of Practice S-oo2' Record Keeping serves the
public interest in enhancing clarity for patients, third-party

I 031

payors and others who may be reviewing chiropractic care
that has been provided to patients. A clear and fulsome
record of who provided the care and where it was delivered
is important information that should be reflected in the
clinical notes.

When asked' "Whot did goulrnd rnost beneficiol of todog's

worksAop?", some final thoughts shared by the peer assessors

perhaps provides the best evidence about the ongoing
success of this CCO quality assurance initiative:
. Collegial camaraderie!
. Meeting with other assessors and discussing issues,

concerns and brainstorming. Connecting with other
peer assessors and sharing experiences to further our
knowledge.

. Clarification and directions for us as peer assessors to
improve our processes and make the experience better
for the members.

Thank you to the peer assessors who participated in the
workshop and continue to work on the front lines in helping

all members of CCO provide the best possible care to the
public of Ontario.

REMINDER: REQUIRING A PATIENT TO BRING A SPOUSE OR FAMILY MEMBER ¡S A BREACI{
OF PRIVACY

Members should be aware that requiring a patient to bring a spouse or family member to a report of findings or a

follow'up appointment is not permitted. This practice is considered to be forcing a patient to breach their privacy
and confidentiality. li is a patient's choice whether to disclose receiving chiropractic care to a family member, and it
is inapproprìate for a member to insist that a patient bring a spouse or family member as a condition to receiving
chiropractic care.

REMINDER¡ lF OFFERING A BILLING ARRANGEMENT Tl-lAT INCLUDES A BLOCK FEE OR
PAYMENT PLAN, REVIEW AND COMPLY WlTl{ GUIDELINE G-oo8: BUSINESS PRACTIcES

lf offering any billing arrangement other than a "pay-per-visit" option, members are required to comply with the
requirements of the professional misconduct regulation and Guideline G-oo8, Business Þractices. There are three
main requirements that are identified in the regulation ond that are explained further in the guideline.
These requirements are:

Ð The potienú is given tlre optÍo n of poying for eqch service os Ít is provÍded

Communication around billing arrangements always requires the member to disclose to the patient that they have the
option to pay for each service as it is provided. This option must not affect the quality of chiropractic care provided
and the member must not subject the patient to any undue pressure or duress to agree to any billing arrangement.

(CONT. ON PAGE 2r)
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(CONT. FROM PAGE 20)

2t ^A unÍt cost per service is specífi:ed

No matter what the billing arrangement is, there must always be a unit cost per service specified and agreed to. Both the

member and patíent must have an agreement evidenced in a signed written contract, as to what the unit cost per service

is. This agreement is essential in ensuring there is a full understanding of what each treatment or service costs in the event

the patient opts out of the billing arrangement.

5t Ïlre mer,¡rber dgrees to refund to the potient tfre unspent portion of tlre 6loc& fee, colculcted bg

reference to fåe numåer of servÍces provided multÍplied bg the unÍt cosf per service

Members must always disclose to patients their right to opt out of any billing arrangement, block fee or payment plan at

any time and must not subject patients to any undue pressure or duress to continue with the plan of care. The choice must

always be that of the patient.

Any refund must be calculated with reference to the unit cost per service agreed upon. lt is not permissible to apply any

financial penalties or revert back to an original fee if a patient chooses to opt out of a billing arrangement. Please see

Guideline G-oo8, Business Þractices for a detailed explanation of how a refund is calculated.

* Please review the amedments to Guideline G-oo8: Business Practices in the "Þolicy Update' section of the newsletter.

32

Contin uíng EducatÍon:
lúI o New Cgcle. It's All On-Líne.
Where Should YouBe?
By: Dr. J. Bruce Walton, Director of Professional Practice

It's now official, all your CE activities can be tracked and

logged through your personal CCO on-líne access into the

CCO member's portal. While there were a few glitches

with the launch of this process at the end of last year,

memberfeedback has been very positive and we have also

appreciated the feedback on how the process could be

improved. While some members experienced problems,

most challenges were due to compatibility issues between

the portal and whatever platform the member might

have been using. CCO has made and is making ongoíng

irnprovements to the system and process to ensure things

continue to proceed smoothly.

Any questions or clarification needed, please

contact:

Dr. J. Bruce Walton Mr. Joel Friedman

Director of Professional Directon Policy and

Practice Research

416-922-6355, ext. roó 416-922-6355, ext. lo4
bwalton@ccoon.ca jfriedman@cco.on.ca

We acknowledge that it may have been somewhat time-

consuming to initially input all the data from your most recent

cycle of accumulated activities. This was necessary to bring

the system and, in particulaç your data up-to'date. Now

moving forward, as you participate in and complete your

various CE activities, you can log directly into the portal and

note those activities for this current cycle. As you proceed

through this cycle, you will see the accumulation of your

actívities and the system will count down the hours and

requirements that remain in order for you to be in compliance

with CCO Standard of Practice S-oo3, Þrofessional Þortfolio.

So, where should you be right now?
. At a minimum, you should have recorded all your CE

activities for the most recent CE cycle, which ended

June 50, 2o18. The reporting for these activities was

due at the end of zot8.
. You should have completed your Self-Assessment for

this current CE cycle and developed a Self-Assessment

Summary Plan of Action to inform and direct your CE

activities for this current cycle (running July t, 2ot8 - June

3o,2o2ol
. lf you have completed some CE activities in this current

cycle, you should be logging those directly into your
profile on the CCO member's database.

. You should be tracking all other CE-related information

in your Professional Portfolio, which you likely keep close

at hand either at home or in your office.

As always, all up-to-date information and documentation

related to your Professional Portfolio can be found at www.

cco.on.ca by specifically exploring the Quality Assurance

areas of the CCO website. There you can find templates

for completing your self-assessment, creatíng a plan of
action summary, and building your Þrofessional Portfolio.
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Consent' lt's An Ongoing Conversation! I 033

are recorded. This really constitutes a key part of the
ongoing conversation related to consent. Members
should be continually and clearly explaining to patients
what is involved with care, what approaches they are
recommending, and what options are available for
patient care. Patients need to be provided with lots
of opportunities to ask questions and get clarification
and, when necessary, express concerns. Key elements
of the ongoing conversation with patients should always

be about what you are proposing, describing and even

demonstrating the proposed technique, and talking
about the potential risks and benefits. ln the end,
members must honour a patient's expressed wishes
for care and only proceed when consent is obtained.
Members should always be sensitive to the fact that
consent to examination and care is ongoing throughout
the patient care process and notjust when the patient
initially presents in the office.

Yes, we ore o lrþh-toucfr, lrþå-contoctondinlerr¡ctive
professioncl frealtlr core discþlÍne.

Touching patients for the purposes of providing patient
health care is integral to what we do as chiropractors.
It becomes second nature to chiropractors over the
course oftheir education and is developed throughout
their careers. Members must always be aware of the
fact that the reasons for touching a patient, especially in

certain sensitive areas, may not be understood or even

welcomed by patients. The simple act of performing
a routine examination may, for some patients, be
uncomfortable not only from a pain and function
standpoint but also because a patient may have a

history of experiences that makes them very sensltive.

It behooves all members to regularly communicate with
patients what they are proposing to do in any patient
encounter. This could be simply demonstrating how
a side-posture adjustment is made on a spinal model
before asking the patient to put themselves into that
posture. lt may be explaining why and how you are going

to palpate and assess suspected groin injury in order to
recommend the appropriate course of care. Ongoing
clear and open communication and providing plenty
of opportunities for patients to ask for clarification go

a long way to helping members provide the best and

safest care possible.

Members will be very familiar with the requirements of
CCO Standard of Practice S-ols, Consent as well as

allother places where the topic of consent arises (e.g.,

when providing acupuncture or orthotic services). The

objectives of this standard include ensuring that patients

receive appropriate information about the benef¡ts
and risks of examinations, care, and plans of care, as

well as to facilitate discussion and dialogue between
members and patients relating to chiropractic care.

The most up-to-date versions of all CCO standards
of practice, policies, and guidelines are always

found on the CCO website.

Members regularly ask questions of clarification about
handling consent in a variety of situations that, at times,

may seem unique. These questions often come up in the
context of conducting peer and practice assessments or
when members call CCO. We welcome and encourage

members to always ask questions.

l-lere is a sampling of some common questions and our
typical responses in offering guidance:

Do lreolþhcve toget two info¡rnedcon¡ents sþed?
This is usually asked in reference to the expectation
that members are obtaining consent to examination
and to care or plan of care. Yes, these are two unique
and distinct conversations that take place in the course

of patient care and evidence that these conversations
took place should be recorded in the patient health
record. Do they alwayr take place near the beginning
of c¡re? No. There certainly may be other opportunities
to re-visit both - for example, when well into care, a

patient presents with a new complaint in an area not
previously examined. lt would be expected that a new
conversation takes place about examining this area and,

once a diagnosis is formed and related to the patient,
a subsequent conversation related to consenting to
the care of that area takes place. Again, evidence of
these conversations should be found in the patient
health record.

Whct stepc cåould I toke wÀen c patient scgs "l don't
think I want gou to lreaû ülrat todog"or wÄen gou mÍgÀt

scg "l'd like to cuggest o different opproocå todag"?

The patient health record should clearly show that these

conversations took place and all the relevant details
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.Áchieving ond MointaÍning Clinical Competencg in oll
DicanostÍc and IherapeutÍc Procedures qnd Services Províded

As members graduate, develop, and expand their skills, it can be tempting to quickly add new techniques of diagnosis

and treatment into their clinical toolbox. Members are reminded that all techniques of diagnosis and treatment must

be applied to patient care within the chiropractic scope of practice.

ChiroprcctÍc Scope of Proctice and,Áutlrorized Ácts os out/ined rn CCO Sfondord o/ Proctice S-ool: Chiroproctic

Scope of Proctice ond derived from the Chiroproctíc Act, tggt,

The practice of chiropractic is the assessment of conditions related to the spine, nervous system and joints and the

diagnosis, prevention and treatmeni, primarily by adjustment, of,

(a) dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures or functions of the spine and the effects of those

dysfunctions or disorders on the nervous system; and

(b) dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures or functions of thejoints.

Authorízed Acts

ln the course of engaging in the practice of chiropractic, a member is authorized, subject to the terms, conditions and

lim¡tations imposed on his or her certificate of registration, to perform the following,

l. Communicating a diagnosis identifying, as the cause of a person's symptoms,

i. A disorder arising from the structures or functions of the spine and their effects on the nervous system, or

ii. A disorder arising from the structures or functions of the joints of the extremities.

z. Moving the joints of the spine beyond a person's usual physiological range of motion using a fast, low amplitude thrust.

3. Putting a finger beyond the anal verge for the purpose of manipulating the tailbone.

Members who wish to add new techniques of diagnosis and treatment into their practices must show ihat they

achieve and maintain competency in those techniques. This training must be recorded and reflected in the member's

Þrofessional Portfolio.

Two good examples of these concepts, as applied to the regulation of chiropractors in Ontario, follow,

. When providing acupuncture services as an adjunct to their typical chiropractic service, there is an expectation

that members have achieved the appropriate and expected training, skill and competence in providing acupuncture

services as an adjunct to their chiropractic service. This would be reflected in the member's Professional Þortfolio

and follow the requirements outlined in CCO Standard of Þractice S-otZ Acupuncture. Then, the patient health

record would reflect how those techniques were applied in the clinical setting, according to the expectations of

CCO Standard of Practice S-ot7, Acupuncture and Standard of Practice S-ooz' Record Keeping.

. All of the same information outlined above applies, especially the expectation that a member demonstrates that

they have achieved and maintain their clinical competencies in that particular area. Specifically, it would be good

to review the following CCO standards of practice, S-ot2' Orthotics and S-ozl' Assistive Devices.
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Making c Refer ral: ls ÏÄere c Real or Potential Conflíct
of lnterest?

ln the course of caring for patients and ensuring their needs are met, it may be appropriate to make a referral for
further diagnostic procedures, for additional advice or for adjunctive therapies that may or may not fall outside the
scope of chiropractic practice and/or a member's skillset. ln any case, where a referral is made, it is important to
declare any real or potentíal conflicts of interest that may arise. Members must be aware that it is a potential confl¡ct
of interest to solicit patients for commercial ventures, such as self-referral and selling or dispensing of products.

A common scenario that might arise, which is not always seen by members as a perceived conflict of interest, is
when a member refers a patient for massage therapy with a Registered Massage Therapist who also pays rent to
the member for space for their practice in the member's office. This may be further complicated if the rent is based
on a percentage rental agreement.

All real or perceived conflicts must be declared to patients and details of this conversation should be recorded
in the paiient health record. Members must appreciate that there is an inherent power imbalance that exists in
the doctor/patient relationship and that members must protect the interest of patients above any commercial
interests of the member.

It is always best practice, when making any referral, that patients are given choices of a variety of practitioners,
venues, or products that could appropriately serve their needs. Openly discussing the pros and cons of each option
will go a long way to serving the patient's best interests and avoiding any potential conflict of interest.

Further details can always be reviewed on the CCO website with specific reference to CCO Standard of Practice
S-o19, Conflict of lnterest in Commercial Ventures and Guideline G-or4, Delegation, Assignment and Referral of Care.

CCO Roadshows:
Let's Ta lk!

CCO continues to reqcÂ out to members dcross
tÅe province bg conducting evening or Soturdog
morning Poodshow presentotions. Feedbac/< hos been
overwhelminglg positive qnd members continue to
oppreciote tÄe efþrts mode fo come ondspeoi< drrectþ
to tlrem on current fopics related to regu/oúion of tÀe

proþssion ond serving the public interest.

ln zot1, CCO hosted the following Roodshows'
. Ottawa, Mag t
. Mississouga, June tó
. PeterborougA, November ó

IAese rnferqctive events provide vo/uob/e opportunifies
to connect wrtÀ CCO Counci/ mernbers, CCO sto//
ondgour /ocol co//eogues. Eoch presenfotion is geored
towords reviewing current events ond issues in tAe
world of chiroproctic regu/otion ondprovides p/entg o/
opportunitg for questions/onswers ond discussions o/
topics thot mo g be of importonce to speci/rc members.

lf gour /oco/ group of chiropractors or societg
would like to book o Roodshow, p/eose confoct
Dr. J. Bruce Walton, Director of Þrofessiono/ Proctice, ot
bwolton@cco.on.co orbg colling 4t6-9zz-óJ55, ext. ?oó.

ts

IIiII
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Titles and Representation to the Public

One of the objectives of the regulation of health care

professionals in Ontario is to ensure that the public can

make an informed decision about their health care. This

includes knowing which health professional they are seeing

and what type of care they are receiving. For this reason,

the Pegu/oted Health Professions Act,tggt and Ontario
profession-specific legislation have specific rules and

regulations about the use of titles and representations to

the public.

Chiropractors in Ontario must clearly communicate to

their patients and the public that they are a chiropractor.

Communications and representations must not be misleading.

This applies to all areas of practice, including record keeping,

financial records and invoices, and communication to the

public, including advertising, websites, and social media,

Members of the public may not have a comprehensive

understanding of regulated health professions and the

different titles and terminology used by professionals.

Therefore, it must always be clear to the public and

patients that they are seeking care from a chiropractor. lt
is advisable for members to review their communications

and representations to the public to ensure that there are

not misrepresentations or uses of inappropriate titles or

terminology.

The following sources of law are applicable to the use of
titles and professional representations to the public.

Use of tlre Title "Doctor"

Chiropractors in Ontario are one of the professions authorized

to use the "Doctor" title in the course of providing or offering

to provide, in Ontario, health care services to individuals.

However, since other professions, such as physicians and

surgeons, naturopaths and acupuncturists may use the
doctor title, it must be clear to the public, including through

advertising, websites, and social media, record keeping, and

business practices, that a member of CCO is providing

health care services as a chlropractor.

lndicntÍng c Specialtg

Members may only indicate chiropractic specialties listed

in Þolicy Þ-oz9' Chiropractic Specialties:
. FCCS(C) - Fellow of the College of Chiropractic Sciences

(Canada)

. FCCR(C) - Fellow of the Chiropractic College of
Radiologists (Canada)

. FRCCSS(C) - Fellow of the RoyalCollege of Chiropractic

Sports Sciences (Canada)

. FCCOS(C) - Fellow of the College of Chiropractic
Orthopaedic Specialists (Canada)

. FCCPOR(C) - Fellow of the Canadian Chiropractic
Specialty College of Physical and Occupational
Rehab¡l¡tat¡on (Canada)

Therefore, members may not use the term "specialist"

or "specialty" or imply that they hold any other specialty.

Examples include using titles such as "pediatric specialist"

or'þeriatric specialist". Members may communicate practice

areas by using terminology such as "interest in" or "focusing in".

ProhibÍúed Iifles

Ontario health profession-specific acts have provisions

that prohibit the use of certain titles and representations

to members of those professions. A few examples are

as follows,
. The titles of 'bsteopath", "physician" or "surgeon", a variation

or abbreviation or an equivalent in another language or

representation as a person who is qualified to practise

in Ontario as an osteopath, physician or surgeon or in
a specialty of medicine is restricted to members of the

College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario under

the Medicine Act,tççt.
. The titles of "physiotherapist" or "physical therapist",

a variation or abbreviation or an equivalent in another

language or representation as a person who is qualified to

practise in Ontario as a physiotherapist or in a specialty of

physiotherapy is restricted to members of the College of

Physioiherapists of Ontario under the Phgsiothe rapg Act, tggt.

(CONT. ON P GE 2ó)
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(CONT. FnOM PÀGE 2s)

. The iitles of "traditional Chinese medicine practitioner" or
"acupuncturist", a variation or abbreviation or an equivalent

in another language or representation as a person who is

qualífied to practise in Ontario as a traditional Chinese
medicine practitioner or acupuncturist or in a specialty of
traditional Chinese medicine ore restricted to members

of the College of Traditional Chinese Medicine

Practitioners

and Acupuncturists of Ontario under the koditional
Clrinese Medicine Act, zooó.

Using titles or representations which include the terms
"medicine", "neurologist" or "acupuncture provider" may

be perceived as using a title or making a representation
that is contrary to profession-specific legislation.

Reminder: Think Before Posting
Social media can be an effective tool in disseminating
information to the public. However, once something is online,

it can remain there forever, even if deleted.

Before posting to social media, members should consíder

the following'
. Does thís posting breach the duty to maintain patient

privacy and confidentiality?
. Does this posting provide clinical advice, communicate

a diagnosis or guarantee results?
. Does ihis posiing provide advíce that is outside of the

chiropractic scope of practice?
. Does this posting include links to materialthat is outside

of the chiropractic scope of practice?

Does this posting infringe on any copyrighted material?

Does this posting include information that may be
considered as disgraceful, dishonourable, or unprofessional?

Does this posting include harassment, bullying or
inflammatory comments?

Does this posting breach CCO standards of practice,
policies and guidelines, including S-oot: Chiropractic
Scope of Þractice or S-oló, Advertising?

lf the answer to any of these is "yes", members must not
ma[<e this posting to social media. Please see Guideline
G-olz' Use of Social Media for further information.

Reminder: Your Website and Social Media Posts
Must Complv With Standard of Practice S-otó:
Advertisin! ánd Guideline G-otó: Advertising
Advertising is defined as "any message communicated
outside a member's office through a public medium, including

electronic media such as websites and social media, and that
can be seen or heard by the public at large with the intent of
influencing a person's choice of service or service provider.

This standard applies equally to members acting individually,

as a group, or as a professional health corporation."

The provisions of the advertising standard of practice and

guideline apply to both traditional advertisements in print,
signs, radio, and television, as well as online communications

such as websites and social media. lt is the responsibility of
all members to ensure their advertising, including websites

and social media, complies with the advertising standard
and guideline.

The following is a summary of several of the provisions of
Standard of Practice S-oló, Advertising, and how they apply
to advertisements, including websites and social media'

t. An adverfisement must 6e:

(c) occurote, factual ond contoin in/ormotion tÄot
is verrfioble; ond

(b) readilg comprehensible bg tlre persons to whom
it is directed' 

(coNT. oN pÀGE 27)
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Guideline G-otó: Advertising explains further that the public

is entitled to accurate, factual, and verifiable information

that is readily understandable to make an informed choice

in health care. Subjective opinions, inaccurate information

and unverifiable claims must be avoided.

z. An advertisement mogr

(o) nome o specrfrc diognostic or fheropeutic procedure

or modo/itg 6ut connot c/oim superiorifg or endorse the

exclusive use o/sucA procedures, services, techniques,

modo/ities orproducts. References to specif'c drognostic

or tAercpeutic procedures must complg with the

Stondord of Þractice S-ool, CAiroproctic Scope

of Proctice;

Members may list the diagnostic and therapeutic
procedures ihat they use in their practice. This may

include chiropractic techniques, as well as adjunctive
modalities such as acupuncture, ultrasound, radiography,

exercise and nutritional counselling. All diagnostic and

therapeutic procedures must be within the chiropractic

scope of practice and used in accordance with Standard

of Þractice S-oot' Chiropractic Scope of Practice.

Io avoid making claims of superiority or endorsing the
exclusive use of services and products, advertisements

rnust avoid terminology such as "revolutionary or advanced

technology", "state-of-the-art", "highest success rate', "best

trained doctors", "most effective" and other phrases that
imply superiority.

Members must also avoid communicating outside of
the chiropractic scope of practice. This includes making

statements or claims related to prescription drugs,

performing surgery or administering vaccinations, and

other controlled acts outside of the chiropractic scope of
practice. Members must not make any statements advising

patients not to see certain health professionals or claiming

superiority over any other health profession or member

of CCO. Rather, advertising statements should focus on

a member's practice.

Members may not make claims to treat or cure conditions

that are beyond the chiropractic scope of practice.

(b) make reference to the member being o specio/ist,

provided the member is recognizedpursucnt to CCO's

po/icg os o speciolisf, ond the specio/tg is disc/osed.

Refer to Þolicg P-ozg: CÀiroproctic Speciolties, for
flre list o/specio/fies currentlg recognized bg CCO;

The term "specialist" or "specialty" is a protected title
in reference to the five approved specialties in Þolicy

P-o29, Chiropractic Specialties. Members may only

communicate that they are a specialist or hold a specialty

if they hold one or more of the following specialties:
. FCCS(C) - Fellow of the College of Chiropractic Sciences

(Canada)

. FCCR(C) - Fellow of the Chiropractic College of
Radiologists (Canada)

. FRCCSS(C)- Fellowof the RoyalCollege of Chiropractic

Sports Sciences (Canada)

. FCCOS(C) - Fellow of the College of Chiropractic
Orthopaedic Specialists (Canada)

. FCCPOR(C) - Fellow of the Canadian Chiropractic
Specialty College of Physical and Occupational
Rehabilitation (Canada)

Therefore, a member must not use terms such as

"pediatric specialist" or'þeriatric specialist". Members

may communicate chiropractic practice areas by using

terminology such as "interest in" or "focusing in".

(c) moke reference to tÄe membe r being affiliated with
ong professÍono/ ossociotion, societg or bodg, other

tÀon CCO, on/g on curriculum vitoe, business

stotionerg ond recognize d public disp/ogs;

Advertising a members professional affiliations may cause

confusion to the public and communicate comparisons

to other members. ln electronic media, a member may

include professional associations other than CCO only

in the curriculum vitae/biography section of a website or

social media home page.

(d) allow on individuol or orgonizat[on to endorse o

membet provided,

(i) the individuo I or organization proposing fhe

endorsement hos sufficient expertise, occording to

CCO, re/evont to tÄe suôject motter 6eing
endorsed;

(ii) the rnember lros been oppropricteþ ossessed os

províding the subject motter being endorsed;

(CONT. ON PÀGE 28)
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An unqualified endorsement from a source with little or
no expertise may confuse the public and undermine the
public's trust. Endorsements must only be from sources

with sufficient expertise in an area.

(e) offer on initio/ cornp limentarg consultotion.

Any advertisement for discounted or complimentary
services must be accurate, complete and clear, not include

any hidden costs or fees, and be accurately recorded in

the financial record.

(f) include testimonio/s that refer onlg to the 6ene/rts of
clriroproctic ond not to o porticu/or rne mber or office,

witlr the excepfíon of o member's website which may
rnclude testimonio/s thot reþr to o porticulor member

or office, provided tÀe testimonio/s ore:
(ù occurote, verifiable, ond recorded in tÂe poiient

hec/th record;
(ir) usedonlg in occordcnce with tÄe written consent

o/ tlre potient, which mog 6e withdrawn at
ong time;

(iii) not obtoined using ong undue pressure, duress,

coercion or incenfives; ond
(iv) otherwae compliont ond consisfent witlr Sfondord

o/ Proctice S-oló; Advertrsdng, tÂe cAiroproctic
scope o/procfice, otÂer CCO stondords o/
proctice, policies ond guidelines ond privocA
legis/otion.

Testimonials in advertising that refer to a specific member

or office may only be used on a member's website.
Any testimonial must be truthful and verifiable, as

evidenced in the patieni health record and obtained
only with documented, specific consent of the patient
under the patient's own free will without any coercion
or compensation.

As with all advertising, any testimonial must comply with
the advertising and scope of practice standards of practice.

A testimonial must not state anything false or misleading,

unverifiable, or make a claim that chiropractic treatments
cure conditions beyond the chiropractic scope of practice.

3. Ang odvertisement with respect to o member's procfice

must not confoin,

(a) angthing fo/se or mis/ecding.

1 039
False or misleading statements, including the misuse of
titles and terminology, can undermine the public trust and

cause confusion to the public. Certain titles, terms and

representations are limited by profession-specific acts

to members of particular regulated health professions.

As an example, only members of CCO may use the title
"chiropractor" or represent themselves to the public as

someone who is qualified in Ontario to practise chiropractic

or in a specialty of chiropractic.

Using titles such as 'thiropractic physician", "osteopath",
"medicine" "neurologist" "physiotherapist or physical
therapist", "chiropractic veterinarian" and "acupuncturist

or acupuncture provider" may be perceived as a

misrepresentation to the public and may cause public
confusion.

Members must comply with the use of titles and
representations that are restricted for members of
other professions under profession-specific legislation,

such as the Medicine Act, t99? and the lrodrfionol CÅrnese

Medicine Act, zooó. The public must always know which
regulated health care provider they are seeing and there
must not be any confusion in this area.

Members may advertise the services they provide within
the chiropractic scope of practice, such as acupuncture
and physical therapy; however, it must always be clear
to the public that they are providing these services
as a chiropractor. Þlease see the article "Titles and
Representation to the Public" for more details.

(b) aguaranteedsuccess of care.

Guarantees of success that are unverifiable may mislead

the public and are unprofessional. Members should avoid

using expressions such as "will help, cure or relieve" and
'þuaranteed success". Expressions such as "patients have

benefited", "may be able to help" and "has been shown

to relieve" are more appropriate.

(c) ang comporison to onother membert or other
heolth core providert proctice, quo/rficotions
or expertise;

Comparisons to other members and other regulated
health professionals are unprofessional. Members should

avoid using expressions such as "better", "more effective"

(CONT. ON PAGE 2e)
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and 'þentle" or making claims comparing their services to

other members or regulated health professionals. Using

positive language such as "safe" and "effective' is more

appropriate.

(d) ang expressed or implied endorsement or
recommendotion for the exc/usive use o/ o product

or brand of equipment used to provide services;

Exclusive endorsements of products is a form of comparison

ihat implies superiority and must be avoided.

(e) moterio/ fhot, hoving regord to o/l the circumstonces,

would reoso nably be regorded os disgroce/ul,
dishonourob/e or unprofessiono/.

All advertisements must maintain professional integrity and

serve the public's best interest. lt is an act of professional

misconduct to engage in conduct or perform an act that,

having regard to all the circumstances, would reasonably

be regarded by members as disgraceful, dishonourable

or unprofessional.

Cannabis L
What Does

eealization -
llt¡r Mean For You?

On October 't7 2cl8, the use of recreational cannabis

was legalized and regulated in accordance with the

Connqbis Act, zaß.

Cqnncbís Ís Peguloted under tÄe Connoåis Act, zot9

The Conncbis Act, zot1 sets the legal requirements for

the sale, distribution and use of cannabis in Canada.

TAe RecomrnendotÍon of Canncbís for MedÍccl
Purposes Ís Oatside of tlre Chr'ropractic Scope of
PractÍce

Cannabis use for medical purposes is a pharmacological

treatment and is therefore outside of the chiropractic scope

of practice. The regulations made under the Connobis Act,

zolS authorize only medical doctors and nurse practitioners

to issue an authorization for medical cannabis.

lf a patient questions a member about the use of or

recommendations for cannabis for medical purposes, the

member shall advise the patient that cannabis for medical

purposes is outside of the chiropractic scope of practice

and the patient should consult with a health professional

who has this act within their scope of practice.

Consent ond Copacitg lssues wÍtlr Connaåis

ã!t;-

lf a member has reason to believe that a patient is using

cannabis, the member must assess the capacity of the

patient to ensure they are capable of giving consent to

chiropractic examination and/or care. The member must

not provide a patient with a chiropractic examination or

care if the member has a reasonable belief that the capacity

of the patient to consent to a chiropractic examination or

care is sufficiently weakened.

Additionally, members must always ensure they are fully

capable of delivering safe and ethical chiropractic care.

Members shall not be involved in the practice of chiropractic

if their behaviour or judgment is impaired by cannabis.

Cannabis, when consumed, may impair behaviour and

judgment. Standard of Practice S-ol3' Consent and the

Health care Consent Act, ¡99ó require that a patient have

the capacity to consent to chiropractic examination and care.
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Dual Registrants: An Emerging Trend
CCO has noticed an upward trend in the number of registrants who practise both chiropractic and another regulated
health profession - such as massage therapy, physiotherapy, naturopathy, traditional Chinese medicine, and nursing, to
name a few. These dual registrants are required to comply with the applicable regulations, standards of practice, and
guidelines, etc. and it must be clear to their patients in which capacity they are providing treatment.

Several dual registrants generously offered to share their decisions to be trained in another profession besides
chiropractic. lt should be noted that some candidates chose chiropractic after practising another profession and
continue to provide care to patients in both disciplines.

Here are their stories.

PROFESSIONAL AFFI LIATIONS,
Chiropractor and Registered Massage Therapist

Growing up in Kapuskasing, at the age of tz Sarah saw her first chiropractor - who also
happened to be her ski instructor. After high school, Sarah completed a kinesiology
degree at Dalhousie university, followed by her acceptance to and then graduation
from the Canadian Memorial Chiropractic college in zotz. sarah was encouraged
by her sister to move to St. Catharines, and she did, setting up a practice that also
includes several massage therapists. ln watching the massage therapists' interactions
with patients and recognizing that she could offer more to her chiropractic patients,
Sarah decided she wanted to become a massage therapist, enabling her to have "more
freedom" in treating her patients. She became a massage therapist in 2c14.

Currently, Sarah is a sole practitioner with a busy chiropractic and massage therapy
practice in downtown St. Catharines.

OPPORTUNITIES

' Ability to provide a greater and diverse range of diagnostic tools and services to patients
' Ënabling a practitioner to deliver complementary treatments to patlents by one practitioner

CI{ALLENGES

. "Keeping things separate" - record keeping, billing, and separate treatment rooms

' Meeting the separate requirements of continuing education from both the College of Chiropractors of Ontario and
the College of Registered Massage Therapists of Ontario

"The opportunitg to start mg own prociice hos enobled me to provide o /eve/ of services tÀot tAe public oppreciotes.
/t is o comfort for tAe pofien t to know tÄeg ore being treoted bg one person wÀo undersúonds wÂot rs going on in 6otÂ
oreos. Mg potients definitelg benefit from tÄe diversitg o/mg skillset."

Dr. Sarah Hopkins
St. Catharines

\t
,
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PROFESSIONAL AFFI LIATIONS.
Physiotherapist and Chiropractor

1042

ln l97Z Marcel graduated from Memoríal University of Newfoundland with a Bachelor

of Science degree and, three years later, obtained his Bachelor of Science degree in

physical therapy from the University of Toronto. Marcel worked for two years as a

physiotherapist at St. Michaels Hospital and the Workers Compensation Board. ln 1982,

he returned to school to study chiropractic at the Canadian Memorial Chiropractic

College (CMCC), and graduated as a chiropractor in 198ó.

Dr. Marcel Reux
Toronto

ln 198ó, Marcel and his classmate, Dr. Vince Ricciardi, opened Davisville Yonge Clinics

in Toronto.

Since t99t, Marcel has been on CMCC'S faculty as an instructor in the Clinical Diagnosis

Division and he has also been featured on CBC Radio and TV Ontario.

OPPORTUNITIES

. Being able to deliver two types of care to patients is positive

. Knowing the scopes of practice for physiotherapy and chiropractic are "similar" provides'bptions" for patients

CI.{ALLENGES

. Ensure the separation of business operations - such as billing and filing - is distinct and separate, and clearly understood

by members of the public

'I become o phgsiofheropist becouse / met one who impressed me ond it sporked on interest in me to do thot. When I

storfed proctising phgsioth erapg, lbegon fo see the benefrfs of spinol monipulolion ond enfertoined tlre ideo of going

bqck to sclroo/for cÂiroproctic. I wos occepted of CMCC ond, in 1986, I gradualed os <r chíroprocfor ond opened mg

proctice. IÂe odvontog e of having fwo desþnotions is Érugely beneficíal for potients becquse it gives them options. "

PROFESSIONAL AFFI LIATIONS'
Radiographer and Chiropractor

Ryan grew up on a sod farm in Timmins and left for Sudbury to study radiography. He

was licensed by the College of Medical Radiation Technologists of Ontario (CMRTO)

in 2o'lo, and got his first job as an x-ray technologist at Stevenson Memorial Hospital

in Alliston.

Dr. Ryan Desjardins
Alliston

At the back of his mind, Ryan had been seriously considering an additional career:

chiropractic. So when he was accepted at the Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College

(CMCC), he was delighted. While studying at CMCC, Ryan worked weekend day shifts

and worked full-time night shifts while studying university courses (by correspondence)

from Laurentian University in order to acquire the 9o credits required for applying to

CMCC. ln 2015, Ryan was licensed as a chiropractor.

Currently, Ryan works as a chiropractor at Þhysiomed Alliston and, when needed, at

Stevenson Memorial llospital.

(CONT. ON ÞAGE 52)
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OPPORTUNITIES

' Being able to deliver two types of care to patients in the community is positive for the public
. Creating inter-professional relationships with local physicians, including demonstrating the knowledge base that

chiropractors have

CI.IALLENGES

. "Be mindful to work within my scope [of practice], depending on which hat I'm wearing"

. Continuing education: ensuring compliance with each college's requirements (some requirements apply to both
professions)

. Record keeping' adhering to each college's requírements

"The path thot / hove cÄosen is verg different but it wos verg smootA. Where there wos some ovedop in mg educotion,
if Âos confinued to Aeþ me ¡n mg coreer. Consider the people component - an x-rag is o brie/enco unter bg o potient
wifh o professiono/ but in chiroproctic tÂere is more intercction between tÄe potient ond tÂe chiropro ctor. lnthe end,
it's verg rewarding."

PROFESSIONAL AFFI LIATIONS,
Nurse and Chiropractor

A graduate of McMaster University with a Bachelor of Science in nursing, Kaitlyn
was working as a registered nurse for approximately one year before she started her
chiropractic studies at the Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College (CMCC). She
continued to do nursing while studying.

Dr. Kaitlyn Pepper
Toronto

Kaitlyn is a zolS chiropractic graduate and started in a new position soon after. lt
would be too soon for her to assess any long-term career plans as a dual registrant
but she intends to "keep up" with both professions and may one day consider moving
into public education.

Currently, Kaitlyn is working at Accelerated Healih & Wellness Centre in Fonthill.

OPPORTUN¡TIES

'A foot in both camps is positive. There are two different perspectives and ways to tackle solutions for patients"
"Having more dual registrants gives a bigger voice in the [health care] system and there is a role for chiropractors in
the system

CHALLENGES

' Patients think you can combine your scopes of practice and they can ask for advice in either area of your expertise.
While you have dual knowledge, it can't always be applied."

. "l would like to see chiropractors more integrated into health teams and visiting patients in facilities."

"/ storted seeing o cÂiroproctor when / wos goung. Äi tAe fime, / d¡d not think of it os o cqreer. As / /ike working with
peop/e, nursing wos o goodfrrst step, inciuding giving me exposure to mong different things. While it isn't cornmon to
combíne o coreer of nursing ond cl-riroproctic, / sow comp/ementorg opportunities in boflr professions. Overo/l ilre wÀo/e
process of grcduoting from two proþssions hos been verg interestin g and rewarding."

'! 043
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Dr. lnger Simonsen
Toronto

1044
ÞROFESSIONAL AFFI LIATIONS'
Chiropractor and Acupuncturist

Growing up in Denmark, lnger witnessed the positive experiences and successes

her parents had with chiropractic and, by the time she was a teenageç realized that
she wanted to be a chiropractor. "Through my parents, I understood the benefits of
chiropractic and later learned its history in Denmark, which goes back to t92o, and its

widespread use in Europe."

lnger came to Canada to study chiropractic at the Canadian Memorial Chiropractic

College (CMCC). After graduating in ì984, she returned to Denmark to practise for a

year before moving permanently to Canada. lnger married a Canadian chiropractor

and credits his influence in developing her interest in acupuncture, leading to obtaining

her license and becoming a member of the College of Traditional Chinese Medical

Practitioners and Acupuncturists of Ontario (CTCMpAO) in 2013.

As co-founder and co-owner of Annex Clinic in Toronto since 1985, lnger's practice is comprised of patients of all ages.

A chiropractic orthopaedic felloq ln6er is also an assistant professor and course coordinator at CMCC, and she has

authored an orthopaedic examination manual for the extremities.

OPPORTUNITIES

. Being able to provide a wider range of services to patients is positive in terms of their accessibility to the appropriate care

. Offering both chiropractic and acupuncture, which are complementary in the management of pain and many other

conditions

CI.IALLENGES

. Maintaining distinct and clear patient files for each profession

. Ensuring compliance with the distinct regulations and maintaining CE requirements for CCO and the CTCMPAO

'8eing oble to provide a broader range o/services fo heþ potients Àos been verg importanf fo me throughout mg coreer.

Over the geors, potients lrove been amazed when theg understond how mg background, troining, ond core con moke

a difference in how theg feel."

CCO COMMUNICATIONS NOW THROUGH EMAIL

CCO is now communicating with members through email on important regulatory matters such as registration

renewal, updates to standards of practice, policies and guidelines, ChiroÞractice newsletters and information

bulletins. Log into your member portal to ensure your email address is up-to-date.

Please check your spam/junk mail folder for any email communications from CCO.
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PATIENT RETATIONS
COMMITTEE

Partnership of Carê -
New Tent Cards Coming Soon!
The Portnership of Care, the Patients'Chart of Rights and Responsibilities, outlines the rights and

responsibilities of chiropractors and patients within the doctor/patient relationship. These include both
responsibilities of the chiropractor, such as respectful, honest and clear communication and relevant safe
and patient-centred care, and responsibilities of the patient, such as a cooperative commitment to the
chiropractor's treatment plan and constructive feedback regarding all aspects of care.

CCO has previously distributed tent cards with the PortnersÄip of Core in English and French and will soon

be distributing an updated version of it. ln addition, translations in to languages of the updated Portnership
of Core will be posted on the CCO website.

The PortnersÄip ofCore document can be accessed here.

CCO encourages members to make use of the Portnerslrþ of Care document in their communication
with patients.

Changes to Regu/ofed Health
Professions Act, tggt (PHPA) as a
Result of the Protecting Potients
Act, zotT

Effective May t, zol8, there were significant
amendments made to the RHP,A and its regulations.

These changes relate to the definition of a patient,
the availability of funding for therapy and counselling,

mandatory reporting requirements and public register

requirements. These changes were made as result
of the Protecting Potients Act, zot7.

These amendments affect all colleges governed
under the RFIP,A.

CCO brings the following amendments to your
attention:

. There is a new definition of patient for the purposes

of the prohibition of sexual abuse.

Regulation 26o/18 under the PH4A provides
criteria for defining who is considered a patient
for the purposes of the sexual abuse provisions of
the PH2A. These criteria include direct
interaction between member and patient which
includes charging or receiving payment from the
patient or a third party on behalf of that patient,
contributing to a health record or file, and

patient consent to health care services. The

regulation provides an exception for emergency
circumstances or circumstances where the service
is minor in nature.

CCO has approved amendments to Standard of
Practice S-or4' Standard of Practice S-o14, Prohibition

of a Sexual Relationship with a Patient to
reflect these regulatory amendments and add
them to the definition of a patient as described in

case law.

There continues to be no spousal exemption to the
sexual abuse provisions of the PHPA. There will be

notification to stakeholders including members if
this chanEes.- (CONT, ON PAGE 55)
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. Complainants with sexual abuse allegations have

immediate access to funding for therapy or counselling

(and do not need to wait for a finding of professional

misconduct to access funding under section 85.7 of the

Health Professions Procedural Code, schedule z ofthe
RHpA).

CCO has approved amendments to Policy P-ot8,

Funding for Theraov or C ins for Patieilts

Sexually Abused by Members to ensure that an

individual is eligible for funding for therapy or

counselling when a complaint or report is made.

The mandatory reporting requirements have been

expanded (sections 85.ó.5 and 8s.ó.4 of the Health

Þrofessions Procedural Code, schedule z of the PF/PA).

Members are now required to report to CCO membership

and professional mísconduct or incompetence findings

in other regulated health professions inside or outside

of Ontario, as well as charges and bail condítions under

the Criminal Code (Canada) or the Controlled Drugs ond

Substonces Act (Conqdo). These amendments have been

incorporated into CCO's renewal process.

. The information colleges must maintain on the public

register has been expanded.

Regulation zól/18 under the PHPÁ expands the public

register to include findings of guiliy, currently existing

conditions of release and charges under the Criminal Code
(Canada) or the Control/ed Drugs ond Substonces Act
(Canada), as well as findings of professional misconduct or

incompetence by another regulatory or licensing authority

in anyjurisdiction.

CCO has approved amendments to By-law l7' Public

Register to include the new public register requirement.

. Ihe types of criminal offences that require the mandatory

revocation of a member's certificate of registration have

been expanded. Please see Regulation z6zft8 under
the PHÞÁ for more details.

Please monitor the CCO website for the most up'to-date

information concerning regulations, standards of practice,

policies, guidelines and by-laws.

t The law governs to the extent of any inconsistency with this article.

What to Expect When.Attending a
Chirop ro,ctor Appoíntment
Bg Dn Dennis MÍzeI

ln today's health care climate, it should be clear to all chiropractors in Ontario that we must put our patients' interests

ahead of our own interests when caring for them.

What c¿n and should we be doing to put patient¡ first?

It is important, of course, to listen carefully to what our patients have to say, and to understand and care for them in a

way that addresses and meets their needs. We must also respect that the patient brings to the encounter his/her own

personal preferences and unique concerns, expectations, and values. These must all be considered when developing

a treatment plan and on each encounter.

Patients present to a chiropractor for a variety of reasons. However, patients should expect basic procedures, rooted

in the chiropractorls core competencies, to be followed and which represent the chiropractor's unique role in the

collaborative health care framework. The results and observations should be recorded in the record of personal health

(GONT. ON PAGE 3ó)
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information in such a way as to accurately re-create the doctor/patient interaction.

There are varied reasons as to why a doctor/patient relationship may need to be terminated including the type of
practice the chiropractor has, the specific technique that the chiropractor utilizes, the type of treatment required
(e.g., out of the chiropractic scope of practice and appropriately found within another health care provider's scope
of practice; within the chiropractic scope of practice although not offered with the particular provider the patient
is seeing), or the patient chooses to leave for medical or personal reasons or is satisfied with the care they have
already received and wants to stop care and be discharged.

It is appropriate for a chiropractor to discharge a patient if the chiropractor is not providing the patient with what
they are seeking. lt is important to remember that when a patient continues to need our professional services,
the patient may at any time request they be discharged for any reason. lf you for some reason wish to discharge a

patient who still needs chiropractic care, it is necessary to arrange or attempt to arrange alternative services for
the patient. lt is not appropriate to abandon a patient that you no longer wish to take care of without attempting to
arrange alternative services. The patient should be given a reasonable opportunity to arrange alternative services
before you discharge the patient from care, should they continue to need care.

Further, it is incumbent upon chiropractors to terminate a doctor/patient relationship with reasonable notice or
explanation along with a referral to a qualified and acceptable practitioner. Professional misconduct for patient
abondonmcnt would result if these types of steps are not taken.

Members should always comply with CCO's standards of practice, policies, and guidelines, which contain important
principles to protect the public interest and ensure the appropriate provision and continuity of care. To view the
documents online, click here.

Extract frorn Core Competencies for CCO Members

What to expect when attending a chiropractor appointment...an application of the core competencies:

Chiropractors offer a variety of approaches to care within the scope of practice. CCO regulates the full range of
chiropractic approaches and it is expected that members are always practising within the chiropractic scope of
practice.

Þatients present to a chiropractor for a variety of reasons. l-"lowever, patients should expect basic procedures,
rooted in the chiropractor's core competencies, to be followed and which represent the chiropractor's unigue role
in the collaborative health care framework. The results and observations, based upon the performance of these
basic procedures, should be recorded in the record of personal health information in such a way as to accurately
re-create the doctor/patient interaction.

lnitial visit(¡) to a chiropractor (Con¡ultation, Examination, Report of Findingr)

. A clean and organized and welcoming environment.

. A careful explanation of any paperwork to be completed.

. A clear and complete explanation of the costs of the services to be provided.

' A private consultation with the doctor to provide the opportunity to review the case history, ask questions, review
all the paperwork and any available reports,

' A verbal summary by the chiropractor demonstrating that he/she has understood what has been discussed and
what the patient's goals are for attending the office. 

(coNr. oN pacE 37)
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. An explanation of the physical examination, in order that consent to examine is obtaÌned.

. A physical examination is conducted in order to assess conditions related to the spine, nervous system and joints or

dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures or functions of the spine and the effects of those dysfunctions

or disorders on the nervous system and dysfunctions or disorders arising from the functions of the ¡oints.
. Based upon the findings of the consultation and a physical examination, the chiropractor may make a referral

for further investigations which might include (but not be limited to): a radiographic study or a referral to

another specialist.
. Once all the appropriate and necessary information has been obtaíned, the chiropractor will provide a complete

explanation, including diagnosis of what has been found.
. Recommendations for care, based on findings, will be communicated to the patient and recorded in the record of

personal health information. Such recommendations may include (but are not lim¡ted to): a course of chiropractic

care (including an explanation of the style of adjusting that is recommended), any modalities that will be used, the

frequency of visits and the appropriate time in which a re-evaluation will take place, along with expected outcomes

and the approximate cost of care, suggestions for home care, or, if appropriate, referral for further consultation

andfor care with another health professional.
. Only after the report of findings and all recommendations have been delivered and there has been an opportuníty

for questions will the patient be given the opportunity to provide their informed consent to undergo a course of care.

Subrequent Vcit(c)

. Care should begin within a reasonable time of the scheduled appointment.

. The chiropractor should review his/her record of the previous visit(s) with the patient along with reviewing what

the patient has experienced, subjectively, since the last vísit.

. As appropriate and related to the most recent evaluation and recommendations for the patient's care, the

chiropractor will conduct an examination in order to assess conditions related to the spine, nervous system and

joints or dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures or functions of the spine and the effects of those

dysfunctions or disorders on the nervous system and dysfunctions or disorders arising from the functions of

the joints.
. Appropriate care is delivered in accordance with the findings at each visit and with the overall goals and plan of

management based on the most recent evaluation'
. Records of all patient interactions are to be kept contemporaneously.
. Care should continue to be given in a caring yet professional manner with any comments about the process and

the progress explained in a patient-centred manner.
. lf the care is substantially different from previous care or, if a new condition is presented, informed consent to

care should be revisited and updated in the patient health record after an appropriate examination has been

conducted and report of findings has been delivered.
. Re-evaluations of progress should be done at appropriate intervals and further recommendations for care based

upon those findings and the patient's goals.

, lf, at any time, further investigations or referrals are warranted (eg., those that fall outside the practitioner's scope),

those recommendations should be made and noted in the patient record.
. Chiropractors are encouraged to participate in inter-professional, collaborative care when appropriate, in the

patient's best interests.
. When applicable, chiropractors shall make every effort to monitor and record patient compliance with any

recommended adjunctive procedures, e.g., exercise or nutritional advice.

1048
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FITNESS TO PRAETISE
COMMITTEE

,NCÁPACITY

U nder the Peg ulated l-1 ealth P rofessions Áct, r99?, incapacity
is described as suffering from a physical and/or mental
condition that impairs a health care professional's professional

function.

The lnquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee (ICRC)

can form a separate health inquiries panel to investigate
a member's capacity to function as a chiropractor. lf the
health inquiries panel believes on reasonable and probable
grounds that the memberb mental andlor physical health
will affect their professional practice and pose a thrcot of
harm to the public, the panel can refer the matter to the
Fitness to Practise Committee.

The Fitness to Practise Committee then conducts a hearing
to determine whether a member is suffering from a physical

and/or mental condition that impairs their professional
function as a chiropractor.

Þrocedurally, incapacity and discipline proceedings are
similar. lncapacity hearings focus on the physical and/
or mental state of a member and their ability to perform
their professional role as a chiropractoç whereas discipline
proceedings focus on a member's conduct and whether
or not the member has committed an act of professional
misconduct or whether their conduct has breached a

standard of practice of the profession.

Unlike a discipline hearing, a fitness to practise hearing
is generally closed to the public, as it involves the review
and reveal of personal health information. A fitness to
practise hearing will only be open to the public if the
member involved makes a written request in advance
to the Registrar. Before agreeing to an open hearing, the
panel must be satisfied that any negative consequences
of revealing the information will not outweigh the benefits
of an open hearing.

The Fitness to Practise Committee is represented at the
hearing by a panel of the Committee members appointed
bythe Chair of the Fitness to Practise Committee. A panel
is composed of at least three (¡) members of the Fitness
to Þractise Committee, including at least one (r) public
member of Council. lf a panel of the Fitness to Þractise
Committee finds a member is incapacitated, it shall make
an order doing any one or more of the followingt

t. Directing the Registrar to revoke the member's certificate
of rogístration;

z. Directing the Registrar to suspend the member's certificate
of registration; or

3. Dírecting the Registrar to impose specified terms,
conditions and limitations on the members certificate
of reglstration for a specified period of time or indefinite
period of time.

The results of a fitness to practise hearing where a member
was revoked or suspended, or had terms, limitations or
conditions applied to their certificate of registration, is
published on the member profile of the public register.

Decisions of the Fitness to Practise Committee can be
appealed to Ontario's Divisional Court for judicial review
within ço days of the decision being issued. There must be
a question of law fact, or both, in order for an appeal to
be granted. The court may affirm, rescind, or re-hear the
matter, in whole or in part. A notation of the appeal and
its outcome will appear on the public register.
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ls Your Chr:roCqre Binder Out-of-Date?

All up-to-date legislation, regulations, standards of practice, policies and

guidelines are available at www.cco.on.ca, and can be printed to update

your CÂiroCore binder.

To order an up-to-date ChiroCore binder, please contact
Ms Madeline Cheng at mcheng@cco.on.ca.
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Reminder: l-lave you provided your email addres¡ to CCO?
Mindful of its obligoiions to enoble efficient ond timely communicotion with members, members ore required

to províde on emoil oddress to CCO. lf you hove not olreody done so, pleose provide it during your next

renewol or by emoil to reception@cco.on.co.

CCO Need¡ Your Current Contact lnform¡tion
Hove you recently moved? By low, it is your responsibility to provide CCO with o written notificotion of ony

oddress chonges - work ond/or home - within 50 doys of your move. All members registered in the Generol

closs ore required to hove o business oddress ond telephone number listed on CCO'S public register.

Reporting Decea¡ed Members
To help keep member records and the public register as up-to-date as possible, CCO requests that death of a

member be communicated to CCO in a timely manner. Details can be forwarded to CCO by email to
cco.info@cco.on.ca or by fax to 416-925-9610.

Your Feedb¡ck is lmportant!
CCO welcomes your feedbock ond comments obout orticles ond feotures in this newsletter. Pleose forword
on emoil to cco.info@cco.on.co or by fox lo 416-925-9610.

ChiroPractice is published by the College of Chiroproctors of Ontorio. CCO welcomes comments ond suggestions from reoders.

Moteriols published in CArroProctice moy be reprinted without permission if credit is given.

Publication Number: o59oro-4-99

College of
Ch iroproctors
of Ontorio

L'Ordre des
Chiroproticiens
de I'Ontorio

l5O Bloor St. West
Suite 9O2
Toronto ON M5S lN5

Tel, 416-922-6355
Fox, 416-925-9610
Toll f ree, 1-87 7-577 -477 2
Emoil: cco.info@cco.on.co
www.cco.on.co
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We're Here For You View lhís email in vour browser

Ontario
Chiropract¡c
Association

Today, the National Posf published a storv by Wavne MacPhail and Paul Benedetti,

regarding the purported positions on vaccinations by three individual Council members of

the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO).

Our great profession is at a watershed moment. Together, we must practice to the CCO

standard and we must unite on this public health issue. Negative national news stories hurt

the reputation and public trust of our profession, which performs exemplary care for

patients across Ontario.

The position of the CCO is clear. "The College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

recognizes that vaccinations, as mandated in the Province of Ontario, provide a safe and

effective means to protect individuals from infectious drseases. CCO reminds members

and the pubtic that treating or advising in relation to vaccination is outside of the

chiropractic scope of practice."

We cannot delay further. Let us stand united for our profession. We ask you to share the

CCO's statement in your social media channels, your website, blogs and in your daily

interactions with patients. And we ask you to end your statements with #VaccinesWork

and #Gh i ros4Vacci nesWork.
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Response to National Post article Re: vaccinations

We're here for you. Call us:
Local : 4 1 6-860-0070 | Toll-free: I -87 7 -327 -227 3

Update vour OCA membership preferences or

unsubscribe from this list

Page 2 of 2
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#VaccinesWork is a powerful hashtag for a global public safety movement launched by
the World Health Organization and is supported by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, the American Academy of Pediatrics, the European Commission, UNICEF,
lnternational Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, physicians, media
outlets and other health professionals around the world. lt recognizes immunization
prevents 2-3 million deaths, additional illness and disabilities from 26 vaccine-preventable
diseases. Using this common hashtag connects us to a broad public audience, including
our health professional colleagues and the Ontario government.

By using #Chiros4VaccinesWork, we acknowledge and comply with our regulator's
standards. Using the words from CCO's advisory that was published March 14,we suggest
you post, tweet, write or share the following sentence:

"l recognize that vaccinations provide a safe and effective means to protect individuals
from i nfectio us d iseases. #Vacci nesWork #G h i ros4Vacci nesWork. "

lf you need support to use those Twitter hashtags or have arry questions, please contact
Nancy Gale directly at nqale@ch iropractic.on.ca.

Together, we stand proud of our profession

National Post article

Our mailing address is:

Ontario Chiropractic Association

200-20 Victoria St

Toronto, ON MsC 2NB

Canada

Add us to your address book

+ Facebook I Twitter @ lnstaqram in Llnkedln
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Change and Clarification of Earlier Message
Regarding the National Posf Article

Earlier you received a message regarding the National Post story published today

The Ontario Chiropractic Association's position statement on immunization and

vaccination, supports the CCO's position statement that "Iñe College of Chiropractors of
Ontario (CCO) recognizes that vaccinaúions, as mandated in the Province of Ontario,

provide a safe and effective means to protect individuals from infectious drseases."

However, the CCO standard on vaccination and immunization, as written today, precludes

any comment by members on this issue. 'CCO reminds members and the public that
treating or advising in relation to vaccination is outside of the chiropractic scope of
practice."

As a result, we ask you to disregard our earlier request for you to make any statement

on any social platforms and adhere to the existing CCO standard.

As it indicated in its message on March 14, the CCO will be reviewing the Standard of
Practice S-001: Chiropractic Scope of Practice.

lf you have any questions, please contact Nancy Gale directly at nqale@chiropractic.on.ca

National Post article

We're here for you. Call us:

Local : 4 1 6-860-0070 | Toll-free: 1 -87 7 -327 -227 3

View this email in vour browser

Our mailing address is:

Ontario Chiropractic Association
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Update vour OCA membership preferences or

unsubscribe from this list

200-20 Victoria St

Toronto, ON M5C 2N8

Canada

Add us to your address book

ç Facebook ! Twitter @ lnstagram in t¡nfe¿ln
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jo-Ann Willson
Tuesday, April 02, 20'19 4:18 PM
Rose Bustria
FW: OCA at WFC Berlin Congress, World Health Day 2019 + Webinars

Council.

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chlropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (41 6) 922-6355 ext 1 1 1

Fax (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipw¡llson@cco.on.ca
Web S¡te: www.ooo.on.ca

CONFI DENTIALITY WARNING:
Thís e-mail including any attachmenls may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any
distribulion, copy¡ng or disclosure ¡s stridly proh¡bited. lf you have received thís e-mail in enor, please notify me immediately by reply
and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: OCA [mailto:OCA@chiropractic.on.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, April 02,2079 4:15 PM

To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson @cco.on.ca>
Subject: OCA at WFC Berlin Congress, World Health Day 2019 + Webinars

We're Here For You. View this email in your browser

other
e-mail

Ontario
Chiropract¡c
Association
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Caroline Brereton's Message from EPlC2Ol9

The Chair of the OCA Board of Directors Dr' Ken Brough and I attended the World

Federation of chiropractic (wFC) EPIC Conqress in Berlin. Many Ontario chiropractors

presented research and hosted sessions. Congratulations to OCA members Dr' Pierre

côté and Dr. Deborah Kopansky-Giles for winning the prestigious David chapman-smith

Honour Award. Congratulations to Dr. Ayla Azad on her recent appointment to the WFC

board of directors; on behalf of CMCC she presented on the topic of Values and

Preferences: the many faces of individualized care'

we also hosted a well attended reception for ontario delegates during congress.

Delegates expressed enthusiasm for a greater OCA presence at these global events' as

ontario has so much to offer. we will plan to support more of our members at future

conferences

At congress there were a number of panel discussions on the future of chiropractic' An

important question was raised about who and what should shape the future of cltiropractic

and a diverse group of panelists answered the question with remarkable consistency'

The future of chiropractic should be defined by the needs of the population being served'

and shaped by the educational preparation and skills of the professionals, the evidence

available and policy makers. ln a consumer driven society, such as we have here in

Ontario, patients have expectations of how and who they receive care from' and policy

makers have responded to these expectations in a number of ways that include

chiropractors in the system of care.

o The inclusion of chiropractors in the Health Quality Ontario standards for low back

pain, osteoarthritis and opioid prescribing for acute and chronic pain management

for instance.

. The successful recruitment of chiropractors in lnter-professional Spine Assessment

and Education Clinics (ISAEC)'

. The investment in patient-centered Primary Care Low Back Pain programs

(PCLBP).

. The recently launched Health2work program to assist ontario works participants

return to work.

2



1057The invitation for the OCA to be part of the Federal Task Force on Pain

We are currently working with government and policy makers to ensure that chiropractors

have the tools to serve all patients, within a full scope of practice that supports efficient

collaboration with patients and other members of a care team.

With these advances the entire profession moves fonryard as trust grows in the

profession. The adoption of the evidence-based framework in Canada a number of years

ago will help the profession grow and contribute to the care of Ontarians, as this framework

captures all of the elements important to shaping the future of the profession. As a result of

our conversations, it is clear that we need a thoughtful approach to enable all our members

to see how this framework can be a benefit.

ln the coming weeks watch for emails about:

a

a

Member Consultations: April to June schedule of meetings around Ontario to

engage directly with members

The establishment of an Advisory Gommittee to work with the OCA leadership on

a change management approach that will support members to work within a

flexible evidence-based framework. Our work will be to support a long-term vision

for a strong profession and to assist all our members to see how this can be a

valuable approach

The establishment of Communities of Practice or Special Interest Groups to

better engage with members who have different practice areas of focus

a

Sincerely,

Caroline Brereton

Chief Executive Officer, Ontario Chiropractic Association

The OCA, represented by our CEO Caroline Brereton and Chair of the OCA Board of

Directors Dr. Ken Brough, along with a large contingent of Ontario delegates,

attended EPlC2019 - the World Federation of Chiropractic's (WFC) and the

E uropean Chiropractors' U nion's (ECU) i nfluential cong ress.

3
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Celebrate World Health Day April 7!

April 7 of each year marks the celebration of World Health Day, a World Health

Organization (WHO) initiative.

On World Health Day, let's shout about the positive impact chiropractic care contributes to

quality health care. More than ever chiropractors are in collaborative care settings,

involved in interprofessional teams, part of a tull spectrum of health care services - from

prevention, treatment to rehabilitation'

world Health Day is an opportunity to highlight success stories involving

chiropractors.

Globe and Mail: A news series focusing on the pros of a collaborative team

approach in patient treatment and recovery.

Health2Work: People receiving support trom Ontario Works now have access to

care that can help them return to work.

primarv Gare Low Back Pain Proqram (PCLBP): A provincial program that helps

many people gain access to care for low back pain'

lnter-professional Spine Assessment and Education Clinics (ISAEC)' A

shared-care model of care in which patients receive rapid low back pain

assessment, education and self-management plans'

a

a

a
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Livin' La Vida Locum
(Rebroadcast)

Wed. April 3,12-1 PM

Drs. Shima Shahidy and Dean Wright,

CCPA

Many chiropractors choose to start

careers with locums, as they offer clinical

skills and insights into the business side of

chiropractic. However they are not without

risk. CCPA will advise how to manage risk

regarding: travelling and locums;

managing expectations; when to reassess

and reconfirm informed consent; and

manage transition of care from one DC to

another.

Upcominq CE & Eventy lWebinars On Demand

How To Connect And Build
Trust W¡th Strategic
Questions & Active Listening
(Rebroadcast)

Wed. April 10,12-1 PM

lvan Wanis Ruiz, Dale Carnegie Training

Webinar on how to use strategic questions

and active listening to effectively

communicate with patients. Learn how to

better use questions with patients:

improve rapport, better identify ailments

and issues and create a more open

environment for sharing. Understand how

active listening impacts patient perception

and patient outcomes.

Register Now

Register Now

We're here for you. Call us:

Local : 4 1 6-860-0070 | Toll-free : 1 -877 -327 -227 3

Update vour OCA membership preferences or

unsubscribe from this list

Our mailing address is:

Ontario Chiropractic Association

200-20 V¡ctoria St

Toronto, ON MsC 2N8

Canada

5

Add us to your address book
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Subject: FW: CCO ProfessionalAdvisory on Vaccination and lmmunization

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Thursday, March L4,2OL9 5:33 PM

To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Cc: David Starmer <drstarmer@gmail.com>; Liz Anderson-Peacock <drliz@bellnet.ca>; Doug Cressman
<doug.cressma n@gmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: CCO ProfessionalAdvisory on Vaccination and lmmunization

Council - OCA.

Jo-Ann \ilillson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

Begin forwarded message:

From : Ontario Chiropractic Association <OCA@chiropractic.o
Date: March 14,2019 at4:00..21PM EDT
To:@
Subject: CCO Professional Advisory on Vaccination and Immunization
Reply-To : Ontario Chiropractic Association <OCA@chiropractic.

We're Here For You View this email in vour browser

Ontã r¡Õ
<:t-r ¡ ra t- ra€t¡ c
.A.ssec ¡ ãt¡on

The College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) issued a ProfessionalAdvisory on

Vaccination and lmmunization.

Specifically, it states, "The College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) recognizes that

vaccinations, as mandated in the Province of Ontario, provide a safe and effective means

to protect individuals from infectious drseases. CCO reminds members and the public that

treating or advising in relation to vaccination is outside of the chiropractic scope of practice.
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Members must refer patients who ask questions related to vaccination to consult with a

health professional who has the act within their scope of practice, such as a member of the

College of Physicians and Su4geons of Ontaio, a member of the College of Nurses of

Ontario who holds a certificate of registration in the extended c/ass, or a member of the

Ontario College of Pharmacrsfs of Ontario. A member who fails to comply with this

professional advisory may be the subject of an inquiry, complaint or report for a potential

act of professr'onal misconduct."

This complements the message from CCO's Registrar published in the CHIROPRACTICE

winter 2019 issue that states, "CCO will be stepping up its efforts in reviewing existing

standards, polices, guidelines and processes, and in reviewing members' public

information including through the use of appropriate technology."

The CCO noted that it will be reviewing the Standard of Practice 5-001: Chiropractic Scope

of Practice. Some amendments are anticipated in making the standard more expllclt that

members not conduct seminars on vaccination or publish information on vaccination on

their websites or social media accounts.

We remind you that the Ontario Chiropra ctic Association also has a position statement on

immunization and vaccination, which supports vaccination and immunization as

established public health practices in the prevention of infectious diseases.

We're here for you. Call us:

Local : 41 6-860-0070 | Toll-free: 1 -877 -327 -227 3

Update vour OCA membership preferences or

unsubscribe from this list

Our mailing address is:

Ontario Chiropractic Association

200-20 Victoria St

Toronto, ON M5C 2N8

Canada

2

CCO Professional Advisory

Add us to your address book
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Subject: FW: 2019 Fee Schedule, Ontario Health Agency Announcement, RSI

Awareness Day

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Tuesday, February 26,2OI9 5:42 PM

To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Cc: David Starmer <drstarmer@gmail.com>; Liz Anderson-Peacock <drliz@bellnet.ca>
Subject: Fwd: 2019 Fee Schedule, Ontario Health Agency Announcement, RSI Awareness Day

Exec and Council.

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B
Registrar & General Counsel

Begin forwarded message:

From: OCA <OCA@chiropractic.o
Date: February 26,2019 at 5:18.25 PM EST
To:@
Subject: 2019 Fee Schedule, Ontario Health Agency Announcement, RSI
Awareness Day
Reply-To : OCA <OCA@chiropractic

We're Here For You. View this email in your browser

G¡îta ra<-
Cl-r¡rÕl-ra€tac
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Refreshing the Annual Fee Schedule

For decades, our Recommended Seruice Codes and Fee Schedule has been a

reference for fair and reasonable billing for general and specialist chiropractic services.

There will be no change to The Fee Schedule for 2019. We plan to undertake a

thorough review and evaluation of the entire fee schedule process. This will be a significant

project that will take some time to complete. Aside from any adjustments for the inflation

1
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index, other influencing factors such as marketplace trends, regional cost of living

variances and the benchmarking of related organizations and fraternal partners' fee

structures will be considered, with an overall objective of simplifying the schedule and

making it more user-friendly, in order to reflect the current needs of practitioners, patients

and payers.

We welcome your feedback and questions at oca@chiropractic.on.ca.

The Fee Schedule

Ontario Health Announcement

Earlier today, Health Minister Christine Elliot unveiled a Ith care in Ontario

focused on the creation of a super agency that will be formed by dissolving the 14 Local

Health lntegration Networks (LHlNs) and merging their duties with six provincial health

agencies, including Cancer Care Ontario, eHealth Ontario, Trillium Gift of Life Network,

Health Shared Services, Health Quality Ontario and HealthForce Ontario Marketing and

Recruitment Agency. Minister Elliott also unveiled details of plans to encourage hospitals,

long-term care facilities, home-care agencies and other service providers to form

"integrated care entities" called Ontario Health Teams.

Those teams will be made up of local health-care providers and organized to work as

coordinated groups. The teams will be designed to coordinate care for patients among

various care providers and help families through transitions between providers. Under the

plan, each Ontario Health Team would receive a block of funding and work together to

deliver a range of health-care services for the region they cover.

What Does This Mean For Ghiropractors?

2
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The implementation of this announcement will take a significant amount of time, and will

focus first on administrative and procedural changes to the health care system before

impacting any front line delivery of care.

lf your practice revolves around privately-funded payments such as out-of-pocket,

extended health benefits, Workplace Safety and lnsurance Board (WSIB) or auto

insurance, we do not anticipate that this announcement will impact you or your patients in

any meaningfulway, as this announcement is focused on restructuring Ontario's publicly-

funded health care system.

lf you are currently providing care within a publicly-funded model such as a Family Health

Team, or within an lnter-professionalSprne Assessment and Education

Clinic (ISAEC) or Primary Care Low Back Pain program, with the little information

shared today, we do not anticipate any changes to those programs within this fiscal year.

We remain engaged with the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care and will continue to

advocate for chiropractors to play a pivotal role in managing the health challenges of

patients across our province. We will share any relevant details on the implementation of

the People's Health Care Act 2019 as they become available to us.

lf you are currently participating in any Local Health lntegration Nevrrtwork (LHIN)

committees, working groups or otherwise involved in publicly-funded organizations and

have questions or information you wish to share with us, please contact

us at oca@chiropractic.on.ca.

-

February 28 is Repetitive Strain lnjury Awareness Day!

Use RSI Awareness Day to focus attention on the issue of back health at work. Share tips

on healthy workplace ergonomics with patients.

To help we've created a toolkit on repetitive strain and workplace ergonomics you can print

3

Government of Ontario News Release



and share - because work shouldn't hurt

1065
Share with Patients

Repetitive Strain lnjuries: covers how repetitive actions add physical stress to every

day work.

Offìce Erqonomics Presentation: points on why good MSK health is important in the

workplace. Tips for good posture and exercises to increase flexibility and build

strength.

Stretches For Your Whole Body: shareable 4-page print out detailing exercises to

help the body deal with day-to-day pain at work and home.

Back Health at Work - Office Ergonomics: 5 tips to make an office work station

comfortable; a reminder to move and change up positions throughout the day.

a

a

a

RSI Awareness Day Resources

r-ìce

Ghiropractic on Trial: A Case

Study w¡th CCPA
(Rebroadcast)

Wed. Feb. 27, 12-1 PM

Dr. Greg Dunn & Dr. Shima Shahidy,

CCPA

CCPA will provide an overview of the main

issue at play in a recent, real-world trial, in

which they defended a chiropractor facing

a herniation disc claim. The key issues

discussed are: shared care, 'stale'

informed consent, record keeping and

expert testimony.

Breaking the lce: Techniques
for lnstantly Building a
Con nection (Rebroadcast)

Wed. Mar.6, 12-1 PM

lvan Wanis Ruiz, Dale Carnegie Training

Learn techniques to connect instantly and

authentically with potential patients and

colleagues. Dale Carnegie principles are

applied to enhance the way you

communicate with new people and build

mutually beneficial relationships.

4
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Upcomino CE & Events lWebinars On Demand

Register Now
Register Now

We're here for you. Call us:

Local: 41 6-860-0070 | Toll-free: 1 -877 -327 -227 3

Update your OCA membership preferences or

unsubscribe from this list

Our mailing address is:

Ontario Chiropractic Association

200-20 Victoria St

Toronto, ON M5C 2NB

Canada

Add us to your address book

Í Facebook V Twitter @ lnstaqram in Linkedln
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Rose Bustria 1067
Subject: FW: Globe and Mail Follow Up + Webinars

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Tuesday, February L9,2OL9 8:07 PM

To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Cc: David Starmer <drstarmer@gmail.com>; drliz@drliz.ca; Doug Cressman
<doug.cressman@gmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: Globe and Mail Follow Up + Webinars

Council.

Jo-Ann \ilillson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B
Registrar & General Counsel

From: OCA <OCA@chiropractic.o
Date: February 19,2019 at5:05:29 PM EST
Subject: Globe and Mail Follow Up + Webinars
Reply-To: OCA <OCA@chiropractic.

We're Here For You

Qntãr¡Õ
C:r-ì¡rÕprãct¡c
.A,ssÕ€ a at¡Õtî

View this email in your browser

Message from the CEO
Caroline Brereton sets the record straight

Dr. Dwight Chapin, our Chiropractor of the Year, set the record straight in his published

Globe and Mail article.

The article states that musculoskeletal conditions are best managed by a team approach

to care - with the team consisting of a chiropractor. There is evidence that demonstrates

the effectiveness of chiropractic for MSK conditions. Here are some relevant studies that

1
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may help if you're approached by health care providers or patients on the issue, and can

be easily shared on your website or social media.

Nonpharmacologic Therapies for Low Back Pain: A Systematic Review for an

American Colleqe of Phvsicians Clinical Practice Guideline

a Manipulation and Mobilization for Treatino Chronic Low Back Pain: A Systematic

Review and Meta-Analysis. The Spine Journal

a An update of the Bone and Joint Decade Task Force on Neck Pain and lts

Associated Disorders by the oPTlMa Collaboration. The Spine Journal

We are aware that conversations on social media have been diverse. Many of you have

expressed your support for the article and I encourage you to share this positive message

with your network. Some critics of chiropractic have voiced concern about out of scope

ciaims, Piease see our position statements beiow:

I mmunization and Vaccination
Wc support vaccination and immunization as established public health practices in the

prevention of infectious diseases. Vaccination is not within the scope of chiropractic

practice. The appropriate sources for patient consultation and education regarding

vaccination and immunization are public health authorities and health professionals with a

scope of practice that includes vaccination.

Evidence-Based Care
Ontario's chiropractors adopt evidence-based practice principles to guide clinical decision

making by integrating the best available scientific evidence, clinical expertise and patient

preferences.This is a widely accepted approach that is not unique to our profession.

Moving forward, we will continue to tell the story of how chiropractors are impacting the

lives of Ontarians, to government, the public and the organizations we collaborate with.

lf you have questions, ideas or concerns, I invite you to contact me at

cbrereton@chi ropractic. on.ca.

a

2

Sincerely,



Caroline Brereton

ocA cEo
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Difficult Conversations with
Patients (Rebroadcast)

Wed. Feb. 20,12-1 PM

lvan Wanis-Ruiz, Dale Carnegie Training

This webinar will focus on two frameworks

for having difficult conversations and

addressing sensitive topics. Participants

will have an opportunity to provide real life

examples and apply the frameworks to

them.

Chiropract¡c on Trial: A Gase

Study w¡th CCPA
(Rebroadcast)

Wed. Feb. 27, 12-1 PM

Dr. Greg Dunn & Dr. Shima Shahidy,

CCPA

CCPA will provide an overview of the main

issue at play in a recent, real-world trial, in

which they defended a chiropractor facing

a herniation disc claim. The key issues

discussed are: shared care, 'stale'

informed consent, record keeping and

expert testimony.

Upcominq CE & Events lWebinars On Demand

Register Now

Register Now

We're here for you. Call us:

Local : 4 1 6-860-0070 | Toll:free : 1 -87 7 -327 -227 3

Update your OCA membership preferences or

unsubscribe from this list

Our mailing address is:

Ontario Chiropractic Association

200-20 Victoria St

Toronto, ON M5C 2N8

Canada
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Add us to your address book
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OPINION

Despite the tired narratives, chiropractic is backed by evidence

DWIGHT CHAPIN

CONTRIBUTED TO THE GLOBE AND MAIL

PUBLISHED FEBRUARY 16, 2OI9
UPDATED 2 DAYS AGO

Dr. Dwight Chapin,4.Sc., D.C., is the on-site chiropractor for The Globe and Mail

and the Ontario Chiropractic Association's 2018 Chiropractor of the Year.

Let's say that one day, picking up your newspaper, you tweak your back, or wake

up with a sore neck. You should call a chiropractor.

If you are looking for a cure for attention deficit disorder, asthma or lupus, you

should not. There is no chiropractic treatment that will reverse these conditions.

This may all seem painfully obvious. But it appears that confusion still exists

regarding what a chiropractor can and cannot do.

To be clear, chiropractors are musculoskeletal experts who are governed by a

very clear scope of practice that is defined by the diagnosis, prevention, and

treatment of biomechanical disorders originating from the muscular, skeletal, and

nervous systems. Chiropractors complete more than 4,2OO hours of core

competency training in this discipline. This is the profession's specialty, where it
is supported by research and where chiropractors are viewed as a trusted health

care partner.
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recommends the optimization of nonopioid medication and non-drug therapy.

This includes health care provided by chiropractors and other professionals who

treat back, neck, and shoulder pain, before considering opioids.

Translation: back pain is best managed by a team approach to care, with the team

consisting of a chiropractor, family doctor or nurse practitioner, and others such

as a physiotherapist and registered massage therapist. Professionals aware of
these current clinical guidelines, who are open to collaborating or even better,

have existing professional relationships to help co-ordinate your care, will serve

you well. You should be wary of clinicians who discourage collaboration.

Peonle with ba-ck- na-in neeel- timelv âccess to non-cl-rns oain manasement.- .--.-r.-.- ---_-r -'- -------J " -'^--o r----___---__

provided by musculoskeletal experts, and chiropractors are answering this call.

Lower back pain is still the number one cause of disability in Canada, and it is

also one of the top-four reasons why people visit emergency departments. This

contributes to overcrowding in hospitals, despite the fact that the majority of
back-pain patients do not require hospital care and will be sent home. Back-pain

palienl-s are also rnore likely Lo encl up wiLh an opioid prescripLion. hr recenl

articles in The BMJ and the Canadian Medical Association Journal, back pain is

reported to be the most common diagnosis for opioid prescriptions by both

emergency and family physicians and is reported in more than half of regular

opioid users.

Chiropractors can provide a drug-free, alternative approach to Canada's opioid

crisis and help end overcrowding and hallway medicine in hospitals. Best-practice

models of care are already widely in practice.

Yet, despite research in strong support of the chiropractic profession's well-

defined scope of practice and the trend of chiropractic integration into the

J 212U20r9
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continues.

Critics like to propagate an old narrative that the chiropractic profession is not

evidence-based. Canada's new guideline for opioid therapy and chronic non-

cancer pain, which includes recommendations of first-line therapies provided by

chiropractors, demonstrates this is not the case. This criticism is antiquated,

revealing potential bias, and lacks awareness of current clinical studies.

Attempting to define any profession by the individual actions of a few is at best

misleading. Not all practitioners can be painted with the same brush.

Stories of clinicians that breach the public trust are alarming and inexcusable, but

unfortunately they do happen. Healthcare professionals across Canada, including

chiropractors, rely on their regulatory body to govern their profession in the

public interest and assure competent and ethical care. Such bodies set

professional, evidence-based standards and best practices, monitor compliance

with these standards and provide enforcement to ensure strong public trust.

This is a difficult and meaningful responsibility. Efforts from these organizations

to improve must continue. Under the banner of evidence-based, patient-centred,

interprofessional and collaborative care, the chiropractic profession will break

through the same old narrative and protect public trust.

@ Copyright 2019 The Globe and Mail lnc. All rights reserved.

351 King Street East, Suite 1600, Toronto, ON Canada. M5A 0Nl

Phillip Crawley, Publisher
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Subject: FW: BREAKING NEWS: Setting the Record Straight in the Globe and Mail

Today

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Saturday, February L6,2OL9 L2:34PM
To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Cc: David Starmer <drstarmer@gmail.com>; Liz Anderson-Peacock <drliz@bellnet.ca>
Subject: Fwd: BREAKING NEWS: Setting the Record Straight in the Globe and Mail Today

Council (February 27, 2019).

Jo-Ann \ilillson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B
Registrar & General Counsel

Begin forwarded message

From : OCA <OCA@chiropractic.on
Date: February 16,2019 atl,,34:55 PM GMT-3
To:@
Subject: BREAKING NEWS: Setting the Record Straight in the Globe and
Mail Today
Reply-To : OCA <OCA@chiropractic.o

We're He¡e For You View this email in vour browser

Ontãr¡Õ
C. l-'a ¡ rÕ l- rãct¡ c
-A.ssoc ¡ ê tiÕn

BREAKING NEWS
Setting the record straight in the Globe and Mail today

Dr. Dwight Chapin, our Chiropractor of the Year, is published in the Globe and

Mail today.

Titled, "Despite tired narratives, chiropractic is backed by evidence," Dr. Chapin

positions our professíon for the public, for the health care system, and for the

1
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lf you have comments or questions, contact Nancy Gale at

noale@chiropractic.on. ca.

Here is his article

Despite the tired narratives, ch¡ropract¡c is backed bv

evidence

Dr. Dwight Chapin, B.Sc., D.C., is the on-site chiropractor for The Globe and

Mail and the Ontario Chiropractic Association's 2018 Chiropractor of the Year.

Let's sav that one day, oicking up your newspaper, you tweak vour back, or

wake up with a sore neck. You should call a chiropractor.

lf you are looking for a cure for attention deficit disorder, asthma or lupus, you

should not. There is no chiropractic treatment that will reverse these conditions.

This may all seem painfully obvious. But it appears that confusion still exists

regarding what a chiropractor can and cannot do.

To be clear, chiropractors are musculoskeletal experts who are governed by a

very clear scope of practice that is defined by the diagnosis, prevention, and

treatment of biomechanical disorders originating from the muscular, skeletal,

and nervous systems. Chiropractors complete more than 4,200 hours of core

competency training in this discipline. This is the profession's specialty, where it

is supported by research and where chiropractors are viewed as a trusted

health care partner.

The 2017 Canadian Guideline for Opioid Therapy and Chronic Non-Cancer

pain recommends the optimization of nonopioid medication and non-drug

therapy. This includes health care provided by chiropractors and other

professionals who treat back, neck, and shoulder pain, before considering

opioids.

2
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Translation: back pain is best managed by a team approach to care, wíth the

team consisting of a chiropractor, family doctor or nurse practitioner, and others

such as a physiotherapist and registered massage therapist. Professionals

aware of these current clinical guidelines, who are open to collaborating or

even better, have existing professional relationships to help co-ordinate your

care, will serve you well. You should be wary of clinicians who discourage

collaboration.

People with back pain need timely access to non-drug pain management,

provided by musculoskeletal experts, and chiropractors are answering this call.

Lower back pain is still the number one cause of disability in Canada, and it is

also one of the top-four reasons why people visit emergency departments. This

contributes to overcrowding in hospitals, despite the fact that the majority of

back-pain patients do not require hospital care and will be sent home. Back-

pain patients are also more likely to end up with an opioid prescription. ln

recent articles in The BMJ and the Canadian MedicalAssociation Journal, back

pain is reported to be the most common diagnosis for opioid prescriptions by

both emergency and family physicians and is reported in more than half of

regular opioid users.

Chiropractors can provide a drug-free, alternative approach to Canada's opioid

crisis and help end overcrowding and hallway medicine in hospitals. Best-

practice models of care are already widely in practice.

Yet, despite research in strong support of the chiropractic professíon's well-

defined scope of practice and the trend of chiropractic integration into the

mainstream, public confusion surrounding the scope and value of the

profession continues.

Critics like to propagate an old narrative that the chiropractic profession is not

evidence-based. Canada's new guideline for opioid therapy and chronic non-

cancer pain, which includes recommendations of first-line therapies provided by

chiropractors, demonstrates this is not the case. This criticism is antiquated,

revealing potential bias, and lacks awareness of current clinical studies.
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Attempting to define any profession by the individual actions of a few is at best

misleading. Not all practitioners can be painted with the same brush.

Stories of clinicians that breach the public trust are alarming and inexcusable,

but unfortunately they do happen. Healthcare professionals across Canada,

including chiropractors, rely on their regulatory body to govern their profession

in the public interest and assure competent and ethical care. Such bodies set

professional, evidence-based standards and best practices, monitor

compliance with these standards and provide enforcement to ensure strong

public trust.

This is a difficult and meaningful responsibility. Efforts from these organizations

to improve must continue. Under the banner of evidence-based, patient-

centred, interprofessional and collaborative care, the chiropractic profession will

break through the same old narrative and protect public trust.

We're here for you. Call us:

Local:416-860-0070 | Toll-free: 1 -877 -327 -227 3

Update your OCA membership preferences or

unsuþ-scriþe from this list

Our mailing address is:

Ontario Chiropractic Association

200-20 Victoria St

Toronto, ON M5C 2N8

Canada

Add us to your address book

+ Facebook I Twitter in Linkedln
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I 160ALBERTA
COLLEGE AND A,SSOCIATION- oF.-
CHIROPRACTORS MEDIA RELEASE

March 6,2A19

COLLEGE PROVIDES CLARITY TO MEMBERS
REGARDING STANDARD OF PRACTICE ON

ADVERTISING, PROMOTIONS & PRESENTATIONS

Edmonton, AB - The Alberta College and Association of Chiropractors (ACAC) is providing clarity to its
members regarding its Standard of Practice on Advertising, Promotions and Presentations.

As part of this effort, the ACAC is directing its members to remove all claims of chiropractic efficacy that
may be perceived as misleading, exaggerated and unsubstantiated from their social media profiles,

websites and in-office material.

"Chiropractic provides a range of benefits to patients. Some benefits, while present and observable, are still
being evaluated scientifically," said Dr. Brad Kane, President of the ACAC Council. "As patient safety and
public confidence are paramount, we are taking a proactive approach in ensuring chiropractors focus their
adveftising on claims that are understood scientifically."

The ACAC Council issued an Advertising Directive to members as a supplement to its existing Standard of
Practice on Advertising, Promotions and Presentations. The Directive outlines the specific information that
chiropractors cannot represent to the public or their patients through digital or traditional advertising.

For example, chiropractors cannot suggest that chiropract¡c care can treat, relieve or cure conditions such

as allergies, ADHD or cancer. Additionally, it prohibits chiropractors from making any statements regarding
immunizations or vaccinations.

Chiropractors have until April 1,4,2OL9 to remove all references from their digital and traditional marketing
material that do not comply with the directive. Chiropractors found in violation of the directive will be

considered for investigation and possible disciplinary action, including financial penalties.

The Alberta College and Association of Chiropractors (ACAC) regulates the chiropractic profession ín

Alberta under the Health Professions Act. The ACAC is committed to protection of the publíc and
advancement of the chiropractic profession.

-30-

For more information, please contact:

Kyla Stocks

Director, Communications and Marketin g

kstocks@a I berta ch iro.com | 7 80.42O.0932
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COLLEGE AND ASSOCIATION
'-- -- -----*-- oF-
CHIROPRACTORS
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DIRECTIVE

ADVERTISING DIRECTIVE

To ensure compliance with the advertising requirements set out infhe Heølth Professions Actsection
102 on Advertising, and sections 1, la, Le, 8 and 1-1 of the Canadion Code of Advertising Stondords
regulated by Advertising Standards Canada, and ACAC SP 1.0 Advertising, Promotions ond Presentations
registrants must NOT represent to patients or the public the following:

L. Any statement which suggests that the following conditions, or symptoms of the following
conditions, can be treated, relieved or cured with chiropractic care:

a) Allergies
b) Alzheimer's disease and/or dementia
c) Asperger's Syndrome
d) Asthma
e) Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD)

f) AttentionDeficitHyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD)

g) Autism or autism-spectrum related
disorders

h) Cancer
i) CerebralPalsy
j) Cognitiveimpairment
k) Developmental and speech disorders
l) Diabetes

m) Down Syndrome
n) Family planning
o) Fertility
p) Fetalalcoholsyndrome
q) Flu

r) lmmunity
s) lnfantile Colic

t) lnfections
u) lnfertility
v) Multiple Sclerosis/MS
w) Nocturnal Enuresis (bedwetting)
x) Otitis Media (ear infection)
y) Parkinson's Disease

zl Tourette's Syndrome

2. Any information related to vaccination and immunization.

3. Patient testimonials that reference the above diseases, disorders or conditions

The above list of diseases, disorders or conditions is neither final nor conclusive. Absent acceptable
evidence, registrants are not free to make claims about the effectiveness of chiropractic in treating a

disorder, disease or condition simply because it is not included in the list.

Materials, links or posts identified that may offend the Advertising Directive will be forwarded to the
Deputy Registrar, Complaints and Compliance, for investigation and possible disciplinary action,
including financial penalties.

Effective March 1",2079

Alberto Coliege cnd Associolion of Chiroproctors
1120370 Street Edmonton, AB T5B lTl

p h on e 7 80.420.O9 32 e m o il of f ice@olbertochiro.com
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New Advertising Directive and Digital Media Screening Program

As shared in previous Registrar's Reports and at the Annual General Meeting in September, there have
been ongoing media reports and insurance industry articles across the country regarding misleading,
exaggerated and unsubstantiated claims of chiropractic efficacy. Following are samples of the most
recent articles:

1. "Chíroproctors at d crossroads: The fiaht for evidence-based treøtment and a profession's

reputation,"
2. "Colls Grow for Outsi
3. "ln an erd of misínformation alterndtive medicine needs to be requloted."
4. ln the News: Some Chìropractors are Promotîna Unscíentific Treøtments (page 7)
5. Dubious Chiropractic CløÍms Show Need for More Scrutinv on Paramedical Expenses

These media reports and insurance industry articles claim that the chiropractic profession is not capable
of self-regulation due to the Colleges' unwillingness to proactively respond to false or misleading claims
about the benefits of chiropractic.

ln Alberta, the public, other health professionals, and our own registrants have voiced concerns about
treatment claims that are misleading, exaggerated or unsubstantiated.

While there are many documented and evidence-informed benefits to chiropractic care, some
chiropractors continue to advertise misleading, exaggerated or unsubstantiated claims. Claims of this
nature are in violation of the Heolth Professions Áct Section 102 on Advertising as well as sections 1, 1a,

1e, 8 and 11 of the Cønodian Code of Advertising Standords regulated by Advertising Standards Canada
(https://adstandards.calwp-content/uploads/2018/lUCanadian-Code-of-Advertisine-Standards.pdf),
and ACAC SP 1.0 Advertising, Promotions ond Presentations.ln turn, claims of this nature both violate
the ACAC's mandate of protection of the public and threaten the profession's ability to remain self-
regulating.

Additionally, these claims threaten the ability of chiropractic care to be covered under third-party
insurance, as some insurance companies are already scrutinizing chiropractic care and considering not
covering it anymore.

The ACAC does not want our members to be in violation of provincial and federal advertising
regulations, lose our ability to self-regulate, or lose the opportunity to be included in third-party
insurance benefits. Therefore, Councíl has adopted a proactíve approach to address potential
advertising concerns regarding material on member websites, social media sites, traditional advertising
and in-office materials.

Advertisins Directive

An advertising directive was passed by Council that went into effect on March 7,201-9. The directive
outlines specific information that chiropractors can not represent to the public or their patients through
digital or traditional advertising and marketing.

For example, chiropractors can not suggest that chiropractic care can treat, relieve or cure conditions
including, but not limited to, allergies, asthma, diabetes, infertility or the flu. Read the full Advertisine
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Additionally, chiropractors cannot communicate patient testimonials that suggest chiropractic care
treated, relieved or cured the conditions listed.

The advertising directive also prohibits chiropractors from making any statements regarding
vaccinations or immunizations. This is consistent with the ACAC's Position Statement on Vaccination and
lmmunization that has been in place since January 2015.

The list is not final nor conclusive. Just because a condition is not included on the list, does not mean a

chiropractor can claim to treat, relieve or cure that condition through chiropractic care.

What You Need to Do (Time Sensitivel

Please immediately review your website(s) and socíal media accounts and remove any materials that do
not comply with the Advertising Directive. This includes blogs, posts, messages, videos, downloadable
PDFs and links to other sites, posts and messages.

Please also review the printed materials, brochures and posters displayed or available in your offices
and remove noncompliant material as appropriate.

The following are some tips and tools you may find useful in ensuring that your website(s), social media
and other online materials comply with the Advertising Directive:

¡ Carefully review the content of all of your online materials;
o Search your online materials for the terms found in the Advertising Directive as follows:

o Googlc scarch your website using the "site" function.
o https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/how-to-do-a-google-site-search

o Search Facebook pages by term using "choose a source"
o https://www.howtogeek.com/282908/how-to-use-facebooks-search-to-fínd-anvone-or-

anvthing/
o Search Twitter pages with filters for tweets

o https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/twitter-search
¡ Contact your lT providers tor specitic assistance and explanations;

Allsuch materials must be removed regardless of when they were created or posted

To allow members time to do a complete review, you have untilApril t4,2OL9 to remove øll material
that does not comply.

Collese Follow-Up

The ACAC will be completing a thorough review of registrants' online marketing material to ensure
misleading, exaggerated or unsubstantiated claims are not being made about the d¡seases, disorders or
conditions listed and information about vaccination and immunization is not being published.

Council has approved an ongoing Digital Media Screening Program that w¡ll launch April 15, 2019. All
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registrants' digital media will be screened on an ongoing basis to ensure compliance, with any issues of
non-compliance forwarded to the Deputy Registrar for investigation and possible disciplinary action,
including financial penalties.

While the ACAC's focus will be on registrants' professional digital media, any inappropr¡ate posts on
registrants' personal social media profiles that identify them as a chiropractor are also subject to
screening and follow-up.

Compliance regarding printed materials, brochures and posters displayed or available in offices will be

assessed during practice reviews and random on-site audits.

Questions?

Email us at registrar@albertachiro.com with any questions, comments or concerns you have regarding

the advertising directive or digital media screening program.

Thank you for your attention and cooperation

Sincerely,

Sheila J. Steger
lnterim Registrar
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Subject: FW: Dr. Todd Halowski named Registrar of Alberta College and Association

of Chiropractors

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Wednesday, February 20,2019 5:27 PM

To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Cc: David Sta rmer <d rsta rme r@gmail.com>; d rliz@d rliz.ca
Subject: Fwd: Dr. Todd Halowski named Registrar of Alberta College and Association of Chiropractors

Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B

Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
L30 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 11L

Fax: (41"6)925-9610

E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CON FIDENTIALIW WARN I NG :

This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the
person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have
received this e-mail in error, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including
any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

Begin forwarded message

From: Shei la Steger <sstege r@a I be rtachiro.co m>
Date: February 2O,2019 at 6:27:39 PM GMT-3
To: Alison Dantas <ADantas@chiropractic.ca>,'John Sutherland'
<isutherland@chir >,GregDunn<gdunn@ccpaonline.ca>,GemmaBeierback
<gbeie rback@cceb.ca), "'Dr. Richa rd Brown"' <rbrown @wfc.org>,
"david.haves@d r.com" <david.haves@dr.com>, "denise@saskchiro.ca "
<denise@saskchiro.ca>, "pla riviere@ordredeschiropraticiens.qc.ca"
<pla riviere@ord redeschiropraticiens.qc.ca>, "@"
<fhainsdc@videotron.ca>, "lvnn.e.shaw80@gmail.com" <lvnn.e.shaw80@gmail.com>,
"isutherland@chirofed.ca" <isutherland@chirofed.ca>, "drlarichard@hotmail.com"
<d rla richard @ hotmail.com>, Sheila Steger <ssteger@a lbertachiro.com>,
"ipwillson@cco.on.ca" <ipwillson@cco.on.ca>, "jfhenrv@ordredes "
<jfhenrv@ordredes >, "danica.brousseau@uqtr.ca"
<danica.brousseau @ uqtr.ca>, "d rmegmcdonald @gmail.com"
<d rmegmcdona ld @gmail.com>, "@"
<drcilevere.nbca@rogers.com>, "drianisdc@gmail.com" <drianisdc@gmail.com>,
"dwickes@cmcc.ca" <dwickes@cmcc.ca>, "@"
<Doug.shatford@cshlaw.ca>, "registrar@mbchiro.org" <registrar@mbchiro.org>,

1



"deputvregistra r@chiro bc.com " <@>,
" i i s u c h d e v @ h ot m a i l. co m " < i i s u c h d ev @ h ot m a i l. co m >, "Iggi$fgl@Chjreþçig"
<registrar@chirobc.com>, "rgwatkin@hotmail.com" <rgwatkin@hotmail.com>, 1166
"dr.kane@spine.ca" <dr.kane@spine.ca>, "@"
<d rstarmer@gmail.com>
Cc: Todd Halowski <drhalowski@haloclinic.ca>
Subject: Dr. Todd Halowski named Registrar of Alberta College and Association of
Chiropractors

On behalf of the Council of the Alberta College and Association of Chiropractors, we are
pleased to announce that Dr. Todd Halowski has been selected as Registrar.

Dr. Halowski is a graduate of both Palmer College of Chiropractic and the University of
Calgary, and has practiced in multidisciplinary clinic settings in Calgary since 2005. ln

addition to his practice, Dr. Halowski has actively served the profession and the ACAC

through numerous volunteer roles including as an investigator, inspector, hearing

tribunal/complaints review committee member, and as a member of the MLA matching
program and fee negotiation committee. Dr. Halowski also served as a pilot site for the
Netcare access development project.

Dr. Halowski is in process of relocating from Calgary to Edmonton and will begin his role
no later than June L7, 2OL9.

We are delighted to have someone of Dr. Halowski's caliber and experience serving as

Registrar. Please join us in welcornirrg Dr. Halowski to his new rolel

Warmest regards,

Dr. Brad Kane

President

Sheila Steger
CEO & lnterim Registrar

2



Rose Bustria

Subject: FW: CCPA Communiqué January 2019

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Wednesday, January 30,2OIg 8:24 AM
To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Cc: David Starmer <drstarmer@gmail.com>; President <President@cco.on.ca>; Liz Anderson-Peacock
<drliz@bellnet.ca>
Subject: FW: CCPA Communiqué January 2019

Council

Jo-Ann Wilbon, B.Sc., M.S.W, LL.B.

trEM 6.1.38 1167
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CCPA Communique
January 2019

Starting the year off right

The start of a new year is ripe for fresh opportunities and possibilities, A time of resolutions

and taking stock of things in our lives. ln your practice, it's also a great time to ensure your

stal1 protocols and record-keeplng procedures äre effective. That way, you can ease into

201g knowing you and your patients are well-protected in the case of any incidents that

may (but hopefully not) arise. To help you start the new year off on the right footing, we've

listed some things to consider to ensure you have managed risk in your practice.

1. Review your office protocols for new patients. For example, ensure your staff

members remind patients not to sign the informed consent document untilthey have

spoken to their DC about diagnosis and treatment" Or consider training staff to double-

check any paper files (before they are refiled) for any obvious blank spaces.

2. Make sure your SOAP notes are written conternporaneously. As you go through your

upcoming patient files, you shouldn't see any missing notes where you've planned to fill the

rest in when there's more time.

2

Happy New Year from CCPAI We hope you had a safe and happy holiday season. The

entire staff at CCPA is looking foruvard to a successfu'l 2019 in which we work hard to

ensure our members are protected and supported with their practices.
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3. Review your offlce privacy policy.This includes insuring the protection and safety of
not just recorded patient information, but also of in-office conversations. Be sure everyone
knows to keep these conversations out of earshot of patients.

4" Review esnergency and patient crisis protocols. Ensure all staff members and
providers know the drill, because after all, patient wellbeing is our number one concern

CCPA welcomes a new claims officer, Dr. Wheatley

January 14 was an exciting day for CCPA, as we welcomed a new member to our Claims
Team - Dr. Kathryn Wheatley. Dr. Wheatley practiced in Hamilton, Ontario from 2006 to
2017, helping patients of all ages with a wide range of conditions. At the end of 2A18, Dr.
Wheatley finished a term as Director on the Ontario Chiropractic Association Board.

Dr. Wheatley is using her education and experience both as a Doctor of Chiropractic and in

the insurance industry to enhance the Claims Team, ensuring we have the breadth and
strength we need to serve our members. She holds a BSc ín Biology from the University of
Maryland Baltimore County and graduated from the Canadian Memorial College of
Chiropractic (CMCC) in 2006.

New on the CCPA website

Visit the CCPA member portalto watch a

new video about the peace of mind that

comes from calling our Claims Team early

and often when you think something might

not be quite right with a patient. To watch

now, click here, sign in with your CCPA

logín, and find the "This is Jane" video on

the News & C.E. page.

:

As always, we are here to take your call and discuss any questions or concerns you

may have" Don't wait for something to go wrong. Many members call us when they

are in the planning stages of a change or considering adding something new to their
practice. We're here to help.

3
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our records indicate you prefer receiving correspondence in English. To update your communication

preferences please contact us at admin@ccpaonline'ca'

CCPA

802 The QueenswaY

Etobicoke, ON M8Z 1N5

admin@ccpaonline.ca

Local: 41 6-781 -5656

Toll-free: 1 -800-668-2076

Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list'

Copyright @ 2019 Canadian Chiropractic Protective Association, All rights reserved

4
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M ESSAGE
FROM THE CEO

The staff team at the CCEB has had a

uuÞy, Ptuuuuuvg a¡tu suutEÞs!ut ë^¿ilt

year. We had our largest number of
exam writers in all exam components
this year including admínistering the
June Component C [OSCEJ to nearly 300
oändldates in two centres, requiring the
coordination and oversight of hundreds
of c¿ndidates, st¿ff ¿trd volu¡rteels. As

always, the team is focused on our mis-
sion: to ensure fair and defensible eval-
uatìon of cand¡dates using psychomet-
rically valid and rel¡able examinations as
part ol the |censrng requtrements oi Oa-

nadian chiropractic regulatory authori-
ties" ln furtherance of this role we have

contracted Dr. Anthony Marini, who is
our examination psychometrician. Hav-

ing Anthony on the team has permitted

us to focus on advancing and enhancing
our ptäctlcês ahd pfocesses to ensute
that we are continuously improvÌng and

optimally prepared for the future of high
stakes exam¡nat¡ons-

6 201712A18 CCËBAnnual Report

The team is also dedicated to operation-
dt c¡¡tld¡tLcillc¡tt5 wtat! d pdt Ltuutdt tuuus

on ensuring our ability to support our
francophone memhers, voklnteers and

candidates to the fullest. You will notice
this commitment ¡n your interactìons
with our office, and notably in this annu-
al report. We have also endeavoured to
el-¡frarrúe ùUl Alrlru¿l tcputtitrg tu lrclrr-
bers, with a broader look at the work the
CCEB does and howwe do it. A bìg part
of 'how we do it' is leveraging a large and

committed volunteer base; chiroprac-
tors lrom across Canada who g¡ve of
their time, training and talents.

The Board of Governors is pleased to
p¡escflL Ute ttcw luto-zvzt 5u¿tcg¡u
plan. A graphic representation of the
plan is innhrrled in lhis re¡ort. We wani
to strive to continuously improve and

ensure we are providing the calibre of
service and quality of examinatrÕns that
you rely on us to deliver. Part of this
rc¿dítrcss is uut uutrrrrritururr[ [u sup-
porting the movement toward compe-
tency-based educat¡on in chiropractic.
We are proactively ensuring we are able

to respond as required.

lfe are open to your feedback and

thoughts, so please don't hesitate to con-
tact me directly at gbeierback@cceb.ca.

Kind regards.

Gemma

ltle had our largest
number of exam
wr¡ters in all exam
compone
ygar"

nts this
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M ESSAGE
DE LA DTRECTRTcE oÉNÉnnlr

Le personnel de l'équipe du CCÊB a eu

une année d'examens chargée, produc-

tive et réussie. Nous avons eu notre plus
grand nombre de candidats pour toutes
les composantes d'examens cette ânnée,
y compris l'adm¡nistration de lþxamen de

.juin pour la composãnte C {ECOSJ pour pÊ

esque 300 cand¡dats dans deux centres.
Ceci exige la coordination et la supervi-
s¡on dês centaines de cand¡dats. mem-
bres du personnel et bénévoles. Léquipe
s€ concentre depuis toujours sur notre
mission : assurer lëvaluation équitable
et défendable des candidats, en utilisant
des exãmens psychométriques fables et
valides, dans le cadre des exigences de
permis de pratique des autorités régle-
mentaires canad¡ennes chiropratiques.
Dêns le cadre de ce rôle, nous avons em-
bauché Dr. Anthony Mårini à titre de psy-

chométricien. LÌntégration dAnthony à

l'équipe nous a permis de nous focaliser
sur I'avancement et l'amélioration de nos
pratiques et nos processus afin d'assurer

que nous nous améliorons continuelle-
ment et que nous sommðs p¡éparés de

façon optimale pour l?venir des examens

à enjeux élevés.

Léquipe se consacre également aux per-

fectionnements opérationnels en veillant
particulièrement à assurer notre capac-
ité de soutenir pleinement nos membres,

bénévoles et candidats francophones.
Vous remarquerez cet engagement lors

de vos interactions avec notre bureau

et notamment dans ce rapport annuel.

Nous nous sommes également efforcés
d'améliorer nos rapports annuels aux

membres, en examinant plus en détail le

travail du CCEB et nos procédures. Une
grande partie de notre modus operan-
di consiste à tirer profit d'une base de

bénévoles importante et engagée; des

ch¡ropracticiens sur l'ensemble du Cana-

da qui donnent de leur temps, formation
et talents.

Le conseil d'administ¡ation est heureux
de présenter le nouveau plan stratégique
de 2018-2O21 dont une représentation
graphique est incluse dans ce rapport.
Nous nous efforçons de nous améliorer
continuellement et d'assurer que nous

fou¡nissons le níveau de service et la

qualité des examens que vous nous con-
fiez, Notre engagement à soutenir le mou-
vement vers une formation basée sur les

compétences dans la chh'opratique fait
partie de cette préparation et nous veìl-
lons de manière proactive à répondre aux

beso¡ns.

Vos commentaires et réfiexions sont les

bienvenus. N'hésitez pas à me contacter
directement à gbeierbatk@cceb.com.

Gemma

2017/2018 RapportAnnuel du CCEB 7
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M ESSAGE
FROM THE CHAIR

Dear Members,

Welcome ts this inaugural Annual Repor-t

furrr lhe CCEB, lL has been ä busy yëãr
at the organization, both for the tsoard
of the Drrectors and for our staff at the
head office. As many of you know, Pat
Frank retired in January after 11 years
as CË0. We wish to take this opportuni-
ty to thank Pat once again for her many
years of dedicated leadership towards
strengthening and advancing the stan-
dard of national chiropractic examina-
tions ¡n Canada.

hle wish to sincerely
thank ourvoluntêers
forthe critical role
theyplayandfor
theirvaluable time
and sêrv¡cetothe
profession."

A 20ü/2018 tCEB Annual Report

ln MarÕh. we hìred a new CEO,

Gemma Belerback, whô has hlt thé
ground runn¡ng. Over the past seven
months, Gemma, the CCEB staff, and

our volunteers. have worked diligently
and effectively to ensure that the se-
curity. reliability, and validity of our ex-
aminations has remained at the same

high quality our members have come
to expect. Our new CEO has also added
bench strength to the organization with
the hirlng of a psychometrician, a chief
financial officer, and a fully bílingual as-
sistant and irânslator. To thís end, we
wish to thank Gemmâ and the staff at
the hoad office fo¡ thei¡ excellent work.

We also rccognize that the 'backbone'

ofthe CCEB are its volunteers. To date,
we have 821 chiropractic doctors from
across Canada who volunteer in a vari-

ety of roles. Their combined efforts have

resulted ¡n 4.07ó volunteer hours or al-
most ó0 volunteer days for the 2017/18
period. Without this level of professional
commitment and dedication, the CCEB

would not be able to carry out ìts mission
and mandate.

Lastly. and on behalf of the Board of Di-
rectors, we wish to sincerely thank our
voluntecrs for thc critical role they play

and for their valuable time and service to
the profession.

Respectf ully submitted,

,%.x&,¿6_-,
Moe Baloo. BSc. Dc, MHA

Boa¡d Chair
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M ESSAGE DU
PRÉSIDENT DU CONSEIL DES GOUVERNEURS

Chers membres,

Bienvenue à ce rapport annuel inaugu-
ral du CCEB. Lannée a été chargée pour

l'organisation, tant pour le conseil d'ad-
ministration que pour notre personnel

au bureau principal. Comme bon nombre
d'entre vous le savent, Pat Frank a pris sa

retraite ce .janvier après onze ans com-
me Directrice générale. Nous souhaitons
profiter de cette occasion pour remercìer
Pat encore une fois pour ses nombreus-
es années de leadership dévoué au ren-
forcement et à I'avancement de la norme
des examens nationaux de chiroprãtique
au Canada.

Noustenons à remercier
sincèrement nos
bénévoles pour ¡e rôle
essent¡el qu'ils jouent,
a¡ns¡ que pour ¡eurtemps
préc¡eux et leur service à
la profession."

Ên mars, nous avons embauché une
nouvelle Directrice générale, Gemma

Be¡erback, qui s'est mise immédiate-
ment au travail. Au cours des sept derni-
ers mois, Gemma. les employés du CCEB

et nos bénévoles ont travaillé avec d¡li-
gence et efficacíté pour veiller à ce que

la sécurité, la fabilité et la validité de nos

examens restent au même niveau de
qualité attendu par nos membres. Notre
nouvelle Directrice générale a également
renforcé la structure de I'organisation en

recrutant un psychométricien, un direc-
teur fnancier et une assistante et tra-
duetrice entièrement bilingue. À cette
fin, nous souhaitons remercier Gemma

et le personnel du bureau principal pour

leur excellent travail.

docteurs en chiropratiqua de partout au

Canada font du bénévolat dans divers
rôles. Leurs efforts combinés ont abou-
ti à 4 07ó heures de bénévolat, soit près

de ó0 jours de bénévolat pour la période

de 2O17-2O1A. Sans ce niveau d'engage-
ment et de dévouement professionnels,

le CCEB ne serait pas en mesure de s'ac-
quitter de sa mission et de son mandat.

Ënfin, et au nom du conseil d'administra-
tion, nous tenons à remercier sincère-
ment nos bénévoles pour le rôle essenti-
el qu'ils jouent, ainsi que pour leur temps
précieux et leur service à la profession.

Le tout respectueusement soumis.

Nous reconnaissons également que la <<

colonne vertébrale > du CCEB se com- Dr, Moe Baloo
pose de ses bénévoles. À ce jour, 821 P¡ésident du Conseil d'administration

2017/2018 RapportAnnuel du CCEB I
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WHO WE ARE AND
WHAT WE DO

Mrssro^,
To ensure fair and defensible evaluation of candidatcs,
using psychometricallyvalid and reliable examinations,
as part of the licensing requirements of Canadian
chiropractic regulatory authorities.

The Canadian Chiropractic Examining
Board (CCEBJ serves our members, the
provinciâl regrrlatnrs, hy assessing lhe
competency of chiropractors for entry to
practice in Canada. Th¡s is the gateway
that ensures public protection and pro-
fessional integrity. The CCEB adminis-
ters three examinations, three times per
year, component A. B and C.

Component A & B examinat¡ons are
multiple choice and consist of approx-
imately 220 items, wr¡tten in two sec-
tions with three hours to complete each

1O 2017/2018 CCEB Annual Report

section. Component C is an OSCE. an

Objective Structured Clinical Examina-
1íon. lt tests the candidate's clinical skill
in a scenario-based clinic setting. There
are 10 stations and multiple patient pre-
sentations. SP's, Standardized Patients,
act to portray the role ofthe patíent and
experienced chiropractors are trained as
examiners.

The examination composition ls based

on an exam blueprint which was the re-
sult of a national.job analysis which pro-
vided evidenee of the knowledge, skills,

and aptìtudes required in daily practice
ðlong with the frequency and criticality
of patient presentations seon in prac-
tice across Canada. The exam blueprint
¡dentifies the content, presentation and
weighting within the examinations. The
exam ¡tems are continuously revíewed
and validated by our psychometrician
and practicing chiropractors from across
Canada, tr: ensLr¡e their continuecl valid-
ity and relevance.
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QUI SOMMES_NOUS ET
QUE FAISONS_NOUS?

Mtss,oN
Assurer l'évaluation équitable et défensable des candidats,
en utilisant des examens psychométriques fiables et valides,
dans le cadre des exigences de perm¡s de pratique des
autorités réglementaires canadiennes chiropratiques.

Le Conseil canadien des examens chi-
ropratiques sert nos membres, les au-
torités réglementaires provinciales, en

évaluant la compétence des chiroprat-
iciens en matière d'admission à la pra-

tique au Canada. Cette porte d'entrée
assure à la fois la protection du public et
I'intégrité professionnelle. Le CCEB ad-
ministre trois examens trois foìs par an :

les composantes A, B et C.

Les examens de la composante A et B

sont à choix multiples et comprennent
environ 22O items, rédigés en deux

sections. Les candidats ont trois heu- un plan d'évãluation venant d'une anal-

res pour compléter chaque section. La yse d'emploi nationale qui a démontré

composante C est un examen clinique lesconnaissances,compétencesetapti-
objectif structuré (ECOSI qui évalue les tudes requises dans la pratique quotidi-
compétences cl¡niques du cand¡dat dans enne ainsi que la fréquence et la criticité
un environnement clinique basé sur des des présentations de patients observées

scénarios. ll y a 10 stations et différentes en pratique au Canada. Le plan d'exam-
présentations de cas cliniques. Des PS, en identife le contenu, la présentation et
les patients standardisés. jouent le rôle la pondération des examens. Les items

depatientsetdeschiropraticiensexpéri- d'examen sont continuellement révisés

mentés reçoivent une formation dþxam- et validés par nos psychométriciens et

inateur. chiropraticiens en pratique sur tout le

territoire du Canada afin d'assurer qu'ils

La composítion de l'examen est basée sur demeurent valides et pertinents'

21fi/2oag Rapport Annuel du CCEB 11
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Component A / Composante A 280 109 99 10

Component B / Composante B 204 195 51 2

Component C / Composante C 172 211 47 n/a

2014-2015 361

2015-2016 357

2016-2017 3ó1

2017-2018 352

T

2fJ1u2fJ1A

Candidatos by component and
location of examinatíon

Distribution des eandidats selo¡
leur composante et líeu d'examen

CCEB certificates lssued / Certificats CGEB délivrós

12 2017l2OaB CCEBAnnual Report
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VOLU NTE ERS
eÉNÉvoles

Total volunteer hours in

Volunteer Hours by Province
of Residence

Heures de bénévolat par
province de résidence

2o,1il2f¡18

40176
2017 /2018

2017 /2018
Tota¡ des heures de bénévolat en

Total active volunteers
in the CCEB database from all

provincos and tho Yukon

Br¡tlsh Côlumbla
colomb¡e-Brltannlqu.

1192
Alborta

6a1

N6wfouñdland
T€rro-l{6uvo-et-Labra dor

o

Ouébec pÊt

19O lbduPrthc€-Édouård

o
NoÉ Scot¡á

NewBrunswlck Nouvâil€-Écoss€
Noovèau-Brúnswlck

8i2rtManitoba

o
Saskåtchówan

32 ontar¡o

2ó'o'4

Nombre total de bénévoles actifs
dâns la base de données du CCEB

personnes de toutes les
prov¡nces et le Yukon

óo 50

2017/2018 Rapport Annuel du CCEB 13
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EXAM DEVELOPMENT
CHOOSING AND USING TEST ITEMS

t\
llow

Ouesttons
New quest¡ons developed by Chiroprðctors f¡om âcross

Canada who are lrained ¡n ìtem wr¡ting.

€-
^

1

\t,

v
ItGm Selestion

for Examr
Items ¡ncluded

are based on the
declslons of practising
ch¡ropra€tors based on

the exam blueprint

14 2017/2018 CCEB Annual Report

Itêm
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ongoing item review
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Rôsults
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to

Candidâte

ê å @
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for Exam'

Exam
Assembly

Exam
Admin¡strât¡on

Analysis by
Psychometr¡c¡an

Results
ACL

rìvêii Panel
Review

Archived
[Not Used)
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Questions
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DEVELOPPEMENT ES EXAM E NS
LA SELECTION ET UTILISATION DES ITEMS DE TEST

@
t

l{ouvôllôs Déve¡oppement de nouvelles quest¡ons par des ch¡ropractlciens
quest¡ons dans tout le Canada qu¡ ont reçu une formation de lécriture d'items

Tr¡agå des ¡toms'
Révls¡on contlnue des

items

^v
@

1

@
.1,

(-
Sólec'tion d'ítems

Fourôxamon'
L'lnclusion des ¡tems se
base sur les déô¡sions

des ch¡rgpract¡ciens en
exerç¡ce, fondées sur le

(< bleu r, d'examen

€) )+:r*ff.

@-@'@
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Sélection des
items pour
l'exament

Assemblage de
I'examen

Administration
de l'examsn

Analyse des
résultats par

psychométricien

Revue par
Panel ACL
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TESTIMON IAL

When I graduated nearly 4A years ago, I couldn't hove imog-
ined that lwould seethe positive changes in the profession thot
have became a reality. A gool that I have always had, is to leove
the profession in o better place thon where I faund it so many
yeors ago. I con't think of o better woy of impacting the out-
come than to valunteer with the CCEB. I highly recommend it.
The profession will be benefitted greatly by your help;'

- Dr. Richard Stover

TEMOIGNAGE DAPPRECIATION

Lorsque j'oi abtenu mon diplôme il y a 40 ans, je n'ourais pas pu imaginer que je verrais les chongements
positifs dans la profession qui sont devenus réels. Un de mes objectifs a toujaurs été de quitter la profession
ù un endrait qui est meilleur que cetui où je I'ai trouvé il y a tont d'années. Je ne peux pos penser Ò un moy-
en de mieux impocter ce résultot que de foire du bénévolot avec le CCEB. Je le recommande vivement. La
profession bénéfrciera grandement de votre aide."

- Dr, Richard Stover

2017/2018 RapportAnnuel du CCEB 17
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STRATEGIC
PLAN

Future-focused and continuous
enhancement of CCEB

exam¡nat¡on

. Preserve exam¡nst¡on secur¡ty,
validity and psychometric

coundnoS6

' Build and maintain strong
relationship with all chiropractic

stakeholders

. Enhance the volunteer
experience

' Maintain and develop strong
operational and governance

policies and procedures

. Drive financially respons¡ble
practices

. Ensure business continuity
& risk mitigationVISION:

Driven bv excellence, qualit¡
and the highest ethical standards.
the Canadian Chiropract¡c Exam¡ning
Eoard will lead the development and
delivery of national standardized
ehiropractic examinations.

.i
,g*
,,ðd''#{\
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PLAN
STRATÉoIQUE

. Constru¡re et maintenir de
fortes relations avec toutes les

parties prenantes chiropratiques

. Maintenir et développer de
fortes politiques et procédures

opérationnelles et de
gouvernance

. Propulser des pratiques
fi nancièrement responsables

Axé sur le futur et I'amélioration
continue des examens GGEB

. Préserver la sécurité, validité
et solidité psychométrique des

examens

Améliorer l'expérience des
bénévoles

Assurer la continuité
des opérations et
l'atténuat¡on des

þ:,

þt

V,

VISION:
Poussé par I'excellence. la

qualité et les éthiques les plus

élevées, le Conseil canadien des
examens chiropratiques dirigera le

développement et la prestation des examens
chiroprat¡ques nationaux standardisés.
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CCEB
CANADIAN CH¡ROPR/\CTIC EXAMINING BOARD
CONSEIL CANADIEN DES EXAMENS CHIROPRATIQUÊS

Suite 230. 1209 - 59th Avenue SE Calgary, Alberta T2H 2P6

WWW.CCCb.CA



Rose Bustria |TEM 6.1.40 1191
Subject:
Attachments:

FW: Upcoming BOG vacancies
Letter to registrar CCO.pdf; ATT00001.htm; lndividual Board Member JD -
attachment. pdf; 4TT00002. htm

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Tuesday, April 09,20L9 6:28 PM

To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Cc: David Starmer <d rstarmer@gmail.com>; Liz Anderson-Peacock <d rliz@bellnet.ca>
Subject: Fwd: Upcoming BOG vacancies

Council - stakeholders.

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

Begin forwarded message :

Fro m : S uzette Martin- Johnson <Adnqin_L@gçeb. cA>
Date: April 9, 2019 at 4:54,57 PM EDT
To:@
Cc: Joel Friedman <JFriedman@cco.on. , Rose Bustria <rbustria@cco.on.ca>
Subject: Upcoming BOG vacancies

Dear Jo-Ann,

I hope this email finds you well.

Please see attached letter and information for the CCO

Sincerely I Bien cordialement,

Suzette Martin-Johnson

Executive Assistant I Assistante de Direction

CANADIAN CHI ROPRACTIC EXAMINING BOARD
CONSEIL CANADIEN DES EXAMENS CHIROPRATIQUES

230, 1209 - 59 Avenue SE, Calgary, AB T2H 2P6
Tel: (403) 230-5997
Fax: (403) 230-3321
www.cceb.ca

This message and any documents attached hereto are intended only for the addressee
and may contain privileged or confidential information. Any unauthorized disclosure is
strictly prohibited. lf you have received this message in error, please notify us immediately

1



so that we may correct our internal records. Please then delete the original message

Thank you. 1192
Ce message et tous les documents joints sont destinés uniquement au destinataire et

feuvent cõntenir des informations privilégiées ou confidentielles. Toute divulgation non

autorisée est strictement interdite. 
'S¡ 

vou! avez reçu ce message par erreur, veuillez nous

en aviser immédiatement afin que nous puissions corriger nos dossiers internes' Veuillez

ensuite supprimer le message d'origine. Je vous remercie'

2
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April9, 2019

Ms. Jo-Ann Willson

Registrar and General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario

130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902

Toronto, ON MsS 1N5

RE: Upcoming BOG vacancies

Dear Jo-Ann,

We are looking fonruard to seeing you this year at our annual AGM. This year's AGM will be in

Calgary on November 15, 2019. We have worked hard in collaboration with the FCC to avoid

meeting conflicts and to maximize organizational resources.

This year we have two vacancies on our Board of Governors. Two of our long-serving board

members; chiropractic member, Dr. David Millar (Saskatchewan) and public member, Trevor

Paramchuk CPA (Alberta) are at the end of their third terms. As such they are not eligible for re-

election. As always, the CCEB is committed to governance and organizational excellence and we

are actively seeking eligible candidates to replace these positions.

The CCEB nominations committee is interested in your input. lf you have chiropractic or public

candidates that you feelwould be a great addition to our board please contact your nominee and

have them forward a letter of interest and a current CV for the attention of the Chair of the

Nominations Committee, Dr. Elli Morton, at board@cceb.ca on or before April 26,2019. Please find

attached a job description related to the Governor role with the CCEB. Likewise, the lndeed job

posting we are using to attract interested candidates for the public member role may be found here.
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please note that the ccEB reimburses Governor expenses, as per our expense policy, and provides

a courtesy per diem as a token of our gratitude and acknowledgement of their dedication'

The Nominations Committee has a rigorous review, interview and vetting process in order to ensure

they put forward the most qualified and eligible candidates for election. Please respond on or before

Ap¡l 26, 2019. lÍ you have questions or concerns please contact Gemma Beierback, CEO, at the

CCEB office.

Regards,

a

Gemma Beierback

Chief Executive Officer

Attachments:

Governor Job DescriPtion

cc: Mr. Joel Friedman

Director, Policy & Research

Ms. Rose Bustria

Administrative Assistant
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CCEB
CANADIAN CHIROPRACÎIC EXAMINING AOARD
CONSEIL CANADIËN ÞÊS EXAMENS CHIROPRATIQUgS

About the CCEB:

The Canadian Chiropractic Examining Board (CCEB) is a national not-for-profit organization,
incorporated in Canada. The members of the CCEB are the ten (10) provincial regulators
(registrars) responsible for licensure of Chiropractors in their respective provinces. The
CCEB administers three (3) examinations: Components A, B and C. These exams are
delivered three (3) times per year at various centers across Canada and internationally. The
CCEB is responsible for the development, delivery and administration of these exams. Our
mission is to ensure fair and defensible evaluation of candidates, using psychometrically
valid and reliable examinations.

More information about the history of CCEB and the examination process can be found at
www.cceb.ca.

Role:

The CCEB has upcoming openings for both Chiropractic and Public Board members, with
terms starting late this year.

As a member of the Board, a Governor acts in a position of trust and is responsible for the
effective governance of the organization. Governors demonstrate a commitment to uphold
the values of the CCEB: accuracy, defensibility, fairness and integrity. The CCEB has eight
(8) members, six (6) Chiropractic members, duly licensed and in good standing in Canada,
for a minimum five-year period, and two (2) public members.

Requirements:

1. Commitment to the purpose, strategic plan and policies of the CCEB. Understanding of
the importance of the fiduciary obligations of the Governors of the organization.

Role Board Member (Governor)
Reports to: CCEB Board Chair
Last updated April2,2019

2. Knowledge, skills, and experience in one or more areas:



a. Board governance,
b. Law and/or PolicY
c. Healthcare and/or healthcare regulation
d. Finance,
e. High stake examination and/or education
f. Chiropractic
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3. Ability to attend approximately 3-4 in-person meetings annually (2 days each), located

in major centres throughout Canada' Travel is required.

4. Ability to participate in additional commitments related to the work of the Board,

included but not limited to:
a. Stakeholder meeting attendance
b. Conference attendance
c. Teleconference meetings
d. Committee meetings
e. Generating and presenting reports and other information

5. Ability to serve a term of office up to three years with possibility for renewal upon review

to a maximum oÍ three terms (or nine years iotai).

Gompetencies:

lnteqritv - you believe in doing what is right even if no one will notice, you pride

yourself on being ethical and holding yourself and others accountable.

Communication - you value clear and concise communication and pride yourself on

being able to alter your tone and delivery to the audience. You are an active listener

who understands effective group communication and decision-making.

Leadership - you are a strong consistent leader, coach and mentor who can motivate

people and create engaging and productive work environments. You provide

constructive feedback and help guide organizational resources with prudence.

Teamwork - you understand how to work collaboratively and provide support to the

team. You believe we all succeed if we support each other and don't care who gets

the credit. You have a keen ability to create consensus.

Additional lnformation :

Candidates for consideration may be subject to any of the following

. Execution of the CCEB Confidentiality and lntellectual Property Agreement, Code of

Conduct, and other such statements/disclosures as required by the CCEB.

. Proof of education/credentials. certificates, diplomas, degrees etc.;

r Criminal background check;

a

a

a

a



o Professional and personal references; and/or
. Any additional information verification requested by the CCEB
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Only applicants that can demonstrate they are free from conflict of interest will be
considered. Such conflicts include, but are not limited to, being a member of faculty at a
chiropractic College, president or senior staff officer of a Chiropractic regulatory body.

Please note that the CCEB reimburses Governor expenses, as per our expense policy, and
provides a small courtesy per diem as a token of our gratitude and acknowledgement of
their dedication.
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From: Leslie Vervil le <Lesl ie.Verville @ uo it.ca>
Date: March 19,zOLg at j.:4j.:0g pM EDT
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To: "iplullþon@cço.o¡ra" <jp!v.iilso.n@g:g-.o-nJa>, "cco.info@cco.on.ca" <cco.info@cco.on.ca>
cc: "ldp.rhcc@sasktel.net" <ldp.rhcc@sasktel.net>, carolina Cancelliere <Carolina.Cancelliere@uoit.ca>
Subject: CCGI - Stakeholder Report and lnvoice

Dear Dr. Starmer and Ms. Wilson,

Please find attached our bi-annual stakeholder report (March 20L9 report). you will see that it has been
a busy year of transition, new projects and increasing engagement with our members. our key priority
over the next couple of years ís to build CCGI's database of clinical practice guideline implementation
tools such as online care pathways (we will be showcasing one of them at the wFc-Ecu congress in
Berlin)' We are also refreshing our website so that members can more easily access all CCGI tools and
resources. once we have our ¡nitial tools in place, as new evidence emerges, we will develop a system to
update the tools. This is critical to demonstrate our commitment to excellent patient care and safety.

To be able to continue and improve our program, I ask that you contr¡bute to the initiative (e.g., $25 per
member). Please see the invoice attached.

Thank you very much for your future commitment to the ccGl. please do not hesitate to contact me or
carol if you have any questions, or require further information.

Yours sincerely,
Dr. David Peeace, DC

Cha ir, Guideline Steering Committee
Canadia n Chiropractic Guideline tnitiative (CCG t)

Dr. CarolCancelliere, DC, phD

CCGI Project Lead

CCRF Research Chair in Knowledge Translation
Faculty of Health Sciences
University of Ontario lnstitute of Technology
uolr-cMcc centre for Disability prevention and Rehabilitation
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2019 CANADIAN CHIROPRACTIC GUIDELINE INITIATIVE INVOICE

Please forwørd this lorm and your poyment to the CCA olfice by April 30, 2079.

Canadian Chiropractic Association
186 Spadina Ave. Suite 6
Toronto, ON MsT 382

Note: We understand there ore o few orgonizations that contribute bosed on fiscolyeor ends of August 1
and September 7. ln these coses, the April deadline is not opplicable.

ORGANIZATION: College of Chiropractors of Ontario
CONTACT: Ms. Jo-Ann Wilson

AMOUNT OF CONTRIBUTION FOR 2019 (S50 per member if possible):

$Q only lor 2OL9

Please make cheques payable to the Canadian Chiropractic Research Foundation and include a note
that designates it to the 2019 CCGI.

For more information, please contact Dr. David Peeace, at ldp.rhcc@sasktel.net or call 306-421-5559.

Thank you for supporting this important initiative. Your contribution will help to direct research that will
significantly improve patient care outcomes.
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Canadian
Guidetine

Chiropractic
lnitiative

ADVANCING EXCELLENCE IN CHIROPRACTIC CARE

March
2019

PRACÏITIONIRS

6UIDTTINES PODCASTS

PATIENTs

EXIRCtSE VtDtOS

Knee Pain

Lumbar Spine
Stenosis

Whiplash-
associated
Disorders

Low Back Pain

And much more

Shoulder Pain

Canadian Chiropractic Gu¡deline lnitiative
B¡-An n ua I Sta keholder Report
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Dr. David Peeace, Chair, Guideline Steering Committee
For the benefit of patients and the public, the CCGI remains committed to developing and

disseminating high-quality evidence to chiropractors and decision-makers. Aligning with the
evidence and keeping our patients' best interests at the centre of everything we do will further
integrate us into healthcare systems in the years to come. Only then could all Canadians access

the valuable care we nrovide.

Dr. Carol Cancelliere, Project Lead

CCRF Research Chair in Knowledge Translation in the
Faculty of Health Sciences, UOIT
I am pleased to introduce a new team with expertise in chiropractic, developing
guidelines and knowledge translation research and activities. We are focusing

on disseminating evidence-based recommendations from existing high-quality
guidelines. ln order to do this, we are producing guideline summaries to start;
from these we will create tools such as care pathways, exercise videos, and

patient forms. Topics include soft-tissue injuries of the shoulder, concussion
and persistent symptoms (adults and children), persistent headache associated

with neck pain, knee pain, etc. We continue to communicate with our stakeholders about the new material we
post through our social media channels, newsletters, and presentations (CMCC, UQTR, AGMs).

We will continue to use the integrated knowledge translotion approach for all research and activities. This

means that we invite end users of our evidence-based tools - chiropractors, students, interns, residents,

educators, patients - to be members of our research teams. This helps us ensure that our tools will be

appropriate and useful to our target users. Our highly skilled CCGI team is providing training to those without
research experience in critical appraisal of guidelines/studies and other methodologies. ln this way, the
chiropractic community can gain valuable skills while contributing to our important work. Many members have

expressed interest so far and have been hard at workl

I had the privilege of travelling to Mumbai, lndia in January of this year. I was invited to speak at an international
conference organized by World Spine Care and the MGM Schooi of Physiotherapy. The theme was Prevention,

Eorly Detection and Management of Spine Disability: a Potient-centric lntegroted Approach. Al the WFC EPIC in

March, we will present one of our online care pathways during a workshop, and ask attendees to work through
patient cases using the pathway.We will gather feedback from participants regarding the acceptability,
appropriateness and feasibility of using the pathway, and modify it prior to further testing with chiropractors
across Canada. We will use similar methods to produce other care pathways we have planned for the year

(concussion, headache) prior to dissemination. You can also look forward to Dr. André Bussière's (former Project

Lead) presentation on the management of lumbar spinal stenosis guideline at EPIC.

Please do not hesitate to contact David or myself if you require further information, or if you would like to join

one of our upcoming projects. I hope to see many of you in Berlin !
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1202CCGI Research Team

Hainan Yu MBBS, MSc

Research Coordinator -
Guidelines

Jessica Wong BSc, DC, MPH, FCCS(C)

PhD student (Epidemiology)

Research Associate

Heather Shearer DC, MSc, FCCS(C)

PhD student (Clinical Epidemiology)

Research Associate

Gaelan ConnellBHK, DC

MRSc (student)

Knowledge Broker

Poonam Cardoso BHSc, PMP

Finance and Administrative Officer

Leslie Verville MHSc

Research Coordinator -
Knowledge Translation

Anne Taylor-Vaisey

Research Associate,
Health Sciences Librarian
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Highlights

management of soft-tissue shoulder injuries, persistent headaches associated with
neck pain, and concussion and persistent symptoms

among adults with musculoskeletal pain
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CCGI Strategic Priorities 20tg 1204

Key objectives & events currently scheduled Date
expected

Strategy 1: Develop, adopt, adapt clinical practice guidelines

New guideline: Non-surgical management of lumbar spinal stenosis
. Phase l-: evidence synthesis
. Phase 2: international Delphi consensus process

Proposal for new guideline: Management of adults with spinal disorders for disability
prevention and rehabilitation

. Systematic review: effectiveness and safety of post-surgical rehabilitation
interventions for improving disability and quality of life among adults with low
back pain wíth or without radiculopathy treated with surgery

Critically review, adopt and summarize high-quality clinical practice guidelines:
. Soft-tissue shoulder injuries (Nov 2018)
. Osteoarthritis (Dec 2018)
. Concussion and persistent symptoms in adults (Jan 20L9)
. Physical activity in pregnancy (critical appraisal in progress)
. Upcoming: knee injuries, concussion in children

WHO Rehabilitation 2030 Action Plan: invited to join internationalTechnical Workíng Group
to develop evidence-based rehabílítation interventions for individuals with low back pain

Guiding chiropractors to address lifestyle factors associated with musculoskeletal pain:
. Systematic review: effectiveness of non-pharmacological interventions on sleep

characteristics among adults with musculoskeletal pain

Complete
2020

Ongoing

2020

Bi-monthly

20L9

2020

Strategy 2: Engage in knowledge translation activities and research

Develop patient-centered tools (e.g., care pathways, videos, handouts) for chiropractors to
manage in adult populations:

. Soft-tissue shoulder injuries

. Persistent headaches associated with neck pain

. Concussion and persistent symptoms

Adapt CCGI low back pain tools for Tobique First Nation community, New Brunswick

lntegrated knowledge translation approach: Recruit and train chiropractors for CCGI activities
and research

2019

2019

Ongoing

Page 1
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Explore partners for CCGI resources to become available on online platforms (e.g., MRX,

Vancouver)

Social Media and continuing education:
. Website improvements
. Strategies to develop whiteboard videos, continuing education modules
. YouTube exercise videos
. Bi-weekly podcasts featuring evidence-based practice
. Regular engagement on Facebook, Twitter, Linkedln
. CCGI Newsletter (bí-monthly)
. Opinion leaders/best practice collaborators/student ambassador programs

1205
Ongoing

Ongoing

Strategy 3: Engage Stakeholders

Nationai anci provinciai professionaiassociations: Presentations at conferences, AGMs, bi-
annual stakeholder reports

Educational institutions (CMCC,UQTR): Presentations and communication regarding EBP
. Osteoarthritis (CMCC; Jan 2019)
. Concussion (CMCC; Mar 20L9)

lnternational Conferences:
. World Spine Care: Mumbai, lndia (Jan 2019)
. World Federation of Chiropractic: Berlin, Germany (Mar 2019)
. American Chiropractic Association: University of Pittsburgh (Nov 2019)

Explore partnershi ps/funding opportu nities:
. Eurospine (grant submitted Jan 201-9)
. European Chiropractic Union
. Worker's Compensation Boards (e.9., Alberta WCB, WorkSafeBC, WSIB)

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

zoL9
20L9
2019
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Through strategies 1-3

Page 2
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Clinical practice guideline adoption
Chiropractors often report barriers to accessing and reading clinical practice guidelines (CPGs), such as time or
difficulty appraising the quality of a guideline. We have begun to disseminate summaries of high-quality
guidelines through our website. We develop summaries for CPGs that are relevant to chiropractors and pass

critical appraisal using the AGREE ll tool. The research team is training chiropractors to join us in critically
appraising CPGs and participate in developing the summaries and other tools such as exercise videos. We have

appraised and disseminated summaries for three CPGs to date - management of shoulder pain, osteoarthritis,
and concussion and persistent symptoms. Look for them on our website by clicking on the body diagram
www.ch iroguidel ines.org.

This is an ongoing CCGI initiative. Look for a new high-quality CPG summary bi-monthly
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invited faculty and students to attend a session by Dr. Carol

Cancelliere and Dr. Jessica Wong about the assessment and

management of osteoarthritis.

Dr. Carol Cancelliere and Dr. Scott Howitt presented the
evidence-based recommendations regarding concussion at
CMCC on March 4,2OL9.
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Public presentations
As we post clinical practice guidelines on our website, we continue to disseminate the information by holding
public presentatíons for clinicians, students, educators, and other stakeholders. On January I1,,2019, CMCC

Concussion/MTBI and Persistent Symptoms
Care and Management

JL
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Collaborative project with the NBCA and Tobique First Nation 1207
lndigenous communities are underserved with respect to healthcare
services. Since 2014, the New Brunswick Chiropractors Association (NBCA)

has established chiropractic care as part of the Neqotkuk Health Center to
improve the musculoskeletal health of residents. Annuallv, L70 patients are
managed by a visiting chiropractor;62% of which present with low back pain
(LBP) or other spinal disorders. Chiropractic services have been provided free
of charge on a weekly/biweekly basis for residents. lt is also necessary to
provide residents with evidence-based written information and self-
ma nagement strategies.

The adaptation and implementation of resources for indigenous
communities within Canada is important to the CCGI. Therefore, the purpose of our study is to develop a toolkit
of culturallrT appropriate self-management strategies for LBP with the Tobique First Nation. In this q-ualitative
study, we will interview participants (patients with LBP and healthcare providers from the Neqotkuk Health
Center) about their beliefs/attitudes regarding LBP management, perceived needs for information and self-
management strateg¡es, current management/practice patterns, and barriers/facilitators to implementing new
knowledge, We will then adapt current CCGI LBP tools using this information, have participants test them out
for a brief period, modify the tools further if required, and disseminate the finaltoolkit to the community.

Development of patient-centered point-of-care tools for the assessment and
management of soft-tissue shoulder injuries, persistent headaches associated
with neck pa¡n, and concuss¡on and persistent symptoms
Point-of-care tools are research and reference resources that clinicians can utilize immediately at the point of
care with patients. They include care pathways derived from clinical practice guidelines, evidence summaries,
and checklists.

We will use the integrated knowledge translation approach to develop our care pathways, test the pathways
with chiropractors across Canada for key implementation outcomes, then begin to populate CCGI's new
database of point-of-care tools once they are deemed acceptable, appropriate, and feasible by chiropractors.

Drs. Carol Cancelliere, Greg Stewart, and Silvano Mior will give

a workshop at the World Federation of Chiropractic -
European Chiropractic Union (ECU) Congress in Berlin,
Germany. They will present the online care pathway for
shoulder injuries, ask attendees to work through case studies
using the care pathway, and then elicit feedback from attendees regarding how we can improve the tool for use
in practice.

EPIC
¿0le

WfC t ECU longress

tlobal 0pportunities in 9pine Care

\
{
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Shoulder exercise videos
We have formed a panel consisting of chiropractors, educators, patients, and a physiotherapist to develop our

new shoulder exercise video series. This series will be based on the recommendations from the 2015 OPTIMa

systematic review, and additional input by our panel members. We plan to update all of our point-of-care tools
as new high-quality systematic reviews and guidelines emerge.

The exercises will be relevant for soft-tissue disorders of the shoulder, which include grades land ll sprains or

strains, tendinitis, bursitis and impingement syndrome affecting the gleno-humeral and acromio-clavicular
joints. We plan to disseminate this new series through our website and YouTube by April 2019.

Systematic review of non-pharmacological interventions on sleep characteristics
among adults w¡th musculoskeletal pa¡n
The CCGI team along with a group of CCGl-trained chiropractic
volunteers are working together on this important topic. We know that
a number of lifestyle factors, such as sleep quality, are associated with
MSK pain.

Depending on the results of this review, we may be able to arm

chiropractors with more tools to manage MSK conditions. Stay tuned...

Social Media
We connect with our members and knowledge users regularly through our YouTube channel (Canadian

Chiropractic Guideline lnitiative), Facebook and Twitter. We currently have over 2,000 social media followersl

Website
Visits to our website have increased from 65,000

in 20L7 to over 85,000 in 2018.

We are making improvements to our website so

that all of our resources - guidelines, point-of-
care tools, podcasts, exercise videos, and

handouts will be easily accessible.

*Êi***''

Most Accessed CCGI Website Pages
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Podcasts accessed 6,500+ times
ln just over a year's time, we have grown our podcast series to over 29
episodes featuring chiropractic researchers, clinicians, and evidence-
based practice advocates.

The central theme of every episode is the importance and application of
clinical practice guidelines and best evidence. Our episodes can be

streamed on our website or directly through iTunes.

sruffi
Æ.

Whiteboard videos
Whiteboard videos are just one way we are disseminating evidence-based
practice to clinicians, patients, and other knowledge users. This is a fun and quick method to get the information
out there. We pian to create new case-basecj ecjucationai mocjuies in the near future.

Take a look at our most recent whiteboard video about
the management of osteoarthritís from the National
lnstitute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guideline
development group. Our whiteboard videos can be found
on our YouTube channel. With our upcoming website
improvements, you will soon be able to access all of our
resourccs in one place.

Other highlights

exercises

Treatments for Chronic Non-Cancer Pain in Canada: An Environmental Scan".

Flease renûembe!'to submåt yori!' r'Èo#!¡nätåor¡s for the Gr¡ideline Steering
CommittÊe mennber by Apri! 3., 203.9

For more information about the CCGI and any of our initiatives, please feel free
to contact Dr. Carol Cancelliere at Carolina.Cancelliere@uo¡t.ca
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27-28 June 2019 lVancouver, Eritish Cotumbia

Register Now

For regulatory leaders looking for the chance to examine how global trends in professional and

occupational regulation impact their own organizations, CLEAR's International Congress on

Professional and Occupational Regulation offers an interactive and dynamic forum to explore the

most salient issues for the intemational regulatory community. Unlike traditional conferences,

CLEAR's International Congress employs a format of interactive education sessions and round

table discussion groups to engage regulatory leaders in dialogue and active problem solving for

regulatory authorities both locally and around the world.

t
Presenting Sponsor I thentio

Platinum Sponsor I lM GoH sponsor I Yardstick e;:ur:?'^'å',"i¡,'ffi,
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Keynote Presente rs

.*
ieutenant-General, the Honourable Romeo Dallaire (Ret'd)

Dallaire Child Soldiers Initiative

Keynote sponsored bY Thentia

a\

Bob Rae

Current Canadian Special Envoy to Myanmar, former Leader of the

beral Parfy of Canada, and f'ormer Premier oi Untario

View the Congress agenda here. Additional information will be

added as it becomes available.

^d

Additionally, please take advantage of the below programs that will be preceding the International Congress



Vancouver Regional Symposium - Cultural Awareness: Valuing Indigenous and Minority Populations in

Professional Regulation

1212
and

Regulatory Research Day - At this time, This program is at its capacity. If you would like to be

placed on a wait list, please email gblind@clearhq.org

Please refer to the links above for information and registration.

For questions regarding the program, please contact Kelly McKown King at
kmckown@clearhq.org or (859) 654-0144.

Program Location

Watt
SHERATON VANCOUVTR

WALL C ENTR E

Sheraton Wall Centre | 1088 Burrard Street I Vancouver, BC

Hotel Booking Information located HERE

Exhibitors & Sponsors

(Ð

CLEAR welcomes Exhibitors and Sponsors for the International Congress.
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COI{GRESS

Sixth lnternational Congress on
Professional and Occupational Regulation

lune27 -28,2019 | Vancouver

Thursday, lune27,2Ot9

9:00 - 9:15 a.m. Welcome to the lnternotionol Congress

Michael Salvatori, CLEAR President

9:15 - 10:15 a.m. Keynote Presentation - The New Leadership: A Humanistic Approach
lieutenant-General, the Honourable Romeo Dallaire (Ret'd]

Throughout his military career, Romeo Dallaire was lauded for his role in providing exemplary leadership
during missions fraught with obstacles, most significantly as force commander of the UN mission in
Rwanda during the genocide. He spearheaded critical reforms and professional development in the
Canadian Forces, before going on to serve in the Senate. With the aim of encouraging pro-active leaders,
Dallaire shares advice on regaining the initiative in the present while simultaneously anticipating the
needs of the future; leading rather than reacting. His inspirational presentations encourage leaders to
embrace new forms of communication with their team, giving them confidence to go beyond the
perception of their own abilities. Professional longevity, a competitive edge, and personalfulfillment is

awaiting those who put quality of life for themselves and their team at the forefront.

10:45 - 12 noon Establishing Priorities, Challenges ond Opportunities in Occupationol Regulotion
(Discussion Groups)

Roundtable Discussion Groups will provide attendees from a variety of professions and international
jurisdictions with an opportunity to share challenges and best practices related to the most current and
pressing issues in occupational and professional regulation.

12:00 - 1:30 p.m. Lunch

1:30 - 3:00 p.m. Global Mobility ond Entry to Proctice
lntroductions

Session One: Artificial lntelligence, Machine Learning, and Technology
Eric Fish, SeniorVice President, LegalServices, Federation of State Medical Boards

on Professional and OccupationaÌ Regu lation
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Technology and artificial intelligence will radically change the environment for regulated professions in

the near future. These developments will not only impact the practice of professions directly, but also

force regulatory boards to consider their role in addressing ancillary issues associated with the use of

artificial intelligence such as confidentiality, the duty to warn, and conflicts of interest. The

transformative power of technology may also be employed by regulators to assist in their duty to

protect the public welfare. This session will help identify issues, trends and new regulatory models that

may come before regulatory boards and offer a framework that can be utilized as regulators consider

their own unique strateg¡c planning issues and challenges presented by artificial intelligence.

Session Two: A New Professionalism for a Changing Workforce
Harry Cayton, lnternational Advisor, Professional Standards Authority

Right-touch regulation (201-5) says that regulators should 'create a framework in which professionalism

can flourish'. ln this presentation Harry Cayton, who developed right-touch regulation at the

Professional Standards Authority, will set out the principles of that approach to regulatory decision

making. He will go on to explore the qualities of a modern profession and how we need to commit to

more collaborative and less individualistic values if we are to be contemporary professionals.

Q&A

3:30 - 5:00 p.m. Globol Mobility ond Entry to Practice

lntroduction

Session Three: Global Mobility Strategies: Finding Commonality and Consistency

Jan Duke, Chief Advisor - Education, Policy & Research, New Zealand Social Workers Registration Board

Ginny Hanrahan, Chief Executive Officer, CORU - Regulating Health and Social Care Professionals

Mary Jo Monaharr, Executive Director, Association of Social Work Boards

ln this workshop, representatives from three continents will discuss their efforts to respond to the

"challenges and opportunities created by increasingly mobile workforces," one of the Congress themes'

Social work practice mobility refers to the physical and virtual mobility of social workers who elect to

practice in multiple jurisdictions, physically or electronically. lncreased physical movement of licensed

social workers to other jurisdictions has led to the need for them to obtain license in addition to or in

place of the jurisdiction of original licensure. Technological advancements have provided social workers

with a means to practice social work electronically across countries and international lines and without

the social worker's physical presence in the jurisdiction where the client is located.

The Association of Social Work Boards Strategy to Address Social Work Practice Mobility identifies a

process to "harmonize licensure eligibility criteria across all ASWB members boards so that equivalently

licensed social workers can obtain licenses necessary to lawfully practice in other jurisdictions." The

Mobility Strategy aspires to maintain regulatory expertise and implement a commonsense approach to

addressing social work practice mobility.

Discussion Groups

5:30 - 7:00 p.m.

lnternational Congress Attendee Reception



Friday, June 28, 2019

9:00 - 10:15 am. Governance ond Accountobility in Professionol Regulotion
lntroductions

Session One: Embracing Leading Practices in Corporate Governance to Enhance Regulatory
Performance
Elizabeth Watson, Founder, Watson Advisors

The term 'corporate governance' refers to the way organizations are managed, controlled and held to
account. Over the last 15+ years, there has been tremendous focus on the role governing bodies play in
leading and overseeing their organizations. Many elements of corporate governance practice have
evolved during this time, as consensus builds on the ways in which governing bodies can be more
effective in ensuring their organizations are successful in meeting their purpose and mandate.

ln this session, we will explore how evolving corporate practices including board composition and
succession planning, leadership evaluation and succession, enhanced meeting practices and intentional
council/management dynamics, translate into better regulatory performance. We will share leading
corporate governance practices, discuss how they are relevant to regulatory bodies, and invite you to
consider how you might incorporate leading practice into your organization.

Session Two: Governance Reforms - Changes Across Systems
lris Hentze, Policy Associate, Employment, Labor and Retirement Program, National Council of State
Legislatures
Heidi Oetter, Registrar, College of Physicians and Surgeons of British Columbia
Marc Seale, Chief Executive Officer, The Health and Care Professions Council, United Kingdom

This panel will begin by exploring the origins of recent legislative regulatory reform reviews and
initiatives across jurisdictions in the US, Canada, and the UK. Each panelist willthen elaborate on specific
examples of how regulators are reacting to these reform reviews and initiatives and what governance

changes are occurring as a result of anticipated and unanticipated actions within each system.

Q&A

10:30 - 12:00 p.m. Governonce qnd Accountobility in Professional Regulotion
lntroduction

Session One: Continuing to Regulate in the Public lnterest - Responding to Changing Public
Expectations
Bradley Chisholm, Chief Officer, Strategy and Governance at BC College of Nursing Professionals
Jennifer McGuire, Assistant Deputy Minister of Environment and Climate Change, British Columbia
Erica Richler, Partner, Steinecke Maciura LeBlanc

Professional regulation is built upon a social contract. Society agrees to let the profession lead or be

involved in the regulation of their profession, in return for the promise that they do so in the public
interest. But as public expectations change, do we need to "reopen" this social contract, rethink how we
regulate, to ensure we continue to maintain the public's trust? This session will look at some specífic
examples of how regulators and government have responded or are being asked to respond to changing

1215
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public expectations. We will look at trends emerging from recent reports looking at the current and

future state of professional regulation and we will also hear from a senior government leader about how

the Ministry of Environment and Climate Change Strategy within the Government of British Columbia

have responded to some of these critical shifts.

Discussion Groups

Following the presentation, attendees will break into roundtable discussion groups for focused

diseussion related to the key points from the morning presentat¡ons.

12:00 - 1:30 p.m. Lunch

1:30 - 3:00 p.m. Striving for Continuing Competence

lntroductions

Session One: The Case of Dr. Bawa-Garba: Lessons learned for Professional Regulation

Alan Clamp, Chief Executive, Professional Standards Authority

Dr. Bawa-Garba was working as a hosp¡tal registrar when a six-year-old boy was admitted to her care

and within a few hours died from organ failure as a result of septic shock. She was convicted of Gross

Negligence Manslaughter and suspended. on appeal from the General Medical Council, the suspension

decision was changed to erasure. Dr. Bawa-Garba appealed through the courts and the suspension order

was reinstated. As she prepares to return to work next year, this presentation sets out the lessons

learned from the case and its wider implications for professional regulation in the UK and

internationa lly.

Session Two: Mapping the Contours of Complaint Risk

Marie Bismark, Associate professor, Melbourne School of Population and Global Health, University of

Melbourne

A research partnership between the University of Melbourne and the Austral¡an Health Practitioner

Regulatiorì Agency has analyzerl six years of data on health, performance, and conduct concerns notified

to nat¡onal boards. This research has helped to identify areas of greatest risk to the public and has

influenced regulatory policy in Australia and internationally.

Ke.r,questicns that will be addressed in this presentation include: Who is at highest risk of being named

in a complaint to a regulator? How does pract¡ce context influence complain risk? What dole to patients,

peers, and employers play as sources of complaint? Would sharing information with other agencies

improve our ability to predict (and prevent) future complaints?

Q&A

3:15 - 4:00 p.m. Ctosing Keynote -Truth and Consequences: The tmportonce of Evìdence in the Pursuit

of Good Public PolicY

Bob Rae, Current Canadian Special Envoy to Myanmar, former Leader of the Liberal Party of Canada

and former Premier of Ontario
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ln the current turmoil in so many parts of the world, it is critical that policy leaders remain focused on
the importance of facts and evidence.

4:00 p.m. Concluding Remorks
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E oucRroNAL Sessrons/P norESSroNAL
Deve¡.oPMENT PROCnRUS

GCO lnternal Policy: l-010
Executive Committee
Approved by Council: February 19, 2008
Re-affirmed: September 15, 2018

lrurerr

To provide clarification to council members on approved practices for attending
educational sessionsþrofessional development programs related to their duties and
responsibilities as council members of CCO:

Poucres

Council members often attend educational sessions/professional development programs
related to their duties and responsibilities as council members of CCO.

Where a council member wishes to attend such a program, the following procedures shall
be followed:

PRoceounes

Written Request

The council member shall make a written request to the registrar describing the program
he/she wishes to attend and why this program is directly related to his/her duties and
responsibilities as a council member of CCO.

The president and registrar have the discretion to determine whether an educational
session/professional development program is directly related to the council member's
duties and responsibilities as a council member of CCO.

Report to Gouncil/Committees

Following attendance at an educational session/professional development program, the
council member shall report to Council and/or any relevant committee(s), written or
orally as appropriate, what was taught at the progr¿rm.

@ College of Chiropractors of Ontario



Proced u res for Attendi ng Educational Sessions/Professional ent Programs 2

Expenses 1219
Once approved, CCO shall reimburse the member for reasonable expenses in attending

the educational session/professional development program consistent with CCO's budget.

@ College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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ITEM 6-2j
AovennsrNG Gorumrrree

Tenus or RereRENcE

1. The Advertising Committee is a non-statutory committee pursuant to the by-law in
accordance with S. 94 (lxi) of the Health Professions Procedural Code, Schedule 2
to the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991.

2. The Committee is composed of two elected member, one public member, one
altemate public member, and one non-Council member.

3. The Committee reports to the goveming Council via the Executive Committee.

4. Areas of responsibility:

Develop, establish and maintain standards of advertising for chiropractors.

1220

a

Advise CCO members of the Committee's procedures to determine if an
advertisements falls within the advertising standard of practice. The advertisement
is a proposed advertisement by a member sent to the Committee for approval
prior to publication.

Encourage members to submit proposed advertisements to the Committee for
review before publication.

Review proposed advertisements and provide feedback to members within a
reasonable timeframe (approximately l0 business days).

Keep current with advertising/marketing trends in the contemporary environment.

5. Process for proposed advertisement by a member sent to the Committee for
preapproval:

Member sends his/her proposed advertisement to CCO, which is forwarded to the
Committee for review (preferably via e-mail).

Committee members review the advertisement and provide feedback to CCO staff
(preferably via e-mail).

CCO staff aggregates the feedback and, on behalf of the chair, advises the
member in writing (letter, facsimile andlor e-mail) within approximately 10

business days. The response includes the following information:

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

@ Coflege of Chiropractors of Ontario



Advertising Committee Terms of Reference 2

a

a

a
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The advertisement complies or does not comply with the advertising standard

of practice.
If the advertisement does not comply, why it does not comply and some

suggestions on how it may be made to comply.
Approval of an advertisement by the Committee does not guarantee that a

complaint will not come forward.

If the member disagrees with the Committes's decision, the Committee will
consider the member's comments, provided in writing, and take one the following
actions:
. advise the member that the Committee stands by its original decision;
. advise the member that the Committee will revise its original decision; or
. advise the member that the Committee will forward the member's letter to the

Executive Committee for additional reviedconsideration.

The Committee will communicate to anyone who wishes to file an inquiry,
complaint or report relating to a member's pubiisheci a<ivertisement to fiie this

report in writing via mail or fax to the attention of the Inquiries, Complaints antl

Reports Committee.

a

6.
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P-004

|TEM 6.2.2 12224
Advertising Committee

Protocol

Advertising Committee
Approved by Council: November 25,1994
Amended: April 20, 2002, September 24,2009, April 24' 2012

Note to renders: In the euent of nny inconsistency betroeen this document nnd the legislation thnt

affects chiroprnctic practice, the legislatiorl glaerns.

lnrerur

To advise members of the Advertising Committee's procedure to determine if an

advertisement falls within stanclard of Practice s-016: Advertising.

The advertisement is a proposecl advertisement by a member sent to the Committee

for preapproval prior to publication.

Descn¡ploN oF PoLlcY

1. A member consiclering advertising is encouraged to forward hislher

advertisements to CCO for review, prior to publication'

2. CCO forwarcls the advertisement to the Advertising Committee for review
(via e-mail).

3. The members of the Advertising Committee review the advertisement and

provide feedback to CCO (via e-mail).

4. CCO aggregates the feedback and, on behalf of the Committee Chair, advises

the member in writing (letter, facsimile ancl/or e-mail) if the advertisement

complies with the advertising stanclard of practice. CCO provides a response

within approximately 10 business days.

5. If the member disagrees with the Advertising Committee's decision, the

committee will consider the member's comments, provided in writing, and take

the following actions:

. advise tl-re member that the committee stands by its original decision;

. advise the member that the committee will revise its original decision; or

. advise the member that the committee will forward the member's letter to

the Executive Committee for additional review and consideration.

College of Chiropractors ot Ontario
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SraruonnD oF Pnncnce
s-016

Advertising

a

Advertising Comm¡ttee
Approved by Council; September 7, 1996
Amended: September 21,2002, June 22,2007, Novembet 29,2007,
September 24, 2009, February 28, 2017

Note to readers: In the eaent of øny inconsistency betuteen this document ønd the legíslatíon thnt

fficts chiroprnctic practice, the legisløtiorl glaerns.

lxrerur

To provide members with advertising guidelines to ensure all advertisements
serve the public interest.

To educate the public on what is available for their chiropractic care.

To ensure advertisements are accurate, factual and contain information that is
verifiable.

To ensure, as much as possible, that the public has the information to make
rational choices for their care.

To assist the public in obtaining the services of members of their choice

To maintain a professional image.

Advertising Definition for the Purpose of Standard of Practice S-016:
Advertising

Aclvertising is any message communicated outside a member's office through a
public mecÌium, including electronic media such as websites and social media, that
can be seen or hearcl by the public at large with the intent of influencing a person's
choice of service or service provider. This standard applies equally to members act-
ing individually, as a group, or as a professional health corporation.

DescnrpnoN or SrnruÐARD

1. An advertisement must be:

(a) accurate, factual and contain inforrnation that is verifiable; ancl

(b) readily comprehensible by the persons to whom it is directed.

a

a

1
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s-016

2, An advertisement may:

(a) name a specific diagnostic or therapeutic procedure or modality but cannot

claim superiority or endorse the exclusive use of such procedures, services,

techniqr.res, modalities or products. References to specific diagnostic or ther-

apeutic procedures must comply with Standard of Practice S-001:

Chiropractic Scope of Practice;

(b) make reference to the member being a specialist, providecl the member is

recognized pursuant to CCO',s policy as a specialist, and the specialty is

disclòsed. Refer to Policy ?-029: Chiropractic specialties, for the list of
specialties currently recognized by CCO;

(c) make reference to the member being affiliated with any professional
associatiory society or bocly, other than CCO, only on a curriculum vitae,

business stationery and recognized public displays;

(d) allow an individual or organization to endorse a member provided:

(i) the individual or organization proposing the endorsement has sufficient
expertise, according to CCO, relevant to the subject matter being
endorsed; and

(ii) the member has been appropriately assessed as providing the subject

matter being endorsed; and

(e) offer an initial complimentary consultation''

(f) include testimonials that refer only to the benefits of chiropractic and

not to a particular member or office, with the exception of a member's

website *nicn may include testimonials that refer to a particular member or

office, provided the testimonials are:

(i) accurate, verifiable, and recorded in the patient health record;

(ii) used only in accordance with the written consent of the patient;

(iii) not obtained using any unclue pressure, duress, coercion or incentives;

and

(iv) otherwise compliant and consistent with Standard of Practice 5-016:

Advertising, the chiropractic scope of practice, other CCO standards of
practice, policies and guidelines, and privacy legislation.

Advertisins 1224

2
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Advertising

1225

3. Any aclvertisement with respect to a member's practice must not contain:

(a) anything false or misleading;

(b) a guaranteed success of care;

(c) any comparison to another member's or other health care provider's
practice, qualifications or expertise;

(d) any expressed or implied endorsement or recomrnendation for the exclusive
use of a product or brand of equipment used to provide services; and

(e) material that, having regard to all the circumstances, would reasonably be
regarded as disgraceful, dishonourable or unprofessional.

4. A member may advertise his/her fee for chiropractic services provided:

(a) the advertisement contains accurate, complete and clear disclosure of what
is and what is not included in the fee;

(b) there are no hidden fees/costs;

(c) the member does not bill a third-party payor for the complimentary portion
of the diagnostic or treatment service;

(d) the advertisement expressly states the timeframe to be honoured for any
complirnentary or discounted diagnostic or treatment service;

(e) the advertisement does not limit the offer to a certain number of
participants;

(f) no obligation is placecl on the patient for follow-up appointments as a result
of the complimentary or discounted diagnostic or treatment service; and

(g) the advertisement is presented in a professional manner that maintains the
dignity of the profession.

5. A member advertising the exchange of products/services for proceeds/
donations to a charity may do so as follows:

(a) the proceeds/donations are being collected for a registerecl charity, school or
other organization that, in the opinion of the Advertising Committee, serves
the public's interest (" charity' );

3
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Advertising

1226

(b) the charity is disclosed in the advertisement;

(c) the member discloses the part of the proceeds/clonations to be given to the

designatecl charity and if he/she is taking any proceedsldonations to cover

hisÄrer expenses;

(d) the member may not bill any third-party Payor for the diagnostic or treat-
ment services provided in exchange for the charitable proceecls/donation;

and

(e) the member providing diagnostic or treatment services in exchange for the

charitable proceeds/donation must comply with all CCo standards of
practice.

6. Public presentations or displays'are permissible provided

(a) a member adheres to CCO's regulations and standards of practice (e.g.,

consent, record keeping);

(b) professional conduct is maintained at all times;

(c) material distributed complies with the advertising standard';

(d) assessment(s) performed comply with CCO's Public Display Protocol (Policy

P-016) and are for educational purposes;

(e) no controllecl acts of diagnosis and/or acljustments are performecl; and

/f\ nn coercion rl1 nresslrre lactics are usecl'.
-- f-------- --

7. A communication by a member to a patient or prospective patient for the

purposes of soliciting business shall be applopriate to the standards of the

þrofession and shall be respectful of patient choice, and not involve undue
pressure and not promote unnecessary products or services. A member must
not contact or communicate with or allow any Person to contact or
communicate with potential patients via telemarketing or electronic methods.

8. A member must not advertise or permit advertising with respect to his/her
practice iu contravention of the regulations or standards of practice.

College of Chiropraclors of Ontario
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Lecrsurve CoTTEXT

It is an act of professional misconduct to contravene or fail to maintain a standard
of practice.

For additional information regarding billing procedures, please refer to Regulation
R-008: Professional Misconduct (Business Practices section) and Guideline G-008:
Business Practices.

'A consultation is a meeting to discuss how chiropractic may benefit the patient. A
consultation does not include examination procedtrres, diagnostic tests
(e.g., radiographs) or treatment services.

t "Displays" include presentations or other visual material to members of the
public, in a place normally frequented by the publiq by a person or persons who
are pl-rysically present when such material is disturbed or presented.

n It is strongly recommended that material to be distributed be pre-approved by the
Advertising Committee.

5 Voluntary appointments are perrnitted - i.e., if potential patients ask for the
member's business card or request an appointment.

5
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G-016
|TEM 6.2.4 Advertising

1228Aclvertising Committee
Approved by Council: Jamrary 13,1,996
Amended and Approved by Council: September 21, 2002, Jttne 22,2007,
November 29,2007, Septernber 24,2009, February 28,2017

Note to renders: In the eaent of any inconsistency betuteen this document and the legisløtion tlnt
affects chiroprøctic practice, the legisløtion glaerns.

lrurerur

The advertising guideline is designed to detail Standard of Practice 5-016:
Advertising, and to give members guidance when educating members of the
public. Advertisements should help the public make informed choices regarding
their health care. To assist members of the public in making knowledgeable
choices, advertisements must be informative and maintain a professional image.

DescnrproN oF GUTDELTNE

1,. An acivertisement must be:

(a) accurate, factual and contain information that is verifiable;

Prouidhtg the ptfulic with accurnte, factuøL, objectiae and aerifiable information to

make an htþrmed choice in heølth care is in the public's best interest, Subjectiae
opinions msy cause confusion and lack of trust.

(b) readily comprehensible by the persons to whom it is directed

Adztertisenrcnts should be readíly understandable so tlæ genernl public is not
confused by the message.

2. An advertisement may

(a) name a specific diagnostic or therapeutic procedure or modality but cannot
claim superiority or endorse the exclusive use of such procedures, services,
techniques, modalities or products. References to specific diagnostic or ther-
apeutic procedures must comply with the Standard of Practice 5-001:
Chiropractic Scope of Practice;

Such references sssist the public ín finding a particular type of chiroprøctic cnre ønd
allow øn informed chaice.

Members nmy ødaertise seraices (e.g., acupuncture, ultrasound, rødiography),
adjustizte techniques, atñ other procedures u:ithin the public domøín (e.g. orfhotics,
trutritional products). Mentl:ars slnuld utñtstand exhaustiae lists of eocrything
possible may confuse tlte public and are not adt¡ised.

1
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(b) make reference to the member being a specialist, provided the member is

recognized. pursuant to CCO',s policy as a specialist, ancl the specialty is

disclosed. Refer to Policy P-029: Chiropractic Specialties, fol the list of

specialties currently recognized by CCO;

Meytbers may only use terms such as "specinlist" and "specinlizing in" ín reþrence

to the specialties recognizecl by CCO, A nrctnber cnnnot ndaertise a sytecialty itt

area(s) not recognizedby CCO. Amentber may express nn "interest in" or "focr'ts

on" an aren ofprøctice.

(c) make reference to the member being affiliated with any professional
associatiory society or body, other than CCO, only on cttrriculum vitae,

business stationery and recognized public displays;

Adaertising a rnernber's ffiliøtiorts in any other mediutn mny confuse the public

and nmy cfiuse compßyisons to otlrcr mentbers, which is not permitted. Itt electronic

tneclict, a nrcmber mny inchñe professional nssocintions other thøtt CCO, only fu tlrc

curriarlum aitnelbiograplty section of a zoehsite or social ntedia honrc pøge.

(d) allow an individual or organization to endorse a member, provided:

An tmqualified endorsement from ß source with líttle or no ex1serlise is not in tlte
pttblic's best interest and undennines the p'ulslic's trust.

(i) the individual or organizatíon proposing the endorsement lras sr-dficient

expertise, according to CCO, relevant to the subject matter being

endorsecl;

lii) th-e m-em-ber has been appropriateh¡ assessed as providing the subject
\^^/ '_'-- I ¡ | r

matter being endorsed;

(e) offer an initial complimentary consultation.l

Memlsers møy ndaertise complinrentarylcourtesy initiøl consultøtions. Members

møy not bitt any third-pnrtr¡ payors for conrylimentarylcourtesy consultøtiotts.

(f) include testimonials that refer only to the benefits of chiropractic and

not to a particular member or office, with the exception of a member's

website which may include testimonials that refer to a particular member or
office, provided the testimonials are:

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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(i) accurate, verifiable, and recorded in the patient health record;

(ii) used only in accordance with the written consent of the patienf which may
be withdrawn at any time;

(iii) not obtained using any unclue pressure, duress, coercion or incentives; and

(iv) otherwise compliant and consistent with Standard of Practice 5-016:
Advertising, the chiropractic scope of practice, other CCO standards of
practice, policies and guidelines and privacy legislation.

Testímonisls thøt reþr to the benefits of chiroprøctic and not to ø pørticulnr mentber
or ffice are pernússible; løzueaer, nrctnbers rnøy continrrc to use specific testimonials
on tlrcir zuebsites.

Testimoninls must be truthful and aerifinble, and eaidenced ín the pøtient health
record.

There must be docutnented pntient consent related to ø pørticulnr testimoniø\,
documented in the patient health record.

Pntients may onLy offer a testimoninl under their ozttn free will and not due to any
coercion or contpensatiott.

As zuith qll aduertísing, use of testimoninls must be consistent with the chiroprnctic
scope of prnctice, as defíned in the Chiropractic Act, 1991, and releannt legislntíon,
støndørds of prøctice, policies and guidelines.

3. Any advertisement with respect to a member's practice must not contain:

(a) anything false or misleading;

Fslse or misleading stntements undermine public trust ín the profession and mny
rexilt in a complabú to CCO by ø colleague or n ruønber of the public.

(b) a guaranteecl success of care;

Cløims ønd gunrantees of success are often not aerifinble and nmy appear
unproþssional. Members should not use expressions such as "will help" nnd "does

relieae" which inryly ø guørøntee. Members mûy use expressíons such ns "møy be

nble to help" or "lus been shoztnt to relieae."

3
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(c) any comparison to another member's or other health care provider's
practice, qualifications or expertise;

Comparison to any facet of ntother membet"s prøctice is unprofessionnl. The public

ønd the proþssion ørebetter seraed by positíae and generic chiroprnctic føcts.

Members shoultl not tße ødjectiaes zuith contpat'ntiaes (e.g., "more" or "better") in

their aclaertising because tttey impty a cowparison. Members may use zuords such ss

"snfe" and "efþctizte" to desÛibe the chiropractic profession in general

(d) any expressed or implied endorsement or recommendation for the exclusive

usã of ã product or brand of equipment used to provicie services;

Exclusiae endorsements of products suggest sulteriority and imply a comparison,

uùich is n.ot permitted,

(e) material that, lraving regard to all the circumstanccs, would reasonably be

regarded as disgraceful, dishonourable or unprofessional'

AII scloertisenrcnts must maintøin professionøl integrity ønd serae tlrc public's best

interest.

It is an act of proþssional misconfutct to engßge in conduct or perform nn sct tltøt,

hnaing,rgoía tu øIl the circtunstsnces, zoould reasonably be regardedby nrctnhers øs

dís gr ac ef uI, dish ono u r abl e o r u np r ofes s io nal.

A member may advertise his/her fee for chiropractic services providecl:

(a) the advertisement contains accurate, complete and clear disclosure of what

is and what is not incluclecl in the fee;

Ttrc public ís entítled to futt disclostLre of whnt is snd whnt is not ínchtded in the

adaertised fee.

(b) there are no hidden fees/costsi

The ptthlic is entítled ta fult disctosure of zohat is and whnt is nat included in tlrc

ad'oertised J'ee.

(c) the member does not bill a third-party payor for the complimentary portion

of the diagnostic or treatment service;

A mentber is not perntitted to bitt ørty third-party ¡tnyor for complimentary

clingnostíc or treatment serz¡ices tts this prøctice is unethical nnd mny he professional

College of Chiropractors of Ontar¡o
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misconduct

(d) the advertisement expressly states the timeframe to be honoured for any
complimentary or discounted diagnostic or treatment service;

To ensure there is no confusion or núsunderstanding, the ndaertisement must
indicate the exnct tùnefrnme in which the complimentary or discounted diagnostíc
or treahnent seraices apply.

(e) the advertisement does not limit the offer to a certain number of
participants;

Mentbers of the public must all be gizten an equal opportunity to obtøin the

ødaertised complintentary or discounted diøgnostic or treatment seraices. An
ødaertisement that lít¡tits an offer to a certain number of pørticipønts may be

mislending.

(f) no obligation is placed on the patient for follow-up appointments as a result
of the complimentary or discounted diagnostic or treatment service;

A memher møy no! use an ndaertisement for complitnentnry or discounted
diagnostic or treatnrcnt seraices to presntre or coerce n member of tlæ public to
return for follozo-ttp appointments.

(g) the advertisement is presented in a professional manner that maintains the
dignity of the profession.

All adz¡ertisements must be presented in ø professiannl mnnner, møintain
professionnl integrity, and serae the public's best interest. Although discounted fees
may be ofþred, online coupons, contests and giaeazt,ays øre inappropriate.

5. A member advertising the exchange of products/services for proceeds/
donations to a charity may do so as follows:

An ødaertisement tlnt etxcournges phíIønthropy, if done professionally and ethically,
seraes tlæ pultlic's interest.

(a) the proceeds/donations are being collecteci for a registeled charity, school or
other organization that, in the opinion of the Advertising Committee, serves
the public's interest (" charity" );

The clunity or orgnnization must seroe the public interest.

5
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(b) the charity is disclosed in the advertisemen!

The ptfuIic is entitlecl to fuU disclosure regardíng the charity or orgøtizntion for
which proceeds are being collected'

(c) the member discloses the part of the proceeds/donations to be given to the

designated charity ancl if he/she is taking any proceeds/donations to cover

his/her expenses;

The ptfulic is entitled to futl disclosttre regarding holtt the proceeds zoill be diaided'

(d) the member may not bill any third-party payor for the diagnostic or treat-

ment services piovided in exchange for the charitable proceeds/donation;

A nrentber is not permittcd to bill øny third-pnrty pnyor for com¡rlimentnry

tlingnostic or treatment seraices as this practice is unethicøl and nmy cottstitute an

act of fraud.

(e) the member providing diagnostic or treatment services in exchange for the

charitable prãceeds/donation must comply with all CCO standards of

practice.

Members must comply zoilh nll CCO stsndards of prøctice. lf the mentber is

tntcertøin if the proposed ødaertisement is nppropríate, helshe is encor'tnged to

submit it io the'Adaertising Comnúttee for reaieut prior to publicntion. Turnaround

time Jor s respanse is approximately 10 business days'

6. Public presentations or displays'are permissible provicled:

-thp nrlztprtic,ino ctnndnyd nermits øublic oresentatiotts for educational or informational--"-,-ö-.._.-_--..-.r_ , I

pLnposes. Being intrusiae to the pttblic within ø public place, harøssing the public or
'ttsing 

pressure tactics are rntprofessional ønd undermines the public's trust'

(a) member(s) adhere(s) to CCO',s regulations and standards of practice (e'9.,

consent, record keePing);

(b) professional conciuct is maintained at all times;

(c) material distributed complies with the advertising standard;'

(d) assessment(s) performed comply with CCO's Public Display Protocol (Policy

P-016) and are for educational purposes;

Advertising
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Assessment procedures, as listecl in CCO's Public Display Protocol (Policy P-016),
øre permitted, proaided tlrc protocol is followed and consent is obtained.

(e) no controlled acts of diagnosis and/or adjustments are performed;

Since a conrplete history and examincttion are inap¡tropriate at a public display,
nmking a diagnosis or performing nn adjustrnent is not permitted. Adjustments øt ø

public displny rnay alarm the public when obseraing an adjustment procedure
zoithout a proper explanntion.

(f) no coercion or pressure tactics are usecl.n

7. A communication by a member to a patient or prospective patient for ihe
purposes of soliciting business shall be appropriate to the standards of the
profession ancl shall be respectful of patient choice, and not involve undue
pressure and not promote unnecessary products or services. A member must
not contact or communicate with or allow any person to contact or
communicate with potential patients via telemarketing or electronic methods.

Arty comnrunicøtion to patients or prospectiue pøtients must be consístent with the

adaertising standørd of prøctice, within the chiropractic scope of prøctice, professional
ønd respectful of the public interest, nnd conryIiant tuith Cnnødiøn anti-spørn legisla-
tion, no tnntter zuhat the medium.

B. A member must advertise or permit advertising with respect to his/her practice
onnly in compliance with the regulations or standards of practice; ancl

A member is responsible for all adaertising that is directly or indirectly controlled by
that menúer

Lecrslnr¡vE CoNTEXT

For additional information regarding billing procedures, please refer to Regulation
R-008: Professional Misconduct (Business Practices section) and Guideline G-008:
Business Practices.

'A consultation is a meeting to discuss how chiropractic may benefit the patient. A
consultation does not include examination procedures, diagnostic tests (e.9., x-rays)
or treatment services.

7
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, ,,Displays" include presentations or other visual material to members of the

public, in a place normally frequentecl by the public, by a person or persons who
àre physically present when such material is distributed or presented.

3It is strongly recommended that material to be distributed be Pre-approved by the

Advertising Committee.

u voluntary appointments are permitted - i.e., potential patients ask for the

member's business card or request an appointment.

Advertising
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To:

From

Date

Re: Development of Standards Related to Claims Related to Benefits

from Chiropractic Care

The Advertising Committee is requesting that the Quality Assurance Committee review and

consider the development of standards of practice addressing claims related to benefits from

chiropractic care. Development of a standard would include consideration of the following:

Types of conditions, diseases and disorders and standards of evidence related to claims

that members may make related to the benefits from chiropractic care; and

Standards of evidence, onus on the member to demonstrate this evidence and methods of
communication for claims within the doctorþatient relationship and advertising to the

public atlarge.

a

a
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PnnrNERsHlP oF Gnne
(Pøtients' Chørter of Rigþts Ü Responsibilities)

You øndyour chiroprøctothøae øn equøl ønd aitøl role in the Pursuit of your optimum heøIth

ønd zaell-being.

You have the right to expect your chiropractor to provide...

/ etticalconduct of practice
/ respectful, honest and clear communication in all aspects of consultation, consent,

examination and care

/ futldisclosure of policies, procedures and fees

/ relevant, s#e and supportive patient-centred care

/ accurate and comprehensive records

/ aprivate, cleary accessible setting for receiving chiropractic care, that respects patient wishes

/ u""o*-odation and accessibility for disabilities and human rights, or alternative

arrangements if accessibility is not possible

/ unawareness of current health and well-being issues

/ information about what chiropractic offers

/ timely and necessary communication andf or referral to other health professionals

/ timely transfer of records, upon request

/ compliance with the College of Chiropractors of Ontario's (CCO) regulations, standards of

pru.ii"", policies and guidãlines (infoimation posted on CCO's web site at www.cco.on.ca)

/ pivacy and confidentiality of your personal health information

/ behaviour and clarity regarding dignified professional boundaries

/ disclosure of real or perceived conflicts of interest

/ uproru"s for declining treatment and withdrawal of consent at any time

your responsibilities to your chiropractor are to provide...

/ honest, accurate and full disclosure of all pertinent health information

/ constructive feedback (positive/negative) regarding all aspects of care

/ acooperative commitment to your treatment plan

/ compliance with office policies, procedures and fees

/ courtesy and respect for the office environment, staff and other patients

/ up-to-date contact information

CCO is the governing body established by the provincial Sovernment to regulate chiropractors

in Ontario. Érr"ty chiropractor practising in Ontario must be a registered member of CCO.

For more information, please visit www.cco.on.ca.
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GoopERAztoNE AL TRATTAMENTo
(cørtø dei diritti e delle responsøbilità dei pøzienti)
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Lei e il Suo chiroprøtico øaete un ruolo di importønzø pørimenti uitøIe per l'ottenimento dø

pørte Suø di unø buonø sølute e benessere.

Lei ha il diritto di ricevere dal Suo chiropratico...

/ unucondotta professionale etica
/ comunicazionerispettosa, onesta e chiara in futti gli aspetti della consultazione,

del consenso, dell'esame e del trattamento
/ informazioni complete su norme/ procedure e spese

/ assistenza pertinente, sicura e di supporto, centrata sul paziente

/ tenutadi una cartella medica precisa e completa
/ unambiente privato, pulito, accessibile per ricevere cure chiropratiche, che rispetti i desideri

dei pazienti
/ accessibilità per disabilità e diritti umani, o soluzioni alternative se l'accessibilità

non è possibile
/ consapevolezza dei problemi attuali di salute e benessere

/ iofor^azioni su ciò che offre la chiropratica
/ comuni cazioninecessarie tempestive e / o rinvio ad altri professionisti sanitari

/ trasferimento tempestivo della cartella medica, su richiesta

/ conformità con i regolamenti,le norme professionali,le politiche e le linee guida del

College of ChiroprÀctors of Ontario (CCO) - (informazioni pubblicate sul sito web del

CCO alf indirizzo www.cco.on.ca)
/ privacy e riservatezza delle Sue informazioni sanitarie personali

/ educazione e chiare zza nel mantenere dei confini professionali dignitosi

/ divulgazione di conflitti di interesse reali o presunti

/ informazioni sulle modalità per rifiutare il trattamento e revocare il consenso in qualsiasi momento

Lei ha ta responsabilità nei confronti del Suo chiroprat¡co di fornire...

/ comunicazione onesta, precisa e completa di tutte le informazioni pertinenti sulla Sua salute

/ opinioni costruttive (positive o negative) su tutti gli aspetti dell'assistenza ricevuta

/ itttpugto ad attenersi al suo piano di trattamento
/ conformità con le norme, le procedure e le spese dell'ufficio
/ coftesiae rispetto per l'ambiente, il personale e gli altri pazientl' dell'ufficio
/ recapittsempre aggiornati

il CCO è l'organo govemativo istituito dal govemo provinciale per la regolamentazione delfattività dei

chiropratici it"t Ot tutio. Ogni chiropratico che esercita in Ontario deve essere un membro registrato del CCO.

per maggiori informazioni, La preghiamo di visitare www.cco.on.ca.

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
Italian

1el.: 416-922-6355
Fax: 416-925-9610
E-mail: cco. info@cco.on.ca
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PnncERIA DE GculDADo
(Estøtuto de Direitos e ResPons øbilidødes do P øciente)

Você e o seu quiroprøtø têm um pøpel iguøl e aitøI nø buscø por søúde e bem-estør ideøis.

você tem o direito de esperar que o seu quiroprata forneça...

/ práticaconduzida de maneira ética.

/ comunicação respeitosa, honesta e clara em todos os aspectos da consulta, do

consentimento, do exame e do cuidado'
/ totalabertura sobre políticas, procedimentos e custos'

/ ctidados centrados no paciente que sejam relevantes, seguros e de apoio.

/ registros precisos e compreensivos.
/ ambiente privado, limpo e acessível para receber os cuidados quiropráticos, respeitando as

vontades do paciente.
{ acomodação e acessibilidade para deficiências e direitos humanos, ou alguma

solução alternativa se a acessibilidade não for possível'

/ consciência de problemas de saúde e bem-estar'

/ informaçöes sobre o que a quiropraxia oferece.

/ comunicação oportuna e necessária com outros profissionais de saúde ou o encaminhamento

para eles.

/ prontatransferência de histórico, quando requisitado'

/ conformidade com os regulamentos, padrões de prática, políticas e diretrizes do Colégio

de euiropratas de Ontário (College of Chiropractors of Ontario, CCO) (informação

publicada no site do CCO em www.cco.on'ca).
/ privacidade e confidencialidade em relação às suas informaçöes pessoais de saúde.

/ comportamento adequado e clarezaem relação aos limites pessoais de dignidade.

/ aberttrade conflitos de interesses reais ou percebidos'

/ u processo de recusa do tratamento ou retirada do consentimento a qualquer momento.

As suas responsabilidades em relação ao seu quiroprata são de fornecer...

/ aberttrahonesta, precisa e completa de todas as informaçöes de saúde pertinentes.

/ comentar construtivamente (posivo/negativo) em relação a todos os aspectos do cuidado'

/ u compromisso cooperativo para com o seu plano de tratamento.

/ cumprir com as políticas, procedimentos e custos do consultório'

/ cortesiae respeito pata com o ambiente do consultótio, os seus funcionários e os outros pacientes'

/ d,ar informaçöes de contato atualizadas.

O CCO ê o ôrgáo dirigente estabelecido pelo governo provincial para regular quiropratas em

Ontário. Todo quiroprata que atuar em Ontário precisa ser um membro registrado do CCO'

Para maiores informações, vá para www.cco'on.ca.

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
Portugese

Tel.: 4't6-922-6355
Fax:416-925-9610
E-mail : cco. info@cco.on. ca

Web site: www.cco.on.ca
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1242ASOCIAGIÓN PARA ATENCIÓN MÉDICA

(Cørtø de derechos u responsøbilidødes de los pøcientes)

llsted y su quiropráctico juegøn un pøpel iguøl e importøntísimo en lø búsquedø de su óptimø
søludy bimestør.

Usted tiene el derecho de esperar que su quiropráctico le brinde

/ unuconducta profesional ética,
/ respefuosa, honesta y una comunicación clara respecto a todos los aspectos de la

consulta, consentimiento, exámenes y cuidados,
/ tnainformación completa acerca de las políticas, procedimientos y tarifas
/ atenciónrelevante, segura y de apoyo centrada en el paciente
/ registros precisos y completos
/ unentorno privado, limpio y accesible para recibir atención quiropráctica, que respete los

deseos de los pacientes
/ alojamiento y accesibilidad para discapacitados y derechos humanos, o arreglos

alternativos si la accesibilidad no es posible
/ unconocimiento de los problemas actuales de salud y bienestar
/ iofor^ución sobre 1o que ofrece la quiropráctica
/ comunicación oportuna y necesaria y / o derivación a otros profesionales de la salud
/ transferencia oportuna de registros, previa solicitud
/ cumplimiento con los reglamentos, normas de práctica, políticas y pautas del Colegio

de Quiroprácticos de Ontario (CCO) (información publicada en el sitio web de CCO
en www.cco.on.ca)

privacidad y confidencialidad de su información de salud personal

comportamiento y claridad respecto a las fronteras profesionales dignas

divulgación de conflictos de intereses reales o percibidos

un proceso pararechazar el tratamiento y retirar el consentimiento en cualquier momento.

Sus responsabilidades para con el quiropráctico son proporcionar ...

/ divu.lgación honesta, precisa y completa de toda la información de salud pertinente
/ retroalimentación constructiva (positiva/negativa) con respecto a todos los aspectos del cuidado

/ uncompromiso cooperativo con su plan de tratamiento
/ cumplimiento de las políticas, procedimientos y tarifas de la oficina
/ cortesiay respeto por el entorno de la oficina, el personal y otros pacientes.
/ infor*ación de contacto actualizada

CCO es el órgano de gobierno establecido por el gobierno provincial para regular los quiroprácticos
en Ontario Todo quiropráctico que practique en Ontario debe ser un miembro registrado de CCO.

Para obtener más información, visite www.cco.on.ca.

Colegio de Quiroprácticos de Ontario
Spanish

Tel.: 416-922-6355
Fax: 416-925-9610
Correo electró n ico: gggjûþj@-ry
Sitio web: www.cco.on.ca
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@Ð
PacTUTULUNGAN SA PANGANGALAGA
(Kørtø ng mgø Kørøpøtøn øt Responsibilidød ng mgø Pøsymte)

Ikaw øt øng iyong chiroprnctor ay møy pøntøy øt mahøIøgøng pøpel sø pøgsisikap nø
møkømit øng pinøkamabuti mong kølusugøn øt køpøkønøn.

May karapatan kang umasa na magbibigay ang iyong chiropractor n9...

/ ettkalna pagsasagawa ng propesyon
tr rnay paggalang, matapat at malinaw na komunikasyon sa lahat ng aspekto ng

konsultasyoru pahintulot, eksaminasyon at pangangalaga
/ lub.tsang paghahayag ng mga patakarary proseso at bayarin
/ nau,tgnay,ligtas at sumusuportang pangangalaga na nakatuon sa pasyente
/ tngutumpak at komprehensibong record
/ isangpribado at malinis na lugar para sa pagtanggap ng pangangalaga mula sa chiropractor,

na gumagalang sa mga kahilingan ng pasyente
/ kagkthawahan at accessibility para sa mga kapansanan at karapatang pantao, o

mga kahaliling kaayusan kung hindi posible ang accessibility
/ pagkakaroon ng kaalaman sa mga kasalukuyang isyu sa kalusugan at kapakanan
/ i-por*asyon tungkol sa mga chiropractic na alok
/ napapan¿rhon at kinakailangang komunikasyon at/ o refercal sa ibang propesyonal sa kalusugan
/ nu"uoras na paglipat ng mga record, kapaghiniling
/ pagsunod sa mga regulasyory pamantayan sa pagsasagawang propesyory patakaran at

alituntunin ng College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) (naka-post ang impormasyon sa

web site ng CCO sa www.cco.on.ca)
/ privacy at pagiging kumpidensyal ng iyong personal na impormasyon sa kalusugan
/ paggawi at pagiging tiyak tungkol sa mararangal na pampropesyong hangganan
/ paghahayagngtunay o nahiwatigang mga pagkakasalungatan ng interes
/ isangproseso para sa pagtanggi sapaggagamot at pagbawi ng pahintulot anumang oras

Ang iyong mga responsibilidad sa chiropractor mo ay ang magbigay n9...

rnatapat, tumpak at lubusang paghahayag ng lahat ng may kaugnayang impormasyon sa kalusugan

kapaki-pakinabang na feedback (positibo/negatibo) may kinalaman sa lahat ng aspekto ng pangangalaga

kompromisong makikipagtulungan sa iyong plano ng paggagamot

pagsunod sa mga patakarary proseso at bayarin ng opisina

paggalang at respeto sa kapaligiran ng opisina, sa staff at sa iba pang pasyente

napapanahong impormasyon sa pakikipag-ugnayan

Ang CCO ay anglupong tagapamahala na itinatag ng pamahalaan ng probinsya para
pangasiwaan ang mga chiropractor sa Ontario. Ang bawat chiropractor na nagsasagawa ng
propesyon sa Ontario ay dapat na rehistradong miyembro ng CCO.

Para sa higit pang impormasyory bumisita sa www.cco.on.ca.

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
Tagalog

Tel.: 416-922-6355
Fax: 416-925-9610
E-ma i I : çco.i¡þ@.æo. o-n. ca
Web site: www.cco.on.c€r
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@Ð
PnnTENARTAT DESorNs DE sANTÉ
(Chørte des droits et responsøbilités des pøtients)

Vous et aotre chiropraticien jouez un rôle égøI et aitøl døns lø poursuite de aotre sønté
optimøle et de votre bien-être.

Vous avez le droit d'attendre de votre chiropraticien qu'il ou qu'elle...
/ ad.opte une conduite professionnelle éthique
/ communique de façon respectueuse, honnête et claire dans tous les aspects de la

consultation, du consentement de l'examen et des soins
/ divulgue de façon complète les politiques, procédures et frais
/ fournisse des soins pertinents, sécuritaires et axés sur le patient
/ maintienne des dossiers précis et complets
/ offreun lieu privé, propre et accessible pour recevoir des soins chiropratiques, qui respecte les

souhaits du patient
/ fournisse des ajustements et une accessibilité pour les persorìnes handicapées et les droits de

la personne, ou des dispositions alternatives si I'accessibilité est impossible
/ aitconnaissance des problèmes actuels de santé et liés au bien-être
/ fournisse des renseignements sur ses services de chiropractie
/ offre une communication régulière et nécessaire et/ou un acheminement vers d'autres

professionnels de la santé
/ transfert les dossiers rapidemen! sur demande
{ se conforme aux règlements, normes de pratique, politiques et lignes directrices de I'Ordre

des chiropraticiens de l'Ontario (OCO) (information affichée sur le site Web de I'OCO à

I'adresse www.cco.on.ca)
/ assure le respect de la confidentialité de vos renseignements personnels portant sur la santé
/ démonne un comportement et une clarté concernant les barrières professionnelles respectant la dignité
{ divulgue les conflits d'intérêts réels ou perçus
/ offre un processus permettant de refuser le traitement et de retirer le consentement à tout moment

Vos responsabilités envers votre chiropraticien sont de...
/ div:ulguer honnêtemen! exactement et complètement tous les renseignements pertinents au

sujet de votre santé
/ fournir des commentaires constructifs (positifs/négatifs) concernant tous les aspects des soins
/ d'accepter un engagement de coopération envers votre plan de traitement
/ respecter les politiques, procédures et frais du bureau
/ démonher de la courtoisie et du respect envers l'environnement de bureau, le personnel et les aukes patienb
/ mettre à jour vos coordorurées

L'OCO est I'organisme directeur mis en place par le gouvernement provincial pour réglementer
les chiropraticiens en Ontario. Toutes les chiropraticiennes et tous les chiropraticiens exerçant en
Ontario doivent être des membres inscrits de I'OCO.

Pour plus d'informations, veuillez visiter www.cco.on.ca.

Ordre des chiropraticiens de I'Ontario
French

Té1. :416-922-6355
Téléc. : 416-925-9610
Courriel : cco. info@cco.on. ca
Site Web : www.cco.on.ca
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s-001

Quality Assurance Committee
Approved by Council: February 8,2011
5-001 replaces 5-010 and 5-015, which were are
revokecl on February 8,2011
Amended: April 24, 2018

Chiropractic Scope of
Practice

1279

a

a

a

a

Note to renders: In the eaent of øny inconsistency between this document nnd the legislation that
afþcts chiropractic prøctice, the legislation glaerns.

lrure¡¡r

To provide guidance to members and the public about CCO's expectations concern-
ing members as providers of chiropractic services to patients and as responders to
general health-related questions from patients.

CCO recognizes that:

One of the underlying principles of the Regulnted Health Professions Act, 1"991

(RHPA) is to permit the public to exercise freedom of choice of health
professional within a range of safe options;

Members are required to practise within the chiropractic scope of practice
set out in the Chiroprnctic Act, L991, in providing patient-centred care;

Members use a variety of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures in
providing chiropractic care to patients; and

Members are primary health professionals who are frequently asked
general health-related questions by patients, some of which relate to acts
outside the chiropractic scope of practice (such as medicatiory surgery, and
vaccination).

Definitions

For the purpose of this standard:

"controlled act" means any diagnostic or therapeutic procedure listed in section
27(2) of the RHP,4 that is authorized only to certain regulated health professionals
in providing patient care

"public domain" means any diagnostic or therapeutic procedure other than those
listed in section 27(2) of the RHPA that any regulated health professional may uti-
lize in the course of provicling patient care

1
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Chiropractic Scope of
Practice
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1280

DescnlploN or Srnn¡DARD

Practising Within the Chiropractic Scope of Practice

All activities and services performed by members must relate to the chiroprractic

scope of practice and authorized acts as set out in the Chiroprnctic Act, 1991, as

follows:

Chiroprnctic Scope of Prnctice

The practice of chiropractic is the assessment of conclitions related to the spine,

.,errrò.,s system ancl joints ancl the diagnosis, prevention and treatment, plimarily
by adjustment, of,

(a) clysfunctions or clisorders arising from the structures or functions of the

spine and the effects of those dysfunctions ur disorders on the

nervous system; ancl

(b) dysfunctions or disorclers arising from the structures or functions of the
joints.

Authorized Acts

In the course of engaging in the practice of chiropractic, a member is authorized,
subject to the ternrs, cuncliLions and limitations imposed on his or hcr ccrtificatc of
registration, to perform the following:

L. Communicating a diagnosis identifying, as the cause of a person's

svmptoms,

i. A disorder arising from the structures or functions of the

spine and their effects on the nervous system, or

ii. A disorder arising from the structures or functions of the
joints of the extremities.

2. Moving the joints of the spine beyond a person's usual physiological
range of motion using a fast, low amplitude thrust.

3. Putting a finger beyoncl the anal verge for the purpose of
manipulating the tailbone.

College ol Chiropractors of Ontario
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Chiropractic Scope of
Practice

a

a

a

a

a

a

3a

Expectations of a Chiropractic Visit

CCO regulates the full range of chiropractic approaches and a member shall always
practise within the chiropractic scope of practice. As sucþ a member shall perform
the following, which is to be clearly and legibly reflected in the patient health
recorcl:

a consultation related to the patient's presenting condition and/or goals;

an assessment of chiropractic conditions related to the spine, nervous system
and joints; and

a diagnosis or clinical impression related to the chiropractic scope of practice,
consistent with Standard of Practice 5-008: Communicating a Diagnosis;

recommendations for care, including possible referral to an appropriate health
care provicler if necessary; and

obtaining of informed consent, consistent with Standard of Practice 5-013
Consent

On each patient visit (as outlined and defined in G-013: Chiropractic Assessments),
the member shall allow sufficient time to:

provide relevant, safe, supportive and patient-centred quality care within the
chiropractic scope of practice, and related to the patient's condition and goals;

conduct outcome measures/ assessment and reassessment of progress related to
the patient's presenting condition and goals, as required (as outlined and
defined in G-013: Chiropractic Assessments); and

document legible and accurate, individualized and personalized notes
capturing the unique aspects of that particular patient encounter (as outlined
and defined in G-013: Chiropractic Assessments)

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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Chiropractic Scope of
Practice

4

Diagnostic and Therapeutic Procedures

A member shall take reasonable steps to ensure that any proposed diagnostic or

therapeutic procedure to be used for the benefit of a patient relates to the

chiropractic scope of Practice.

For a cliagnostic or therapeutic procedure to be acceptable for clinical purposes, it
must be taught in the core curriculum, post-graduate curriculum or continuing
education division of an accrcditcd cducational institution.

In orcìer to perform a diagnostic or therapeutic procedure, a member shall:

. achieve, maintain and bc able to demonstrate clinical competency

(e.g., examination, certification, or proof of training) in the

diagnostic or therapeutic proccdurc; or

. be fûlfilling the requirements to achieve clinical competency ancl

have informed the patient that they are fulfilling the requirements to

achieve clinical comPetency.

A member shall obtain the patient's consent to the use of the diagnostic or

therapeutic procedure, consistent with Standard of Practice 5-013: Consent, that is

. fully informecl;

. voluntarily given;

. related to the patient's condition and circumstances;
¡ not obtained through fraud or misrepresentation; and
¡ eviclenced in a written form signed by the patient or otherwise documentecl

in the patient health record.

If a proposed diagnostic or therapeutic procedure does not relate to the chiropractic

r.op" oÌ practice, a member should not use the diagnosiic or therapeutic

procedures in their professional capacity.

In providing patient care, a member may use adjunctive diagnostic and therapeutic

prócedures that are in the public domain. This includes, but is not limited to,

provicling nutritional counselling, prescribing orthotics, giving advice on lifestyle

ãnd exercise, providing therapeutic modalities, and other thefapies.

A member is reminded that CCO has specifically prohibited the use of sorne

diagnostic ancl therapeutic procedures including, but not limited to, dark field

micioscopy, hyperbaric oxygen therapy, pelvic and prostate examinations, and vega

testing.

College ol Chiropractors of Ontario
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Chiropractic Scope of
Practice

Responding to General Health-Related Questions

A member is restricted from treating or advising outside the chiropractic scope of
practice by section 30 of the RHPA as follows:

Ti'eahnent, etc., uthere risk of hnrnt

30 (1) No person, other than a member treating or advising within the scope of
practice of his or her profession, shall treat or advise a person with respect to his or
her health in circumstances in which it is reasonably foreseeable that serious bodily
harm may result from the treatment or advice or from an omission from them.
(specific, limited exemptions are referenced in section 30 of the RHPz4.)

Offences

40 (1) Every person who contravenes subsection ... 30 (1) is guilty of an offence
and on conviction is liable,

(a) for a first offence, to a fine of not more than $25,000, or to
imprisonment for a term of not more than one year, or both; and

(b) for a second or subsequent offence, to a fine of not more than
$50,000, or to imprisonrnent for a term of not more than one year, or
both.

In responding to general health-related questions by patients that relate to
controlled acts outside the chiropractic scope of practice (such as prescribing a drug
as defined in the Drug and Pharmncíes Regulation Act, 1990, perforrning surgery ancl

administering vaccinations), a member shall:

advise the patient that the performance of the act is outside the chiropractic
scope of practice and the patient should consult with a health professional
who has the act within his/her scope of practice;

responcl in a professional, accurate and balanced manner in the context of
providing primary health care to the patient consístent with the chiropractic
scope of practice; and

encourage the patient to be an active participant in his/her own health care
which allows the patient to make fully informed decisions concerning
his/her health care.

5
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a
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lmplications of Failure to ComPlY

A member is reminded that he/she may be the subject of an inquiry, complaint or

report concerning the provision of chiropractic services or discussions related to

general health-related questions from patients. The Inquiries, Complaints and

Reports Committee (ICRC), composed of elected (chiropractor), appointed (public)

urrá trotr-"ouncil (chiropractor) committee members will review any inquiry, com-

plaint or report to determine the member's compliance with all relevant standards

òf practice including Standard of Practice 5-001: Scopc of Practice. In exercising its

discretion, the ICRC may consider if;

. the diagnostic or therapeutic procedure related to the chiropractic scope of
practice for the benefit of the paticnt;

. ihe member achieved, maintained and can demonstrate clinical competency

in the diagnostic or therapeutic procedure; ancl
. the cliscussions with the patient relating to general health-related questions

were consistent with this standarcl of practice.

LEcrsullvE CoNTEXT

In addition to the legislative provisions outlined above, members are reminded that

the following are acts of professional misconduct under Ontario Regulation 852193

(Professional Misconduct) :

'2. Contravening a standarcl of practice of the professiun ur failirrg to maintain
the standard of practice expected of members of the profession'

12. Failing to reveal the nature of a rernedy or treatment usecl by the member
followins a natient's recuest to do so.--o- f I

13. Failing to aclvise a patient to consult with another health professional
when the member knows or ought to know that,

¡ the patient's condition is beyond the scope of practice and

competence for the member;
. the patient requires the care of another health professional;

or
¡ the patient wouicl be appropriately treated by another health

professional.

14. Providing a cliagnostic or therapeutic service that is not necessary.

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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Business Practices

1285
Quality Assurance Committee
Approved by Councii: November 29,2007
Amended: February 26, 201-3, April26, 2017,
November 29, 2018

Note to reøders: In the etsent of øny inconsistency betzueen thís document and the legisløtion that
øffects chiroprøctic practice, the legisløtion goaerns.

lr,¡rerur

To advise members of acceptable business practices in a clinical practice, including
but not limited to: the disclosure of fees to the patient for the delivery of care and
services, unit billing, billing arrangements as they relate to care or a plan of care
delivered to the patienf and the billing of third-party payors.

Os¿ecr¡ves

To clarify for members the sections of the Professional Misconduct Regulation
852193 concerning Business Practices.

To ensure members provide accurate, complete information to patients
regarding fees, unit billing, billing arrangements, including block fees and/or
payment plans, as they relate to the delivery of care.

To ensure members clearly communicate to patients their right to choose and/or
refuse billing arrangements, block fees and/or payment plans and their right to
opt out of such arrangements or plans at any time during care.

To ensure members understand, comply with and communicate with patients
about the policies and procedures for billing third-party payors.

Ðescn¡pr¡oN oF GUTDELTNE

Fees

Fees for chiropractic care must reflect the examination and care that is
recommended, provided and documented in the patient health record.

When creating and implementing fees for service in clinical practice, members must
adhere to the following conditions:

¡ fees must be for care that is diagnostically or therapeutically necessary;

a fees must be fair and reasonable;

a

a

a

1
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billing practices, as they relate to patient care, must be disclosed to patients in
-. r---^-^ -^ ^1 ^^-- ^^-^ 'r'L:- :*^1,,1^- 1^,'* io -^+ liñi+ôÁ f^.a(lvaltce ur arly ud'lg. rrrrD lllLruuçù/ vur rù

o the nature of the care or plan of care to be provided,
o who is delivering the care,

o if any care is to be delegated, assigned or referred
o the use of any adjunctive therapies and/or scrvices,

o the sale of any products, and/or
o practices relaiing to billing third-party Payors (see section on "Billing Third

Pariy Payors");

an account for professional services must be itemized, if:
o requested tõ do so by the patient or a Person or agency who is its 1:ay, itt

whc.le <.;r irr ¡-rar[, fol the se¡¡ices, or
o if the a""orr.,t includes a fee for a product or device or a service other than

a

a a re-assessment, as set ot¡f in Standard of Practice 5-002: Record Keeping, must:

o be conducted when clinically necessary and, in any evenf no later than

each2{th visit; and
o be sufficiently comprehensive for the member to:

- evaluate the patient's current condition;
- assess the effectiveness of the member's chirupractic care;

- discuss with the patient, the patient's goals and expectations for
his/her ongoing care; and

- aÍfirr¡. or rã.¡ise th.e mernber's plan of r'.anagement for the patient'

Fees for Service as Provided

A member charging and collecting a fee for the service as provided must comply

with the conditions as set out above.

Unit Billing

Unit billing refers to charging and invoicing a patient for each component of the

service performed at a single visit, as opposed to charging and invoicing the patient

for the whole visit. A member engaging in unit billing shall:

o comply with CCO regulations, standards of practice, policies and guidelines

relating to business and billing practices; and

. ensure that the unit billing is fair and reasonable and be aware that charging

a fee excessive to the service performed may constitute professional

misconduct.

2
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l.
ii

Billing Arrangements'

Abilling arrangement, which includes a block fee and/or payment plan ("billing
arrangement") is any fee arrangement where the patient is charged for multiple
services and/or treatments at any time other than when the services andlor
treatments are provided.

A member offering a billing arrangement must comply with the requirements of
Regulation R-008: Professional Misconduct:

the patient is given the option of paying for each service as it is provided,
a unit cost per service is specified,
the member agrees to refund to the patient the unspent portion of the block
fee, calculated by reference to the number of services provided multiplied
by the unit cost per service.

In offering a billing arrangement, a member must:

consider the appropriateness of offering a billing arrangement to reflect that the
plan of care, the objcctivcs and planncd outcomcs of carc, paticnt goals and
requests, and patient comforÇ

discuss with the patient the appropriateness of a billing arrangement, including
but not limited to, the nature of the treatment plarç the health care goals and
objectives for the patient, the patient's comfort in agreement to a billing
arrangement, the value and outcomes of the billing arrangement, and any
billing or reimbursement from insurance companies or third party payors that
would be affected by a billing arrangement;

ensure that the patient is comfortable with and understands all aspects of the
billing arrangement including the right of the patient to pay for each services as
it is provide and the right to opt out of the billing arrangement at any time and
receive a refund for the unspent portion of the billing arrangement, calculated
by reference to the number of se¡vices provided multiplied by the unit cost per
service;

111.

a

a

a

3

a

a

not subject a patient to any undue pressure or duress to agree to a billing
arrangemenÇ or opt out of a billing arrangemenf

refrain from using any language that is or could be perceived as coercive or
which suggests that without agreeing to a billing arrangement, services will be
limited or reduced, or that quality of care provided may suffer;
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. ensure there are protections for the patient to receive a refund for any unused

portion of the biiiing arrangement in case of l;ankrptcy; death, dissolution of

practice and other iicidencãs which may interrupt a course of care; and

o respect a patient request to pay for each service as it is provided'

A member charging a billing arrangement must ensuÏe that there is a signed,

written agreemãntãetween-the -"*b"t and the patient, which includes the

foliowing provisions in which the member has:

r given the patient the option to pay for each service on a "pay per visit" basis;

. clisclosecl to thc paticnt thc rcgular unit cost pcr survicc and thc unit cost per

service establishãd by the billing arrangement if the fees differ; and

. futly inform the patient of hislher right to opt out of a billing arrangement at

ur-ry ti** during carc, ¿rncl the ¡ratient's right to a refun<1of any unspent portion

of ine billing ut-rurrgu*"ttl calõulated by reference to the number of services

provided -,rttiptiuã by the billing aïrangement unit cost per service.

A member shall not subject the patient to any unclue Plessure and/or duress when

offering a billing arrangement.

Repayment of Unused Portion of Billing Arrangement

. A patient may choose to opt out of a billing arrangement at any time

during care, even if an agrèement has been previously signed'

. A member shall not subject the patient to any undue Pressure and/or duress

when the patient chooses to opt out of a billing arrangement.

. A member must fully refund to the patient any unused portion of the billing

arrangement calculated by multiplying the number of services

proviáed by the established unit cost per service of the billing arrangement'

. If apatient opts out of the billing arrangement, a member may not charge a

patiànt uny uãditlonal fees for any treatments or services that were discounted

är complimentary as part of the billing arrangement. A-refund must

reference the uni't 
"ori 

p", service, which may be complimentary or discounted,

of the billing arrangement.
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Example of Galculation of Refund of Unused Portion of Billing Arrangement

Service Billing Arrangement Fee

Chiropractic
Treatment

20 treatments at $45
per treatment = $900

2 Re-evaluations 2 re-evaluations at $0
per re-evaluation = $0

Cervical Traction $o

Radiographs

Total Cost

In this example, a patient under the billing affangement pays $900 up fronl and
opts out of the billing arrangement after receiving L0 chiropractic treatments, 2
re-evaluations, cervical traction and radiographs.

Total amount of billing arrangement ($900)

Services Received:
¡ Billing arrangement unit cost per service ($a5) x number of services received (10)
= $450
o 2 Re-evaluations, cervical traction and radiographs = $0

Total Refund = $900 (total amount of billing arrangement) - $¿SO (spent portion of
billing arrangement) =

$450 (unused portion of billing arrangement)

BillinE Third-Party Payors

A member may not bill any third-party payor in excess of his/her usual regular fee
billed to an uninsured patient for similar services.

The practice of having one fee for a patient and a different fee for a third-parfy
payo1 or various fees for different third-party payors (e.g., dependent upon the
amount of coverage) is not permitted. There is an exemption to this restriction
when a fee has been negotiated with a third-party payor such as the Workplace
Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB), the Financial Services Commission of Ontario
(FSCO) or a similar organization.

$0

$e00

5

Fee for Service

20 treatments at $50
per treatment = $1000

2 re-evaluations at $75
per re-evaluation = $150

$150

$100

$1400
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A member should have a discussion with a patient of the member's involvement

with biiiing thirci-party payors to ensure lhe patient is flilly a-vvaie of th.cir o-¿"n

responsibilities regarding reimbursement from any third-party payor.

Lecrs¡-RlvE CoNTEXT

Regulation R-008: Professional Misconduct

1. The following afe acts of professional misconduct for the PufPoses of clause

51(1)(c) of the Health Professions Procedural Code:

The Practice of the Profession and the Care of and Relationship with
Patients

1,. Contravening a stanciarri of plactice of the profession or faiiing io maintain

the standard of practice expected of members of the profession.

11.. Breaching an agreement with a patient relating to professional services for
the patient or fees for such services

1.4. Provic{ing a diagnostic or therapeutic service that is not necessary.

Business Practices

23. Submitting an account or charge for services the member knows is false or

nrisleading.

24. Fallingto disclose to a patient the fee for a service before the service is

provided, including a fee not payable by the patient'

25. Charging a block fee unless,

i. the patient is given the option of paying for each service as it is
provided,

ii a unit cost per service is specified,

iii. the member agrees to refund to the patient the unspent portion of_ tle
block fee, calculated by reference to the number of services provided'
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26. Failing to itemize an account for professional services,

if requested to do so by the patient or person or agency who is to pay, in
whole or in part, for the services, or

ii. if the account includes a fee for a product or device or a service other
than a treatment.multiplied by the unit cost per service.27. Selling any
debt owed to the member for professional services. This does not include
the use of credit cards to pay for professional services.

Miscellaneous Matters

28. Contravening the Act, t}ire Reguløted Health Professions Act, 199L or the
regulations under either of those Acts.

29. Contravening a federal provincial or territoriallaw, a municipal by-law or a
by-law or rule of a hospital within the meaning of the Public HospitøIs Act, iÎ
the contravention is relevant to the member's suitability to practise.

33. Engaging in conduct or performing an act that, having regard to all the
circumstances, would reasonably be regarded by members as disgraceful,
dishonourable, or unprofessional.

' A block fee is any fee where the patient is charged for multiple services andlor
treatments at any time other than when the services and/or treatments are
provided.

l.

7
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British Columbia

Chiropractic treatment for children to face
'rigorous' review in B.C.

College says it wants analysis of scientific evidence for therapies involving patients of

all ages

rÐ Bethany Lindsay - CBC News

Posted: March 05,2019

7E

The College of Chiropractors of B.C. is beginning a process to review the evidence for
chiropractic treatment of patients of all ages, including children. (Shutterstock/Dmitry
Naumov)
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The bodythat regulates chiropractors in B.C. is promising a thorough review of the

scientific evidence about chiropractic treatments for children.

The move comes after the College of Chiropractors of B.C. received a complaint from
a health-care professional about a chiropractor advertising therapies for kids,

according to interim college registrar Richard Simpson.

ADVERTISEMENT

"There is a significant body of evidence concerning the benefits of chiropractic

treatment for patients of all ages. Still, the CCBC is committed to evidence-informed

practice, best practices and standards in marketing," Simpson wrote in an email.

"As such, the board has decided to proceed with a rigorous review and evaluation of
research and evidence concerning this issue and other topics."

. Halifax chiropractor gives up licence, adm¡ts to professional incompetence

He added that the college is interested in establishing a review of the evidence for
chiropractic therapies involving patients of all ages.

"The college has received a number of documents from citizens and registrants

purporting to be acceptable evidence for one form of treatment or another. lt is my

view, even as a layperson, that most, if not all, of the documents would not meet the

test of acceptable evidence," Simpson wrote.
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tr295These reviews have not yet begun, and the college has not settled on a process for
analyzing the current evidence. Simpson said it's possible the reviews will be part of a

national process, which the college believes is "in the best interests of the profession."

'Zero evidence' support¡ng treatment of babies

The news comes as some chiropractors in other parts of the country are facing

scrutiny over their treatment of babies, including newborns.

ln an interviewwith CBC, Bernie Garrett, a UBC nursing professorwho studies

deception in health care, described the college's proposed review of chiropractic

treatment for children as "excellent news."

. SECOND OPINION I Chiropractic critics being monitored by Ontario's College of
Chiropractors

"There's practically zero evidence of any benefits, particularly in infants," Garrett said.

"lf you ask any pediatrician or pediatrics society as well, they'll confirm that there is no

indication for chiropractic in infants or in children, unless there's obviously some

fspinal] issues."

According to a position paper from the Canadian Pediatric Society, there have been

no satisfactory studies of chiropractic treatments for back pain in children. Some

studies have suggested that chiropractic manipulation of the neck can provide short-

term relief of neck pain in children, but its efficacy hasn't been compared to other

therapies, the paper says.

Garrett said he'd like to see chiropractic for infants banned in 8.C., as well as strict
guidelines for treatment of other children.

67 chi ropractors u nder investigation

The college has already barred chiropractors from claiming to treat a long list of
childhood conditions as part of its new efficacy claims policy. That policy, which came

into effect last October, forbids chiropractors from making unscientific and

unsupported claims about treating everything from Alzheimer's disease and cancer to
autism, ear infections and ADHD.
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. 50 B.C. chiropractors refuse to remove misleading cla¡ms from webs¡tes, face

poss¡ble discipline

All practitioners were given until Nov. 1 to bring their advertising in line with the new

policy or face investigation and potential discipline.

To date, 67 chiropractors have been investigated for possible violations of the policy,

and 53 have consented to reprimands, agreed to pay fines and signed undertakings

promising to follow the rules from now on. Another 13 have hired lawyers, and one

has yet to respond.
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"Overall, I am satisfied that the vast majority of B.C.'s 1,200-plus chiropractors 1297
understand the importance of a clear, focused efficacy claims policy. For the handful

of registrants who may not be in compliance, the college has been quick to identify

them, communicated directly with them to discuss the issue, and forwarded concerns

to the inquiry committee for consideration," Simpson said.

He said all the violations of policy were identified by the college, which has developed

a scanning program that sweeps websites and social media for keywords. The college

plans to continue updating the policy as it reviews scientific evidence about

treatments.

Vancouver chiropractor AvtarJassal resigned his position as vice-chair of the college
board after he created a video in which he falsely suggested smoothies are more
effective than vaccination at preventing the flu. (Facebook)

Unproven claims by B.C. chiropractors became a public issue last year, after CBC

reported on a Facebook video created by then-vice-chair of the college board, Avtar

Jassal. ln the video, he falsely claimed that smoothies are more effective than

vaccination at preventing influenza.

. Vancouver chiropractor resigns from college board over ant¡-vaccine video
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That video violated the college's policy on immunization, which forbids chiropractors

from providing any advice on vaccination issues. The video was removed from

Facebook and Jassal resigned from the board following CBC's reporting.

On Monday, the college revealed thatJassal agreed to a reprimand and a fine last

summer after an investigation by an independent inspector.

ls there more to thts story? Reach the reporter by email at bethany.lindsay@cbc.ca
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The demand for alternative and complementary therapies is increasing. This patient-led trend creates
new challenges for physicians because parents may already be integrating or considering the use of
alternative therapies in the treatment of their children, Therefore, it is vital that physicians are
knowledgeable about the various types and the most commonly used treatments of this kind. The
present paper discusses chiropractic care for children, reviews the current literature and provides a
practical approach for the physician whose paediatric patient is already using or is interested in using
chiropractic.

General background

A history of chiropract¡c

Although spinal manipulation has been used as a treatment since the times of ancient Greece,
chiropractic is a relatively recent discipline that was established in 1895. It evolved from'energetic'
healing traditions that were current at that time in an eclectic American medical practice. This practice
evolved in an era when patients were seeking a drugless alternative to potentially toxic conventional
drugs lLI. DD Palmer, an American magnetic healer, believed that diseases are often caused by
subluxations of the vertebrae, which, in turn, lead to an interruption of neruous impulses; and that the
correction of these subluxations allows the body to heal itself, This is still a central tenet of
chiropractic.

In 1997, the Association of Chiropractic Colleges, representing 16 Nofth American chiropractic colleges,
reached a consensus that stated:

https ://www .cps.cal en/documents/position/chiropractic-care-children 3126120t9
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Chiropractic is concerned with the preservation and restoration of health, and focuses particular

attention on the subluxation. A subluxation is a complex of functional and or pathological articular
changes that compromise neural integrity and may influence organ system function and general health

2t.

In North America, chiropractic is the most established discipline considered to be alternative by
practitioners of conventional medicine [3'J. Chiropractors in the United States have become the third
largest group of health care professionals (after physicians and dentists) who have primary contact
with patients I1l, Approximately 5000 chiropractors and 56,000 physicians are licensed in Canada
(personal communication, Canadian Medical Association lBetty Green, Southam Group, November 9,

20001) I5l. In the United States, there are 70,000 chiropractors and 778,000 physicians þ1. Every
year, there are over 4000 chiropractic graduates from 30 educational institutions, and with increasing
enrolment, the number of American chiropractors is projected to rise to 145,000 by 2015 [ff.

Chi ropractic philosophy

During the evolution of chiropractic, different schools of thought and practice have emerged. There is a

continuing debate both within and outside the chiropractic profession about whether chiropractic
should be considered to be a nonsurgical musculoskeletal discipline or a broadly based alternative to
conventional medicine [QJ. Chiropractors agree, however, that the primary purpose of chiropractic is to
improve health by adjusting the spine and using other natural rneans to stirnulate the body's innate
recuperative power by way of the nervous system [!]. They also believe that a musculoskeletal
problem must be identified before treatment is provided [101.

One framework that helps to clarify the disparate chiropractic philosophies has been proposed by Biggs

et al [11], The conservative chiropractic philosophy emphasizes the scientific validation of chiropractic
concepts and methods. In general, chiropractors who adhere to this philosophy have a narrow scope of
practice that is restricted to treating musculoskeletal conditions. They are in the minority. In the 1997

Canadian survey conducted by Biggs et al [11], only 19% of respondents held the conservative
viewpoint. The liberal philosophy accepts the perspective that chiropractic is not limited to treating only
musculoskeletal conditions but encompasses a broad range of practices, The Biggs et al survey [11]
found that22o/o of respondents shared this viewpoint. However, a 59o/o majority were moderates (ie,

they positioned themselves between the two poles). Irrespective of a particular philosophy, T4o/o of
clriropractors believed that they should not be limited to treating only rnusculoskeletal conditions. A
recent survey of chiropractors in the United States confirmed that most respondents considered
chiropractic to be a complete system of healing rather than therapeutic techniques [12]. Biggs et al

l-11] also revealed that there was no uniform distribution of opinions across Canada. For example,

Quebec had the highest proportion of chiropractors espousing a liberal philosophy, whereas

Saskatchewan had the most conservative practitioners, with the practitioners in the other provinces

situated between the two philosophies.

Chiropractic and its use in children

I 303
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Chiropractic use in Canadian adults is strongly correlated with place of residence [-13J. For provinces rn

which adult chiropractic is used frequently, treatment of children younger than 18 years of age is also

more common. The exception is Quebec, where chiropractic is not used as often as in the western
provinces, but the treatment of children younger than age 18 years is more common than in any other
region l-1311141.

A cross-sectional suruey of 1200 Canadian chiropractors revealed that almost all respondents treated
patients younger than 18 years of age [14]. Forty-five per cent of respondents indicated that they had

received formal postgraduate paediatric chiropractic training via seminars or courses. Seventy-one per

cent of chiropractors stated that they had received informal training in the care of children through
reading journals, attending conferences or personal communication with colleagues. Most respondents
desired more training.

A Boston study l'151 of chiropractic care used by children found that it is often inconsistent with
recommended medical guidelines. Chiropractors may give advice on diet, immunizations and general

health, and may also sell herbal remedies and homeopathic preparations l'121[15][16],

Physicians may assume that patients use chiropractic mainly for musculoskeletal problems and that
treatment for other conditions is rare. However, a recent suruey of chiropractors in the United States,

Canada and Australia found that 10o/o of the chief complaints presented to a chiropractor were
nonmusculoskeletal in nature [16]. The American Chiropractic Association quotes similar figures [17].
In children, chiropractic is also commonly used as primary or adjunctive therapy for
nonmusculoskeletal conditions such as colic, enuresis, asthma, recurrent otitis media, cancer and
illness prevention ll4ll-1811191. According to a study done in Alberta [10] on chiropractors'beliefs,
most respondents believed that they should play a role - albeit a role secondary to physicians - in the
treatment of nonmusculoskeletal health problems in children, A Canada-wide survey [14] of
chiropractic care of children younger than age 18 years found that, overall, musculoskeletal conditions
accounted for 40o/o of visits, prevention 24o/o, headaches 7o/o, otitis media 5olo and various other
conditions 23o/o. Prevention accounted for a large proportion of visits for children younger than age
four years, with treatment for musculoskeletal conditions increasing with age, Chiropractors in Quebec
were the most likely to provide preventive care and those in Atlantic Canada were the least likely to do
so. Spinal manipulation was, by far, the most common form of therapy provided, followed by exercises,

soft tissue treatment, and postural and nutritional counselling.

Controvers¡es

Scientific ev¡dence

Physicians question whether chiropractic is effective in treating the variety of conditions for which it is
used. Koes et al l-201, after conducting a review of systematic randomized clinical trials and taking into
account methodological rigour, found insufficient evidence to prove that spinal manipulation is useful
for treating either acute or chronic low back pain. Other studies, however, suggest that manipulation
may be effective for acute low back pain in adults, but its effectiveness has not been proven in patients

with chronic symptoms [21J-l'23]. No studies have been published on chiropractic treatment of back
pain in a paediatric population,
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mobilization may provide some short term relief for certain individuals with subacute or chronic neck
pain I24l[25], However, neither the efficacy of manipulation relative to that of other therapies nor the
cost effectiveness has been established for these Çpes of problems 1411261. The evidence to support
manipulation for conditions such as migraine is even less compelling [261. Once again, there are no
specific, well-documented data for the paediatric age group.

One of the few studies to be published in the medical literature on chiropractic therapy in children was
conducted by Balon et al ï271and involved children with stable asthma who were treated with active
or simulated chiropractic as an adjunct to medical therapy. The researchers did not find any
improvement in the symptoms of asthma, pulmonary function tests or quality of life between the two
groups. The auLhors slate that "In children with mild or moderate asthma the addltlon of chlropractlc
spinal manipulation to usual medical care provided no benefit" 1271. A recent review of randomized
trials of manual therapy for asthma in both adults and children confirmed that there is insufficient
evidence to support the use of manual therapy in asthma [281.

Some chiropractors do not believe that controlled clinical trials are the best way to validate their
methods [111. Anecdotal evidence may be thought to be sufficient proof of efficacy. As well, the
amount of research conducted in chiropractic institutions is small compared with medical
establishments [291. Poorly designed trials and the lack of reproducibility pose other problems 130J. To
address somc of these issues, agencies that promote chiropractic care research have been established
and include the Consortial Center for Chiropractic Research (established in 1998 in the United States),
the Canadian Chiropractic Association (CCA) and the Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College

|.261, < http : //www. cmcc. cal (http : //www. cmcc. cal) > ).

Another concern identified by physicians is the wide variety of paediatric conditions treated by
chiropractic. Colic is one such example. Although a self-limiting condition, colic causes a lot of distress
for parents who may seek the help of a chiropractor to treat their infant. In a recent study l-311 on the
treatment of colic by using chiropractic, the authors conducted a randomized controlled trial that
compared drug therapy (dicyclomine hydrochloride) with spinal manipulation and found improvement
with manipulation. Unfortunately, despite adhering to a sound methodology, the two study groups
could not be compared because treatment was not blind, and the chiropractor-treated group had more
interactions between chiropractors and the parents and baby during the treatment sessions [301. A
collaborative study performed by paediatricians and a chlropractor of 86 infants in a randomized,
blinded and placebo controlled trial of colic treated by spinal manipulation found that chiropractic
manipulation was no more effective than placebo l-321.

The ability to adequately define and, subsequently, to evaluate improvement in several paediatric
illnesses is problematic for physicians and even more problematic for chiropractors who do not have
equivalent training in medical diagnosis l-331.

Chiropractors and immunizations

Chiropractors may also give advice on immunizations, A survey l-341 of attitudes toward vaccination
among American chiropractors found that one-third of 117 respondents (360lo response rate) believed
that there was no scientific proof that immunization prevents disease, that immunization has not
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substantially changed the incidence of any major infectious disease and that immunizations cause more
disease than they prevent. The official policy of the American Chiropractic Association states that
",..the use of vaccines is not without risk..." and, therefore, it suppofts the conscience clause in

compulsory vaccination laws [351. The CCA is more in line with the prevailing medical opinion, and

states:

The CCA accepts vaccination as a cost-effective and clinically effìcient public health preventive
procedure for certain viral and microbial diseases, as demonstrated by the scientific community, 136l

However, not all chiropractors agree, and some may be influenced by the free distribution of
chiropractic newsletters that sometimes present erroneous antivaccination information. A complete
discussion on chiropractic and immunization can be found in a recent afticle in Pediatrics [29].

The safety of chiropractic in paediatrics

In adults, after chiropractic manipulation, minor complications, such as mild pain or discomfort, slight
headache or fatigue, are quite common, but are usually transient [2LJ[371. However, several repofts
have been published on major neurological complications in adults resulting from ceruical manipulation.
These complications consist primarily of veftebrobasilar accidents that occur, particularly after cervical

rotation to the upper neck is performed t38,1-I4ql. The published incidence is low; estimates place the
risk of injuries due to cervical manipulation in the order of one to four cases per million cervical
manipulations [39J[41.l. These figures are considered to be conseruative [38][a2l[431. Part of the
reason may be the understandable reluctance of therapists involved in neck manipulations to report
adverse effects and the lack of awareness of veftebrobasilar accidents manifesting as other
neurological symptoms such as acute neck pain [441]'45.l, A recent Canadian study þJ reviewed
malpractice claims for stroke following chiropractic manipulation in adults, and concluded that the risk
is only one in 5.85 million manipulations. However, the use of malpractice claims is unlikely to lead to
an accurate estimate of the risk of stroke [26].

The Canadian Stroke Consortium is collecting detailed information on cases of dissection of the cervical
arteries, which is the most common cause of stroke in patients aged 45 years or younger [44]l'451.
About 25o/o of all traumatic dissections were associated with neck manipulation l-451. None of the
patients were younger than 18 years of age. Another recent study that was conducted in Ontario and
involved adults younger than 45 years of age (no lower age limit is mentioned), found that patients

with vertebrobasilar ischemia are five times more likely than control subjects to have visited a

chiropractor within a week of the event [46]. Unfortunately, the practitioner cannot reliably assess the
risk for any particular patient undergoing manipulation either by using clinical risk factors or by
premanipulative positional testing 124114611471. In children, there has been one case report of
vertebrobasilar occlusion in a seven-year-old following gymnastics and repeated chiropractic
manipulations of the cervical spine [481. Because chiropractors treat headache and neck pain in
children and youth, a history of neck manipulation should be ascertained in any paediatric patient
presenting with signs of stroke,

Repofts of other paediatric complications are few l-491[50J. Of greater concern is the possibility that
chiropractors may attempt to treat acute paediatric conditions, leading to a delay in appropriate
medical therapy or, less commonly, the refusal of families to seek conventional treatment [151l.51.l.
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Some chiropractors actively promote themselves as primary health care providers and encourage spinal
manipulation as a way to maintain wellness l-9ll-52.l. They may advise that bifth is a traumatic event for
the spine and may be a primary cause of illness in children, and, therefore, recommend chiropractic
realignment for the newborn infant l-351. Paediatric treatment may be offered initially without cost,
when parents visit a chiropractor for themselves. Although parents use alternative medicine for a
variety of reasons, they may consult a chiropractor because of word of mouth referrals, fear of side
effects of conventional treatments, willingness to try anything to help their child and the presence of a
chronic illness [18] l- 19] l-531.

Although families may use chiropractic for their children, many will not spontaneously disclose this
information to their physician. In a study [18] conducted in a Montreal, Quebec paediatric outpatient
department, less than 500/o of parents told their doctor about using alternative therapies, and similar
results have been described in other paediatric populations l'5311-541. This reluctance to disclose
information may be due, in part, to the parents'expectation of a negative reaction from their doctor.
The basis for obtaining and maintaining good communication is a nonjudgmental attitude on the part
of the physician. Parents will often welcome the opportunity to share their opinions with their
physician, provided that the dialogue is conducted in a respectful manner,

The physician should routinely ask families about complementary and alternative therapies or products
that their child may be using. When the parents disclose that they have been taking the child to a
chiropractor, one should inquire whether neck manipulations or forceful thrusts have been used, and if
herbal or homeopathic preparations have been given. It is impoftant to know the conditions for which
the parent has used chiropractic for the child, the frequency of visits and the motivation for seeking
chiropractic care. The parents' and, if age-appropriate, the child's opinion about the perceived benefit
of the treatment should be sought.

All questions arising about the risks and benefits of immunization must always be discussed. If it is
established that a chiropractor has negatively influenced a decision, it can then be pointed out that the
CCA accepts and endorses vaccination [36],

On occasion, while receiving chiropractic care, a child's conventional medical treatment may become
disrupted, either from the parent's own desire or based on the advice of a chiropractor. In this
situation, a full inquiry into parental motives for this decision needs to be undertaken, their concerns
addressed and appropriate information given about the child's condition.

Parents may at times request radiographic examinations that are suggested by their chiropractor. This
issue is very contentious, For example, the College of Alberta Radiologists in 1998 passed a resolution
that no longer endorsed x-rays for children that were prescribed by a chiropractor [55], Parents should
be made aware that there is a lack of substantiated evidence for the theory of subluxated veftebrae as
the causality for illness in children, and x-rays taken for this purpose expose the child to unnecessary
radiation [561.

Conclusions
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Chiropractic treatment for children and adolescents is not uncommon. Open and honest discussions

with families using or planning to use chiropractic for their children will, hopefully, bring about a
rational use of this treatment in selected musculoskeletal conditions for which there is proof of efficacy,
and enable parents to make informed choices about this form of therapy. Futher, well-designed
studies are needed to evaluate the chiropractic belief that musculoskeletal dysfunctions can be located

and treated in children with nonmusculoskeletal conditions l-101. Ideally, collaborative evidence-based
research into chiropractic care for diverse paediatric conditions should define those patients best suited
for chiropractic therapy,
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Narse Søys there is Practícally Zero EvÍdencefor Chíroprøctic - Especìølly ìn Infants

In what has to be one of the most ridiculous anti-chiropractic and ignorant statements
uttered since V/ilk v. AMA, a nurse at the University of British Columbia stated in
regards to chiropractic that:

"There's practically zero evidence of any benefïts, particularly in infants"

The false statements were made in another chiropractic hit piece written by "journalist"
Bethany Lindsay in CBC News. Lindsay has become well known for her disdain and
ignorance of chiropractic leaving atrail of misinformation in her articles.

Garrett, a nurse who teaches at the University of British Columbia, went on to state that

". . . he'd like to see chiropractic for infants banned in B.C.n as well as strict guidelines
for treatment of other children."

Garrett fashions himself as an "expert" in altemative health care deception. CLICK HERE
to see how the school even promotes him as a media expert on their website.

The article by Lindsay reviews the current status of the V/itch Hunt going on in Canada
against chiropractors who practice in a salutogenic model.

CLICK HERE for the of attacks in Canada

Some chiropractic regulatory boards in Canada have redefined evidence informed practice
in such away that virtually all chiropractic care beyond cracking backs for stuck joints is

off limits. In fact, were the same guidelines applied to the medical profession, all health care

would come to a grinding halt. That's how ridiculous this is.

3lsl20r9
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According to the story 67 chiropractors have been brought under investigation following a

"sweep" of websites using a scanning program that sweeps websites and social media
for keywords the Board doesn't like.

Hello, George Orwell?

53 of the chiropractors caught up in the "sweep" ". . . have consented to reprimands,
agreed to pay fines and signed undertakings promising to follow the rules from now
on" according to Lindsay.

The good news is that another 13 have hired lawyers. One has yet to respond.

The events in Canada mirror what has already taken place in the United Kingdom and
Australia and is part of a movement that includes organizations such as the American
Chiropractic Association in the United States where leaders have called for the

"elimination" of chiropractors who manage vertebral subluxation while they push for
expansion of chiropractic scope to include drugs, injections and primary health care.

Unfortunately. many chiropractic schools and organizations that align with conservative
have endorsed the ACA's CLICK HERE for more on

The chiropractors, organizations and schools supporting these moves have made unlikely
allies of the media.

None of it is based on the scientific evidence or the standards of care that actually support
the management of vertebral subluxation in a salutogenic model.

One has to wonder how much of an expert Garrett is when he can't seem to find what is
readily available to anyone.
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Manitoba

Lawsuit alleges Mariitoba physicians college broke
agfeement to'refrain from criticisms' of
chiropractors

f Y6 in

Chiropractors association, College of Physicians and Surgeons had

2003 agreement to work together, suit says

Holly Caruk . CBC News . Posted: Apr 1 1,2019 5:00 AM CT I Last Updated: April 1 1

The Manitoba Chiropractors Association is suing the College of Physicians and

Surgeons of Manitoba over comments made about spinal procedures. Those

comments violate an agreement made 16 years ago, the association alleges.

(Shutterstock)
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Manitoba's chiropractors are suing the regulatory body of the province's doctors over

comments about a spinal procedure - comments the association says are ofßide,

inaccurate and violate a longstanding agreement to work together.

The Manitoba Chiropractors Association filed a statement of claim with the province's

Court of Queen's Bench last week against the College of Physicians and Surgeons of
Manitoba.

The suit hinges on an agreement made between the two organizations in March 2003,

following previous defamation suits in 1997 and 1998.

"The agreement of 2003 accepted the legitimacy of the practice of chiropractic and

agreed never againto take a contrary positiono" the association claims in its suit.

The agreetneut requires the two organizations "to enter inLo co-eclucational activities and

to refrain from criticisms by each institution of the other," according to the statement of
claim.

The association says a 2016letter, written by College of Physicians and

Surgeous registrar Dr. Arura Ziornek to the Manitoba Health Professions Advisory

Council - which advises the health minister on the regulation of Manitoba's health

professions - violates that agreement.

Ziomek's comments to the council sought to challenge the legitimacy of chiropractic

care, the association's suit says.

Comments'entirely offside'

A portion of Ziomek's letter is quoted in the suit.
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ln it, she raises concerns about a chiropractic treatment. The portion of the

letter quoted in the suit doesn't specify which treatment Ziomek was

referring to.

The college told CBC News it could not comment on the lawsuit, but indicated the letter

was in relation to a report on high-neck manipulation prepared for the province's health

minister.

. Chiropract¡c neck manipulations risk to public, says report

"The resulting clinical conditions [from the treatment] can be quite serious and life

threatening," the portion of the letter quoted in the lawsuit says.

Ziomek lists a variety of adverse effects from the treatment, íncluding

tearing of arteries which can lead to strokes, "as well as lesser adverse

effects such as tiredness, dizziness, nausea, ringing in the ears, etc."

úr

The college wouldn't comrnent on the lawsuit because it is before the courts, but said the agreement between it
and the Manitoba Chiropractors Association is confidential. (CBC)
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The suit also quotes part of the letter that expresses the college's reservations about an

association proposal that would see spinal manipulation procedures reserved for

chiropractors.

"The fcollege] believes the onus should be on the Chiropractors Association to

demonstrate scientifically the safety and efficacy of this particular treatment," the letter

said, according to the statement of claim.

"The onus should be on the chiropractors to approach all procedures with the same

scientific rigor as is required for medical treatments ... in order to ensure patient safety,

especially when the consequences of the risks are so profound and include quadriplegia

and death," the letter is quoted as saying.

cBc tNVEsnGArEs Manitoba chiropractors need proactive oversight
over members, says health lawyer

The suit calls those comments "entirely offside" and "both inaccurate and more

fundamentally, a complete violation and repudiation and retraction of the [2003]

agreement."

The statement of claim said chiropractic practice is legislated by the province and is

"scientifically accepted and established. "

None of the allegations in the lawsuit have been proven in court.

Suit asks for enforcement of agreement, damages

The statement of claim saÍd that when the association became aware of the
letter, a meeting was held wíth Ziomek in October 2018 - nearly two years after

the letter was written.

a
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The assocíatíon says Ziomek took issue w¡th the fact the letter was made

public, because it was intended to be confidential, but that she refused to
withdraw the remarks.

It's asking the court to force the college to comply with the agreement, and to award

financial damages.

The college said the memorandum of understanding between the two
groups is confidential. However, the suit includes a joint statement from the

college and the association, which outlÍnes the objectives of a liaison

committee between the two organizatÍons.

The two groups have been at odds with each other over regulation and

oversíght, as well as some recent claims by chiropractors that the practice

can treat autism, Alzheimer's disease, and some forms of cancer.

cBc rNVEsrGArEs Publicly funded chiropractic care should have

strict Iimits, leaked report says

a

The two professional bodies have agreed "to establish a collaborative, co-educational

relationship for the betterment of both professions and their patients," according to the

chiropractors association, which said it wouldn't comment funher while the matter is

before the courts.

The 2003 agreement, it alleges in its suit, required the liaison committee to meet once a

year to discuss issues of concern, with an objective of furthering education between the

groups.

The suit claims that an agreement to work on continued education between the two

bodies "has become entirely ignored" by the college.

https://www.cbc.calnewslcanadalmanitobalmanitoba-chiropractors-suing-doctors-agreeme... 412012019
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A professor at UQTR multiplies the ant¡-vacc¡ne remarks

Ç cr
^à\Philippg Mercure

The Press
As New York City tries to stem a measles
epidemic and Canada's public health authorities
say they want to take action against the anti-
vaccine movement, a professor of biochemistry
at the Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières ,

Christian Linard, multiplies the remarks against
the vaccination on his personal Facebook page.
A situation denounced by several stakeholders.

"lrresponsible" publications

Vaccination is linked to autism. lt has
already been used to sterilize populations in
Africa. lt represents an operation
"irreversible, dangerous and not studied".
While the World Health Organization views
mistrust of vaccines as one of the top 10

threats this yea¡ a professor at the University of Quebec in Trois-Rivières has been making negative comments
about vaccination on his personal Facebook page.

Between March 14 and April 11, Christian Linard, Professor of Clinical Biochemistry attached to the Department of
Chiropractic, published or shared 17 comments or studies that address the issue of the alleged dangers of vaccines, question
their effectiveness or advocate free choice of the population in the face of vaccination. No positive comments about the
vaccines were relayed during this period. ln fact, La Presse found none in all of Linard's Facebook publications.

These publications raise the concern of immunology experts consulted by La Presse .

"lt's irresponsible of him to relay only the articles that show that the vaccines are terrible. We know that vaccines save lives,

it's indisputable, "said Dt Brian Ward, professor in the Department of Medicine and Vaccine Expert at McGill University. Dr'

Ward believes "unacceptable" that Christian Linard is a professor at a Quebec university.

"He must lose his job," he says.

"This is a position that is neither nuanced nor balanced," also denounces Caroline Quach, pediatrician and microbiologist-
infectiologist CHU Sainte-Justine and Professor at the University of Montreal, afier reading the publications of Christian
Linard on Facebook.

"Like any position that shows only one side of the coin, it's problematic - especially when people have a posture like a

teaching position," says Dt' Quach.

"We have a responsibility to the community for the /nessages we receive. "

- Dr' Caroline Quach, pediatrician and microbiotogist-i nfectiotogist

Around the world, mistrust of vaccines causes headaches for public health authorities. The World Health Organization (WHO)
reports that measles cases have increased by 30% worldwide since 2016, including in severalcountries where the disease
was eradicated or was in the process of being eradicated. Several factors are involved, but the "false information" circulating
on vaccines is being blamed by WHO.

New York City is currently fighting a measles epidemic. Yesterday, in La Presse , Canada's Chief Public Health Officer, Dn

Theresa Täm, affirmed her desire to act "quickly and better" to respond to anti-vaccine groups.

lh
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Christian Linard, however, defends himself to be "anti-vaccines". 1321
"What l'm trying fo do rs turn people on so they
think. And, as a precautionary principle, say:
you have to be careful. "

- Christian Linard

It does not give credibility to WHO's warnings
that misinformation about vaccines puts people
at risk.

"lf you look at the heads of the WHO, those on
the board, many come from the pharmaceutical
industry," he says. Christian Linard also said he
doubted that the recent measles outbreaks were
due to a drop in vaccination, saying instead that
they were due to a deficient vitamin A diet. "l am
studying this," he said. he.

Legitimate questions

Brian Ward of McGill University agrees that it is
legitimate to raise scientific questions about vaccination.

"l agree that everything is not white or black. There are gray regions. There are real important questions that need to be
answered, "he says.

Professor Linard relays in particular on his Facebook page studies on what are called the "non-specific effects" of vaccines.
This new field of study seems to show that vaccines are more complex than previously thought and that they can influence,
positively or negatively, how the body defends itself against other diseases or pathogens for which the vaccine was not
designed (see other tab).

Brian Ward, however, denounces the fact that Christian Linard reports only the negative effects noted by these studies,
without ever mentioning the positive effects - nor, especially, the immense benefits of vaccines in general.

"When we talk about vaccination, it's a lot, a lot more white than black. "

-Dn Brian ward

Dn Caroline Quach recalls that the decision to be vaccinated must go beyond individual considerations.

"The problem is that people look at everything from an individual point of view - what is good for my child, regardless of the
rest of the population," she says.

Sterilization of women?

Dr' Ward is particularly concerned that Professor Linard is relaying on Facebook a thesis that the World Health Organization
(WHO) has attempted to sterilize 2.3 million women in Kenya under the guise of a vaccination campaign against tetanus.

I

I

HCf¡ f srd b Wdß lrrnr tl.dr. n Xrry&q iæ¡ n
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screenshots taken from Christian Linard's Facebook page, anti-vaccine
professor UQTR
SCREENSHOT

"Vaccines and crimes against humanity!
Vaccinate to eliminate some populations =
Eugenics, "wrote Christian Linard on Facebook
on March 14th.

WHO and UNICEF have vigorously denied
these rumors by Kenyan Catholic organizations,
which have also been dismantled by many fact-
finders.

"That's when the gentleman falls into ridicule,"

sa¡d Dn Ward.

Christian Linard, professor of clinical biochemistry
PHOTO FROM THË UOTR WËBSITË
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"When we start saying that vaccines are an effort to sterilize or control populations, we really fall into the dark. "

- DL Brian Ward

"There is eugenics in many African countries, it has been demonstrated. lt was published and it was not contradicted. So I'm
suspicious. I say to myself: one can vaccinate me, but one can very well put a product in this vaccine which will harm me,
"reiterated Professor Linard at La Presse .

"Academic Freedom"

La Presse told Christian Línard about Facebook, the University of Quebec at Trois-Rivières said it did not intend to act.

"ln communication policy, according to the principle of academic freedom, one does not study the personal or professional
accounts of professors. That means that what teachers publish on their Facebook, lnstagram or other account is their
responsibility, "says Yvon Laplante, Director of Communications at UQTR.

Jean-Marie Lafortune, president of the Quebec Federation of University Teachers, confirms that there are few tools to
intervene in this type of situation. However, he believes that Christian Linard holds "a statement that does not reflect the
responsibility of scientists in society."

"Academic freedom is the ability to say truths that can offend economic, political, religious or other powers, but that must be
based on an honest search for the truth," he says. He believes that by posting his title of professor at UQTR on his personal
Facebook page, Christian Linard "maintains the confusion of the genres".

"He claims to be a science, a university institution, and it's supposedly from the top of that that we should believe it," says Mr.
Lafortune. We are also dealing with someone who is very close to the point. lf a professor of art history tells us that the
budget does not look good, we can take it lightly. But here, it sows even more confusion, because this person is from
sciences that have yet demonstrated the relevance of vaccination. "

Christian Linard's allegations under the microscope

On his Facebook page and in an interview with La Presse , Professor UQTR Christian Linard relayed many theories and
studies that question the safety and effectiveness of vaccines. The point on some of them.

Links between vaccines and autism

This old controversy stems from the infamous study by researcher Andrew Wakefield, published in The Lancet in 1998, which
linked autism to the MMR (rubella-measles-mumps) vaccine. The rest of the story is known: it was discovered that the study
contained errors and that the researcher was in a conflict of interest, and the publication was withdrawn.

Christian Linard relays another study that claims to establish an association between vaccines and autism. The study is
signed by Gayle DeLong, a finance professor who has previously been associated with the SafeMinds anti-vaccine group.
"lt's purely correlation [unlike a cause-and-effect relationship] and statistical analysis does not even work," says
microbiologist-infectiologist Caroline Quach, who reviewed the study.

1322

I Many other studies have concluded that there is
no link between vaccines and autism. ln 2018, a
large meta-analysis of 10 studies with more than
1.25 million children confirmed this lack of
linkage.

Eradication of infectious diseases

ln an interview with La Presse , Christian Linard
says that it is not thanks to vaccines that several
infectious diseases like polio or measles have
been virtually eradicated in Western countries.

"lt's not vaccines that have reduced infectious
diseases. The incidence of major illnesses
decreased well before the emergence of
vaccines. Why ? Because of sanitary measures.

ff &r6ñ !rydr hli5lA¡-¡q9¡

[...] ln some cases, vaccination has even led to an increase in incidence for a certain period of time, "he told La Pres

"Hygiene, nutrition and modern medicine have clearly helped to reduce the incidence and severity of many infectious
dlseases. But denying that vaccines played a major role is Trumpian logic at its worst. "

https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=fr&u=https:/iwww.lapresse.calactualites lsante1201904l11lO1-5221890-un-professeur-deJuqtr-multiplie

Professor Clrristian Linard multiplies anti-vaccine pronouncements on his
personai Facebook page.

SCRËENSHOT
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"lf today a child with measles coughs near you and you have not been vaccinated, you will get measles and it will be very
serious - 30% of hospitalization rates in North America at home. adults, and it's even higher in children. And it does not
matter if your home is clean or you have taken your vitamins, "continues Dn Ward.

Increase in mortality

Christian Linard also relays on Facebook and mentioned in an interview studies that show an increase in infant mortality after
vaccination in developing countries, including a study conducted in Guinea-Bissau after the administration of the diphtheria-
tetanus vaccine. whooping cough

This serious study touches on the so-called "non-specific effects" of vaccines. New discoveries tend to show that a vaccine
has effects that go beyond the disease for which it was designed. By modifying our immune system, the vaccine would affect
our protection, positively or negatively, against other viruses and pathogens. The mechanisms of these effects are still poorly
understood.

It should be noted that the majority of studies on these non-specific effects have been conducted in developing countries,
where people's immune systems are much more in demand. The pioneer in this field is PeterAaby, a Danish researcher
working in Guinea-Bissau.

"Considering the enormous effect that some vaccines have had in developing countries, I find it sad to see people in rich
countries developing mistrust of all vaccines," Aaby said in a statement. e-mail exchange with La Presse . That said, I find it
even more sad that public health authorities have developed a religious belief that all vaccines are safe, as this evidence
does not exist. "

"Vaccinated people have a huge advantage over unvaccinated people," says Dt' Brian Ward of McGill, who is following this
work closely. Are vaccination schedules ideal? Can we eliminate these subtle effects with a different schedule? These studies
are in progress. "

'... 1...... t :..: 1...i1.:.:.¡ .
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Abstract

Background: This systematic review evaluates the use of manual therapy for clinical conditions in the pediatric
population, assesses the methodological quality of the studies found, and synthesizes findings based on health
condition. We also assessed the reporting of adverse events within the included studies and compared our
conclusions to those of the UK Update report.

Methods: Six databases were searched using the following inclusion criteria: children under the age of lSyears old;
treatment using manual therapy; any type of healthcare profession; published between 2001 and March 31,2018;
and English. Case reports were excluded from our study. Reference tracking was performed on six published relevant
systematic reviews to find any missed article. Each study that met the incluslon criteria was screened by two authors
to: (i) determine its suitabilityfor inclusion, (ii) extract data, and (iii) assess quality of study.

Results: Of the 3563 articles identified, 165 full articles were screened, and 50 studies met the inclusion cr¡ter¡a.

Twenty-six artÌcles were included in prior reviews with 24 new studies identified. Eighteen studies were judged to be
of high quality. Conditions evaluated were: attention deflcit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), autism, asthma, cerebral
palsy, clubfoot, constipation, cranial asymmetry, cuboid syndrome, headache, infantile colic, low back pain, obstructive
apnea, otitis media, pediatric dysfunctional voiding, pediatric nocturnal enuresis, postural asymmetry, preterm infants,
pulled elbow, suboptimal infant breastfeeding, scoliosis, suboptimal infant breastfeeding, temporomandibular
dysfunction, torticollis, and upper cervical dysfunction. Musculoskeletal conditions, including low back pain and
headache, were evaluated in seven studies. Twenty studies reported adverse events, which were trans¡ent and
mild to moderate in severity.

Conclusions: Fifty studies ¡nvestigated the clinical effects of manual therapies for a wide variety of pediatric conditions.
Moderate-positive overall assessment was found for 3 conditions: low back pain, pulled elbow, and premature infants.

lnconclusive unfavorable outcomes were found for 2 conditions: scoliosis (OMT) and torticollis (MT). All other condition's
overall assessments were either inconclusive favorable or unclear. Adverse events were uncommonly reported. More

robust clinical trials in this area of healthcare are needed.

Trial registration: PROSPERA registration number: CRD4201 8091 835

Keywords: Pediatric, Manual therapy, Chiropractic, Osteopathic, Systematic review
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Background
Parents consult complementary and alternative medicine
(CAM) providers for a wide variety of pediatric conditions

[1, 21. In addition to botanical medicines and supplements,

some seek manual therapy including soft tissue therap¡
mobilization and high velocity low amplitude manipulations
directed to the spine and peripheral joints. The United
States (US) Department of Health and Human Services

conducts a population-based survey and creates the Na-
tional Health Interview Statistics (NHIS) reports on the use

of CAM with children ages 4-I7 every 5 years with results

published in 2007 and 2012. Overall, approximately l2o/o of
children used a CAM modality the previous year [1, 2].

Manual therapy is a CAM therapy regulated for use

among many professions (e.g., doctor of osteopathy, mecl-

ical doctors and physical therapists), but doctors of chiro-
practic (DCs) are the most likely profession to use manual
therapy on a regular basis [3]. According to a recent job
analysis of the overall DC profession, 17.lo/o of chiropractic
patients are 17 years of age or less; this increases to 38.7o/o

among DCs who have specialized in pediatrics [3,4]. Nde-
-- ,- - -l -. ..--.1,--!-l - ---L -,--l---:, -4aL- ^^^- 
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for chiropractic and/or osteopathic manipulation use and

found that 33% of US children had received chiropractic
or osteopathic manipulation the previous year [5]. Most
commonly, children were between 12 and 18 years of age

and received care for back or neck pain.

Concerns regarding manual therap¡ specifically ma-
nipulation [6], have led to complications identified in the
literature. However; no prospective population-based ac-

tive surveillance have been conducted [7]. Serious events

are rare, but may be related to high-velocity extension and

rotational spinal manipulation [8]. The serious events

identified in mostly retrospective studies commonly oc-
curred with patients that had preexisting underþing path-
ology, which emphasizes the need for a thorough history
and physical examination so that abnormal findings are

identified prior to manual therapy in a child [7-9].
Six systematic reviews have previously been conducted

to evaluate the use of manual therapy for pediatric health
conditions l9-I4]. These reviews ranged in manual ther-
apy definitions from high-velocity variable amplitude to
profession-specific manipulative therapy. Nonetheless, all
reviews concluded that this is a paucity of evidence for the
effectiveness of manual therapy for conditions within the
pediatric population, especially for musculoskeletal condi-
tions, The purpose of thÍs systematic review was to evalu-

ate the use of manual therapy for clinical conditions in the
pediatric population, assess the methodological quality of
the studies found, and synthesize findings based on health
condition.'!le also assessed the reporting and incidence
of adverse events within the included studies. Additionall¡
we compared conclusions to Clar et al.'s UI( Update
manuscript [10].

Methods
This study was registered at the PROSPERA - Center for
Reviews and Dissemination, University of York, York,
U.I( on March 28,2018. Details of the protocol for this
systematic review were registered on PROSPERO and
can be accessed at https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/
display-record.php?RecordID=9 1835.

Search strategy
A comprehensive search of the literature was performed
by three independent librarians at three different educa-

tional institutions. The databases stated in Table 1 were
searched for English manuscripts published between
2001 through March 31, 2018. Data mining and refer-
ence tracking of the six previously published systematic
reviews were performed for relevant papers. No condi-
tion terms were included to keep the search as broad as

possible. The list of search terms and keywords used in
the search are included in Table 1.

Eligibility criteria
cL--)2^^ -.-^-^ ^l:-:Ll^ f^- :--.1..^:^- :f !L^-. -..^-^ f..ll ¡^--+JLUUICS WCIç ClrB¡Urt lUt llrL¡UùlUlr lt Ltlç/ wc¡ t lut¡ Lc^L

reports of RCTs (no abstracts). Feasibility studies wÍth-
out outcome measures were not included in this review.
For observational studies, the Agency for Healthcare Re-

search and Quality's (AHRQ) Assessing Risk of Bias ønd
Confounding in Observøtional Studies of Interventions or
Etcposures was utilized to determine study type with
non-comparative (case report or case series without pre

and post meâsurements) and cross-sectional studies ex-
cluded [15]. Additional eligibility criteria were that a study

Table 1 Datahases searched: PubMed, Cochrane Library, Medline

complete, CINAHL complete, ScienceDirect, McCoy Press, lndex to
Chiropractic Literature, and National Guideline Clearinghouse
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Chiropractic

Chiropractic

Chiropractic

Manipulation, chiropractic
(MeSH heading)

Manipulation, orthopedic
(MeSH heading)

Manlpulation, osteopathic
(MeSH heading)

Osteopath*

Orthopedic mânipulation

Orthoped*

Pediatr¡c manual therapy

Ped MT

Spinal manipulative therapy

SMT

pediatric*

child*

adolescent*

(pediatric*, child*, adolescent*)

(ped¡atr¡c*, child*, adolescent*)

(pediatr¡c*, child*, adolescent*)

(pediatric*, child*, adolescent*)

(pediatric*, child*, adolescent*)

(pediatric., child*, adolescent*)

(ped iatric*, child*, adolescent*)

(ped¡atrìc*, child*, adolescent*)

(pediatr¡c*, child*, adolescent*)

(pediatric*, child*, adolescent*)

AND

AND

AND

AND

AND

AND

AND

AND

AND

AND

AND

AND

AND
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had to include children under the age of 18 who were
treated with manual therapy (definitions and abbreviations
shown in Table 2) of any type from any health care profes-
sional for any condition.

Study selection, data extraction, & summary assessment
Two independent reviewers evaluated the studies identi-
fïed by the searches for potential inclusion in our study.
They applied the inclusion/exclusion criteria to the studies
identified by first screening the abstracts and then the full
text of any studies appearing to fulfill the inclusion cri-
teria. Any discrepancies as to whether or not to include a
study was resolved by a third independent evaluator. Data
extraction was conducted by an independent reviewer
using an a. príorí designed data extraction form with a sec-

ond reviewer validating the findings.
An overall result summary assessment was determined

for each study based on their results as either: "improve-
ment" (manual therapy appeared to be effective in the
intervention group), "no improvement" (manual therapy
did not appeâr to be effective in the intervention group),
or "no difference" (results appeared to be the same in the
intervention group as compared to a different interven-
tion, sham intervention or control group).

Quality assesiment-individual studies
The quality âssessment process was conducted by an in-
dependent reviewer and validated by a second randomly
assigned reviewer. Disagreements for each criterion were
settled through discussion with a third reviewer. Two

Table 2 Abbreviations and definìtions used for this study

different assessment tools were utilized to assess the
quality of the RCTs and observational studies included
in this review. The Cochrane Risk of Bias tool, consisting
of 7 domains, was used to âssess the risk of bias of the
RCTs [16]. The domains were:

o adequate sequence generation,
r allocation concealment,
e patient blinding,
. assessor blinding,
o addressing of incomplete data,
¡ selective outcome reporting, and
o other sources of bias.

The tool used to assess observational studies was the
same used to evaluate the observational study design [15].
This AHRQ tool consists of 9 domains:

¡ inclusion/exclusion criteria variances across groups
(cohort studies only),

¡ recruitment strategies for groups (cohort studies
only),

o appropriate, seiection of comparison groups (cohort
studies only),

o blinding outcome assessor to intervention,
¡ use of valid and reliable outcome tools,
r length offollow-up variances across study groups,
o missing important primary outcomes,
o missing harms or adverse events, and
. account of any confounding variables.
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SMT (Spinal Manipulative
Therapy)

Mobilization

OMT (Osteopathic

Manipulative Therapy)

CST (Cranial-Sacral Therapy)

CMT (Chiropractic
Manipulative Therapy)

VOMT (Visceral Osteopath¡c
Manipulation)

lnstrument-assisted
manipulation

MT (Manual Therapy)

A procedure involving an high velocity, low amplitude (HVLA) thrust beyond the passive range of motion into the
para-physiological space, but within the limits of anatomic integrity 17llpto, 1721p142-143, ll3l. lt is a bimanual motor
skill involving various levels of interlimb coordination and postural control combined with a t¡mely weight transfer and
is characterized by a HVLA thrust that typically resu¡ts in jo¡nt cavitation 1741.SMT ¡s highly adaptive and context-dependen¡
meaning the amount of force delivered to the patienl must take into account clinically relevant pathologies as well as
anthropomorphic differences between the doctor and patient [73]The safe delivery of SMf requires consideration with
respect to preload, speed of force production, peak amplitude of force delivered, duration of ¡mpulse/thrust delivered,
doctor posit¡on, patìent positioning, and line of drive (direction of thrust) [71 ,74).

A low.velocity, low amplitude (LVLA) oscillation procedure, within the active or passive ranges of motion [71]pl8,
1721otez.

lnvolves physical manipulation ofvarious tissues and parts of the body that includes soft tissue massage and stretch,
strain-counter-stra¡n, articulat¡on, high velocity thrust, gentle low amplitude mobilizations and neuromuscular
techniques [49]nt-2. 

'n 
some instances OMTis betterclassified as a mobilization [/1]p18.

A group of manual procedures directed to the sutures of the skull designed to enhance the functioning of
the membranes, tissues, fluids, and bones surrounding or associated with the brain and spinal cord. lt is postulated that
low-force pressure can influence the vitality of the Cranial Rhythmic lmpulse created by the flow of cerebrospinal fluid
as jt moves from the ventricles of the skull to the sacrum within the spinal cord [711p123-136.

Synonymous w¡th SMI but performed by a doctor of chiropractic.

A manual therapy directed to various organs of the body to aid in smooth muscle function,
influence somatic biomechanics and body fluid mechanics l4glp2s1-2s2.

The use of any number of different types of hand held instruments used to provide a manipulation-type force.

Any of the above.
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rùle omitted the following questions from the AHRQ
assessment for the following reasons. Questions 4
(Does the study fail to account for important variations
in the execution of the stucly from the proposed proto-
col?) and 12 (Any attempt to balance the allocation be-
tween the groups or match groups (e.g., through
stratification, matching, propensity scores)?) as these

were not relevant for our body of literature. Question 8

(ln cases of high loss to follow-up (or differential loss
to follow-up), was the impact assessed (e.g., through
sensitivity analysis or other adjustment method)?) as

our included studies did not have this level of statistical
analysis involved. And question 11 (Are results believ-
able taking study limitations into consideration?) as we
felt this question was too subjective lI5, I7l.

The study's overall quality score was then determined to
be: low quality study if the score was between 0 and

33.3%, medium quality, if the score was between 33.4 and

66.60/o, and high quality if the score was above 66.6%.

Quality assessment-overall conditions
We employed the same criteria to summarize the overall
strength of evidence for the studies by conditions to be

consistent with the UI( Update/Clar et al. report [10],
which used an adapted version from the US Preventive
Services Task Force. This report, along with Clar et al.

reports, summarized the overall strength/quality of evi-
dence as: "high-quality positive/negative", "medium-qual-
ity positive/negative", or "inconclusive evidence favorable/
non-favorable/unclear" [10]. The overall evidence grading
system used allows the evidence to be grouped into three
categories based upon its strength: high quality evidence,

moderate quality evidence, or inconclusive evidence. The
definitions of these three categories are listed below:

High quolity evidence
The evidence comes from at least 2 RCTs and is consid-

ered high quality due to low risk of bias. As a result, the
conclusion is unlikely to be affected by future studies.

Moderote quality evidence
The evidence comes from at least t high-quality RCT
(with sufficient statistical validity) OR at least 2

higher-qrrality RCTs (with some inconsistency) OR at
least 2 consistent lower-quality RCTs.

Low quolity (inconclusive) evidence

The available evidence is insuffrcient to determine effect-
ivenesñ. If all papers showed improvement they are clas-

sified as "Favorable". If all papers failed to show
improvement they are classified as "Unfavorable". If all
papers showed a mix of improvement, lack of improve-
ment, or no difference they are classified as "lJnclear",

Note that observational studies cânnot be rated higher
than "Inconclusive (unclear)", as observational studies
âre not designed to show effectiveness.

Results
Search results
As shown in Fig. 1, the initial database searches gener-
ated a total of 3563 records (2440 after deduplication).
Of which, 166 full articles were assessed in detail. One
hundred sixteen of the articles were excluded. Of the 50
included articles, 32 were RCTs and 18 were observa-
tional studies. Table 3 provides a summary of the studies
along with the details, sample sizes, quallry results of
the study and an overall summary. This table also com-
pares the overall summary from Clar et al.'s UI( Update
study [10]. These studies are then summarized by study
design (RCT and observational) in Table 4 and 5, re-
spectively, with the individual quality assessment criteria
outlined.

Overall, we found 23 studies that used OMT (7 of
which specifically used cranial therapies and 1 VOMT);
17 studies used CMT/SMT (including one using Toft-
ness technique, one using an upper cervical technique,
one using a neuroimpulse instrument, and one using
cranial therapy with CMT), l0 studies used mobiliza-
tions (1 also using CST).
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Table 3 Overall summary in comparison with the UK Update

Clinlcal condition

report

UK update (1) summary Studies in Intervention Citations
current rev¡ew

Quality Sample Results of study
size
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13

104
749

43

8ó

29

83

52

Gastrointestinal Conditions

Constipation

lnfantile Colic

lnfantile Colic

Pediatric dysfunctìonal voidlng

Pediatric nocturnal enuresis

SuboptÍmal infant breastfeeding

Musculoskeletal Conditions

Clubfoot

Cuboid Syndrome

Headache

Headache

Headache

Low Back Pain

Low back pain

Pulled (Nursemaid's) Elbow

Temporomandibular Jo¡nt
Dysfunction

Respiratory Conditlons

Asthma

Asthma

Obstructive apnea

otitìs Media

Not evaluated

I nconclusive/ favorable

lnconclusive/ favorable

Inconclusive/ favorable

lnconclusive/ favorable

Not evaluated

Not evaluated

Not evaluated

Not evaluated for pediatrjcs

Not evaluated for
pediatrics

Not evaluated for
pediatrics

Not evaluated

Not evaluated

Not evaluated

Not waluated for pediatrics

Tarsuslu,2009 tl8l

Miller,2012 [19]
Wlberg,2010 [201

Browning, 2008 [21]
olãfsdorrir, 2oa1 D21

Hayden, 2006 [23ì

Nemerr, 2008 [24]

van Poecke,2009 t25l

Miller, 2009 [26]
Vallone, 2004 [24

Nilgun, 201 1 [28]

Jennings,2005 [29]

Pzekop,2016 [301

Borusialç 2010 [31]

Evans,2018 [33]
Hayden .1, 2003 136l

Walston, 2016 l34l
Selhoßt,2015 [35]

Garcia-Mata, 2014l3Tl
Bek,2009 [38]

Monaco,2008 [39]

Guiney, 2005 [40]

Bronfort, 2001 t41l

Vandenplas, 2008 l4A

Steele, 2014 [43]
Wahl, 2008 l44l
Degenhard¡ 2006 l45l
Mills, 2003 [47]

Zf'ang,2004 146l

13 lmprovement

No difference

lmprovement
No improvement
No difference
No dìfference

lmprovement

lmprovement

lmprovement

lmprovement
lmprovement

lmprovement

lmprovement

lmprovement

No difference

lmprovement
lmprovement

lmprovement
No difference

lmprovement
lmprovement

lmprovement

lmprovement

No ìmprovement

lmprovement

lmprovement
No difference
lmprovement
lmprovement

lmprovement

Current study overall
summary

lnconclusive (unclear)

lnconclusive (unclear)

Inconclusive (favorable)

lnconclusive (favorable)

lnconclusive (unclear)

lnconclusive (favorable)

lnconclusive (favorable)

lnconclusive (unclear)

lnconclusive (unclear)

lnconclusive (unclear)

lnconclusive (unclear)

Moderate (favorable)

lnconclusive (unclea0

Moderate favorable)

lnconclusive (favorable)

lnconclusive (favorable)

lnconclusive (unclear)

lnconclusive (favorable)

lnconclusìve (favorable)

1 OBS

3 RCI
1 OBS

1 RCI

1 RCT

1 0BS

2 0BS

1 RCI

1 OBS

1 OBS

1 RCI

OMT

CÀ/T

OMT/CST

ON4T

cM-r

CMT/CST

MT

MT

OMT

MT

CMT

MT

OMT

OMT

CMT

OMT

OMT

Medium

High
Low
High
High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium
Low

28

21

33

114
25

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

High
Medium

Medium
Medium

Medium
Medium

Low

Medium

High

MedÌum

Medium
High
Medium
High

Medium

2

1 OBS CMT Marchand. 2009 l32l Low

1 RCI
1 0BS

1 0BS

1 RCI

2 RCT

1 RCT

185

54

MT

35

115

66

28

140

34

34

34
90

8
57

22

Not evaluated for pediatrics

Not evaluated for pediatrics

Not evaluated

lnconclusive/ unclear

1 RCI

1 RCI

1 RCT

3 RCI
'1 085
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Special Needs

ADHD

Autism

Cerebral Palsy

Preterm infants

Structural Conditions

Cranial asymmetry

lnconclusive/ uncle:r 4 RCT

Not evaluated 1 RCi

lnconclusive/ uncle¡r

Not evaluatec

Not evaluatec

lnconclusive/ uncle:r

Not evaluated

Not evaluated

Not evaluated

Not evaluated

Not evaluated

Not evaluated

Accorsl, 2014 [48]

Bramati{astellarian,
2016 [49]

Khorshid, 2006 [50]

wyan, 201 1 [51]
Duncan, 2008 l53l
Duncan, 2004 [52]

Raith,2015 [54]
Cenetelli, 20i5 l55l
Pizzoloruso, 2014156l
Cerretelli, 2A13 ß71

Cabrera-fulartos, 201 6

tssl

Lessard, 201 1 [59]

Phillippi, 2006 [60]

Byun,2016 16ll
Rowe. 20Ð6 [621

MorningsTar, 2004 163)
LanTz,2001 [64]

Hasler, 2C10 [65]

Haugen, 201 1 [66]

Saedr,21i7 167l

46 lmprovement

lmprovement

lmprovement

lmprovement

No improvement
lmprovement
lmprovement

No difference
lmprovement
lmprovement
lmprovement

lmprovement

lmprovement

lmprovement
No difference
lmprovement
No improvement

No improvement

1 RCT

1 OBS

i RCI

3 RCT

OMT

VOMT

CN4T

OMT

OMT/CST

MT/CST

OMT

OMT/CST

CMT

Stud es in lntervent¡on Citations
current revìew

Quality Sample Results of study
stze

Cunent study overall
summary

lnconclusive ifavorable)

lnconclusive iunclear)

lnconclusive ifavorable)

lnconclusive iunclear)

lnconclusive/rnclear for
general movement
Moderate (favorable)
length of stay and
hospital costs

lnconclusive ifavorable)

lnconclusive iunclear)

lnconclusive ifavorable)

lnconclusìve iunclear)

lnconcl usive
(unfavorable)

lnconcl usive
(unfavorable)

lnconclusive lunclear)

High

Medium

Low

High
High
Low

High

Medium

High

Medium
High
Low
Medium

High

Medium

High

28

49

14

142
55
50

High
High
High
Hìgh

30
695
'l 10

110

Postural Asymmetry

Scoliosis

Scoliosis

Tonicollìs

Upper cervical dysfunction

1 OBS

1 RCI

1 RCI
3 0BS

12

32

5

6
6
42

201 RCI

1RCl

1 085

OMT

MT

MT

32 No dlfference

307 lmprovement
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Parnell Prevost et al. BMC Complementary and Alternative Medicine (2019) 19:60

Pediatric clinicol cond¡t¡ons

1. Gastrointestinal/urinary conditions

Table 6 provides â summary of the 10 studies that inves-
tigated the clinical effects of manual therapy for condi-
tions categorized as "gastrointestinal/urinary conditions".
One of the studies investigated the use of manual therapy
for constipation [18], five for infantile colic [19-23], one
for children with dysfunctional voiding 1241, one for
pediatric nocturnal enuresis [25], and two studies for
suboptimal infant breastfeeding 126, 271,

1.1. Constipation

One study was found that investigated the use of
OMT for constipation [18].

Tarsuslu et al. conducted a medium qualiry inter-
rupted time-series with a comparison group that investi-
gated the potential effects of OMT on constipation in 13

children ages 2-16 with cerebral palsy. The children
were put into one of two groups with no description of
how this allocation happened. The first group received
OMT alone and the second group received OMT in
addition to medical treatment. Both groups showed sig-
nificant changes from all baseline measures at 3 months.
The baseline measures included defecation frequency,
gross motor function, and functional independence
measure. Group 1 showed significantly favorable changes
in defecation frequency and constipation scale at 6
months. Group 2 showed significantly favorable changes
from baseline measures at 6 months. The researchers
suggest advanced additional studies should be con-
ducted. There was no mention of adverse events made
in this study [18].

Overøll Summary:
Inconclusive (uncleør) for use of OMT in treøting

constipøtíon.

1.2.Infantile colic

Four of the five studies investigated the use of CMT in
treating infantile colic; three of these studies were high
quality RCTs [19, 2I,22) and one low quality retrospect-
ive investigation of the clinical records [20]. One
medium quality prospective RCT investigated the use of
OMT cranial therapy [23].

A high quality parent-blinded RCT authored by Miller
et al., showed favorable results in treating 104 colicþ in-
fants less than 8 weeks of age with CMT. This study had
two objectives; the first was to determine the efficacy in
treating colic with CMT and the second was to determine
if parental reporting bias contributes to the success of the
treatment. The infants were randomized into 3 groups:

infant treated-parent aware; infant treated-parent un-
aware; and infant not treated-parent unawâre. The out-
comes were determined by a decrease in crying time, as

assessed by a parent questionnaire and a 24 h crying diary.
The study found there was a greater decrease in crying
time in the infants treated with CMT, either parent aware
or unâware, compared to infants who were not treated,
concluding that parents did not appear to contribute to
the observed treatment effects in the study. Adverse event
was reported in one patient in the control (non-treatment)
group that reported increased crying [19].

'Wiberg et al. conducted a low quality interrupted time
series without a comparison group observational study
that looked at749 cli¡ical records of infants 0-3years of
age who fulfilled the study's definition of excessive cry-
ing. This study investigated if the outcome of excessively
crying infants treated with CMT was associated with or
partially associated with age in the natural decline in
crying with age in infants. The outcomes were deter-
mined by the parents recording crying in the infants as

"improved", "uncertain", or "non-recovery", These re-
searchers concluded that there was no apparent link be-
tween the clinical effect of chiropractic treatment and
improvement in the crying patterns. Limitation of the
study was that it was pragmatic, thus not standardized
on management or CMT technique. There was no men-
tion of adverse events in this study [20].

Browning and Miller conducted a high quality
parent-blind RCT involving 43 infants less than 8 weeks
of age that presented with infantile colic. The study ob-
jective was to compare two intervention groups in the
treatment of infantile colic, One intervention group re-
ceived CMT and the other occipital-sacral decompres-
sion. The outcomes were determined by the change in
mean daily hours of crying as recorded in a crying diary
by a parent. Although the mean hours of daily crying
were statistically significantly reduced in both study
groups, there were no statistically significant differences
between them. The researchers noted that although all
participants'symptoms improved prior to the normal re-
mission age of colic, the natural course of remission
could not be ruled out. There was no mention of adverse
events made in this study [21].

Olafsdottir et al. conducted the third high quality RCT
that set out to evaluate the effect of CMT on infantile
colic. This study included 86 colicþ infants (46 receiving
CMT, 40 in control group) at 3-9 weeks of age. The out-
come was determined by the parents recording the hours
of infant crying per 24 h period in a crying diary. The re-
sults showed no statistically significant improvement in
the infants in either group. There was no mention of ad-
verse events made in this study [22].

Another medium quality prospective, open-controlled
RCT that investigated the impact of cranial osteopathy

Page 7 of 38
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Table 4 Quality rating of randomized controlled trials

Author,/year
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High

Condition sample
size (n)

lnfantile Colic
(¡ = 104)

lnfantile Colic

þ =a3)

lnfanrile Côlic
(n = 28)

lnfãntile Colic
(n = 86)

ResLlts

SUMT¿P
Selection bias:

¿llocation
Performance
bias: blinding
of personnel

and participants

L envelopes
revealed to
treating provider
before
treatment, I of 3

9roups parents

knew infanrs
were being
treated

L blinding of
both parents

and patìents

providers not
blinded

L parents and
prov¡ders

blinded

Detectîon bias:

blind ng of
outcome
âssessment

U-PY two of
three groups
of parents

blinded to
trealment, datã
extractor
blìnded ro
teratmenl

L independent
obseruer
binded to
treatment

assesS0rs

unblirded

Attrition bias:

incomplete
outcome data

L all outcomes
reponed

Reporting bias:

select¡ve
reporting

Other bias:

anythÍn9 else,

ideally pre-
specifìed

lnteruention Selectionbìas:
random

Overall
quality
raÍÌng

GastroìnteslinaYUrinary

lvliller J, et al. 201 2 [1 9]

BrownlngM&Millerl,
2008 l2tl

HaydenC&MullingerB,
2006 t23l

Olafsdonir E er al. 2001 [22]

Musculoskeletal

Nemett D, et al. 2008 l24l

lmprorcrent ClvlT

No difÉrencê CN/T

lmpro\€Tent OMT/CST

lJo difËrence Cl\i1T

L computer
generated
permutated
blocks

L computer
generated

L random
number table

L sealed in
sequentially
numbered
opaque
envelopes

H not stated

U-PY rêndorn
table number
utilized but
not discussed

l- per protocol L all outcomes
aralysis
cônducted

reponed
U-PN'parent Hìgh
diagnosis",
selectìve
nature of dìary

H str¡ct
inclus¡on
criteria, small
study size,

inexperienced

L all outcomes
reported

H patienls ãnd H ou:come

iterns

U-PN small

H landomized' U-PY'sealed"
notdescr¡bed envelopes

U-PY sïated
"randomized
assigned'w1th
no fufther
description

H randomized
by travel anJ
ph)6¡cal abilities

H nothing
stated

H parents,
patlents,

th-"rapisls nor
blinded

L parents,
patients and
pedÌatrician

blinded

H patients and
provÌders nol
blinded

H on y prìmary

outcome
asses;or
blind:d

H outcome
assess0r not
blinded

U-PY pre-

established
analysls plan

not described

l- 2 withdrew
and not
included in
analysis

L intention to
treat analysis

H per protocol
analysÌs

ccnducted

L all oulcomes
reponed

L all outcomes
reported

L all outcomes
reported

L all expected
outcomes
reported,
secondary
outcome rot
inirially
evaluated
in control
group
per protocol

L all outcomes
reponed

l\4edìum
study size,

lack of
standardized
tre¿tment

U-PY small
sample size

High

L study
appears free
of other
sources of
bias

Medium

H pllot studl
only

H small
sample size,

clinical effec:
of sham,
obseruationel
bias

Medium

L study appears High
free of other
sources of b as

L ôutcome
455e5;Or

blind-.d

PediatricDysfunctional lmprorenent OMT
Voiding (n = 21)

Nìlgun B, et al. 2011 [28] ld¡opathic
Clubfoot (n = 29)

lrnprovernent l\,47

Borusiak P, et al.2010 [31] Cervicogenic HA (n = No diffu-ence MT
s2)

H nothing
slaled

H not
concealed

Low

L computer
generated

L sequentially
numbered
identical
opaque
envelopes

L computerized L sealed in
dynamic sequentiâlly
alloc¿tlon numbered

H per protocol
analysis
conducted

L all outcomes
reported

Subacute and
Chron¡c LBP

(¡ = 185)

L outcome
assessor

L all outcomes
reported

L all outcomes
reported
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Author,/year Condition sample
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bias: blinding
of personnel
and participants

Garcia-MataS& Pulled Elbow
Hidalgo-Ovejero A, 2014 l3A Ø = 115)

Bek B, et al. 2009 [38] Pulled Elbow
(¡ = 66)

Monaco A, et al. 2008 [39]

H not
described

H outcome
assessors not
blinded

L study appear Medium
to be free of
other sources of
bîas

L study appear Med¡um
to be free of
other sources o
bias

L study appears Medium
free of other
source of bias

U-PN small
study sÌze

Low

SelhorstM&SelhorstB,
201 5 [3s]

Respiratory

Guiney P, et al. 2005 [40]

Mechanical LBP
(n = 3s)

Non-Specifc
Temporomandibular
Disorder (n = 28)

No difference f/lT

lmprovement MT

lmprovement IVT

lmprovement OMT

(rank-order

minization)
system

H not
described

opaque
envelopes

H not
described

H not
described

L all outcomes
patient self-
report blinded

H per protocol
anaylsis
conducted

L all outcomes
reponed

H not
described

H not
described

L outcome
assessorS

blinded

Overall
qualîty
rating

l\4edium

Selection bias:

allocatlon
Performance

U-PY blìnding of
patlents, exercise
lherapist, no
blinding of
manual
lherapist

H parents,
patlents,

lherapists not
blinded

H no blinding

Detection bias:

blinding of
outcome
assessment

Attrition bias:

ìncomplete
outcome data

Reporting bias:

selective
report¡ng

Other bias:

anything else,

ideally pre-
specifìed

U-PN unequal
distr¡bution of
rìsk factors in
treatment group

H nol
described

H outcome
assessors not
blinded

L all expected
outcomes
repor[ed

L intenl¡on to
treat analysis

H follow up of
part¡c¡pants

were not
discussed

L all outcomes
reponed

L all outcomes
reponed

U-PN sample
response for
each outcome
not provided

H not
described

H not
descrÌbed

H pat¡ents and
providers not
blinded

H outcome
assessor not
blinded

Asthma (n ='140) lmprovement ON¡T U-PY not well
described
"r¿ndom¡zation

based on a 2:1

ralio'

L computer
generated

H not
described

L sealed in
opaque
envelopes

H not
descrìbed

U-PY

randomized
tables
generated
wìth unique
number
assignment

L2 by2
factorial
design

H outcome
assessor not
blìnded

L outcome
as5e550r

blinded

L all pat¡ents

¿ccounted for

L all pat¡en1s

accounted for

H per protocol
analysis, 6
participants
dropped out
and not
included in
analysis

L ¿ll patients
accounled for

L all patients
accounted for

L all outcomes
reported

L all outcomes
reported

L all outcomes
reponed

L all outcomes
reponed

L all outcomes
reported

H provider not
blinded

L blindÌng of both
parents and
palìents

L pat¡enls blinded

H providers not
blinded, parents

blinded but ln
treatment room

L study appears
free of other
sources ôf bias

L study appears High
free of other
sources of bias

U-PN small study Med¡um
size, imbaìance
in sizes of
control to study

H small sample Medium
size, pilot study

BronfonGetal.200T [41] Asrhma(n=34) No CN/T
ir¡provement

lmprovement ON/lTVandenplas YDE, et al. Obslructive Apnea
(n = 34)2008 l42l

Steele D, et â]'2014 l43l Otiris Med¡a (n = 34) lrnprovemenr OMT L study used
"Research

Randomlzer"

L randomrzat¡on

in blockes of 8
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providersblinded assessor
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H parents and
provìder not
blinded

U -PY patienB/
pðrents/provilers
not blinded but
were blinded as to
outcomes

Overall
quality
rating

Detection bias: Altrition biês:

bllnding of
outcome
aSSesSment

ìncomplet-"
outcome data

Reporting b as:

selective
reporting

L all outcones
reponed

Other bias:

anything else,

ideally pre-

specified

L computer
generated

L permuted
blmk atio 1l
usirg R satistical
progam

L randomized
using block
design with
block size 6

L randomized
using block
desì9n with
block size 10

L computer
generated
permuted
block

L compuÌer
generated
permuted
block

L independenl
nurse
monitored
and disclosed
by phone

U- PN

allocation
was
concealed
but not
described

L sequentially

L outcome
asSessor

blinded

L outcome
455e55015

blinded

H outcome
assessors not
blinded

L outcome
a55e550rs

blinded

H outcome
ass,ass0rs not
discussed

H p,er protocol
analysis,'19
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and not
included Ìn
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L all patients
accounted for

U-FN
enrollment
number not
dlscussed

L all patients

¿cmunted for

H per protocol
analysis
conducted

H per protocol
anâlysis
conducted

L a'l patienls
¿ccounted for

L study appeaß High
free of other
sources of bias

U -PN adveEe U-PN sample
events were sÎze not
beingcollected justified
but not reported

High

H not described H not
described

L telephone L allocation
based provided by
randomization independent
by ìndependent statisticlan at
stãlistician at remote site
remote Site

H patients and
providers not
blinded

L all outcor,es
reported

U-PN sample Low

Cerebral Palsy
(¡ = 142)

H parents and
patients not
blinded

justified

L all outcor,es U-PN sample
reponed size not

justified

size not

L study appears High
free of other
sources of bias

L study appears
free of other
sources of bias

L study appears
free of other
sources of bi¿s

L study appears High
free of other
sources of bias

Duncân B, er al. 2008 [53] lmprovem:nt OMT L draw
technique
using
stratification

Duncan B, et al. 2004 [52] Cerebnl Palsy (n =50) lmproyem3nt OMT H not
descrìbed

H not
described

L blindlng of H parents, patienß, L outcome
concealment providers not assessor

blincied blinded

H not descriL,ed

L all outcomes
reponed

Raìth W, et al. 2016 [54] Prematurity (n = 30) No differ:nce OIVT/CST L parents and
providers blinded

L all outcomes
reported

L all outcomes
reported

L outcome
as5e550rs

blinded

L NICU staff
blinded

Low

Hlgh
sealed
opaque
envelopes

L performed în U-PN provid€rs

coordinating notblinded
H per protocol
analysis
performed

L all outcomes
reported

Cenitellì F, et a|.2015 [55] Prer¡aruriry (n =695) lmpro'/em3nt ON/T/CST

Pizolorusso G, et al.

20r 4 [56]

Prematurity (rr = 110) lmproyenEnt OMT/CST

center

L råndÕrnized
by lT

consultant

L random
allocatìon by
independent
consultant

U-PN provid€rs

not blinded
L outcome
aSsessors

blìnded

L all patients L all outcornes
accounted for reponed

L study appears
free of other

High

sources of bias

L study appears High
free of other
sources of bias

H parents, pãtients, L outcome
provlders nol assessor

blinded blinded

H per protocol
analysis
conducted

L all outcomes
reported
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Author/year
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Condit¡on sample Results lnteruentÌon Selection bias:
stze tt) sur¡mary random

Selection bias;

alloc¿tÌon
Performance
bias: blinding
of personnel
and parlicipants

H patients and
providers not
blinded

L parents, patients,
provider blinded

Detection bias:

blinding of
oulcome
assessment

Attrit¡on bias:

incomplet-"
outcome data

bias:

reportìng

L all outcomes
reported

L all outcomes
reported

L all outcomes
reported

L all outcomes
reported

H not all
outcomeS
reported

Other bias:

ãnything else,

ideally pre-
specifìed

Reporting
selective

Overall
quality
rating

Structural

Cabrera-Martos l, et ¿1.

201 6 [s8]
Cranial Asymmetry
(nonsynostotic
plagiocephaly)
(¡ =46)

Postural Asyrnmetry
(n =32)

lmDrovement Ml/( \l

lmprovement OMT/CST

No OMT
improvement

No difference CMT

L randomized
number
generator Ìn

blocks of 4

L block
randomization

L block
randomization

L computer
generated

L sealed
envelope

L s-"aled in
sequentially
numbered
envelopes

U-PY

consealed
envelopes

L independent
personnel
provided

allocat¡on
asslgnent
via mail

U-PY selaed
envelope

L all outcomes
accounted for

L all outcomes
accounted for

L all outcomes
accounted for

L all outcomes
accounted for

U-PN pat¡ent
descriptìon and
ênrollment
not discussed

L study appears H¡gh
free of other
sources of bias

L study appears High
free of other
sources of bias

U-PN small
sample size

U-PN small
sample size

U-PN sample l\4edium
size not
justifìed

L outcome
assessors

blinded

Philippi H, et al. 2006 [60]

Hasler C, et al. 2010 [65] Scoliosis (n = 20)

Rowe DE, et al. 2006 [62] Scoliosls (n = 6)

L outcome
assessor

blinded

H patlents and
provider not
blinded

L patients and
provider blìnded

U-PN pât¡ents

blinded, providers
not blinded

L outcome
aSSessor

blinded

L outcome
assessorS

blinded

L outcome
âSSeSSOr

blinded

l-1i9h

High

Haugen E, el al. 201 1 [66] Tort¡collìs (n = 32) No difference MT H not
described

Legend: H-High risk of bias; L-Low risk of bias; NA-Not
lnteryentions: CMf Chiropract¡c Mân¡pulative Therapy,

applicable; U-Unclear; PN-Probably No (high risk of bias); PY-Probably yes (low risk of b¡as).
Csf Crãniosacral Therap¡ Mf Manual Therap¡ OMf Osteopðth¡c Manipulative Therapy.
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Table 5 Quality rating of observational studies

Author/year Condltion sample
size (n)

Interuenticn lnclude/ RecruÌtment Comparison Elinded
exclude strategy selection outcome

assesso(s)

Study
design type

Gastrointestinal,/Urinary

T¿rsuslu T. et lnterrupted
al. 2009 11 8l time series

(with

comparison
group)

Wìberg K & lnterupted
Wiberg J, tirne serìes
2010 l20l (wilhout a

comparison
group)

van Poecke A
& Cunliffe C,

2009 l2sl

Resuh

5Ummary
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No
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þ
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LowNo

Valid, relìable
measures

Length of
follow-up

Missing
outcomes

L all
outcomes
discussed

L all
outcomes
discussed

L all
0utcomes
discussed

L all
Õutcomes
discussed

L all
outcomes
discussed

L all
outcomes
discussed

Vlissing l\ilissingconfounding
harms,/ variables

¡dverse
:vents

Overall
quãl¡ty

rating

Medium

Medium

MedÌum

Low

l\4edium

Medium

Constipâtion
and Cerebral
Palsy (n = 13)

lnfanlile colic
(¡ =749)

No cifferenc: OIVIT

cvtT
improverìert

lmprovemert CN4T

lmprovemert CN¡T

lmprovemert MT

lmprovernert ON/T

lmprovement CIV1T

L does H not
not vary described

NA NA

NA NA

NA NA

NA

NA NA

NA NA

H not
described

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

H nol
blinded

H nol
blinded

H not
blinded

H not
blinded

H not
blinded

H nol
blinded

H nol
blinded

H not
blinded

U-PN property L consistent
meaSurements
not fully
evaluated for
children

U-PN property H not
measurements dlscussed
not fully
evaluated for
children

U-P\ property L consistent
measurements
not fully
evaluated for
children

U-P\ property H not
measurernents d¡scussed
not fully
evaluated for
children

U-P\ propeny H not
measurements discussed
not fully
evaluated for
chîldren

U-P\ property U-PY not
measurements differentbut
not fully not specifìed
evaluated for
children

U-P\ property L consistent
measuremenls
not fully
evaluated for
children

U-PN property H not
measurements discussed
not fully
eva uated for
children

H

¡dverse
:vents
not
report€d

H

:dverse

-3vents
not
repoft€d

H

¡dverse
3Vent5

not
repoft€d

U-PN diet¿ry

tlPN æintemtim
mi$irg

Before-after Nocturnal
Enuresis
(¡ = 33)

L all

outcomes
discussed

U-PN

different
outcomes
for
participants reported

U- PN dietary

L adverse L confounding
êvents variables
report€d accounted for

Miller J, et al.

2009 126l

Vallone 5,

2404 pA

Before-after Suboptimal
lnfant
Breastfeedìng

v¡-rral

Eeforeafter Suboptimal
lnfant
Breaslfeeding
(n = 25)

Cuboid
Syndrome
(n =2)

Chron¡c
tension-lype
headache
(,1 = 83)

Benign infant
headache

lmprovemert CIV1T/C5T NA NA H

:dverse
events
not

H no confounding
variables included

U-PN varlabies thet
may inffuence
outcome discussej
but no adjufmerf
to outcome taken
into account

L confounding
vari¿bles
accounted for

H medication
not accounted
for

Musculoskeletal

.lennìngs J & Interrupred
Davies G, 2005 tirne serles

129) (without
comparison
group)

Przekop P, et Eeforê-after
al. 2016 [30]

lMarchandA, Before-after
et al. 2009 [32]

NA H

adverse
eventS
not
reponed

H

adverse
events
not
fepofted

H

adverse
events
not
reponed

Low

(n = 13)
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Table 5 Quality rating of observational studies (Continued)

Author/year Study Condition sample Result
design type size (n) summary

lnteruention lnclude/ Recruitment Comparison Blinded
exclude strategy selection outcome

assesso(s)

NA NA

NA NA

NA NA

H nol
blinded

L all

outcomes
dìscussed

Overall
quality
rating

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

lvledium

Medium

Medium

Valid, reliable Length of
measures follow-up

U-PN property H not
measureTnents consistent
not fully
ev¿luated for
children

U-PN properry L consislent
meaSurements
not fully
evaluâted for
children

U-PN propeny
meaSurements
not fully
evaluated for
children

U-PN property
meaSurements
not fully
evaluated for
children

L consistent

L adverse U-PN informatîon
events notconsisÌently
reponed collected

Missing confounding
variables

U-PY retrospecrive
data, information
nof consistentv
collected

U-PN natural course
of Olvl diagnosis,
differences in AOM
and OM, dietary
considerat¡ons

H swenl confounding
\ar¿ibles miss¡ng

Missing
outcomes

MissÌng
harrns,/
adverse
events
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not

Walslon Z &
Yake D, 20i6
t34l

Interrupted
time series
(withoul
comparison)

Hayden J, Before-after
et al. 2003 136l

Mechanlcal
Low Back Pain

lmprovement IVT

Mechanlcal Low lmprovement CIVIT

Back Paln (n = 54)

NA

NA

NA

H nol
blinded

H

adverse
events

U-PN property L follow up
measurements consistent
not fully
evaluated for
children

U-PN not
all cases

collected

L all
outcomes
discussed

H not discussed L all
outcomes
discussed

L all
outcomes
discussed

L all
outcomes
discussed

L all
outcomes
discussed

H length of L all
follow-up slmilar outcomes
but some discussed
pat¡ents had
received prior

U-PY not all
confounding variables
known

reponed

H U-PN natural course
adverse
events
not

H H confounding
adverse variables not
evenls accounted for, no
not ment¡on of natural
discussed course

Resp¡ratory

Degenhardt B

& Kuchera N¡,

2cf5l4sl

Zhang JQ &
Snyder BJ,

2004 146l

Special Needs

Bramati-
Castellarin l,

d aL æ16 4q

Structural

Lessard S,

daLæ11 5q

Before-after Otitismedia
(n =8)

Before-after Otitismedia
(¡ =22)

lnlerrupted Autism (n =49)
t¡me series
(w¡rhout
compar¡son)

lmprovement CMT

lmprovement OIVT/CST NA NA NA

NA

H not
blinded

reported

H

adverse
events
not
reponed

L adverse
evenls
reporred

H not
blinded

Before-after Cranial asymmetry lmprovement OMT
(nonsynostotic
plagiocephaly)
(n = t2)

lmprovement VOlvlT NA NA

NA NA

NA NA

NA NA

NA L blinded U-PN property L follow-up
measuremenls cons¡stent

H not
blinded

not fully
evaluated for
children

L Cobb angle L follow-up
consistenl

NA L Cobb angle

H not
blinded

H nol
blinded

H

adverse
events
not

Byun
Han
2016

Before-after Scolîosis (n =5) lmprovement CIVIT

l\ilornirqsÞr N¡, Before-after Scolîosis (n = 6) lrnprovement CMT
et ¿1. 2004 [ó3]

NA5&
D,

t61l

H

adverse
eventS
not
reported

H confounding
vêriables noÌ
accounted for, no
ment¡on of natural
course

Low
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Tabfe 5 Quality rating of observational studies (Continued)

Author/year Study
design type

Lantz C &
Chen J,

2001 [64]

Beforeafter Scolios¡s (n =42) No CVIT

¡mpro\€ment

Intervent¡on lncludey' Recruitment Comparison Bl¡nded Val¡d, reliable Length of
exclude strategy selection outcome measLres follow-up

assesso(s)

Condition sample
s¡ze (n)

Result
5Ummary
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NA

Miss¡ng
outcomes

treatment

L blinded L Cobb angle H follovr'up not L all
cons¡stent outcomes

discussed

L all
outcomes
discussed

H H confound¡ng Med¡um
adverse variables m¡ssing, ntr
events ment¡on of natural
not course
reponed

L adverse U-PY not all High
events confoundingvariades
discussed known

À/issing
harms/
adverse
events

lVlissing confounding
variables

Overall
quality
rating

NA NA

NA NASaedt E,

et at æ18 [67]

lmprovement MT NA L blinded U-PN property L follow-up
measLrements consistent
not fully
e'¡aluated for
children

Legend: H-High risk of bias; L-Low risk of bias; NA-Not applicable; U-Unclear PlüProbably No (high risk of bias); PY-Probably Yes (low r¡sk of b¡as)
lntervent¡ons: CMf Ch¡ropråct¡c Man¡pulative Therapy, Csf Craniosãcral Therapy, Mf Manual Thempy, OMf Osteopathk Manipulatire Therapy

Beforeafter Uppercervical
dysfunction
(¡ = 307)
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Table 6 Data extract¡on for the gastrointestinal,/u rlnary studies

Investi gate potential effects
of osteopathic treatment on
constipation ln chìldren with
cerebral palsy.

Condition Author/year Study objective Study desìgn
Sample sìze

lnterventìon

lntenupted Tlme Children wirh CP, ages
Series (with 2-16, w¡rh constiparìon
comparison group)
n = 13

O[,1ï

Primary/ main outcome(s) Main results/ conclusions Adverse eventsPatient description/
condition
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Constlpation Tarsuslu T, et al.

2009 tt Sl

lnfantile Colic Miller JE,

et al. 2012 [19]
lnfants < I weeks,

diagnosed with colic

Defecation frequenry, gross
motor function classification
system, Modified Ashworth
scale, functional independence
measure for children,
conSt¡pation assessment
scale, visual analog scale

Decreased crying (as assessed
by parent questionnâire and
24 h crying dìary)

Both groups showed
significant changes
from all baseline
measures at 3 mos.

'1. Greater decrease in
crying in colicky infants
treated w¡th CMT
compared to infants
who were not treated.
2. Unlikely that observed
treatment effect is due
to bìas on part of
report¡ng parent.

No apparent link
between clinical effect
of chiropractic treatment
and a natural crylng
pattern was found,
Slightly older age was
found to be linked to
crying infants with
clinical ìmprovement

Mean hours of crying
were signiflcantly
reduced in both
groups. Both treatments
appear to offer benefits
to infants with cÕl¡c.

There was no difference
belween two treatment
approaches.

No difference between
groups wìth eìther
outcome.

No between group
comparisons done.
While both groups,
demonstrated
decreases,

only the OMT/CST

There was no
menl¡on of adverse
events made in this
study.

One patient ln the
control group noted
ìncreased crying.

There was no
mention of adverse
events made in this
study.

There was no
mention of adverse
events made ìn this
study.

There was no
mention of adverse
events made in this
study,

There was no
mention of ¿dverse
events made in thìs
study.

Two-fold: 1. Determine efficacy RCT

of chiropractic manipulation n =1O4
therapy for infants wìth colic; CMT
and
2. Parental report¡ng bias.

lnvesligate if the outcome of
excessively crying infants
treated with chiropractic
manipulation is associated
with age.

Interrupted Time Healthy, thriving infants, Parent report of cryìng:
Series (without ages 0-3 months, who classìfìed as "improved",
comparison group) fit diagnostic criteria of "uncertain recovery", "non
n =749 infantìle colic recovered'
CMT

Wberg K &
Wiberg J,2010 t20l

Browning M &
Miller J, 2008 [2i]

Olafsdottir E,

et al. 2001 [22]

Hayden C &
Mullinger B,

2006 t23l

To compare chìropractic
manual therapy and
occlpìtal-sacral decompression
in rhe treatment of infant collc.

lnfants<Sweeks,who
cried more than 3 h a
day for at least 4 of
the previous 7 days

Change in group mean
daily hours of crying
(recorded in crying dlary)

RCI
n =43
cl\47

To evaluate chiropractic
spinal manlpulation
management on infantile
colic.

To determine the impact of
cranial osteopathy on
infantile colic.

RCI
n =86
CMT

RCT

n =28
OMT/CST

lnfants ages 3*9 weeks,
diagnosed with ìnfântile
colic

lnfants 1-12week, with
signs of infantlle colic
that included; 90 min/
24 h. of inconsolable
crying on 5 out of
7 days and addìtional

241, diary of infant's
crying (crying d¡ary)
completed by parent;
Parent report of effect
after last vìsit (8-1 4 days
later)

Parents record of time
spent crying and
sleeping in a 24-h diary
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Conditlon Author/year Study objecrìve

Table 6 Data extraction for the gastrointestinal/urinty studies (Continued)

Study design
Sample size
lnlerventlon

Pediatrìc Nemett D, et al.

dysfunctional 2008 t24l
voiding

To determìne whether
manual physical therêÊ,y-
osteopathic approach added
to standard treatmen.
improves dysfunction:
voiding more effeciv:y
than standard treatment
alone.

To determine the effect of
chiropractic manìpulative
therapy on ìnfants who had
difficulty breastfeedin3.

To investigate problerrs
interfering with succes;ful
breastfeeding and io s:e if
proper lactation
management can ilc-ease
the bonding experierce,

Patient descriptìon/
condition

cllnical signs surh as

borborygmi. knees
drawn up to clres¡ fìsts
clenched, backward
bending of heal or
trunk

Children ages 4-1 1,

diagnosed with
dysfunctional voiding
and symptoms of
daytime incontinence
and or vesicour=teral
reflux

lmproved dysfunctional
voiding symptoms;
f . improved or resolved
vesicoureteral reflux
2. elimination of post-void
urÌne'esìduals

Pr¡mary/ main oulcome(s) Main results/ conduslons Adverse events

group had sì9nifìcant
reduclion for time
spent crying and
sleeping.
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RCT

n =21
OMT

Results suggest thrt
manual physical
therapy-osteopathic
approach treatment
can improve short-term
outcomes in child-en
with dysfunctional
voiding, beyond
improvements observed
with standard treåtments.

66.6Y0 resolutìon rate
within 1 year, indication
for possible effectiveness
of chiropractic treatment
(Neuroimpulse ins-rument)
in patienls with prìmary
nocturnal enuresis-

Exclusively of breastfeeding No negative side
was accomplishedin 71a/o. effects were

reported.

> 80% of infants experienced There was no
improvement in latch and mention of âdverse
ability to breastfeed. events made in this

study.

There was no
menl¡on of adverse
events made in this
study.

There was no
mentìon of adverse
events made in thìs
study.

Noctu rnal

Enuresis

Suboptimal Miller.J, et al.

ìnfant 2009 126l
breastfeeding

Vallone 5,

7004 l27l

van Poecke A & To evaluate the effect of
Cunliffe C, 2009 [25] ch¡ropractic treatment on

the wet night fr3quency of
pat¡ents with noctLrn¿
enuresis.

Before-After
n =33
CMT

Before-After
n =114
C.\47

Befor+'After
n =25
C\4TICST

Children ages 3-18,
diagnosis of
nocturnal enuresis

lnfants ages 2 days -
1 2 weeks diagnrsed
by medical provider
with feedlng d¡Ji culties

lnfants ages 5 days -
12 week, referred by
other healthcare
providers as having
diff iculty breasttèed in g

Diary Õf wet night
frequency, diurnal
urinarr' output

Mother's report of
excluslvity of
breastfeeding, ratÌng
of improving and
infant weight gain

lmprovement in

abiliry ro latch and
ability to breastfeed
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Parnell Prevost et al. BMC Complementary and Alternative Medicine (2019) 19:60

on infantile colic in 28 infants was conducted by Hayden
et al. These researchers found a reduction in crying
times (63%), improved sleeping (11%), and a need for
less parental attention. Due to the favorable findings of
this stud¡ the researchers suggested that a larger scale

study is warranted. There was no mention of adverse

events made in this study [23].
Overall Summary:
Inconclusive (uncleør) for CMT ín treøting infantile

colic.

Inconclusíve (føvorøble) for OMT/CST in treøting
infantíle colic.

1.3. Pediatric dysfunctional voiding

A medium quality RCT sought to determine whether
OMT in addition to standard treatment improved dysfunc-

tional voiding in 21 children diagnosed with pediatric dys-

functional voiding. Improvements in short-term outcomes

in children with dysfunctional voiding were reported be-

yond improvements observed with standard treatment. No
mention of adverse events were reported in this study [24].

Overøll Summøry:
Inconclusive (favorøble) evidence for use of OMT plus

standard treatment to improve dysfunctional voiding.

excessive suck (grade 4) as objectively determined wtu, a

suck grading chart. The results of this study showed fa-

vorable improvement in all the infants after four treat-
ments (78o/o were able to exclusively breastfeed).

Outcomes included the mothert report of improved
weight gain and a specific list of historical data and clin-
ical examination findings including improvements in
suck reflex grading. No negative side effects were re-
ported [26].

A low quality before-after case series of 25 infants with
SIB set out to determine if proper lactation might increase

the bonding experience between mother and infant follow-
ing CMT/CST. This study reported improvement in the
ability to latch after the infants received CMT (which in-
cluded craniosacral treatment). The study's authors posited

CMT/CST in the earþ stages of neurological imprinting
appear to safely and effectiveþ address the craniocervical
dysfunction and help restore natural efficient sucking pat-
terns for infants who are unable to latch. There was no
mention of adverse events made in this study [27].

Overøll Summøry:
Inconclusíve (føvorøble) evídence for use of CMT/CST

for children with SïB..

2. Musculoskeletal conditions

Table 7 summaries the 12 studies that investigated the
clinical effects of manual therapy for conditions catego-
rized as "musculoskeletal conditions". One of these in-
vestigated the use of manual therapy on clubfoot [28]
and one on cuboid syndrome [29]. Three of these studies
investigated the use of manual therapy for headaches

[30-32], four for low back pain [33-36], two investigated
pulled elbow 137, 38), and one study for temporoman-
dibular (TMD) dystunction [39].

2.1.Clubfoot

One study was found that investigated the use of MT
on patients with clubfoot [28].

A low quality RCT conducted by Nilgun et al. investi-
gated the effectiveness of intensive physical therapy (in-
cluding mobilization technique) as an adjunct to Ponseti
technique in 29 children (average age L5-I2 months) with
idiopathic clubfoot. Using the Dimeglio classification sys-

tem they reported a statistically significant improvement
in the group that received both MT and the Ponseti tech-
nique combined. The study group received the interven-
tion once per da¡ 5 days a week for I month. There is no
mention of adverse events made in this study [28].

Overøll Summøry:
Inconclusive (favorable) evidence þr the use of MT

combined wíth Ponseti technique in children with
clubfoot.
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1.4. Pediatric nocturnal enuresis

A medium quality before-after retrospective record
review of 33 consecutive patients over a three-year
period found somewhat favorable results using CMI
specifically utilizing the Neuroimpulse protocol. The
children were between the ages 3-18 with primary
nocturnal enuresis. The frequency of wet nights was

abstracted from the records at 3, 6, 9 and 12 months
after the commencement of treâtment. The records
found 22 patients showed complete resolution of pri-
mâry nocturnal enuresis during the 12 months after
commencement of chiropractic care. The resolution
rate was 66.6% within l year with the mean number
of treatments in the responder's group being 2.05 +

1.33. There was no mention of adverse events made
in this study [25].

Overøll Summary:
Inconclusive (anclear) evidence for use of CMT to im-

prove nocturnøl enuresis.

l.S.Suboptimal infant breastfeeding (SIB)

Two case series with pre and post measurements in-
vestigated the use of CMT on infants with SIB Í26,271.

A medium quality before-after case series investigated
the effect of CMT on 114 infants with SIB, 112 classified
with an ineffective suck (grades 0-2) and 2 having
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Condition Author/ year Study objective

Clubfoot

Study design
sample size
intervention

Patient description/
condition

Primary/main outcome(s)

lmprovements in pass¡ve

ranges of motion for
plantar flexion, inversion,
eversicn, rear foot varus
angle and forefoot
adduction angle and
decrease in Dimeglio
Score

Vlsual Analcg Scale:

Pre- and post-treatmenl

5 main effects: headache
frequerrry, pa¡n intensity,
general health, pain
restriction and number
of tender po¡nts

Mâinresults/conclusions Adverseevents
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Cuboìd Syndrome

Headache

Nilgun B,

et al. 201'l [28]

Jennings .J

& Davìes D,

20as 291

Przekop P,

et al. 2016

t30l

RCI
n =29
MT

lntenupted
Tìme Series
(v¿ith

comparison
group)

Before-After
n =83
OMT

RCT

n=52

Children ages 3 anc
urder, Dineglio Score
of 17 or under with
id¡opathic clubfoot

7 patients âge range
15-36 (2 pedìatric
patients can be
isolated), rvlth cuboid
syndrome

Children ages 13-'18,
dÌagnosec with CTTH

Treatment procured a

statistically significant
improvement; in
ranges of mo:ion,
Dimeglio Score and
decrease of rear foct
varus angle ir the
study group.

All patients had
substantìal resÕlution
of symptoms following
cuboid manipulation.

Both approacres
showed significant
improvement5 across

all 5 main effects
outcomes, but
multimodâl
lreatments
produced more
favorable results in
headache frequenc¡
general health, and
number of tender
po¡nts.

No difference ìn any
outcome measure
between placebo
and cervical spine
manipulation.

There is no mention
of adverse events
made in tlis study.

There ls no mention
of adverse events
made in tl-is study.

There is nc, mentìon
of adverse events
made in tl'is study.

No serious ¡r moderate
adverse events were
noted. Minor adverse
events occurred in both
groups that included;
hot skin in l5 pat¡ents
(treatment Jfoup 6,
placebo 9), diziness
in '11 patients (treatment
group 7, placebo 4),

There was reported
transitory increase in
headache inlensity and
frequency being
reported for up to
4 days (treatment
group g placebo 6).

To determine efficæy of
physical therapy, in:luding
manual mobilizatior. as

adjunct to Ponseti .echnique
in idiopathic clubfæt.

Describe the examin3tion
and treatment of the
cuboid syndrome foilowing
lateral ankle s¡rain.

Evaluate and .ompâ-e
a multimodal wlth
pharmacologic
treâlment for the
prevention of chroni:
tension type heala¡res
(CTTH) in adolesceng.

Borusiak P, To investigate the
et a|.2010 t31l efficacy ofspinal

manipulative therapy
in adolescents w th
recurrent headache.

Adolescents ages Assessment of; percentage
7-15, witl- cervicogenic of days with headache, total
headache duration oi headache, days

w¡th school absence due
to headache, consumption
of analgesìcs, and intensity
of headache
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Table 7 Data extraction for the musculoskeletal studies lConûnued)

Condition Author/ year Study objective
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Study deslgn
sample size
intervention

Patient description/
condition

Primary/maìn outcome(s)

Reduction in behavioral
findings recorded verbatim
by parents such as; grabbing
holding face, lneffective
latching, grimacing and
positional discomfort, rapping
head against floor, photophobia,
and anorexia.

Primary outcome - self-reported
level of low back pain (1 1 box
numerical rating scale), Secondary
outcomes - patienl-rated disability
('l I item Roland-Morr¡s Disability
questionnaire), quality of lìfe (23

item PedsQL), improvement
(9-point scale), frequency of
medication use for low back
pain (days/week), pat¡ent
satisfaction w¡th care
(7-point scale)

Pain measured on numerical
pain râtìng scale and disability
(Oswestry) for each pat¡ent

Patient Specìfic Functìonal Scale,
paìn (1 1-point Numerical Pain
Rating Scale), and Global
Rating of Chance scales

Subjective assessment of
improvement on a s-poìnt
ratìng scale (Pediatric Visual

Mainresults/conclusions Adverseevents
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Low Back Pain

Marchand A,

er al. 2009 [32]

Evans R, et al.

201 8 t33l

Walston Z &
Yake D,2016
t34l

Selhorst M &
Selhorst B,

2015 t3sl

To conduct a retrospectìve
file search of infunts
presenting wlth probable
benign inñntile headache
at a chiropractic teaching
clinic.

To compare 12week
of chiropractic
manipulative therapy
combined with exerc¡se
therapy to exercìse
therapy alone ìn the
treatment of chronic
lower back pain ln
children.

To illustrâte the feasibility
and safety of lumbar
manipulation as an
adjunct to exercise for
treatment of adolescent
population wìth
mechanical low back
pain.

To assess efficary of
lumbar manipulation
in addit¡on to a 4-week
physical therapy exercise
pfogram.

Children ages 2 days -
8.5 months, with
benign infant
headache

Children ages'12-18,
with chronic lower
back pain

Adolescents ages
'13-15, with
mechanical low
back pain

Adolescents ages
13-17, with
mechanical low
back pain of
< 90 days

Children ages
4-18, w¡th acute
mechanical low

All 13 consecutive
cases had favorable
results based on
parent report of
outcomes.

Chi ropractic manipulative
therapy plus exercise

resuhed ìn larger
reduction in primary

outcome of pain severity
over the course of 1 year.

All outcome showed
improvements (0/10
on numeric scale and
0olo in the Oswestry
disability index) for
each patienl

No difference between
groups for Patient
Specific Functional
Scale, pain, or Global
Rating of Chance
scales. All patìents
improved.

Over a course of
4-6 week of chiropractic
management, 55-620/ó

There is no mention
of adverse events
made in this study.

Side effects were
similar ìn both groups,
mild and self-limlting
and occurred at a
frequenry comparable
to adult population.

No adverse react¡ons
were reported or
observed with any
episode of
manipulatìon.

Two patients in both
the sham and
manipulation group
had an adverse
reactlon at 1 week.
No patients in either
groups reported
adverse reactions at
either 4 weeks or
6 months. They
concluded that no
additional risk of
having an adverse
reaction were noted
in this study.

Complìcations from
chiropractic patient
management were

Hayden J, To describe chìroprâcic
et al. 2003 [36] management, outcomes,

and factors assocìated

Before-After
n ='13
CMT

RCT

n = 185
CMT

lnterrupted
Time Series
(without
compar¡son
group)
n=3
MT

RCT

n =35
MT

Before-After
n =54
CMT
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Conditlon Author/ yeâr Study objective
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Study design
sample size
ìntervention

Patlent description/
condition

Primary/main outcome(s)

Analog Scale)

Reductlon of pulled elbow
verìfred by observing active
flexion and extension

Reductlon of pulled elbow
indicated by chìld using
the arm

Objecti're measures pre-
and post-treatment using
kinesiograp,tlc trac¡ngs to
assess mandibular movement

Main results/conclus ons Adverse events

w¡th outcomes for lÐw
back pain in childhood.

García-Mata S To determìne the
relative efficacy of trw
pulled elbow reducrion
maneuvers, hyper
pronation and supinãtion-
flexion.

To compare the rÊdrrtlon
efficiency of hyper
pronation to supina:¡Ðn-
flexion maneuvers for a
pulled elbow.

Monaco A To evaluate the eIe::s
et al. 2008 [39J ofosteopathic manipubtive

therapy on mandibular
kinematics ¡n patìenE wìth
temporomandìbular
dysfirnction.

back pain

Children ages
'l-5, with pulled
elbow

Children ages
1-5, with pulled
elbow

Children average
age 12, diagnosed
with TMD

of patients had
improvemem that md
the study's stringent
criteria and 82-87o/a Lad
much improvemenl

Both maneuvers were
effective with a higher
first-attempt success
rate with hyper prorât¡on.

collected with none
noted throughout
the study &ta
collection period.

There Ìs no mention
of adverse events
collected ìn this
study.

Pulled Elbow

Temporomandìbular
Disorder

& Hidalgo-
Ovejero A,

2014 l37l

Bek D, et al.

2009 [38]

RCI
n=1]5
MT

RCI
n =66
MT

RCT

n =28
oi"4T

Fìnal reduct¡on rates There is no mentìon
sìmilar. Hyper pronalion of adverse events
maneuver was more collected in this
successful on the first study.
attempt.

Osteopathic manipu ation There is no mentìon
made significant of adverse events
lmprovements in m¿ximal made in this study.
mouth opening and in
maximal mouth opening
veloc¡ty.
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2.2,Cuboid syndrome

One study was found that investigated the use of MT
on patients with cuboid syndrome [29].

A medium quality interrupted time-series without a

comparison group described the proper examination,
evaluation, and treatment of cuboid syndrome with
manual manipulation following lateral ankle sprains in 7
patients aged 15-36 of which 2 children met our inclu-
sion (ages 15 and 16). Using visual analog scales pre and
post treatment fennings et al. reported patients'subject-
íve pain at rest, during palpation, during midtarsal mo-
bility testing, with gait, and with single-leg hop. Both
children were diagnosed with this condition and re-
ceived a cuboid manipulation. They each required only
one treatment and were able to return to competitive ac-

tivity with one treatment without injury recurrence.
There is no mention of adverse events made in this
study [29].

Overall Summary:
Inconclusive (uncleør) evidence for MT in patíents

with cuboid syndrome.

2.3.Headache

Three studies investigated the use of manual therapy on
pediatric headaches. One medium quality before-after
study investigated the use of OMT on chronic ten-
sion-type headaches in adolescents [30]. One medium
quality RCT that was stopped early (before recruit-
ment goal based on interim analysis) evaluated the
clinical effectiveness of MT [31]. One low quality
retrospective case series with pre and post measure-
ments looked at the CMT [32].

Przekop et al. conducted a medium quality before-after
observational study that compared multimodal (OMT)
and pharmacologic effects on chronic tension-type head-

aches (CTTH). This study included 83 patients, (67 fe-
males and 16 males), between the ages of 13 and 18.

Outcome measures included: headache frequency, pain
intensity, general healtb pain restriction and the number
of tender points as found by the provider. They reported
that both multimodal and pharmacologic treatments were
effective for CTTH; however, results from multimodal
treatment produced more favorable results in headache

frequenry, general health and in the number of tender
points elicited. There was no mention of adverse events in
this study [301.

Borusiak et al. conducted a medium quality RCT com-
paring the use of cervical MT to a sham MT in 56 chil-
dren with cervicogenic headaches. Of these, data sets of
52 children were analyzed (mean age lL.6years). Out-
comes included: percentage of days with a headache,

total duration of headache in hours, percentâge of days

missing school, percentage of days with necessity of an-

algesic medication, and intensity of headache based on a

10-point numerical analog scale. No significant differ-
ence was reported for any outcome measure, They did
note that baseline and follow-up frequency of days with
headache was reduced in both groups however, the dif-
ferences were not significant, Minor adverse events oc-
curred in both groups with no serious or moderate
adverse events reported [31].

Marchand et al. conducted a low quality before-
after case series that investigated the effects CMT for
13 infants (aged 2 days to 8.5 months) with probable
benign infant headache. Outcome measures were
changes noted in behavioral findings as reported
verbatim by parents including: less grabbing or
holding of the face, improved latching, less grimacing
and positional discomfort, less rapping of the head

against the floor and less photophobia and anorexia.
They reported that all of the patients responded fa-
vorably to CMT and that a therapeutic trial is war-
ranted. There is no mention of any adverse events in
this article [32].

Overall Summary:
Inconclusíve (unclear) for the use of OMT for chronic

tension-type heødøches in ødolescents, for the use of MT
for cervicogenic HA, ønd for the use of CMT for benign

infønt headøche.

2.4.Low back pain (LBP)

Four studies investigated the use of manual therapy for
LBP in the pediatric population. Two studies looked at the

use of CMT; one high quality RCT, the other a medium
quality before-after study [33, 36]. The other two looked
at the use of MT; a medium quality interrupted
time-series, the other a medium quality RCT [34, 35].

Evans et al. presented a high quality RCT with a compari-
son group between CMT with exercise against solely focus-

ing on exercise therapy. The patients included a range

of ages between 12 and 18 years, concluding with 185

total patients. They concluded that adolescents
showed that by adding CMT with exercise therapy,
resulted in a larger reduction in the primary outcome
(visual analog scale) of pain severity over the course
of lyear. The study reported minor self-limiting ad-

verse events that were about equal frequency in both
groups [33].

\ùf'alston and Yake conducted a medium quality
interrupted time- series without a comparison group
of 3 patients (age range 13 through 15). They showed
feasibility and safety of lumbar manipulation with ex-

ercise in the adolescent population with LBP. Patient
centered outcomes used included: subjective pain
measured on a numeric pain rating scale and the use

Page 21 of 38
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of Oswestry disability index. All outcomes showed
improvement for all patients with no adverse reac-
tions to manipulation [34].

The medium quality RCT of 35 patients (age range

13-17, mean 14.9years) with mechanical LBP of less

than 90 days, was conducted to evaluate the clinical ef-

fects of MT in addition to an exercise program, Eighteen
children received MT and 17 received a sham manipula-
tion, which consisted of the child lying on their side and

a therapist passively flexing both hips until slight lumbar
flexion. Patient centered outcomes utilized included, Pa-

tient Specific Functional Scale and Numerical Pain Rat-

ing Scale. Global Rating of Change scales was used to
evaluate perceived improvement. Both groups of patients

reported improvements in LBP. The authors reported
that there was no additional risk for lumbar manipula-
tion, as both groups reported the same number of ad-

verse events [35].
Hayden et al. conducted a medium quality before-

after cohort study without a control group that investi-
gated the effectiveness of CMT for LBP for 54 patients
-^--:^- i^ ^^^ L^n.,^^^ Á ^^À 1o,,^^-- '|.L^., -^^^-+^-lrdr¡ÉrrrË ¡rr aór uçrvvcc¡¡ r qtru !¡rLt rLPUIrLu

that the majority of the patients responded favorably
and there were no reported adverse events. The re-
searchers were quick to point out that a causal relation-
ship between CMT and improvements in pediatric LBP
could not be established due to both the small study size

and the observational design of the study itself. Compli-
cations from chiropractic patient management were col-
lected with nonc notcd throughout thc study data
collection period [36].

Overall Summary:
Mod.erate (posítive) evidence for the use of CMT for

adolescent LBP.

Inconclusive (uncleør) evidence Jor the use of lvl'l' J'or
pedíatric mechanical LBP.

2.5. Pr¡llerl (rrrrrse',s) ellrow
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A medium quality RCT compared the efficiency of

hyper pronation and supination flexion maneuvers in
the reduction of pulled elbow on 66 children (34 hyper
pronation-flexion and 32 supination-flexion) wlth an

average age of 28 months. Successful reduction was con-
sidered by the observation of the child being able to use

the arm after the reduction. Although the authors con-
cluded that final reduction rates were similar in both
groups Lhey ftrurrtl [haL {.lre hyper prurratiulr lrralrcuvcr
was more efficient on the first attempt. There is no men-
tion of adverse events made in this study [38].

Overall Summøry:
Moderate (positíve) evidence for use of CMT/CST for

children with SIB.

2.6. Temporomandibular dysfunction (TMD)

One study was found that investigated the use of
OMT for TMD dysfunction [39].

A low quality RCT conducted by Monaco et al. evalu-
ated the effects of OMT on mandibular kinematics in 28

-1,;ll.^^ Ji^--^.^,{ .,,ir}, -^--.---iri- }--^^"^-.-.lih"-u¡qó¡1vùLu

lar disorders. I(inesiographic tracings using I(71 mea-
sured mandibular incisor-point movement in three
dimensions was the only outcome assessed, The results
of this study showed a significantly statistical improve-
ment in the maximal mouth opening velocity in the
study group. It was reported that the use of OMT im-
proved non-specific TMD. There is no mention of ad-

vcrsc cvcnts made in this study [39].
Overall Summøry:
Inconclusíve (favorable) evídence for OMT in

pedíatric Tli4D.

3. l{espiratory and eyes, ears, nose, and throat (EENT)

conditions

Tal-¡le I suuurrdÌ'izes the eight studies that investigated
respiratory, EENT condiLions. In LoLal, Lhere wete two
studies that investigated children with asthma [40, 4L],

one study that investigated children with obstructive
apnea [42], and five studies investigated children with
otitis media 143-471.

3.1.Asthma

Two studies were identified that investigated the use

of manual therapy for the treatment of pediatric asthma.

One study was a medium quality and investigated OMT
[a0]. The other study was a high quality pilot RCT and
investigated CMT [41].

Guiney et al. conducted a medium quality RCT and re-
ported favorable results with the use of OMT in 140 pa-

tients (90 treatment group, 50 control group), ages 5-I7

Two I{C'l's met our inclusion criteria and investi-
gated the effectiveness of two MT maneuvers for the
reduction of pulled elbow. It is important to point
out that both of these studies compared two different
types of manipulation and both show favorable results
on pulled elbow [37, 38].

A medium quality RCT of 115 patients (mean age 2.3

years old) was conducted by Garcia-Mata et al. and
sought to determine which procedure was the most ef-
fective to reduce a pulled elbow. There were 65 patients

allocated to the hyper pronation group and 50 in the
supination-flexion group. The hyper pronation group
was found to be more efficient on reduction at the first
attempt. There is no mention of adverse events made in
this study [37].
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Obstructive
Apnea

otirìs Media steele D,

et a1.2014 [43]

Wahl R, et ¿1.

2008 l44l

To evâluate the effìcacy of an
osteopathìc manlpulative
treatment protocol on middle
ear effusion resolution
followlng acute otitls medìa.

To assess the efficacy of
Echinacea and osteopathic
manipulative treatment for
preventing acute otitis media.

Children ages 5-
17, diagnosed with
asthma by
guÌdelines from
NIH

Children ages 6-
i7, with persistent
asthma

lnfants aged 1.5-4
months, w¡th
obstructive apnea
as determlned by
a

polysomnographic
test

Children aged 12-
60 months, with
recurrent ot¡tis
media

Reductlon in future
episodes of OM

Both tympanometer
data and acoustic
reflectometer analysis
demonstrated significantly
significant improvement
in mlddle ear effusion at
visit 3 in the standard
care plus osteopath¡c
treatment group.

No interaction was found
between Êchinacea and
osteopathic manipulation.
Echinacea was associated
with a borderline increased
risk of having at least one
episode of acute otitis
medìa during 6-month
follow-up compared to
placebo. Osteopathic
manipulation did not
significantly affect risk
compared to sham.

Guiney P, To demonstrate the
et al.2005 [40] therapeutic relevance of

osteopathlc manìpulatlon ìn
the pediatric asthma
population.

Bronfort G, To determine if chiropractic
et al. 2001 [41] manipulative therapy ¡n

addition to optimal medical
management resulted in
clinically important changes in
asthma-related outcomes.

RCT

n=140
OMT

RCI
n =34
CMT

Peak Expìratory Flow Rates

Pulmonary function tests,
diary recording peak
expiratory flow and Ìnhaler
use, questionna¡res
assessing quality of life,
asthma severity and
improvement

Decrease in the number
of obstructive apneas as

measured by
polysomnography.

There was statist¡cally
siqnìficant ¡mprovement
of 7 L per minute to 9 L
per minute for peak
expiratory flow rates in
the treatment group.

Little to no change in
pulmonary function
tests at 12week and
no change in patient,
parenVguardian or
pulmonologist rated
ìmprovement

lnfants aged 1.5-4 months,
wìth obstructive apnea
as determined by
polysomnographic

There was no mention of adverse
events made in this study.

There was no mention of adverse
events made in this study.

There was no mention of adverse
events made ln thìs study.

There were no serious adverse events
reponed during the study.

"One subject withdrew from the study
following an adverse effect (vomiting
after taking the Echinacea placebo).
One additional subject reported adverse
effects (vom¡t¡ng and non-urticarìal rash
2 days after staning
Echinacea for a viral upper respiratory
illness) but did not withdraw. Neither
adverse effect was considered to have
been caused by the study medication.

Vandenplas Y, To evaluate if osteopathy can RCT

el al. 2008 [42] influence the incidence of n =34
obstructive apnea during sleep OMT
in infants.

RCI
n =52
OMT

lnfant ages 6-24 Tympanometer and
months, with acute acoustic reflectometer
otitis media ãnd
abnormal
tomogram

RCI
n =90
ON4T
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intervent on condit¡on
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Degenhardt B

& Kuchera lv1,

2006 l45l

Does osteopathic
manipulation decrease the
recurrence of otitìs media?

lnfants ages 7-35
months, with
recurrent otitis
media

Decreased incidence
of acute otitis media

Tympanic lvlembrane
visualìzãtion v¡a
otoscopic exam and
oral temperature

Before-After
n=8
OMT/CST

5 participants had no There ìs no mention of adverse events
recurrence after 1 year made in :his study.
follow-up, 1 part¡cipant had 'l

recurrence. 2 participânts
had a short-term of no
recurrence only.

After Toftness chiropractic 'During t-le study protocol, ro sìde
adjustment, red and bulging effects or deterioration of clinical
tympanic membrane presentations were found among
returned to normal in 21 children with otitis med¡â."
950/o of children. A decrease
¡n average oral temperature
was noted.

lnterventlon group had fewer There were no adverse everts reported
episodes of acute olìtis during the study.
media, fewer surgÌcal
procedures and an lncreased
frequency of mo'e normal
tympanogram readings.

Zhang J &
Snyder B,

2004 t461

Mills M, et al.

20ú vn

To study the effect of Toftness
chìropractÌc adjustment for
acute otitis media.

Before-After

^ -)1
CMT

Children agas 9
months -9 years,

with acute ot¡tis
media

To evaluate the effect of usual
care and osteopathic
manipulation for children witl-
acute otitis medìa.

Children ag:s 6
months - 6years,
with recurrent
ot¡tis medìa

Decreased frequency of
acute otitis media,
ant¡biotc us, surgical
interventions, and
improved tympanometr'tc
and audiometric
perfornrance

RCT

n =57
OMT
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with asthma. The primary outcome was improved peak

expiratory flow rates. Their results show a statistically
significant improvement from 7 L/min to 9 L/min for
peak expiratory flow rates. No mention of adverse events

was noted in this study [40].
Bronfort et al. conducted a high quality pilot RCT

that investigated if CMT in addition to medical man-
agement would result in clinically important changes

in asthma-related outcomes. This study included an
observation component, but no actual data was avail-
able to include in this review. Their study included
34 children aged 6-17 years of age with persistent
asthma. The main outcomes were determined by pul-
monary technicians at baseline and at 12weeks. They
Iooked at diaries of recording peak expiratory flow
and inhaler use, questionnaires assessing quality of
life, asthma severity, and improvements. They found
little to no change in pulmonary function tests at 12

weeks and no change in patient or pulmonologist
rated improvement with the use of CMT. However,
Bronfort et al. did report improvement in patient-cen-
tered outcomes such as quality of life, even 1 year
after the last treatment. No mention of adverse events

was noted in this study [41].
Overøll Summary:
Inconclasíve (føvorable) for OMT in treating asthma.
Inconclusíve (uncleør) for CMT in treøting østhmø.

3.2.Obstructive apnea

One study was found that investigated the use of
OMT on obstructive apnea [42].

A medium quality pilot RCT by Vandenplas et al.

sought to investigate if OMT can influence the incidence
of obstructive apnea during sleep in infants. This study
of 34 infants, ages 1.5-4months diagnosed with ob-
structive apnea showed a significant decrease in the
number of observed apnea episodes in the OMT group
compared to the control group. The main outcome mea-
sured was a decrease in the incidence of apnea with the
suggestion for additional research. No mention of ad-

verse events was noted in this study [42].
Overøll Summary:
Inconclusive (føvorable) evidence for OMT in treating

obstructive apnea.

3.3.Otitis media

Five studies investigated the clinical effectiveness of
manual therapy on otitis media that met our inclusion
criteria. Four of the studies investigated the use of OMT.
Of these, two were of high quality and two were of
medium quality 143-45, M| One medium quality study
looked at the use of CMT (specifically ToÍtness
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technique) for acute otitis media [46]. All but one of the
OMT studies showed favorable results on the use of MT
for acute otitis media.

Steele et al. conducted a medium quality prospective,
pilot RCT (stopped before it reached its recruitment
goal of 80 patients) that evaluated 52 infants ages 6-24
months with acute otitis media and abnormal tomo-
grams. The primary outcome was measured with a Çm-
panometer and an acoustic reflectometer. They
determined there was faster resolution in middle ear ef-
fusion in 2 weeks with what they described as "standard-
ized OMT". There were no serious adverse events

reported during this study [43].
A high quality RCT evaluated the use of Echinacea

purpureø and OMT on 90 (84 completed the study) in-
fants aged 12-60 months with recurrent otitis media.

The main outcome of the study was a reduction in the
incidence of recurrent otitis media. As reported in
monthly telephone interviews and at the 3- and

6-month visits, there was no statistically significant dif-
ference in reporting of any side effects between placebo

and treatment groups for either echinacea or OMT. One
participant withdrew from the study following adverse

events (vomiting after taking the echinacea placebo).

One additional participant reported adverse events
(vomiting and non-urticarial rash 2 days after starting
echinacea for a viral upper respiratory illness) but did
not withdraw [44].
A medium quality before-after cohort, practice

based study evaluated I infants ages 7-3imonths
with recurrent acute otitis media was undertaken by
Degenhardt et al. The main outcome was a decreased

incidence of otitis media. The results of this study
were that 5 of the 8 children had no recurrence after
1 year follow up, one had 1 recurrence, and 2 of the
8 children had a short period of no recurrence after
receiving OMT. In the method section of this study,
the OMT used met the description of craniosacral
therapy (CST). It is also important to note that all
participants in this study were also under concurrent
medical care. No mention of adverse events was noted in
this study [45].

A medium quality study before-after case series in-
vestigated 22 children ages 9 months to 9 years with
acute otitis media showed favorable results utilizing
Toftness chiropractic technique, a type of low force
technique chiropractic system. The primary outcome
measures utilized in the study wâs otoscopic
visualization and oral temperature. The researchers of
this study state that otitis media may benefit from
Toftness CMT and that the data justified a clinical
trial be undertaken. During the study, no side effects
or deterioration of clinical presentations were noted
among the pediatric participants [46].
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A second high quality RCT investigated the use of

OMT for 57 children with acute otitis media. In this
study, Mills et al. grouped 25 participants into the treat-
ment group that received OMT ín addition to routine
pediatric care and 32 subjects in the control group who
received only routine pediatric care. The average age

was 26 months in the treatment group and 20 months in
the control group. Decreased symptoms and improved
tyirrpatruglatrr scurcs wele utrly repurletl irr the OIvIT
group. The researchers stated there were no adverse
events reported during the study [47].

Overøll Summary:
Inconclusive (føvorøble) evidence Jor OMT in treating

acute otitis media.
Inconclusive (unclear) evidence for CMT (Toftness

technique) in treating acute otítís media.

4. Special needs

Table 9 summarizes the ten studies investigating the
use of manual therapy for pediatric conditions catego-
¡i--,1 -".n--i.l noa¡lc rhor mof nrr¡;--1""i^^ ¡¡irørio

One study investigated OMT on children with Attention
Deficit Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD) [4.8], two studies
investigated the use of manual therapy for autistic chil-
dren [49, 50], (one used VOMT and the other used
CMT). Three studies investigated the use of OMT on
children with cerebral palsy [51-53] and four of the
studies investigated the use of OMT on premature in-
fants [54-57].

4.l.Attention deficit hyperactive disorder (ADHD)

One study was found that investigated the use of
OMT on patients with ADHD [48].

Accorsi et al. conducted a high quality RCT evaluat-
ing the efficacy of OMT in the treatment of 28 children
ages 5 to 15 years rrld with ADI ID. One half of the par-
ticiparrts (n = 14) were plàced in a [r'ealrnen[ group,
which received OMT plus conventional treatment, and
one half of participants (n = 14) were placed in the con-
trol group, receiving conventional therapy alone, The
outcome measures were better accuracy and rapidity
scores on the Biancardi-Stroppa Modified Cancellation
test, a test that is used to measure visual-spatial atten-
tion. Accorsi et al. reported the children in the inter-
vention group demonstrated statistically sígnificant
improvement in selective and sustained attentive per-
formances, as measured using the Biancardi-Stroppa
Modified Cancellation Test. These findings prompted
the researchers to recommend a larger study be under-
taken. There is no mention of adverse events in this
study [48].

Overøll Summary:

Inconclusive (føvorøble) evidence for OMT in treating
ADHD in children.

4.2.Autism

Two studies were found that investigated the use of
manual therapy on patients with autism. One looked at
the use of visceral osteopathic manual therapy (VOMT)
lhc u[hcl CÀ,IT [49,50].
A medium quality interrupted time-series without

comparison was conducted by Bramati-Casterllarian et
al. They investigated the influence of VOMT on behav-
ior and GI symptoms on children with autism. Their
study included 49 autistic children ages 3 ll2 to 8 years

of age with GI symptoms and impaired social interac-
tions and communication. The primary outcome meas-
ure they utilized was parental completion of the
Modified Autism Research Institute survey and secretin
assessment to assess the GI signs and symptoms. Overall
significant symptomatic improvement for social behav-
iors and communication, as well as improvement in di-
cactivo i"""-" 
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reported. They concluded VOMT could have a signifi-
cant improvement in quality of life and well-being for
children suffering from both autism and GI signs and
symptoms. There was no mention of adverse events
made in this study [49].

A low quality RCT without a control group intended
to identify the differences in efficacy between Upper
Cervical CMT and Full Spine (Diversified) CMT in 14

autistic children. The clinical effects of the autistic chil-
dren were evaluated using the Autism Treatment Evalu-
ation Checklist, a questionnaire that assessed the
children's development and progress that is answered by
the parents. Although autistic children in both groups
demonstrated improvements in their autistic behaviours,
the ATEC score for the upper cervical group was 32%

versus 19?6 for the full spine group. The authùr's con-
cluded äul-isLic children leceiving Upper Cervical CMT
experienced better improvement in their autistic behav-
iors compared to autistic children receiving Diversified
CMT. There is no mention of adverse events in this
study [50].

Overøll Summøry:
Inconclusive (unclear) evidence for VOMT in treating

autism.
Inconclusíve (føvorøble) evidence for CMT in treating

autism.

4.3.Cerebral palsy

Three RCT's were found that met our criteria investi-
gated the use of OMT on children with cerebral palsy

[51-53].
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Condition Author/year Study objective

ADHD

Study design Parient descript¡on/
sample size condition
ìnterventlon

RCT

n =28
OMT

lnterrupted Autìsticchildrenages
l¡me Series 3 1/2-8, with Gl
(wÌthout symptoms, impaired
control group) social interactions
n =49 and commun¡cation
VOMT

Primary/mainoutcome(s) Mainresults/conclusìons

Bramati-Castellarin l, Investigate the ìnfluence
et al. 201 6 [49] of vìsceral osteopathic

technique on the
behaviour and Gl

symptoms of children
with autìsm.

Accorsi A, et al

2414 Vgl

Khorshid K, et al.

2006 l50l

Wyaft K, er al.

2011 [s1]

Duncan B, et al.

2A04 $21

Duncan B, et al

2008 ts3l

To evaluate efficacy of
osteopathìc manipulative
treatment of children
with ADHD.

ldentifu the differences
ìn efficacy betr¡veen
upper cervical and full
spine adjustment in
autistic children

Evaluate the general
health and wellbeing
effect of crani¿l
osteopathy on cerebral
palsy children.

Evaluate effectiveness
of osteopathic manipulation
or acupunctufe a5 a

supplemental therapies
for children with spastic
cerebnl palsy.

Evaluate effectiveness
of osteopathic
manipulation (cranial

field, myofascial release
or both) vs. ãcupuncture
in spastic cerebral palsy
patients.

Children diagnosed
with autism

Children with CP

ages 5-12

Children w¡th spastic
CP, ages 20 months
- 1 2 years

Parental completion of the
Modif¡ed Autism Research
Institute outcomes survey
form (9 S.O.S. questionnâires)
and secretin assessment
used to assess Gl signs and
symptoms

ATEC average scores and
parenÌal observations

Gross Motor Function Measure -
(GMFMMó6) Quality of life
Child Health Questionnaire-
(cHQ) PFso

Childrenages5-15, Biancardi-StroppaModified
with pr¡mary diagnosis Bell Cancellation Test,
of ADHD accurary and rapidìty

SCOreS

Adverse events

Osteopath¡c manipulative
treaïment was positively
associaled with changes
in the Biancardi-Stroppa
Test accuracy and rapidity

There was no mention
of adverse events
made in this study.

score5.

Signifìcant ¡mprovements 'There was no
reported in 'social behavior mention of adverse
and communication'and events made in this
"digestìve srgns" subscale study."
of the questionnaire and
in vomiting and poor
appetite comparing before
and after VOMT,

Clinical improvements Clinical deterioration
observed through parental was shown ln one of
observations and through the children of the full
a decrease in the ATEC spine group, but only
scores in both groups. Upper marginal ìn one child
cervical group had improved of the upper cervical
ATEC average scores of 32%. Full group.
spine group had improved ATEC

scores of 1 970.

No statistical change in No serious adverse
GMFM-66 or CHQ. PF50 events were reported.
Parents (unblinded)
reponed better global health.
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Autism

Cerebral
Palsy

RCI
n =14
CMT

RCT

n =142
Cranial

Osteopathy

RCT

n =50
ON4T

RCT

n =55
OMT/
Acupuncture

Children with CP,

ages 20 months -
l2years

Parent reporting of changes
observed (open-ended
questions)

96%0 reported improvements.
Most frequent seen in use
of arms and legs (61 and
6870) and more restful sleep
(39 and 68%) in osteopathic
and acupuncture respectively.
Add¡tional improvements also
noted in mood and bowel
functions.

Osteopath¡c manipulation
wås associated with
improvements in 2 of 11

outcomes; GN/FM total
percent and WeeFlM
Mob¡lity, Acupuncture
was not associated with
lmprovements in any
of the outcomes variables.

ïhere was no mention
of adverse events
made in this study.

There was no mentìon
of adverse events
made in this study.

11 outcomes used: Primary-
GMFCS, GMFM total percent,
PEDI mobility, PEDI self-care,
WeeFlM mobility, WeeFlM self-
care; Secondary- DO rating of
spast¡city, MAS biceps, MAS
hamstring, parenVguardian
rating of arched bac( parent/
guardian rating of startle reflex
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Table 9 Data extraction for the special needs studies (Continued)

Condition Author/year Study objective Primary/mainoutcome(s) Mainresults/conclusions
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Prematurity Raìth W et al.

2016 ls4l
lnvestigate neurological
short term effects of
craniosacral therapy on
general movements in
preterm infants.

lnvestigate whether
osteopathìc manipulation
reduces the length of
hospitål sta, costs, and
weight gaìn for prelerms.

Investigate whether
osteopathic manipulation
reduces length of hospital
stay, what effect the timirrg
of introduction of osteopathic
treatment may have cn the
outcome and hospital costs
in preterm infants.

Determine effectiveness cf
osteopathic manipulative
therapy in reducing the
length of hospital stay,
hospìtal costs and weìght
gain in preterm infants.

Preterm infants ages
25-33 weeks, free
from medical
complicatìons ìn
NICU

Pretern infants ages
29-37 weeks, without
congerital complìcations
in NICL

Primary outcome: General
movement asseisment
tool. Secondary outcomes:
General movenrent
optìmality score

'1. Reducing length of
hospital stay
2. Weìght gain and hospital
savings

No difference ln the general
movement could be observed
between the groups. No
change in general movement
optimalìty score was noted.

Osteopathic treatment
reduced days hospìtal
(3.9 day$ and reduced
costs by 1 250.65€ per
newborn per length of
stay. No change in weìght
gain was noted.

Sooner osteopathìc
manipulatlon introduced,

shoner length of stay. There
ìs a positive assoc¡ation of
osteopath¡c man¡pulatìon with
overall reduction in cost
of care.

Adverse events

There was no mention
of adverse events
made in this study.

There were rro
complications
assoclated tc the
intervention.

There were no
complications
associated tc the
i ntervention.

No serious adverse
events were reported.

Study design
sample size
i nterv3ntlon

Patient description/
condition

Cerretelli F, et al.

201 s tssl

Plzzolorusso G,

et al. 2014 [56]

Cerretelli F, et ¿1.

2013 lsv

RCI
n =30
ON¡Ï/'ST

RCT

n =695
OMT/:ST

RCT

n=1-0
OMT/:ST

RCT

n=110
OMT/'57

Pretern infants ages
32-37 weeks, free
from medical
complicalions in
NICU

1. Reducìng length of hospital
stay and impact on length
of stay of tim¡ng of
introduction of rsteopathic
manìpulation
2. Reducing hospìtal cost

Pretern ìnfants ages
>28 and <38 weeks,

free from medical
complications in

NICU

1. Decreased length of
hospital stay
2. lmproved we ght gain
and reduced NICU costs

Osteopathic manipulation
reduced length of stay
and hospital costs but
not effect weight galn.
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A high quality pragmatic RCT evaluated the effect of
OMT using cranial therapy on the general health and
well-being of 142 children ages 5-12 with cerebral palsy.

In this study, Wyatt et al. placed 71 children in treatment
group, who received 6 OMT sessions over 6 months and

71 children in a control group, which they referred to as

"waiting list". Primary outcome meâsures included: Gross

Motor Function Measure 66 (GMFMM-66) and Quality
of Life Child Health Questionnaire (CHQ PF50. Second-

ary outcomes measures used in this study included: Paren-

tal Assessment of Global Health and Sleep at 6 months,
Pain and Sleep Questionnaire at lOweeks and 6months,
CHQ PF50 at lOweeks and the Quality of Life Short
Form-36. This trial showed no statistically significant evi-
dence that OMT led to sustained improvement in motor
function, pain, sleep, quality of life of the subjects or in
the quality of life of their caretakers. No serious adverse

events were reported and none of the children withdrew
from the study due to side effects of the treatment [51].

Duncan et al. conducted a high quality assessor blinded
wait-list controlled pilot RCT that investigated the effect-
iveness of OMT (cranial therapy), myofascial release or
both versus acupuncture on 55 cases of children ages 20

months to 12 years with moderate to severe spastic cere-

bral palsy. Participants were grouped into one of three
groups: OMT (which included osteopathy, myofascial re-
lease or both) (z = 15), acupuncitre (n = 19) and wait-list
control (non-therapeutic attention) (n =22). The six pri-
mary outcome measures were: Gross Motor Functional
Classification, Gross Motor Measurement Total percent-

age, Pediatric Evaluation of Disability Inventory mobility
and self-care, and Functional Independent Measure for
Children mobility and self-care. Duncan et al. reported
that OMT resulted in an improvement in the child's gross

motor function as indicated by the outcome measures in
children with moderate to severe spastic cerebral palsy.

There was no mention of adverse events in this study [53].
A low quality RCT evaluated the effectiveness of

OMI acupuncture or both for 50 children aged 11

months to 2 years with spastic cerebral palsy. Partici-
pants were grouped into four groups: OMT (n =23),
acupuncture (n = l9), both OMT and acupuncture
(z =8) and wait-list control (n =19). Multiple out-
come variables were used to determine if these inter-
ventions would decrease muscle tone, improve
function and quality of life. Evaluation in this study
included parental interviews to assess perceptions and
changes observed. Only 2 of 17 parents reported posi-
tive gains while their child was in a wait-list control
period, but all 17 parents reported gains while in the
treatment phase of the study. Improvement was

claimed by 96o/o (48 of 50) of the parents while their
child was receiving treatments, but the gains varied.
The most frequent gains were seen in improvement

in the use of arms or legs (61 and 68%) and more
restful sleep (39 and 68%) in the OMT and the acu-
puncture groups, respectively. Improvement in mood
and improved bowel function were also very common
benefits noted by the parents in both groups. There
is no mention of adverse events in this study [52].

Overøll Summøry:
Inconclusíve (unclear) evidence for OMT in treating

chíldren with cerebrøl pølsy.

4.4. Prematurity

Four high quality RCTs were found, that investigated
the use of OMT on various clinical outcomes of children
born preterm Í54-571.

A high quality RCT was conducted by Raith et al. on
30 preterm infants between 25 and 33 weeks in the neo-
natal intensive care unit, free from medical complica-
tions, with OMT/CST. The aim was to investigate
neurological short term effects of craniosacral therapy
on general movement in preterm infants. The primary
outcome utilized was improvement in general move-
ment assessment tool. Secondary outcomes included
improvement in general movement optimality score.

They found no differences between the control or
study group for all outcome measures and at all time
points. There was no mention of adverse events made
in this study [54].

Cerretelli et al. conducted a high quality RCT in 2015

that investigated the effectiveness of OMT/CST on
length of hospital sta¡ hospitalization costs, and weight
gain in 695 preterm infants' ages 29-37 weeks. (Study

grotrp, n = 352; control group, n -- 343) The primary ob-
jective was in determining the effect of OMT/CST in re-
ducing the length of the hospital stay. Secondary
objectives evaluated the effect on weight gain and NICU
cost savings. They found a reduction in days in hospital
(3.9 days) and associated cost savings, but no significant
change in weight gain after OMT/CST compared to the

control group. Similar to the Pizzolorusso et al. 2014

study, the description of the intervention listed as "ma-

nipulation" met the characteristics of cranial/craniosacral
therapy. No complications were associated with the inter-
vention [55].

Pizzolorusso et al. investigated whether OMT (cra-

nial sacral) reduced the length of the hospital stay in
110 preterm infants ages 32-37weeks in a high qual-
ity RCT. Fifty-five infants were placed in the study
group who received routine pediatric care and OMT/
CST and compared to 55 infants in the control group
who received routine pediatric care only. The primary
objective of the study was to determine the effect of
OMT/CST on reducing the length of stay and what
effect the timing of introduction OMT/CST may have
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on the outcome. The secondary obiective wâs to esti-
mate the potential savings in terms of hospital costs.
Pizzolorusso et al. reported that length of stây and
neonatal intensive care unit costs were improved after
introduction of OMT. It was also concluded that the
earlier the OMT/CST had the shorter the hospital stay.

No adverse events were recorded in this study [56].
Lastly, Cerretelli et al. conducted another high

quality RCT thal- soughL Lo tleterrnine the clinical ef-
fects of OMT in 110 preterm infants ages range 29-
37 weeks. The treatment group had 55 assigned to
receive OMT/CST plus routine pediatric care. They
were compared to 55 infants in the control group
who received only routine pediatric care. The pri-
mary outcome measure was to determine the effect-
iveness of OMT/CST in reducing the length of the
hospital stay. Secondary objectives included deter-
mining the effect of OMT/CST on weight gain and
in reducing NICU costs. The results of this study
show that OMT reduced the length of stay (- 5.9

days) and NICU costs, but did not impact weight
^^i- 'rL^., -,,--^-+^l rl-^+ f,,.+L^. -+,,,1i-- l--.^l ^-Éa¡r¡.

multi-center design are required to confirm these re-
sults. No adverse or side effects were shown in ei-
ther group [571.

Overall Summary:
Moderate ffavorable) evidence for OMT/CST in redu-

cíng length of stay and hospital costs for preterm infants.
Inconclusive (ancleør) evidence for OMT/CST ín ím-

proving general movement in preterm infants.

5. Structuralconditions

Table 10 provides a summary of ten studies that
were categorized as "structural" conditions. 'l'wo stud-
ies assessed changes to cranial asymmetry [58, 59],
one evaluated postural âsymmetry [60], five studies
irrvesl-igaLetl sculiusis [61-65], urre stutly evaluatetl
torticollis [66], and one study evaluated upper cervical
dysfunction [67].

5.1.Cranial asymmetry (non-synostotic plagiocephaly)
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I 353
positional changes and the use of an orthotic helmet.
The study group included 23 infants who received
CST in addition to standard treatment to evaluate
treatment duration and motor development. The pri-
mary outcome utilized was the Alberta Infant Motor
Scale at baseline and at discharge of the patients. The
results of the study showed that CST added to usual
treatment for severe nonsynostotic plagiocephaly re-
sultetl irr sigrrificarrt irrrproverrrerrI irr asyrrrrrre[ry, less

treatment duration, and improved motor behavior.
There were no adverse events seen during the treat-
ment period [58].

One medium quality pilot before-after study re-
ported favorable results utilizing OMT (the most fre-
quently used techniques used in the study were
described as "cranial" work) on 12 infants with cranial
âsymmetry. Twelve infants with cranial asymmetries
received four OMT treatments over 2 weeks. An-
thropometric, plagiocephalometric, and qualitative
measures were administered pre-intervention, during
the third treatment and 2 weeks after the fourth treat-

--^i'fl-- 
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in cranial vault asymmetry, skull base asymmetry, and
trans-cranial vault asymmetry. The researchers con-
cluded that OMT contributes to improvements in cra-
nial asymmetries in infants younger than 6.5 months
presenting with nonsynostotic occipital plagiocephaly
characteristics. There was no mention of adverse
events in this study [59].

Ovcrall Summary:
Inconclusive (føvorøble) evidence for both OMT and

MT/CST in treøting cranial asymmetry in children.

5.2.Postural asymmetry

One high quality RCT reported improved infant pos-
tural asymmetry utilizing OMT/CST on 32 infants,
(18 rrrales, 14 ferrrales) with gesl-al-ional age uf a{- Ieast
36weeks. Infants were assigned to intervention (r = 16) or
sham (r = 16) groups. Outcomes were measured using
a standardized video-based asymmetry scale from
baseline to final visit. In the control group, the mean
improvement was 1.2 points. In the treatment group,
the mean improvement was 5.9 points. The re-
searchers concluded that OMT/CST in the first
months of life is beneficial for infants with idiopathic
asymmetry. At least two of the seven vegetative symp-
toms aggravated for 2 days after the intervention in six
patients of the control group and in four patients of
the treatment group. No other adverse events were
described [60].

Overøll Summøry:
Inconclusíve (favorable) evidence for OMT/CST in

treatíng postural asymmetry in children.

Two studies investigated the use of manual therapy on
cranial asymmetry.

One high quality RCT evaluated the use of MT/CST
[58], the other a medium quality before-after observa-
tional study looked at OMT [59].

Cabrera-Martos conducted a high quality RCT that
evaluated the effects of CST in infants with severe
nonsynostotic plagiocephaly. Forty-six children meet-
ing eligibility were randomized into control and study
groups. Twenty-three children allocated to the control
group received standard treatment which included



Table 10 Data extract¡on for structural studìes

Cond¡tion Author/year Study objective
I 354

Cranial
Asymmetry

Postural

Asymmetry

Scoliosìs

Cabrera-Manos l,

et a|.2016 [58]

Lessard S, et al.

2011 t59l

Philìpp¡ H, et al.

2006 t60l

ByunS&HanD,
2016 t61l

Hasler C, et al.

2010 [65]

Does osteopathic
manipulation alter
cranial asymmetry
¡n infants.

To assess the
therapeutic efficacy
of osteopathìc
manipulation in
infants with postural
asymmetry.

Examine whether
chiropractic
techniques would
reduce the curvature
of idiopathic scoliosis.

Test to see if
osteopathy alters
trunk morphology,
to unload the
concave sìde of the
scoliosis to halt curve
progression.

Study design
sample size
¡nterventlon

Before-After
n =12
OMT

RCï
n =32
OMT/CST

Before-After
n =5
CMT

RCT

n =20
OMT

Patient description/ condit¡on Primary/main outcome(s) Main results/conclusions Adverse events
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Evaluate the effects of RCT

manual therapy as an n =46
adjuvant option on MT/CST
treatment duration
and motor
development in
infants wìth severe
nonsynostotic
plagiocephaly.

lnfants ages 4-8 months,
with severe nonsynostotic
plagiocephaly

lnfant ages 6-12 weeks, wlth
postural asymmetry

Treatment duration and
motor development
assessed with Alberta
lnfant Motor Scale

Video-based
measurements

Treatment duration wãs
significantly reduced in
manual therapy group
(109.84 +/- 1445)
compared to the control
group (148.65 +/- 11.53)

days, Asymmetry after the
treatment was minimal
Type 0 or Type 1. Motor
behaviour was normal in
all the infants after
treatment.

Osteopathic treatment
led to improvements ¡n

cranial asymmetry.

Significant lmprovement
in postural asymmetry
(mean 5.9 points)
observed with
osteopathic manipulation.

Repeat measurements
revealed no therapeutic
effect on rÌb hump,
lumbar prominence,
plumb line, sagittal
profile and global
flexibility.

Study reported no adverse
effects were seen during
the treatment period.

There is no mention of
adverse events made in
thls study.

"At least two of the seven
vegetat¡ve symptoms
aggravated for 2 days after
the interventions ìn six
patients of the control
group and in four patients

of the treatment group.
Othen¡vise no adverse
effects were seen."

'No intervention+elated
side effects or complicatìons
were noted'

lnfants ages < 6.5 months, Anthropometric changes
diagnosed with nonsynostotic
plagiocephaly

Children ages 10-i3, with
Cobb angles > 10 degrees

Post-pubertal females
ages i2-18, with Cobb
angles 20-40

Reduction in Cobb
angle

Trunk morphology,
spine flexibility and
scoliometer
measuremenls

No slgnificant difference ln There ¡s no mentìon of
Cobb angle was noted adverse events made in
after the 4th week of this study.
chiropractic manipulatlon.
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Table 10 Data extraction for structural studies (Connnued)
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Rowe D, et al.

2006 162l

Morningstar M,
et al. 2004 [63]

To conduct a pilot
(feasibility) study
and explore lssues
of patient safety,
patient recru¡tment
and compliance,
treatment
standardization,
sham treatment
refìnement,
interprofessÌonal
cooperation, quality
assurance, and
outcome measure
selectìon.

Evaluate of scoliosis
treatment using a

combination of
manipulative and
rehab¡litative therapy.

Effect of chiropractic
[64] manipulat¡on on small

scolìotic curves in
younger subjects.

Evaluale measurement
methods and examìne
shon-time effect of
manual therapy in
additìon to
physiotherapy in
infants with lorticollis.

ïo ga¡n insight into
the patient
characteristlcs and
reasons for seeking
care ¡n infants with
indications of upper
cervical dysfunctìon
referred for manual
therapy.

Children ages 10-16, witl-
Cobb angles 20-40 degrees

Study design
sample size
htervention

RCI
n=6
CMT

Before-After
n =19 (6

pediatrics)
(-MT

Befor*.After
n =42
CMT

RCT

n =32
MT

Before-After
n =295
MT

Reduction in Cobb
angle

Feasìble to recru¡t AIS

patients for a randomized
clinÌcal triâl to compare
chìropractic care and
standard medìcal
treatment.

CMT delìvered ôn 52 visits

resulted in two benign
reactions one with
moderate paìn lasting
24 h; the other produced
mild pain lastinc 6 h.

Scoliotic patienB aged
15-65 (6 pat¡ents 18

and uncer- idertified
in Table 3 of study)

Children aged 6-17,
with Cobb angles 6-25

lnfant aged 3-6 months,
diagnosed with tonicollis

lnfants aged < 27 weeks,

with positional preference,
restlessness, abnormal
head pcsition, excessive
crying

Reduction in Cobb
angle

Reduction in Cobb
angle

Primary outcome:
Videoclip recordlngs,
Secondary outcomes:
12 parameters of body
function, activlty,
particlpatlon

No overall reductlon ¡n

Cobb angle after
6.5-28.5 months of care.

There is no menlion of
adverse events made in
thìs study.

There is no mention of
adverse events made in
this study.

No serious adve:e
events were reprrted
during this study,

Reduction in Cobb angles
in all patìents.

There is no mention of
adverse events made
in th¡s study.

Torticollis

Lantz C &
Chen J, 2001

Haugen E,

201 1 t66l

Upper Cervical Saedt E, et al

Dysfunction 2018 167l

No slgniflcant difference
in primary outcome.
Found non-signìfìcant
tendenry to greater
improvement in lateral
flexion and head
righting in intervent¡on
group.

lmproved flexion-rotatlon Flexion- rotation test
test and lateral flexion tests decreased from 78.8 to
Parental perception of 6.80ó. Lateral flexion test
treatment effects Pre- decreased from 91.5010 tp
and post treatment 6.2010. All parents
self+eported perceived pos¡tive
questionnaires treatment effects.
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5.3.Scoliosis

Five studies looked at the use of manual therapy in the
treatment of scoliosis. Four looked at the use of CMT
[61-64). Of these, one was a high quality RCT, three
before-after, two medium and one of low quality. The
fifth study was a high quality RCT that looked at the use

of OMT [65].
A medium quality before-after observational study by

Byun and Han examined whether chiropractic tech-
niques would reduce the curve of adolescent idiopathic
scoliosis in 5 healthy children with an average age of
11.8years with Cobb angles greater than 10 degrees
(average 11.2 degrees). The primary outcome was the
change in the Cobb angle that was measured after 4 and
at 8 weeks of treatment. The results of this study were
that the Cobb angle was noticeably decreased after 4
weeks, but no further reduction in Cobb angle was

noted after 8 weeks, except in one male. They concluded
that chiropractic techniques effectively reduced the
Cobb angle in adolescent idiopathic scoliosis after 4
weeks. There was no mention of adverse events made in
this study [61].

Rowe et al. conducted a high quality pilot RCT that in-
vestigated the clinical effects of CMT on children with
scoliosis. This was a feasibility study whose purpose was

to explore issues of safety, patient recruitment, patient
compliance, treatment standardization, sham treatment
refinement, inter-professional cooperation, quality assur-

ance, and outcome measure selection. The primary out-
come measured was the Cobb angle. Secondary outcome
was the Scoliosis Quality of Life Index (SQLI). The re-
searchers reported improved Cobb angles in 5 of the 6
patients that received CMT and an improved SQLI in 1

of the 6. Due to the small sample size, no conclusions
could be made regarding effectiveness. Regarding ad-

verse events, CMT delivered on 52 visits resulted in two
benign reactions; I with moderate pain lasting 24h, the
other produced mild pain lasting 6h 1621.

Morningstar et al. conducted a low quality before-aÍter
case series that reviewed the clinical files of 22 patients,

6 of whom were lSyears or younger, who received a

combination of CMT and rehabilitative therapy. The au-

thors found reductions in Cobb angle (average 17 degree

reduction) in all the patients, including the patients
under the age of 18 years. No mention of any adverse

events was noted in this study [63].
Lantz et al. conducted a medium quality before-after

case series of 42 children, 16 males, 26 females, with
scoliotic curves ranging from 4 to 22 degrees, ages 6-17
years, to determine the clinical effects of full spine CMI
use of heel lifts, and lifestyle counseling on the progres-

sion of the curves. Participants were treated for between
6,5 to 28.5 months. The main outcome was a reduction

in scoliotic curvature, The authors reported no overall
improvement in scoliotic curves using CMT. No men-
tion of adverse events was made in this study [64].

Hasler et al. conducted a high quality prospective RCT
that sought to determine if OMT altered trunk morph-
ology to unload the concave side of the scoliosis in order
to halt curve progression. The study included 20
pre-pubertal women with curves that ranged from 20 to
40 degrees. The primary outcomes was trunk morph-
ology and spine flexibility. The authors concluded that
there was no evidence to support the use of OMT in the
treatment of mild idiopathic scoliosis. No
intervention-related side effects or complications were
noted [65].

Overall Summary:
Inconclusíve (ancleør) evidence for use of CMT ín

childhood scoliosis.

Inconclusíve (anfavorable) evidence for use of OMT
in chíldhood scoliosis.

S.4.Torticollis

One medium quality pilot RCT investigated whether
MT improved torticollis in 32 patients between the ages

of 3-6 months. There were 15 infants in the study group
who received MT plus physiotherapy (PT) and 16 in-
fants in the control group who received child physio-
therapy alone. The study did not describe the type of
MT provided. The primary outcome measured was
evaluating the torticollis symptoms via videotape footage
of the child using a  -point scale in which the child was

rated as "much better", "better", "no significant change"

or "worse". Secondary outcomes included 12 measure-

ment parameters that involved body function, activity,
and participation corresponding to the International
Classification of Function The study reported no signifi-
cant improvement in the MT and PT group in the pri-
mary outcome, but improvement in two of the
secondary outcome measures of improved passive and
active lateral flexion of the neck. No mention of adverse

events were noted in this study [66].
Overall Summøry:
Inconclusive (unføvorable) evidence for MT for

torticollis.

5.5. Upper cervical dysfu nction

A high quality before-after observational study by Saedt

et al. sought to gain insight into the patient characteris-

tics and reâsons for seeking care in infants with upper
cervical dysfunction (UCD). A group of 295 infants
(mean age of 11.2weeks) with positional preference, rest-

lessness, abnormal head position and excessive crying
were treated with mobilization. The primary outcomes
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were assessed with pre- and post-treâtment self-reported
questionnaires used to assess diagnostics, treatment pro-
cedures, outcomes, and harms from parents and manual
therapists. The questionnaires consisted of two sectiol'rs:

one collected at baseline; the other posttreatment by
both the parents and the manual therapists. The re-
searchers concluded that the majority of infants with
upper cervical dysfunction showed positional preference

of thc hcad and rcduccd thc activc rnd pûssivc mobility
of the upper cervical spine. After gentle upper cer-
vical mobilization techniques, active and passive cer-
vical mobility increased. They also reported that the
parents reported a reduction in symptoms. No serious
adverse events were reported during this study [67].

Overøll Summary:
Inconclusíve (unclear) evidence for the use of MT in

infants with upper cervical dysfunctíon.
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o ADHD (using OMT);
o Autism (using CMT);
o Asthma (using OMT);
¡ Clubfoot (using MT);
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¡ Cranial Asymmetry (using MT/CST);
r Dysfunctional Voiding (using OMT);
¡ Infantile Colic (using OMT/CST);
¡ Obstructive Apnea (using OMT);
¡ Otitis Mcdia (using OMT);
¡ Postural Asymmetry (using OMT/CST);
o Suboptimal Infant Breastfeeding (using CMT/CST); and
o Temporomandibular Joint Dysfunction (using OMT).

Pediatric conditions assessed to be 'inconclusive-
unclear'were:

o Asthma (using CMT);
o Autism (using VOMT);
¡ Cerebral Palsy (using OMT);
o Constipation (using OMT);
¡ Cranial Asymmetry (using OMT);
¡ Cuboid Syndrome (using MT);
o Headache (using CMI OMT, and MT);
. Infantile Colic (using CMT);
¡ Low Back Pain (using MT);
. Otitis Media (using CMT);
¡ Nocturnal Enuresis (using CMT);
¡ Preterm Infants (using OMT/CST for general

movement);
¡ Scoliosis (using CMT); ancl
r Upper Cervical Dysfunction (using MT).

Pediatric conditions assessed to be 'inconclusive-unfa-
vorable'were:

r Scoliosis (using OMT) and
¡ Torticollis (using MT).

Our findings had a fcw notablc updatcs from prior sys-

tematic reviews, especially the UI( Update, of which
"inconclusive-unclear" or "inconclusive-favorable" was
the outcome for all conditions [10]. The UI( Update was
unable to review any musculoskeletal conditions because
no studies were available at that time [10]. Evans et al.

published the first high-quality RCT on adolescent low
back pain, which allowed for this review to report a

"moderate-posltive" evidence for low back pain using
CMT [33]. Another musculoskeletal condition that has an
ongoing study is headaches (ClinicalTrials.gov ldentifier:
NCT02684916); we anticipate the results of this study will
allow for better practitioner guidance because of the high
rigor described in the protocol. Pulled (Nurse's) elbow
using MT was also not in the UI( Update, and was found
to have a "moderate-posítive" result in this study 137,381.

Discussion
This review identified 50 RCTs and observational ori-
ginal studies that evaluate manual therapy for pediatric
conditions, which updates severâl previously published
systematic reviews. Of particular importance, our review
included studies investigating the effects of manual ther-
apy on musculoskeletal conditions, including pediatric
low back pain and headache. Other conditions not previ-
ously reported in some previous systematic reviews in-
clude: constipation, suboptimal infant breastfeeding,
clubfoot, cuboid syndrome, headache, pulled (nurse's)

elhow, asthma, obstructive apnea, autism, cranial asym-
metry, postural asymmetry scoliosis, torticollis, and
upper cervical dysfunction.

Of the 50 studies, 32 were RCTs (18 high-quality, 10

medium-quality, and 4 low-qualiry). The remaining 18 stud-
ies were observational (l high-qualit¡ 13 medium-quality,
and 4 low-quality). Observational studies were further
broken down by study design (13-before-afte4 4 interrupted
time-series without compüicon group, rnd I intcrrupted
timcs-scrics with comparison group). Thirty-six studics rc-
ported'favorable' results, five showed'no improvement and
nine showed 'no difference' between study groups. In five of
the nine 'no difference'studies,'favorable' results were noted
in both groups, of which two of these studies had MT in
both groups.

Pediatric conditions assessed as'moderate-favorable'
were:

¡ Low Back Pain (using CMT);
. Pulled (or Nurse's) Elbow (using MT); and
¡ Preterm Infants (using OMT/CST to reduce days

and costs in hospital).

Pediatric conditions assessed to be 'inconclusive-
favorable' were:
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Additional evidence ratings changed in a positive direc-
tion in our study from the UI( Update for preterm infants
(reducing length of stay and hospital costs) using OMT/
CST. Three new high-quality RCT's not previously identi-
fied by the UI( Update were identified showing favorable
results, which accounted for this modification [55-57].
'!l'e were able to change the evidence ratings from "incon-
clusive-unclear" to "inconclusive-favorable" for two add-
itional conditions: otitis media, based on data gathered
from two medium quality RCT's [43, 45], reporting favor-
able results and for ADHD, based on the results of a high
quality RCT showing favorable results [48].

W'e amended the evidence from "inconclusive-favor-
able" to "inconclusive-unclear" for infantile colic and
pediatric enuresis using CMT. Regarding the change for
infantile colic, our study included four studies, the most
recent of which is a high-quality with improved out-
comes [19]. However, the remaining studies showed ei-
ther "no improvement" or "no difference" 120-22). Our
evidence rating is similar to the recent 2018 systematic
review and meta-analysis of infantile colic and manual
therapy conducted by Carnes et al. [68]. Carnes et al.

concluded that while small benefits were found for the
overall outcome, the benefit of manual therapy for in-
fantile colic is still unclear [68]. For pediatric enuresis,

our search identified only one observational study show-
ing favorable results; however, this level of evidence was
not enough to substantiate a "favorable" rating [25]. The
UK Update conclusion was based off the Huang et al.

systematic review, which included clinical trials that did
not meet our eligíbility criteria for manual therapy and
year of publication [69].

Similar to the previous systematic review on this topic,
and despite using only recent literature, this review con-
tinued to find serious methodological limitations within
the included studies. Our most common methodological
concern was the lack of standardization of the interven-
tion, which varied across the professions and even be-

tween studies within the same profession. Many studies

failed to adequately describe the methods used by the
practitioner; most of the studies also failed to describe
the number of treatments the patients received and over
what duration of time. In addition, the provider's experi-
ence, training, and type of intervention used in the same

study varied considerably. Another notable methodo-
logical concern was small sample size, which was not
accounted for in the quatrty assessment. Finall¡ many
studies failed to report on the incidence ofadverse events.

Adverse events were addressed in only 20 of the 50 in-
cluded studies reviewed. No lasting or significant adverse

events were reported for children receiving any form of
MT. Two previous systematic reviews have been pub-
lished regarding the incidence ofadverse events associated

with pediatric spinal manipulation [7]. These reviews

report that adverse events are rare, but that the true inci-
dence is unknown as they have not been evaluated pro-
spectively. The current "Best Practices for Chiropractic
Care of Children: A Consensus Update" report states that
the best way to minimize adverse events is by conducting
a thorough history and examination, as the majority of ad-
verse event cases in the literature are often due to under-
lying pre-existing pathology that was not diagnosed [9].
Our review is in agreement with previous studies in
recommending that prospective-population-based studies
should be conducted to identiff the true incidence of ser-
ious adverse events due to MT in the pediatric population.
Such a clinical trial is currently ongoing (ClinicalTrials.gov
Identifier: NCT02268331).

Additionally the "Best Practice" report states that manual
procedures should be modified when treating children to
take into account the differences in patient size, structural
development and fleibility of the joints [9]. Modifications
should include using gentler, lighter biomechanical forces
proportioned to the size and structural development of the
child. Both Triano et al. and Todd et al. [8, 70]. have posited

that healthcare providers using SMT are able to modulate
the amount of forces used. Ve agree this ability to modu-
late for pediatric, geriatric, and other special populations
ought to be included in undergraduate training programs

or during continuing education workshops for field
practitioners.

Limitations
Aside from using rigorous methodology in this system-
atic review and conducting a comprehensive search, it is

possible that our search failed to identifo every relevant
stud¡ especially considering the restriction of the search
to English-language studies. Our knowledge of unpub-
lished trials have influenced our conclusions; unpub-
lished trials may be more likely to produce negative or
equivocal results. Although the independent reviewers
performed this review, and in spite of utilizing system-
atic strategies for assessing the quality of the included
studies, there is still room for subjective interpretation.
'While we deliberately chose widely accepted recommen-
dations for assessing quality and determining bias, our
adaptation of some recommendations to better fit our
study design may have impacted our conclusions. Also,
each reviewer has varying degrees of familiarity with the
âssessment tools ¿ priorí, which could influence the
inter-reviewer reliability of the primary quality and bias
assessments. Finall¡ all six reviewers are chiropractors;
this expertise, as well, may be considered a source of
bias.

Conclusions
Favorable, albeit inconclusive, results were reported in 36
of the 50 studies we assessed that used different types of
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manual therapies for pediatric conditions. Compared to
previous reviews of the literature, we found a number of
clinical trials investigating the effects of manual therapies
on pedlatrlc musculoskeletal conditlons. Twenty-four
studies included information on adverse events that were
all transient and mild to moderate in nature. Clearly more
research investigating the clinical effectiveness of manual
therapies for pediatric conditions, along with the inci-
dence of atlvel'se cvelils, is lequilctl iti oltlel Lt-r allt-rw prac-
titioners and parents to make better informed choices
with respect to care planning for children with pediatric
conditions.
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Rose Bustria ITEM 7.6
1362

Subject: FW: FW: Vitalism and chiropractic

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Monday, March II,2Ot910:14 AM
To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Subject: FW: FW: Vitalism and chiropractic

Council - FYl.

Jo-Ann Uv¡¡lson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Reg¡strar & General Counsel

From: Dave Sta rme r lmailto:d rstarmer@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, March LL,2OL910:LL AM
To: Jo-An n Wil lso n <ipw!!!So-0@lco.on.ca>

Subject: Re: FW: Vitalism and chiropractic

Hi Jo-Ann,

I have no objection to this link being shared in the FYI section of a package and council
members can review it if they are interested.

Dave.

onMon,Marll,20I9at9:57AMJo-AnnWillson@wrote:

I have received this. The President is responsible for setting the agenda. Please advise if you want it
included on the Exec or Council agenda. Thank you.

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.

Registrar & General Counsel

From: Gilles LaMarche [mailto: gilles.lamarche@life.edul
Sent: Monday, March 11,2019 8:39 AM
To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwiltson@cco.o
Subject: Vitalism and chiropractic

Good morning Jo-Ann - hope all is well. Dr. Rob Scott, president of Life University posted this video
last week.
https://www.facebook.com/TodaysChiropracticleadership/videos/85 I 826325 I 71006/UzpfSTY I ODA I
NiMxOToxMDE lNzU I Mj M I NzO3NjMyMA/

He is a DC, who also has a PhD in physiology, and his explanation of vitalism in this video is excellent.
It is brilliant and simple to understand. He is a former CCO registrant who understands what is going on,

This video is in the public interest, and I thought it would be a good idea for council to view it. Those of
us who have lived this paradigm for decades are not crazy, and personally I am alive because of that is

1

the paradigm I chose to live.
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Dr. Gilles A. LaMarche

Vice President of University Advancement

Life University

1269 Barclay Circle,

Marieffa, GA 30060

770-426-2674 office

214-282-1500 cell

gilles. lamarche@ I ife. edu
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The chiropractic profession has a long

history of internal conflict. Today, the

division is between the 'evidence-friendly'

faction that focuses on musculoskeletal

problems based on a contemporary and

evidence-based paradigm, and the

'traditional' group that subscribes to

concepts such as 'subluxation' and. the

spine as the centre of good health. This

difference is becoming increasingly

obvious and problematic from both within

and outside of the profession in light of the

general acceptance of evidence-based

practice as the basis for health care.

Because this is an issue with many factors

to consider, we d.ecided to illustrate it with

an analogy. We aimed to examine the

chiropractic profession from the
6 212U2019
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perspective of an unhappy marriage by

defining key elements in happy and

unhappy marriages and by identifiring

factors that may determine why couples

stay together or spilt up.

1367

Main body

We argue here that the situation within

the chiropractic profession corresponds

very much to that of an unhappy couple

that stays together for reasons that are

unconnected with love or even mutual

respect. We also contend that the

profession could be conceptualised as

existing on a spectrum with the 'evidence-

friendly' and the 'traditional' groups

inhabiting the end points, with the

majority of chiropractors in the middle.

This middle group does not appear to be

greatly concerned with either faction and

seems comfortable taking an approach of

6 212U20t9
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'you never know who and what will

respond to spinal manipulation'. We

believe that this 'silent majority' makes it
possible for groups of chiropractors to

practice outside the logical framework of

today's scientific concepts.

Conclusion

There is a need to pause and consider if
the many reasons for disharmony within

the chiropractic profession ate, in fact,

irreconcilable. It is time to openly debate

the issue of a professional split by

engaging in formal and courageous

discussions. This item should be

prioritised on the agendas of national

associations, conferences, teaching

institutions, and licensi ngl registration as

well as accreditation bodies. However, for

this to happetr, the middle group of

chiropractors will have to become engaged

I 368
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and consider the benefïts and risks of

respectively staying together or breaking I 369
up.
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ITEM 7.8

Chiropract¡c Board announces interim policy on spinaL
manipulation
'14 Mdr 2019

Page I ofl

1371

The Chiropractic Board of Australia (the Board) has set an interim poliry on spinal manipulation for infants and young children while
an independent review ofthe practice is carried out by Safer Care Victor¡a.

The Board is committed to ensuring the public has access to, and receives, safe, ethical and competent care from registered

ch iropractors.

The Board awaits with keen interest the outcome of an independent expert review ofthe current best evidence for the efficacy of
spinal manipulation to treat childhood illnesses or health concerns in infants and young children.

The review outcomes will be used to inform future policy on the regulation of spinal manipulation for infants and young children for
public protection.

the lnterim Policy - Spinal manipulation for infants and young children is to protect the public until the outcomes of the expert review

are known, and a final poliry is developed on the issue.

The interim policy clearly outlines our expectation that chiropractors not use spinal manipulation to treat children under two
years of age, pending the recommendations arising from the review.

The Board expects chiropractors to comply with the interim policy, in addition to following the guidance provided in the Statement on
paediatric ca re lhttps://www.chiropractícboa rd.gov.a u/Codes-gu idelin es/FAO/Position-statements/Paed iatric-care.aspx) (201 7) a nd

the Code of conduct for chirooractors lhttps://www.chirooracticboard.gov.aulcodes-guidelines/Code-of-conduct.aspx) (2014).

The interim policy is available as a position statement under Codes and guidelines {https://www.chirooracticboard.gov.aulCodes-
guidelines.asoxl on the Board's website.

For more information
. Read the j

2f27998&d bid=AP&ch ksum= E%2f6wD iXxS%2bwljavXirLDCw%3d%3d).

. Lodge an online enouiry form (httos://www.ahprâ.gov.au/About-AHPRA/Contact-Us/Make-an-Enouiry.aspx).

. For registration enquiries: 1300 419 495 (within Australia) +61 39275 9009 (overseas callers).

. For media enquiries: (03) 8708 9200.
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Position statement
chi

20 June2017

Statement on paediatric care

The Chiropractic Board of Australia

Austrolio

The role of the Chiropractic Board of Australia (the Board) is to protect the public consistent with
the Health Practitioner Regulation National Law, as in force in each state and territory (the
NatlonalLaw).

ln regulating the profession, the Board is responsible for registering practitioners, setting the
professional standards and investigating concerns about chiropractors.' The Board aims to make
sure the public has access to safe and competent services from members of the profession. lt
does this through its work in the National Registration and Accreditation Scheme (the_Natjona!
Scheme) in partnership with the Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency (AHPRA).

The National Scheme has patient safety at its heart, and all health practitioners have a duty to
make safe and effective patient care their primary concern.

Codes and guidelines

The Board's Code of conduct for chiropractors (the Code) and Chiropractic quidelines for
advertising of regulated health services are published on its website at
www.chiropracticboard.qov.au. These documents, and the Board's other codes and guidelines,
outline the Board's guiding principles and expectations of practitioners to deliver effective
healthcare in an ethical framework.

The Code of conduct for chiropractors helps guide practitioners' professional judgement, and
assists the Board in setting and maintaining expectations of good practice.

Section 1.1 states: 'lf professional conduct varies significantly from this Code, health practitioners
should be prepared to explain and justify their decisions and actions, and serious or repeated
failure to meet this Code may have consequences for registration.'

Section 3.7 of the Code of conduct for chiropractors outlines the Board's expectations on caring
for children and young people, including that good chiropractic practice involves 'placing the
interests and wellbeing of the child or young person first.'

The Code of conduct for chiropracfors requires practitioners to practice in an evidence-based and
patient-centred manner so that they provide the best healthcare for their patients. Evidence-
based practice involves a practitioner considering available evidence, including research and
other sources of ínformation, in addition to their clinical experience and the patient's values during
their clinical decision-making process.

Healthcare decisions made in the context of evidence-based practice must be adequately
underpinned by proper informed consent. As set out in section 3.5 of the Code, the informed
consent process includes a full and honest disclosure of the evidence supporting any proposed
care.

I Except in New South Wales, which has a co-regulatory model
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Whilst lower forms of evidence may be adequate to support a well-constructed and controlled trial
of clinical care for some conditions, clinical experience alone is rarely adequate to support clinical
decision-making that is contrary to current evidence and/or best-practice approaches. Patient
consent does not end a practitioner's responsibilities to provide ethical and professional care
consistent with the standards and expectations of the Board.

Chiropractic Board of Australia's position on paediatric care

Chiropractors receive extensive university education and training, including about caring for
children. Parents typically seek chiropractic services for their children for musculoskeletal
disorders. ln caring for children chiropractors may providc a range of treatment modalities
including manipulation, dietary and ergonomic advice, exercise, counseling and other manual
therapies such as massage.

Best-practice approaches to providing chiropractic care to children are published in peer reviewed
literature. This evidence should be used to guide clinical practice and ensure chiropractors
provide safe care. Current research indicates that the incidence of serious adverse events, either
directly from manual therapy or indirectly by delayed or mis-diagnosis, is rare but does occur.
The Board considers that more research is required to better understand this.

The Board expects practitioners to make sure their clinical practice is consistent with current
evidence and/or best-practice approaches. Practitioners should critically evaluate their strengths
and weaknesses and use continuing professional development (CPD) and other educational tools
to ensure their knowledge and skills are appropriate for their work.

The Board expects practitioners to:

. discuss their proposed management plan with the patient's parent and/or guardian

. inform the parent and/or guardian about the quality of the acceptable evidence and explain the
basis for the proposed treatment

. provide patients (or parent and/or guardian) with information about the risks and benefits of
the proposed treatment and the risks of receiving no treatment

. understand that children have significant anatomical, physiological, developmental and
psychological differences and needs from adults and that their healthcare management
requires specific skills and expertise; including informed consent, examination, diagnosis,
referral of 'red flags'' and contraindications to care

. modify all care and treatment (including technique and force) to suit the age, presentation and
development of the patient

. promptly refer patients to the care of other registered health practitioners when they have
conditions or symptoms outside a chiropractor's scope of practice, for example 'red flags', and

o communicate effectively with other health practitioners involved with the care of the patient
such âs the patient's general practrtroner or paediatrician.

When practitioners do not have the clinical skills and knowledge to appropriately assess and/or
manage a paediatric patient, the Board expects them to refer the patient to another healthcare
practitioner who has the appropriate skills, or to co-manage the patíent with them.

This should happen immediately when there are serious conditions that require urgent referral
present, such as 'red flags'. ln all cases, the patients' best ínterests must be the priority.

' The presence of possible serious pathology that requires urgent medical referral
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lf anyone has a concern about a chiropractor

As the national regulation and registration body governing the chiropractic profession, the Board
would be very concerned about any practitioner who is not practising chiropractic safely and
within the limits of their competency, training and expertise.
Complaints or concerns about registered chiropractors can be brought to the attention of the
Board through AHPRA. Anyone seeking details about the management of complaints or concerns
(referred to under the National Law as 'notifications') or if anyone wants to raise a concern or
make a complaint about the, advertising, health, conduct or performance of a chiropractor they
can do so by going to the AHPRA website, see the Complaints or concerns section of
www.ahpra.qov.au

All complaints or concerns received will be assessed by the Board and be dealt with according to
the disciplinary processes and provisions defined in the National Law.

For more information

Visit www.chiropracticboard.qov.au under Conúacf us to lodge an online enquiry form.
For registration enquiries: 1300 419 495 (within Australia) +61 3 8708 9001 (overseas
callers).
For media enquiries: (03) 8708 9200.
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Chiropractors Trained to be Competent and Capable in
Care to the Very Young

Ph¡il¡p Ebrail is a lead¡ng wodd authority on ch¡rcpract¡c education, having

lead two ptogrcm renewals with RMIT Un¡versity and ass,sled fhe

establishment of new educat¡on prcgrams in Japan, South Korea ano

Malays¡a, and Aust.al¡a's f¡rst ch¡rcpract¡c program outs¡de a cap¡tal c¡ty to

seve rcg¡onal Austral¡ans.

Phill¡p Ebrall, PhD, PhD (Cand)

President, Tokyo College of Ch¡ropract¡c

Professor of Ch¡ropract¡c

The advice of the Chiropractic Board of Australia ¡s both precipitous and indecisive, being ignorant of the

evidence strongly supportive of ch¡ropractic care for children under two.

It appears to be an example of a regulatory body ællapsing to politiæl prêssure led by the members of the

med¡cal profession now holding elected posit¡ons in governments and Min¡sterial advsors throughout

Austral¡a.

This planned political infiltration for the purpose of subvert¡ng ch¡ropractic has been reported by chiroprâctic

historians such as Rome and Painter and is documented in the papers of The Wlk Trial as The lowa Plan,

hâv¡ng or¡g¡nated by the lowa Mediæl Society.

The lowa Plan ¡s summed up in the plainl¡ffs' 132-page aid to the court, submitted June 25, 1987, in the

W¡lk case. The lowa Plan's sect¡on "Vvhat Medicine Should Do About The Ch¡ropractic Menace" ¡ncludes a

Part G t¡lled "Undertake a positive program of'containment"'to ensure chiropractic as a profession w¡ll

'w¡ther on the v¡ne' and the ch¡ropractic menace w¡ll d¡e a natural but somewhat undramalic dealh. The

lowa Plan states that such actions taken by the medical profess¡on should be persistent and behind{he-

scenes whenever possible. Any professional chiropractic body that d¡smisses The lowa Plane as a

'ænsp¡racy theory' is negl¡gent in their duty of care to its members and the profess¡on.

Any professional ch¡ropractic body that dismissês The lowa Plane as a'consp¡racy theory'is negligent in

their professional duty of ære to its members.
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Th¡s decision of the CBA meets the ev¡dential basis for an element of the US-AMAS lowa plan which is
being enacted by a global cabal, recently ¡n lndonesia and South Korea, and for a long time, Australia.

The use by the CBA of the vague term 'man¡pulation' demonstrates its isolation from real-world ch¡ropraclic
practice where convent¡onal chiropractors 'adjust'w¡th¡n an evidence-based cl¡n¡cal framework and rarely, il

ever, manipulate children. The notion that chiropractors'manipulate'bab¡es is a deliberâte myth of polit¡cal

medicine w¡th nefârious intent.

All five programs of chiropractic education that I have for 30 years successfully and repeatedly led through

accred¡tation, spec¡fically teach the contraindicat¡ons to ch¡ropractic management of the young.

Management includes a broad spectrum of personalised care from adjustment to nutr¡t¡on, activity, soft-

t¡ssue trealment, and self-care.

Thê llterature cleady êsláblishes binh trâuma as ân everìÎ, howevet low its prevâlence, ând chiropractors

are trained to be competent and capable in the prov¡sion of ¡ntegrâted support based around h¡ghly spec¡fìc

and expressly genlle care to thê very young, w¡th supporl¡ve care to lhe molher.

The type of chiropractic care shown in the relevant v¡deo cl¡p represenls standard practice w¡th¡n med¡cine

¡n Germany. There is substantial evidence of lhis and as with chiropractic, absolulely no evidence of harm.

To lhe conlrary, there ¡s much evidence of efficâcy and safety of conseruativê chiropractic câre of children.

For Australian authorities to târget only the ch¡ropractic profession in lhis matter is blatant d¡scrimination

and mosl ¡ll-informed. Chiropractors will continue to care for infants and fam¡lies in the¡r safe, conservative

and welldocumented manner, as will physiotherap¡sts, osteopaths, practitioners of Tradit¡onal Ch¡nese

Medicine and Ph¡lippines Healing, and mediæl practitioners, in the¡r less evidenæ-based manner.

The real issues ovêrlooked ¡n this matter are lhe absence of evidence of harm by chiropractors, and the

absence of evidence support¡ve of clinical mânagement by medic¡ne and olher disc¡pl¡nes."

Ph¡ll¡p Ebrall

Tokyo, 15 March 20'19
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[Virat has beeit clescnbed as ttrre ''biggest
change" in Ontario's health syst-em since
rueclicare was created half a century ago
could drar'aatically impact how patients
receir¡e care and wor-kers deliver it,
health-care leaders sav"

The m¿¡ssive transf,.o¡rna.Lion unr¡eiled
by Flealih Mirdster Chu'ístine Elliott on
Tuesday is airned a-i making the health

system easier for patients to navigate,
The weak linlçs in the current system

are the transfer points betweenvarious
sectors, includ.ing hospitals, primary
care. home care, long-terrn care and
i'nentai health. Most complaints come
from. patients who fall belr¡¿een the
cracks of those sectors, par'uicularly after
being discha:ged from hospital.

The plan for the reformed system will
see lhose sectors come together under

the oversight authcrrlQrof a si;-rgle super,
agencylmonrn as Onta¡ir: Heatth" Elliott
told a news confererrce" Fìmployees
from the va¡ious sectors wüi ¡vork to-
gether in tea¡ns, silos wili be elimi¡eated
and patients will ultimateiy be able io
morte th¡ouËilr the health system "sealri-
lessly,'she said"

T\¡¡enW existing agencies wiil be ah-
sorbed into Onta¡'io Hea.lth- includingì4
Locai }Tealth Integration Networks,
Cancer Care Onta¡-io and eHealth. ldo¡r-e
of these agencies wili ciisappeal over"-
night as the rollout of*re ne¡v system ís
expected to take years, senior bur-eau-
crats explained in a teclmicai briefi.ng.

wË*þ{s,$*ÅY, TEBRUARY ?7 ,2û19

Eijioti said the treah*'r wster¿r of tJre
fr,¡fr¡¡e wili see fèu¡er patients ireared in
huspital hal-tways, niore seniors g.el ca_:'e

in their trromes, less bumirv c{isr:har.ges
froi'n hospi.ta-l and fer¡¡er unnecessaÌ_!
irips to emergency departrrents.

y'r rnajor empi'rasis ¡¡¡ill be Þlace<i o¡:
irnproviig diglial heajth so that patients
wi]l har¡e easie¡ access to irr:i.rratry care
pi'oviciers, sucl-l as fa,r:rilv doctr¡,rs and
irr-rsepraditioi,r-ers,tlierm¡ristersa.id.

þl[Ai"'T"F{ ccntiiruect on a'l'!

lnside:'Tra nsiormat ion' to ta i<e vea rs. i\'iì

TOreNTO



Fnrmer deputy minister questiûns'radical change'
sult of the changes, said several

health-care leaders who sPoke

on condition of anon5'rnitY be-
cause theywere not authorized
to give interviews. Sen'ices sucli
as hur-na¡. resources and com-
munications will be central-
izecl, but because the n-¿r¡rsfor-

mation is tt¡ roll out slowl-v, Po-
siTio¡rs can b,* eliminated-
through attr.îr:on, the¡r said.

Sue VanderBent, CEO of
Home C,are Ontariq said one of
the biggest problerns in the sec-

tor right nov¡ is tfrat home-care
workerc such as visiting nurses
do not Ì:ave real-time access to
paiient records. lSo hosPitals,
primar;r care Providers and
honr"-*. p.oviders are not on
the same page when. it comes to
caring for patients;, she said.

Ifs not unusual for a farnilY
doctorto change a Prescr:iPtion
after a patient has been dis-

charged from hospital Vander-
Bent said. It can tÌren take uP to

two days for a home-ca¡e work-
er to iearn ofthe change,

In the interiin" the patien.i can
get v/orse and be iushec to the
ernergency depzutrn ent bY Pan-
icked toved ones" she said, not-
ing such jounreys put ulneces-
sary stress on patients, families
a¡d the health system, ancl con-
trjt¡ute to overcrowding.

"Technology will be a huge en-
abler irr terins of t¡eing able to
deliver better care,'" Vander-
Bent said.

Kevin Smith, president of the
University Heaith lNetr,vorÌ<,

said he welcomes t}le focus oir
eradicating haliwaY medicine'
He estùnatectr that 20 Patients
were being carecl for in the cor-
ridors of the emergencY dePart-
ments at Toronto Westem and
Toronto General hosPitaìs on
Tuesday.

"lVIy hope is that we allow Pro-
viders the tools that theY need
to provide otitstanding care in a

1 379

system tÀat is not struggling io
operate with hospitals that ¿re

at over 1lO per cent occupäncy
everyday," he said.
It will take money to ensure

the transformation rotrls out
smoorJrìy, Smithsaid.

"The elephant in the r"oom is

money'' he saicl, noting hosPital
inflation alone stancls at 3 Per
cent anrruallY.
"In orcìer to protect Patíents,

we need to see sotne invest-
ment that will atrlow us to Pi-e-
serve front-üne staff and the
teams that rvill allow that staff
tobecome integrated""

Dorls Grinspun, CEO of the
Registered Nurses' Association
of Onta¡io, said ca-re co-ordina-
tors who now woL'k for T-oca-l

Health Integf ation N etworks -
which are to be scraPPecl - will
lfüely see some changes to thei.r
jobs. She saicì she exPects about

4,500 of themtobe transferred
to primary-care settings.

HfAt:rþ{ from A'l medicirie, iinprove menlal
healtr and addiction services

Fatients witrl be able to make and cl-eate ire'w long-term-care

appoinüT relits online, have'Vir- beds.

tùäI" appointments and get "'Yor don't need this kind of
eompuæi access to their own radisal change io achieve ihose

healih records. goa-s' This requires a huge leap

Former deputy health rnfuds- offsi-rhanclisbaseduponsome
ter Llr. Bob Bell described the tmtested hypotheses'"

overhaulas"thebiggestchange F{e said other provinces-that

since we started ñedicare in har'e lnade sucir changes have

this country 5O years ago" and irot ibred that well and ques-

questionedwhy such'?adical tior,edwtrry0ntariowouldwant
change" is ne""ttury. to r¡ess with rvorld-clâss agen-

Untitnow,thebiggestchanges cies such as Cancer Ca¡e Onta-

Ontario's health system has rio.

seen were the merging and He said he is especialtry con-

cÏosing of hospitals by the cerr:ed about the effect on

Fiealthservices Restructuring home-carepatients'
Commission more than 2o BelI said he was pieased to

yea::sagoandtheeliminationof hea¡ the minister assure pa-

ä"**r*iqy 
"are 

access centres tienis they will still be abtre to

twoyearsãgo,henoted. aceess services with their
lhä erogressive Conserva- "OHIF card rather than their

tives ran in last vearb provinciai credit card'"

eiection on a iìealth piatfomn T'ære i¡¡ill be a reduction in

tl:rat promised to end hallway "'back of,ñce" positions as a re-
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Massage therapist Mark Donlevy faces 14th sexual
assault charge

CBClRadío-Canada L4 hrs ago

Former Saskatoon massage therapist
Mark Donlevy has been charged with
sexual assault for the l"4th time.

Donlevy, 50, was convicted in

November in relation to an alleged

2004 sexual assault and sentenced to
three years in prison. He has since

O CBC Mark Donlevy has been charged wìth aOpealed the COnViCtiOn.
sexual assault for the 14th t¡me, for an alleged
incìdent dat¡ns back to 2012 

saskatoon porice announced on

Wednesday that a now-48-year-old

woman made a report in December.

A news release alleges the woman was assaulted after talking with

Donlevy on a dating site and meeting up in June 201-2.

The Saskatoon Police Service encourages anyone who believes they
may have been the victim of a sexual assault, regardless of when it
happened, to call them at 306-975-8300 or file a report in person as

SPS headquarters.

7 3l2ll20r9
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Getting away with pharmacy fraud is 'no problem' in Ontario
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Getting away w¡th pharmacy fraud is 'no problem' in
Ontario
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Marco Chown Oved - Investigat¡ve Reporter,Carolyn Jarvis - Global News 3 hrs ago

i$

€) Provided by Toronto Star Newspapers Limited Ayman Mikhael pleaded guilty to Ontar¡o's b¡ggest
pharmâcy fraud in the last five years. In iuly 2015, he admitted to overbilling ODB for $2.5 million between

2009 and 2011.

"I'm the cleaner," says the man wearing a ball cap and sunglasses to
mask his identity.

"I help them to clean up the books ... fix the papers," he says. "Make it
look nice, like a proper pharmacy."

We'll call the cleaner "lvan." He agreed to share details of the murÇ
world of pharmacy fraud - a scam that costs the public millions of
dollars every year, but no one knows exactly how much.

Ivan is the man pharmacists call when they have been flagged for
gyçI&,i,1¡[Sgftthe Ontarío Drug Benefit Program (ODB), sometimes for

stôr.com

1l 212512019



Getting away with pharmacy fraud is ono problem' in Ontario

hundreds of thousands or even millions of dollars. He comes in and

creates a paper trail to hide the fraud and get pharmacists off.

Download the Microsoft News app to get breaking news, updates

and analysis on your Android or iPhone device.

The pharmacists are "scared, afraid," when they first call, he says. "The

possibility exists that they're going to jail.It's fraud."

But lvan, who has a long and wcll documcntcd h¡story in thc hcalth-

care field, "knows the system really well." Ministry of Health auditors

look for drugs a pharmacy has billed for but never had in stock. Ivan

creates fake transfers from other pharmacies to make those drugs

appear in the inventory.

Ivan claims to have helped disguise fraud at more than l-00 Ontario
pharmacies over the last five years. He says it's easy to hide the

evidence, and coaches pharmacists on how to fool the auditors.

"You say, 'Oh, I forgot about this. ... We never scanned it, we never

entered it.... We transferred that medication two months ago from
(arrollrer) plrarrrracy antJ iI was rrever puI irr Ihe systerrr.' "

Sometimes the auditors give notice that they are going to inspect a

pharmacy and Ivan cornes and fixes the books ahead of tirne.

"Three hours," is all he needs, he says, chuckling. "No problem."

The ODB pays for medications for Ontario's most vulnerable: children,
the elderly and those on social assistance. When a qualified patient

fills a prescription, they either don't pay anything, or pay a few dollars

and ODB covers the rest.

The program costs the province more than $5.4 billion a year

Pharmacists bill the province every two weeks for medication
dispensed to ODB patients and are paid shortly afterwards.

Dishonest pharmacists overbill by tacking drugs they never dispensed

onto their bills, so they are reimbursed for more drugs than they sold.

Untold millions of dollars earmarked for the sick and needy end up in
their pockets instead.

A Toronto Star/Global News investigation has found a system that
struggles to catch fraud and hold those responsible to account.

ADajry.ç;Spatio n revea I s:

Page2of11
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Getting away with pharmacy fraud is 'no problem' in Ontario

Very few pharmacists get caught. Of the more than 16,000

pharmacists in Ontario, only 39 were disciplined by the College of
Pharmacists for unsubstantiated ODB billing between 20L3 and

20t7, according to an analysis of college records. This number

includes pharmacísts disciplined for poor record keeping.

When pharmacists are caught, they are rarely charged. During those

same five years, only seven pharmacists were charged with criminal

offences, and four others with lesser provincial offences.

Pharmacists charged with ODB fraud aren't getting convicted. The

investigation found only two pharmacists convicted of criminal

offences for overbilling duríng this time period, and three more

convicted of provincíal offences.

Even when a pharmacist is caught, it doesn't prevent the overbilling
from continuing, either at the same pharmacy or another one

owned by the same person.

The Ministry of Health recouped almost $40 million in overbilled
payments in the last five years. Statistics obtained from a freedom of
information request show that once identified, virtually all overbilled

amounts are recovered.

Tþ excellent recovery rate is because, most of the time, overbilled

ambunts are simply "clawed back" from the next payment to the
pharmacy. The recovery occurs almost immediately, often years before
pharmacists face criminal charges or disciplinary proceedings.

But while the auditors are good at recouping what they have found,

there's evidence to show they're missing millions more. Ontario's

auditor general identified $4 million of unrecovered overpayments

made in 2OL6/20t7 simply by flagging suspicious paperwork - drugs

dispensed to dead patients, or birth control pills prescribed to men,

for example.

And when it comes to holding pharmacists accountable - even when

they admit to overbilling - the system is set up to fail.

In June 20L7, Eiman Amin stood in the second-floor hearing room at

the college of pharmacists and admitted that she overbilled the ODB

for nearly $1 million. She was not charged criminally, nor did she lose

her pharmacist's licence.

Despite having overbilled for "huge quantities of drugs and products"

and attempting "to mislead ministry ínspectors," the only punishment
@ 2019 Microsoh
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Getting away with pharmacy fraud is 'no problem' in Ontario

she received was from the college, which suspended her license for 16

months and gave her a $5,000 fine. The government recouped its

money after Amin remortgaged her house and sold land in Sudan.

Amin ran the Noor Drug Mart on Eglinton Ave. in Mississauga for
more than a decade before a ministry audit found she had overbilled

$907,039.85 between 20L0 and 2012.

In their report, inspectors wrote that the pharmacy had more than
doubled its ODB reimbursements by overbilling.

Amin provided fake invoices that overstated her wholesale drug
purchases by 726 per cent, according to college disciplinary
documents. When confronted, Amin asked for a "favour" and

requesl.ed they be disregarded.

Amin did not respond to interview requests made through messages

left with her children and a detailed letter delivered to her home.

She explained her actions to the college by saying her husband did
not have a full-time job and she was the family's sole providet
responsible for her four children, who she claimed were all living at
home at the time of the overbilling.

Citing Amin's "remorse" and her "difficult personal circumstances,

induding multiple stressors in her personal life relating to emotional,
health and financial issues," the college decided a licerrce susperrsiorr

was appropriate.

She was permitted to return to work as a pharmacist in August 2018.

Anyone who fills a prescription has their information entered into a

pharmacy's computer. In fraud cases, pharmacists typically use this
information to repeatedly fill phantom prescriptions and bill the
government.

"So if you came into the pharmacy once, they have your Ontarío

health card," said Ivan the cleaner. "They have that information in the
system, and then they can bill that anytime they want.

"There's so many pharmacies and then there's a system (that) is not
that great, and it's not red-flagging," he said. "lf you're not doing the
crazy amounts, you're not going to get caught."

It's simply too tempting to tack a few extra drugs onto your bi-weekly
bill, especially typical products likely to go unnoticed.

O 2019 Microsoft
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Getting away with pharmacy fraud is ono problem' in Ontario

"It's the smaller, mundane products that equal up to a lot over a given
period of time," said Det.-Sgt. Ted Schendera, who heads the Ontario
Provincial Police health fraud investigation unit. "Smaller products are

easier to hide."

Boxes of Contour diabetes test strips, for example, cost $85 each.

Many pharmacies bill for hundreds of boxes each month. A dozen

boxes added into each bill adds up to tens of thousands of dollars in

fraud a yeat- and that's just one product. With multiple products,

illicit profits can soar into the millions.

After massive frauds involving blood glucose test strips were exposed

in the early 2010s, the province changed its reimbursement policy,

limiting how many strips ODB will cover.

OPP investigators often discovered that not only were the test strips

never dispensed, they were never bought by the pharmacy, said

Schendera.

"Most of the cases, they're not ordering the items," he said. "They

never existed."

Because audíts take so long to complete, it makes it difficult for police

to make arrests. After an audit, pharmacists have been known to
gulckly sell their businesses and even "skip the country," said

Schendera.

These fraudster pharmacists often sell their pharmacies at a premium

because the overbilling makes them look more profitable than they
actually are.

Said Attalla is one of the few pharmacists in Ontario to be criminally
charged with fraud.

Attalla has owned 18 pharmacies across the GTA and Golden

Horseshoe over the last 20 years. He admitted to professional

misconduct at the college, but the prosecution of his criminal case fell

apart after audit reports were ruled inadmissible and the charges were

withdrawn in 20L6.

In 20L2, Attalla was charged for overbilling more than $355,000 over
two years at Rathburn Pharmacy in Mississauga.

After his criminal proceeding, Attalla was brought before the college,

where he admitted to professional misconduct relating to more than

$406,000 in overbilling at Rathburn and at Supercare Pharmacy,
O 2019 M¡crosoft
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Getting away with pharmacy fraud is 'no problem' in Ontario

located in Toronto's Jane and Finch neighbourhood. His pharmacist's
licence was suspended for 30 months, he was ordered to sell his

pharmacies, and fined $20,000.

Shortly afterwards, Attalla's life and businesses began to unravel. Three

of his pharmacies declared bankruptcy and were seized in 2016. The

next year, Attalla stopped paying the mortgage on his L0,000-sq.-ft.

Mississauga mansion, which was seized by creditors and sold. Seven

months later, he declared personal bankruptcy, listing $1.8 million in
debts.

"Yes, I was accused and I was proved innocent by the court, which is a

higher level of legal system in Canada, right?" Attalla told reporters

from the Star and Global News at his new, smaller Mississauga home.

He also said he only admitted fault at the college because he ran out
of money to defend himself.

The amount overbilled was clawed back from later payments to his

pharmacy, said Attalla, although the ministry would not confirm this.

Attalla said he took responsíbility at the college hearing for failure to
properly oversee his pharmacies' billings, not for the overbilling itself

"Because I was the owner, I took the responsibility," he said. "But I
wlsn't working in the pharmacy. I hired people to work for me.

"The documentation is a thing which unfortunately wasn't actually very
well maintained in the pharmacy," he said. "I wasn't able to (find) every
single document they asked for.

"If you read (the decision) very carefully, you see most of (it) is about
documentation, not intention to do anything."

In criminal court, Attalla said, the Crown "didn't prove what he

accused: that I sold drugs on paper that I never bought. He didn't
prove that. He couldn't prove that ... If you say I billed government for
certain drugs that I never bought, then prove it. Prove it.

"They never proved it."

Attalla's lawyer, Howard Rubel, declined to discuss his case specifically,

but said the Crown often has difficulty proving pharmacy fraud.

"The state of the evidence in many of these cases is rather poor," said

Rubel. "(The ODB) is not set up as a forensic system, so when they try
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Getting away with pharmacy fraud is ono problem' in Ontario

to use it as a forensic system to create proof that can be used in a

crimínal court, often that proofjust doesn't meet the test."

That's why many cases don't even lead to charges, let alone

convictions, Rubel said.

"If they don't have admissible proof of who entered the prescription,

who filled the prescription, who entered the information into the
pharmacy's database ... it's not even goíng to make its way into a

criminal court."

Some criminal investigations result in provincial charges under the
Ontario Drug Benefit Act. But although such charges could technically
lead to up to a year in jail, they generally result in little more than a
fine, Rubel said.

"Provincial offences? It's gonna be the same as a speeding ticket," he

said.

Joseph Salek's name is emblazoned on the pedestrian bridge over
Bayview Ave. at the Canadian National Institute for the Blind, where

commuters see it every day.

Salek contributed enough money toward the footbridge's renovation

ín 20L4 that his name, alongside another donor's, was erected on it in
lalge white letters.

Only months before, Salek had quietly resigned from the Ontario
College of Pharmacists and surrendered his licence after allegations

that he overbilled the ODB for $202,386.83 in 2009-l-0.

Shortly after the bridge was unveiled, Salek pleaded guilty to a breach

of the Ontario Drug Benefit Act - a non-criminal offence - for the
overbilling and was fined $30,000. He was never charged criminally.

In an agreed statement of facts filed at Newmarket court, Salek said he

was not in charge of billing at the Richmond Hill Medical Pharmacy,

where the overbilling took place, although he admitted that he

"receíved the monies."

The manager at the pharmacy was also disciplined by the college,

which acknowledged "there is no evidence that (the manager) directly
benefited," from the overbilling.

Salek did not respond to requests for an interview. Contacted by
phone, his wife, Susan, said, "He is not available."
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Getting away with pharmacy fraud is 'no problem' in Ontario

His lawyer, Jody Berkes, said Salek paid back the province for the
entire overbilling and also paid the fine.

Before resigning, Salek owned three pharmacies, all of which he sold
to another pharmacist, Magdy Salama, for a combin ed $I2.2 million.

lhe college later found Salama had also overbilled. In his case, it was

for $762,000.

But Salama was nowhere to be found. All three pharmacies would
close and Salama's pharmacist licence was revoked in absentia in
20L8.

Ontario's auditor general has called out the ODB on four occasions for
having too few inspectors. Hiring more inspections was an AG

recommendation in 1996, in 200L, in 2007 and again in 2017.

"There are 4,200 pharmacies; they only inspect about six per cent a

year," said current auditor general Bonnie Lysyk in an interview.
"There's more money to be recovered."

In 2005-06, the Ministry of Health employed three inspectors and
recovered just over $1 million in overbilled payments. By 20L6-L7,
there were 10 inspectors who recovered $1"0.3 million.

"Gpvernments don't like to increase staff because they're trying to
save money. But at the same point, perhaps that will end up recouping
more money into the public purse," said Lysyk.

Her team didn't inspect pharmacies but still found $3.9 million in
inappropriate payments by combing through ODB billings and looking
for obvious problems. They found $910,000 in drugs billed for dead
people and $922,000 in drugs billed for people who didn't need them,
such as birth control for men.

"We ran analytics that identified situations that, had they ínspected,

they likely would've been able to recover more money," she said.

Beyond money, Lysyk says the inspection regime needs to be

strengthened to speed up cases where fraud has occurred.

Three different bodies - the Minístry of Health, the OPP and the
Ontario College of Pharmacists - are tasked with catching pharmacy
fraud. But instead of three times the oversight, the system is clunky
and drags out the process over years, sometimes topping a decade.

That's because those agencies work consecutively, not simultaneously
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Getting away with pharmacy fraud is 'no problem' in Ontario

The OPP's health fraud investigation unit does not proactively

investigate pharmacies, but waits for cases to be referred to it from
the ministry.

"We can only investigate what's referred to us," Schendera said.

Not a single pharmacist was referred for criminal investigation

between 2013 and 20L5, prompting the OPP to approach the ministry

That move resulted in L3 referrals in 20L6-17. But of those, eight were

too old to pursue because the pharmacy had been sold or the records

were lost, Schendera said.

Ayman Mikhael pleaded guilty to Ontario's biggest pharmacy fraud ín

the last five years. In July 201-5, he admitted to overbilling ODB for $2.5
million between 2009 and 20LI.

When Mikhael was cut off from billing the ODB, he was able to
transfer patient files to another pharmacy that he co-owned with his

wife, Safaa Eskandet where the overbilling continued.

As the owner/operator of Wilson Medical Centre pharmacy in

Hamilton, Mikhaelwas audited in late 2011 and found to have been

billing for medications he had never purchased.

T\' ministry passed the file to the OPP, which charged Mikhael with
fraud in February 20L4.The next year, he pleaded guilty and was

sentenced to two years less a day in jail for what the judge called a
"massive fraud" that was "well-planned (and) deliberate."

In sentencing Míkhael, Judge Maria Speyer said he "deliberately

abused his position of trust as a pharmacist."

In an interview, Mikhael said his life was unravelling while the fraud

took place.

"I was having bad debts and I had major depression and it was all

snowballing," he said. "It was just lots of things happening. Bad

bookkeeping. Bad supervision. Relying on other people to do the job."

Speyer noted there was no evidence presented that Mikhael was

"living a lavish lifestyle."

During the time he was defrauding the government, land registry

documents show he purchased a $1.1-million mansion near the
Mississauga waterfront. After extensive renovations, the opulent
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Getting away with pharmacy fraud is 'no problem' in Ontario

residence, which features an indoor swimming pool and movie
theatre, was sold for $4.65 million - while Mikhael was in jail.

Mikhael's pharmacist's licence was revoked in 20L7, following his

release from jail.

"l had to sell the house.I had to sell the business, evefihing," he told
reporters at his doorstep. "I paid more back than I gained."

When Wilson Pharmacy's ODB billing privileges were revoked shortly
after auditors first uncovered Mikhael's fraud in 2011, its patient files

were moved to another pharmacy that he co-owned with his wife,

Safaa Eskander. More overbilling took place there.

In July 2012, the ministry ar¡clitecl the second pharmacy, MT Cross, and

identified $162,000 in overbilling, involving many of the same patient

names and drugs Mikhael had admitted to falsely billing.

"I don't deny anything," said Eskander, reached by phone.

She declined to comment furtheç saying, "l am not answering any

questions."

Neither Mikhael nor Eskander were criminally charged for the
overbilling at MT Cross.

Eslènder admítted to professional misconduct at the college in 20L7

and her licence was suspended for L4 months. The ODB overbilling
was clawed back by the ministry.

Ivan the cleaner estimates that only two or three per cent of the
pharmacists who commit fraud - "the sloppy s¡s5" - are caught.

That's one reason to open up dispensing records to a wider group of
health care professionals, said Kelly Grindrod, a pharmacy professor at

the University of Waterloo.

"In other provinces, for example, every time a medication is dispensed

through a pharmacy, a record is created," Grindrod said. "And if a
physícian was to look at the list of medications that had been

dispensed for their patient, they could see some of these things."

With more scrutiny on which medications are being dispensed to
patients, we wouldn't need to rely on a tiny number of inspections to
catch pharmacy fraud.
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Getting away with pharmacy fraud is 'no problem' in Ontario

"Ontario doesn't have this," Grindrod said. "We should have had this a
long time ago. We don't."

With frles from Robert Cribb, Toronto Staf Chelsea Lecce and Ryan

Moore Ryercon School of Journalkm, Jigar Patel Seneca College
Megan Robinson and Leslie Whße Global News, and Sarah Bhola
Centennial College.

Marco Chown Oved is a Toronto-based investigative reporter. Follow

him on Twitter: @marcooved
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Regulator won't pursue complaints about doctor's advocacy work
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Paola Loriggio L5 m¡ns ago

TORONTO - A Toronto doctor says Ontario's medical regulator has

decided not to investigate dozens of complaints made about her push

for stricter gun laws.

Dr. Najma Ahmed, a trauma surgeon who treated victims of a fatal

mass shooting in Toronto last summer, says the College of Physicians

and Surgeons of Ontario told her of its decision Tuesday.

Ahmed is a founding member of Canadian Doctors for Protection from

Guns, a group calling for a national ban on private ownership of
handguns and assault rifles.

The group has said it considers gun control a public health issue and

stressed that physicians have a duty to speak out on policies that
affect people's safety and well-being.

"Physician advocacy remains an important function that doctors fulfil

on behalf of the public," Ahmed said in a statement issued late

Tuesday.

Another group, the Canadian Coalition for Firearm Rights, had urged

its supporters to file official complaints to the college about Ahmed's

advocacy work.

The coalition argues doctors are not experts on firearms policy and

should not be taking political positions.

The organization said Wednesday it understood the college's decision

as saying the complaints were not deemed without foundation, but
simply that it was not the appropriate forum to hear them.

"Concerning whether we believe that complaints to the CPSO was the

correct course of action, the doctors have demonstrably spread

misinformation and we fear that Canadians believed it without
question because they are doctors," the coalition said in a statement.
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Regulator won't pursue complaints about doctor's advocacy work

"We believe that lodging complaints with the licensing body was a

reasonable course of action."

Those who filed complaints have 30 days to appeal the college's

decision. The coalition said it would be up to individual complainants

to decide whether to seek an appeal.

In a statement Wednesday, the doctors' group said it is pleased by the
college's decision not to pursue the more than 70 complaints made

about Ahmed.

"Dr. Ahmed wishes to sincerely thank Canadians for the hundreds of
letters, emails, calls, and demonstrations of support and solidarity she

has received in recent days," it said. "The CPSO decision is affirmation
that advocacy for public health is an integral responsibility of
physicians."

The college said it could not confirm the details of its decision given

the appeal period. Its registrar, Nancy Whitmore, has previously said

the complaints process is generally intended to focus on clinical care

or professional behaviour rather than political issues.

A gun control law, Bill C-71, is making its way through the Senate, and

Ahmed was among those who testified before the committee
examining the bill.

The proposed legislation includcs changcs to thc Firearms Act and

Criminal Code, such as considering events more than five years in the

past when judging applicants' eligibility for gun licences and requiring
a buyer's licence be verified in the sale of non-restricted firearms.

The bill does not include an outright ban on private ownership.
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t's another busy night at a hospital

emergency department, and two physi-

cians end up exchanging fiery words

with each other in front of patients and

other colleagues.

\X/hile the behaviour is not professional and

certainly does not reflect well on either physi-

cian, it could be argued that this is not a matter

in which the College needs to be directly in-

volved. In fact, it may be the type of matter that

is most effectively managed at the hospital level.

I 396

If the antagonism between the two physicians

is ongoing and escalates to the point where pa-

tients a¡e placed in ha¡m's way and the hospital

is unable to manage the situation, t}ren a solid

argument could be made for regulatory inter-

vention.
This approach is an example of right

touch regulation, which has been adopted

by a number of regulatory bodies across the

world. Because the regulator is usually furthest

removed from the harm it is trying to prevent, þÞ
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L. Proportionate
Regulators should only intervene when necessary.
Remedies should be appropriate to the risk posed.

2. Consistent
Rules and standards must be joined up and
implemented fairly.

3. Targeted
Regulation should be focused on the problem, and
minimize side effects.

Source: Professional Stantlards,q,jthotity

6. Agile
Regulation must look forward and be able to adapt to
anticipate change.

1397

weighing something on balancing
scales, nothing happens until you
reach the desired weight, at which
point the scales tip over," states a
paper authored by the PSA. "Once
they have tipped any further, weight
added to the other side is ineffectual.
So the right amount of regulation
is exactly that which is needed for
the desired effecr," stated the paper.
Too little is ineffective; too much is a

waste of effort.

It is a concept that unde¡lies our
new approach to investigarions,
which is to triage complaints on the
basis of risk of harm to the public
and to consider managing lower
risk complaints through an aherna-
tive dispute resolution process (See

page l2).
The framework recognizes that

there is no such thing as "zero risl/'
and that all decisions about what
and how to regulate will involve a

trade-off berween different risks and
competing benefits.

Dr. 'ùØhitmore says that a key role
for regulators in right touch regula-
tion is to provide clinicians who may

4. Transparent
Regulators should be open, and keep regulations
simple and user friendly.

5. Accountable
Begulators must be able to justify decisions, and be
subject to publíc scrutiny^

proponenrs of the framework sug-

gest it is a very dull instrument for
promoting behaviour change. Right
touch regulation should see regula-
tors only intervene when necessary
and remedies should be appropriate
to the risk posed.

It is an evidence-based frame-
work that has found favour with
this College.

"\Øe need to change our mindser
and work to identi$' how much
regulatory force is actually needed
to achieve a desired efFecr," said Dr.
Nancy rMhitmore, College Registrar
and CEO.

"\Øe cani target everything with
the same amounr of energ¡2. The
matters with the grearesr urgenry in
terms of public safety must be our
biggest priority," she said.

Originating with the Professional

Standards Authority (PSA) in the
United Kingdom, right touch regu-
lation ensures that the level ofregu-
lation is proportionate to the level
of risk to the public. A frequently
used analogy is finding the right
balance on a set of scales. "V/hen
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"We can't target everything with the same
amount of energy. The matters with the

greatest urgency in terms of public safety
must be our biggest priority."

-

-
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Dr. Nancy Whitmore,
Registrar/CEO

be vulnerable to potentially harmful
situations with the knowledge to

contribute to their prevention.

In a recent presentation to hos-

pital presidents and chiefs of staff,

Dr.'ï7'hitmore said the College

is developing new tools that will
increase our proactive engagement

with physicians at all stages of
their careers and help create condi-
tions most favorable to ensuring
thei¡ success.

A right touch regulation framework
that includes accessible tools to help

physicians self-manage the course

of their careers is fundamental to
modernizing medical regulation. It
also allows us to be more rranspar-

ent about our expectations, said Dr.
ìØhitmore.

'Applyug the right touch prin-
ciples sets the stage for what medi-
cal regulation should be in the 21st

century" said Dr. \ü/hitmore. @
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) Identify the problem before the solution
The problem must be properly described and fully
understood before a solution is found.

) Quantify and qualify risks
Quantifying risks means gauging the likelihood of harm

occurring and its severity. Qualifying risks means looking

closely at the nature of the harm, and understanding how

and why it occurs.

) Get as close to the problem as possible
Understand the context in which the problem arises and

the tools available to address the harm.

) Focus on the outcome
The outcome should be both tangible and measurable,

and it must be directed towards the reduction of harm

) Use regulation only when necessary
Once a problem has been fully considered, serious

thought must be given as to whether regulation is the best

tool to address it.

) Keep it simple
lf one cannot explain the purpose of a particular
regulation, it will not work.

> Check for unintended consequences
Regulating to remove one risk without a proper analysis of

the consequences may create new risks.

> Review and respond to change
Regulation strategy needs to be flexible enough to
respond to new evidence that calls for change.

Source: Professional Standartls Authority
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Gouncil puts forward recommendations
for governance structural change

-An overview of the
discussions and
decisions made
at the December
Council meeting.

. t ouncil adopted several

' Íecommendations to
' modernize the gov-

ernance structure of
the College. \Øe will present the
government with the following
recommendations:

. Composition: a50150 public mem-
ber/physician member board.

. A smaller board: 12-16 members,

to be determined by each regulatory

college.

. Each college should have flexibiliq¡
to determine whether an executive

committee is required (the number
of board members is a determining
factor).

mittees and the board (no ovedap in
membership)

. A competency-based board model,

whereby members, together, have

desired attributes and competencies.

. Selection process: Hybrid model
(some competency based appoint-
ments, some elected positions for
professional members).

. Equal reimbursement for public and

physician members of the board.

Council also approved byJaw
amendments to facilitate opening up
the College president and vice-presi-

dent positions to public members of
the Council.

\ñê provide more detail on page25. I*
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Helping Shape
Governance Reforun

ouncil has put forward several recom-
mendations that, if adopted, will signifi-
cantly change the governance structure
of this College.

Over the last several years, there has been an in-
creasing call to modernize the oversight of regulatory

bodies around the world. The recommendations put
forward by Council are intended to ensure the College

has a role in helping shape governance reform.

There appears to be a universal understanding that
change is necessar¡ said Dr. Peeter Poldre, the Col-
leget new President, noting that the legislation which
governs health-care professionals is more than 25 years

old. And while it is ultimately up to the government

1400

to decide how it will proceed, the College's extensive

experience can help inform the government's deci-

sions, he said.
"I think a real danger exists if we stand on the side-

lines and simply watch changes unfold without provid-
ing our input or participation. It is much better that we

are involved eadier, when we can proactively influence

the process of change," he said.

The College of Nurses of Ontario (CNO) has been

leading the charge on governance reform, and while
the CPSO and the CNO share a similar vision in
many respects, there is one significant difference. The

CPSO's plan for reform envisions a board which re-

tains some elected positions of professional members.
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Council has given
itself a timeline of
three years to put a
new model fully in
place. The Gollege
is recommending
the following
changes:

) Smaller Boards
(12-16 members)

Snraller-sized gtoups
are believed to be able
to communicate more
effectivety and reach
decisions more efficiently
than larger ones. The
current size of Council is
33.

) Board Composition
(50/50 public member/
physìcian member boerd)

Literature suggests that
councils that regulate
health professions have,
as a minimum, an equal
number of public and
profeqsional members,
to ensure that purely
professional concerns
are not thought to
dominate their work.
Currently, there are I4
public members and 19
physician members.

) Separation
between Board and
Statutory Committees
Council has previously
advocated for this
separation, believing that
the adoption of an entirely
independent adjudication
process promotes public
confidence and clarity of
roles. A separation also
allows the board to focus
on strategy and oversight.

Continued on next page,
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Diversity
Research suggests that
board member diversity is
associated with better-
performing organizations
because diversity
expands views on issues,
options and solutions.

Council identified the
importance of having the
following represented;
. Physicians with diverse

clinical experience
. Geographical diversity
. Diversity of perspective/

opinion
. Diversity of age and

career stage

l. Board
Recruitment
(Hybrid model)

The CPSO believes that
a hybrid model (election
and appointments)
encourages physician
engagement, while
appointments based
on competencies
ensure that the board is

comprised of a diverse
group of people with a
wide range of expertise,
skills, knowledge and
perspectives.

. Board
Competencies
Desirable competencies
of board members include
both specific skills and

characteristics of board
members. Characteristics
include qualities such
as being well-informed,
strategic, energized and

engaged. Skills include
competencies in areas
such as governance
and organizational
effectiveness, policy
development, regulation
and the public interest
and specific fields (e.9.,

communications, finance,
human resources, law, etc.).

1401

Equal
Remuneration
Board members will sit
at the table because
they have the exPertise
and competencies for
effective regulatorY
governance. They will
also carry a similar
workload. Given this
situation, it makes sense
to pay all members

equally. @
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20T9 Council Award ReciPients

Congratulations to the following four physicians who have been chosen

by the Council Award Committee to receive the 2019 Award:

Dr. Marie Gear, Teeswater

Dr. Michelle Hladunewich, Toronto

Dr. Rayfel Schneidel Toronto

Dr. Mark Spiller, Kirkland Lake

Cou
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I47lI'n my view, the motion judge erred in concluding that any
duty of care automatically e:rpired when Mr. Williams arrived
home. Assuming that such a duty existed, it is an issue for the
jury to determine if and when the duty ended.

(3) Other issues

[4S] In the alternative, the respondents assert that ifthey owed
a duty of care, this court should determine whether it is negated
by othe4 broader policy considerations and, if it is not, whether
their actions met the standard of care. I would decline to consider
these issues on appeal.

[49] The issue of whether a duty of care is negated by policy
considerations is best dealt with after the duty has been found to
exist. That way any consideration of countervailing policy argu-
ments can be undertaken with the benefit of an evidentiarT¡ rec-
ord supporting the finding of a duty of care. Similarly, an analysis
of whether the duty of care has been met should be considered
after the precise nature ofthe duty has been established.

E. Dispositinn

t50l I would: (i) allow the appeal and set aside the motion
judge's order; (ii) remit the cases to the Superior Court for trial;
(üi) order the respondents to pay the appellants their costs of
the appeal in the agreed upon, all-inclusive sum of $4,000; and
(iv) remit the costs of the motion below to the trial judge.

Appeal allowed.

College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario v.
PeÍrory

2018 oNCA 420

Court of þpeal for Ontørio, Rouleøu, Benntto and L.B. Robet'ts JJA
Møy 3,2018

Administrative law - Appeals - Standa¡d of review - Divieional
Court allowing college's appeal from penalt¡r irnposed by Discipline
Committee for dostor's sexual abuse of patients - Divisional Court
recognizing that standard of review was reasonablenees but failing to
properly apply that standard as iú inco¡rectly substituted its own
assessments of evidence and penalty for those of Discipline Corrmittee

- Penalty imposed by Discipline Committee not manifestly unfrt.

ProfessionÊ - Physicians and su¡geons - Discipline Committee frnding
that doctor senrally abused four female patients and engaged in inappre'
priate conduct with fïfth - Conmittee unable to find that doctor's
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COLLEGE OF PTTYSICIANS AND SURGEONS OF ONTARIO V. PEIROVY 597

conduct wa6 sexually motivated - committee baslng flndtng of liability
on fact ttrat doctor;s actions violated sexual integ¡ity of patients and
were of sexual natufe when viewed objectively - corrmittee imposing
penalúy ofsix-month suspension and reetrictions on retu¡rr to practice -õ"--itt.u also requirínþ doctor to undergo individualized training and
to pa' victins, therìpy 

"õ"t" - 
e.''"tty not manifestly unfrt - Divisional

Coirj taifing to sho;âoferenoo to committee'¡ deeision whe.n it allowed
college's appeal.

Ttre Disciptine cofnmittee of the college ol. Physicians and surgeons foundthat
tf,"upp"Uutit ¿octor was guilty ofprofessional misco¡rduct involving_the sexual abuse

ãi roäi r"otae patients and 
-inappropriate 

conduct with a fifttr. He unnecessarily

touched the breäts of four patients while ostensibly using a stethoscope to examine

th;t tu"gs, and asked a fiftli patient for a date. The Discipline C9rytl$ y.* *r1bb
io f*¿ uã á fact that the appã[ant's conduct was semally motivated, þut bgsgd.its

fin<ting ofliability on the fac[ that t]re touching in question was objectively a violation

of inlp"ti""ts'-sexual integdty. At ühe penalty stagp of,the proceedings,.ühe

;o*"útir* heard orpert evidãncé that the áppetlanü's risk of re-offending was low,

irt"ftr" had worked hard to understand his inappropiate behaviour and that he

was sincere in his desire that it not happen again. with ùhe benefit of e:çert
evidence, the commiütee concluded that the appellant's behaviou¡ was in pa$ due

ø re"io* deficits in his communication skills and his awkward, unskilled and non-

å-p-"ttti. -rr"rer wiüh female patients. The committac suspended the appellant's
m"T.u fo" six months, ordereã him to submit to a reprimand and to pay the

ui"tit*' therapy cosl,s afid l,he cusl,s uf l,he prur:eetlfurgs, a¡tl placul- 1 lru.ruber (,f

"ot"i"tiottr 
o"-fti- when he returned to þractice, such as requiring that his

contacts with female patients be supervised and that a sign be posted_in tL" ry?fug
room and examination moms advising patie.nts of tftat restrielion. The Divisional

court altow*d [þe college's appeal t'r.rru l,Le pelal[y, hultliug lhal l,Le Disciplile
C,ommittee made inconãisteni-furdings of fact that warranted intervention and

that the penalþ was manifesüly unfrL The court remitted the penalty decision to

the Disciiline iommittee for reconsideration' The appellant appealed'

Held, the appeal shouldbe allowed.

Per Rouleau JA. (L.8. Roberts JA. concutring): The Divisional Court correctly

idãnfified the standard of review applicable to the Discipline Committee's- decision

as reasonableness, but it failed tõ-apply that deferential standard and instead

ã""o"*"rty re,weighed the evidence and subsüituted its own view of what might
constitute-an apprõpriate penalry in the absence ofany r_eversible-error made by
the Discipline ðä-mitt*. 1¡re Disci¡ine Committee did not make inconsistent
fittdi"p órr."t tt"t wananted intervention. The Divisional Court's position that it
*us uño"rso.rable for the Disciptine Committee to rule at the sentencing phase that
trt" .pp"ll""t did not understand his conduct to be sexual abuse after having foud
ifrfå¡i ohiective observer would have considered that it constituted a violation of the
patienl.s' 

-sexual 
lntegrity refltrletl ¿r ni¡¡urclcr.gtûnding of the_1uanggd þdipe

made by the cornmittee, and misconstrued the objective test. The objective test
that led to the committee's finding of sexual abuse turned on the pers¡ective of
a reasonable observer, and did nõt go so far as to attribute subjective sexual

motivaüion to the appellant.

The Divisional court also erred in concluding that the penalty was manifesüþ

uofit. Th" penalty fit comfortably within the range of penaltie.s imposed in other

similar or -*u r""io* cases of séxual abuse of paüients. The Discipline Committee

did noü erroneously assume that revocation of registration is reservcd for egregigus

.ã"J"æ or offendérs wiüh a high risk to re-offend. The Divisional Court ered in
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finding that the penalüies imposed by numerous other discipline committees over
the course of more than a decade werre vnrong and that the Discipline Commitûee
erred in refering to them as precedents. the Divisional Court effectively acknowl-
edged that the penalty irnposed was consistent with the range ofpenalties estab-
lished in the existing authorities. Consistency in sentencing is as important in
professional bodies as in the criminal courts. The Divisional Court should not have
simply declared that the penalties imposed in the cases making up the well-
established range, of which it was not seized, were wrong. Legislative amendments
n 2Ot7 which made revocation mandatory in cases where touching of a sexual
natu¡e occurs on the patient's genitals, anus, breasts or buttocks did not retrrac-
tively validate the Divisional Court's erroneous application of ùhe deferential
standard of review to the Discipline Committee's 2016 decision on penalty for
offences occurring in 2009 and 2010.

Per Benotto J.A. (dissenting): The Divisional Court did not err in concluding
that the Discipline Commiütee made inconsistent frndings of fact and that ùhe
penalty was manifestly unfrt. The Discipline Commiütee contradicted its own
factual findings from the liability phase during the penalty phase. Having rejected
the zubmission that the appellant's blatant sexual abuse could be explained by
mizunderstanding, the Discipline Committee accepted the opposite in its penalty
decision. The committee's finding regarding the impact of the appellant's
awkwardness, lack of skill and unawareness was without foundation. lühile the
penalty was within the range of penalties imposed in past Discipline Committee
decisions involving sexual abuse, reasonableness is not a static concept and ranges
are not set in stone, \ühat was once reasonable may no longer accord with the
modern conscience. the Discipline Committee imposed a penalty that failed to
fulfill its mandate to protect the public, maintain public confidence in the medical
profession's ability to self-regulate, and eradicate the sexual abuse ofpatients by
members. The short suspension imposed in this case was clearly inadequate to
deter others and to contribute meaningfully to the eradication of sexual abuse
in the medical profession. The fact thaü the penalty was in line with past cases
did not insulate the DiscþIine Committee's penalty decision from appellate
interference.
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Elisøbeth Widner and Ruth Aínsworth, for respondent.

RoumeuJ.A. (L.8. Ronsnrs J.A. concurring): -
A. Oueruiew

tll This appeal concerns the proper application ofthe standard
of review applicable to the decision of a professional discþlinary
administrative tribunal by an appellate court.

[2] The appellant, Dr. Javad Peirovy, \Mas found gurlty of profes-
sional misconduct by the Discipline Committee of the College of
Physicians and Surgeons (the "Discipline Committee"). He
appeals from the order of the Divisional Court, which overturned
the penalty imposed on him by the Discþline Committee and
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remitted the penalty decision to the Discþline Committee for
reconsideration.

t3l Dr. Peirory's misconduct involved the sexual abuse of four
female patients and inappropriate conduct with respect to a fifth at
a walk-in family medicine clinic in 2009 and 2010. The Discþline
Committee imposed a penal[y cr,rnsislirtg of a six'uronth suspension
and restricüions on his return to practice. These included supervi-
sion during all encounters with female patients and the posting of
a sign publicizing this requirement for a minimum of 12 months.
The penalty also included a requirement that Dr. Peirovy undergo
individualized training. It was also ordered that he pay the victim's
therapy costs, and $35,680 in msts of the proceedings. The College
of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario (the "College") appealed
from the penalty decision on the ba'sis, inter alin,thal' it was unrea-
sonable in that the Discþline Committee made inconsistent find-
ings of fact and the penalty imposed was manifestly unfit.

l4l The Divisional Court allowed the College's appeal. While
acknowledgingthat the DiscþIine Committee's decision on penalty
was subject to deference, the Divisional Court determined that the
penalty imposed \üas unreafionable on the bases zubmitted by the
College.

t5l Dr. Peirovy was granted leave to appeal the Divisional
Court's decision. He submits that it shor¡lrl he set aside, and the
Discipline Committee's penalþ be reinstated.

[6] For the reasons that follow, I agree that the appeal should be
allowed, and the Discipline Committee's penalty be restored.
f)r. Peirory's behaviour was reprehensible. Howeve4 the Discþline
Committeo is the expert tribunal created by the legislature to
assess allegations of misconduct in the medical profession and to
determine the penalty appropriateþ tailored to the circumstances
of each case. As I will erylain, the Discþline Committee's decision
on penalty contained no inconsistent findings of fact nor was the
penalty imposed manifcstly unfit. While the Divisional Court
properþ identifred reasonableness as the standard of review, it
failed to correctly apply that deferential sbandard to the Discipline
Committee's frndings of fact and determination of penalty. Instead,
the Dlvisional Cuurû et'roneously re-weþhed the widence aml sub'
stituted its own view of what might constitute an appropriate pen-
alfi in the absence of any reversible error made by the Discipline
Committee.

B. Decision Below - Linbility

[7] In the liability phase of the hearing, the Discipline Commit-
tee heard from the various complainants and Dr. Peirovy. The
allegations included claims that while examining patients with
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a stethoscope, he cupped patients' breasts, touched patients'
nipples, placed his stethoscope directly on patients' nipples and in
one instance "tweaked" or squeezed a patient's nipple.

[8] Dr. Peirovy testified in his defence and denied that he had
conducted the examinations in an inappropriate manner. He
e:iplained his touching as the resr¡lt of his practice of examining
lunp by placing his stethoscope under the patients' clothes. He
acknowledged that he may have occasionally and inadvertently
touched a patient's breast.

[9] The Discipline Committee also heard conflicting evidence
from experts as to the appropriateness of the manner in which
Dr. Peirovy examined the complainants.

[10] The College's expert, Dr. Howard J. Goldstein, maintained
that Dr. Peirovy's decisions to conduct lung examinations of three
of the patients was clinically appropriate. Regarding a fourth
patient, the erçert characberized the decision to conduct a physical
examination as "not unreasonable". He agreed that it rilas appro-
priate for Dr. Peirovy to place the stethoscope directly on the
patient's bare skin, conesponding to the various areas of the lung.
He acknowledged that it was possible during such an examination
that a physician's hand might come in contact with the skin.

[11] Howeve4, the College's oçert opined that in a]l four of those
cases, there $,as no medical necessity for Dr. Peirovy's placement of
the stethoscope or his fingers on the nipples ofthe patients or his
hand on their breasts during the examinations. He opined that
there would be no benefit or medical necessity to place the stetho-
scope in that manner because the densþ of the breast tissue
would influence the quality of the breath sounds one lilas listening
for. In his view, the breasts of a female patient, being private and
sensitive area¡i, particularly the nipples, "would be sort of generally
excluded as part of a routine lung examination". He noted that
"lb]esides the fact that in my opinion it is medically unnecessary . . .
touching the nipple with either the stethoscope or the hand may
be misinterpreted by the patient". He did agree during cross-
examination that, some of the authoritative textbooks provide for
the placement of the stethoscope near or on the nipple of patients
for the purposes of examining the right middle lobe of the lung and
that it was possible to hear breath sounds through breast tissue.

[12] In the opinion of Dr. Peirovy's expert, Dr. Wayne Weston,
the manner in which all four of those examinations rrvere con-
dueted in the setting of a very busy clinic was clinically appropri-
ate. He opined that given the limited amount of space when
trying to examine important areas of the lung under a bra with
a stethoscope, it would be difficult to always avoid touching and
almost inevitable that the hand or frngers holding the stethoscope
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would touch the breast or maybe even the nipple of the patient.
He was of the view that it was necessary to auscultate the lung on
locations over the breast tissue because otherwise a physician
would be missing important parts of the lungs, such as, for exam-
ple, the right miãile lobe. Dr. Weston's report states that-quscgl-
iating near the nipple and listening longer than expected- by the
patieãt could be misinterpreted as sexual contact unless the phy-
sician has provided a prior e:çlanation.

t13l The Discþlinó Committee accepted the evidence of the
four complainantl as to the inappropriateness of the touching,
finding that their description of what had occurred was incon-
sistent with a misundérstanding. The Discipline Committee
therefore rejected Dr. Peirovy's evidence to the effect that there
had been no inappropriate touching, or that it was inadvertent or
misunderstood by those four ril'omen.

[1-4] The Discipline Committee also accepted the opinign of the
College's expert. It concluded that the manner in which four of
the eiaminations \¡vere conducted was medically unnecessar;l and
inappropriate.

tfgl ff¡e Discipline Committee concluded that the allegations
had been made out, that the touching was deliberate and that
there was no consent from the patients or clinical reason for
Dr. Peiroyy to have touched them in that manner.

t16l rWhen considering whether the inappropriate touehing
constituted sexual abuse, the Discipline Committee explained
lat para. 9L] that it need not find that Dr. Peirovy's touching
of the breasts and nipples of the complainants was sexually mo!i-
vated. It adopted the objective approach articulated by the
Supreme Court of Canada in .8. u. Chnse, t19871 2 S.C.R. 293,

t19871 S.C.J. No. 57, a,s follows:

In its deliberations on whether or not fh. Peirovy's actions were ofa sexual
nature, the Committee took guidance from the Supreme Cou¡t of Canada in the
c¿rse of .R. u. Clw;se Í19871,2 SCR 293. Sexual assault is an Bssault thaü io com-
mitted in circumstances of a sexual nature, zuch that the sexual integrity of the
victim is viol¡ated. The court concluded that the tesü to be applied is an objective

one, stating "viswed in light of all thc circumstonccs, is the sexu¡l or carnal
context ofthe assarrlt visible to the reasonable observer". Sorual motivation on
the part of tlre per'¡re[ral,or is r-¡¡le fact¡rr t'o be tr¡nsidered bwt tlæ obsmce of sæ-

ual-motiuatianì oi ín sift¿atinn"s uthp¡e thz offendcr's motivation is unknown,
would. nat peclude a' frnd,ing thnt the behaúnur ín qncstion ís ycunl in nnture.
This is exeìnplifred in a criminal case, B. u. KBV [1993], 2 SCR 857,vhere the
accused was convicüed of sexual assault for grabbing the genitals ofhis 3-year-

old son, despite the obvious absence ofsexual motivation.

(Emphasis added)
1171 Using this approach, the Discipline Committee noted that

it need onþ be satisfied that when viewed objectively, the aetions
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in question were of a sexual nature. As the Discipline Committee
observed [atparu.9?),

The female breast is private and sensitive both physiologically and emotionally.
Female patients have a right to expect that physicians will understand and
respect their privacy when examinations of this nature are being conducted.
A violation of the senral integrity of a patient, including the deliberate touching
of a patient's breast without her consent and for no proper medical reason,
constitutes sexual abuse,

[18] For these reasons, the Discipline Committee concluded
that, even in the absence of a finding as to Dr. Peiro'ly's motiva-
tion, a finding of sexual abuse could be made where the touchingin
question was objectively a violation of a patient's sexual integrity.

t19l As a result, the Discipline Committee found as a fact that
an objective observer would conclude that Dr. Peiroly's conduct
constituted violations of the sexual integrity of the complainants,
regardless of his motivation, given his deliberate touching of the
complainants' private and sensitive areas without their consent
and for no necessary medical reason.

[20] The Discþline Committee therefore found Dr. Peirovy
guilf of sexual abuse in relation to the four patients. In each
case, the abusive conduct consisted of medically unnecessarJ¡
touching of the breast or nipples of the patients during medically
required chest examinations conducted using a stethoscope.

[21] The Discþline Committee also found that Dr. Peirovy had
asked a frfth patient on a date immediately following his medical
examination of her during which her breasts \Mere exposed. While
not found to be sexual abuse, that conduct, as well as the four
sexual abuse incidents, constituted disgraceful, dishonourable
and unprofessional conduct.

l22lThe Discipline Committee was also informed that Dr. Peiro-
rry had pleaded guilty to simple assar¡lt of two of the complainants
in relation to these same incidents. These convictions, for which
Dr. Peirovy received a conditional discharge, were considered rele-
vant to his zuitability to practice. The Discipline Committee also
considered these convictions to be professional misconduct.

C. Decisinn Below - Pernlty

[23] Several months later, the Discipline Committee held a sepa-
rate hearing on penalty during which it heard evidence from two
ex¡rerts: Dr. Rootenberg,, a forensic psychiatrist, who specializes in
the assessment and treatment of persons who have committed
sexual and other offences, including their risk of re-offending; and
Dr. Martin, an educational consultant in the Office of Post-
Graduate Medicine at the University of Toronto with a Ph.D. in
curriculum teaching and learning who specializes in assisting
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physicians with patient communications, bo-unda4r aw-ar-eness and
måntenance anã remediation training, and has provided remedial
training to over 100 physicians on refemal from tþe College. Their
qualificãtion as e:çerbs in these areas \M¿tsl not challenged. 

- -^ 
I24l The Discipline Committee accepted the expert evidence of

Dr. Róotenb*rg t-hat Dr. Peirovy did not meet the diagnostic-crite-
ria t'or psychopatholory or sexual deviance, which, he testified, is
relevarit with respect to relapse and prevention. Dr. Rootenberg's
opinion was based on numerous sources' including assessment
interviews he conducted with Dr. Peirovy, assessment interviews
conducted by a forensic psychologist and forensic social worker,
and informätion obtained hom cõllateral sources including the
managers of the two medical clinics where Dr. Peirovy currently
p"adiã"s. Dr. Rootenberg also drew from the Discþlin9.-C.omptt-
iee's liability decision, and ttre evidence given, and exhibits filed
at the liability hearing.

t25l The Oisciptine Committee aiso accepi;ai ihe oç9rr evide-nce

tnat ifre risk of Dr. Pcirovy re-offending by committing firrther
sexual transgressions in the future was low. In Dr. Rootenberg's
view, Dr. Peirovy had worked haïd to understand his inappropriate
beháviour; *as î"ry embarassed and ashamcd of what he had done
and was sincere in his desire that this not happen again.

[26] Dr: Mattin's ex¡rerL evidence was relevant to the issues of
remediation and risk management that the Discipline committee
was required to consider in determining the appm,priate pe-nalty, She

higHigñtÆd deficits in Dr. Peirorry's interactive skills with qltients
thãt áve rise to the same risk factors of misn¡nderstanding by
patieñts outlined by the erçerts who testified at the liability hearing.
^The 

Discipline committee agreed with Dr,Iuarbin's assessment of
Dr. Peirorry which it summarized as follows lat'para- l74l:

Dr. D's [Dr. Martin's] assessment of f]r. Peirovy indicaüed that, in heropinion,
he had defrcits in a number of areas. These included his interviewing
skills, his manner (which was described as awkward and clumsy), his verbal
contáo,,i*tion, his awareness of issues pertaining ùo patien! consent, his
sensitivity to how his patients were perceiving him, andhow lris behaviow was

afreding his patients. Dr. D tDr. Martinl stated that Dr. Peirovy was larçly
u''u**ã of 

-his 
professional responsibilities in maintaining appropriate

boundalies in lhe docl,orþal,ienl, rela[ionship.

t27l The Discþline Committee also accepted Dr- Martin's opin-
ion that Dr. PeiróW had made good progress in remedyingthedefr'
cits identified. she had worked with him fromAugust 2013 to June
2015. Dr. Mariin reported that there had been "huge professionai

maturation". No concertrs had been e:çressed by the practice mon-
itor. Although the Discipline CommiJtee acknow-tedged the- sub-
stantial p"ofress, it nonetheless felt further remediation work was
needed as ftõ fta¿ not yet taken full responsibility for his actions.
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t28l \ryfth the benefrt of the erpert evidence, the Discþline
Committee was able to conclude that some of the antecedents to
Dr. Peirovy's sexual misconduct were due to [at para. 195] "seri-
ous deficits in his communication skills, his sensitivity to the
extent of his patients' vulnerability, and his understanding of
boundaries and consent". Although the Discipline Committee
acknowledged that those deficits "in no way diminish or excuse
the fact that he repeatedly subjected several patients to abusive
e:rperiences", the Discipline Committee found as a fact that
"Dr. Peirovy's awkward, unskilled, md non-empathic manner
with his female patients was a factor in understanding his abu-
sive behaviour".

[29] The assessment of the Discipline Committee, howeve4
was that a full understanding of Dr. Peiroly's motivations
remained unclear. The expert evidence effectiveþ ruled out psy-
chopatholory or sexual deviance, which the Discþline Committee
found lessened the risk of re-offence. Howeveq while no frnding of
sexual motivation was made, a degree of prurient interest in the
patients could not be completely excluded.

[30] The Discþline Committee then explained that the fact
that four patients had been subjected to sexual abuse in fairþ
close succession was an aggravating factor. Based on the erpert
evidence, it declined however to infer that this was indicative of
fat para. 197] "predatory intent or uncontrollable deviant urges
on Dr. Peiroly's part".It is at this point that the Discþline Com-
mittee posited another possible inference that could erçlain why
there were four patients abused in close succession [at para. L98]:

Another possible inference is that this pattern reflects a physician who was
genuinely and completely unaware of the ways in which his behaviour in
relaüion to his patients was, in fact, abusive.

t31l It is this quote that the Divisional Court cites as demon-
stratingthat the Discipline Committee made an unreasonable find-
ingthat contradicted the findings it made at the liability stage.

t32l The Discipline Committee ultimateþ suspended Dr. Pei-
rovy's licence for six months. He was ordered to submit to a rep-
rimand and required to pay 86/,240 for the victims' therapy costs
and $35,680 in costs of the proceedings. He was also ordered to
continue undergoing individualized instruction with Dr. Martin
focused on consent, boundaries and doctor-patient communica-
tions, and to complete a clinical education program focused on
physical examinations.

t33l A number of restrictions \Mere also imposed on Dr. Peiro-
vy's return to practice. He was prohibited from engaging in any
encounter with female patients except under the supervision of
a practice monitor approved by the College. He was also required
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to post a sign in the waiting room and examination rooms at each

of 
'his 

pract"ice locations advising patients of this restriction. The
practice monitor condition coulã be reconsidered on an apnliga-

iion to the Committee after a minimum of one year following his
return to practice. Dr. Peirovy was also requirg{ to -tell patients
how to o"***. the Discipline cnmmittee's ctecision if requested,

and to submit to unannounced inspections of his practice
locations and patient charts by the college in order to ensure
compliance.

D. -Iss¿es

[34] Dr. Peirovy raises two issues:

(1) did the Divisional court err in concluding that the Disciplirre
Committee made inconsistent findings of fact warranting
intervention; and

(2) did the Divisional Court err in determining that the pey]ty
imposed by the Discþline Committee was manifestly unfit?

t35l I $'iU deal with both of these issues in [unr.

E. Analysís

t36l To frame my analysis of the issues on appcal, it is
important to set nrrt the standard of review that the Divisional
Coiu:t was required but failed to properþ apply to the penalty
decision of the Discþline Committee.

[37] Twhen it acts as a reviewing court of an administrative
t¡bunat, the Divisional Court must not interfere if the decision is

""asorruÉle, 
that is, "[i]f any of the reasons that are suffrcient to

support the conclusion are tenable in the sense that they can

stild up to a somewhat probing examination": La'u) Sogigtl of
New Brunswich u. Ryan, t20031 1 S.C.R. 247,120031S'C'J'^No-' 17,

2003 SCO 20, al pãra. 55; and Groia, u. Law Society of lp-qer
canad,a (2016), 13i O.R. (3d) 1, 120161 O.J. No. 3094,2OL6 oNCA
47L, at para. 81.

táSl 'io overturn a penalty, the Discipline Committee must have

-åd"-.tt error in principle-or the penalty must be cleq¡-ly g{it:
Reíd. u. College of Chírcpruturs of On'taño,120t6] O..¡-, No. 3080,
zOro OUSC iO¿í (Oi". Ct.), ut para. 99. A penalty will be clearlv
,tttftt *h""" the decision does nót fall within "a range of possible,

acceptable outcomes which are defensible i4 respec! gf^tL" þft
and^law": Dunsmuir u. New Brunswich, t20081 1 S.C.R' 190'

t20081 S.C.J. No.9, 2008 SCC 9, at'para.47.
tSglWhere, as hóre, there is a statutory appeal from a decision of

u,p"éiuü""d âdministrative tribunal, the appropriate standards of
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review are the ones that apply on judicial review, not those that
normally apply on appeal: Mouvement løîque québécois u. Sague-
nar (city), t201512 s.c.R.3, [2015] S.C.J. No. 76,20t5 SCC 16, ar
para.Z9. The question this court must ans\ryer is whether the
Divisional Court chose the appropriate standard of review and
applied it correctly. This requires the court to step into the lower
court's shoes and focus on the administrative decision: Agrairø u.
Canad.a (Miníster of Public Søfety ønd, Em,ergenqt Preparedness),
120131 2 S.C.R. 559, [2013] S.C.J. No. 36, 2013 SCC 36, at
para.46.

[40] The Divisional Court correctly selected and articulated the
reasonableness standard of review. However, as I will e:çlain in
the following paragraphs, the Divisional Court failed to properþ
apply the reasonableness standard. Instead, it incorrectly substi-
tuted its own assessments of the evidence and penalty for those of
the Discipline Committee.

(l) Díd the Díuisionøl Cout't etr in concluding that the
Discipline Committee mad.e irrconsistent find,ings of fact
w arr anting intent enti on ?

[41] The Divisional Court found the Discipline Committee's
penalty decision to be unreasonable because it was based on
inconsistent frndings of fact.

[42] Specifically, it rejected the Discipline Committee's sugges-
tion that Dr. Peirovy's unawareness as to how his behaviour \Masi

abusive could possibly explain the abuse of four patients. Accord-
ingto the Divisional Court, there was fat para. 321

no line ofanalysis that could reasonably lead the tribunal to conclude that
[Dr. Peirovy'sJ awkward, unskilled and non-empathic manner was a factor in
understanding his abusive behaviour or that it could reasonably infer that he
was genuinely and completely unaw¿re of the ways in which his behaviour in
relation to his patients was in fact abusive.

[43] This "possible inference" of unawareness drawn by the
Discipline Committee was, in the Divisional Court's view, incon-
sistent with the finding of fact that there were several offences.
More importantly, the inference was considered inconsistent with
the Discipline Committee's finding at the liabilþ stage that
Dr. Peirovy had touched the complainants in a way that an objec-
tive observer would find to be sexual and which the complainants
described as "blatantly sexual".

[44] There are several problems with the Divisional Court's
concern. First, the Discþline Committee's finding is well sup-
ported by the testimony of the ex¡rerts, some of which I have
summarized above. This includes the College's expert at the lia-
bility hearing, who testified that touching a female patient's
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nipple with either the hand or the stethoscope-during a lung
ex-ainination should be avoided because it is medically unneces-

sary and could be misinterpreted. In addition, the frnding is sup-
poited by the Discipline Cõmmittee's assessment of Dr. Peirorry's

iestimony. Finally, ftte Oisciptine Committee did-not, qs the-D.¡vi-
sional Co:urb suggests, find ihat Dr. Peirovy's awkward, -unskilled

^rrd 
,ron-"-patffc manner was the only cause; it simply opined

that it was a factor.
t45l The Discipline Committee specifically considered the gig-

nificance of the riumber of incidents. It rejected the inference that
Dr. Peirovy had a predatory intent or uncontrollable deviant urg-
es on the basis ofthe entiré record and Dr. Rootenberg's evidence.
This finding \¡¡as open to the DiscþIine Committee, as wa's-the
inference thlat this i*p"ov"s the prognosis and lessens the risk of
re-offence. It was alsó open to the Discþline Committee to sugl
gest that the number oi incidents, including on9 thqt. occurred

äfter Dr. Peirorry was informed of a complaint against him, might
be e:rplainert bi his lack of insigtrl as to the abusive nature of
his conduct.

t46l It is to he recallerl thaf Dr. Peirovy's errlpahiìity was hased

orthe finding of objectively sexual misconduct. The paÌatnount
principle animating the 

-penalE 
proceedings ^was, 91. the

bisciplinc Committeie recognized, ihe protection of the public' In
u.."rri", the questions thJDiscþline Committee had to answer
were, first, thõ appropriate sanction for the misconduct; and sec-

ond, whether it was safe to allow Dr. Peirovy to continue to prac-

tise and, if so, subject to what conditions.
t47l The Oivisiðnal Court advanced a second basis for rejecting

the Discþline committee's suggestion that the several counts of
sexual "litt* 

could possibly beãxptained by Dr. Peiloryþ gengine
and complet" urralia"eness of the ways in which his behaviour
was abusive. In the Divisional Court's view, such an inference is
inconsistent with Dr, Peirovy havingbeen f,ound gullty of criminal
assault on two of the complainants.

t48l This basis is also flawerl' The Discipline Committee's P.os-

sible lnference is not inconsistent with a finding of guilt for sim-
ple assault. Simple assault contemplates-an unwanted touching'
'¡n* Oir"ipline õommittee found that Dr. Peirovy_ deliberateþ
touàft"¿ iftt complainants in areas that were medicall-y unjustified
and that the complainants had not consented to the touching-
This is sufficieni tã support the simple assault convictions. Such
inferences are not inconsistent with the finding that Dr. Peiroly
lacked understanding with respect to appropriate boundaries,
patient consent and iensitivity to how_patients were perceiving
-him. 

Clearly, there was touching by Dr. Peirorry in a manner
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that had not been consented to. A sexual motivation need not be
proven to support a conviction for simple assar:It.

[49] The Divisional Court then expressed lat para. 34] the view
that Dr. Peirorr¡r's motivation "can have been nothingbut sexual".
It stated that the Discipline Committee had made such a finding
in the liability phase of the hearing and then contradicted itself
in its sentencing reasons. The Divisional Court explained that
it would be unreasonable for the Discþline Committee to rule
at the sentencing phase that Dr. Peirovy did not understand his
conduct to be sexual abuse after having found that an objective
observer would have considered that it constituted a violation of
the patients' sexual integrity.

[50] The difficulty with the Divisional Court's position is that it
reflects a misunderstanding of the nuanced findings made by the
Discþline Committee and misconstrues the objective test articu-
lated in Chase. The objective test that led to the Discipline Com-
mittee's finding of sexual abuse turned on the perspective of
a reasonable observer and did not go so far as to attribute subjec-
tive sexual motivation to Dr. Peirow. As set out earlie4 the Disci-
pline Committee was not able to make any clear finding as to the
presence or absence of sexual motivation in Dr. Peirovy's conduct.
It was not required to do so in the circumstances of this case,
where it found that the sexual integrity of the patients had been
violated because private and sensitive areas ofthe body had been
touched without the patients' consent and without medical neces-
sity. Nevertheless, in fashioning the appropriate penalty, the
Discþline Committee was careful to note that a degree of pruri-
ent interest could not be completely ruled out. This made clear
that it took this possibility into account in designing the penalty
imposed.

t51l It may well be that conclusions and inferences different
from those reached and made by the Discipline Committee are
possible, but the standard ofreasonableness is satisfied so long as
the explanation given for the conclusion is reasonable even if it
"is not one that the reviewing court finds compelling": Ryøn,
at para. 55; and Groia, at para. 81. Deference requires respectfirl
attention to the tribunal's reasoning process: Stewart u. Elk
VøUq Coal Corp.,l2017l1 S.C.R. 59L,l20l7l S.C.J. No. 30,20L7
SCC 30, abpara.27.

[52] This court's role is to determine whether the reviewing
court chose and applied the correct standard of review: Agraira,
at paras. 45-47. If that was not the case, we must assess the
administrative body's decision in light of the correct standard of
review, nameþ reasonableness: Dn Q. u. College of Physicians &
Surgeons of British Colum.biø, t20031 1 S.C.R. 226, [2003] S.C.J.
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No. 18, 2003 SCC 19, at para. 43; and' Board, of Regents of Víctoriø
tlniuersity u. GE Cana'd,a Real Estate Equity, t20161 O.J. No-
4493, 2016 ONCA 646, at para. 84.

[5á] Here, the Divisional Court chose the correct standard of
review. However, in my view, the Divisional Court not only e-rred

in its understanding õf the evidence and of the rea*sons of the
Discipline Committee, it effectively sought to retry -the 

case in
a *aittt"" inconsistent with the proper application of the stand-
ard of review. This is contrar¡r to the Supreme Court's holding in
Dunsmuir, at para. 48, that a reviewing court must do more than
simply cite thè correct standard of review. It mus! apply it and
refräh from substituting its own view for that of the tribunal.
The reviewing court must resist the temptation to "place itself in
the position of the decision-maker of first instance and compare
the ãecision it would have made against the decision actually
made at first instance", as this approach is prone to undue con-
clusions of unreasonableness: Ottawa (City) Police Seraices u.

Ottawa (City) Potíce Seruices, t20161 O.J. Nu- 4331, 20L6 ONCA
627,352 O.A.C. 310, at para. 66.

[54] There r\''crc no inconsistent finclinp of fact warranting
intervention by the Divisional Court. It subjected the reesons of
the Discipline Committee to excessive scrutiny, rejecting the rea-
sonable, âvailable frndings made by the Discþline Committee and
arriving at different factual findings based on its improper reas-
sessment of the evidence de nouo.

(2) Di.d, the Dini.sionnl Cour-t err in corwluding tlwt tlß penalty

imposed by tlæ Disciplitrc Committee was mønifestþ unfit?

t55l The Divisional Court's second basis for allowing the appeal
is that the Discipline Committee imposed an unfit penalty. As
I will orplain, thó Divisional Court's analysis is flawed.-First, it
misundeistood the Discþline Committee's reasons and misap-
plied the reusunubletress standard of review. As the Divisionol
õourt properþ stated lat para. 257, "la] penalty decision of-such
a l,r'ibunalis át the heart of its discretion and is due grcat dcfcr-
ence". Nevertheless, the Divisional Court in effect simply substi
tuted its view of what might constitute an appropriate penalty
and did not dcfcr to thc Discþline Committee's decision as \Mas

required. Furthermore, the penalty imposed was not manifestly
,rnht but represented the Discþline Committee's carefirl consid-
eration of all relevant factors and was within the range of reason-
able outcomes.

t56l To be overturned by a reviewing court, the Discþline
Committee must have made an error in princþle or the penalty
must be "clearly unfit": Reid, at para. 99. The Supreme Court
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recently considered the meaning of similar phrases in the crimr-
nal context in R. u. Lacasse, Í20L513 S.C.R. 1089, [2015] 3 S.C.R.
1089, 2015 SCC 64, noting that courts have used a variety of
ex¡rressions to describe a sentence that reaches this threshold,
including lat para. 52] "demonstrably unfit", "clearly unreasona-
ble", "clearly or manifestly excessive", "clearly excessive or inad-
equate" or representing a "substantial and marked departure".
Wagner J. observed, at para. 52, that "[a]ll these ex¡rressions
reflect the very high threshold that applies to appellate courts
when determining whether they should intervene after reviewing
the fitness of a sentence". He concluded, at para. 53, that a sen-
tence will be demonstrably unfit if it constitutes an unreasonable
departure from the principle of proportionality.

t57l A similarly high threshold applies in the administrative
context. To be clearly unfit, the penalty must fall outside of the
range ofreasonableness. A reasonable penalty will be "guided by
proportionality and an assessment of the range of appropriate
penalties dependent upon the facts ofeach case, tandl guided by
penalties imposed in other cases": Reid, at para. 100.

[58] The Discipline Committee considered a number of its pre-
vious decisions involving the sexual abuse of patients. The faetual
scenarios in those cases are, like the present case, disturbing.
Howeve4 they show that the penalty imposed on Dr. Peirovy is
in line with those that have been imposed in Ontario. fn fact,
a six-month suspension has been imposed for sexual misconduct
more egregious than the misconduct at issue here: see Lee (Re),

120091 O.C.PS.D. No. 10; Rakem (Re), l20l4l O.C.PS.D. No. 22,
2014 ONCPSD 25. Only one decision in which a dostor's licence
was revoked was submitted to the Discipline Committee.
Minnes (Re), [2OL5] O.C.PS.D. No. 3, 2015 ONCPSD 3 involved
a physician's attempted sexual assault of a 17-year-old female
counsellor, a non-patient, at a summer camp where he was camp
physician. The Discipline Committee noted that the horrific cir-
cumstances of the attempted sexual assault required no penalty
shorb of revocation in that case, which bore little similarity to
the present one.

[59] The penalty imposed by the Discþline Committee was
carefully tailored to the circumstances of this case and fit com-
fortably within the range of penalties imposed in other similar or
more serious cases of sexual abuse of patients. It was based on
forensic psychiatric evidence accepted by the Discþline Commit-
tee as well as the evidence it heard during the liability phase.
It also took into account the progress shown by Dr. Peirovy in
addressing some of the concerns. Furthe4 following the lodging of
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the complaints, Dr. Peirovy had practised with supervision for
about five years without any incident.

t60l The Divisional Court relies on four errors allegedly made
by the Discþline Committee to justifr its interference with the
penalty imposed. I will address each of them in turn.

(al Did the Disciptine Comrnittee fetter its d'iscretion with
respect to the penølty ofreuocation?

t61l The first basis advanced by the Divisional Court is that the
Discþline Committee improperþ fettered its discretion by pro-
ceeding on the basis that [at para. 36] "revocation ofregistration
is reserved for egregious conduct or offenders with a high risk
to re-offend".

162l Had the Discipline Committee proceeded on this basis, it
may well have erred, even on the reasonableness standard of
-^-.:^.-. mL:^ i- -^+ l'^"'^"^r ôñ Õôdrrolo nr roqqnnolrlo infamrp-
IEYIEW. ¡¡UÞ ¡Þ r¡VÛt I¡VYV9V9Ar 4¡ 4ws4q

tation of what the Discþline Committee said or intended. In the
relevant portion of the reasons, the Discipline Committee vvas

discussing two of the several princþles of sentencing: maintain-
ing public confidence in the integrity of the profession and protec-
tion of the public.

t63l The Discipline Committee explained that protection of the
prrhlic is generally taken as the paramount principle of sentenc-
ing. It is then that the Discþline Committee stated [at para. 193i:

Although the üwo princþles are not identical, and there will be cases where
the egregious natu¡e of the misconduct itself will demand revocation even
where the risk of re-offence is low, a well-inforned public would be expected
to maintain confidence in a self-regulating process which results in the public
being protected frnom abusive physicians.

t64l In this passage, the Discþline Committee was quite proper-
ly pointing ou[ that revocation is sometimes "demanded" by egre-
gious conduct alone. As it indicated in other parts of its reasorrs,
howeloer, it is t¿sked with arriving at a fair and just penalty that
addresses all of the sentencing principles. Those princþles include
the paramor¡nt e.onsideration of prote.r:tion of þhe puhhll as we.ll
as maintenance of public confidence in the reputation and integrity
of the profession, effective self-governance, general deterr,ence, spe-

cific déterrence and the potential fur lhe menrber's rehabilitation.
Proportionality is also an imporüant consideration.

tOSl ffre Discipline Committee's reasons as a whole make clear
that it did not erroneously assume that revocation was available
only in a narrowly constrained set of circumstances. Rather, it
coniludd that the suspension and practice restrictions imposed
struck the most appropriate balance between the variety of sen-
tencing principles at play in this case.
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(b) Wøs the suspension imposed W th.e Disciplinc Com-
rnittee unreasonably shart ?

[66] The second concern raised by the Divisional Court is that
the six-month suspension imposed by the Discþline Committee
was too short. The Divisional Court e:çlained [at para. 37] that
the suspension was "clearly inadequate to deter others and to
contribute meaningfirlly to the eradication of sexual abuse in the
profession". The Divisional Court opined [at para. 39] that on the
facts of this case, it "would oçect the Committee to be debating
whether to revoke the member's registration or impose a suspen-
sion measured inyears, as opposed to months".

t67l I disagree. The penalty imposed was serious and within
the range of reasonable outcomes. In my view, the Divisional
Courü improperþ substituted its own view for the Discþline
Committee's determination, as a statutorily mandated, special-
ized tribunal, of what is required to respond to the legislature's
goal of eradicating the sexual abuse of patients.

t68l A court examining the reasonableness of a disciplinary
tribunal's decision on penalty is concerned vvith "whether the
decision falls within a range of possible, acceptable outcomes
which are defensible in respect of the facts and law": Dunsrnuir,
at para. 47. The Divisional Court ought not, therefore, to have
effectively substituted its view ofthe appropriate penalty for that
of the Discþline Committee. As explained by the Supreme Court
of Canada in Dr. Q, at para. 31:

A statutory purpose that requires a tribunal to select from a range ofreme,
dial choices or administrative responses, is concerned with the protection
of the public, engages policy issues, or involves the balancing of multiple
sets of interests or considerations will demand greater deference from
a reviewing court.

(Citations omitted)
See, also, Association des courtiers et agents immnbiliers d,u

Québec u. Proprio Direct inc., 1200812 S.C.R. 195, [2008] S.C.J.
No. 32, 2008 SCC 32, at paras. I7-2I; and Ryøn, at para. 51.

t69l It is undeniable that the conduct exhibited by Dr. Peirory
in this case is to be roundly condemned. This is the approach
followed by the Discþline Committee in this case. The penalty
imposed was serious. It followed a lengthy period during which
Dr. Peiroly was required to practise under supervision and with
restrictions. The Discþline Committee did not accept the four-
month suspension proposed by Dr. Peirovy but imposed six
months, in keeping with the range of similar and in some cases
more serious instances of sexual abuse.
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l70l Furtheq as already highlighted, the penalty imposed did
not consist solely of a suspension. It contained other restrictions,
including supervision during all interactions witÞ fgmale palie1ts
and the-posting of a sign advising patients of this restriction
on Dr. Þeirov¡/s practice. The penalty provides -that- tþse
restrictions will continue for a minimum of one year after Dr. Pei-
rovy has served his suspension. Dr. Peirovy will also have^to con-
tinúe individualized inJtruction and pay significant sums for costs

incurred in the prosecution and foi therapy undergone by the
complainants.

tZil eltnough not coming to a final determination on the issue
of br. Peirovyts motivation for his conduct, it is implicit tha! the
Discþline Cómmittee was confident that his behaviour could be
correäted, even if a prurient interest could not b9 gompleteþ
ruled out. In facb, the Discipline Committee found that it was
possible for Dr. Peirovy to continue to practise safely. This cgnclu-
sion did not depart frõm the range of reasonable ouicomes in ihe
circumstances,-considcring the evidenco of the experts and the
numerous mitigating factõrs. Those included the progress made
by Dr. Peirorty since the last incident' his engagement- in the
rehabititation process, the lack of deviant urgcs' his embarrass-
ment and shame for his actions and the effectiveness of the prac-
tice monitor condition.

t72l The legislature gave the Discþline Committee the task
of fashioning þenalties that will favour the goal of eradicating
sexual abuse ol patients while taking into account and balancing
other relevant factors. flnìike criminal sentences, which are
determined by the courts pursuant to the Crirninal Code, R.S.C.

1985, c. C-46, self-regulated professions are mandated to make
these determinations.

[73] Deference is owed to discþline committees because they
are tribunals composed of members of the profession and of the
public with the expertise to assess "the level of threat to !þ pub-
iic and . . . the . . . profession posed by certain forms of behav-
iour". Therefore, they are in a better position than the courts to
del,e¡rú¡re a¡rprupriiüe pe'alLies for professional misconduc't:
see Ryrun, at iara. 33; and Law Society of Upper Canad'a-u. Abbox
(20ti),139 0.R. (3d) 290, Í2OL7l O.J. No. 33Lr,20t7 oNgå,q25,
at paras. l2-L5,52 and54, leave to appeal to S.C.C. refused t20171
S.C.C.A. No. 355; Ríchnrdson u. Law Society of New Brunswich,
t20111 N.B.J. No. 461, 20LL NBCA 1"08, 381 N.B.R. (2d) 391'
atpara.4.

t74l As this court has said in the past, "[tlhe issue of the
appropriate penalty for infractions within a profession or, indus-
try is-one tliat is tniqueþ within the e:çerience, ex¡:ertise and
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discretion of the relevant disciplinary tribunal and is therefore
subject to a high degree of deference": Stetler u. Agriculture, Food
and Rural Affairs þpeal Tribunal (2005), 76 O.R. (3d) 321,
t20051 O.J. No. 2817 (Q.A.), at para. 108.

lTSlInAbbofú, this court also highlighted, at para. 13, two addi-
tional reasons why professional discþlinary bodies are entitled to
deference from a reviewing court. First, the committee has the
benefit of hearing live testimony directly from witnesses and con-
sequently has a more comprehensive understanding of the evi-
dence. Second, determining an appropriate penalty is a question
of mixed fact and law, which does not lend itself to the extrication
of a pure question of law. In Ryøn, the Supreme Court observed,
atpara.41-:

The question of what sanction Mr. þan should face as a result of his miscon-
duct is a question of mixed fact and l;aw since it involves the application of
general principles of the Act to specifrc circunstances. The Court of Appeal
impugned the weight that the Committee assigned to particular mitþting
evidence and also disapproved of the Committee's selection of factually simi-
lar cases. These are fact-intensive elements within the question of mixed fact
and law. They do not involve easily extracted and discretely framed questions
of law. The Committee's decision on sanction is not one that will determine
future cases except insofar as it is a usefirl case for comparison. The decision
is inüricately bor¡nd to many factual firrdinæ and inferences about the mis-
conduct ofMr. Ryan and the interests ofthe public and the profession.

t76l A reviewing court that fails to show due deference effec-
tively usurps the administrative body's statutory role. The con-
cept ofdeference is rooted in part in respect for the legislature's
decision to create and delegate powers to administrative bodies:
Dunsmuir, at para. 48. The Divisional Court's decision did not
respect the legislature's choice to delegate the determination of
the appropriate penalty to the Discipline Committee: Dunsmuir,
at para. 49. Reasonable penalties should not be overturned when
deference is due. Otherwise, nothing prevents reviewing courts
from arbitrarily intervening in every administrative decision and
undermining the discþlinary scheme created by the legislature.
This would also have the effect of introducing uncertainty in the
frnality of discþlinary penalties.

(c) Did, the Discípline Committee incotrectþ treat public
confidence as ø "shifting støndørd"?

[77] The third error the Divisional Court purported to identiSr
is that the Discipline Committee incorrectly viewed public confi-
dence in the medical profession to be a "shifting standard".

[78] In my view, the Divisional Court's concem with the Disci
pline Committee's reference to public confidence is unclear
and, in any event, misplaced. The relevant quotation from the
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Discipline Committee's reâsions is as follows [at para. 192]: "The
Committee accepted that the maintenance of public confidence is
a shifting standard." This statement appears to simply be an
acceptance by the Discþline Committee of a submission made by
the College. The Discþline Committee was properþ observing
that what needs to he clone to maintain the prthlic's confide.nce
must constantly be reassessed in light of considerations such as
changes in society and in the pracbise of medicine. This is a rea-
sonable observation. It neither constitutes a palpable and overrid'
ing er"ror nor ¿ur error in principle. Moreove4 it is in keeping with
the Divisional Court's concern that the Discipline Committee's
penalties remain current with public standards and e:çectations.

(d) Do th,e prior decísions consid'ered, by the Discipline
Cornmittee constitute ua litøny of clearþ unfit
penølties"?

[79] The final basis advanced by the Divisional Court for inter-
fering is that all thc penalties imposed in similar cases were,
in the Divisional Court's view, "a litany of clearly unfit penalties".
In uLher words, it considered that the penalties imposed by
numerous other discipline committees over the course of more
than a clecade were wrong and tJrat the Discipline Committee
er:red in ref'erring to these as precedents.

LS01 By this statement the Divisional Court was, in effect,
acknowledging that the penalty imposed was consistent with the
range of penalties established in the existing authorities. Alt-
hough the Discþline Committee tr¿tsi not bound by its previous
decisions, it is well settled that consistency in sentencing is as
important in professional bodies as in the criminal courts, and
that consideration should be given to disciplinary penalties
imposed in similar cases: see Steuens ønd Løw Society of Upper
Canad.a (Re) (L979),55 O.R. (2d) 405, t19791 O.J. No. 4546 (Div.

Ct.), at p. 411 O.R.; Law Society of Upper Curuxln u. Neinsleiru,
t20081 O.J. No. 3731,24L O.A.C. 199 (Div. Ct.), at para. 15.

l81l The Divisional Court should ¡rol, have simply declared fhat
the penalties imposed in the cases making up the well-established
range, of which it was not seized, ï¡ere $,Tong. The penalties
imposed in those cases were not appealed and, in somc cases'
were the result of joint submissions by the College and the
offender: Le (Re), t20101 O.C.PS.D. No. 10; Mørks (Re), 120121
O.C.PS.D. No. 19, 2012 ONCPSD 13; Rakem' (Re).The Divisional
Court should not have opined, long after the fact, that penalties
in a whole series of cases, which were "intricately bound" to their
own factual contexts, were incolrect.
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[82] In its submissions before this court, the respondent sug-
gests that we should interpret the Divisional Court's decision as
appropriateþ declaring that a change to the penalty range \Ã¡af;

required. In other words, the Divisional Court viewed the penalty
range that has existed for over a decade to be too low. Therefore,
even if we were to accept that the prior cases cited by Dr. Peirovy
$rere properly decided, under current circumstances, the range
that these reflected vvas no longer appropriate. In support ofthis
submission, the respondent points to the College's Revised Draft
Sexual Abuse Princþles prepared in 2015 and the legislature's
2OL7 amendment, t}re Protecting Patients Act, 2017, S.O. 2017,
c. 11, to the governing statute, the Regulated Hea,lth Professions
Act, 1997, S.O. 1991, c. 18. The 2017 amendment made revocation
mandatory for sexual abuse of the nature committed in this case.

[83J I disagree. First, this is not what the Divisional Courb said.
More importantly, the Divisional Court had neither the mandate
nor the evidentiary basis to intervene, let alone change, the pen-
alty range for an entire category of behaviour. This is not to
suggest that penalty ranges cannot change. The Discþline Com-
mittee was in the best position to assess whether a deviation
from the rãrge of penalties previously imposed for similar mis-
conduct or a wholesale change was required. Howeve4 in the
circumstances of this case, changing the penalty range was effec-
tiveþ an arbitrary exercise. The Divisional Court's conclusion
that the penalty imposed in this and similar cases was [at para.
381 "inadequate to protect the public and vindicate the integrity
of the profession" was not grounded in the jurisprudence of the
Discþline Committee.

[84] The court's conclusion was also made in the absence of
a proper and sufficient record showing that the Discþline Com-
mittee was not properþ carrying out its mandate and that its
approach was failing or manifestly out of step with contemporar¡r
social values. As already e:çlained, specialized tribunals like the
Discipline Committee have been given the mandate to design
appropriate penalties for professional misconduct. They have
been consistently recognized as being in the best position to
assess the level of threat posed to the public by certain forms of
behaviour: Mussøni u. College of Ph,ysicians ønd Surgeons of
Ontørio (2OO4),74 O.R. (3d) 1, 120041 O.J. No. 5176 (C.4.), at
para. 113; Ryan, atpara.33.

t85l As for whether the time had come for change, the Disci-
pline Committee noted that the College had prepared Revised
Draft Sexual Abuse Princþles in 2015 which proposed more
severe penalties. The Discþline Committee v/rrs aware of and
wor¡ld therefore have taken account of the increasing concern for
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sexual abuse by physicians. This concern is not new. since at least
1991, when a taikfo"ce on the sexual abuse,of patients submitted
its report, it has been recognized that sexual abuse tarnishes pub-
lic trust in the entire profõssion. The legislative response to that
r- -r-r.-----. --^-^r ^^*^l- looo -,;+L *L^ i-*rnärrrúinn nf e z.ør¡t.+l-f,asruurug rgpul u u¿llllu ur r¡r¡7u w ru¡r u¡¡ç ¡r¡ur vuuve¡v¡¡ v¡
erance,/mantlatory revocation sche¡ne for specified se.xual acts
between health professionals and their patients.

t86l In 20L7, aft'er the decision under appeal, the legislature

"".pottd"d 
to tñe College's 2015 Draft Sexual Abuse Principles'

It debrmined that penalties for sexual abuse should be increased
by expanding the application of mandatorf ryyocatþn. That
pänaftv is nÃ¡¡ mandátory in cases -where touching of-a sexual
nature ocsuïs on the patient's genitals, anus, breasts or buttocks'
Dr. Peirovy's conduct would likeþ be covere{ by this definition'
The amendments further require the discþline committees to
make inte.rim orders suspending a member's certifrcate of regis-
tration immediateþ upon making a finding of sexual abuse that
woulcl attract a mandatory revocation.

[87] These 2017 legislátive amendments do not retroactively
vali¿áte the Divisional Court's erroneous application of the defer-
ential standard of review to the Discþline Committee's 2016
decision on penalty for offences occurring in 2009 and 2010'
A penalty must reflect the context in which the rnisconduct
occurred: Løw Society of tlpper Canad'a u. Neinstein (2007),

85 O.R. (3d) 446, t200?l O.J. No- 968 (Div Ct.), at para' 104, re'vtl

on other grounds (2010), 99 O.R. (3d) 1, t20101- OJ.. No. 1046'
Z0f0 ONCa 1"g3. In acco1.dance with the pruper aduúrristration of
justice and procedural fairness, Dr. Peirorry's case þad t9 b.e-adiu-

dicated ¡asèd on the law in force at the time. Any legislative
change that followed is irrelevant'

tSSl In fact, to some extent, the legislative response serves-to
further hightight the differing institutional roles ?t play in this
case. The*legislature is rcspónsible for setting !þe fraqewgrk
under which the Discþline Õommittee operates. The application
of the framcwork is left in the hands of the Discþline Committee,
and defþrence is owed to the way in which the Discipline Commit-
tee discharges its duties within the scope of that mandate'
The faet thát the legislatr-re ehose to modifu the parameters-un-
der which the Committee operates in 2017 does not render deci-

sions made under the previous regime unreasonable.
t89l As already noted, the suspension imposed was serious,

accompanied by other restrictions, and lasted for a longer term
than requested by Dr. Peirory. Furthermorgr the lanæ -of 

pelal-
ties impõsed in the cases reviewed by the Committee show that
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the penalty received by Dr. Peirovy was in keeping (and exceeding
in some instances) those imposed in Ontario and across Canada.

[90] The Divisional Court panel clearly felt that the penalties
being imposed on medical practitioners by discþline committees
for sexual abuse had not been severe enough for many years and
should be increased. Howeve4 in the absence of reviewable error
by the Discipline Committee or the imposition of a penalty out-
side the range of possible, acceptable and defensible outcomes
open to it on the evidence, the Divisional Court could not and
should not have interfered to substitute its own opinion for that
of the e:çert panel charged ïvith the duty of determining the
appropriate penalty.

[91] No reversible error has been identified in the Discipline
Committee's decision on penalty. The Discþline Committee
correctly stated and applied the established princþles it was
required to consider at the penalty phase. It was a\üare of the
range of the penalties that it could impose, which included
revocation of Dr. Peiro'ly's licence to practise, as urged by the
respondent. Acknowledging that it was not bound by previous
decisions, the Discþline Committee properþ looked to them for
assistance in establishing the range of possible acceptable and
defensible outcomes that were open to it on the evidence.

[92] Most importantly, the Discþline Committee was mani-
festly concerned with the paramount princþle of the protection
of the public. It accepted Dr. Rootenbergis evidence that Dr. Pei-
rovy posed a low risk of recidivism. Risk is to be assessed in
light of the conditions that can be imposed in order to mitigate
that risk for the pulposes of sentencing: see Æ. u. Proulx, t20001
1 S.C.R. 61, [2000] S.C.J. No. 6, 2000 SCC 5, at para. 72; R. u.

Esmond,e,l2002l O.J. No. 2544,16L O.A.C. 40 (C.4.), at para. 11.
In this case, in addition to the suspension imposed, the Discipline
Committee imposed conditions on Dr. Peirovy's return to practice
to address the particular nature of his risk to the public. Overall,
the Discipline Committee crafted a careful penalty that reflected
the principle of the protection of the public, while balancing the
other princþles that it was required to consider, including pro-
portionality and the rehabilitation of Dr. Peirovy.

E Conclusion

[93] For these reasons, I would allow the appeal and restore the
penalty imposed by the Discþline Committee. I would award
Dr. Peirovy his costs in the amounts agreed. Those amounts are
$15,000 for the appeal, $L,500 for the application for leave to
appeal and $7,500 in the Divisional Court, all of which are inclu-
sive of disbursements and applicable ta:<es.
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[94] BENorro J.A. (dissenting): - This appeal concerns the
duty of the Discþline Committee of the College of Physicians-and
Surgeons (the "Discçline Committee") to protect the public from
doctors who sexually abuse their patients.

rotrl r ^æoo ,',illt :', nnlloamrp es tn the standard of revieWLOÙJ t a¡tsrrEç WrÙr¡ ¡¡¡J wuv46s

to be applied to the Discipline Committee's penalty decision.
However,-I do not agree that the Divisional Court erred in its
application.

[96] I would dismiss the aPPeal.

Oueraiew

t97l The College of Physicians and Surgeons (the "College")
received six separate complaints from young \Mqmeq seen- by
Dr. Peirorry at walk-in cliniìs. The complainants described that,
while examining them with a stethoscope, Dr. Peirorry qrpngd
flroir lrrpqcfc firrnhp¡l their ninnles- in one case tttweakledltt

evrsvEv-¡v--"-"'-rE---,

a nipple, and'asked one patient out on a date. Dr. Peirorry denied
the inappropriate touching.

t98l br. Peirovy was chargcd criminally with six counts of scx-
ual assault based on the cõmplainants' allegations. He pleaded
guilty to simple assault of two of the complainants and the other
charges were withdrawn.

[gõJ the Disciplinc Committcc conductcd a two-phasc- hcgring
regarding the complaints: a liability hearing and a pelalty-hear-
inþ. At the liability phase, the Discipline Committee found that
Di. Peirovy had committed acts of professional misconduct,per
s. 51(1) of th" HeøIth Professions Procedural Code (Schedule 2

to the Regulated, Heatth Professions Act, 7991-, S.O. 1991, -c. 
18)

("Proced,u:ral Code"). Specifrcally, it found that he sexually abused
four patients; his conduct with respect to the four patients-would
also ieasonably be regarded as "disgraceful, 4ilhonourable or
unprofessionalt'; his coñduct with respect to a frfth patient wogld
sirnilarly reasonably be regarded as "disgraccfirl, dishonourable
o" uttp"ofessional";-and he had been found guilty of offences rele-
vant to his suitability to practise mcdicine.

t1001 At the penalty phase, the Discþline Committee ordered
that Dr. PeirovJ¡'s certificate of registration be suspended for
a period of six months and that certain conditions he imposed,
inôluding that Dr. Peirovy have a practice monitor pr-esent during
all profeisional encounters with female patients and post a sign
at his practice locations publicizing ihis requirement.

1101i The Divisional Court allowed the College's appeal from
the Discþline Committee's penalty decision' I agree with my col-
league thãt the Divisional Courb correctly selected reasonableness
as ihe applicable standard of review. The Divisional Court quite
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rightly recognized that reasonableness in this context means
a penalty can only be overturned if the Discþline Committee's
reasons disclose an error in principle or if the penalty is clearly
vnfit: Reid, u. College of Chiropractors of Ontario, 120L6) O.J. No.
3080, 2016 ONSC 1041 (Div. Ct.), at para. 99.

t102J My colleague has determined that the Divisional Court
failed to properþ apply the standard it articulated, substituting
instead its own assessment of the evidence and view of the
penalty. With respect, I do not agree. The Divisional Court identi-
fied signifrcant errors in principle in the Discþline Committee's
reasons and found that the penalty imposed was clearly unfit.
The Divisional Courb concluded that the Discipline Committee's
penalty decision was unreasionable and remitted the matter back
to the Discþline Committee.

[103] In my view, the Divisional Court did not err in reaching
this conclusion. In its penalty decision, the Discþline Committee
made internally inconsistent findings of fact, reached a conclusion
that was unzupported by the evidence, and imposed a penalty that
does not fulfill its mandate. These errors in princþle led to
an unreasonable decision and a penalty that was clearly unfit.

Atnlysis

(l) Incoræistent ft.nd,ings

[104] The Discipline Committee contradicted its own factual
findings from the liability phase during the penalty phase. As
I will demonstrate, having rejected the submission that Dr. Peiro-
vy's blatant sexual abuse could be e:çlained by misunderstand-
ing, the Discipline Committee accepted the opposite in its penalty
decision.

[105] During the liability phase, the Discþline Committee

rejected Dr. Peirovy's evidence that he did not touch the
complainants' breasts as they alleged;

accepted the complainants' evidence that Dr. Peiror6r's
conduct was "blatantly sexual", deliberate and could not
be explained as inadvertent or incidental to a legitimate
examination;

expressþ rejected misunderstanding as an explanation for
the complaints;

rejected Dr. Peiroly's submission that his guilty pleas to
assault were not relevant to his suitability to practise
(Dr. Peirovy had argued they were irrelevant since they arose
from mere technical breaches of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.
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1985, c. C-46, related to his failure to obtain specific consent
to place his stethoscope on or near the patients' nipples. The
Diacþtine Committee found it lat para. 152] 'diffrcult . . . to
imagine a clearer example of an offence relevant to a physi-
^:^-r- ---:¿^l^:l:L- ¿^ ^-^¿:^^r, ¿L^- ^ G*J;-^ +l^^+ +l-^ -L.*'CiaIlr'S SijiÛaÐiiiry iO pfaCtise EnAn A iurw'5 uuqu v¡¡u gr'yJl-
cian had assaulted his patients in his c¡ffice during the course
of a sensitive physical examination); *d
found Dr. Peirovy's evidence "evasive" and "somewhat lack-
ing in credibility" with respect to the patient he asked out on
a date during an examination.

t1061 In rejecting Dr. Peirovy's submission that the sexual
abuse could be oçlained by misunderstanding the Discipline
Committee stated, at para. 95:

[T]he Committee finds ühat the precise and detailed evidence of four of the
complainants with respect to how Dr. Peirovy touched their breasts is ¿oú

coniístent with minundcrotønd'ing on tlæ cnplørnf¿o¿ for their complaints'

(Emphasis added)
[107] During the penalty phasc, howcvcr, thc Discþlinc Com-

mittee found the opposite. It accepted that Dr. Peirovy's coTnmu-
nication deficits, insensitivity and awkward and unskilied manner
were antecedents to, and factors in understanding, his sÐilal
abuse. At para. 195, the Discipline Committee stated:

[T]he Co¡nmittee was of the uiew that we dn, in fact, und'erstønd. sotne of the
antecedents to Dn Peirouy's seruo'l misconduct . . . Dr. Peirovy is a physician
who, aü the time this misconduct occurrned, had very serious delicits in his
commurúcation skills, his sensitivity to the extent of his paüicnts' vulnerabil-
ity, arld his understanding of boundaries and consent. These deficits in no
wãy diminish or exsuse the fact that he repeatedly subjected several patients
to âbusive experiences. In the uiew of the Comrnittee, løweuer, Dn Peirouy's
awkward,, unskilled., ønd non-empøthic mønner wíth his fem'ale patients was
ø factor in und,erstanding his abusiue behauíoun

(Emphasis added)
t1081 The Discþline Committee also endorsed, at para. 198, the

"possible inforence" that Dr. Poirovy was "gonuincly and com-
pleteþ unaware" of the ways in which his behaviour ïvas abusive.- 

11091 These findings are irreconcilably inconsistent with the
Discþline Committee's o\Mn findings at the liability Plrase. While
the Discipline Committee is entitled to make and rely on addi'
tional findings of fact during the penalty phase, these findings
cannot be inõonsistent with its earlier findings on liability: Col-
lege of Physiciøns and, Surgeons of Ontari'o u. Mclnlyre, lz0l7l
O.¡. ¡qo. I93, 2017 ONSC 116 (Div. Ct.), at para. A4,leave to
appeal to Ont. C.A. refused, July 7,20L7.
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[110] Where, as here, a decision is internally inconsistent, "this
alone renders it unreasonable": Sangmn u. Ca,nad.a (Minister of
Citizenship and lrnmigration), 12016l EC.J. No. L4,20L6 FC 17,
atpara.2l.

(2) Unsupported cotrclusion

t1111 The Discþline Committee's finding regarding the impact
of Dr. Peirovy's awkrrardness, lack of skill and unawareness is
also without foundation. I respectfully disagree with my colleague
when he says that this finding is well supported by the testimony
ofthe experts during the penalty phase.

[112] The Discþline Committee's related finding regarding
Dr. Peirovy's motivations is similarly unfounded. Again, I respect-
fully disagree with my colleague when he characterizes the Disci-
pline Committee's finding on this point as "nuanced". In my
opinion, the evidence of Dawn Martint and Dr. Rootenberg was
not capable of supporbing either of these conclusions.

t1131 A decision may be unreasonable where the outcome
ignores or cannot be supported by the evidence: Intort Insurante
Co. u. Allstate Insurance Co. of Canndø (2016), 131 O.R. (3d) 625,
t20161 O.J. No. 4L13,20L6 ONCA 609, at para. 65,leave to appeal
to S.C.C. refused t20161 S.C.C.A. No. 392. In my view, the Disci-
pline Committee's unsupported findings regarding Dr. Peirovy's
motivations and the role of his manner in the sexual abuse,
both of which it relied on in crafting the appropriate penalty,
constitute further errors in princþle that render its decision
unreasonable.

(a) Dawn Mørtin's evidence

[114] Dawn Martin is a Ph.D. who specializes in assessing and
training physicians in communication, interviewing skills, collab-
oration and professionalism. Dr. Peirovy was referred to her for
assessment and education with respect to his faulty communica-
¡¡o¡ sld[s. She worked with him to assist in that regard and pro-
vided a written report and testified at the penalty phase.

[115] The Discipline Committee summarized Ms. Martin's evi-
dence as follows, atpara. L74:

[Vts. Martin]'s assessment of I]r. Peirovy indicated ühat, in her opinion, he
had defrcits in a number of areas. These included his interviewing skills, his
manner (which was described as awkward and clumsy), his verbal communi-
cation, his awareness ofissues pertaining to patient consent, his sensitivity to

In order to distinguish medical doctors from Ph.D.'s, I do not use "Dr. Martin",
which appears in the m4¡'ority decision.

1
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how his patients were perceiving him, and how his behaviour was affecting
his paùients. Ms. Martinl stat€d that fh. Peirovy was largely unawa¡e.of his
professional responsibilities in maintaining appropriate boqndaries in the
doctor/patient relationshiP.

l-'t 161 Ms Marr-in's e.videnee nresented no ne-¡ü information butL¡¡vf ^r¡s. E---------'-

repeated what had already been addresggd at tþ9 liability- phase:
Dr. Peirovy has poor communication skills and this created a sub-
stantial risk of patient misunderstanding.

[117] Specifically, during the liability phase 
-the- 

Discipline
Committee accepted expert evidence that the way Dr. Peirovy was
practising placed him ät "high risk" for misunderstandings with
patients.*Despite this, as pieviousþ mentioned, it found that
îhe complainânts' precise and detailed evidence regarding-how
Dr. Peirôvy touched their breasts was inconsistent with misun-
derstanding as the explanation for their complaints. It similarly
noted there was no evidence that the physical touching at
issue was clinically necessary. The Discipline Committee stated,
at paras. 95-96:

The c,ommittee found that [the expert evidence] with respect to the general

issue of patie.nt complaints ahnrrt physicians and the "risk far*nrs" idenfifïed
in the literature, which appeared tb mate complainüs more likeþ tqþe credi-
ble and informative. ThiÅàvideræe, howeuet; wos of limited utility. Tlte Com-
üril,tee accepts that most ofthe identifred rish factors are present wit! r99qect

to the compìaints of these six patients. 'l'he (lommitten acce.pt! that llr. Peiro-

vy's walk-in practice, by its nãture, may have been a high risk setting where
cämptaints oie"" tno"e likely to occur than with otteer physicians practising in
other ways. The position of the defence, essentially, is that-the_complainants
misunderstood ú, Peirovy's actions as sexrtal in natute, due in part to the
presence of risk läctors rei'erred to above. The Committee ancepts thnt Dn Peí-

iW in reløtion to these complnin'ants, was prudisine in ø-fashion in whbh
the riske of poor comm,unication and, pati.ent misunderstanding were substan-

tial. Aswiitie stated b elow, hnweuer,-thc Committee find,s thøt tlæ precise and
deniled, euideræe of four of the complaínønts with respect to h'ow Dn Pe!rcuy

touch.ed tlnir breasts is rcî cottsistent with misund¿rstanding as the explanø-

tion for their complnints.

. . . tlhe expert evidence did not offerl the opinion that there was a clinical
neceisity for Dr. peirovy to have placed his stethoscope directly- on the nirule
of a patient, tweak the nipples of one complainant, or cup the breasts of two
comþlainants with his hand.

(Emphasis added)
tfisl Ms. Martin's evidence was therefore not relevant to the

condust Dr. Peirovy had been found liable for. Her evidence spoke
to Dr. Peirovy's "ãwkward and clumsy" interviewing skills, and
his insensitivity to how patients perceived him and how his
behaviour affected them. I1 related to his conduct during "sensi-
tive history taking and clinical exams".
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[119] The professional misconduct found at the li¡ability phase did
not involve an interview, history taking or a clinically necessary
exam. The Discþline Committee found that Dr. Peirovy had
engaged in deliberate physical touching that violated the sexual
integrity of his patients and was clinically r¡nnecessary. Dr. Pejro'
vy's inept verbal skills and poor sensitivity around intimate
exams are not related to this conduct. Moreoveq they could not
have been a factor in his sexual abuse given the Discþline
Committee's finding that his conduct could not be oçlained by
misunderstanding.

[120] That Ms. Marüin conflated Dr. Peirovy's communication
deficits with his physical sexual abuse became evident when she
was asked directly about the Discþline Committee's findings:

A. You have read the Committee's decision-making findinç of sexual
abuse in relation to the four patients and disgracefi.rl, dishonourable and
unprofessional conduct in relation to all four and also to [a fifth patientJ
. . . In your view, how has the work that you have done with Ih. Peirovy
addressed the ñndings made by the Committee?

A. Well, I ühink that the two are very inter-connected in the sense that he
had poor interviewing skills, poor relationship-building skills ühat need-
ed to be addressed. Intimate exams are - you're far more - you need to
pay attention to how vulnerable the patient is. And I think there was
a loü of reflection, skill building decoding for him of how and who he
needed to be in that relationship. I don't think it was so much as any
mal intent as it was awkward and naïve, making himself uulrcrable to
being - confusing people ørcund, nnt prcuiding æplanntians. And,
I think he is clear on that and what he needs to do now.

[121] This ¿urswer ignores the Discipline Committee's conclu-
sion regarding the nature of Dr. Peirovy's conduct at the liability
stage; the Discþline Committee had already accepted that his
behaviour lr¡ar¡ not misunderstood or medically justifred. There
were no "e:rçlanations" that could justify his conduct.

(b) Dn Rootenberg's euidence

lL22l Dn Rootenberg is an e:çert in forensic psychiatry. He spe-
cializes in the assessment and treatment of persons who have com-
mitt€d sexual and other offences, includingtheir risk of re-offending.
He assessed Dr. Peiroly at the request of Dr. Peiro'ly's counsel and
provided a written report and testified at the penalty phase.

[123] In its penalty decision, the Discipline Committee relied
upon Dr. Rootenberg's evidence to eliminate the possibility that
Dr. Peirovy's conduct was motivated by a predatory intent or
uncontrollable urges. It stated, atpara. L94:

The expert evidence . . . now effectively n¡les out psychopathy or sexual devi-
ance, and this is an important frnding with respect to the issue of Dr. Peiro-
vy's motivation.
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t1241 And later, at paras. 197-198:

The fact that Dr. Peirovy's sexual misconduct wiüh these fou¡ patients

occurred in fairly close succession, over a time frame of several months, and
continued to occur even after he $/as aq¡are that a complaint had been made,

l:J 
--À 

L^--^--^- :-f
was considereti 'oy ùhe Commütee. Ïhe Cuininit'Lee üiú irot, ho!Íet'eE, uuer
that this pattern is indicative ofpredatory intent or unconürollable deviant
rrlges Õn tr. Pelfovy's part, and thus a serious a$gravating täct'or.

In fact, the æpert evíd,eræe øppeørs to rule out motiuatíon of this rwture'

(Emphasis added)
ll25l In so doing, the Discþline Committee e:pandd Dr.

Rootenberg's opinion evidence beyond its limits. Reasonably con-
ceived, Dr. Rootenberg's evidence could not support the Discþline
Committee's conclusiõns regarding Dr. Peirovy's motivation. I say
this for two reasons.

[126] First, Dr. Rootenberg's evidence vvas not capable of stlP-
porting the conciusion that the a-osence oi a psy-ciúairic {isorder
rules õut scxual motivation. There was no evidence he'fure the
Discþline Committee that sexual abuse is committed by persons
with-identifiable mental illness or deviant behaviours. In fact,
courts have recognized that this is not true.

tl-271 In R. u.-Mohan, ll994l2 S.C.R. 9, [1994] S'C'J' No' 36,

the Supreure Court of Canada considered the admissibility of
elçert ã'ttidett"* to show that a doctor accuscd of scxual miscon-
auct wittr paticnts did not possess character traits fitting the psy-

chological profile consisteñt ï'ith the abuse charged. The- court
concluded,ãt pp. 37-38 S.C.R., that tlre evidence was not admissi-
ble as "there iJ no acceptable body of evidence that doctors who
commit sexual assaults fall into a distinctive class with identifia-
ble characteristics".

t1281 This holding is consistent with a long line of authority,
including this courtts decision in -R. u. McMillan (L975),7 O.R.
(2d) 750, t19751 O.J. No. 2247 Q.A.), afîd IL977l 2 S-C.R. 824'
lIgITTl S.C.J. No. 32, in which Martin J.A. stated, at p. 764 0.R.:

where thc crimc undor consideration does not have features whic,h indic¿te
that the perpetrator was a member of an abnormal group, prychiatric evi-
dence that the accused has a normal mental make-up . . . is inadmissible'

11291 The fact that Dr. Peirorry did not have sexual deviance or
psychopathy does not relate to his degree of culpability. The Dis-
ãþhne Committee's reliance on this fact to find that a lesser pen-
alty was called for was ¿rn etror.

[t30] S".ond, assuming he were qualified to opine on Dr. Peiro-
vy's motivation, Dr. Rootenbergls opilio¡ was based on evidence
the Discipline Committee had rejected at the liability phase. One
of the sollrces of information identifred in Dr. Rootenberg's report
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u¡as a¡isessment interviews conducted with Dr. Peirovy. Dr. Rooten-
berg testified that Dr. PeirolSr's comments to him were the same
as in his testimony before the Discþline Committee: Dr. Peirovy
insisted that the sexually abusive conduct was inadvertent. It was
illogical and inconsistent for the Discþline Committee to embark
upon an analysis of Dr. Peirovy's motivation as gleaned from evi-
dence it had heard itselfand not accepted.

(3) Failure to fulfill mnndnte

11311 My colleague concludes that the penalty imposed by
the Discþline Committee \Mas one of the options available and
thus deference requires that appellate courts not interfere. \ryfth
respect, I again disagree.

IL32l I recognize that the penalty imposed was within the
range of penalties imposed in past DiscþIine Committee decisions
involving sexual abuse. Howeve4 reasonableness is not a static
concept and ranges are not set in stone. Our collective social con-
science is continuously changing. What was once reasonable may
no longer accord with the modern conscience. Where society has
evolved such that a range no longer reflects societal values, there
is reason to question the validity ofthe range.

[133] In this case, the Discþline Committee imposed a penalty
that failed to fulfïll its mandate and is clearly unfit. In my view,
the mere fact that it falls within the historical penalty range is
insufficient to render it reasonable.

(a) The Discipline Committee's mandate

[134] The legislature has entrusted the Discþline Committee
with holding hearings of allegations of physician misconduct and
fashioning penalties where it finds a member has committed an
act ofprofessional misconduct: Procedural Code, ss. 38(1) and 51.

11351 This role is crucial. As e>çlained by LeBel J. in Phartna-
science Inc. u. Binet, t20061 2 S.C.R. 513, [2006] S.C.J. No. 48,
2006 SCC 48, at para. 36:

fhis Court has on many occasions noted the crucial role that professional
orders play in protecting the public interest. As Mclachlin J. ståted in Rachzt u.

Rayal Coilcee of Dental Surgøns of Ontãrin, t19901 2 S.C.R. 232, "[i]t is difticult
to overstate the importance in our society ofthe proper regulation ofour learned
professions" (p.249). The importance of monitoringcompetence and zupervising
the conduct of professionals sùems fiom the extent to which the public places

trust in them. Also, it should not be forgotten that in the client-professional rela-
tionship, the client is often in a vr¡lnerable position. The Court has already had
occasion to address this point in respect of litigants who entnrst their rights to
Iawyers (Fortin u. Chrétien, IzWl) 2 S.C.R. 500, 2001 SCC 45, at para 17). The
general public's lack of knowledp of the pharmaceutical field and hþh lwel of
dependence on the advice ofcompetent professionals means that pharrnacists are
another profession in which the public places great brrst.
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t1361 As with litigants and their lawyers and the public and
pharmacists, "[aln unequal distribution o! power is frequeltþ
ä putt ofthe doctor-patient relationship". Patients seek the heþ
of-doctors when theyare vulnerable - "$rþs¡ they are sick, w-hen

they are needy, and-when they are uncertain about what needs io
be 

-ilone": 
Nirhcrg u. Wyn,ri,h,1"19921 2 S'C.R' 226, [19921 S'C'J

No. 60, atp.258 S.C.R., citing Tlæ Final Report of th'e Tash Force
on SæuøI-Abuse of Pøtients, An Independent Task Force Com-
missioned by The Õolege of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario
(November 25, !99L) (Chair: Marilou McPhedran), at p. 11.

[137] In exercising its delegated powe4 the Discipline Commit-
tee is guided first and foremost by a duty to protect the public:
Mclntyre, at para. 50. As stated by LeBel J. in Pharmascience,
at para. 36:

I have no hesitation in applying the comments I wrote for this Cou¡t in
Finney, at para. 16, generally to the heaith f-rei<i to empirasize iùe impgryance
of t¡e 

'o¡UãaUons 
imposed by the state on the professional orders ühat are

responsible for overseeing the competence and honesty of their members:

The primary objective of those orders is not to provide servicesto their

-"-be"s oi repieaent thcir enller:tive interosts' Thoy arc croatod to pro-

tect the public, as s. 23 of t};re Prcfessional Cod¿ makes clear. . . .

The privilege ofprufessio[al self-regulation therefore places thc individuals
respoisible-for enforcing professional discipline under an onerous obligation.
Thå delegation of powers by the state comes with the responsibility for
providing adequate protection for the public. Finnqr corlfwms the_importance
õf p"opeily dilcharging this obligation and the seriousness of the conse-
qucncoo of failing to do so,

lL38l In Mclntyre, ttle Divisional court described the Disciplirre
Committee's "brôad policy-based view of its own mandate" as fol-
lows, at para.62:

lTlo protect ühe public; to recognize the devastating impact on _patients when
ttrã tiust they piace in'doctors has been violated, particularly throrrgh sexual

abuse; and tõ titai"taln public confrdence in l,¡e abili[y of the ¡redical profes-

sion to regulate itselfin the public interest.

t1391 Section 1.1 of tlne Procedurøl Code further specifies the
purpose of its sexual abuse provisions as follows:

The purpose of the provisions of this code with respect,to se:rual abuse of
patients'by members is to encourage the reporting ofsuch abuse, to provide

i.-¿i"g fõr therapy and counselling for patients who have been sexually
abused þ membeii and, ultírnaiely, to eradicate the sexual obuse of pa'tients

fu rnernbers.

(Emphasis added)
tflOl ffre Discipline Committee's mandate to protect the public,

maintain public õonfidence in the medical professionrs abili-ty- to
self-regulate and - in acting pursu¿ùtt to the Prcced'ural Code's
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sexual abuse provisions - eradicate the sexual abuse ofpatients
by members was not fi¡lfilled with a penalty that is clearly unfit.

þ) Thepenalty is clearly unfit

[141] In its penalty decision, the Discipline Committee found,
at para. 166, that Dr. Peiroly "demonstrated a pattern ofbehav-
iour over a period of time which was causing harm to the public"
and noted it was "extremeþ concerned" by his actions.

t1421I agree with the Divisional Court that the shorü suspen-
sion imposed in this case, given the conduct found by the Disci-
pline Committee, is "clearly inadequate to deter others and to
contribute meaningfully to the eradication of sexual abuse in the
profession", and is "inadequate to protect the public and vindi-
cate the integrity ofthe profession": at paras. 37-38.

[143] Moreove4 the conditions placed on Dr. Peirovy demon-
strate a lack of confidence in his ability to practise medicine. It is
unreasonable for a patient to attend a walk-in clinic with a physi-
cian who requires a chaperone with half the world's population,
and which features a prominent sign indicating his limited capac-
ity. Such conditions - in these circumstarices - belies the trust
inherent in the doctor-patient relationship, undermines public
confidence and fails to protect the public.

[144] Reasonableness "takes its colour from the context".'
Canod,a (Citizenship ønd Immigration) u. Khosø, t20091 1 S.C.R.
339, [2009] S.C.J. No. L2,2009 SCC 12, at para.59. Where a stat-
utory mandate ex¡rressly tethers the scope of an administrative
decision-making poweq a decision that is inconsistent with, or
undermines, that mandate will be unreasonable: Williams Lake
Indian Band u. Canadn (Aboriginnl Affaírs and, Northern Deuel-
opment), t20181 1 S.C.R. 83, [2018] S.C.J. No. 4, 20L8 SCC 4,
417 D.L.R. (Ath) 239, at paras. 33-34.

t1451 This is equally true where an administrative tribunal
renders a decision that does not fulfill the values underþing its
grant of discretion. ln Baher u. Canad,a Minister of Citizenship
ønd, Imrnigrøtion),lL999l 2 S.C.R. 817, [1999] S.C.J. No. 39, the
Supreme Court considered the decision of an immigration official
that failed to account for the applicant's children. Justice
L'Heureux-Dubé held that the decision was unreasonable since it
failed to fi¡lfill the mandate of protecting children. She stated,
at p. 859 S.C.R.:

The reasons of the immigration oflicer show that his decision was incon-
sistent with the values underlying the grant of discreüion. They therefore
cannot stand up to the somewhat probing examination required by the
standard of reasonableness.
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t1461 I acknowledge that the penalty the Discþline commi-ttee
imposed was statutofuy available t9 it at the time of its decision.z

Howeve4 the Discþlinó Committee's mandate and the stated pur-
pose oftÍre sexual âbuse provisions restricted the range ofaccepta-
Èle and defensible outcomes in the circumstances. By imposing
ã penaltv that undermines public confidence in the self-regr:lation of
me¿ic¿-proressionals, fails to protect the public and is inconsistent
with the eradication of sexualabuse ofpatients by physicians, the
Discipline Committ€e rendered an unreasonable decision'

tfiZl ttre fact that the penalty imposed was in line with past

.*", do", not insulate the Discipline Committee's penalty deci-

sion from appellate interference. I agree with the college thet
a court or tribunal is entitled to look critically at the penalties

imposed in prior cases and to conclude that those penalties are no
longer appiopriate. A deferential standard of review does not

' -r ^Ll^ J^^:^i^- ì- - nnnlam-requrretrneaccepEalrueUl¿ilIulll.gaüurr.aulEu@¡Þ¡v¡¡¡l¡4!v¡¡!v¡¡¡
porary context, mr¡ch less create a static range from which no

future development can be made.
[148] In thä context ofcrinúnal law, cour[s have surpassed pre-

vious Ãentencing rangnos where the penalty qo f95'e-r ^re&9!ed
.o.i"t.l values. Ïn ,R. u. D. (D.) (200t),58 O-R. (3d) 788, l20o2l
O.J. No. 1061 (C.4.), this court approved a higher 'serrtence in
a case involving ùhe lOng-term sexual assault of children, noting
that the time h-ad long sìnce passed when the nature and extent
of the damage caused by child sexual abuse was not known' Simi-
tarç in n. i. tn¡mouicir, lZOtSlO.J. No. 2346, 20Lg ONSC 2888
(S.öJ.), the court declined to follow sentencing precedents which
*""" ont of step with social values regarding domest'ic.aqsault'

t1491 As wifh these examples, society has evolved in- respect

of ihe 
-gl:avtf 

of the breach bf trust and damage cau-sed by the
sexual ä¡,t." of patients by their doctors. As noted by my col-

league, since 1901, the Çollege-has. recognizgd tþ9 devastating
.orr"tuqn"tt"es of sexual abuse of patients by physicians' Over 25

y"** ågo, The Final Report of the fasn Force on Søcual Abuse of
Patients reported:

The essence of the relationship between doctor and patient is trust._ when
this trust is abused, the resultiare devastating. . . For society as a whole, it
is an act of trust to grant self-regulatlon to a prr.rfessir-rÀ, relying on the
profession's leadership to govern itselfin the public interest'

As noted by my colleague and discussed below, the Reguloied Health,

Fro¡"ssions-*t *u" 
"meãded 

in20L7. Had Dr. Peirovy's cold*ct occurred

following these amendments, it would likely be captured by the -new
mandatõry revocation provision and a suspension would not have been

available to the Discþline Committee'

2
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[150] More broadly, courts have recognizedthe pervasiveness of
sexual violence against \ryomen and its fundamental incompatibil-
ity with any concept of equality for women. As oçressed by
L'Heureux-Dubé J. in -8. u. Ewannhuk, t19991 1 S.C.R. 330, [1999]
S.C.J. No. 10, at paras.68-69:

In Canada, one-half of all women are said to havc e:çerienced at least one
incident of physical or sexual violence since the age of 16 (Statistics Canada,
"The Violence Against Women Suwey", The Daily, November 18, 1993). The
statistics demonstrate that 99 percent of the offenders in sexual assault cases
are men and 90 percent of the victims are women (Gender Equality in the
Canadian Justice System: Summary Document and Proposals for Action
(April 1992), at p. 13, also cited in E. u. Osolin, t19931 4 S.C.R. 595, at p. 669).

Violence against women is as much a matter of equality as it is an offence
against hurnan digniff and a violation of human rights. As Cory J. wrote in
Osolin, supra, at p.669, sexual assault "is an assault upon human dignity and
constitutes a denial ofany concept ofequalit¡r for women".

[151] These concepts must inform the penalty here.
[L52] In recent years, gro\Ming recognition and the resulting

shift in societal standards have given rise to legislative change. In
20L7 - after the Discipline Committee's decision - the legisla-
ture enacted, the Protecting Patients Act, 2017, S.O. 2Ot7, c. LL,
which amended the Proced.ural Code to implement a zero-
tolerance policy on sexual abuse of patients by any regulated
health professional. Revocation of a member's certificate of regis-
tration is now mandatory in cases of sexual abuse consisting of
touching ofa sexual nature ofthe patient's genitals, anus, breasts
or buttocks: s. 51(5). The amendments also introduced mandato-
ry interim suspension orders upon findings of sexual abuse that
would attract mandatory revocation: s. 5L(4.2).

t1531 I do not agree that the 2017 legislative amendments are
irrelevant. In my opinion, they are indicative of and indeed con-
frrm the shift that has taken place in society's understanding of
the consequences ofphysician sexual abuse and its tolerance for
such behaviour.

t1541 It was incumbent on the Discþline Committee to look
beyond the penalties imposed in previous decisions and craft
a penalty consistent with the reality of society's values as they
related to its mandate. In my view, its failure to take the relevant
societal contexü into account $¡as a serious error in princþle and
resulted in a penalty that was clearly unfit.

Conclusion

[155] For these reasons, I would dismiss the appeal.

Appeal allowed.
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Subject: Invitation to join Bencher Election 2019 Listserv

Bencher Election 2019 Listserv

Invitation to join Bencher Election 2019 Listserv

Hello Client 7263,

You have been invited to join Bencher Election 2019 Listserv.

Bencher Election 2019 wrote the following message to you.

I flease accept this invitation to join Bencher Election 2019 Listserv

Click on the following link to accept or decline this invitation:

httns z / I bencherelection2Ø19listserv. onI pnounç - nel / r / r svn / 41 17 rØø7km0Nn45DhnCoON

About Bencher Election 2019 Listserv

Bencher Election 2019 Listserv is an online group for people in Bencher Election 2019
Listserv. There are 46 members of Bencher Election 201 9 Listserv.

1



Bencher Election 2019 Listserv is a public group.

The group is visible to anyone.
Posts made to the group are visible to anyone.

1440a
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About Bencher Election 2019

Bencher Election 2019 is the administrator of Bencher Election 2019 Listserv. The main role
of an administrator is to manage the members of a group.

If you have any problems, email us at suooortôonlin egroups. net

Kind regards
The Bencher Election 2019 Listserv Team

Privacy
Acceptable Use

bpf Servics

2
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Subject: FW: [bencher election 2019 listserv] Understanding the Bencher Election

2019 Listserv

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Monday, March LL,2OL910:1"6 AM
To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Subject: FW: [bencher election 2019 listserv] Understanding the Bencher Election 2019 Listserv

Council - Elections discussion.

l'm liking that there has been a list serve established for the Bencher elections to the Law Society of
Ontario. Thanks.

Jo.Ann Wilbon, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Coumel

From: Bencher Election 2019 Listserv [mailto:bencher-election-2019-listserv@onlineeroups.net] On

Behalf Of Bencher Election
Sent: Monday, March tL,2Ot91.0:00 AM
To: bencher-election-2019-listserv@on linegroups. net
Subject: [bencher election 2019 listserv] Understanding the Bencher Election 201.9 Listserv

Bencher Election 2019 Listserv

t Understanding the Bencher Election 2019 Listserv
by Bencher Election 2019
in Bencher Election 2019 Listserv

Vy'elcome to the Bencher Election 2019 Listserv!

This forum is meant to encourage reflection and debate on key issues facing
the Law Society of Ontario. There are many insightful discussions taking
place on social media (Linkedln, Twitter, Facebook), but these platforms
aren't widely used within the legal community. The Bencher Election2}l9
Listserv has been created to ensure that lawyers who communicate primarily
through email are not left out of the conversation.

To start atltead, send your message to
bencher-election-20 1 9-li stserv@online groups.net

To reply, select the "reply all" function in the thread.

Please keep posts civil and respectful. Membership to the Bencher Election
2019 Listserv is exclusive to lawyers. You may direct any questions or
concerns to bencherelection20 1 9@gmail.com

1
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The administrator of this forum is a Recent Call based in the GTA. They are
providing this service anonymously. The administrator will not make any
endorsements. Their participation in the Bencher Election 2019 Listserv
will be limited to posting about administrative and housekeeping matters.

*Don't forget to vote! *The polls are open from April 15 to 30, 2019. More
details about the voting process will be posted as information becomes
available.

, Replv Ncu topic Vicvr topic

Unsubscribe . Switch to a daily digest

Privacy
Acceptable Use

Terms of Service
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Ministry of Health
and Long-Term Care

Health Boards Secretariat

151 Bloor Street West, gth floor
Toronto ON M5S 1S4

Telephone: 4'16-327 -851 2
Toll free 1 -866-282-21 7 I
rrY 416-326-7TTY (889)
TTY Toll free 1-877-301-0TTY (889)
Facsimile 41 6- 327 -8524

|TEM 7.17

Ministère de la Santé
et des Soins de longue durée

Secrétariat des conseils de santé

151, rue Bloor ouest, 9e étage
Toronto ON M5S 154

Télephone 41 6-327 -8512
Sans frais 1 -866-282-21 7 I
ATS 416-326-7889
ATS sans frais l-877-301-0889
Télécopieur 41 6- 327 -8524
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Ontar¡o

February 28,2019

MEMORANDUM

To: Registrars, Ontario Health Regulatory Colleges

From: Christy Hackney
Senior Manager, Health Boards Secretariat
Registrar, Health Professions Appeal and Review Board

Subject: Staffing Change

Effective March 4,2019, I will be moving to a position with the Ministry of Government
and Consumer Services. I am pleased to advise that Sandra Evora will be stepping into
the role of Acting Senior Manager & Registrar. Most of you already know Sandra as
she has been the Manager & Deputy Registrar of the Health Boards Secretariat and
Health Professions Appeal and Review Board since 2013.

It has been a pleasure working with you and your teams!

All the best,
Christy Hackney

c. John Amodeo, Director, Corporate Management Branch
Janice Vauthier, Chair, Health Professions Appeal and Review Board
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FW: Health Workforce Regulatory Oversight Branch is Moving
HWROB On the Move.pdf
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Subject:
Attachments:

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Friday, March 08,2019 7:24PM
To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Cc: David Sta rmer <drsta rmer@gmail.com>; Liz Anderson-Peacock <d rliz@bellnet.ca>

Subject: FW: Health Workforce Regulatory Oversight Branch is Moving

Exec and Council.

Jo-Ann Wilbon, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Regístrar & General Counsel

From : Cheng, Stephe n (MO H LTC) lr4qilto:Stephen.Chens@qntario.ca]
Sent: Friday, March 08,2OI9 1:05 PM

To: info@regu.latedhealthprofessions.on.ca; allan.mak@ctcmpao.on.ca; lbetteridge@ocswssw.org;

tavlor@crto.on.ca; d.adam$@crpo.-ca; rmorris@cpo.on.ca; rhalrilton@collegept.org;
nwhitmore@çfrso.on.ca; nlumwilson@ocpinfo.com; PGarshow¡tz@collegeoptom.on.ca;
fkhan@coptont.org; elarnev@coto.org; ED@cnomail.org; andrew.parr@collegeofnaturopaths.on.ca;
k.dob_bin@cmo.on.ca; lgough@cmrto.ore; kwilkie@cmlto.com; officeofregistrar@cmto.com;
Brenda.Krit¿er@coko.ca; basil.ziv@colleseofhomeopaths.on.ca;
melisse.willems@collegeofdietitians.ors; spettifer@denturists-cdo.com; irigbv@cdto.ca;
ifefersrad@rcdso.org; ltavlor@cdho.ors; Jo-Ann Willson <ip!yil!æ!_@cco.on..ca>; fsmith@cocoo.on.ca;

boriordan@caslpo.com
Cc: info@ regulated healthprofessions.on.ca
Subject: Health Workforce Regulatory Oversight Branch is Moving

Dear Registrars and Executive Directors,

Please find attached a letter regarding the Health Workforce Regulatory Oversight Branch

Cheers,
Stephen.

Stephen D. Gheng
Manager, Strategic Regulatory Policy Unit
Health Workforce Regulatory Oversight Branch
Strategic Policy and Planning Division
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care
Phone: 416-327-8540
Fax 416-327-0167

Effective: March 11,2019 our new address & phone number:
438 Univers¡ty Ave., 1Oth Floor
Toronto ON MsG 2K8
Phone: 416471-9453

1



My email address will remain the same.

PLEASE NOTE: The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments is privileged and
confidential, and is intended only for the use of the recipients named above. lf you have received this e-
mail in error, please notify me immediately and delete this e-mail and any attachments without copying,
distributing or disclosing their contents.

^5fi elease consider the environment before printing this e-mail

1445
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Slrategic Policy and Planníng Division Division des polilíques et de la planilical¡on stralégíques

Ministry of Health
and Long-Term Care

Health Worklorce Regulatory
Oversight Branch

f2th Floor
56 Wellesley Street West
Toronto ON MSS 2S3

fel.: 416527-8464
Fax '416 327-0187

Ministère de la Santé
et des Soins de longue durée

Dhectlon de la surveillance réglemenlalre relative aux
rossources humâ¡nes dans le domaine de la santé

12e élage
56, rue Wellesley Ouest
Toronto ON MsS 2S3

Té1.: 416327-8464
Téléc.: 416 327-0167

f\r, 1446
,iPontario

March 8,2019

HLTC2968tT-2019-25

Dear Registrars and Executive Directors:

As pad of the Queen's Park Complex Redevelopment Project and recent realÍgnment of
the ministry, the Health Workforce Regulatory Oversight Branch is moving to a new
office space alongside the other Branches within the Strategic Policy and Planning
Division, The last day in which we will be in our current address is March 8,2019.

As of March 11,2019 the Branch mailing address will be

Health Workforce Regulatory Oversight Branch

ir,P.

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care
438 University Ave. 1Oth Floor
Toronto ON M5G 2K8

Aside from a few hours in the afternoon of March 8th, no interruption of work is
anticipated and we will resume business as usualon March 11th.

Sincerely,

Allison
Director
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analytical soundness, factual accuracy and policy relevance. It subjects its
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of interest policy.

c.D. Howe Institute staffand authors provide policy research ;rnd

commentary oî anon-exclusive basis. No Institute publication or

statement will endorse any political party, electccì official or cancliclate

for elected office.The views expressed are those of the author(s).'lhe

Institute does not take corporate positions on policy mâtters'
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In many Western countries, the use of complementary and alternative medicines (CAMs) has been

growing.Individuals in Western countries often use CAMs in conjunction with biomedicine (also

referred to as allopathic or \Mestern medicine), or sometimes choose to rely on CAMs as alternatives to
biomedicine. fn most contemporary Western societies, biomedicine is relatively strictþ regulated, while
regulation of CAMs reflects a tnuch less settled re¡¡:latory landscape. With use of CAMs increasing and

concerns about standards, an approach to regulating certain popular forms of CAMs is needed.

The central regulatory challenge is how to provide for patients'autollomy over their own treatment
while addressing the core challenges of severe information asymmetries and negative externalities.
Regulation of CAMs should be calibrated to the degree of risk entailed, especially where CAMs are

promoted as substitutes for, rather than as complements to, biomedicine in treating potentially life-
threatening health conditions.

C.D. Houe Instìtute CornTnentary@ is a periodic analysis of, and commentary on, current public policy issues. Barry Norris and

James Fleming edited the manuscript; YangZhas prepared it for publication. As with all Institute publications, the views '

cxprcsscd hcrc arc thosc of thc iruthor and clo not ncccssarilv rcflcct thc opinions of thc Institutc's ¡rcmbcrs or Boarcl of
Directors. Qrotation with appropriate credit is permissible.

To orrÌcr rhis publication plc:rsc contâct: thc C.D. Flowc Ins¡inrtc, l>TYongc St., Suitc 300,Toronto, Onfario N{5tr 1J8.Thc
full text of this publication is also available on the Institute's website at www.cdhowe.org.
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In manyWestern countries, the use of CAMs has

been growing (Clarke et d'.2075; Crouch et al'

2001 ; EUROCAM 2014). For example, a 2076

study by the Fraser Institute concluded: "More than

three-quarters of Cana dians (790/o) had used at least

one complementary or alternative therapy sometime

in their lives in 2016.'Ihis compares ro 74o/o in 2006

and 7 3o/o in 1997" (Esmail 2077, i1).

Relativc to llì'¿tìy other product and scrvicc

classes, heaith-related products and procedures

often pose severe information asymmetry problems

for consumers: most individuals lack the expertise

to diagnose disease or choose appropriate medical

treatments. Moreover, although a medical

professional offers expertise in diagnosing or

treating disease, the potential patient faces an

information asymmetry in evaluating the quality

of the practitioner's services. Tl-re information
asymmetry is aggravated when professionals

mierepresent their skills or the L''enefits c,f theìr

services (see, for example, Cohen 2018). Regulation

can play a critical role in addressing these

information asymmetries by establishing standards

of practice that assure potential patients that a

practitioner provides competent services.

Most Western countries, however, recognize

fundamental rights around an individual's security

of the person, including competent, patient-

informed consent for treatment and the refusal

of treatment.l The central regulirtory challenge

is how to balance the aim of enabling individual

autonomy in selecting treatment while addressing

iniormation asymmetry pro'oiems. Ä.s weii, once

a regulatory regime is imposed, regulaLiorr uright

become a barrier to entr-v. Speci6callv, (1) the clesign

of regulations might be "captured" by established

practitioners who limit entry by other professionals;

znd (2) established practitioners might be averse

to new approaches to practice - for example, new

treatments or technologies.

Most \Mestern societies strictly regula[e

biomedicine - both the medicines and medical

practitioners. For example,

' many medications may be accessed only with a

prescription from a licensed medical practitioner
and must be dispensed by a licensed pharmacist;

. meclications are availahle only a.fter extensive

clinical trials and approval by a government drug

safefv agency th¿t evalu¿tes scicrrtifìc eftlìc¿cy ancl

thc risk of rrcgativc si<ìc clïccts;

' non-prescription medicines must often be

accompanìed bv warnings of potential sicle effects

or prior vulnerable predispositions;

' entry to medical professions is restricted, and

I 450 2

The field of complementary and alternative medicines (CAMt)
groups togethef a,vast arftay of medical treatments such as

h o -è o p athy, chirop racti c, o s te o p athlt n atu ro p athy Ayurve d a,

Siddha, Unani, traditional Chinese medicine' and spiritual
therapies (Bodeker et al. 2005).

1

We are indebted to Grant Bishop,Tom Closson, Sherman Cohn, Kevin Davis, Colleen Flood, Noel Semple, Carolyn

Tuohy,John Wallenburg and anonymous reviewers for helpful comments on earlier drafts and to comments of participants

at a University of Toronto Faculty Workshop, Novemb er 6,2017, and a Health Policy Council meeting at the C.D. Howe

Institute, November 27, 2018.

Tlrc rlisc*ssion in this Commentarj coîcerns non-dependent adults with the capacity to choose their own treatment. Issues of

rreatment for children and other dependents and for those with mental incapacity are largely beyond the scope of this study.
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those practising without a licence are subject to
criminal prosecution; and

' physicians,medicalspecialists,pharmacists,
dentists and nurses must undertake rigorous
training programs and meet accreditation
requirements established by applicable
professional bodies.

Many Western countries have delegated regulation
to self-governing profes sional organizations. These

organizations have responsibility for the ongoing
integrity and competence of their members through
disciplinary regimes and continuing education
reqnirerlents (see Dewees,Trebilcock, ancl Duff
7996,722-35). For medical practitioners, the
primary emphasis is on input regulation, focusing
on ensuring that practitioners meet minimum
educational and training requirements to quali$,
and continue to practise. Relatively less focus is
placed on output or outcome regulation, which is
addressed through the disciplinary procedures of
self-governing bodies and the tort system in cases

of alleged medical malpractice or negligence or
defective products.

For the regulation of CAM products (non-

biomedical medicines) and practitioners, the
regulatory landscape is much more unsettled, as

we briefly revieu, below.2 We propose that the
regulation of CAMs should be calibrated to the
degree of risk entailed.3 Certain commentators
object to the regulation of CAMs on the basis that
regulation would give legitim^cy to practices that
many regard of questionable therapeutic value.

Where CAM treatments could displace biomedical
treatments, however, we suggest that there is a role

for tailored regulation to balance the public interest
in protecting individuals from misrepresentations
with respect for individual autonomy.

l\4ore speciûcally: if a particular CAM treatnent
is not harmful and is not marketed to displace

biomedical treatments, government should not
intervene and should not inhibit individuals
from accessing products. However, where CAMs
are promoted as a substitute for, rather than a

complement to, biomedicine in treating serious

biomedical health conditions, government should
require ir minimum standard of scientific efficacy
and should use appropriate penalties to restrain
representations of CAM treatments that do
not meet that standard. Table 1 outlines how
these principles would apply to regulate certain
forms of CAMs. Governments should create

appropriate institutional machinery to delineate
the appropriate thresholds for risk and contextual
tests for "minimum scientific efficacy."We suggest

governments convene CAM advisory councils to
provide independent advice to government on
regulation and, where required, the monitoring of
compliance by practitioners.

MAIOR SCHOOTS OF CAMS AND
THETR REGULATION

Approaches to regulating CAM products and
servicc proviclers difer widcly across the slr
jurisdictions in our sample: the United States,

Canada,the United Kingdom, Europea, New
Zealand and Australia.This diversity is highlightecl

2 For a more detailed discussion and citations, see our longer paper by the same title (available from the authors).
3 Certain reviewers of thís Commentary noted that "qu'.rlitv," "risk" ¿nc1 evcn "scie ntific eficircy" arc not "neutr¿rl" concepts iìnci

do not involve consistent, objective standards. We agree, and therefore recommend an institutional approach to provide

€lovernrnent an inclependent perspective to delineate nppropriate contcxt-spccific thrcsholcls.

4 The 2012 C{NIbrella study (see footnote 5) by Wiesene et al. has surveyed 39 European countries, which includes the

United Kingdom, although in our tables we have reported on the United Kingdom separately.
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Table 1: Regulatory Principles for Complementary and Alternative Medicines

CAM Products and Procedures

CAM products and procedures that treat non-life threatening health

conditions.

CAM products and procedures that treat potentially life-threatening
health conditions as a complement to biomedical products and

procedures.

CAM products and procedures that treat potentially life-threatening
health conditions as a substitute for biomedical products and

procedures.

Source: Authors' compilation.

in a20t2 studll (Wiesene et aL.2072) examining

regulation of CAMs in 39 European countries.

Here we discuss regulatory approaches to seven

of the most common CAMs: nâturopathy,

homeopathy, chiropractic, osteopathy' acupuncture'

traditional Chinese medicine and Western herbal

medicine. For each, we providc a bricf dcscription

and a table showing how each jurisdiction regulates

the particular practice.
The three lvpical modes of reE;ulation of CANIs

atei
' exclusive licensing regintes, typically accompanied

by government delegated selt:regulation, which
{eserve certain fielcls of-practice to licenseci

practitioners and render it illegal for unlicensed

practitioners to practise in the reserved domains;

' afiûø/ certif utíotz,which reserves certain titles

to ccrtifìcd ¡rractitioners, rypicallv undcr a

government-delegated self-regulatory regime,

L¡ut does not preclude uncertifiec{ practitioners
frorn practising in the defined rJomains but under
differerrt clcsignatior.rs; irnd

Principle

lf treatment is not harmful, no government intervention.

If treatment is not harmful, minimal government

intervention to ensure that practitioners do not misrepresent

therapeutic potential.

If treatment lacks minimum standard of proven scientific

efficac¡ it should be prohibited.

u o lu n ta ry þ r iv rzte t:e r ty'i ca tìa n r egim e s administered

by private professional associations (akin to

private trademarks).

Naturopathy

Naturopathy seeks to prevent and cure illnesses by

using materials that nature supplies. It promotes

holistic healthcare by promoting a healthy lifestyle
(WHO 2010, 3-4).To treat illnesses, naturoPaths

use an ar/]ay of modalities, advising on nutrition
and diet and prescribing botanical medicines and

hydrotherapy, among many others (WHO 2070,4).

The definition of natnropathy is cont¡oversial

(Webb et al.1977),r,vitl"r opinions differing as to

whether it is distinct from or overlaps other forms

of CAMs, particularly homeopathy (Ernst 2016,

29 3-4) . tlne cie fi ni tio n of n a turop';tthv affe cts

regulation - for example, whether to permit or

promote the practice of homeopathy/acupuncture

by 1ìcensed or certîfied naturopirths. For our

5 Thc str.rclv 'uvas un¡lcrtaken by CAMbrella, a pan-European research netvvork for complementaty and alternative medicine.

T¡c rcscarch projcct u,as fundcd by the 7th Fr¿rmcwork Pnrgranrnc of thc Purt>peau Commissit¡n.'flre reseärch group

consisted of 16 partner instirutions ftom !2 European countries. It is asserted that the objective was to research CAMs, not

to advocate them.
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Table 2 : Regulation of l\aturopâthy, S elected Jurisdictions

Jurisdiction RegulatoryApproach

Five provinces - British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and Ontario - statutorily
regulate naturopathy, undertaken through a licensure regime. Unlicensed naturopaths are prohibited
from practicing.

Nova Scotia has enacted 7/:e lJaturoltøt/si; Dodors,4cÍ, 2008.The act is lirnited in scope, the prim:rry
objective being to grant title protection for naturopathic doctors in Nova Scotia.

Canada

United States

19 states starutorily regulate naturopathy, some through licensing (in these states, unlicensed
natnroFraths are ¡rrohibited lrom practisirrg) arrd sonre through govenlmclrt-ãpploved certilìcation.

Other states: \¡ohìntary, pti\:irtc cer ti{ic¿tion.

United Kingdom No sfatutory regLrl'ation; r'ohntirrl,, ¡rrivate certification

No stanrtory regulation; r'o1nntarl', priv:rte certìlìcation.

No statutory requl¿tion; rrol¡.rnt:rrv. ¡rrirrzrte cel'tiíic¿tion.

Of 39 countries, only B statutorily regulated as of 2012, some through a licensure regime and others
thrclugh llovcrnr:nent-ãpprovetl certifìcirtion.

Some countries categoize naturopathy as a "health profession. " Germany recognizes naturopathy as

a "distinct therapeutic system"under the Codc ofSociai Law (1998). In Switzcrland, naturopaths fall
under the category of"natural health practitionet" a statutorily regulated profession.

Source: Authors' compilation.

Australia

Europe

NewZealand

purposes, naturopathy is treated as distinct from
homeopathy, given our aim of exploring how each

of these is currentþ regulated, as shown inTable 2.6

Homeopathy

Homeopathy was developed by Samuel

Hahnemann, a German physician in the I790s
(Bodeker et il". 2005;Porter 2002,48; WHO 2010,
3-4). The foundational principle of homeopathy is

"like cures 1ike" (Loudon 2006). To treat an illness,
homeopaths prescribe "minute doses of lpotentized]

natural substances that in larger amounts 'v'r/ould
produce symptoms of the ailment" (Ernst 201.6,36-
7,225).These substances are intenciecl to stimulâte
the bocþ to fight the clisease, unlike biomedicine,
which fights the disease dilectlv (Borleker et al.

2005). A crucial difference befween horncopathic
medicines and natural remedy treatments such

as naturopathy and \Mestern herbal medicines is

that the former are made by potentizing natural
substances, while the latter often use plant extracts

in their crude form.7 Multiple schools of thought
have evolved within homeopathy. Some schools

6 For citations supporting the regulatory approaches described in this and subsequent tables in the Commentary,see olr
longer paper by the same title (available from the authors).

7 European Committee for Homeopath¡ "Homeopathy - Got Qrestions? We've Got Answersl" available online athttps://
homeopathyeurope.orglpra ctice/ f- a- q/ .
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Table 3 : Regulation of Homeopathy, Selected Jurisdictions

Jurisdiction

uanaoa

United States

United Kingdom

New Zealand

Australia

Europe

Source: Authors' compilation.

Jurisdiction

Canada

United States

RegulatoryApproach

Stàrutol.ilv regr¡l¿te,l only in O¡tario thr:ough sclf:tcqula¡iol vi¿ rr c'.ertilìcntiotl rcgìtrrc' litnitilrq tlle use

,-rf the ti¡le "l¡¡61s61-.i1¡[" ¡6 cel:tifiecl !:ractitioners.

Othcr provinccs: voluntarli ¡rriva!c c¿rti{ic¿tiotl.

Regulation varies across states.Typicall¡ states include-homeopathy under chiropractic, naturopathy and

phisical therapy. Some states limii homeopathy to medical professionals and other licensed health care

professionals (e.g. chiropractors).

Recognized as a distinct medical treatment system'

can be practised by doctors (biolTredìcine), non-medical practitioners who are voluntarily registered

with professional assocìations, and others who choose not to be registered'

Has established a self-rcg¡latorv legistretion svstetn, rrtttl nolr-rne¡licallv qualilìcd ltotlcopathv

practitioners can register volunteriìy with proièssronai assocìations subject ro meeiirrg r'cr iriLr

conditions.

No stiìtutorl' rcqrtlirtit¡n: r,ollttrtarti privatc ccrtilicr't'ttlrl

No stâhltort, rcgrrlatiol; r'oir.lttttrl', privlrit: ccriiÍìc.;liioil'

Of 39 countries, statlrtorily regulated tn 24 as of 201'2'

Recognized as a distinct medical treatment system in some countries, such as France and Germany' In

othe;, falis under a more general category oialternative medicines, or is included under other CAM

practices (similar to the United States)'

St¡rlc countrie s strict-lv ctxlt¡o1 the qualìfrcarions nccdcd ttl pf'¿ctist, others pclrlit a rrlrì$c tri

practitioners to practise. For e""mpl., ìn Austria, France and Ital¡ only biomedical practitioners such

as doctors and dentists can practise homeopathy. In German¡ doctors (of biomedicine) with additional

clrralifìcation in homeopatli rnú Heilpraktilzercan prescribe homeopathic medi'cines' Heilpraktiker ate

åtitled ro pracrise CÁ\4s, including homeopath¡ subject to passing certaln examinations and being

licensed.

' R"gulatorYAPProach

. prot¡i of cflìc¿cv 1s zrcccpte cl ii'listcd in lxxncopath.rc ph:rnnircopcizs, r'r4rich urirY relv ou historicirl ttse

. T¡e Natural Health Products Regulations (SOR/2003-196) require that homeopathic products_ be

I uppro.,.d by Health Canada p.ioi to being so1d. However, a 2015 CBC investìgation concluded that

Éåu1th Cu'udn issued licencËs and permiited marketing of natural heaith products (which includes

ho¡¡cop¿thìc rrct]icincs) rvitlront requirir-rr sutrtnissiotr of ?lnv sciclltific evitletlce.

¡\clnri.istration rlocs lrt¡.- activc'ly assess honrct>pitthic ntetlicin¿s fbr their s¡tòtr':rn,l ellìcai:l''

Table 4: Efficacy Requirements of HomeoPathy, Can¿da and the United States

Source: Authors' compilation'
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oppose certain principles espoused by other schools.

Table 3 shows how homeopathy is regulated
in our sample jurisdictions. As Table 4 shows,

homeopathic medicines are typically not required
to meet proof of efficãcy to the sarne degree as is

biomedicine.

Chiropractic

Chiropractic was developed by Daniel David
Palmer, a Canadian-born storekeeper from lowa.
He treated his first patient in 1"89-5, restoring the
patienl's hcaring by adjusting his spine (Ðufìrn
2A1.0,159-ó0; Porter 2002,50). Palmer defined
chiropractic âs "a system of adjusting the segments

of the spinal column by hand only, for the
correction of the cause of the fdisease]" (Stephenson

1,927). Chiropractic treats illnesses by associating

the spine with the nervous system and relying
on the self-healing attributes of the human body
(Bodeker et al.2005). Chiropractors hold diverse,

indccd conflicting, vicws on thc nafurc of ilincsscs

chiropractic is e cacious in treating, its usefulness

ranging from narrow to expansive (Benedetti and

Macphail2018).
Practitioners fall within two groups: the first

group heals illnesses only through manipulation
of spinal joints, while the second group combines
chiropractic methods with other forms of CAMs,
predominantþ naturopathy, homeopathy and

acupuncture, to heal patients; the majority of
chiropractors are believed to fall into the latter
group (Azari7999).

Chiropractic and its practitioners âre more
closely regulated than are other CAMs, with the
exception of osteopathy (see Table 5).

Osteopathy

AndrewTaylor Still, a physician from the United
States, developed osteopathy in1874 after he found
biomeclicine to be ineffective in curing his three
clrildren of rneningitis (Baer 2009,26; Dufñn 2010,
L59). Osteopathy is a form of musculoskeletal
therapy that aims to restore movement and relieve

pain by massaging bones and muscles, optimizing
the body's self-healing capabilities. Therapy is

combined with advice on diet and exercise. Some

practitioners also use âcupuncture to heal patients.s

Table 6 shows how osteopathy is regulated in our
sample jurisdictions.

Acupuncture

Acupuncture, developed in China over two
thousand years ago (see Barnes 2005),involves
ir-rserting fine t-reeclles at specific points in the bocly

to treat illnesses. Originally considered to be a

feature of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM),
today ãcupuncture is practised under the theoretical
frameworks of both TCM and biomedicine
(Andrews 201. 4; Y ickers and Zollman 1 999 ; Welsh
and Boon 201.5,248;Wiesene et al. 2012,67).
TCM acupuncture aims to correct the strength and
quality of qi - energy that flows through the body

- while biomedical practitioners such as doctors,
physiotherapists, nurses and midwives diagnose and

treat patients based on physiological and anatomical
knowledge (Gale and McHale 2015; Vickers and

ZolTman 1999).Tab1e 7 stmmarizes the regulatory
regime for acupuncture in the sample jurisdictions.

Traditional Chinese Medicine

Traditional Chinese medicine originated over three

8 See National Academy of Osteopath¡ "Frequently Asked Qrestions," available online at http://www.
nationalacademyofosteopathy.com/faq.htm1; OM Osteopath¡ "What Is Osteopathy?" available online athttp://www.
omosteopathy.co.uVomo_brochure.pdf; and Ontario School of Osteopathy and Alternative Medicine, "FAQabout
Osteopath¡" available online athr:çi//www.osteopathycollege.com/faq-about-osteopathy.html.
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Table 5: Regulation of Chiropractic, Selected Jurisdictions

, Jurisdiction

Canada

United States

United Kingdom

New Zealand

-Étusfrala

Europe

RegulatoryApproach

Statutorily regulated through a licensure regime in all provinces, and in Yukon Têrritory.

1r - ---l^-:-- L-. ^^lt^-^^ /^^.,,^ ..-l-. ^.^"ì^-i.l crah,têcì
JUUJCCL tU bcll-¡sBur¿Lrurr u/ LUULéL¡ \rr( ur urrv!r

Statutorily regulated through a licensure regime in a1l states.

ln some states, the practice is subject to self-regulation; in others, it is a combination of"self-regulation

under an interdisciplinary board" (e.g. a medical licensing board (chapman-sm 1th 1'997,443)).

Statutorily regulated through a licensure regime'

Statutorily reguiated through a licensure regime.

Statutorily regulated in26 ot¡t of39 countries as of20L2.

Regulations vary: in Ital¡ chiropractic can be practised only by biomedical practitioners who have

nblai,r..l .a q¡alification in chir6practic, rvhlle rn Gcrm:ru1i chiropractìc is tlot s¡reciñc'l11v st¿luttxilv

regulated nnd th... are few restrictiorrs oll who maypractisc and call themselves a chiropractor'

Source: Aufhors' compilation.

thousand years ago (see Unschuld 1985;Yu et al.

2006). Based upon the Chinese philosophies of yin

^nd 
yang, and qi,TCM treats illnesses by restoring

baiance and appropriate energy flow in the borlrt

(Kejì and Hao 2003). TCM Practitioners use a

varìcty of methods t,l prcvcnt and trcât illnesses,

often combining Chinese herbal medicines with
nutritional advice, exercises (such as tøi chi and

qigong),massages (such as tui nø),acupuncture and

moxibustion (a form of heat therapy), to name a

few (Chan et aL 2015,68; Yu et aJ. 2006).e Table

8 shows howTCM is regulated in the various

jurisdictions. Several countries also regulate the sale

of Chinese herbal medicines, but in diflbrent ways,

as Table 9 indicates.

\Ày'estern Herbal Medicine

Western herbal medicine (WHM) is often viewed

as having its roots in Greco-Roman medicine

(F'rancia and Stobart 2074;Tierra 2077)'10 To

prevent and treat illnesses, Practitioners use plants

and thcir parts - root, stem, flower, bark - in
their natural form, unlike biomedicine, which

typically uses synthesized forms.11 Currently, two

forms of \MHM are practised: traditional \Ã,fHM

9 See also College of Traditional Chinese Medicine Practitioners and Acupuncturists in Ontario,'About TCM," available

online at https://www.ctcmpao.on'ca/public/about-tcm/.
10 Se c also Australian Nirntrll 1ìrcrapisl.s Associ¿tiorr Limited, "Cottrses," availablc onlinc :rt I'rttp://r'tn,'w-

australiannaturaltherapistsassociation.com. au/courses/recognised-naturopathy.php.

11 See International Holistic Center of Natural Medicine, "Western Herbal Medicine," available online at http://www.ihcnm

c.t>m/; zntlTher-:rpy l)irccrorv, "Wcstcr n Hcrbal Me dicinc," ar,:ril:rblc online ãt http://wï.\ /.therapY-dir-e ctortrtxg'uk.
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Jurisdiction RegulatoryApproach

In Ontario, British Columbia and Alberta only licensed biomedical practitioners registered with the
pro,,,inces'Collcgc of Phl'sicians lnd Strgeons fìrliìlling ccrtnin cducational qualificatiorrs c¡n call
themselves osteopaths or osteopathic physicians. In these three provinces, non-medical practitioners
refe¡ to themselves as manual osteopathic prâctitioners, and are subject to voluntary, private
ccrti6cation.

Other ¡rrovinces: rroluntarl', prir':lte certifi cation-

Can be practised by osteopathic physicians and osteopaths. Osteopathic physicians, also referred to as

doctors of osteopathy (DO), are biomedical doctors who have also studied osteopathy. Osteopaths are

non-biomedical practitioners, and cannot prescribe biomedicines or perform surgery.

AI1 states statutorily regulate DOs and osteopaths through licensure regimes.

Licensed osteopaths/Dos nilv cltoosc to bc certifìed by the Ârnerican N{etlic.rl Associ:rrirxr or
osteopathy specialty boards in specialized areas ofpractice.

Canada

United States

Table 6: Regulation of Osteopathy, Selected Jurisdictions

United Kingdom

New Ze¿l¿nd

Statutorily regulated through a licensure regime: only individuals registered in the UK Statutory
Register of Osteopaths are permitted to practise and call themselves an osteopath.

Statutorily regulated through a licensure regime; only individuals registered with the Osteopathic
Council of New Zealand are permitted to practise and call themselves an osteopath.

Europe

Australia

Source: Authors' compilation.

:rnd pirvtotl-rerapy. The fìrrmer relies primarily on
traditional knowledge, and emphasizes holistic
and individualistic treatment (Baer 2004; Coulter
2004),while phytotherapy relies on contemporary
knowledge of physiology and anatomy, and uses

Statutorily regulated through a licensure regime: only individuals registered with the Osteopathy Board
of Australia are permitted to practise and call themselves an osteopath.

Of 39 countries, statutorily regulated in 15 as of 201,2.

Some countries have taken a strict view on who may practise osteopath¡ while others have left the
practice statutorily unregulated. For example, in ltal¡ osteopathy can be practised only by biomedical
practitioners rvho have obtained a qu:rlilìcation in ostcoit¿¡h1,; iu Austria, ostcopltthy is ncithcr
recognized nor prohibited, and can be practised by individuals with or without medical training.

In Germany, osteopathy is not a distinct profession; osteopathic practice is limited to biomedical
physicians, physiotherapists and HeiþraktiÞzr, but the training required for the three categories of
proiessionals to b¡: eligiblc to pracrise r.rstcopethv cliílels.

l

l

l

herbs whose efficäcv and saf-ety are substantiated bv
scientific empirical studies (Fleinrich et a1.20A4).12

\ rHM is often also referred to as "herbal
medicine."Although other CAMs, such as

traditional Chinese medicine, also use herbs to treat

12 See also AustraliaTraditional Medicine Society, "Western Herbal Medicine,"available online athttp.//www.atms.com.aul;
antl Victoril Cornnruniry Acupuncture, "Phvtother-lpy & the Be ncfits t¡iPlzurr N{cdicinc," avnil¿blc orrlinc ar hftp://wnvlr,.
vcaspa.com/.
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Jurisdiction

Canada

10

1 458

United States

Unite<i lüngdom

NewZeal¿nd

Australia

RegulatoryApproach

Medical doctors are permitted to practise in all provinces'

prri:tisc try norr-rlcdic,rl prolcssionals i¡- regrl:rted through ¿ certiJìcrcinn rcginrc in Bri¡ish Colunrbi¿'

Alberta, {,.b"., Ontariã and Newfoundland and Labracior, an<i the titie "acupuncturist" is protecte<i.

No.r-medial professionals may include massage therapists, chiropodists, chiropractors, occupational

therapists and TCM practitioners.

Saskatchewan and Yukon Territory have issued guidelines on the practice of acupuncture'

Most states statutorilv rcqul¿te eitheI through coltilìc:ìtion o¡ lìcetl-"ure regiules

Medical and non-medical practitioners may practise'

Practise by medicai professionals is statutorily regulated - for example' practise by GPs, nurses and

physiotherapists is ,egulate,J by thc Ccncral i4"ãi.ol Council, the Nursing and Midwifery Council and

the Health anrl Care Profession Council.

Non-rncdical mcmbcrs.lvho practise tcupuncture may choos. to hecome members of private self-

regulating associations'

Anyone practising acupunctufe (whether a member or not) can call themselves an acupuncturist

No st:1trìtorv repilirti or.r; 1'ç¡i11¡ ¡xr1', plivnte ccrti fi clrtiol l'

Medical and non-medical profcssionals may practise.To call oneself an acupunctufist and claim to

pfactise ãcupuncture, an inãividual must be registered with the Chinese Medicine Board of Australia

iCll.iOA¡.fi" CÀ{&\ is cstablishecl untlel the qo\¡ern:Ìnce of ¡hc Aust¡tli,rn Hc'¿lth Pr:rctirioner

Regulariu, Agc't (ÂHPRÂ),rvhich is responeible for the registration of all health practitioners in

Australia.

. Of 39 countries, statutorily regulated \n 26 as of 2012 through a range of regulatory regimes: in some

coun¡Lics 
'iâ.govrrnllìeût-rp¡r.u.,,.,{ 

certilìcation, in others, practisc is linlitetl to physicians rvith

specializâtion in acuPuncture.

. A few corrntrìes, such as Italy and France, have chosen to limit practise to biomedical professionals,

such as doctors and midwives.

In Denmark and Sweden, both medical and non-medical professionals may perform acupuncture'

'l¡crc arc r1o st¡turorl¡ q¡eliirc:rrion criteria th.:rr practitit)ners nltlst fììlfiI {}rior to fte;rtiug illdíviduals'
-fhe c¡nlv rcquiretnettt is th:rt plttients mtlsl tlot bc ¡rut at risk'

Europe

Source: Authors' compilation.

illnesses, WHM practitioners argue that WHM is
a distinct herb¿1 medicai practice.'lhe commouly

citecl cLi{1èrences are th:rt plinciples t'chincl thc

tre:ìtments are vastlv difièr'ent - yin and yang anà

qiinTCM,in contrast to anatomy and physiology

in phytothe r^py - and that herbal medicines used

inTCM are a complex mix of herbs,whileWHM

rypically employs a single herb or only two or
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RegulatoryApproach

Regulated only in British Columbia and Ontario. Only registered members of the College of
Traditional Chinese Medicine Practitioners and Acupuncturists of British Columbia and the College
ofTiaditional Chinese Medicine Practitioners and Acupuncturists of Ontario, respectiveiy, are allowed
to call themselves a TCM practitioner. Only registered members are permitted to prescribe a TCM
diagnosis based on TCM philosophy.

O thol pror,ìnces: voluntary, ¡rrivatc certi6c:r¡ir¡n.

Most states regrÌl?1tc thror.rgh certi6c¡ltior"r or licensure regìmcs

1 4s9

Jurisdiction

Canada

United States

Table 8: Regulation ofTraditional Chinese Medicine, Selected Jurisdictions

New Zealand

United Kingdom No statntory regulation; 1,sl¡¡¡¡xry, prir,*te certifi catiol'r

No statutory regulation; r'oluntiu:l¡, private certifìcirtion.

Regulated through a licensure regime; only "Chinese medicine practitioners" registered with the
Chinese Medicine Board of Australia are permitted to practise.

Australia

Europe

Statutorily regulated in 1.0 of 39 countries as of 2012.

In some countries, such as Italy and Austria, the practise ofTCM is restricted to medical doctors.
Severrrl countries h:n'e permittecl nou-mcdical prirctitioners to practisc si.rbject to fi.rl1ìlling co¡rcìitions

such as minimum educational requirements; others have not restricted who maybe eligible to practise.

Note: In Newfoundland and Labrador, although the College ofTiaditional Chinese Medicine Practitioners and Acupuncturists of
Newfoundland and Labrador has been established, acupuncture is regulated, while TCM is not.

Source: Authors' compilation.

Jurisdiction RegulatoryApproach

Csnaðø.

Fall unde¡ the category of"natural health products" along with vitamins, minerals and probiotics.
Natural health products are available without prescription, but can be sold only after being licensed

and issuecl iì naTuriìl procluct nLrrnber from Fïcalth Cirnadir.The stan¡lard of s¿fety and elñcircv proofs
lreedcd to qualil.v tbr licensing di{Iel fiom thosc necdcd lor biclmerliciues, as continuerì historical usc is

acceptcd zs cviclence of cÍlìcircr'.

United States
Sale of Chinese he¡bal medicines that qualifli as "dietary supplements" are nót subjected to mandatory
review or testing for purity or potency of active ingredients.

T¿ble 9: Regulation of Chinese Herbal Medicines, Canada and the United States

Source: Authors' compilation.
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three.l3Table 10 shows howWHM is regulated in

the sample jurisdictions. As Table 11 shows, herbal

medicinal products are more extensively regulated

than MIHM in most jurisdictions.

DISORDER IN THE BORDER.LANDS

Divergences in Regulntory Practices and

Reform Proposals

A striking, even disconcerting, feature ofthe
evolution and regulation of the various CAMs is

the lack of an¡hing approaching consistency of
approach across jurisdictions and categories of
CAMs.Incleecl, ^ 

raîge of resulatorv options has

found favour in one or another Western jurisdiction,

with little evidence of a convergence toward a

dominant regulatory paradigm.

This discordance in regulatorv practice is echoed

in scholarly and public policy literature debating

the merits of alternative regulatory approaches to

CAMs. Some authors oPpose regulation of CAM
practitioners and products, arguing that typical

forms of regulation protect mainstream biomedìcine

and hinder innovation and competing methods

of healing, including traditional CAM practices,

some of which ¿rre of ci'rltural significance to their

communities of origin even where not hased upon

biomedical epistemology (Cohen 1'99 6, 86; Iiaz et

al. 207 6, 97, 1.04; Lindsey and Teles 20 L7, chap - 5) .

Other commentators argue against regulation of
CAM practitioners and proc{ucts from opposing

premises: that any form of regulation of CAMs

is likely to legitimize and promote their use by

the public, even though many,if not most, CAM
practices ancl products lack ade quate scientiâc

lustification or verification (ilIcI l¿le and G:rle 2015,

375; Robbins 2010; Robotham 2012)-

I 460
1)

Among scholars who favour some form of
regulation of CAM practitioners, proposals vary

widely. Some argue for state-sanctioned forms of
self-regulation for individual classes of CAMs,

modelled on standard approaches of self-regulation

of mainstream professions (Walker and Budd

2002, 1 0 ; Wardle 207 4; W eir 200 5, 17 9 -80) . O ther

scholars argue for an umbrella regulatory body

that would regulate all or most forms of CAM
practitioners according to a uniform and consistent

set of principles (Ries and Fisher 2073,295-6;Van
Hemel 2001,,330). As to what form professional

regulation should take, some scholars favour a form

of licensure, on the grounds that only licensure
. 1 1 L.- )--1,^- ^^^-^^-'.^*^regrmes are caPaDIe or lltalruaLrrlt aPPruPrraLc

trairring regimes, post-cntry codcs of conduct, and

disciplinary and continuing education protocols,

which in combination icleally would exclude

inadequately trained, fraudulent, incompetent

or deviant practitioners or aspiring practitioners

from the domain of practice in question (Clark

2004, 392). Other scholars argue - convincingly,

in our view - that any attcmpt to crcate multiple

mutually exclusive licensure regitnes across the

entire landscape of healthcare provision inevitably

would entail arbitrary boundary drawing, rigidities

and interprofèssion'¿l conflicts, irs well as impeding

innovation and discouraging the closer intcgral"ion

of biomedical and CAM health disciplines (Baron

1983, 346; Gellhorn 197 6, 6; Hogan 1'983, 726;

Olson 1983; Weir 2005, 782'3)'
We do not presume in this Comrnentary tu ollcr

detailed regulatory protocols for each individual

category of CAM, or CAMs as a broader

encompassing category' Rather, we propose general

guiding regulatory principles for CAM products

and practitioners.

13 Se c l lcali*g Fouldations, "Chincsc l lcrbs and \,Vcstcm I lc¡bs: Is '&crc ¿ I)iÍÌ^crcncc?" ¿vai1¿blc orrlinc at https://

patch.com/-; and LAN Acupuncture and Herbal Medicine, "Herbal Medicine FAQ" available online athttp://www.

lanacupuncrure.com/.
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Jurisdiction

Canada

United States

i United Kingdom

NewZealand No statutorl.' reuulation; r'olurltãr1,, priv?1ts certificâtion.

RegulatoryApproach

No statutory regul:rtion; voluntarli private certilìcadon.

No statuto¡1' regul:rtion; voluntãr.i; private certifi cÍ1tion.

No s¡etutory ¡cgulation; r'oluntary', privnte certiJìcation.

Table 10: Regulation of Western Herbal Medicine, SelectedJurisdictions

Australia No statrìtory regulatior.r; r'oluntarN private certilìcation.

Europe Of39 countries, 10 statutorily regulate as of 2012.

Source: Authors' compilation.

Jurisdiction RegulatoryApproach

Fal1 under the category of"natural health products" and are subject to a similar approval process.

United States Fall under the category of"dietary supplements" subject to lower scrutìny than over-the-counte¡ medicines.

United Kingdom
Sales and products regulated at the EU level since 2011 (see below); this might be subject to change on
account ofBrexit.

Regulates as therapeutic substances through a two-tiered system categorized on the basis ofrisk,
requiring products to be either registered or listed prior to sale.

Higher-risk medicines, including MIHM, can be sold only after being registered with the Australian
Registcr of herapentic Goods (,A,RTG), pursuarrt to rvhich cach product is indiviclu¿l1v evaluated fbr
qualit'"', szrtèrv and e.l1ìcac¡ Tr:tdirional use as prooi of safetl' ol eÍñc:rcv is acce ptecÌ to a very limitcrl
extent.

Lower-risk medicines comprising pre-approved,low-risk ingredients and making limited claims are

listed on the ARTG, and are not subject to the same individualized scrutiny as higher-risk medicines.

Canada

Australia

Europe

Prior to sale, all herbal medicinal products must obtain market authorization o¡ be registered under the
Traditional Herbal Regìstration process.

Ellìr:¿cy ¿nri s¿fcty must l¡e substzrntiatccl, althoueh, unlikc l¡iornedicir-rcs, they rnav be valitlatc.l
through traditional historical use since it was recognized that many herbal products would be unable to
fulfil thc cviclentiar-v requirements imposcd on biol.ncdicinc.

Table 11: Regulatiorr of Herbal Vledicinal Products, SelectedJurisdictions

Source: Authors' compilation.
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Risk Calibration

First, recognizingthat the two principal motivating

rationales for regulation of healthcare provision

generally - severe information asymmetries between

healthcare practitioners and patients and, to a

lesser extent, negative externalities associated with
patients'healthcare decisions or caregivers - it
seems a relatively uncontroversial starting premise

that regulatory responses should be calibrated to the

degree of risk entailed, principally for patients, but
in some cases for third parties. Risk is commonly

thought of as a product of the probabilìty of a

negative contingency occurring and the severity

ofthe conseouences ofthat contingency in the

event that it does occur - often characterized as

the "expected cost" of a decision to assume the risk

in question.-Ihis approach to health-related risks

would seem to explain much, albeit not all, of the

detailed regulation of biomedicine (both procedures

and products) commoniy observed in almost all

Western countries.
One implication we draw from the biomedical

regulatory paradigm now deeply entrenched and

widely observed in most Western jurisdictions

is that it is rìilñcult, if not impossible, fbr the

state to sustain a purely laissez-faire approach to

the provlsion of C.A,IVí proc|tcrs or servìçes.The

consequence of not regulating CAMs might be

that individuals enoneously believe that a public

authority has determined that these products or

serv. ices are at worst halmless ancl at best helpfirl in
alleviating the medical conditions that proponents

often claim they are able to address.In many cases,

however, the lack of regulation of CAMs does not

reflect a conscious decision by government: certlin
CAM products or services, such as \Mestern herbal

medicines or naturopath¡ might be harmfi.rl if
taken in concentrated form or in excessive doses or

for protracted periods of time. Perhaps of Sreatest
concern, claims of efficacy in dealing r¡¡ith serious

health conditions often might be unwarranted, and

might deflect pirtients or ciuegivers fiom pursuing

more efficacious biomeclicai treatments (Brody 201B).

Second, on the scale of risk, from trivial to severe'

some forms of CAM products and services clearly

fall toward the trivial end of the spectrum. For

examole. forms of CAM products or services that
address dietary or lifestyle concerns or common

forms of coughs and colds and aches and pains of
the kind that many individuals treat with home

remedies or over-the-counter medications would
seem to wârrant minimal regulation beyond

mandatory warnings of potentially serious side

effects i{ as in the case of herbal medicines, taken

in excess. In such cases, the absence ofappropriate
---^-^'.^^^ 
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potential tortious liability, and would remain subject

to general prohibitions against fraudulent, false or

misleading advertising claims.
'llrirrl orher forms olrisk fall toward the

more serious end of the scale, where proPonents

claim that certain CAM products or services are

able to address serious life-threatening forms of
health conditions, including infectious diseases, as

alternatives to conventional forms of biomedicine
r.virose elficacy has been scientifically validatetl.

Obviously, a lesser degree of risk is entailed where

CAM practices or products are promoted as

complements to biorrredical treatments, r'ather

than as substitutes, although negative interactions

between two t'?es of treatment for the same

condition might increase risk factors in some

coniexts.
Fourth, we believe that some general policy

orientations emerge from this risk calibration

approach to the regulation of CAM products or

services. For forms of CAMs that fall toward the

trivial end of the risk spectrum, light-handed ex

ante regrtlation seems appropriate, providing a

relatively large scope for patients'autonomy in the

choice of medical treatments. For forms of CAMs
that fall toward the higher end of the risk spectrum,

it seems difficult to .iusti$z a completely laissez-f:rire

1,4
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position on the p¿rt of tlìe state. In e&èct, where
a CAM treatment is not directþ harmful and is
not marketed to displace biomedical treatments
for serious health conditions, we recommend
a "negative regulatiori' approach that exempts

the treatment from regulation beyond general
misleading advertising laws.

Certiffcation but not Licensure

In general, with respect to the ex ante regulation
of CAM practitioners, we favour state-sanctioned
forms of delegated self-regulation of certification
regimes by practitioners themselves, where
designated titles would be reserved for accredited
members of the state-recognized governing bodies,

but not mutually exclusive areas of practice, as under
licensure regimes. Form'al certification regimes rre
likely to create a strong incentive for certification
bodies and their members to promote their brand
and reputational status among the public and
mcdical practitioners generally. This would solidi$r
internal norms by proscribing outlier practices

without all the negative features of an exclusive

licensure regime, as noted above. While not
entitled to the protection of an exclusive licensure
regine, members in gooci stancling of an official
certificirtion regime might be gr:rnted imrnunity
from prosecution for the unauthorized practise
of medicine as a further inducement to seek and
maintain accreditatìon. Members disciplined for
malpractice could be clecerti6ecl, but not prohiblted
from continuing as uncertified practitioners. Public
records of suspensions and decertification of
practitioners could p anially addres s inform ation
asymmetry concerns on this score.

S upervised S elf-regulation

To minimize the risk of overreach in the healthcare
claims of members of CAM professional

certification bodies and their members, there

might be merit in the creation by government of
an overarching advisory body - a CAM advisory
council - to which the various self-regulatory
regimes would be required to submit their
regulations governing education and training, codes

of conduct, and disciplinary procedures.The council
would review these and advise government whether
to adopt or reject the proposed regulations (but not
to initiate regulations). In exercising this review
function, such an advisory body - ideally comprised
of representatives of the various CAM disciplines,
patient or consumer groups and the medical and

scientific research communities - would identi{,
practices that are high risk and that members of
these governing bodies would be prohibited from
engaging in or promoting, as well as practices that
would facilitate the greater integration of CAMs
and biomedicine. Prohibition of defined practices

might also be extended to non-members.
In exercising this oversight function - in

particular the cletermination of prohibited practices

- such an advisory body might adopt a standard
that, in the presence of scientific controversv or
clisagreement, might reffect minoriry as opposecl

to mainstream, scientific opinion, proviclecl the
minority opinion comes from qualifiecl and

respected sources, recognizing that government
would want to act from perspectives of prudence
and caution where risks of irreversible damage to
human health are concerned.

For an appropriate standard for regulated CAM
treatments as substitutes for biomedical treatments
for serious health conditions, we suggest adopting
the "minimun stanclard of proven scientific efficacy"
threshold.In the trade law context, this standard
was employed by the World Trade Organizatioris
Appellate Body to adjudicate whether regulations
restricting imports of beef hormones were an

unjustified cliscriminatory úade mcasurc or a

legitimate protective measure,14 The Appellate BocÌy
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14 See the Appellate Body decision in the Beef Hormones case (1998), available online at https://www.wto.orglenglish/
tratop_e/dispu_e/cases-e/d s26 -e.htm.
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held that a country imposing such restrictions for a

purported precautionary purpose was not required

to establish fuli scientific proo{ but must show

some minimum scientific b¿sis fbr supporting e

precautionary measure. We suggest that this is also

an appropriate standard for determining whether

CAM treatments that displace biomedical therapies

for serious health conditions nonetheless should be

permitted. This "minimum scientilc trirsis" threshold

would delineate azone for individuals to choose

their own treatment from a zone where a treatment

lacks a basis for any reasonable claim oftherapeutic

effectiveness and the risk of rnisrepresentation is

unacceptahle.
\/[/. "^ncirler rhic ennroech enltellv annronriate for'---" -rr-"---^ '1-----J --rr I

both CAM prodrrcts anrl services.In the context of
the regulation of CAM practitioners and products' an

application would require that at least the minimum

scientific justificirtion be rnet for cases where CA..VI

services or prt-rducts 'åre plol"noted as an altcrnativc

to biomedicine in treating conditions entailing

potentially irreversible damage to human health.

CAMs as Complements to or Substitutes for
Biomedicine

In cases where some forms of CAMs are promoted

as complements to biomedical treatments of
the same condition, perhaps a somewhat less

demanding standard might be appropriateby way

of promoting the greater integration of biomedicine

a,nel eAMs - for example, in the absence of
scientific evidence that CAM products or services

cause direct harm or raise the risk ofserious side

effects. Integration is a v:rluable tool {br reclr'rcing

information asymmetries and potentially decreasing

negative externaiities, as it might foster better

referral practices between biomedical and CAM
practitioners and better communication between

practitioners and their patients.

Although CAM products should be subject

to scrutiny by food- and-drug-safety agencies,

given that they are often purchased without the

intermediation or advice of a CAM practitioner,

1464
there are limitations. For example, herbs prescribed

in their natural form are likely to be freely available

in markets, and hence would not fall under such

agencies'scrutiny or be subjected to prescribed

labelling standards; some CAM prescriptions are

individualized, as in TCM; and agencies'limited

resources of funds or time would preclude their

scrutinizing each CAM product. Bearing in
mind these limitations, regulation of commercial

preparations of CAM products by food-and-
drug-safety agencies should apply the following

principles:

' for minor illnesses for which over-the-counter
biomedicines are commonly purchased for self-

medication, a "no harm" principle should apply to

commercial preparations of CAMs;

' where CAM products are promoted as a

complement to biomedicine' even for serious

illresses, a "uo hartri'principlc should also apply

to commerciøJprepatations of CAMs; and

' where CAM products are promoted as an

alternative to biomedicine in the treatment of
serious health conditions, the minimum standard

of proven scientific elIìcac1'should apply.

Ex post Regulation of CAM Products and

Services

Tl'te ex post regulation of CAM products and

services by courts, regardless of whether falling

toward the trivial or the higher end of the risk

spectrum, remains critical so as to ensure that

persons responsibie (inciuciing non-certifi eri

practitioners and other third parties) are held liable

for fraudulent, false or misleading advertisements or

claims, tortious liability for negligence or criminal

liability for gross negligence. When determining

such violations, the criterion of a minimum
st¿ndarci of proven scientific efficacy shoulcl be

applied to cases where claims or advertisements

promote a CAM product or service as an alternative

to biomedicine in the treatment of Life-threatening

health conditions.

L6
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This paper has provided a framework fbr
governments to structure the regulation of
complementary and alternative medicines and
develop appropriate institutions, such as a CAM
advisory council, to provide independent advice

to governments on appropriate standards for
CAMs, especially when promoted as alternatives to
biomedical treatments for serious health conditions.

Advice on medical treatments involves
signifi cant inform ation asymm etries ancl potentially
engages mortal risks for individuals. A principled
and restrained approach to regulating CAM would
focus on calibrating reguiatory responses to the

seriousness ofthe risks involved and reflect an

appropriate balance between personal autonomy/
patient choice and the public interest in addressing

misrepresentations.

We do not claim that this articulation of general
principles would resolve regulatory debates on the
ground with respect to the various classes of CAMs.
However, although many question the legitimizing
CAMs, the growth of the use of CAM treatments
indicates that consumer demand for them is here to
stay. What is needed are clear regulatory objectives,

principles and independent, expert institutions
in order to shape the appropriate regulation of
complementary and alternative medicines.
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please find attached a pre-publication copy of the forthcoming C.D. Howe Institute commentary, "Regulating

Alternative Medicines: Disorder in the Bãiderlands" by authors Michael J. Trebilcock and Kanksha Mahadevia

Ghimire of the University of Toronto Faculty of Law.

We will be publishing this report tomorrow morning at 6amET. We provide the embargoed attached copy for

your advanõe review and on condition that this not be further distributed.

The report recommends:
o That regulatory responses should be calibrated to the degree of risk entailed for patients.

o State-sanctionåd forms of delegated self-regulation of certification regimes by practitioners themselves.

o The creation by government of an overarching advisory body - an alternative medicine advisory council

o Ensuring that persons responsible are held liable for fraudulent, false or misleading advertisements or

claims, iortious liability for negligence or criminal liability for gross negligence.

As all Institute publications, the report was subjected to a rigorous review process that required the authors to

address all feedback from external reviewers.

We l¡çk forward to any comments you have. We thank you for your suppon of the C.D. Howe Institute's

policy research.

Grant Bishop
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Attached is the 83'd Legislative lJpdate from Richard Steinecke, letting us know what happened in March

2019. Note that, in the Salam Abdul v Ontorio College of Phormoc,sts matter, Mr. Abdul's leave to
appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada was dismissed (see p.2).
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Bonus Features:

FHRCO Legislative Update - What Happened in March 2Ot9?
Prepared by Richord Steinecke

ln this lssue:

o Bill 74, People's Health Care Act, introduced, see pp. 1 -2
o Bill 68 to replace LiberalAct on oversight of police introduced, see p. 2
o Consultation on employers reporting gender pay transparency, see p. 2

¡ Abdul Leave to Appeal to the SCC Dismissed, see p. 2
o lncapacity lncongruity, see p. 3
¡ Time and Stability ls Not Enough, see p. 3
o Time Might Eventually Be Enough, see pp.3-4
. Duty of Candour Exists in Canada, see p. 4
. Complaints Against Adjudicators, see p. 5
¡ Protecting Quality Assurance lnformation, see pp. 5-6
o Spence the Sequel, see p. 6

Ontario Bills
(Se e : https : //www. ol a. o ra )

Ball74, The People's Hedlth Care Act, 2079 - (government B¡ll - passed second reoding ond referred
to the Stonding Committee on Social Policy). The Bill will implement a signifícant restructuring of the
provisíon of health care services in Ontario. The move was billed as a centralization of 20 agencies
into one body called Ontario Health that will include the 14 LHlNs, and:

. Cancer Care Ontario

. eHealth Ontario

. Trillium Gift of Life Network

. Health Shared Services

. Health Quality Ontario

. HealthForce Ontario Marketing and Recruitment Agency

However, the plan also envisions decentralization in the form of 30-50 provider groups, each
providing coordinated care to about 300,000 persons each on average. The government is anticipatíng
health care providers (likely anchored by at least one hospital) will make proposals that will be
accepted by the government.

Details are scarce and so the impact on RHPA Colleges is unclear at this time. The most likely sources
of impact are:

Page L of 6
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1. the push to finally develop centralized electronic health records for patients,
2. competition with Ontario Health as to who sets standards of practice,

3. competition as to who provides quality assurance, and

4. overlap between Ontario Health's investigative powers (re. quality of care provided) and the
investigative and disciplinary power of RHPA Colleges.

B¡ll 68, Comprehensive Ontario Police Seruices Act, 2079 - (government Bill- passed third reading
ond hos received Royol Assent/. B¡ll 68 replaces the comprehensive legislation enacted by the Liberal

government, but not yet proclaimed, on the regulation of police officers. The provisions reduce the
civilian oversight of police officers somewhat from the Liberal statute.

Proclamations
(Se e www. onta ri o. ca/e n /ontq azette/qazl ot/i n dex. htm )

There were no relevant proclamations this month

Regulations
(Se e www. onto ri o. co/e n /onta a zette/ø azl at/i n dex. htm )

There were no relevant regulations gazetted this month

Proposed Regu lations Registry
(Se e http ://www. o nto ri o ca n a d a. com / re q istrv )

Pay Transparency Act - This consultation is on a proposed regulation that would require "employers
with 100 or more employees to annually calculate, and make available, information about
organizational wage gaps and workforce composition with respect to gender". Comments are due by

April 5, 2019.

Bonus Features
(lncludes Excerpts from our Blog and Twitter feed found at www.sml-low.com)

Abdul Leave to Appealto the SCC Dismissed

The Federation intervened in this case to protect the discretion of Colleges and ICRCs to manage

multiple complaints and investigations. A helpful decision was obtained from the Ontario Court of
Appeal last August. Mr. Abdul sought leave to the Supreme Court of Canada. Leave was denied. See:

Salam Abdulv Ontario College of Pharmocists,2OLg CanLll 2L775 (SCC), <htto://canlü.caltlhzTkm>.
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lncapacity lncongruity

Regulators encourage practitioners with a disability to participate in assessment and treatment with
the hope that the practitioner can remain in practice. Correspondingly, practitioners with health

issues often cooperate with theír regulator in their assessment and treatment in the anticipation that
they will remain in practice. However, what happens when the assessment and treatment indicate to
the regulator that the practitioner may not be able to practise safely and the practitioner disagrees?

While regulators try to be as accommodating as possible (not only because it is a human rights

obligation, but also to encourage participation in remedial programs), client safety has to come first.

ln Collett v College of Physicians & Surgeons of Alberta, zOLg ABCA 86 (Canlll),
<@>,aphysician,onhisownvolition,attendedaneuropsychological
assessment that identified some cognitive concerns. The physician declined to pursue further
investigation into the concerns and refused repeated requests to cease practising until the cognitive
concerns could be addressed. The regulator suspended the physician's ability to practise until he could

demonstrate that the cognitive concerns would not interfere with it. The physician applied to the
courts to lift his suspension. The Court refused both on the basis that no error appeared to have been

made in the process leading up to the suspension and because the public interest in allowíng the
regulator to fulfill its mandate outweighed the harm to the physician.

Time and Stability ls Not Enough

Seven years ago Ms. Chen was excluded from all gaming sites by the Alcohol and Gaming Commission
for engaging in loan sharking: Chen v Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario,2OL9 ONSC 1680,

<http:llcanlü.calt/hzL6b>. The Registrar declined to lift the exclusion order despite the passage of
time and a stable employment and family history during the past seven years. The Divisional Court

upheld the Registrar's decision concluding that ít "was reasonable, given the gravity of the past

conduct and the applicant's failure to provide adequate information showing she appreciated the
gravity of the past conduct and demonstrated there was not a risk of reoccurrence". The Court also

found that the paper reinstatement process was procedurally fair given that Ms. Chen had a full
opportunity to present her case and that meaningful reasons had been given.

Time and stability were insufficient on their own to warrant reinstatement, on these facts at least.

However, in other cases, the courts hold out the promise that eventually the passage of time might
be sufficient: CS v Registrar, Real Estote and Business Brokers Act, 2002,2019 ONSC 1652 (CanLll),

<http : / / canlü. ca I t / hzL6 c> .

Time Might Eventually Be Enough

How long should a major breach of trust of a sexual nature with a minor exclude someone from
practising in a different profession with little exposure to minors? That was the issue in CS v Registror,

Real Estote and Business Brokers Act, 2OO2, 20L9 ONSC L652, <htto:llcanlü.ca/t/hzL6c>. The
practitioner applied for registration as a real estate salesperson. However, she had been a teacher
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and had participated in a long-term sexual relationship with a former student (who became her foster
child) for which she was found criminally responsible. ln addition, her status as teacher was revoked.
The Registrar (and the appeal tribunal) found that this breach of trust was so serious that it was
reasonable to assume she might not practise the real estate profession with honesty and integrity.

The Divisionai eourt upheici the finciing

The appellant committed a serious set of criminal acts involving violations of trust in the fairly
recent past. She was not dissuaded by the school principal, her CAS training, or her own moral
compass, from abusing someone to whom she was duty-bound and who she undertook to
protect.

However, the Court indicated that it was unreasonable to expect the applicant to have self-reported
her criminal conduct at the time; concealment was a natural aspect of the críminal conduct itself. ln
addition, the Court indicated that the passage of time may eventually be sufficient to permit
registration as a real estate salesperson:

Almost nine years have now passed since the victim terminated his relationship with the
appellant. I agree with the LAT [Licence Appeal Tríbunal] that the reasonableness of relying
upon past breaches of trust to ground an inference concerning future risks to the public may
well be affected by the passage of time.

That passage contrasts with the perspective that the passage of time is not, in itself, sufflclent ln the
case (albeit with different facts) of : Chen v Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario, 2OL9 ONSC
1680 ( Ca n L ll), <http : I / canlü.ca / t / hzL6b>.

Duty of Candour Exists in Canada

One of the more significant developments ín the regulation of health professions in the UK is the
codification of the duty of candour when an error is discovered: https://www.sml-law.com/wp-
contentluoloadsl21Lg/03/Grevar234.odf. Some professions in Canada have similar obligations. ln
t ^'., C^-;^+" ^l ^lL^-+- 

,. C^L,,-t^- 1^ln 
^ 

ñ1^ 4 4 4 ,LLL^.1t--^lr1 -^ ILtt^-t-22- rl- - ^-----r -- -r I ILuwJU1-'ÉLyUJFl'ucILuvJLI,uJLlI,¿UI:',{DLÉlIaI,<@>,LneLourtupneloaS
reasonable the discipline finding against a lawyer who failed to inform his client of an error where
S300,OOO was deposited into the wrong trust account and was not immediately retrievable. The Court
agreed that this error was material and that, even though the client expressed the desire not to be
kept informed of all the operational details of the project, this error should have been disclosed.

The Court also found that there was no unfairness in the discipline tribunal taking a different view of
the nature of the conduct than that expressed in the original complaint and investigation report.
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Compla i nts Agai nst Adjudicators

Some practitioners act as adjudicators. What is the role of regulatory bodies when dealing with
complaints about practitioners acting in their capacity as an adjudicator? This issue was touched upon,
but not fully addressed, in Cuhoci v College of Sociol Workers (Ontario), 2019 ONSC 1801,
<htto:l/canlä.caltlhz74q>. Ms. Cuhaci, a social worker, arbitrated a custody dispute. Afterwards, a

complaint was made about her conduct. Whíle the screening committee initially indicated it had no
role in respect of the actual adjudication, it later on made some comments suggesting that it may
have partially considered her actions in that capacity. Ultimately the screening committee issued

advice about the clarity of the practitioner's communications, which advice was not confined to the
adjudication decision. The practitíoner sought judicial review.

The Court held that the application was moot:

The applicant still has a license to practice as a social worker, and there are no conditions or
restrictions on her license. She faces no professional jeopardy as a result of the outcome of
this complaint.

The Court almost exercised its discretion to hear the matter anyway to clarify the jurisdictional issue,

but declined to do so, in part because:

... counsel for the College conceded that the Complaints Committee may have overstepped in
this case, and that the College does not have jurisdiction to investigate the decision making
process of a social worker engaged in the functions of an arbitrator in the context of family
law proceedings. She argued that there may be circumstances that would warrant the
College's intervention, if for example the member had an intimate relationship with one of the
parties, but she agreed that the decision making process and the decision itself do not fall
within the College's jurisdiction.

lnterestingly, there was also a procedural issue in that the screening committee made its decisíon
without disclosing all of the complainant's submissions to the practitioner. However, the Court was
satisfied that the regulator cured the concern, on the facts of this case at least, by providing the
materials after reaching its decision, receiving further submissions from the practitioner and then
rendering an addendum to its decísíon.

Protecting Quality Assurance lnformation

Professional regulators in British Columbia are subject to freedom of information legislation. As a

result, individuals can apply to the lnformation and Privacy Commissioner to review a regulator's
refusalto provide such access. This regime led to a showdownin College of Physicians and Surgeons
of British Calumbia v British Columbio (lnformotion ond Privocy Commissioner), 2OL9 BCSC 354,
<htto : I / ca nlä. ca / t / hz4 n L> .
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A component of the quality assurance program for physicians in British Columbia involves multi-
source feedback (MSF). Colleagues, coworkers and patients are asked to submit a confidential survey
to a third party firm. The third party compiles the survey results in aggregate form and provides a

report to both the practitioner and the regulator. This information is scored against results of the
practitioners' peers and, along with information gathered by other components of the quality
assijrance program (e.g., an anaiysis of patient charts, a review of office procedures), resuits in
feedback to the practitioner and potentially remedial action.

ln this case the practitioner sought access to copies of the actual survey forms. The regulator refused.
Recourse was sought before the lnformation and Privacy Commissioner whose representative
ordered that the surveys be provided to the practitioner. The regulator sought judicial review. The
Court concluded that a purposeful interpretation of the legislation required that the public ínterest in
the effective quality assurance program took priority. This necessitated that the confidentiality
interests of the individuals answering the survey took precedence over the access interests of the
practiiioner. Otherwise, the [viSF component of the quaiity assurance program wouicj be piaceci in
jeopardy by a lack of candid (or any) participat¡on.

The order of the lnformation and Privacy Commissioner was quashed

Spence the Sequel

Mr. Spence faced two high profile hearings for allegations of plagiarism. ln the first, a discipline
hearing before the Ontario College of Teachers, a refusal of an adjournmcnt on the basis of illness
resulted ín the Divisional Court setting aside the hearing: Spence v Ontario College of Teachers,2OLB
ONSC 3335 (Canlll), <http://canlii.calt/hs8tr>. ln the second, before the University of Toronto, a

similar refusal of an adjournment was upheld:, Spence v lJniversity of Toronto, zOLg ONSC 1085
(CanLll), <http://canlii.calt/hxmiw>. The differences in the two cases included the following aspects
of the hearing beforc thc university:

1. All of the information about Mr. Spence's ability to attend the hearing was disclosed to Mr.
Spence.

2. The medica! er¡idence of Mr. Spence's current state of health was different.
3. The final refusal of an adjournment was made after many more adjournments had been

gra nted.

Adjournment requests depend entirely on the facts of the case
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Regulatory Oversight Bodies
Proliferating in British Columbia

by Erica Richler
February 2019 - No.233

Oversight bodies for professional regulators are well
established in a number of jurisdictions around the
world. Two prominent examples are the Office des

professions du Québec and the Professional Standards
Authority in the UK. Tentative steps in common law
Canada include the Health Professions Regulatory
Advisory Council of Ontario (I{PRAC) and the
Fairness Commissioners in some Canadian provinces.
However, the activities of HPRAC have been scaled
back in recent years to being almost exclusively a
policy advisor to the government and Fairness

Commissioners are limited to reviewing registration
practices.

Following the 2016 report of the Independent
Advisory Group, the Office of the Superintendent of
Real Estate has been expanded to include oversight
on both a policy level and for individual decisions by
the Real Estate Council of British Columbia
(RECBC). RECBC is no longer self-regulatory.

In the Summer 2018 issue of Grey Areas we reported
on the report of Mark Haddock entitled: Professional
Reliance Review: The Final Report of the Review of
Professional Reliance in Natural Resource Decision-
Making. That report has been implemented through
Bill 49 creating the Professional Governance Act
(PGA). The PGA is not yet in force likely awaiting
the required regulations to be put in place.

1478

At the current time, the PGA applies to ltve regulated
professional bodies related to natural resources
including those that regulate professional foresters,
professional engineers and professional geoscientists.
However, the PGA has the authority to designate
additional regulatory bodies after conducting an

investigation as to whether doing so is in the public
interest. The Superintendent can also amalgamate two
or more regulatory bodies.

The PGA has a number of similarities with the Health
Professions Act of that province establishing (or
continuing) regulators for different professions and
providing for powers and procedures to address
registration of practitioners, the handling of
complaints and other concerns including through
discipline, continuing competence provisions and
other enforcement tools such as establishing restricted
acts that unregistered persons cannot perform,
providing for protected titles and creating offences
and authorizing the obtaining of injunctions.

The most novel aspect of the PGA is the creation of
the office of a Superintendent of Professional
Governance operating under a single Ministry (the
Attorney General). The Superintendent has the
authority to:
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o Monitor the perforrnance of the regulatory
bodies;

o Administer rosters of practitioners for
practising professions that are not overseen by
the Superintendent.

o Advise and submit reports to the Minister;
o Enforce compliance by regulatory bodies both

informally (e.g., guidance and advice) and
formally (e.g., conducting investigations and

In short, the PGA establishes an overarching
framework for the regulation of multiple professions.

FOR MORE INFORMAÏION
This newsletter ¡s published by Steinecke Maciura LeBlanc, a law firm praclising in the f¡eld of professional regulation. lf you are not receiv¡ng a copy and would like onê,
pleasecontact:R¡chardSte¡necke,SteineckeMaciuraLeBlanc,40lBayStreet,Suite230S,P.O.Box23,Toronto,ONMsH2Y4,Tel:416-626-6897 Fax:416-593-7867,
E-Mâil: rste¡necke(@sml-law.com

WANT TO REPRINT AN ARTICLE
A number of readers have asked to reprint articles in their own newsletters. Our policy is that readers may reprint en article as long as credit is given to both the newslelter

and the firm. Please send us a copy of the issue of the newsletter which contains a reprint from Grey Areas.
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audits, issuing public directives for which
compliance is mandatory);
Appoint a public administrator to assume the
role of the Council of the regulatory body;
Impose administrative penalties, similar to
fines, on persons other than the regulatory
bodies for not complying with the legislation;
Disallow or rewrite by-laws proposed by the
Council of a regulatory body where the
Superintendent does not believe that it is
necessary and advisable.
Require annual repods from the Council or a
-^^--1^L^,--- 1--l-- :--^l--S:--- -,^^-:r--:,-- L1-^rçBurarul.y uuuy ururuuluB sljççlrylrrB rilg
information to be contained in the report.
Receive declarations of conflicts of interest
from practitioners and issue guidance to
regulatory bodies on their use.

The Councils of the regulatory bodies will consist of
twelve members, eight elected by the profession and
four public members. Howevero only candidates from
the profession who have successfully completed the
nomination process and meet the established criteria
can be elected. One professional member, the past-
president, does not vote.

Unlike tlte Ptufessional Standartls Authority in the
UK, there does not appear to be any built-in
mechanism for the Superintendent to review
individual decisions (e.g., complaints, discipline).
However, the Superintendent may use its audit
authority to review individual cases as part of an audit
or investigation into a general or systemic matter.

The PGA also eliminates the concept of 'members'
and much that flows from that relationship. It replaces
it with 'registrants'. Several of the regulators will face
significant changes to their mandates, which had

traditionally included member advocacy but which
will become limited to and focused only on
professional regulation. For some, the work they
currentiy <io to support mem-bers, through 

-branches

and committee work, will need to find a new home,
likely in the form of a professional association that is
distinct from the regulator.

Darrel Pink, recently retired as Executive Director of
the Nova Scotia Barristers' Society, currently
practising in association with Steinecke Maciura
LeBlanc and frequent commentator on professional
regulation, said this about the PGA:

Though the government's stated intentions are
limited to one sector, the Act gives significant
authority to the Superintendent of Professional
Governance. The authority given to the
Superintendent is unique in Canada. Though
there are other models where there is oversight
of regulators (such as Québec) the power
given to a single persou who can make
decisions without hearing fiom the affected
regulators is exceptional. Most of the powers
of the office are exercised with no hearing
process before decisions are made.

So unilaterally the Superintendent could
exteud the reach of the Act to auother sector.
If the government is dissatisfied - on any
basis - with how one or a number of regulated
professions ate acting, the Superintendent
could, with the stroke of a pen, bring them
under the Act with all the requirements of it.

That may be a very remote prospect, but it is a
circumstance which no regulator in British
Columbia can ignore. It will dramatically
change the way regulators carry on as they

o

a

a

a

a
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will now have one eye over their shoulder
wondering if what they do may raise the ire of
government, an outcome which strikes at the
heart of independent regulation. I expect many
regulators will be forced to strengthen their
government relations portfolios in order to
address the nature and extent oftheir dealings
with the government of the day.

The PGA can be found at:
https ://www.les.bc.calparliamentary-
business/legislation-debates-proceedines/4 1 st-
parl iament/3 rd- session/bi I ls/third-readine/eov49-3
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Five Years Later: UK Duty of
Candour Matures

by Julie Maciura
March 2019 - No.234

Regulators are increasingly experimenting with
strategies to change the approaches and attitudes of
the profession as a whole rather than just engaging in
enforcement activities in relation to individual
practitioners. One such experiment in the United
Kingdom is celebrating its fifth birthday. The
Professional Standards Authority (PSA) has recently
released a report analyzing the outcome of the
initiative, identifuing barriers to its full
implementation and suggesting enhancements.

ln 2014 the health professional regulators in the UK
published a joint statement expressing the expectation
that practitioners be candid with patients when things
went wrong. This was part of a coordinated effort that
included health organizations and institutions that
flowed from the Report of the Mid Staffordshire NHS
Foundation Trust Public Inquiry. Also called the
"Francis Report", it concluded that a lack of openness
contributed to the suffering and death ofhundreds of
patients from poor care.

The duty of candour is more than just being open with
patients. It is defined in the joint statement as follows:

Every healthcare professional must be open
and honest with patients when something goes

wrong with their treatment or care which
causes, or has the potential to cause, harm or
distress.

SML

This duty includes:
1481

telling the patient when something has
gone wrong;
apologizing to the patient;
offering an appropriate remedy or support
to put matters right (if possible); and
explaining fully the short and long-term
effects of what has happened.

The joint statement also indicated that practitioners
must likewise be open and honest with their
colleagues, employers and regulators, raising
concerns where appropriate and not stopping others
from raising concerns.

In assessing the evolution and effectiveness of the
duty of candour, the PSA report identified a number
of barriers:

1. Organizations "whioh hatl a blame culture, or
a culture of defensiveness, were not
environments in which the professional duty
of candour could thrive". In those cultures
being candid could adversely affect a
practitioner's career.

2. The passage of time, due to workload or
discovering the error afterwards, can result in
a closed "window of opportunity" reducing
the authenticity of the disclosure and apology.

3. A lack of education and training in
communication skills and the rationale for
candour makes it difficult for practitioners to
implement the obligation.

4. Fear of regulatory, civil or even criminal
litigation discourages candour especially in
light of the recent prosecution of Dr. Hadiza
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Bawa-Garbal. The PSA noted that many
experts believed that being candid reduces
legal liability, but that this is a difficult
message to communicate to practitioners.
There is also a 'om¡rth" that being candid or
apologizing can result in higher insurance
premiums and a denial of coverage.

5. Some felt that professional regulators had not
done enough to set standards for and
communicate the expectations of candour.
Similar to the previous point, perceptions of a
blame culture within regulators is a

disincentive to being candid.
6. A few comments obtained by the PSA related

to disolosure and overwhelming patients with
information they did not particularly want to
know. The PSA noted the risk of reverting to a
paternalistic approach to disclosure associated
with this concern.

7. High performing practitioners sometimes have
personal difficulty acknowledging they have
made an enor.

The PSA then examined how regulators had already
helped embed the duty of candour, including:

l. Health regulators had incorporatecl the
obligation in their standards.

2. Many regulatols had incorporated thc duty,
including its rationale and its benefits to
practitioners in the education and training to
become practitioners.

1 Dr. Bawa-Garba was'disciplined after having been found
criminally responsible for manslaughter for the death of a child
following a series of institutional and individual errors.

3. Many regulators also incorporated the
requirement into the continuing professional
development requirements for practitioners.

4. Some reguiators have inciucieci an a'osence oi
candour as grounds for discipline and the
presence of candour as a mitigating factor for
penalty. However, the absence of candour is
often part of a broader concern about
dishonesty and was often not communicated
as a separate concept.

5. Somc rcgulators have communicated on the
topic with other stakeholders in the health care
svsfem-
-J - ------

The PSA urged regulators to take additional measures
to encourage candour including:

l. Publishing case studies, not only as an

effective communications tool, but to help
practitioners identify and relate the duty to
their actual practices;

2. Ensuring that practitioncrs undcrstand the
positive impact candour can havc on patients
(and indeed the general public) and the
adverse impact a lack of candour can have on
them;

3. Shifting the communications message to
practitioners away from the "stick" of
complying with thc rcquircmcnt and toward
the benefits to the practitioner and their
practice setting flowing from openness;

4. Working with other stakeholders, especially
employers and system regulators, to
understand and promote candour together;

5. On a related point, collaboration by regulators
to provide support in implementing candour in
multi-disciplinary teams;
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6. Joint action by regulators to communicate a

consistent message about candour, just like
they did with the initial joint statement;

7. Indicating how a practitioner being candid
will be used positively in the complaints and
discipline process;

8. Clarifying the scope of the duty (e.g.,

distinguishing patient 'odistress" which
invokes the duty, from patient discomfort that
does not), perhaps through case studies; and

9. Education and training in candour for all
programs leading to registration.

The PSA report concludes: "This report has shown
that there is not one way to embed a culture of
candour, instead regulators, professional bodies,
providers and education bodies need to work
together."

Regulators elsewhere can benefit from studying this
report on the initiative in the UK. The duty of candour
is a regulatory tool to try to change behaviour in a
systemic way rather than by just disciplining
individuals for misconduct. It is analogous to other
initiatives regulators have developed in such areas as

client-centred care, informed consent / choice, know
your client, and sexual abuse prevention plans. It is a
shame, as was noted by the PSA, that progress in such
matters is so difficult to measure.

To view the PSA report, see:

https ://www.professionalstandards.org.uk/docs/defaul
t- source/pub I ications/research -paper/tel I in g-p atients-
the- soes-wron s---how-have-
professional-re gulators-encouraged-professionals-to-
be-candid-to-patients.pdflsfvrsn:l 00f7520 4
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Date of Expiry of Current
Term

April2020
April202l
April2022
April2022
April2020

Apnl2022
April202l
Apnl2020
April2020

September 7.2020
Iuly 17,2020
June29,2019
December 31,2021
November 27,2021
November 27,2021

Date Re-elected/
Reappointed

NA
NA
NA
NA
April2014
Apnl2017
NA
NA
NA
April2017

September 8,2017
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Date First
ElectedrAppointed

Apnl2OlT
April20l8
April20l9
April20l9
May 2011

April20l9
April 2018
April20l7
April2014

September 8,2014
July 17,2017
June 30, 2016
December 31,2018
November 28,2018
November 28,2018

District

5 (Central West)
4 (Central)
4 (Central)
2 (Eastern)

6 (Western)

3 (Central East)
5 (Central West)
I (Northern)
4 (Central)

Smiths Falls
Toronto
Kitchener
Toronto
Toronto
Thunder Bay

Name

Elected Members
Dr. Peter Amlinger
Dr. Brian Budgell
Dr. Janet D'Arcy
Dr. Paul Groulx
Dr. Cliff Hardick

Dr. Steven Lester
Dr. Dennis Mizel
Dr. Kristina Peterson
Dr. David Starmer

Appointed Mernbers 2

Ms Georgia Allan
Ms Karoline Bourdeau
Mr. Douglas Cressman
Ms Tamara Gottlieb
Ms Sheryn Posen
Mr. Rob MacKay
Vacant

|TEM 7.22 1484
Gouncil Member Terms as at April 30, 2019 r

I Please advise Ms Rose Bustria a.s.a.p. if you aware of aware of any discrepancies.
2 CCO requires at least 6 public members to be properly constituted.
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